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WELCOME ADDRESS

I am pleased to have been invited to welcome you to the Second
World Conference on Computer Education.

IFIP - the International Federation for Information Processing
has, as one of its important objectives, that of fostering and
participating in international activities in computer education.

This, the Second World Conference on this subject, represents
an important manifestation of the work of its many participants
and sponsors.

This Conference would not have been possible without the initia
tive and effort of the IFIP Technical Committee on Education TC 3,
and I wish to express our appreciation on behalf of IFIP.

Education has always been one of the common bonds uniting the
i nternati ona1 commun ity. That, together with the changes and the
progress thrus t upon us by computer technology, makes it even more
important that ti mely and frequent joi nt acti vi ti es be organi zed
and presented.

We trust that this Conference will be valuable to you and that it
will serve not only to summarize and disseminate information on
the current s tate of the art, but also wi11 stimul ate pos iti ve
and noteworthy work for the future.

Richard I. TANAKA
IFIP PRESIDENT



PREFACE

Cinq annees se sont ecoul ees depui s 1a prerm ere Conference Internati ona1e
"INFORMATIQUE et ENSEIGNEMENT" tenue a Amsterdam. .

Durant ces cinq annees , dans presque tous les pays deve Ioppe s , le taux
d' accroi ssement du parc des ordi nateurs s ' es t maintenu entre 20% et 30%.

Durant ces cinq annees egalement, et malqre une inflation importante, le
prix des ordinateurs n'a cesse de baisser.

Ce sont ces deux phenomenes, plus qu ' aucune autre cons i deration, qui ont
contrlbue a faire de l'utilisatbn des ordinateurs dans l'enseignement un
prob 1eme d' actua1i te tant dans 1es pays deve 1oppes que dans 1es pays en
voie de developpement ,

Par-a'lIe lement a 1 'evolution economique et technologique du marche des or
dinateurs qui rendent ceux-ci access ib 1es a un pub1i c de plus en pl us
etendu, on a ass is te ces darrri eres annees a un travail de reflexion me
thodologique et pedaqoqi que sur le role de 1 'Informatique dans 1 'ensei
gnement qui porte aujourd'hui ses fruits comme en temoignent les 190
Communi cati ons fi gurant dans 1es pages qui sui vent. Soul i gnons au passage
que le travail de selection de ces communications a He extremement diffi
cile tant la qual i te des 418 communications recues Hait elevee et que,
par manque de temps et de place a la Conference, nombre d'excellentes com
munications n'ont malheureusement pas pu etre retenues.

Nous espercns que ces comptes rendus ainsi que les discussions qui auront
lieu pendant la Conference seront utiles, non seulement a ceux qui cher
chent sans re l ache a ameliorer leur enseignement, mais egalement a ceux qui
ont la lourde responsabilite de decider des evolutions des sys temes d'edu
cation en vue d'une meilleure adaptation a un monde en evolution de plus en
plus rapide.

J. HE8ENSTRE IT
PRES !DENT DU COMITE DU PROGRAMME



E D lTD R S' PRE FA C E

The aim of this preface is not solely to ease the consciences of the editors
who find their names featured on the cover of a work in which not a single
line of their own appears. It is primarily concerned with giving an indication
of how the edi tors' task was carri ed out and provi di ng complementary i nforma ti on
which might be of interest.

The papers submitted to the Programme Committee were already (at least, in
principle) in their final form, typed on special paper for off-set printing.
This situation set limits on the editing so that on the one hand authors could
no longer be required to alter their texts even in minor detail (excepts in
special cases) while, on the other hand, the editors were obliged to make
essential corrections themselves. This explains why it was necessary to give
up any idea of standardising the bibliographies, a ,considerable number of which
fa i 1ed to conform to the requi red conventi ons , and generally to be content
with only corrections essential to a clear understanding of the texts.

The texts accepted by the Programme Commi ttee were di vi ded into three categori es:
texts presented in French; Eng1i sh texts with only minor corrections (typi ng
errors or minimal error of presentation); and English texts necessitating checking
and consi derab1e correcti ons (1anguage errors, bad typi ng, bad presentati on) .
This third category was taken in hand by the English editor, and the first by
hi s French counterpart. As regards the second category, by far the 1argest,
this was taken directly in hand by the North-Holland Publishing Company in the
person of Mrs. Stephani e SMIT, who must be most warmly thanked for the i nva1uab1e
assistance she gave to the editors.

Among the texts which presented the most serious problems, a very small number
were sent back to the authors so that they might organi ze the re-typi ng themselves,
but generally corrections were made independently of the authors, without their
agreement being sought. The typing of corrections on English texts was carried
out by North-Holland, while in the case of the French texts, the secretariat of
Professor HEBENSTREIT of the Ecole Super i eur-e d' Elec tric i te were good enough to
take charge of this work.

Taking into account the working conditions and the fairly short time available for
carryi ng out thi s task, we hope that the presentation of these papers wi11 be
cons i dered acceptable, as much by the authors as by the readers.

O. Lecarme
Universite de Nice
France

R. Lewis
Che1sea Co11ege
University of London, G.B.
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INFORMATION SYSTEMS EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCES IN BRAZIL

R. Silva D. S. Dias A. Quevedo

IBM BRASIL

Rio de Janeiro - Brasil

The role' of the Universi ty in education in computing is extremely important in Brazil. 'The
field of Information Systems was selected by IBH as a critical one after an analysis of the
job situation. This led to the involvement in two complementary proj eccs with leading Brazi
lian universities. One is the es eeb Habaent of an option in Information Systems within a Com
puter Sc i.ence graduate program. The other is the creation of an undergraduate program in In
formation Systems as an option of Business Administration. Both programs are based on ACH's
Curriculum Conmittee on Computer Education for Management recommendations. The implemented pro
grams are presented. -

1. INTRODUCTION II. WHY INFORMATION SYSTEMS

According to government figures, CAPRE(1974), as
can be seen below, the rise in demand for
Sys terns Analys ts in Brazi 1 wi 11 be around 100%
in two years.

Traditionally in our country the core of the
labor force in computing has been trained .by the
manufacturers. This is especially true in the
upper levels of the profession where one finds
the so-called "Systems Anal.ys ts ", It is also
true on a large portion of key-punchers,
operators and programmers. The private systems
analysis and programming schools do not seem to
be changing the pattern since only a handful
consistently obtain good levels of approval in
the user's association (SUCESU) sponsored tes ts •

The national gross product has been rising at
rates which surpass eight percent for the last
five years, and that has not been achieved
without great difficulty.

Resources have to be efficiently used and foreign
reserves cannot be spent on equipments which are
tl:0t used to their full potential. Computing
machinery is at a very critical category and its
users on all levels have great responsibilities
upon their shoulders.

users

this
higher
and

Brazi 1 is today among the eight top world
of computers wi th more than twelve hundred
installations. 'The yearly growth rate of
number is around thirty per cent, which is
than in the. European countries, the U. S.
Japan.

11.1. The environment

1975

3500

1974

2500

1973

1700

The role of the University in education in this
field is, thus, extremely important. It should
be regarded as a wCI':f of improving the quali ty
of education and the existing human factors. In
view of these facts, the computer manufacturers
and the government have been trying to trans fer
to the University the responsibility of this
task.

11.2. The job situa"tion

An analysis, Goelzer (1972), of the job situation
for university graduates in areas related to
computing led to three main functions
a) Information Systems Analysts, b) Systems
Designers, and c) Computer Scientis ts ,

That is the case of IBM Brazil, which has a
group of professionals with practical experience
and academic background (graduate level) in
charge of proj ects which are pioneer and
educationally important.

The pioneering aspect rises from the area
involved, that of Information Systems, which
acquires more relevance when focused on a
developing nation where resources can s ti 11 be
rationally planned.

The educational aspect comes from' the fact that
the very heart of these orojects contains the
implementation of a graduate program in one case,
and an undergraduate program in the other.

Some overlapping occurs among these functions but
their chief characteristics were found to be as
follows

IIe2.1. Information Systems Analysts

Oriented towards solving users problems, they are
led to the determination of the real necessi ties
of executives and to the preparation of
specifications for Sys tems Designers. This
function has been usually filled in. Brazil by
engineers who had taken some programming courses
and had some interests on administrative problems.
Some come from Business Administration Schools



11.2.2. Sys terns Designers
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111.1.1. Basic disciplines

LlA

Na'i.nLy oriented towards computer systems
performance, they are led to finding the best
technical way of utilizing hardware and software
resources for the automation processes. They
design the system from its specifications so that
programners Can write the corresponding routines.

These professionals, for the mos t part, have been
trained in our country by the manufacturers to
fill their own posts and their customer's.

11.2.3. Computer Scientists

Since the installation of the first Computer
Science graduate program in Brazil at the Ponti
fical Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro, in
1967, many other urdvers i c i es have installed
their own programs under the same general orient
ation, both at the undergraduate and graduate
levels.

Computer Scientists supply the research tools so
that Information Systems Analysts and Systems
Designers can develop and implement their own
systems •

II.3. The Adopted Option

Relative to the two other areas and considering
the number of exis t.Ing programs in Computer
Science, this was not an advisable field for the
installation of another course.

Up to 1~73, academic programs which focused on
Information Sys terns Analysis and Sys terns Design
in Brazil were non-existing. This meant a great
exposure which contributed for the final select
ion of these areas.

Ill. A GRADUATE PROGRAM

In 1974, the Pontifical Catholic University of
Rio de Janeiro, with the support of IBM Brazil,
established an option in Information Systems
wi thin its Computer Science Department.

The objective of this option is the formation of
professionals wi th the capaci ty of specifying
Information Systems to cover the necessity of
businesses and to implement these sys terns in an
efficient manner.

111.1. The Information Systems Program

The curriculum is based on ACM's recommendations,
Ashenhurst (1972), and includes disciplines
offered by the departments of Computer Science,
Business Administration and Industrial Engineer
ing: These disciplines are distributed into
three groups, Henriques (1974)

- Basic disciplines
- Core dis ciplines
- Complementary disciplines.

It is mandatory that the students take these
disciplines. They are :

- Advance'd Programning
- Information Structures
- Organizational Functions
- Numerical Mathematics

111.1.2. Core Disciplines

Their purpose is to give the students an overview
of the area of Information Systems. They should
select at leas t thr-ee among the following :

- Information Sys terns
Information Sys terns for Planning and
Control

- Information Analysis
- Sys tems Design
- Fi Ie Sys tems and Struc tUres

111.1.3. Complementary Dis ciplines

Their aim is to direct the students towards
specific topics of their interest and consequent
ly broadening their field of knowledge. They
should take a total of 9 disciplines (24 credit/
hours) in the program. As it usually works out
to, the s t.udent; is oriented towards the selection
of two complementary disciplines among the ones
that follow

- Applied Statistics
- Operations Research
- Simulation
- Computer Systems
- Applied Graph Theory
- Communications Sys terns

111.1.4. Master's Thesis

In order to be eligible for the title of Master
of Science the candidate has to present, defend
and be approved in a Master's Thesis within his
area of specialization. This is also demanded
by the Brazilian law.

IV. AN UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM

Considering the aspects -involved wi th the
necessi ty of specialized man-power and the
educational problem in computing, the Pontifical
Catholic University of Rio Grande do SuI and .IBM
Brazil set up an agreement with two main
direc ti ves :
- to cr-eate a dynamic mechanism for evaluations
and decisions in curricula development ;
- to establish efficient ways of gathering know-
how from outside in order to implement and
develop local projects.

An Executive Conmittee is in charge of the
execution of the ag reement Ja terms. Its
responsibi Ii ty is very broad since inter
departmental decisions are needed at times, as
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it is for the creation of new programs which
involve efforts of two or more schools. Another
aspect to consider is the introduction of
computational methods to enhance the teaching of
methodologies in various applied fields.

This demanded the definition of general policies
for the University as a tcho Le ,

IV.1. The Information Sys terns Program

It was decided by the Executive Conunittee that
the program to be created should adjoin knowl
edge from both Computing and Business
Administration, and should be based on ACM's
curriculum, Couger (1973).

The implemented course was to be an option in
Information Sys terns Analysis - offered by the B.
A. School.

The approved cu r r i cu Lum, Steinbruch (1974) ~

contains the Brazilian Government's minimum
requirements for B: B. A. graduate. It also
offers a wide mathematical and humanistic back
ground , plus a selection of sixteen courses in
computing divided throughout the four years of
the curriculum.

A great emphasis was given to the practical
aspects of the profession and the students will
practice in :

- information gathering ~

- computer prog r anmdng ,
- systems defLndt Lcn , and
- project development.

The program started in the beginning of 1974
wi th about one hundred students enrolled. The
professors have been recruited from both the
Undve rsLcy t s staff and outside. Special re
cycling seminars are being held where the latest
developments are dis cussed among professors and
invi ted experts.
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A CURRICULUN FOR DIRECTORS OF CONPUTATION CEmERS
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A curriculum desi:gned to train directors of computation centers is presented. The computation centers
are classified according to size and to the extent to which the funding of their operations is assured.
The curriculum includes courses in computer science, administration, economics and accounting, commer
cialization, law, and public relations. The courses are 'described in detail.

It appears that presently there is no formal training for a person who wishes to become the director of
a computation center!

1. ImRODUCTION

In developing as well as in developed countries,
the first arrival of a computer in an enterprise
(business, government, university) is usually
accompanied by the creation of a computation
center (to be abbreviated CC). The CC will be
headed by a director. The number of persons who
have been directors of CCs will soon pass one
million, if it has not already done so. Yet
surprisingly, to the best of our knowledge,
there exists no fonnal curriculum anywhere
designed to prepare the director of a CC~

Directors of CCs learn what they must do lion the
job", The lucky ones first serve as "apprentices II

(assistant or associate directors, for example)
in a CC, before graduating to their own director
ships. In a developing country, where resources
of personne 1 and machines are often scarce, the
adequate training of directors of CCs is a neces
sity. In some countries, the lack of directors
of CCs has been one of the reasons for the slow
development of the use of computers.

We present here a curriculum for the prepa rat ion
of directors of CCs. We distinguish among CCs
of various sizes, and for smaller installations
further distinguish between CCs which have a
guaranteed budget and CCs which must find their
own support .f rom a variety of sources. The
courses in the curriculum are described in detail.

2. SOME OBSERVATIONS

2.1 The Size of the Computation Center.

We have distinguished four different sizes of CCs,
depending on the size of .t he main computer at the
CC. The sizes are Very Small, Small, Medium and
Large. The typical computers associated with
each size are:

are representatives since they are widespread in
use. In no way do we endorse IBM computers, nor
suggest that they are in any way preferable to
those of other manufacturers such as Burroughs,
CDC, CII, DEC, Honeywell, NCR, Philips, Siemens
or Xerox, e t c . )

As is the case with most classifications, the
borderlines are not well defined. With the
advances in ha rdwa're , and the continual decrease
in the price of computers, we expect that the
representative computers in each of the size cate
gories will become increasingly more powerfuL

2.2 The Director's Time.

In a CC of size Very Small or Small, the responsi
bilities of the d Lrect o r are not sufficiently
important to justify a full time position. In a
university, the director will typically also be a
faculty member. In a commercial installation, he
will be a salesman, or have additional technical
responsibilities.

2.3 The Director as User.

The director of a CC should also be a user of his
CC. Only in this way will he have a direct expe
rience of how his CC functions, and be able to
make necessary changes in anticipation of his
users I demands.

3. TIlE CURRICULUN: GENERALITIES

Table 1 gives a schematic view of the main aspects
of the proposed curricula. The CCs are divided
into types according to size, and for the smaller
sizes further divided between CCs having a guar
anteed budget and those where the budget must be
balanced by finding buyers for the services
offered by the CC.

(These computers were chosen merely because they

Very Small (VS)
Small (S)
Medium (M)
Large (L)

Typical Computer

IBM 1401, 1620.
IBM 1130.
IBM 360/40, 360/50.
IBM 360/65 and above.

Among the smaller ecs, we distinguish between
universities and business enterprises. In uni
versities, the director must be more knowledgeable
in matters of personnel, while his counterpart in
a business CC would emphasize business administra
tion and commercialization (salesmanship).

As the size of the CC increases, the differences
between university and business ecs disappear.
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Type 5 Cl: Prog. Lang.
Size: S C2: Found. Compo
Budget: C3: Data Proces.
net gua rent , C4: Op , Res.
Business C5: Op , sys .

Type 6 Cl: Prog. Lang.
Size: M C2: Found. Compo
Budget: C3: Data P'roce s ,
guaranteed C4: Op. Res.

C5: op , Sys.
C6: Res. Alloe.
C7: Compo sys •

Type 7 Cl: Prog. Lang.
Size M C2 : Found. Compo
Budget: C3: Data P'roce s ,

not C4: or. Res.
guaranteed C5: op, S'ys ,

C6: Res. Allee.
C7: Compo sys •

Type 8 Cl: P'rog , Lang.
Size L C2: Found. Compo

C3: Data Proees.
C4: Op , Res.
C5: Op. g ys ,
C6: Res. Allee.
C7: Compo Sys ,

El: Found. Econ. 11: Contracts
E2: Ace. & Costs and Labor

leg is La t ion

El: Found. Econ , 11: Contracts
E2: Ace. & Costs and Labor

leg is 1a t ion

El: Found. Econ. 11: Contracts
E2: Ace. & Costs and Labor
E3: Commerc , leg is La t ion

El: Found. Econ. 11: Contracts
E2: Ace. & Costs and Labor
E3: Cornmerc. leg is Lat ion

Public
Relations

Seminar
or

equivalent
experience

Seminar
or

equivalent
experience

Seminar
or

equivalent
experience

LAI,

L1: Corit racts PI:
and Labor
leg is la t ion

Ll: Contracts PI:
and Labor
leg is la t ion

L1: Contracts PI:
and Labor
legislation

El: Found. Econ ,

ECONOMICS
and

ACCOUNTING

El: Found. Econ ,
E2: Aec. & Costs
E3: Commerc.
Experience

El: Found. Ec on ,
E2: Ace. & Cos ts
E-3: Commerc.

E1: Found. Econ ,
E2: Acc , & Costs
E3: Conmer c ,
Experience

Al : Gen. Adm,
A2: Bus. Adm,
A3: Adm. Pe r s ,
Three years
experience
in type < 6 or
assistant type>

Ai: Gen. Adm.
A2': Bus. Adm.
A3: Adm. Pe rs ,
Experience

A'l : Gen. Adm.
A2: Bus. Adrn,
A3: Adm , Pers.
Three years
experience
in type < 6 or
assistant type>

Al : Gen. Adm.
A2: Bus. Adm.
A3: Adm. Pers.
Five years
experience
in type < 7 or
assistant type> 4

COMPUTER ADMINISTRATION
SCIENCE

Cl: Prog , Lang. Ai: Gen. Adm,
C2: Found. Compo
C3: Dat a P'roce s ,
C4: op, Res.

Cl: Prog. Lang. Ai: Gen. Adm.
C2: Found. Compo A2: Bus. Adm,
C3: Data proces . Experience
C4: Op , Res.

Cl: P'rog , Lang. Ai: Gen. Adm,
C2: Found. Compo A3: Adm. Pel's.
C3: Data Proces.
C4: Op. Res.
C5: Op , Sys ,

Cl: Pr-og , Lang. Ai: Gen. Adm,
C2: Found. Compo A2: Bus. Adm.
C3: Data Proces. A3: Adm. Pel's.
C4: Op , Res.
C5: o». Sys.

Type 4
Size: S
Budget:
guaranteed
Business

Type 1
Size: VS
Budget:
guaranteed
University

TYPE
OF CC

Type 2
Size: VS
Budget:
not gua rant ,
Business

Type 3
Size: S
Budget:
guaranteed
University

Table L Curricula for Various Types of CCs.
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Even when the course descriptions are the same,
we would expect the director of a larger CC to
know the subject matter in greater depth. For
the large ecs, the budget is .ae Ldorn guaranteed,
and a distinction based on budget seems no longer
relevant.

of an operating system. Organization of
of an operating system: control programs,
scheduling programs, translator programs,
service programs. Utility programs.

C6. Resource Allocation.

4.2 Administration.

4. DESCRIPTION OF COURSES

In this section, we give a fairly detailed
description of the courses in the curriculum.
The desc-riptions are often similar- to courses
offered at the Universidad Tecnica Federico Santa
Maria (UTFSM) in Valparaiso, Chile.

4.1 Computer Science

C1. Programming Languages (FORTRAN AND COBOL)

1. FORTRAN:
Basic, FORTRAN programming and
introduction to numerical analysis.

C7.

Introduction to resource planning, program
ming techniques and criteria for resource
allocation. Foundations and principles of
planning theory and economic systems.
Project costs and budgeting. Balance
budgeting of resources. Case studies.

Survey of Computing Systems.

Cycle of conferences given by representa
tives of manufacturers of various types of
systems and by users of various computer
systems. Visits to systems in use in the
reg i on ,

2. COBOL:
Elements of the language. Structure
of programs. The divisions of COBOL
programs.

C2. Foundat ions of Computat ion.

History and development of computation.
Types of computers. Introduction to the
digital logic of computers: numerical
systems. Introduction to Boolean algebra
and circuits. Hardware: basic components
of the computer, description of I/O units,
channels and interfaces, virtua 1 memory,
efficiency. Introduction to programming:
software. Mult iprogramming, multiprocess
ing and time-sharing. Telepr.ocessing.

C3. Data Processing.

Introduction to systems analysis. Defini
tion of a system. Design and programming
of systems. Start up and operation of a
system. Documentation of systems. Organi
zation and processing of files. Efficiency
and timing. Notions. on artificial intelli
gence and non-numeric applications of
computers. Development of a practical case
of a system.

C4. Introduction to Operations Research.

Introduction: generalities; the method of
operations research; characteristic
problems; models. Linear programming:
introduction, graphic method, simplex
method; transportat ion. problems, duality
critical path methods; queuing systems
(fixed "time and random time); cost of
resources in critical path systems.

cs , Operating Systems.

Introduction to operating systems. Goal

AI. General Administration.

Goal: To give a complete V1S10n of the
various processes, operations, decision
making tools and disciplines of business
units, emphasizing the administration of
personnel.

L The bus iness unit:
Structure, operation, financing and
factors which influence its
administration.

2. The Administrative Process:
Administrative functions, factors and
characteristics.

3. Basic Functions and their
Interrelationships:
Finance, production, sales and support
organizations.

4. Personnel:
Organization of personnel, personnel
department, contracts, evaluation of
responsibilities, training and accident
prevention.

5. Labor Relations:
Principles, motivations, necessities,
leadership, problems with personnel, etc.

A2. Business Administration.

Goal: To analyze the various criteria for
the selection of investments, and to study
systematic approaches to the economic
feas ibility of projects as parts of
decisions in business.

1. Marginal costs.

2. Capita lizat ion and interest.
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3. Amortization and depreciation.

4. Class ificat ion of investments.

5. Effects of a project.

6. Criteria for evaluation (private and
social) .

7. Methodology for feasibility studies
(models) •

8. Decision theory.

9. Certainty, risk, and uncertainty in
decisions.

10. Size of a project.

11. Oper-at ions.

A3. Administration of Personnel.

Goal:

- The study of various theories and their
evolution.

- Conceptualization of the most important
processes in the adm'LnLs t ra t.Lon of
personnel.

L Administration: concepts and basic
elements. Origin. The administrative
process.

2. Administration of personnel. Nature
and objectives. Basic functions.
Productivity.

3. Orientation of personnel. Motivation
and supervision.

4. Qualification of personnel. Descrip
tion and evaluation of functions.
Training. Se-Lect; ion.

5. Development of personnel.

4.3 Economics and Accounting.

El. Foundations of Economics.

Goal: To reach an adequate understanding
of the structure and operation of economic
systems. To identify t he relations exist
ing between technological and economic
phenomena.

The field of the science of economics.
Comparison with the methods of the natural
sciences. The economic system. The
components of the economic system.
Measurement of the flow of goods and
services: national statistics.
Introduction to macroeconomics. Fluctua
tions in the flow of goods and services.

The simple model of macroeconomic
equilibrium. Employment and price level.
Economic indices. Money and credit
sectors. Economic stabilization policies.
Introduction to microeconomics. The
composition of the economic flow. Rote"
and location of markets in the" economic
system. Concepts of market, supply and
demand. Determination of relative prices
in the economy. The role of the inter
national division of "labor. The principle
of comparative advantages. Mechanism of
international payments. Concepts of
for-e tg n currency, the market of foreign
currencies and types of currency exchanges.
Macroeconomic effects of foreign trade.
Politics of foreign trade.

E2. Accounting and Costs.

Financial and cost accounting systems.
Bas ic account ing concepts. Coding
structures: charts of accounts, reporting
hierarchies. Statements. Transact ions.
Financial f Low, Capital budgeting, inven
tories, depreciation, workirig capital,
cash management. Short and long term
sources of funds. Financial planning and
control. Cost account ing concepts.
Classification of costs. Volume relation
ships. The cost accounting cycle. Cost
centers. Responsibility accounting.
Absorption costing. Standards and
standard costs. Inventory costing. Vari
ance analysis. Cost controls. Control of
nonmanufacturing cos t s , Marg ina 1 income
analysis. Interface with financial
account Lng ,

E3. Commercialization (Marketing).

Goal: To provide the basic elements for
determining objectives in a program of
commercialization of computing services.
Analysis of potential markets and selection
of markets. Competition.

1. Programming commercializatio~.

2. Market studies.

- Study of enabling conditions
(revenues, active assets, etc.)

- Environmental conditions (age,
mobility, social structure, e t c , )

- Attitudes and opinions of the
receiving medium.

- Analysis of potential markets.

3. Commercialization.

Place (distribution channels,
channels of access)
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4.4 Law

CURRIe A curriculum for directors of computation centers '::ENTERS

- Product (differentiation,
adaptability)

Pt'Lce (fluctuation)

Promotion (publicity, sales forces)

Uncontrollable variables (foreign
agents, change of contexts,
politico-economic environment,

. e t c , )

4. Market selection.

9

Ll. Contract Law.

In the case of a national program, the
curriculum should gather the principal
lega 1 antecedents on the types and
modalities of contracts. In the case
of international programs, this formation
should be obtained by each participant in
his Own country. In addition, one would
ask the participants to develop a seminar
or panel in which the basic aspects
of contracts in the various countries
would be discussed.

4.5 Public Relations.

PI. Public Relations Seminar.

The goal of public relations, principles
and techniques in the implementation of
public relations.

5. CONCLUS IONS

With the expected growth of computer usage and
number of computer installations, the specific
training of directors of computation centers
becomes more of a necessity. Since such a train
ing is nowhere possible at present, we have
described a curriculum that would provide an
adequate training. We would expect the curric
ulum to undergo changes as it is put into
practice, and as hardware, software and user
configurations change. It is planned that the
curriculum will be offered as an optional spe
cialization in the first Chilean Computer Science
Master's level program offered by the Universidad
Tecnica Federico Santa Maria.
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A PHILOSOPHY FOR THE IFIP SYSTEMS CURRICULUM APPROPRIATE FOR A UNIVERSITY

Ronald Stamper

London School of Economics
Houghton Street, London, WC2

A systems designer who has a computer-centred point of view will not know how to
design effective systems. The buoader perspective he requires is based on an under
standing of information. It is argued that, based upon such a philosophy, the IFIP
curriculum could supply a rich educational experience in a university environment.

I wish to provoke a debate on the IFIP Inter
national Curriculum for Information Systems
Designers (Brittan 1974). I shall say some
critical things about what we currently teach
to information systems designers but I shall
put forward some positive proposals for improv ..
ing what we do. I hope to further the process
of dialectic which will eventually disentangle
the problems of education in this field.

Basically my thesis is this. We currently
teach a hotchpotch of material from various
disciplines without any central theme to give
it coherence. The IFIP curriculum, though a
vast improvement, is still a hotchpotch of
ideas. I propose, rather obviously perhaps,
that this, like any other curriculum for the
education of information systems designers,
should be underpinned by a broadly-based
science of information.

I am certainly not the first to make such
proposals at an international forum. More
illustrious people have made proposals of a
similar kind. For example, Professor Slamecka,
in an ACM Symposium in 1967, argued that
university education and computer science
should be widened to be the science and engineer
ing of information. (Slamecka 1968). His pro
posals seemed to have had no effect upon the
teaching of computer science in any university
with which I am acquainted (but see Tully (1974);
they all continue myopically to teach a range
of subjects which could not possibly supply an
adequate education to an information systems
designer. Professor Zamanek, until last year
President of IFIP, has on several occasions
analysed the problems of information process-
ing in a way which lends support to my own
convictions (Zemanek 1970, 1972). My own claims
to your attention are small but go back to the
early 1960's when, in the steel industry, I
mounted the first courses for systems analysts
in the U.K. outside the computer manufacturers.
These courses were not about how to use and
sell computers but about how better to run
organisations by making their information systems
more effective. I still feel justified in
believing that this is what education of
information syst"ems designers should be about,
although this runs counter to the prevailing
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but misleading over-emphasis upon computers.
Besides following this philosophy consistently
in my teaching, I have repeatedly been com
pelled by my research to explore aspects of
information, generally ignored by the D.P.
community, which are essential for solving
practical problems of information analysis.
(Stamper 1973a and b, 1974 b).

Those of us who were engaged on the detailed
drafting of the r:F;IP. Curriculum promised our
selves the opportunity to thrash out a con
sistent philosophy for the teaching of inform
ation systems design. We never did have a
meeting for that purpose. Perhaps if we had
started such a discussion we should never have
wri tten the syllabus! However, now that the
practical proposals are available for dis
cussion, it is time to inaugurate the debate
on principles. For the committee it would
have been a luxury, but for anyone who is
considering mounting a course based upon the
curriculum, a consistent philosophy is essential
to give spine and posture to what would other
wise be a mere miscellany of interesting material.

The Problem

Information technology has alrea"dy outstripped
our ability to use it effectively. Hardware
becomes cheaper and more effective; software
itself transfers to the computer much of the
human labour of writing it; even the computer
systems, once we have defined what they must do,
will be designed with increasing assistance
from the computer (Waters 1974), but at the end
of the line is the information analyst whose
job becomes only more difficult as data process
ing technology enlarges the scale and complexity
of applications. He must identify the organisa
tional problems, and specify solution to them
exploi ting computers where they would be
appropriate. This task is intellectually
demanding and also labour intensive and it is
likely to remain so. Information analysts is
the task we must perform well if we are to have
more effective information systems rather than
merely more efficient systems for transforming
one lot of data into another. (Land 1974)
Information analysis, before long, is likely to
make the heaviest demand for graduates entering
the data processing' ccnmund ty ,
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The rate of growth of the DP community and the
numbers of graduates required* underlines the
need for a major educational investment. But
what is happening? When we look at the univers
ities we do not find they are providing suitable
courses to supply the large body of highly
skilled, graduate information specialists, we
shall need, unless they be specialists in system
software from the mould of orthodox computer
science. I am not aware of any country provid
ing adequately for the education of people
skilled in understanding organisational
information systems. These are the people for
whom the IFIP curriculum is intended.

To change this state of affairs we must
demonstrate that the IF II' Curriculum has a place
in the unive.rsity framework. An important part
of our problem is that universities show a
justifiable reluctance to invest in courses that
present a hotchpotch of ideas, however worthy
the cause might be. Universities are responsible
for maintaining high standards in the creative
and critical use of human intelligence. What
they teach should shape a man's mind in a way
worthy 0'£ being described as an education; it
would be inappropriate for a university merely
to heap upon its students bundles of techniques,
however valuable vocationally. We have to
persuade universities that to teach Information
Systems Design is to offer a valuable educational
programme.

*IIAccording to the second West German data
processing program, the manpower needs at the
beginning of 1978 will be 250,000 to 400,000
(operators, progrannners and analysts), including
200,000 for utilisation. These figures are'
based on an average manpower of 6.9 to 9.0
computer. At the end of 1970, computer
specialists totalled about 100,000. A study
by the BIP (April, 1970) estimates that in
France 100,000 new computer specialists will
enter the profession between 1970-75. At the
beginning of 1970 their numbers were estimated
at 70,000.

As regards Italy, an IACA study estimates that
in the period 1970/80 the number of graduates
or holders of the equivalent diplomas to be
trained for data processing purposes will be
38,100 to 54,400, which probably represents
about 20 per cent of the total university
degrees durlng this period. Ii (my italics)
(EEC commission 1973)

Semiotics - Science for the Information
Systems Designer

There exists a framework of ideas which is both
necessary for the effective design of informa
tion systems and a sufficient basis for a rich
university education. It is semiotics or the
theory of signs. I shall endeavour to
demonstrate the validity of this thesis but,
firstly, I shall say something about semiotics
in general because it is still, surprisingly, a
rather uncommon term.

Semiotics has a long "and respectable history as
a branch of philosophy and, just as other
sciences have emerged from philosophy when the
time for them was ripe, so it appears that
semiotics is about to be born into a world
desperately needing answers to questions about
information. IIInformation" is a very vague
term which is widely used' as though its meaning
presented no problems. Semiotics enables us to
distinguish and elucidate many different
interpretations of the t errn "Informat i.on"; It
does so by starting with a very simple, quite
concrete, elementary concept; a .sign. We can
draw an analogy with physics which studies the
properties of the world viewed as consisting
of physical bodies, investigating their
properties and interactions. Semiotics views
everything in the world as signs, and "sign",
is quite as general a term as "body"; Anything
may be regarded as a sign in so far as it can
stand for something else, that is, in so far as
it enables a person to act in the presence of
the sign as though he were in the presence of
the thing that it stands for. Notice that this
definition of the property of being a sign is
rooted in human behaviour.

Engineering (to continue this analogy) is about
getting things done by exploiting the physical
properties of the world, whereas information
systems design** is concerned with exploiting
its semiotic properties. For example, Fig 1
illustrates a crude engineering solution to

FIG.l The Problem of 'the Departing Guest
- Solutions from Engineering and Semiotics

** t1Informatics" would be better than the
clumsy phrase "information systems design"
provided that it were used with a wide
connotation.
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The main branches of semiotics are:

The Necessity of Semiotics

To these I would add, as a separate division;

FIG.2 Man-Mac.ille Infer.ation System

The problem of semantics in system design is
to 'attach' the sign correctly to the real
thing it is supposed to represent. This is
literally the problem when using small tags
(such as Kimball tags) to capture data. From
a mechanical point of view, this is very cheap
and a simple way of gathering information about
the turnover of commodities such as garments.
However, the information produced by the computer
system on the basis of input from Kimball tags
is only meaningful provided that the tags have
been correctly attached to the, goods. One
company, which sent orders with the necessary
tags to the suppliers, found that the goods
arrived at the shops with tags attached, all
too often to the wrong garments. The tag
corresponded either to the correct colour or
to the correct style but seldom both. The
system caused confusion because it had not been

Semantics and Systems Design

The efficiency of the computer system is a
function of the speed, accuracy and cost of
transforming formal input into formal output.
Efficiency can be (and, by narrowly computer
orientated systems designers frequently is)
attained wi thout regard for the meaning of the
input or output. The effectiveness of the
information system is a func t ion of the perform
ance of the organisation of which it forms a
part. Effectiveness of the computer system
depends upon how reliably and accurately the
signs it uses correspond to the world they are
supposed to represent, and it also depends upon
the compatibility of the formal information
system to the system of natural discourse.
Whilst efficiency is largely the responsibility
of the computer progrannner, effectiveness depends
almost entirely upon the systems analyst.
B'ri.e f Ly , in the next. four sec tions, each branch
of semiotics is illustrated by practical problems
of systems design that fall within its compass.

the statistical study of sets
of signs used repeatedly.

a) Pragmatics: signs in relation to behaviour;

b) Semantics: signs in relation to things;

c) Syntactics: signs as objects in their
own right;

the problem of inducing a person to depar t , .cone
trasted with the more common solution which
depends upon the use of signs. Whilst physics
is the scientific basis of engineering,
semiotics is the basis of informatics; thus,
analogous with the familiar mechan'i.qa L,
electrical and chemical properties of physical
bodies are the properties of signs, e.g:-
accuracy, ambiguity, bias, creditibility,
distortion, entropy, formality, noise, obj ec t Iv i ty;
generality, interpretation, Logi caI information
content, meaning, probability, relevance,
subjective information content, timeliness,
universality, variety .and so on.

d) Empirics:

Whether you give to it the name "semdo t i.c s"
or no name at all, that body of knowledge, I
assert, is essential for the design of effect
ive organisational systems. This can b-e-
demonstrated by considering the main components
of the typical man-machine information system.

Aspec ts of each branch of semiotics have already
been developed by various established
disciplines. For our purposes, a suitable
curriculum in semiotics can be constructed by
drawing upon these established disciplines,
choosing the material by reference to our one
motivating question: how can the use of the
signs help us to explain the functioning of an
organisation?

The information systems in commerce, industry,
and administration serve to coordinate the real
world activities involving materials, money,
people and processes; these systems operate
through communication channels and data
processing "devices II that are predominantly
human beings. See Fig. 2. Two overlapping
systems are shown: the formal system and the
discourse system. Through these systems, the
information within the computer is linked to
the real world of materials, machines, people
and products.
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Syntactics and Empirics in System Design

Information Systems Design in a University

Having, I hope, demons t nat.ed successfully in
the above sections that semiotics is necessary
for the correct design of an information system,

Many aspects of the detailed design of an
information system would be mpr-oved if designers
had an understanding of pragmatics. This branch
of semiotics is relevant to the design of codes t

printed output, the treatment of e.r ror s , the
timing of work in the human context, and so on.

need to support the first half of my
advancing any argument to support the
that syntactics and empirics are
for good systems design. It will be
remind you of the meanings of those

I have no
thesis by
obvious:
necessary
enough to
terms.

Empirics covers the subject matter of engineer
ing communication theory but the systems
designer's view of it is rather different,
encompassing such problems as those of dealing
with fluctuating work Ioads , variable sizes of
messages t shifting patterns of usage and the
random patterns of errors. To the designer,
empirics should be more than the usual matters
of eapac i t y and response of the computer system.
The statistical view of information applies
equally well to machines, to people, and also
(though it is often forgotten) to the variety
of goods, services, activities, etc. with which
the information system is dealing. Hence
empirics should provide .an important, unifying
influence upon the designer's views of the
whole system.

Syntactics embraces much of what we call computer
science. The information systems designer,
however, needs to select carefully from that
body of knowledge, in particular he needs those
parts that will help him formalise communications
outside the computer. More important for him
than algorithmic languages are "datal! languages
for communicating information to the system,
describing the data and formulating enquiries.

If one sees a table, as in Fig. 4, with a heading
"timetable" having five tows evidently
corresponding to the working days of the week
and columns which obviously suggest the pattern
of the day , including meal breaks, then everyone
in the U.K. and probably in Europe would expect
the top lefthand corner to contain the details
of the first activity on Monday morning. But not
in this case! As the university term begins on
a Wednesday, ~ogic had dictated that the first
row for the t Lmet ab Le would represent the
Wednesday; the. consequent risk of confusion.
should have been obvious. If they wish to
communicate fluently with people as well as
machines, computer scientists should not allow
their enthusiasm for logic to do violence to
our culturally established expectations.

dav , , ,
i

,
I

-dav , ,
I

-dav I I ,
I

, ,
-dav , , I

, !
,

-dav , ,

design~d to cope with such errors. Given this
semant r.c problem, the inclusion of suitable
moni taring and feedback loops would have been
one design response which could have increased
the accuracy of the data and also provided
estimates of the remaining errors.

Distingui'shed in Fig. 2 from the formal system
of mechanistic communication to which the
computer belongs, is the discourse system where
human beings communicate using signs tha tare
not explicitly defined, but implicitly acquire
their meanings from the cultural context in
which they are used. A demonstration of this
dependence of signs upon their cultural setting
is available in a certain institution where
computer science is taught. There you may find
the illustrations in Fig.3 coyly announcing
the "Ladfes" and the "gent's", but in the context
of modern hair fashions, it is impossible to
know which. I should have been forwarned by
this observation that the institution concerned
might be insensitive to other pragmatic problems.
A less facetious example is given in their
timetable - typically the kind of document that
a systems analyst might be expected to design.

Fit;. 3 Signs to Keep You Guessing

Pragmatics and Systems Design

Amore subtle, semantic problem 1 ies in the
control of shared data-bases. This is a matter
of ensuring that the different meanings which
people attach to the same signs do not cause
malfunctioning within the organisations or
harm to people outside it. Such are the
problems which cause the justifiable concern
which people feel about matters of privacy and
the use of personal information. (Stamper 1974(a»

Fig.4 The Format of a Timetable
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I must now show that information systems design,
if taught within the framework of semiotics, is
a sufficient basis for a rich universi ty
educa t Lon, Before going further, let me modify
this claim. Initially, courses like those based
on the IFIP Curriculum would be taken after a
first degree. Such courses would not make a
satisfactory education but their natural pre
cursor would be a first degree in semiotics;
it is this whole programme that would give a
person rich educational experience. What
follows should be understood in the light of
these remarks.

The range of disciplines involved in the subject
will guarantee a breadth of vision in its
students.

Pragmatics: anthropology, social psychology,
psychology (especially of language),
aspects of linguistics;

Semantics: many aspects of philosophy
(especially of ontology,
epistemology, scientific method,
and philosophical logic), theory
of measurement and parts of
statistics.

Syntactics: formal bgic, some parts of
mathematics, and aspects of computer
science;

the efficiency of the computer system. Semiotics,
the theory of signs, is a suitable framework for
the study of information for the systems designer.
The IFIP Curriculum, inevitably a hot.chpotch of
material, needs such an intellectual stiffener
if it is to stand up in a 'university environment.
There is not space in this paper to list how this
should be done, topic by topic, but the
Curriculum lends itself to being organised within
the framework of semiotics. Whether or not these
ideas are adopted by anyone using the IFIP
Curriculum, it is hoped that they will contribute
towards the search for a satisfactory intellectual
focus for the course material.
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Several physics classes at the University of California, Irvine, furnish examples of how com
puter use can be integrated into courses. Current developments in technology suggest several
interesting new possibilities.

__ 1. INTRODUCTION

AI though the' computer has been employed for
teaching and learning for about fifteen years,
it still occupies a minor or nonexistent role
in most classes outside of computer science it
self. But this si tuation is now changing as
more teachers and administrators have understood
the value of computers in learning. A great
variety of -uses are possible and useful. In the
first part of t hts paper I take a practical ap
proach, examining two large beginning physics
quarters at the University of California, Irvine
as taught last fall. In each, computer use was
only one aspect of the courses. Briefer com
ments discuss other courses at Irvine.

The future of computer-based learning will be
heavily influenced by current technological pro
gress. Both more extensive educational network
ing (including regional computer centers for
education) and the stand-alone, one-an-one com
puter are suggested by present work with
microcomputers. While we cannot rule out either
of these possibilities, we can see some advan
tages in one direction or the other. It seems
very likely that computers will, in one way or
another, occupy a more important role in the
educational process than at present.

2. IRVINE COURSES ANU COMPUTERS

The University of California includes nine un
dergraduate campuses, including three campuses
only ten years old. Irvine, one of the new cam
puses, runs three competing computers--a Xerox
Sigma 7, a DEC PDP-IO, and PDP-ll/45; all offer
timesharing, and batch is available also on the
first two. The user is free to pick the com
puter suitable to his needs. The educational
endeavors described in this paper all involve
the Sigma 7. Unlike most University computer
centers, educational use dominates over research
and administration, accounting for well over
half the total use; computer science and physi
cal science are the heaviest users. Instruc
tional use is supported from funds from the
state of California. The relative affluence of
Irvine in instructional computing derives from
the imagination of the first Dean of Graduate
Studies, Ralph Gerard.
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Many of the educational materials described
here were produced by the Physics Computer De
velopment Project, supported during the past
six years by the National Science Foundation
and the University of California. The Project
has generated about forty highly interactive
student-computer dialogs, and has developed an
authoring system for developing such materials.
It also added g r.aphd.c capabili ty to APL; these
graphic facilities are now part of the standard
Xerox APL. Graphics also plays an extremely
important role in all the recently developed
dialogs. The Project is still very active in
developing materials. Some use is made of these
materials on other University of California cam
puses, through an intercampus phone system, and
in neighboring schools. Other departments at
Irvine are using the underlying software to de
velop dialogs.

The two detailed examples in this section both
involve physics courses in which the computer
is used in a variety of modes. In both cases
many other teaching media are also employed.

2.1. Physics

Physics 1 is a one-quarter course that precedes
standard beginning courses. Most of the stu
dents in it take the five-quarter, science
engineering sequence starting the next quarter.
The two principal broad objectives of Physics 1
are to provide adequate tools for the study of
physics and to increase interest in physics.
The course is a PSI course, in the self-paced
tradition, with students working at their own
rates , The quarter's activity is divided into
nine units.

Three units deal explicitly with computers, from
the standpoint of problem solving. The first,
roughly the first week of the course, is devoted
to learning both BASIC and APL. The test for
this unit asks the student to write, enter, and
operate a small program in each language. The
learning method is interactive, not dependent
on lectures, textbooks, or CAl materiaL Stu
dents sign on to the terminal, enter the partic
ular language, and type in a series of state
ments provided. They watch the results and
occasionally try to answer questions on the
sheet given to them. The procedure might be
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compared to learning about a strange animal by
giving it selected stimuli and observing the
response to those stimuli. About three hours
of student time are required to learn the basic
notions of each language.

The second unit is also concerned wi th the com
puter, devoted both to flowcharting and other
practical aspects of programming, and also to
employing the graphic capabili ties of APL. As
with other aspects of computing, we stress the
ability of computers to draw pictures, and get
the student to think right from the beginning
about where it is useful to have numbers and
where it is useful to have a diagram.

The third computing unit occurs much later in
the course, in connection with learning mech
anics. The material, Introductory Computer
Based Mechanics, was written initially in a
workshop sponsored by the Commission on College
Physics, by Alfred Bo'rk , Arthur Luehrmarm , and
John Robson. The material is a self-contained
unit, sold to students in a packet of notes for
the course. They learn to set up and so Lve for
the motion of anyone-dimensional mechanical
system, given any force law and any initial con
ditions. One tremendous advantage of the com
puter at this level is that it gives another
way for students to get directly at differential
equations in studying moving systems. It is
only through the use of laws of motion as dif
ferential equations that their full power can
be realized, and thus the computer allows the
s t uden t s a powerful and rewarding approach al
most impossible in the traditional course.

In addition, a number of computer dialogs are
usable in connection wdth these and other units.
One of the units deals with complex numbers,
and a diagnostic remedial dialog is available,
a series of problems of increasing difficulty.
When students have trouble with a problem, they
are put into a remedial sequence that teaches
the necessary concepts. Thus, a student need
not spend time with material already familiar,
but can go on to the areas where assistance is
needed. Alternate methods of learning about
complex numbers are also provided. In connec
tion with the unit on mechanics already men
tioned, we also make use of a dialog concerning
motion. This dialog will be deacrfbed in more
detail in connection with the Physics 3 course.
The unit on data analysis has associated with
it a dialog on significant figures, drilling
students and offering assistance where needed.

Optional units are also available for the stu
dents who finish work before the end of the
quarter, a common occurrence in a self-paced
course. Several of these involve the computer.
A common optional unit employs Introductory
Computer-Based Mechanics II, a sequel to the
previous monograph prepared by the CONDUIT
Physics Committee (Alfred Bark, Wayne Lang,
John Merrill, and Herbert Peckham). Learning
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another computer language, learning how to pre
pare dialogs, and completing a specified dialog
were also optional units this past year.

2.2. Physics 3

The Physics 3A course at Irvine is the first
quarter of a three-quarter beginning sequence
with about 300 students, mostly premedical.
The subject matter is mechanics. As with Phys
ics 1 the computer is used in both a prob1em
solving and dialog mode, wi th many of the same
materials employed in Physics 1; but- the empha
sis shifts somewhat toward dialogs. Several
weeks of the quarter depend heavily on the
computer.

Students learn either APL or BASIC, with the
choice left to them; the "Ten Fdnge'r" material
used in Physics 1 is again the basis for learn
ing the language. Introductory Computer-Based
Mechanics is also employed, with the students
writing programs to analyze the motion of mech
anical systems. Thus, the student can approach
mechanics immediately in a differential equation
form.

The principal dialog used in Physics 3 is MOTION.
It allows students to investigate one-particle
mechanical systems in great detail, changing
force laws, constants in these laws, and initial
conditions. They can examine graphically the
interesting variables associated with the sys
tem, such as position, velocity, momentum, ener
gy, and angular momentum, plotting any two or
three variables. MOTION lets students make re
quests in a language natural to them, and tries
to assist the student having problems. In
Physics 3 it is used both in a "play" mode, with
students exploring freely, and in a structured
way to respond to homework problems. Students
are asked in a homework assignment to explore
oscillators, determining how the mass and spring
constant affects the motion, and they are asked
to seek closed orbi ts for a body moving under
the action of two fixed inverse-square force
centers. MOTION is the type of program that
can be returned to time and time again, and can
be used by a range of students from secondary
school to graduate school; it is heavily used
by students outside of physics classes. In the
month of October, 1974, 15,000 terminal minutes
were spent by students using MOTION.

The four hundred students in Physics land 3 in
the fall quarter of 1974 used about 3,500 ter
minal hours. As we encouarge students to work
in groups of two or three, so that they can dis
cuss what is happening, this represents about
7,000 student terminal hours, about l~ hours
per student per week. Our access is not as
much as we would like; if the instructors were
allowed to use computer resources at will, use
would rise.
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Physics 3, taught by Richard Ballard, also em
ploys other media. Thus, the problem-solving
sessions were videotaped and made available to
students, and multimedia sessions were common.
Computer use rates high in student comments
about the course.

2.3. Other Courses at Irvine

Many of the other physics classes at Irvine use
the computer. Details differ from year to year,
depending on who teaches the course, but back
ground student use is always high. Both dialog
and computational aspects occur. Thus, we have
several dialogs on vector calculus, for use in
electricity and magnetism sections of beginning
courses. Another program allows students to
plot electric fields from arbitrarily moving
point charges, and this is sometimes also as
signed as a calculational task in an intermed
iate course. New programs in quantum mechanics
and relativity, already in partial use, provide
a wide range of learning experiences in these
areas. Several types of dialogs are directed
explicitly toward improving the problem-solving
capabilities of students, and others toward in
creasing intuition about the behavior of physi
cal sys terns.

The most extensive use outside of physics of the
software developed by the Physics Computer De
velopment Project has been in a precalculus,
self-paced math class. The computer administers
the unit exams, picking randomly out of a large
collection, and thus allowing multiple tries;
it is also responsible for record keeping.
Current development of dialogs is also going on
in other areas of math and in biology, chemis
try, fine arts, medicine, and sociology.

3; FUTURE

Although, as we have seen, the computer is hav
ing a noticeable impact on SOme courses, we are
still beginning to learn how to exploit its full
learning potential. We can, by examining the
current situation, hope to make reasonable pro
jections into the future.

3.1. Computers and Other Media

Those of us who maintain that the computer will
revolutionize education at all levels meet oc
casionally with disbelief. One source of this
disbelief is the history of other technological
aids to learning. Often a new aid, such as
video or programmed instruction, has been hailed
by its proponents as a revolutionary factor that
will transform our schools; but the expected
great changes do not occur. This cycle has been
repeated a number of times. So we must ask how
the computer as an educational media differs
from the others that preceded it, why its poten
tialities are greater than those of film, audio
visual, video, and other media.

One aspect where the computer is potentially
superior to other teaching media is individuali
zation. A film, or a video program, is a fixed
sequence; often in practice it is not even pos
sible for a student to see the film again or to
repeat a sequence of a film that is not under
stood, and the pace cannot be altered. Similar
ly, a lecture or a slide-tape show can react to
students in only a limited manner. A highly
branching programmed text can a l.Low different
learning sequences for each student, but still
is restricted. But a good computer program can
make use of many types of information about the
student, and can respond in great detail to stu
dent performance; each student can have a unique
learning experience. Even the pace can be ad
justed. No media other than a teacher for each
student offers the flexibility of the computer.

This is not to say that the flexibility 'is al
ways attained; existing computer dialogs are
only beginning to become highly responsive to
the individual student. Individualization is,
I believe, an extremely important educational
goal, reflecting t he vast differences in student
ability and performance, and the computer offers
us the best hope for attaining it.

Another important educational .aapec t of the corn
puter arises from the powerful idea of simula
tion. Because the computer can simulate real or
imaginary worlds, given its calculational capa
bilities, it can create unique new experiences

. for the student. Experience is a critical com
ponent of learning. But direct experience is
often limited, and, even in the laboratory,
difficult to control. A computer simulation
with a good student interface can in a short
time greatly increase the experience available
to students, and these experiences can be unique
to each student. Thus, the direct experiences
possible with moving objects involve only a few
forces and initial conditions, and they are all
restricted to x-y space. But a dialog such as
MOTION can allow free play with all these as
pects; in a few minutes the student can see many
different types of motion, and can conduct con
trolled experiments with certain types. One
interesting aspect of programs such as this is
that they prove to be usable at a wide variety
of levels. Films, too, particularly with slow
motion and with microscopes, can give experi
ences beyond those in everyday life, but in a
different area than that offered by the corn-
pu t e'r , But the film shows everyone the same
phenomenon, while the computer provides the
cases the student specifically requests. It
should be noted that the computer needs graphic
capability to provide the rich range of exper
iences possible; we need to see the moving
objects, not a collection of numbers describing
its position.

A third compelling reason Why computers will
eventually be the dominant mode for learning is
the long-range financial picture. Most compon-
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ents of education are increasing in cost, but
computer-based teaching is declining in cos t .
The difference is that computer technology is
still in a period of very rapid evolution, while
other media and techniques are evolving much
more slowly. We are only now learning to ex
ploit the power of large-scale integration and
new memory techniques, and new technological
advances are almos t commonplace in this area.
The cost of computing, for equivalent power,
will continue to decrease dramatically. Ad
vances in software development are not so spec
tacular, but: even here we are improving. Cur
rently it is difficult to estimate if ccmputer-s
are cost-effective in education, both because of
the difficulties of calculating educational
costs and because of the unique advantages of
the computer already discussed. But in the
future the computer will compete very well with
other ways of teaching.

So far I have contrasted the computer with other
media. But I also believe that computer tech
niques, to be discussed later, will make other
media more versatile, more adaptable to the in
dividual user. These techniques can, during the
next ten years, provide a convenient way, for
example, to view video sequences, allowing the
user to repeat sequences or callan expanded
sequences as needed. Each media does have ad
vantages for certain types of learning, and we
can expect maximum effect in teaching systems
that combine all of them, using each in ways
appropria te to it.

3.2. The Future of Computers in Education 
Literature

What are the most interesting future directions?
If we are convinced, as I am, that computers
will play an increasingly importan t role in
learning, both because of their effectiveness
and because of their increasing economic com
petitiveness, then we need to think carefully
about the future. Too often we follow the lead
of technology, going where technology takes us,
rather than asking what are the trends of tech
nology and then molding them to produce the most
desirable and effective future. Although a few
individuals have attempted long-range plans,
not enough such thinking has been done with
regard to computers in education.

One interesting view, at the public school
level primarily, is that in George Leonard's
book, Education and Ecstasy. Two chapters of
this book reflect the school of the future.
The environment is very freely structured, with
the students each progressing at their own rate
in a super-:-P.S.r. or self-paced fashion, but
with the computer responsible for all the man
agement and much of the delivery. Visual
displays--three-dimensional, large, in color--are
critical as is the extensive information base
about each student contained in the computer.
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We can find very few other pictures that try to
look twenty-five years ahead as in the Leonard
book. An older and much less friendly view is
in Zamiatin's We, a Russian novel of 1924. The
"teacher," in ~at appears to be a standard
classroom situation, is a poorly-functioning
robot, teaching in a rote fashion. This teach
ing supports the unpleasant restrictive society
pictured in the book; this and similar possi
bilities serve to remind us of the dangers in
herent in effective teaching devices.

3.3. Network vs. Stand-alone Computers

We can see at least two conceivable immediate
futures, with regard to the nature of computer
hardware, to some extent mutually exclusive.
At this time it seems difficult to predict which
will occur, although I have my prej ud Lce s . We
need to pursue both directions, because each is
most favorable toward one aspect of the develop
ment of computer-based teaching materials.

The first development might be termed the con
tinual expansion of networks, the making avail
able of facili ties beyond those in the immediate
geographical location of the person involved.
Networks could serve a region, or could be
national in scope. One very promising direct
ion, not pursued at present to any great extent,
is that organized along discipline lines. I
conceive a sizable machine used purely for
teaching in a single discipline, or a group of
related disciplines, with all the users sharing
the resources on that machine. The great advan
tage would be that existing and new material
could immediately be made available to a much
wider audience than the campus or school at
which it was developed. An even greater advan
tage is that we could obtain tremendous leverage
in the development of more material in the area
represented. Given many schools actively using
the material on a regional discipline-oriented
basis, some of these schools and some of the
teachers in those schools will also become de
velopers of materiaL The number of people who
can develop material (and use what they develop)
~thus greatly increased in the particular dis
cipline; we might even see a quantum jump in
the production of effective materials in that
discipline. As many people would be involved,
several might develop materials for a topic, so
we would have open competition of materials;
such competition would lead to more effective
materials. Large-scale comparative testing
would also be possible.

I would hope that any such development would
take place on a machine that had all the power
and capability possible on a modern computer.
Only a few timesharing systems are presently
sufficiently versatile. Limitations made for
the sake of "efficiency," in a computer sense,
would, I believe, not be desirable; it is not
desirable to restrict the size of user programs
or to restrict the amount of "personal" core
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allowed for a program, except insofar as these
restrictions are required within any wel1
operating timesharing system. Users should have
complete access to private files of their own,
both within problem solving and dialog modes.
All common languages should be available, so
that the best language for a particular applica
tion can be used, and thus the students' back
ground could be capitalized on, no matter what
language had previously been studied. This is
particularly important in an educational insti
tution which inherits a good number of its stu
dents from other colleges, and so must adapt to
varying backgrounds.

As is clear from other comments in this paper, I
would want the vast majority of the terminals
available on each campus to this discipline
oriented machine to be graphic terminals, al
though the actual ratio might differ from dis
cipline to discipline.

A group of related discipli·nes might be the first
users. Whether the machine would eventually be
come specialized to a single discipline would, I
believe, be something that would be determined
by usage rather "than by planning. Careful
records would be kept, and it might be possible
to specialize machines in disciplines after some
real experience was obtained in multicampus en
vironments with very large numbers of students
in routine standard courses. I do not believe
that the current experience in any system is
large enough to make such decisions.

Perhaps groups of discipline-oriented machines
could form an important component of an educa
tional technology center such as the ones de
scribed in the Carnegie Commission Report, The
Fourth Revolution - Instructional Technology
in Higher Education. While I can see no very
visible move to create the centers of the
Carnegie report, that still seems a sensible
approach, particularly with regard to the mech
anism for- developing sizable amounts of material.

This is, however, only one possible model of the
future, a model particularly appealing in con
nee t fon wi th the development of teaching material
using the computer. However, from a hardware
point of view an even more attractive approach
will soon be practical. This might be described
as the stand-alone sys cem; a device which con
tains not only the usual input-output and dis
play capabilities, but almost all the processing
capability necessary for applications on that

-machf.ne , This direction is, I believe, the
natural tendency of the evolution of microcom
puter technology.

The advantages of such a machine are many. Per
haps the two most striking attributes of the
stand-alone system are first the greater
reliability--when one machine goes down only
the person on that machine is affected, not the
hundreds or thousands that might be simultan-

eously using a large timesharing system--and
second the greatly increased graphic capability
possible when not restricted to standard trans
mission rates such as 2400 baud. Even a system
with modest computational capability, perhaps
modularized to allow different amounts in dif
ferent systems, can display much more dynamic
and interactive graphics than even a very large
and powerful timesharing system can for large
numbers of students.

I should make it clear that I do not have in
mind a sys tem buil t around any exis ting mini
computers or microcomputers. I regard these
devices as providing far too little computing
power for the elaborate teaching dialogs I am
envisioning in this discussion. But I believe
that the microcomputer technology is at the
pain t where we could develop in the next sev
eral years very powerful stand-alone systems.
Such a system might attach occasionally to a
large timesharing system, or to other computers,
for special purposes. Thus, access to very
large databases, or to record keeping programs,
or to course management facilities, might re
quire access to a bigger machine. But mostly
the machine would be on its own.

A particularly intriguing possibility in connec
tion with. stand-alone machines, not widely known
to those in the computer field, is the use of
technology now being developed for the home
based videodisc systems. These systems, being
developed by a number of major manufacturers
around the world, are primarily aimed at the
home market. The idea is that the home users
buy a device which attaches to their TV sets.
The "records" are possibly like an ordinary
pressed vinyl (music) record. You take it home,
and then "p Lay" it through the television set.
Times on the order of an hour of video on a
record are feasible. Systems are now being
demonstrated, and will soon be on the market.
Among the companies involved are MeA, Phillips,
lO/Metrics, RCA, Zenith, and Thompson CSF. Most
systems use light to "read" the grooves.

While these systems are being developed primar
ily for home TV, reflection about the informa
tional content in an hour I s worth of TV (about
10 10 bits) will immediately lead to interest on
the part of the computer enthusiast. Further
more, it is possible to randomly access material
rapidly on these discs. Thus, we can envision
a disc as containing a combination of video
sequences, audio sequences, slides, (one groove
around the disc), and computer code. A single
disc might have on it a full language processor,
such as APL or BASIC, and a complete video-based
CAl course for learning the language; or a
videodisc might contain elaborate sequences of
teaching material, a dialog between the student
and the computer, which would allow all the
media to be used along with the other aspects
of the interactive dialog.
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Because of the large amount of quickly acces
sible storage available on the disc for read
only computer code, new system organizations
might be possible, allowing the machine to sur
vive with less core than necessary in a typical
present-day minisystem. These discs also have
the tremendous advantage of being a salable
product, giving -a way of paying royalties to
authors, f Lnenc Lng advertising, and the other
features present in most educational media dis
tribution, but which do not exist in current
compu tel' SYS terns.

I doubt if the stand-alone videodisc system
would be a suitable system for developing mater
ials, nor for testing them with s tudents initi
ally, so it seems likely that this work would
still often proceed on timesharing systems, with
perhaps just the media portions coming from the
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stand-alone devices. Furthermore, it may be
necessary to have some writeable storage other
than high speed memory, so cassettes or floppy
discs or similar devices may be an essential
component.

Probably the display on the stand-alone device
will allow color, and because of the need for
video sequences from the disc, will at least be
compatible with a television format. Full ani
mation will be practical, far beyond the simple
drawing possible in current low-cost timesharing
graphics. .

Such systems are not entirely pipedreams. Some
features of the system described here, including
the elegant graphic capabilities, are already
available in existing laboratory machines.
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GrOlpe Inful!llatique et
Sciences Physiques. (1)

L'enseigneuent en sciences physaquss dof.t; etre essentieUeuent fonde sur 1 'apprentissaJe
de d€marches et de representations mode.Li.serrtes qui sont par aiUeurs fondanentales en
infomatiqU?
La sirn ulation par ordinateur (outil permectant. de manipuler des modaLes) offre aI' ele 'Ie

la possibilite d'acquerir ces dEinarches et de tester les mcrleles qu'il concod.ti. Nous
axons tente a craxers cinq realisations de mettre en application l'essentiel de nos
refle<ions. . ,

1. LA SIMULATION ET L'ENSEIGNEMENT
DES SCIENCES PHYSIQUES.

Place devant Le monde reel, Le physicien obsene
des phenanenes canplex:es lies; les lois edictees
n I ont pas de realite objective; elles ne sont
que Ie resultat d 'un travail rigour:etx : quete
des paranet.res pertinents (experiences), coria
tru:::tion d ' ill mode.Le , et recherche a l'interieur
de ce donaine d I une relation ca usaLe , Cette rela
tion trou",ee, on con frorrte les resultats qu'elle
pezmet; de pre\Oir avec la realite; suivant qu'il
y a concordance ou non des prev.isions avec la
realite, on ccnserve ou on madifie Le modeLe,

Unmode.le d' me realite physfqus est valable si
done il permet; de pre\Oir systEinatiqtE1lent la
repercussfon d'une variation dim paranecre per
tinent. On reuarque nearmotns qu' in modeLe vala
ble pour: in phenonene donne n'est pas iruqus De
plus, il a generaleuent in danaine de ""lidite
restreint, lie au fai t que les paran etres ne sont
pertinents qus dans certaines Unites.

La demarche, decrite su::cintement cf-desses , est
typiqU? de la methode ex:perirnentale. Depuis me
virg taine d f annees , les Lnfonnaticiens ant tente
de generaliser et de systiinatiser cette methcrle.
La dEinarche mcrleIisante devient la dEinarche in
fozmatii.qte

En fait, on doit aI' inful!llatiqU? d' a\Oir intro
duit cette dEinarche capitale pour la physdque
dans m grand nanbre de disciplines oil la prati
que traditionnelle ne l' irnposait pas; eUe est
indispensable en effet a tout danaine d' utilisa
tion des ordinateurs pour me bonne execution du
travail.
PuisqU? la dEinarche fondanentale est la mEine, qre
petreent; g aJner les sciences physiqU?s a utiliser
1 t Lnfozmatdque ?
Ce qui nous interesse principaleuent dans notre
travail surles sciences phystquas est l' ensei
gneuent et non la recherche fondanentale. Pour:
nous, cet enseigneuent doit transnettre non pas
les loiS de la physiqu=, mais to. demMehe mode
.tWante qui pemet de les etablir et de les uti
liser a bon escient : ear s' il n' a acquis que des
connaissances, 11eleve, face a nne sitmtion non
apprise, est desoriente.
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Pour acquerir ce canportenent, l'eIe\e doit pou
voir ecperfmenter et tester Ie modeLe qu' il a
oonc u r ce que, J:X>t1r diverses raisons, il nta pas
toujours Le loisir de faire. L'ordinateur est in

outil nouvea u qui va pel!llettre ce travail de si
mulation; la mise en sitmtion sera telle que
l' ele\e acqrarra un eompoM:ement mUhodotogique
indispensable a la prehension du phenonene etu
die.

L'ordinateur apporte, en plus, Ie benefice de sa
rapidite et de sa mEinoire : 1 'eIe\e tra""iUe a
son rytlme propre, 11 in niveau d 'abstraction qui
peul: etre ,neve, et il devient possible de con
tr6ler sa dEin arche, voire redresser les dEin arches
methcrlolOJ iques erronees qu'il a ura pu adopter.

La simulation peul: etre conc u de plusieurs manie
res:

a) La professeur prcqzarme in modele sirnplifie
qui doit pennettre aI' ele \e de se faire me :roa
g e operationneUe du phenon ene.

b) La mcde.le initial est canplique pour tenir
canpte de certains paranetzes n' Lntercenant; pas
au preuier ordre, L'eIew doit trou\er Ie danaine
de validite du prenier modele, et e\entueUeuent
Ie terme cerrecteur: qui pennet de passer au mode
le plus canple<e.

c) L'ele\e censtruit un modele et Ie teste en
canparant les resultats qu'il pre\Oit avec les
resultats d 'e<periences reeUes ou d 'ex:periences
stm ulees.

Dans nos prcgrarmes, nous axons applique 11me au
_ l'autre de ces cenceptions. Notre but est de per
mettre a l'eleve d'essayer d'acqU§rir la dEinarche
du physicien grace a laqueUe, outiUe d 'un mode
le recennu cerrect, il sera pre\Oir les phenanene
reels etu:lies.

2. THEMES CHOISIS ET EXPERIENCES
REALISEES.

NotE avons, a tral...ers cinq realisations, tente de
mettre en application cette vision de 1 'enseigne
ment des sciences physiques.
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Partant de connaissances minimales en physfqra,
preci.sees chaque fois, I' eleve est anene a adop
ter un canportanent coherent et systanatique sans
Lequal, il ne pourra pas pre\Oir silrenent les inci
dances de diverses manipulations des paranetrres ,
Encore faut-il qu'il ait su mire l'imentaire
des paranetres pertinents et non pertinents et
limiter au besoin Ie danaine de son modele.

2.1. La reflexion.

II nous est apparu, lors d' une enquete prealable,
que Ie phenan ene de re flexion, introduit dans
notre ense:lqnenent avec l'ettrle de l'optique, est
en consequence souventmal reconnu lorsqu'il n'y
a pas propcgation luninerne; or, qu'd.L s'a;}isse
demecanique, d'acoustiqU9, d'EUectricite au
d 'optique, les lois de la reflexion s 'e<priment
de tn ani.eze anafcq ue, C'est pourquoi nous awns
tente de faire elaborer un (ou plusieurs) modele
de la refle<ion hors du danaine de l'optiqlE.

Le proq rarme propose une sorte de jeu, oil une
bille rebondit sur un mur, Le mur est ""rtical,
la bille roule dans in plan horizontaL Le modele
prOJranne est simple; on denande de trouver tni
qtE!lent un modele operatdonneL, -naf.s qui serve si
bien a pre\Oir Ie trajet de la bille (lere partie)
qu'il puisse etre utilise a l'in""rse dans une
2ene partie pour decider du lancer en function
d'une cible a atteindre (apres rebondissenent sur
lemur) .

~ modele operationnel n 'e<iste pas vraiment :
certains modeles sont simplenent plus cemnodes
qIE d'autres dans me ~Ltua.t.i.OI'1 donn'e.

Sans danarche coherente et systanatique, on ne
peut pas trouver de modele operationnel : l' eleve
est ainsi "force" a une attittrle efficace.
Cette e<perience peut aussi bien etre menee a\8C
des ele \8S de 2de que de lere : la seule connais
sance requise est Ie repera;re d ' in point dans un
plan rapporte a deuc i3l<es.

2.2. La canposition des vitesses.

Les situations de canposition de vitesses sont
courantes dans la vie qmtidienne, qulil s'a::Jisse
de deplacenent dans un train en marche ou de de
passenent de \€hicules animes de vitesses diffE
rentes.

Pour mire etablir la relation directe entre vi
tesse et ""cteur .(la canposition des vitesses
obeit aix lois de la canposition \8ctorielle),
nous aeons place l'eleve dans La situation sim u
lee suivante .: il pilote un bateau sur m fleuve
dont il connait la vitesse du courant.

Le modele previsionnel qu'il construit lui pennet
de canparer sa prevision quant a sa position et
la position reelle sim ulee. Si les res ul tats ne
concordent pas systEinatiquenent, il modifiera son
modele jusqu'a adequation des previsions et du

resultat. Ce modele lui peJmettra ensuite de
trouver corment se deconpose une vitesse, et can
ment on peut done fixer sa route pour atteindre
in point donne, canpte tenu d 'un entrainenent
connu.

2.3. Les Gaz.

L'ettrle des gaz est particulierenent :lEconde en
danaines de tra\ail oil la \alidite d 'un modele
depend des limites du donaine considere : en fin
de classe de 2de, les le90ns portant surles g az
doivent faire can prendre aux ele \8S l' importiance
de ce travail de recherche du danaine de validite
d'm modele.

Dans ce prO)" ranue , utilisable des la fin de la
classe de 2de, les ele\8s etudient en prenier
lieu un modele simple d' in g az (I' air) a tenpera
ture anbiante et sous des pressions variables
mais restant \Oisines de la pression atrrnospherd-:
qua, Le deroulenent de la recherche les snene a
generaliser ce modele dans un danaine de pression
cependant encore limite entre 0 et 5 atmospheres.

Ils passent ainsi par les etapes suivantes :

a) pv/T = constante pour un '1\ene gaz
b) PV/T est Ie mene pour des gaz differents sous

reser\B gu'on prenne Le ~ene nanbre de moles.
P, V, T represerrcarrcs respectivanent la pression,
Le voltme et la tenperature absolue.

Dans la derrii.ere partie, les ele\8s en oanparant
Ie canportanent de plusieurs gaz dans un danaine
de pression bearcoup pl rs etendu (0 a 200 atmos
pheres) constateront qIE Le modele qu' ils ont
elabore n'est qu'un modele limite.

2.4. Le plan incline.

A""c ce prcq rarme de mecanique, l'eleve aborde la
recherche systanatique des paranetres in fluant
sur in phenanene physique, et construit in modele
rendant oanpte du phenonene dans Ie cas Le plus
simple, 'puis eventlEllenent dans Le cas Ie plus
qeneraL

Un objet glisse sur un plan incline avec ou sans
froj::tenent solide-solide. Une liste de paranecres
est proposee oil I'ele \8, par in certain nanbre
d I experiences, Lsol.e les paranetres seul.s perti
nents. Dans me delKiene partie, il a la possibi
lite de faire varier un des paranetres, les au
tres restant constants, ce qui 1ui permet; une re
cherche prcq ressdve du modele.

2.5. Le satellite.

Les lois physiques oil intervient l' acceleration
de la pesanteur ne sont pas verifiables en classe
en ce qui concerne ce caefficient : la sfm ulation
sur ordinateur a ici une application evidente.
Notre but dans cette ettrle est stnplenent de faire
troU\8r a l'ele"" la relation e<istant entre l'ac-
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celeration de la pesanteur en un point et la
distance de ce point a u centre de la terre.

Cette etwe doit se placer au debut de 1 "annee de
tenninale (C, D ou E) apres l'acquisition par
1 ' ele \8 de connaissances solides en ciner.atique
et dynaniq'lE dumouvment; circulaire uni.fbzme , et
avant; l'etwe de l'attraction newtonnienne.

Il s'a:Jit d'me simulation pure dumomenent d'un
satellite artificiel en momenent circulaire mi
forme autour de la terre, 11 des altitudes dif:Ee
rentes. L'ele\8 peut proposer les paranetres qui
lui senblent pertinents. L'ordinateur lui pennet
d'obtenir la periode de revolution du satellite,
11 me altitude donnee , et la \aleur correspon
dante de l' acceleration de la pesanteur. L'ele\8,
pour e<ploiter ces experiences, peut utiliser
I lordinateur corrne traceur de courbes ou carme
calculateur directenent.

A ce stade de la scolarite, il devrait etre en
rnesure d 1imcg i ner in modale 'Tlathenatiqt:e expri
mant l' acceleration de la pesante ur G en function
de la distance au centre de la terre: Aide de
1 'ordinateur , il pourra en tester la validite en
canpletant lui"'l\ene in prcgramne prevu 11 cet ef
fet.

3. CCNCLUSION

NallS n' a \Ons pas ecrit des prcqrarmes en prenant
des s lliets au hasard, am ulant des experiences
pour Le se ul j e u de la simulation : nous a xons
chaqus fuis voulu que Ie tra\8.il a\8C 1 'ordina
teur pezmetrce 11 nos ele\8s de se 6o/W1Vt verita
blement 11 des attitwes de physicien, et nOIE
nous samnes penches sur cette :fi:nmation a \:6c no
tre experience de p€da:Jcg ias et de physiciens.

Le travail est lorg; il n 'est pas qu'une ample
mise en equations d 'un modele plus ou mains ron
ple<e : la peda:Jcgie en est tres rnportante, car
de notre dEmarche depend la coherence de oal.Le de
Ifelem.

NOIE esperons que les experrnentations que nous
allons continuer cette annee viendrons confinner
la place que peut prendre la simulation sur ordi
nateur auprss des enseignants plus soucfeix de
1 'acquisition des attitwes et des'Tlethodes que
de la seule acquisition des connaissances.
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HOW CAN THE COMPUTER HELP US TEACH PHYSICS?

John Harris

Centre for Science Education
Chelsea College

University of London.

At the higher secondary level (and beyond) the computer enables us to bring
out an important but hitherto rather neglected aspect of physics. It makes
it possible for students themselves to become involved in the activity of
manipulating and testing models. This approach is discussed in terms of
one example: the diffraction and interference of light.

INTRODUCTION.

Discussion and experience of the uses
of the computer as a teaching aid in
science in the last few years have
helped considerably to define several
rather distinct roles in the area
loosely called simulation.

At the simplest level, perhaps, the
computer can be used to produce num
erical results similar to the measure
ments which a student would obtain in
a real laboratory experiment. This
may be valuable in that a student may
gain some of the benefit to be had from
doing the real experiment, though since
the actual experience of doing a simula
tion is not the same as the experience
of doing an experiment one wou Ld be
foolish to suggest that simulation can
replace experimentation.

The aim of the work of Hebenstreit
and his colleagues has been to use the
computer to model simple physical
situations (reflection from a plane
surface, sliding on an inclined plane,
etc) and to challenge the student to
build his own model to explain the
"observations". Using a computer to
simulate the experiments, rather than
doing them in the laboratory has the
effect, which is an advantage for this
exercise at least, of removing the
random errors, second order effects,
etc, which all too often obscure the
pattern observations which the teacher
wants his students to investigate. Thus,
and by removing other distractions,
the student's attention can be focused
on the task of explaining the noise
free "observations ll

• This techn~que

has an additional interesting advantage
by recording the student's responses
the computer can be used to give some
insight into his thought processes.

I have on occasions tried to draw a
distinction between simulation and
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modelling. By simulation I mean the
technique already described in which
the computer produces results similar
to those that would be obtained in a
well behaved laboratory experiment.
Now in general, at least, these results
were not simply ~tored in the computer's
memorY,but they 'were calculated on the
basis of certain inputs that the student
provided (the conditions of the
experiment), and some mathematical
relationships embodied in the computer
program. These relationships may be
simply empirical but they are more
likely to be mathematical expressions
of the theory or physical model by
which we attempt to account for the
observed phenomena.

MODEL ~~KING IN PHYSICS

Now the construction and manipulation
of such models is surely an essential
part of doing physics. But in our
teaching we typically present our
students with the currently accepted
physical model, and a standard piece
of mathematical argument to show how it
explains the observations. It is very
rare that we mention alternative models
and even less likely that we consider
any of the rejected ones at all
seriously to show why it has been
rejected. I believe that this is doing
a disservice to the students and an
injustice to physics, for it tends
to confirm their view of physics as
a fixed and complete body of knowledge
with no place for opinions or discus
sion.There may be good reaSOns for this
state of affairs, but I believe that
we can do better. I would like to
suggest that if they have access to a
computer and if we can write suitable'
programs for them, our students will
be able, to some extent at least, to
take part in this essential part of
the activity "physics", the testing of
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models against observation

Let me make it clear that I am not
suggesting that the students simply try
out different functional relationships
between the various constants and
variables which describe the situation,
and find, empirically, what gives the
best fit. I am proposing that the
student be involved with the physical
model, that he uses the computer to do
the mathematics necessary to make
predictions from it, that he should be
encouraged to try different models, or
different levels of refinement of the
same model in this way. Then the
computer output is seen for what it
really is - a prediction based on a
particular physical model; not something
to be substituted for an experimental
result, but something to be compared
with it to ask the question "Is the
model adequate?".

AN EXAMPLE OF MODELLING

It should be clear that this kind of
activity is appropriate only at the
higher levels of secondary education
and beyond. Students who are studying
physics in their last years of secondary
school in Britain, and no doubt in other
countries, are taught something about
the interference and diffraction
phenomena occuring when light passes
through single and multiple slits. These
students probably already know that
many wave effects can be explained by
superposition, and they are told that
diffraction at apertures can be explained
using Huygens' principle that every
point on a wave front acts as a source
of secondary waves. There follows a
simplified (i.e. crooked) geometrical
or trigonometrical argument to show
what effects should be observed.

For many students remembering the
appropriately "wrong" way to draw the
diagram (to be reproduced in an
examination) becomes the most important
part of the lesson. Alternatively we
can avoid approximations by considering
Fraunhofer diffraction -source and
screen infinitely far from the diffract
ing aperture - but only at the expense
of other difficulties for the students.

These are some of the technical problems
which trouble students and unavoidably
reduce the emphasis given to the under
lying physics.

How can the computer help? By doing
the mathematical operations for the
student it enables us to emphasise the
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physical model; to explore its limita
tions, and possibly to consider
alternatives.

In the present example the important
physics is the principle of superposition:
wave amplitudes add.

The simplest treatment of two source
interference (Young's experiment)
treats the two slits as if they were
point sources. This enables us to
predict the positions of the maxima, .
but not to account for their different
intensities. To do this we must sub
divide each slit into a number of
elementary sli ts (Huygens' secondary
sources) and, for every point on the
screen, sum the amplitudes due to
each of the elementary slits.

It is easy to write a program to add
the amplitudes due to a number of
different wave disturbances. These
come in the simplest case from the
two sources, or in the more sophisticated
model from the Huygens secondary sources.

Already the student can compare the
predictions of the simplest model with
those of the next stage of sophistica
tion, and test both against observation.
Of course the program is not restricted
to two slit interference, and can be
extended to as many slits as the student
chooses.

We usually assume, perhaps even without
realising that we are doing so, that
the amplitudes due to each of the
Huygens secondary sources are equal,
at whatever point on the screen we
are considering. Now there are several
reasons why this is not the case, and
I submit that it is asad reflection
on ourselves and our students that,
in my experience c~rtainly, neither
teacher nor student questions the
assumption. The objections are simple
ones:

1 Obliguity If the secondary
sources really do emit equally in
all directions there would be a
wave in the back direction, i.e.
travelling back towards the source.
It is a matter of common experience
that there is not, and this can be
allowed for by an obliquity factor
(1+cose). Clearly this is needed
to explain the absence of a wave
in the direction e =Tr. Is it
important in diffraction phenomena?
When?
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2 Distance Unless we are talking
about infinite distance the second
ary sources are not equidistant
from the point on the screen at which
we are summing amplitudes. The
further away the source is the smaller
its contribution. When is it necess
ary to include this factor?

These two factors have been included
in the computer program which is written
in .such a way that the student can
choose whether he wants to include them
or not when making a prediction.

There is another point that the
computer can bring out.

3 Number of secondary sources In
our traditional treatment we
imagine the diffracting aperture(s)
to be divided into a large number
of small elementary slits - these
are the secondary sources. How
many? Does it matter? The program
allows the student to investigate
the effect of increasing their
number (of course the amplitude due
to each one gets less as the number
increases) •

The student is thus enabled to increase
the degree of sophistication of the
model he is using. He is asked to
compare the predictions of the model
with actual experimental results,
preferably his Olin, and to make his own
judgment of how complicated a model is
needed to account for the observations.
(Since the experiment is done with
microwaves (;>-'='3 cm) it is not
Fraunhofer diffraction and the
obliquity and distance factors are
significant).

Notice that I am not proposing that the
student should be expected to invent
the physical model. We should-nor-
expect many of our students to have
the originality of Huygens, Young or
Fresnel! It is rather that once the
model is suggested the student is
encouraged to consider it critically,
explore its consequences, and probe
its limitations.

HOW CAN SUCH A PROGRAM BE USED?

It is rather easy to write a computer
program. It'is much harder to present
it in an effective way. We believe
very strongly that the program cannot
stand on its own. No matter what topic
we are trying to teach some other
material and techniques will be used:
reading, demonstration, discussion, etc.

and the student must be mentally prepared
before he uses the computer program
itself. We usually do this with an
introductory text, an essential part
of which is a series of questions
designed to get the student thinking
about the problem; planning in advance
to some degree, the series of
investigations he will make; and
preparing him to interpret the computer
output.

We ask specific questions which can be
answered using the computer output.
Interactive use of the computer is
important.

CONCLUSION

Of course we do not propose that all
physics should be taught in this way,
even at the level where the kind of
work with models which I have tried
to describe is appropriate. But I
do believe that it is an essential part
of the activity called physics and that
although it has been neglected in the
past, access to computers allows
teachers to include it now. We should
all be sensitive to suitable episodes
in our courses where the teaching could
be enriched in this way. The particular
example I have used to illustrate my
point is one of about ten, in chemistry
and biology as well as physics, which
have been developed at Chelsea College
and are now being published.

Any advance in educational technology
presents a challenge. It may be
relatively easy to see how to use the
new tool to achieve recognised
educational aims. It is much more
difficult to see how we can use it to
try to achieve something different, an
aim which we have not recognised in the
past, or perhaps ignored because we
could not achieve it. The computer
presents such a challenge, and I have
tried to indicate one response.
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THE HERTFORDSHIRE COMPUTER-MANAGED MATHEMATICS PROJECT.

Colin M. Leeson.
Project Manager.

John Jaworski.
Course Editor.

The Advisory Unit for Computer Based Education.
19 St. Albans Road,

Hatfield, Herts. England.

The Hertfordshire Computer-Managed Mathematics Project is a jointly-financed investigation by
the National Development Programme in Computer-Assisted Learning and the Hertfordshire Local
Education Authority into the development of computer-managed mathematics teaching in all-ability
schools at the 11-13 year age range. The Project is in the second year of a planned four-year
development period and involves 1500 pupils in 9 schools in Hertfordshire and the Inner London
Education Authority.

1. INTRODUCTION.

The general trend to 'comprehensive' or
'all-ability' schools in British secondary
education has had effect within the confines of
the individual classroom. Many schools are
extending the primary school concept of the
all-ability class to the early years of the
secondary school. Thus the teacher may well
find himself dealing with a fUll-range of
abilities within a single lesson, rather than
teaching a group 'setted' on academic ability,
drawn from the all-ability popu Lat.Lon of the
whole school.

This Project was conceived to assist the teacher
faced with a class of children of such a wide
range of ebf.Lt t t es r it appeared evident that the
teacher in such a situation must necessarily
become an even better manager and administrator,
and that there would be great demands on his
flexibility and availability. Thus the Project
attempted to assume some of the responsibilities
of the teacher in the management of his classes,
and to free the teacher for the more demanding
task of being available when required to answer
individual queries.

The project staff 1 and the participating teachers,
have made no attempt to justify or dispute the
concept of all-ability education. Nor yet has
any attempt been made to investigate the
performance of the Project materials outside
this milieu. Such ideas are fruitful sources
of future investigation.

2. THE APPROACH TO THE PROBLEM.

The problem of how to teach mathematics to an
all-ability class of 11 year-olds was faced at
Hatfield School, 20 miles north of London in
Hertfordshire, in 1971, when the school received
its first all-ability intake as part of the
gradual transition from a Grammar School.

At the time, the school had recently purchased
a Hewlett-Packard optical marked card reader and
had on-line access to the DEC Sysuem-Lo computer
at the adjacent Hatfield Polytechnic. There was
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also an above-average amount of expertise in
computer-progranuning among the staff of the
school.

For a number of years previous to the change to
comprehensive education, the staff had been
experimenting with individualised teaching
methods in their classes. These experiments had
suggested that the main problems in individua
lised teaching lay in the control and
organisation of the pupils as they progressed at
different rates through the course. It was
concluded that if the marking and scheduling of
the pupils was less of a burden, the class
teacher would have a better opportunity of
properly organising the pupil's progress. The
approach was, therefore, to design a course
which would be computer-marked as far as was
thought feasible and desirable, and whi.ch would
give the teacher easi ly-assimilable and adequate
statistics on pupil progress.

Data oap'tuze would be via mark-sensed cards,
which would be I posted I into the card-reader
during lesson time by the pupil (the card reader
was situated in a small room adjacent to the
mathematics area). Response would be via a
Teletype in the same room, and the suite of
programs would provide the pupil with a mark,
comments on his answers and instructions on which
portion of work to proceed with. The work
itself was available on duplicated 'worksheets I

to be collected from a library area in the
computer-terminal room.

Parallel with this course, an arithmetic testing
program was developed, using similar means of
input and output, but capitalising 'on the random
number generator available as part of the DEC
System-lO BASIC software. Each child would
complete a worksheet and have it immediately
marked, but would be issued with a fresh,
individual line-printer produced worksheet of
appropriate standard the following morning.
Scheduling here consisted of promoting the child
to more difficult aritlunetic work, keeping him
at the same level for more practice, or
diverting him to remedial worksheets. Initially
there were 30 separate standards of worksheet.
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has been written by practising teachers. The
course will last the pupils the full two years
from 11-13 without any further scheduled teaching
other than that provided by SAM (see 4.2.). In
all.' there are to be 25 modu Lee , each expected
to occupy an average class for about three weeks.

The course is aimed at the all-ability class with
sufficiently demanding work for the more able
pupils and at the same time SUfficiently easy
work for those less able. To achieve this mix,
the module is split into (usually) 4 levels,
labelled A, B, C & D. Figure I below represents
(continuous line) the 'difficulty' of individual
levels, while the broken line represents the
expected number of children attempting work at
that level (and incidentally prescribes the
quantities of each level of worksheet printed:
the sheets are disposable, and are collected by
the pupils to form a personalised r text-book r) •

3. PROJECT HISTORY.

In 1973, the Government-sponsored National
Development Programme in computer-Assisted
Learning indicated its willingness to make a
'major investment I in the type of work
currently being carried out at Hatfield School.
At the time, a limited experiment was also being
carried out at a neighbouring school in Potters
Bar, on the fringes of London. 'rbus , in October
1973, financed by the NDPCAL jointly with the
Hertfordshire Local Education Authority (who
provided matched funding in terms of
accommodation, computing resources and similar
expenses), a development project was initiated.
Over four years, arranged as two two-year steps,
at 1973 prices, the Project was expected to cost
in the region of £200,000.

The Project was organised under the aegis of the
Advisory Unit for Computer Based Education,
originally a part of the Hatfield Polytechnic
but lately responsible directly to the LEA. The
Director of the Advisory Unit, Dr. W. Tagg,
assumed part-time responsibility as the project
Director, and a full-time staff of Project
Manager, two educationalists, professional
computer programmer, administrative and
secretarial staff was appointed. The Proj ect
also drew OJ:} the specialist services of the
Hertfordshire Educational Television Unit and
the Hatfield Polytechnic Computer Centre and
Reprographic Unit.

In 1973, four schools participated in the
Project, two via remote "bat.ch ' access and two
via specially purchased optical marked card
readers working on-line. In 1974, four further
schools were accepted into the proj ecc , and
eventually at least 12 schools will have both
first and second-year pupils involved. As a
first exercise in portability, the Inner London
Education Authority became involved in a pilot
scheme with a single school.

A 13 c:. )l

4. PRo,JEer STRUCTURE.

At present, building on the Hatfield School
experience, the Project consists of two parallel
courses, described in detail below. In addition,
the Proj ect team produced a series of video
taped television programmes to support one of
these courses.

4.1. ESYMRK.

ESYMRK is at present an individualised, linear,
modular mathematics course. It covers a
'cautious' modern mathematics syllabus,
incorporating set theory and similar contemp
orary topics, while not dispensing with the more
traditional geometry and calculation. The
syllabus is designed and constantly modified
by the participating teachers who meet
approximately weekly to monitor the progress of
the Proj ect and to report back reaction wi thin
the schools. Much of the educat.IoneI material

FIGURE 1: "Difficulty" and "Attempts" predicted
for a typical module.

N.B. The profile suggested by this 'graph' has
been substantiated by subjective evaluation and
by a limited amount of objective statistical
evaluation. The Project receives assistance over
educational evaluation from a research team at
the University of East Anglia, working in
conjunction with the NDPCAL.

The worksheets within each level are of three
types: the M (Machine-marked), the T (Teacher
marked) and the R (Remedial or Revisio;-). There
is provision for extra sheets to-be· inserted in
this pattern where appropriate. Thus, each
worksheet has a unique t.hcea-pext; code: A3M, B5T,
D8R etc.

Experience suggests that the repeated gathering
together of a class avoids many problems
associated with individual patterns of work,
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where a child feels isolated from the rest of
his fellows. Therefore, when progressing
through a module of work, all pupils begin
together at the A-level, at the M-sheet. After
completing worksheet A3M (say), which will
contain introductory material aimed at providing
the less able pupil with work well within his
capabilities, while hopefully not proving
irritatingly boring to the thigh-flyer', the
pupil will code his answers On the appropriate
mark-sensed document (this may be an A4
document or a card) and submit it, either over
night via a courier service, or directly via
an on-line card reader, to the computer. In
either case, without further intervention, the
pupil is to begin the following sheet (A3T).
By the time he has completed the Teacher-marked
sheet, the output from the computer should be
available, and the child goes to the teacher
who will mark sheet A3T, talk about any
difficulties the child may be having and discuss
the marking of A3M. This may refer the child
to sheet A3R, a remedial sheet, for extra
practice, or development work based on the
computer diagnosis of his problems on the M
sheet. The teacher is always at liberty to
override the computer's prescription, a facet
of the programs that has gone a long way to
ensuring its acceptability among teachers.

The accompanying teacher I s notes recommend a
'cut-off' point, usually at the C level, where it
is expected that the majority of children will
comfortably reach, while no able child has
exhausted the more demanding work at higher
levels. Tuning the system to this fundamental
requirement is necessarily a process carried out
over time, and is a' part of the constant revision
of the work.

Why the M-T-R system? Why not a totally computer
marked course? It has been found, as might be
expected, that the closed questions suitable for
computer marking are restrictive, 'and
inappropriate to many exciting areas of mathem
atics. Although the strength of the ESYMRK
computer programs lie in the variety of types of
questions that can be marked, there is a good
educat ional need for the teacher-marked work.
Further, in this way, the Proj ect helps to ensure
that contact is made between pupils and teachers
at least a few times a week.

The teacher sheets have one further advantage,
in that they act as a buffer between completion
of one machine-marked sheet and the appearance
of the marks and scheduling. Thus, a valuable
safeguard has been provided against unavoidable
computer delays, and also aqeLnati the child who

FIGURE 2:

The Project Team receive a
substantial amount of
unsolici ted correspondence
from pupils, of which this is
a fairly typical example.
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The results of the child I s attempt at the R
sheet is signalled to the teacher via extensive
class registers which are available on every run
of the programs. Having- thus completed the A
level, the pupil again begins the M-T-R cycle
with the next level: B3M, B3T, B3R.

is tempted to see the Project as a race to
complete sheets as fast as possible.

Although the ESYMRK system has been described in
its most rigid and inflexible form, it is in
fact fairly flexible, and this flexibility is
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used both by the authors and by the class
teachers.

4.2. SAM.

SAM - (Set And Mark) is the parallel arithmetic
component; of th; .courae , SAM is a graded
arithmetic tester, involving up to 90 different
standards of test. These range from simple
addition at standard a to decimal manipulation
at the end of year one. The worksheets are
individual, in that numbers involved in the
problems are generated by random-number soft
ware available on the DEC System-IO. Although
the first question on a standard 10 paper will
always be the addition of three 3-digit numbers,
the actual digits will vary from paper to paper.
One inunediate consequence of this is that there
can be no cheatiLnq l A rather more rewarding
consequence is that there is thus made available
an inexhaustable supply of questions at the
same standard of difficulty.

SAM is generally used as an alternative to ESYMRK
about once a week. Marking and standardising is
carried out entirely by computer (although again,
the teacher may override the computer decisions
at any time). SAM uses the same input media as
ESYMRK.

Work is in progress on integrating SAM work with
the structure of ESYMRK - a conventional ESYMRK
worksheet may be replaced by a short session of
SAM-style computer generated tests.

5. COMPUTER USAGE.

The computer in use for the Proj ect is the
Digital Equipment Corporation DEC System-IO,
situated at the Hatfield Polytechnic" where it
supports a time-sharing load of up to 90 jobs, in
addition to overnight batch work. The programs
are at present written in COBOL, BASIC and
MACRO 10 (the DEC system-Jo Assembler), with
control programs written in the batch control
languages BATCON and MIC.

_ " • "... • .... .__ • n_

._--~-----------------~------------------------------------------~

FIGURE 3: A typical student printout.

Before each arithmetic concept is examined in
detail, the pupils are given a SAM pre-test
paper; their success at this paper then
determines how many (if any) of the graded
concept tests the pupil will work through.
Hence, the more able pupils are able to skip
what, to them, are the more trivial standard
papers.

5.1. Data Control.

Two modes of operation are being investigated.
The first is the continuation of the Hatfield
School experiment of on-line usage, utilising
40-column mark sensed cards and a Hewlett-packard
OMR card reader. At present, two schools are
operating in this fashion (using 276lB and 7260A
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readers). Most schools 1 however, operate via
mark-sensed documents which are collected by the
Proj ect; courier on a daily basis and taken to the
Project office, where a Data Recognition Dataterm
3 optical document reader is situated. This
device, capable of on-line ~orking, is used how
ever to produce a-hole punched paper tape for
subsequent input. The results of computer Tuns,
and associated output is produced overnight on the
line-printer at the Polytechnic Computer Centre I

from where it is collected the following morning
by the couz ier . Except in exceptional circum
stances, all schools at present enjoy a turn
round of 24 hours at worst, and often overnight.

Among the t.erms of reference for the project is
the responsibility of comparing the advantages
and disadvantages of each method.

The statistical evaluation of the worksheets and
of the pupil's progress by computer is of
fundamental importance in 'tuning I the system,
and much discussion is currently being expended

on deciding exactly what information the Project
and the teachers can best use.

5.2. Data Organisation.

The principal involvement of the computer in the
Project work is as a data-processing exercise.
The tapes produced by the Dataterm 3 document
reader are read by the DEC System 10 fast paper
tape reader, and the data held on tape distributed
to prescribed areas, (allocated to each school),
of a dedicated disk. A batch control program
then processes each school's data in turn, using

conventional data-vet, sorting, updating and
printing routines. At present, these programs
are written in COBOL (for ESYMRK) and BASIC v.lGA
(for SAM). The updated pupil record files are
then redistributed to the school areas on the
disk.

With on-line operation, the Hewlett-Packard card
readers interface directly to core-resident
programs. Marking and re-assessment are performed
with reference to pupil record files stored on
one of the public disks available during normal
timesharing. Restrictions on prime-time use of the
System result in the on-line programs storing only
minimal data which is subsequently transferred to
the Project disk overnight and used to produced
registers and teacher documentation.

The master ESYMRK data file retains student
histories and scheduling procedures. As well as
its use in producing registers, this file is
available to the Project I s educational staff for
whatever statistical analyses are currently being
performed. There are two SAM master-files,
recording student progress data, and a I current
answer record I for each pupil. SAM input is
normally of two types: a pupil's answers to his
previous worksheet, which are compared with tihe
corresponding record in the file; or a document
supplied by the teacher to re-standardise a child.

Where a teacher asks for a child to be given a

worksheet of a new standard of difficulty, this
will be produced, and the answer record for the
previous worksheet overwritten.

The choice of languages for the programs has
been dictated by a number of considerations: the
Project includes among its terms of reference an
obligation to investigate questions of
portability, and the choice of COBOL reflects
this. Machine-dependent portions of the programs
are coded in MACRO-IO. Heavily-used routines
which are currently coded in the BASIC language
used for development at Hatfield School, will
eventually be re-coded in an appropriate language.

6. SUMMARY.

This Proj ect; developed from grass roots and
maintains its grass roots involvement. At all
times teachers in participating schools are
invited to criticise and comment on the work that
the Project does, and indeed they are actively
encouraged to participate in the development of
this work themselves.

The success of the Project so far may be clouded
by this total involvement principle. During the
first full year of major development (1973/74)
true evaluation procedures had not been set up,
and hence, at the time of writing it is
impossible to give other than largely subjective
evaluation based on comments from teachers,
pupils and outside observers. Thus, in terms of
the success the Project has achieved, only an
impression can be given.

It appears that there is a large measure of
enjoyment inherent in the Project. Most pupils
have thoroughly enjoyed the course I and informal
reports suggest that their retention is better
than in previous non-Project years. An internal
examination was set to all participants in the
Project in Summer- 1974, but the results of this
are destined for comparison :with 1975 results
before being published.

The novelty of computer-based education was
clearly a factor in the initial interest showed
by both teachers and pupils, although all the
four schools involved during the first develop
ment year were experienced in computer education,
and all had on-line access to the DEC System 10
for other educational puxpoaes , The Proj ect
team were gratified to notice that there
appeared to be little if any slackening-off of
this interest over the space of 12 months.

The benefits inferred from the verbal reports of
Project participants lie in the relative
immediacy of the computer-marking and the variety
of educational techniques employed in the
learning situation. Teachers speak well of the
provision of adequate information in the shape
of computer analyses of the pupil's performance.
amd are generally appreciative of the emphasis
that the proj ect places on their own role, both
in the c lass-room where they retain the right of
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veto at all times, and in the policy-making
decisions of the Project, over which they are
fully consul ted whenever possible.

There is no sign of general interest in the
Project slackening off: a limited advertisement
for new schools to join the Project during the
current year r-esuj.ced in the application list
being over subscz-Lbed by some 400%. This was
felt to be a good measure, not so much of the
past success of the Project, as of its potential.

7. NOTE.

For further informat.Lcn concerning the NDPCAL,
its work, and other Projects funded through
it, the reader is advised to contact the
Programme at:

37 - 41 Mortimer Street,
LONDON, WIN. 7RJ.
ENGLAND.
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A METHOD FOR ANALYSIS AND CONSTRUCTION OF
INTERACTIVE COMPUTER-BASED TEACHING PROGRAMMES

Louise Yngstrom
Department of Information Processing and Computer Science

University of Stockholm
Stockholm, Sweden

A systematic approach to construct and implement computer-based courses, based
on theories for system analysis, is presented. The method described has been
used for producing multi-branched programmes for interactive usage. But it can
also be used for alternative implementations. This paper focuses on objectives,
contents and students - not on computers or programming. When focusing on what,
how, why, when and to whom, the implementation and testing phases are easily
performed and the structure of the course stays stable. The method is inter
actively developed at the Department of Information Processing and Computer
Science, University of Stockholm, Sweden by Anita Kollerbaur, Louise Yngstrom,
Hans Kohler and Ewa Lindstrom, all members of the Research Group PRINCESS.

1. INTRODUCTION

When producing computer programmes to be
used in education, one of the largest
problems but also the greatest benefits,
lies with the planning and analyzing
phase. Much literature is to be found
on programming languages (mostly special
author languages), but so far few words
are said about how to prepare the materi
al (courseware) before it can be program
med. This is probably due to the fact
that it is the computer people who have
started to use the computer in education,
and not the teaching people. To many
teachers words like planning, analysis
and especially computer mean loosing the
freedom to teach, leaving the teaching
process to a machine. However, any educa
tion system today - with or without a
computer - requires thorough planning and
analysis. The so called Systems ApproaCh
can be of great aid to teaching generally
and to the computer-based teaching espec
ially.

Thus it is important that questions and
methods concerning the use of computers
in the education process will be dealt
with, not only by computer specialists,
but also teachers, psychologists, peda
gogues, methodologists, specific subject
specialists etc. in order to ensure the
best possible use of the computer in
education - from the users "po i n t of view.
Based on this insight we can understand
that the methods of analyzing and con
structing courses are far more essential
to the final result than the computer
language used (any programmer knows that
most problems can be solved by an exist
ing programming language!)
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This paper is intended to bring forth a
method developed and used when construct
ing an interactive computer-based course
in Data Processing Techniques for under
graduate students at the University of
Stockholm, Sweden. The method has been
developed by members of the Project for
Research on INteractive Computer-based
Education SystemS (Research Group
PRINCESS) at the Department of Informa
tion Processing and Computer Science,
University of Stockholm, Sweden during
the years 1972-74.

The analyzing technique used is based on
the work of Prof. Borje Langefors,
Langefors (1966). The analysis is docu
mented successively in such a way that it
is possible to follow alterations and
iterations at each point and to use it
when completed at the stage of implemen
tation. Furthermore, the documents dis
play the full structure of the course,
the intended level of learning for each
different part, the prerequisites, the
intended amount of final knowledge and
the micro-structure at each point.

So far (autumn 1974) the method has only
been used for constructing interactive
multi-branched programmes, but it will
be tested empirically on the teaching
strategies simulation and question
answering (Information Retrieval).

2. THE METHOD

2.1. Main Parts

The steps to be taken in order to con
struct a course (partly) intended to be
implemented on a computer are

1. rpugh analysis aiming to select parts
suited for computer-based teaching

2. sequencing and detailed analysis of
selected parts
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Relations are of different types - pre
cedence, component or conce~tual. Pre~ed

ence relations are easy to lmplement ln
a computer-based course and they often
require individual training: They mostly
imply some sort of calculatlon.

2.2. Rough Analysis

The parts to be analyzed are the objec
tives of the course, the content of the
course and the intended groups of stu
d~nts. Iterations are frequent, especial
ly between analysis of Objectives and
analysis of content

The Objectives of the course shall con
trol the conceptual content of the
course, state the prerequisites and th~

intended final knowledge after completl0n
of the course. Main concepts (final, term
inal) ~rededuced from the objectives of
the .course. They are regarded as the final
knowledge of the course. By gradually
analyzing what co~cepts that have.to be
known/understood In order to obta2n know
ledge about the terminal concepts, ~ net
work consisting of concepts and thelr
relations· is built.

Only steps 5 and 6 refer to, and are
actually bound to, the computer. Step 4
indicates the use of a multi-branched
programme strategy, for which the method
originally was developed. If USl~g anoth
er teaching strategy this step wlll stlll
be relevant, only the further route
through the structure will not b7 as .
strict as generally is the case In multl
branched teaching programmes.

As for the steps 1-3 they are general to
teaching and could very well be used for
any subject even if one does not intend to
use the computer. Empirically a strict
analysis brings forward facts about the
content of a subject that ~ere not k~own

or identified earlier. For lnstanc8, It
does seem rather frequent that a course,
earlier considered as one united struc
ture, is found to cons~st of fully sepa
rated parts. Also not lntended overlaps
are found within courses if analyzed
strictly.

Component relations are often subparts
of larger concepts. Conceptual relations
often only add to further understanding
of a problem rather than take.part in a.
calculation. None of these eXlst alone In
a regUlar course - and not all are found
in the first rough analysis.

The aim of the rough analysis is to bring
out parts of a course suited for computer
based teaching. In order to find these,
the analysis must be carried out to ,some
extent. However, the depth of the rough
analysis must be decided by the analyzer,
who here has to rely on personal exper
iences, praxis etc. When relying ?n these
factors it is obvious that analysls has
to be carried out by someone familiar
with teaChing as well as the specific
subject. Notice also that very seldom all
parts of a course ought to be computer
based. The computer is a powerful but
expensive tool and should only be used
where other media cannot fulfil the
objectives.

For each concept in the network a level
of accepted learning has to be stated.
Within the work of the Research Group
PRINCESS the Taxonomy of Educational
Objectives, Bloom (1971) has been ~sed:

Concepts for which the levels Appllcatlon
a~d Analysis were stated, were chosen for
further detailed analysis and implemented
in a computer-based course. This decision
was based on the fact that the course
analyzed required a lot of individual
training on parts (mostly precedence-
and component relations) and teacher
facilities were lacking.

2.3. Sequencing and Detailed Analysis

The rough analysis of Objectives and con
cepts makes it possible to select parts
of the network for further analysis. Time
relations between concepts direct the
sequencing. Parts (conce~ts and rel~

tions) selected for detal1ed analysls
are further broken down. Each natural
part forms a (say) les~on w~t~in

which subparts can be ldentlfled. Each
subpart can be divided into units Cbase
units). For each base unit a specific
goal has to be stated - a specification
of the knowledge the student shall show
in order to pass the unit. (Thespeci~ic

goal at this stage refers to the ear~ler

stated Objectives and level of learnlng
according to taxonomy).

The result of sequencing and detailed
analysis of selected parts is a micro
structure of concepts and relations to
be taught, including a presentation
sequence.

adapt ion of detailed analysis to
intended groups of students

detailed formulation of questions,
analysis of expected possible answers,
decision on responses from the
computer system, decision of further
route through the structure 
construction of the course

adaptation of course structure to
existing hard- and software

programming, testing

4.

3.

6.

5.
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2.4. Adaptation of Detailed Analysis

The micro-structure is adapted to the
ability, knowledge and skills of intend
ed students, by means of adding help
units to the structure. As a consequence
of these help units further base units
might be needed. Each additional unit
(help or base) is specified conceptually
and given a specific goal deduced from
earlier goals. While performing this part
of the analysis one might find it neces
sary to split earlier base units due to
complexity of the problems presented.
This way the micro-structure is further
extended while analyzing the concepts
related to intended students.

2.5. Construction of the Course

Deduced from the goal of each specified
unit, questions to be presented to the
students are formulated. Possible answers
are stated and it is decided how the
course (e.g. the system) shall respond
and to which unit the student then shall
proceed. Even here one might discover,
even if the earlier analysis was extreme
ly thorough, that new units must be
added. Each new unit is always given a
goal, deduced from earlier goals.

2.6. Adaptation of Course Structure to
Existing Hard- and Software

The micro-structure of the course, in
cluding detailed questions, possible
answers, system response and further path
through the structure can now be adapted
to existing hard- and software. Usually
this includes considerations concerning

what keywords to use

how to present pictures, graphs,
figures

what special characters are needed
(for instance for formulas)

what other media will be involved

how to solve problems the programming
language itself cannot solve.

These decisions have to be taken by some
one who is well aquainted with the de
mands of the content as well as the
possibilities offered by ~xisting hard
and software. Adaptation cannot be done
generally, it must always be related to
practical concerns.

2.7. Programming, Testing

The above mentioned analyses are, if
documented successively, a good founda
tion for testing; the latest version is
a detailed programme specification.
Existing hard- and software as well as
other resources and circumstances will
then guide the choice of staff for pro
gramming.

3. EXPERIENCES

The presented method has proved itself
to be of good use when producing and
testing branched teaching programmes for
interactive use. Intuitively it can also
be of great help when producing any other
course material, no matter what technical
or other teaching tools one intends to
use.

The rough analysis should indicate what
requirements the material needs, the
detailed analysis should be carried out
with particular care to intended groups
of students, and adapt ion of the detailed
analysis is based on the particular
teaching tool.

4. A SHORT EXAMPLE

In the above mentioned course in Data
Processing Techniques, one main (final,
terminal) concept deduced from the objec
tives of the course was l'decision of
total time for a DP-routine", Concepts
important for the understanding of this
were: storage media, storage capacity,
blocking, stored form and time for
reading/writing a file. The analysis was
carried out successively with either
defining components of or precedents to
these concepts, until it was possible to
state the expected level of learning of
each concept. The concepts stated by
level Application or Analysis (see Bloom
(1971)) were extracted for the computer
based part of the course (in the follow
ing it is only called the course).

The structure of the course was document
ed in a blockscheme, which was extended
when analyzing the students' abilities
(Figure 1).
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3 Understanding
of relations

----=;.1 between storage 1----=0
capacity and
blocking

FIGURE 1: Parts of course structure
adapted to students.

While analyzing the abilities of the
students, help units (nos. 31 and 33)
were added. One of these required a new
base unit (no. 32), which was added.

For each unit, question and/or informa
tion to be presented to the student, was
specified. To each question possible
answers were analyzed. The reaction
(feed-back) of the system to each answer
was decided as well as the transfer to
next unit. The information was document
ed on a special form with layout accord
ing to Figure 2.

On this form all the following analyses
were documented. New units required were
added to the blockscheme as well as on a
form of its own. Final adaptation was also
added to the structure and the forms -
the forms then included programme speci
fications. Information on preceding and
succeeding units was important when ex
tending and/or altering the structure
during the test phase.
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NIGHT SYSTEM: PREFECTURAL-WIDE CMI SYSTEM

I. Kubo
Professor

S. Hatta
Professor

Faculty of Education,
University of Nagasaki

Bunkyo-cho,Nagasaki-shi,Japan

One way to promote better educational conditions in the isolated areas of
Nagasaki Prefecture, is to adopt a prefectural-wide Computer-Managed-In
struction (CMI) system, the NIGHT System. The heart of this system is the
Center of Educational Technology, Faculty of Education, Nagasaki University
which prepares learning programs and materials to isolated primary and middle
schools. The pupils in these isolated schools receiv.e the benefit of educa
tional technology from the Center's Electronic Data Processing System (EDPS).
Data collected on the pupils is sent to the Center via the Prefectural micro
wave network and the analyzed results of the pupils' educational development
is quickly sent back via the same network. ThroJgh EDPS, individual guidance
of pupils in the isolated areas also possible by employing individual tutorial
programs.

~__S_OKm

*: steamer service
0: bus/auto
#: air service

Between the main land and a few of
those islands there is Some regular
daily air service, but the most part
steamer service must be depended upon.
Times required (in days) for a return
(2 ways) trip and a reply postal
service between Nagasaki city and the
islands (Iki, Goto, Hirado and Tsushima)
respectively are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Time requred (in days)
for a return (2 ways) trip and
a reply postal service

4
3
3
5

Postal
Service

3 *,#
2 *
2 0

4 *

Transpor
tation

From
Nagasaki

Iki
Goto
Hirado
Tsushima

Accordingly, the prefectural authorities
have many difficulties in solving urgent
problems one of which is the diffences in
educational conditions existent between
the urban and the rural areas.
There is no question that experienced
teachers in the urban areas do not want
to leave their present positions and
transfer from urban schools to ones in
remote areas. Indeed, of late, most
college graduates only reluctantly
accept teaching positions at schools on
these remote islands. This has certainly
proved a serious hindrance to the problem
of how to uplift the poor rural education
al conditions.
Even those having some teaching experi
ence tend to feel lonely while they are

1. INTRODUCTION

Nagasaki Prefecture has a great number
of isolated islands and not only the
prefectural mainland, but the islands
themselves have a lot of remote mountain
ous areas. A rough map of Kyushu
District including Nagasaki Prefecture
is shown in Figure 1.

f! TSUSHIMA

(j KYUSHU

Figure 1.A .rough map of Kyushu Districo
including Nagasaki Prefecture.

,."J..
G: ~ NAGASAKI
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living and teaching in remote areas
due to the somewhat solitary life they
lead there. (It is often diffeicult for
outsiders and small communities to adjust
to orne another, and the exodus of young
adults from rural areas makes it difficult
for young teachers to establish peer group
relationships;) Another important reason
for this reluctance to teach in the remote
districts is that the individual teacher's
access to advice and educational materials
becomes extremely limited in those
districts.

The solution to the problem of the differ
ences in educational conditions between
the urban and remote areas lies in being
able to identify these conditions and to
produce a suitable program to uplift
education in the remote districts.

2., PRINCIPLES ADOPTED TO PROMOTE
EDUCATION IN THE REMOTE AREAS

the educational conditions in the remote
areas.
[2J to meet the need of individual
instruction. The third problem we must
solve is how to send qUickly new materi
als, including pictures, to receive
quickly date collected about the pupils
in the remote areas and to get the
analyzed data back to the local school.
A possible solution to this problem is
to use a micro-wave system. It is
essential that contact be maiatained
between the system staff and teachers
in the remote areas.

3. THE NIGHT SYSTEM

The strategy mentioned above is what
our prefectural-wide CMI, the NIGHT
system, is aiming to realize. The in
itials NIGHT stand for Nagasaki City,
and Iki, Goto, Hirado and Tsuchima
islands, respectively.

Let's Read Considering
Paragraphs---"A Story of
Stamps" (7)

Local Conditions and the
Inhabitants' Life (20)

Square Measure of
a Quadrangle (7)
a Triangle and a Polygones(lO)
a Circle (8)
Generation of Heat by
Electric Current (10)
How to Take Warmsh (10)

school
Communication among
Japanese People (8)
Development of European

World (14)

Transfer of a (Geometrical)
Figure (5)

How to Draw Plane and
Angles (5)

Congruence of Triangles (9)
Force and Work (16)

Social
Studies

(4th)
Arithmetic

(5th)

Science
(1st)

Science
(5th)

To solve the first problem mentioned
above, a standing committee, consisting
of (A) and (B), above, was set up and
divided into several sUb-groups according
to subjects.
To solve,the second problem, learning
programs for large cl~ss and individual
learning were arranged by the standing
committee. The learning programs
arranged are as follows:
(i) Primary school

Subjects Lesson Unit
(School (Class hours)
year)

Japanese
(3rd)

(ii) Middle
Japanese

(2nd)
Social
Studies

(2nd)
Mathematics

Clst)

It is our opinion that CMI could do a lot
to compensate for the educational dis
advantages found on the remote islans.
Such a system would provide well-planned
teaching materials and the teacher would
be able to give lesson& on,the basis of
educational technology. Data collected
about the pupils at the schools in the
remote areas could be sent to the center
in Nagasaki City and processed by a com
puter and the results quickly fed back
to the schools. This would facilitate
pinpointing the educational weaknesses
that exist in these remote areas. This
system is not intended to control edu
cation in the prefecture, but rather it
is to promote education in the remote
districts.

In order to establish a pilot project
for such a CMI system we must overcome
three problems. First, in order 'to
prepare teaching materials, we need to
assemble the following staff;
(A) specialists in University,

(1) ones in given subjects,
(2) one in learning psychology,
(3) one in pedagogy,
(4) one in educational technology,

(B) teachers of given sUbjects who are
specialists in educational techniques,
who know their pupils very well, and, who
are located close enough to Nagasaki City
to facilitate close and frequent cordina
tion with the rest of the system staff.
The second problem is to provide continu
al preparation of educational materials,
[lJ for the large class situation:
(a) are acceptable to both the needs of
the teachers and the abilities of the
students and,
(b) consider the cUltural, geographical
and historical background which affect
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ENGLISHLIWUlUIG PROGRAM ON TAPE

(pleture 2) III your IIlOther hdpedby the boy? (:0:2)
No. ah" hn't.

(pitture 3) Are cna IItoppedbythaelrl? (:0:2)
No,theyaren't.

(pleeure/') hEll&lbh IIpo1<enbyth ... t
Yea, it h.

(pletureS) Areplcturea painted by the boy?
No, they.ann't.

(pletun6) Are doUalllllda by the slrlt
Yea. they are.

1JChoo•• t:1lacorrectem:wr,

(plctur" 2) 1. Ky lDOther it helped by hla.
2. KYlDOther it helped by ahe. Cd)
3. Ity lDOthar it helped by her.

(pictureS) 1. Letten en vritten by hi,..
2. Letnn hvrlttenbyh1Jl. C:o:2)
3. Letuu II vroteby hI_.

(plttun6) 1. Dolh eUlllllde by her.
2. Bo:o:eaaUllade by her. (:0:1)
3. Bala are IUde by ~er.

l)Ans"..r thcqu..stions, 1ooJd1l9"tChnt S. WrHelll 'IOU c..n
.1lS......rln!for.,youh...rth"t..~"lIs".r,ljflJOuc..llr..p.... tJt,
elldJJfyouc"lIIIOt.t"ll:

II....... ~."_c•• ,,,... u •• h' .....cu.", c.... ,,, s....~

Figure 2. EDPS of Educational Information
from the Remote Islands

'I'ois oLve the third problem, at first
the rather large quantity of programs
were serit to each school by postal
service or automobile. Next we asked
the prefectural Government for per
mission for the time being to use their
micro-wave network which is normally
used for disaster and administration
information. This network covers the
entire prefecture and closely connects
the main office with each ·prefectural
brance office and with each town and
village office. In addition, this net
work is usually used only between
9:00A.M. and 5:00P.M. by the prefectural
authorities, so it is available for
our use between 5:00P.M. and 9:00A.M.
Hence, we coined it the NIGHT System.
Within the next two or three years, We
shall build our own micro-wave system
to handle the distribution of information
even in the daytime. Data collected
about the pupils at the schools in the
remot areas and sent to the Center for
the Educational Technology, Faculty of
Education, Nagasaki University are
processed by the Center's EDPS of
Educational Information from the Remote
Islands. The EDPS of which capacity is
l44KB is shown in Figure 2.

I.:::i ~

-~~

~~I(

¢fr"'-1.01... --

~.

V .r.:::",::"

" fm"",-_::;Jp~-:~~;;:;;~~......, ,;;~rm_m' --l--..J
I~·~:;~~'. ~o~jJ T..~...,l••
~..,.. ~~~~,,,-, ...

Making an Automotive Model
(ll)

Our Foods (9)

General Verbs
Present progressive forms

(3)

(Tapev1th proper paUl'" for <1'1'1111 rec.orded
by a ..atlYe .puker of Ena1hh)

No.1 11 thll racket und by you1 Y". it h.
No.2 11 your lIothu helped by youl HD, ,he hn'e.
No.1 II ehh racket und by yout (,,;2)

YU--Yu.lt h. (x2)
NO.2 II your ...ther helped by hla? b:2)

No--No, ahe hn't. (11;2)
( 7) hthhncketuaedbyyO\1? (
Yu--( )T.... 1t1l. { l

( 1) 11 )'outlIOtherhdped by yovH
No--( ) No, 8hehn't. ( )

No.l { 1) Are Clrll noppd by youl ( )
Yn-_( ) Yea, cheyne. ( )

Ro.4 ( 1) h£na1hh.pokenbyyoul
11'0-( ) No,1t1ln't. ( )

No.S· ( n Are lettenvrlttenb7YO\l! (
Yu--( ) Yea, they.no ( )

No.6 ( 1) An,dolblUdeby)'ou!( )
No-( ) No, they,un't., )

try:

Repeat:

sss
LineD: Ro.l 11 ebh ncket unci by yOll? YU. it b.

No.2 II your lIlOrher helped by TOIl? No. ahe bn't.
Ho.2 hYOIIrliotherhelped"byyourhth"r?

( ) No, ah" bll't.
No.3 Are un eropped by h1lll?

( )Yu, theyare.
No.4 I1 EDs U ah apolr.ell by thn l

( )Yu,it it.
No.S Ar. letura vrlthll b,. Hay?

( )Ho, theyanll't.
No.6 AraDoUa lladeby her?

( )1"ea,tbeyare,

Q
Linen:

Health and
Physical Ed. Environment Sanitation (11)

(2nd)
Engineering
Technology

(2nd)
Home Making

(1st)
English
(Foreign
Language)

(1st)
An example of a flow chant for, a learning
program for English language is as
follows:
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Figure 4. Diagram of the NIGHT System
L: Learning program which includes In,

I n and Kn
I: Purpose of a lesson unit and its

Flow Chart
J: Teaching materials, Teaching tools
K: Checklist (quize)
Suffix 1,2, ... n: lesson number

T: teacher
P: pupil

4. SPECIAL FEATURES OF THE
LEARNING PROGRAMS PRE
PARED FOR THE NIGHT SYSTEM

..
UTttl

II
ru II III

,soU' t.aarnil\9 Katerial.

NIGHT SYSTEM

7.
..

,sw.:..atl.veEvaluatioIlKaterlab

(1) It is intended that the teachers
follow the main plots of the programs
although individual teacher adaptation of
the programs to his or her own special
needs is also expected.
(2) It is intended that those programs
be:
(a) inserted by the teacher in the
schools cooperating in the NIGHT System
within the year's regular teaching
programs freely.
(b) modified along the course of teaching
by the school teachers with the exception
of the checkpoints.
(3) Each checkpoint has several quizes.
Pupils' responses corresponding to the
checkpoints are sUbmitted to us for
diagnosis and evaluation of pupils'

18.10---------,

IA.I,-------,

Modes of transmission of educational
information in the present stage are
shown in Figure 3 (A,(B) and (C).
In Figure 3(A), the pencil represents a
classroom activity. RA is a response
analyzer. Data about the pupils which
were recorded in the classroom by an
electronic typewriter or perforated
tapes with electronic punch were sent to
the Center via commercial teletype.
Figures 3(B) and 3(C) are self-explanatory.
Data transmission from the prefectural
brance offices in islands to their head
office via the prefectural micro-wave
network is prohibited by the law.

The diagram of the NIGHT System is shown
in Figure 4.

Figure 3. Modes of transmission of
Educational information in the present
stage.
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understanding of the lessons.
(4) Programs for individual learning
corresponding to each learning program
unit will be prepared as necessary.
Diagnosis and evaluation of the regular
learning program will identify individuals
having difficulties with that learning
program. The EDPS will then select the
most appropriate individual learning
problem which will then be administrated
by the individual pupil's teacher after
receipt from the Center. This will help
free the teacher from the time consuming
task of provideng individual attention
to students who are falling behind the
rest of the class.
(5) The problems (tasks) assigned in the
individual learning programs will be set
up a matrix. Each module of material will
allow the pupil to learn individually by
presenting the material both in written
form and pictorial along with an oral
presentation in a Synchrofax, a teaching
machine.
(6) Data on each student's educational
edvelopment will be continuouly collected
at and maintained by the Center. This
information will be sent to the students'
teacher upon the request of the teacher.
(7) Due consideration to the various
teachers' opinions and comments in the
remote area will be given by the NIGHT
staff in preparing the learning programs.

5. THE NIGHT SYSTEM STAFF
NAGASAKI UNIVERSITY,
FACULTY OF EDUCATION

1) Kubo, Prof.Ikumaro. DSc, physics.
2) Hatta, Prof.Shohei. MEd, pedagogy.
3) Taketomo, Pro.Kazushige. DSc, chemistry.
4) Kawasaki:, Pro. Harumitsu. BEng, mining

and metallurgy.
5) Owatari, Pro. Atsushi. technology'.
6) Hirose, Dr.Masami. DSc, scientific

education.
7) Miyamoto, Mr.Mitsuo. MEd, history of

education in europe.
8) Noguchi, Mrs.Michiko. domestic science.
9) Saeki, Mr.Shigeyuki. BPhy, health and

physical education.
10) Soeda, Mr.Yutaka. MA, English laguage.
'11) Suzuki, Mrs.Chizuko. MA. English

language.
12) Yotsuji, Mr. Yukio. BEd. pedagogy.
13) Wakatsuki, Mr.Minoru. MSc, mathematics.
14) Gosewisch, Mr. Ronald. MA, Japanese

history.
15) Oikawa, Mr.Akibumi. BSc, archaeology.
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ACCEPTABILITY OF COMPUTER MANAGED INSTRUCTION IN THE CLASSROOM - THREE YEARS EXPERIENCE

W.R. Broderick
Adviser for Computing Services

K.F. Lovatt
Educational Analyst

The London Borough of Havering
Educational Computer Centre

Teachers Centre Annexe, Tring Gardens
Harold Hill, Romford RM3 9QX, United Kingdom

The acceptability of educational innovation outside the group who devised it
is determined very early in the design of educational projects. This paper
studies the ways in which the research team, led by the co-authors, designed
a Computer Managed Learning system which is proving acceptable to teachers
and students. Evidence of this acceptability is given and is presented
along with indications of areas of future research.

1. INTRODUCTION

In 1969 the London Borough of Havering
received a, grant from the Social Science
Research Council for the development of
a Computer Managed Learning system and
research into its effectiveness. This
system has now (October 1974) been
developed and has been operational in
schools for two years. A substantial
amount of research evidence has been
obtained as a result of the trials we
have run with the system.

In. order to make the paper comprehensible
a brief description of the operation of
the system follows. For a more
complete description of the system the
reader is referred to Broderick and
Lovatt (1974).

In our Computer Managed Learning system,
neither the teacher nor the student need
be aware that a computer is used at all;
nor need they know anything about
computers, nor do they come into contact
with computer hardware. Thus, the
educational activity and the computing
activity are kept separate. The role
of the computer is as a manager of
education and not a presenter of lessons.

profiles are stored in the computer
system. The computer system then match
es the prerequisites of all the lessons
in its library of lessons with the .
student's learning profile and prescribes
for the student the most suitable next
lesson for him to follow. He is alloca
ted this and subsequent lessons to fill
up the time he has available for learning
this subject during the week. The
computer1s prescription is transported to
the school by courier and the student
collects it upon entry into the lesson.
He actually does the lessons prescribed,
which, being computer independent, can
take a variety of forms including labora
tory experiments, the use of television,
the use of libraries, tutorials, struc
tured work tasks and conventional teach
ing. At the end of each task he answers
a set of questions on answer sheets that
are taken back to the Computer Centre by
the courier. At the Computer Centre they
are punched into papertape to update the
student's learning profile and he contin
ues with the cycle. This process is
represented diagrammatically below.

Pre-course
test

Certain operational characteristics of

In operational terms the system works as
follows. To embark on using the system
a student does a pre-course test which
provides the system with information
about his pre-knowledge of what the
system is going to teach him and his
knowledge of prerequisites of the course.
His knowledge of prerequisites of the
course is used to ensure that he is not
given work to do that he can't do and his
pre-knowledge of the course is used to
ensure that he only is given work that he
has not already done. This information
and the answers to all the test questions
that the student does during the course
is used diagnostically and to build up a
student learning profile. The informa
tion is punched into papertape and these

47

Marked by
Computer

Child
answers

questions
on lesson

FIGURE 1

Computer
Selects

next lesson

Child
does

lesson
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this system contribute to its acceptabi
lity. These are:-

a) Flexibility.

b) The fact that it is supportive of
the teacher in the classroom.

c) It is easy for the teacher and
student to learn how to use the
system.

d) It requires no technical knowledge.

2. BUILDING ACCEPTABILITY INTO THE
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SYSTEM

It is our view that the acceptability of
a system is determined at a very early
stage of its development. To endeavour
to ensure that our system will be accept
able we involved teachers in the develop
ment of the system right from the start.
They played the following roles.

a) They set up workihg parties to help
us specify the objectives of the
course. A professional educational
an~lyst did the analysis based on
these objectives and wrote the test
questions to test these objectives.

b) They judged content validity. The
teachers studied the questions to
validate them and agree that they
were relevant to the course and its
objectives as they had conceived it.

c) They wrote learning tasks. Some of
the learning tasks on the system
have been written by teachers and in
this way they can keep a high level
of control both over what is taught
and how it is taught. We find that
some teachers are very adept at this
task whilst other are less so. We
have attempted two alternative
methods of using teachers to write
learning tasks. The first approach
was to break the course down into a
number of units and had one teacher
writing each unit. This was not a
successful course of action, because
there were too many discontinuities
between the units both in terms of
style and content. The second
approach we tried was to have a team
of two writers produce a whole
section of a course. This was
more satisfactory. The two teach-
ers involved both worked together in
the same school forming a very close
team.

d) They validated and tested the learn
ing tasks in schools. To do this
teachers who had not worked on the

other activities were involved
together with those who had. The
system has now been used in a number
of schools which were not involved
in the original development and has
been found acceptable in these
contexts.

e) The teachers have also been, involved
in the specification of the forms of
output which they would require and
which they would find most usef¥l.
They have in general found it
difficult to state exactly the sort
of information or feed-back that they
would find most valuable and most
commonly they have chosen to make
selections from a number of alter
natives which we have offered them.

3. WHAT IS ACCEPTABLE AND TO WHOM?

We started off our work without a very
clear concept of acceptability and,
faced with the practical problems of
designing a system that was going to be
acceptable, we chose to use an operation
al description of acceptability. Thus,
we directed our attention towards the
people to whom the system had to be
acceptable. These were

a) The students. It had to be accept
able to them in terms of content, in
terms of intellectual demands and in
terms of presentation. This latter
implied a variety of presentations
for different ability levels and
different interest levels, thus, the
most able students can receive an
exact and stimulating scientific
approach to the subject, while the
less able student can follow a
course where much of the presentation
is done by strip cartoons, supported
by cassette players for poor readers.
The course is designed to give these
students appreciation and understand
ing as opposed to a deep scientific
analysis of the course content. It
was our view that if the course waS
acceptable to the student it would
go a long way towards being accept
able to the teacher.

b) The teacher. Our view here was that
the course-ought to be made accept
able to teachers who were not necess
arily involved in' its design and
implementation. This implies that
it must be realistic and relevant in
its aims and objectives, whilst being
flexible enough to accommodate the
individual biases and preferences of
the teachers using it. Essentially
a system has been designed in which
CHANGES are easily made in response
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4. ACCEPTABILITY TO STUDENTS

The diagram below illustrates how the
system will accommodate this need.

The corner stone of the system is the
test which is used to build up the
learning profiles. The system
described in the introduction is a fully
automatic system, where we have the test,
the pre-defined learning task and auto
matic allocation of lessons by computer.
This is the one represented along the
diagonal. The system can be overriden
manually and the allocation can be done
by some other person or agent, it is
capable of being used without any
individual allocation at all, but with
a fixed allocation for a group, as
opposed to an individualised allocation.
This is represented by the vertical line
in the diagram with the learning task
and the test. However, the system is
such that as long as the objectives of
the course are covered and the students
can answer the questions, it is a matter
of choice how this teaching is done.
Therefore, we can replace the pre-written
learning tasks with conventional
teaching and the teacher can use the
system to monitor how all the students
are progressing with his own method of
teaching. In this sense the system is
being used as a testing system. It is
also in this sense that it becomes
acceptable to a wider variety of
teachers.

ALLOCATION
BY

COMPUTER

+",

COMPUTER
AIDED

LEARNING
TASK

FIGURE 2

+

+

COMPUTER
AIDED

LEARNING
TASK

TEST

to operational demands.

Acceptability is defined in the diction
ary as "the quality of being agreeable
to a receiver". We have attempted to
ensure that our system has these quali
ties by careful attention to the needs
at the planning stage. We set about
attempting to test the acceptability of
the system. So far it has only been
possible to test it in the locality
where it has been developed. However,
each student using the system has been
given a questionnaire and all the
teachers using the system have been
interviewed. There is an insufficient-
ly large number of teachers to provide
us with a statistically found sample,
but the results of the students question
naires 'are discussed below ..

c) Head Teachers. Many Head Teachers,
quite rightly, have strongly develo
ped philosophies about how things
are going to be taught in their
schools. They also have strongly
developed prejudices about being
taken over by computers! We under
stood both these points of view and
designed the system to follow the
best available current educational
curriculum practice, whilst also
providing safeguards so that the
system could be overriden at any
time by the teacher, or for that
matter, the student. Thus, the
ultimate control is still in the
hands of the teacher in the class
room ..

d) Administrators. Our final concern
was for the educational administra
tion - the system had to be accept
able to them. On the professional
side they wanted to know whether the
system provided. any advantages over
conventional teaching. They were
also concerned about how much it was
going to cost. Our research
provided the answers to the first
question and careful operational
analysis of the system has enabled
us to produce accurate castings.
They have also focused our attention
on expensive areas of activity so
that we can reduce the cost in these
areas.

One point which has been brought out by
the discussions and interviews with
teachers was that some teachers need
to do the teaching themselves. They
find it unsatisfactory to just have a
tutorial role.

As mentioned earlier, the students using
the system were given a questionnaire to
fill in about their views on the lessons
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they had been doing. One of these
questions was designed to provide inform
ation as to whether students prefer this
method of learning to conventional
teaching. The results given below
represent the sum of the results of
three experiments conducted over a two
year period. Figure 3 gives the
results of boys and Figure 4 gives the
results of girls.

It will be noted in these figures that
the students are divided into Levell,
Level 2 and Level 3. Level 1 are the
most able students (defined as being
those who score more than 70% on the
entry test). Level 2 are the average
ability students (defined as being those
who score more than 35%, but less than
70% on the entry test), and Level 3 are
the least able students.

The students who were not the subject
of the fully automated system (i.e. that
one in which both the learning tasks and
the computer allocation of lessons were
used) have been excluded from these
two figures.

BOYS No For Against % %
For Against

Level 1 70 44 26 62.86 37.14

Level 2 95 56 39 58.95 41.05

Level 3 15 9 6 60.00 40.00

Total 180

FIGURE 3

GIRLS No For Against % %
For Against

Level 1 20 15 5 75.00 25.00

Level 2 131 100 31 76.34 23.66

Level 3 27 22 5 81. 48 18.52

Total 178

FIGURE

5. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The acceptability of the system seems
to be independent of the student's
ability as measured in the levels defin
ed in Section 4 above, but is very
dependent upon the sex of the student
concerned.

It has been suggested that girls prefer
using the system to boys, because

a) At 13-14 they are more mature than

the chronologically equivalent boys
and thus better able to cope with
the strains of working alone.

b) Girls are neater and more methodical
than boys and thus possessing the
essential skills necessary for easy
operation of computer systems and
related activities.

We do not have any evidence so far to
indicate that the students who have,
their work allocated by the computer
routing method, as opposed to being
allocated manually have different views
about the acceptability of the system.
Thus, we can tentatively conclude that
the preference expressed in Figures
3 and 4 relates to the whole method of
learning as opposed to the individual
lesson allocations made and the patterns
in which they are made.

6. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

Our future work must be concerned, in
part, with assessing the acceptability
of the system in the three modes of
operation described below.

a) Teacher Independent Mode.

b) With a Teacher and fully automatic
System.

c) As a testing system.

This Computer Managed Learning system
is another weapon in the armoury of a
teacher and with the existing Biology
course material our research has
demonstrated quite clearly that a
teacher using this system is more
effective than the same teacher, teach
ing similar children, not using the
system. However, there are some
educational circumstances under which
both teachers and students would find
computer managed private study both
desirable and necessary. We are
concerned with the effectiveness of the
system in these circumstances and we
wish to conduct some experiments to test
the system working this way.

If this is to be the case, then the
course material must be especially
written to be used independently of
the teacher and the system must be
designed to prOVide all the necessary
feed-back for the student. Finally,
the system must be designed to work
with students who can work independently
of the teacher. In the English
Educational System this means. students
in their sixth and seventh years of
secondary education. A course to teach
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the computer language BASIC is being
prepared and the first trials will take
place in April, 1975.

The second mode of operation is that
which we have used so far in the
research, namely the fully automated
system, where the teacher acts as
tutor and counsellor and the computer
allocates learning tasks and marks
tests. We are concerned with studies
to discover whether group learning or
individual learning is more satisfactory
with a system such as this.

Our final consideration will be the
study of the system as a testing system.
By this we mean that the teacher will
teach normally, but at intervals
selected by the teacher, will present
the teachers with a test of validated
questions which will serve to advise
the student of areas of weakness that
need revision. This system is seen as
being potentially useful in the period
leading up to .public examinations.

Our research conducted so far indicates
that the system is acceptable in the
classroom, in the limited ways in which
it has been used. However, as
indicated above there are a number of
new potential modes of operation that
we must investigate before we can
claim the system is acceptable in all
the possible ways in which it can be
used.
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TOP-DOWN TEACHING OF INFORMATICS IN SECONDARY SCHOOL
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Top-down teaching of Informatics for beginners has been introduced to propagate
a synoptic view of the subject and to obtain independence fTom the fortuitous
ness, of manufacturers' choice and the technological state of the art. Working
down from the problem lev~l to the machine level~ top-down teaching supports
the development of a sound programming style ("structured programming ");
didactical experience has shown that it provides a solid conceptual basis.
Special aspects and technicalities of top-down teaching of Informatics in
Secondary Schools will be discussed~ in particular the importance of cownter
measures against the miserable education today which results from exposing the
students to manufacturers' manuals only.

INTRODUCTION: THE AIM

An educational crisi.s

In the second half of the 60'S~ exagger
ated promises with respect to big soft
ware systems and disappointment about
the actual performance created the 'soft
ware crisis' and led to a demand for
'software engineering'. On closer in
.spection,many of the difficulties turn
out to originate from wrong programming
habits of a whole generation. Parallel
to this, leading experts on programming
language design expressed their concern
about a wrong development~ leading to
an exodus from the' IFIP WG 2.1 and to
the creation of a new Working Group on
Programming Methodology. As a result,
Istructured programming' has been ad
vocated.

Historical mistakes

It can therefore be assumed that we have
to develop an improved didactical and
methodical way of teaching programming,
if we want the next generation of pr~

grammers not to fall into the same
mistakes as the existing one. This
generation has been trained to focus on
the computer itself, the miraculous
instrument of the 50's. It was to be
learned, how to use the c omput e r-, the
gift from heaven, and not how to salve a
problem1. Step by step programming tools
were developed Which came closer to the
problem formulation and departed from
thinking in terms of machine instruc-

Manufacturers, of course, have been
sympathetic to this attitude which
supported their agressive market
policy.
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t Lo ns , Nevertheless, efficiency con
siderations hindered even some pioneers
like Rutishauser from going far enough;
for example, the use of recursive pro
grams was disadvocated in numerical
quarters in the early sixties, since
with the high development of Numerical
Analysis repetitive solutions were
usually at hand which were much more
efficient. Today, I use in an intro
ductory course on Numerical Algebra for
the formulation of a process like
Gaussian elimination without hesitation
the recursive definition
'In order to bring a n by m system to
upper triangular form, use a suitable
line and produce zeros in same column
of all the other lines~ thus reducing
the problem to the same problem for
a n-1 by m-1 system',
explaining the general idea first and
then developing it into a repetitive
solution. In non-numerical problems,
frequently a recursive solution is
simple without the transformation to a
repetitive solution being obVious.

Corrupted concepts

In any case. computers should be used to
solve problems (and not problems in
vented to feed computers) and thus the
description of a solution should start
at the problem level. The word
'problem oriented programming language'
seemed to underline this. but unfor
tunately many of these typical products
of the 60 ls were corrupted by their
descent from machine programming. Even
the conceptual framework built around
them was influenced by machine concepts.
There would be nothing wrong with this,
had the machines been problemoriented,
but - alas - the machines of the
von Neumann type have not been so. They
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still are electronized versions of desk
calculators, with st'oring done on ex
pensive but erasable storage mediums.
No hand calculation had ever used paper
and rubber in this way - calculation
sheets that were used in the 30's and
40's aimed at repetitive algorithms with
non-erasable ~tore. Thus the erasable
register coined the principle of storage
and the concept of a 'variable' arase in
ALGOL 60 and elsewhere, misguiding the
development as much as the linear orga
nization of 5tore~ which made counting
(that is, addressing) the preferred
access function. The reference concept,
introduced by Wirth and Hoare, is
machineoriented: it is only an abstrac
tion from the address realisation.

Start with the problem

However~ starting from problem descrip
tions and problem-related solutions
means. that the conceptual framework
has to be developed from the problems.
Efficiency considerations or constraints
of a compiler may mean that solutions
closer to the machine are desired~

possibly a sequence of those. Along "this
process new concepts are to be intro
duced as needed~ Which come closer and
closer to the ones of an actual machine.
Gedanken-machines~ on the other hand~

can be defined at any level~ correspon
ding to the concepts used at this level.
All these programming levels are then.
by the way, fully Dperative, the times
when programming languages were made
from abracadabra spells should be over.

Top-down teaching

Fo~ the purely numerical side~ an
attempt to teach the use of computers
'down from the problems to the machine'.
top-down. as we say now~ was made by my
colleague Samelson and myself more than
10 years ago (see the book No de tme
Rechenanlagen~ by Bauer. Samelson et
al •• Teubner 1864) and was so success
ful that we extended it to the more
general teaching of informatics. Since
1967. the introductory courses in com
puting science at our univers'ity have
be~n giVen this way. which is reflected
in the book Informatik by Bauer and Goos
(2 vols.) ,Springer 1971, Similar
approaches have been made elsewhere~

the expression 'top-down teaching' was
mentioned tD us by Alan Perlis in 1971,
the expression 'top-down programming'
was used by Harlan O. Mills [1J in 1971.

Advantages

Top-down teaching means top-down develop
ing of programming concepts. This is not
only a sound principle to provide the
student with a solid conceptual basis 
it is a healthy exercise also for the
expert~ as we shall see in a moment. Top
down teaching naturally leads to a clear
programming style~ Where structures are
maintained while details are worked out
('structured programming with stepw~se

refinement' l . This way, programming
means a sequence of program transfor
mations which can be checked for
correctness (may be even mechanically in
not too far future). Such a 'systematic
programming l is necessarily done in a
top-down way; and if used while teaching
programming~ will make this teaching top
down. Traditional teaching. as it is
done in manufacturers' manuals and in
books follOWing their line. is dependent
of (if not addicted tal rnen us e c t u r-e r a r

special products. On the contrary. top
down teaching. trying to be as indepen
dent as possible. stays away a long time
from the contingencies of technology and
from the despotism of manufacturers 2.
The products of the educational process
are no longer bound to remain in the
slavery of the machine or programming
language they are brought up with - they
are more flexible and adaptive to
changing situations arising f r-om n ew
developments in programming theory and
hardware technology.

A MODEL PROBLEM TO PRESENT
PROGRAMMING CONCEPTS

We shall use" a model problem to. present
the concepts in the order they are to be
introduced. For this purpose. the pro
blem has to be relatively small. The
objection~ that a non-typical simple
problem~ which will finally lead only to

2 A leading manufacturer~ fOT ex~mple~
has machines whi.ch do incorrect roun
ding in many cases and set numbers to
zero on exponent un de r f Low, thus
destroying without. warning all rele
vant information [2]. The situation is
not much better With 'high-level'. p r-o>

gramming languages made available by
manufacturers: most FORTRAN programs
published in the Camm. ACM violate
ANSI FORTRAN standards, although they
run an the compiler of the manufac
turer in question [3].
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some dozan machine instructions~ is not
appropriate for developing the real
difficulties in programming. could be
met by say~ng that when learning to play
piano it is 'better to start with
Sc h ume n n s I Album for the Young I than
wi th his o p . 9 Carnaval. More important.
structuring. which is the method fO'r
mastering- cbmpl~~ity.can also be taught
on .this scale.

Descriptive and operative form

Many problems originate in a descriptive
form like our model problem3

~
!Cth·~ t ~-~mber which is the greatest I
common divisor of 24 and 80'» (o)----_.__._ ....-.-... -_.,

which is an abbreviated form of saying

G(;-~·~i.~U;-lY-"d'~t~'~mined' number wh-i-~h1
I is a divisor both of 24 and 80 .
! such that no other number which (0')

f is a divisor both of 24 and 80
L__:!:.~:.~.~_,~ ~E__~.~~, ~... it»

Nothing i~ said in this description of
how to get this number. The description
is not operative. To soZve a problem
means essentially to give it an operati
ve form: a prescription for action.
For the model problem, there is the
universal way of solving it by exhausti
ve search. Usually we look for a better
method.

Predicates

Clearly, a descriptive form of a problem
uses a predicate and is of the pattern
'all elements for which some predicate
is true'.

In general,it yields a set which may be
empty. If it can be· shown that the set
is a singleton, then the problem may be
posed using the functionaZ pattern
'that (i.e. a uniquely determined) ele-
ment for Which some predicate is true'.

In our model example, it is first asked
for the set of all common divisors which
is non-empty Bnd then for the greatest
of them, Which is known to b~ uniquely
defined in the linearly ordered sequencl
of numbers.

We use' number' as a shorthand for
natural number, where zero is not
included.

Parametrization

A problem in descriptive form, which in
volves a specific situation, may re
appear in a different situation but in a
somehow related form. Parametrization is
the method to introduce generality.
FrequentZy, the operative soZution of a
probZem is more easiZy found after suit
able parametrization.
Our model problem may be parametrized by
saying

«that number f(a,b) which is the
greatest common divisor of the
number a and the number b» (1)

Operative solution by recursion

Frequently, a soiution can be given by
reducing a problem to a somewhat simpler
problem. If parametrization can be done
in such a way that a problem is reducible
to a 'simpler' case of the same problem,
we may obtain a solution by recursion.
In our model example, we may derive from
the PEANO axioms that for all natural
numbers x,y

f(x+y,y) = f(~,y)

or

if a> b , then f(a,b) = f Le r b s b )

thus reducing the problem to a problem
where one number is smaller. Since
obviously

f Lx s y ) = f(y, x l

we also have

if a < b. then f(a,b) = f(a,b-a) .

Thus. unless a=b, we can always reduce
the problem to a simpler'one. ,But in the
remaining case, the solution is trivial.
We thus arrive at the form of a solution
by recursion .

-;-th'~t- -~-~-~~; ..-f(-~'~b)-'" wh i chi s I
. f Le r b s b I if a> b , (2)
, f(a,b-a) if a < b. and otherwise a»--_..__.,.-
It still has to be proved that this form
is operative:
termination follows from the strictly
monotonic decrease of the maximal para
meter and the fact that numbers are
bounded from below.
A termination proof is. an indispensabZe
companion of any recursive description
which is aZZeged to be an operationaZ
soZution.
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Formalization

Formalization is necessary if we want
to be precise in the formulation of our
problem.
A mathematicians definition

IN xlN2.IN:

rf(a-b,b)
f Le s b ) • ~. f(a,b-a)

',. a

if a> b
if b > a
otherwise

p r-oc diff • (nat a. nat b lv n e t:
--:if a'b then-.ucc(diff(a,succ(b)))

else 0 fi
p r-o c pred-;-Ynat a) nat: -
~ff(a,succTTIT) ---
proc Sum = (nat a, nat b) nat:
--:if a*o then-5um(pred(a),succ(b))

- else b fi
proc mUlt~nat a, nat b) nat: -

if b,o then-.um(a,mu1t(a.pred(b)))
else a fi-- -;

and the ALGOL sa notation we are going
to use in the seque1 4,5

I p r ~r;~B:-~I~~~ - ~}E~{ ~t (3)

. -- '"BI"S"e a f i

are only superfioially different and
need no explanation. TypicallYI branc~

ing on condition is 'needed to bring
about termination in a recursive
situation. but may also be used else
where:

proc abs • (int a) int:
U a;>O then a else -6 fi .

This level allows the formulation of
many basic algorithms like subtraction I

mu Lt Lp Lf c e t d o n , 'raising to the power.
prime factorization. in a simple way J

it also allows. however, more c omp l L>
cated recursive constructions which
turn out to be malicious. like

proc g (nat n) nat:
If .of1 then if even n then g(n/2J

else g(3xn+1lfi
else a -fi

Frequently. complicated solutions are
constructed in this way, going outwards
step by step. For the greatest common
divisor example. a structure may be de
veloped by going inwards in (3).
we obtain

proc mod = (nat a. nat b) nat:
If a> b thBrlmod(~b .IJT

else a fi (4)

proc gcd ·-mat a. nat b) nat;-
if b+a thBrlgcd(~od(a:bl)

else a ii
L- -==
Assertions

In order to be operative. a recursion has
to terminate. As a rule. we need asser
tions about the parameters which guaran
tee this fact. For the procedure mod in
(4). btO is necessary and SUfficient to
ensure termination; for the procedures
diff and p r-e d in (*), a ~ band a'o.
resp .• are suitable assertions which
yield termination. while sum and mult
don't need such additional assertions.
Unfortunately. ALGOL 68 prOVides no extra
notation for assertions that go with a
procedure. We could write for example

which underlines. as indicated before.
that the decZaration of an object domain,
interpreted as a predicate, aZso func
tions as an assertion.
It is worthwhile cheCKing whether in (*)
every call of a procedure is done under
a condition which is a sufficient asser
tion for its termination. It turns out
that in these simple examples. just the
minimal assertions are p r-o vd da d for. The
same is true for a slightly changed
version of (4):

or

p r-o c h = (int n ) int:
--:if n < 1-o-then--hLh (n+ 2))

else n-1 il
to Which the beginner should not be
exposed.

Structuring

Structured programming develops at this
stage. Multiplication is· based on addi
tion~ addition on counting. Using the
zero element. the successor function
and comparison for equality as the only
primitives# we may define in a stepwise
way

proc diff

or even

proc diff

(~a. nat bla~b) nat:

ALGOL 68 in 1<s orthodox form pro
vides only int, for the predicate
'belongs to~e set of integers'.
We use ~ for the predicete 'eiN u{o}.' •

proc mod. = (nat a. nat b) nat:
if a <:: b ther1mod (a=!). b)

else a i!.
~ gcd • (nat a. nat b) nat:

if bto then-gcd(b~·d(a.bTT

else a fi

(4*)

This notation is somewhat styled after
the Lambda Calculus notation.
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as
not mean
done in

The introduction of references

So far. we have notat.ionally been under
the limitation that we could have only
one res ul t , and this was anonymous: it
had no denotation. Result parameters can
be introduced instead. If. however, we
want to c on t Ln ue to .specify the aptual
parameter values at the calling instance,
then we can only ref e r to the
results. We therefore need new objeats 3

caZZed references, with no other
meaning than to refer to other objects,
This mainly introduces notational com
fort. operationally the effect of intro
ducing references is trivial. If We

fallow ALGOL 68, we have to mark para
meters which are references by a predi
cate ref. e v g , we write ref nat a for
a reference to a number Whic~s denoted
by a.
We also need a new symbol which sta~es

that a certain reference parameter
points to a certain r-e e u Lt , For the mo
men t; , we use an arrow -to- • We then
write for example

proc heron={nat a~nat b".nat c~ref nat Fl:
f . [a t b +c) xca+ b - ClX( a- b+Cl x [-::a+btel /16

or for a complete integer division pro
cedure with the r-emef n de r' as a 'side re
sult'

£E££ quot={~ a~int b~~ int Rlint:
if a?b then q u o t Le r b , b. ~t 1--

else R -+-03; 0 fi

About the use of the semicolon see be
low.
By definition~ every reference which
denotes a result para~eter should appear
just once in the body of the procedure
and this to the left of a -.. symbol.
Results denoted by references may be
used several times. We may abbreviate

proc halfper =
(nat a. nat b, nat c , ref nat T):
T _ (a+b+c)/2

and then have

proc heron={~ a~~ b.~ c,~ ~ Fl:
i-h~lf-p-e-r-(~,- b~ -;,: 5)',_h_ -- - -...,

LF_:7_<~)_"_[ i~.:~!_x~· S.:'~-b]. ~5S~.::.:~!
Here <S) denotes the object to which S
refers.
Note also that X~x is nothing than
the infix form of the -call refel'[X. x )
of a procedure

prac refer'" (ref int Y. int y):
«Y is madeto--rBfer t()y»)

Transient parameters

We enter a completely new level of pro
gramming if we allow the changing of re
ferences. We may want to have a reference
denote a result which depends on the
value the reference pointed to before
the procedure ce Lj , like

proc count = (ref int X):
X ...... «successorof the previous

reference object of X »
where X now paints to a reference object
before and after the procedure is in
voked - X denotes a transient parameter.
Every call of count is now changing
the referenced object. We may interpret
the change of the referenced object as
the assignment of a new object to a re
ference. as it is done in ALGOL 68 with
the symbol := and the (notationally
suppressed) use of an operator ~.,~, Which
yields the referenced object: "

~ co u n t = ( r-e fin t Xl: X : = S u c c [< X':' l

Sequentialization

As soon as we allow references and their
free change, we also' need specific means
to express the order of execution; with
out result parameters this question did
not arise.
Introducing the semicolon.
sequentialization symbol does
that everything now has to be
sequence. i.e. in

[a+b)x[a-bl.
the operands a+b and a-b of the
multiplication may still be obtained
side by side~ absolutely independently.
Since several programming languages~ in
cluding some habit forming ones. know
nothing than strict sequentialization
(completely mirroring the von Neumann
machine)~ it has become necessary to
introduce an extra term 'collateral'
to denote the original. natural concept
of 'standing side by side' of the
operands of procedures {including the
procedure r-e-re r-) • In such a way. machine
concepts have perverted programming
language concepts.

Recursion removal

If we ask ourselves, do we have to
introduce'transient parameters. then
the answer is: "they allow 'recursion
removal'. Strictly speaking. recursion
is not removed but transfigured into the
particularly simple form of mere repeti
tion. Recursive programs then work like
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6
a I mi II' •
We show this for our model problem:·
We may introduce transient parameters
in (4)~ obtaining

Similarly. we obtain (only one trans
ient parameter is needed herel)

j pro.c mod = (~at a. ~ b ) nat:

W:=S.l madl({w)'

proc gcd = (~ a, ~ b) ~:

[" ~,~):-: (a-;-b)-';-g'~ci"-[~, v)'

I proc g c d " = .
(ref ~ u , ref ~ v l ~: i(Sa)
if (v) t (u> ,

..... "- - _..... - ._- ... - ..- --. - - - '---11
then; Lu s v l :=(v),mod(u). (v)U;,'

: g.:'-d x ( u , v) :i
else (u) fi I

--:-=-_1
Now the double assignment

(u,v):=(v), mo d I Cu)", (v'> ))

is repeatedly done. as long as the con
dition (V)f (u) allows. For this special
recursion. many programming languages
have a speoial notation. for example in
ALGOL 68 the while-repetition

proc gcd X
.. (ref ~ u.~ ~ v)~:

·W;;i-l~·.:~)f(u)d~· ... .. I

--(-u, v l : = «v) :-mod( (u), (v»)) o d , I
(u) - I

'Variables'

proc gcd = (~ a, ~ b) ~:

(;·~·f"- ~-at' ·u:- -·~e-f-··~-·a·t v);

(u-;-\I)~a,b)-;--- ,
I while ,;vl;\: (u) do I

, --(-u, v ) : = ( -:VI:-mo d ( <UI , (v) ) )££J ~

~ <:!:') .. (6)

proc mod = (~ a. ~ b) nat:

;.!:§.i ~ w;
w: = a;

.while (w) > b ~ w:=(w> -b od;

..s~> _

Variables~to be introduced now~ are noth
ing than anotationally comfortable form
of transient parameters. In the example
above~ the procedures marked by a'cross
only have an auxiliary character~ some
of their transient parameters have no
real result· function. We may therefore
omit those transient parameters that we
are not interested in from the explicit
listing of parameters~ but still use
them internally. It serves clarity if
they are still introduced (' declared')
internally as they have been introduced
in the parameter list. These changing
references with no meaning to the out
side~ but used in order to 'store inter
mediate results' while the mill is turn
ing, are what many programming languages
(misusing mathematical terminology)
unisono call 'variables'. Using vari
ables , our procedures become

where the original structure is fully
preserved ('structure-preserving pro
gramming') altho,ugh variab les are
used.

(Sb)

fi

,proc mod x = (ref ~ w) ~:

if ,W') b then w:= (W,>-b;
-- --- modx(w)

else (W)

T~e inner box contains a mUltiple (colla
teral) assignment which can be eliminated
without introducing a new auxiliary
variable: we obtain

Information is lost when complete
sequentialization is done. This can
easily be seen when the repetitive pro
cedure mod is now inserted into the
repetitive procedure gcd

or abbreviated to a while-form:

proc mod x = (ref ~ w) ~:

'while (w»b do w:=(';>~'b od;'.<W> -- --,

Not all recursive definitions immediately
allow this transfiguration to a mere
while-form. Sorne t Lme s , a'transformation
is possible on the expense of introducing
extra parameters~ which then become extra
transient parameters. Some formal trans
formation rules have been given e.g. by
Cooper 1966 [6] (including a special
case found by Morris 1971 [7]).

6 Babbage h e s , much to the p o I n t , called.
his Analytical Engine a 'mill'; conver~'

sely we may call the level we discuss
here "the Babbage-Zuse level~ while the
previous one may be called the Kleene
Herbrand level [41. [SJ.

Complete sequentialization

~--~Cd = (nat a, ~ b) ~:

(ref nat u , ref ~ v l',
(U;V)~a,b)-J--

whi Ie (v). (u) ~

"r"ef nat w;
•w : = ('U}';'
'while (w) > (vi do ;
[ w: = (wi - <v> au; I
'(u,v):=«v),(w)T ' o c r

:--

M---- ------_...

(ll
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v: = (w;'

Repetition removal

while (w) ., </. do
--w-:=(w'.·-,v> o d J •

Machine-oriented levels

Aotually~ to the Aiken level~ where
data and commands are stored separate
ly.

It is now simple to reach the machine
oriented level: transition to prefix form
(more or less an affair of grammar) and
replacement of references by addresses
(essentially. ordering the references
and then mapping them isotonically and
densi,ly onto a segment of the numbers)
brings the program c·lose to machine
level 6. The machine level is finally
reached after a similar numbering of the
commands and replacement of labels by
command addresses. These steps. usually
done by an assembler. sometimes alloW
optimizations if collaterality is pre
served as long as possible.

50 far~ we have only discussed the
operational side of programming: our mo
del problem did not lead us dir~ctly

into questions of object structure. The
concept of composite objects can be
introduced through the parameter set.
Our considerations on assertions show,
that in fact we have classes of compo
site Objects defined by predicates.
Selecting components of composite ob
jects becomes a great problem. as soon
as the structure of these objects is
changing; rno r-a o va r-, the selectors b e>
come themselves objects that can be
manipulated. e.g. the numerical sub
scripts. Structured objects with very
specific selection mechanisms have to
be introduced. e.g. stacks. queues.
tables. All this leads to an inter
action between selection and referencing
(the selection of a referenced object
being called 'access'). Actually, the
definition of procedures on the one side,
of classes of (possibly composite) ob
jects on the other side turn out to be
border Cases of a very general definition
mechanism. which has been approached for
the first time by the class concept of
5IMULA. The development here is. theore
tically and practically, still not yet
closed. Top-down teaChing of those data
structure concepts which are safely
understood goes hand in hand with the
operational side. e.g. push-down varia
bles being introduced in connection with
the removal of obstinate recursions.

.Short remark on object structure

B)

.J,

pro,: gcd = ~:t_~_n~t b) ~:
(ref ~ u, ref nat ';.-;e.f-;:;;t~I)i:
u:=a;
v:=b;
while ·v>:\o '.u;' EE..

w: = ,'U') ;

wh f Le (w> > (v ) do :1
---W:=(w) - ';v> od;i
u:=,v\;
V: = ,>/.. E.Sl; <UI

which can now be sequentialized in two
ways by taking u:=(v) first or last.
The two form5~ thus produced, are equi
valent •. which is obvious if the collate
ral form is kept. but quite difficult to
be proved formally otherwise.
A similar loss of information occurs, if
the declaration af the variable w is
movod outside.
After compLete sequentiaLization, some
important structure is aLready Lost.
This is seen from our mOdel problem where
only the repetition within the repetition
is kept:

Nota bene: The original recursive func
tion provides an invariant of the repe
titive version. Finding invariants of a
repetitive program in order .to prove pro
gram correctness (see e.g. !.B;, p.17l
amounts to finding the underlying recur
sive function.

Branching on conditions and while-repeti
tions. controlled by a condition, can be
eliminated by introducing conditional
~' s , "l h La s t e p is usually done after
sequentializatipn,and then blurs the
structure even more. It is well known~

how this is achieved formally, we only
give the result

r p;-o·c-·-g-cd·-~-"-(n~·t a, ~ b) ~::r---(r;f- n~t~,re"f ~at ~ ,-r;f "n;t-· w) ;[1
! u:=a; j'

v: =b, 'I
,'reP1:if (v?=<ui ~ end 1, I.
. w: = ',U, , lI 9)
reP2 :if \w:. ~ (vI got a end

2
; 11

w:= (wi - zvl, got a repZ;
,'endZ:u:=(v); --
: v:=(w); .i£!.£ reP1:
.end1: (UI
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Binary representation

The introduction of binary codi"ng for
cb j e c t s , however, is one of the last
steps to be taught. A motivation can come
from the problem of forming the n-th
power of elements from a group {?:,. W, e}

proc pow = (~ a, ~ nJ ~ :
1.f n+·o then a l.lpow(a,n-1J

else e ii

Since co is associative, a transition
is possible to the form

.P..!:££ pow = (~a. nat n l ~ :
if nfO then if odd n
- --thenawpow(awa,(n-1J/2)

else p ow Le r..J a, n/2) fi
else -e-- fi

Since the number of ·calls' is now of
order 21 0 g n , compared with order n be
fore, computation becomes fast if, be
sides counting, the test for even or odd
and division by 2 for an even number is
made fast. This suggests using the bi
nary radix system. for the representation
of numbers (the procedure determines the
binary representation of the argument n
anyway), the particularly important caSBS
{~, x, 1) and {~, + , O} are

enough motivation.
Furthermore. using the transformations
discussed above, we arrive at the formu
lation

proc pow = (~ a, ~ nJ ~ :
r(;ef );. -x:- ;ef ;:;-at;, -r-;;f- ~ ;)-;- --I
~ (x;-y:- z ) : = (a ,Ii":" e): -- - 1

'whi le (y) > 0 !!;>. I
1 r----------·-·------I I
IliflastbitYfO I I
I I then z:= (z) LV (x) fi, I I
I LX,:, =_<><J ~ Sx~ '_ rightshift ~ J 9£: I
L<~) _ _ __ _ _ .J

where rightshift is assumed to drop the
last bit.
In the case {int, +, o} , this de
scribes the microprogram for multi
plication, where z is the accumulator,
y the multiplier register' ~nd x the
multiplicand register. If (x) is also
given in binary representation,
x:= (x/i-(x) can be replaced by leftshift x .
This example is one of many that de
monstrate the system uniformity of h.ard
ware and software [9]. In a similar way,
binary addition can be treated.

TOP-DOWN TEACHING OF INFORMATICS
IN SECONDARY SCHOOL

The aim is to develop a new styl~ of pro
gramming, the programming concepts being
introduced in the order they are to be
used. The method is intended to govern
the professional programmer ('software
engineer' l , nevertheless one can not
start early enough, that is: If pro;"
gramming is taught at "al~ at secondary
school, then it should be taught in this
top-down, systematic. conceptual way.
Not only that this way leads to solid
practices for those who will work with
computers and immunizes against corrupting
influences, it also provides good mental
education in the general sense, gives
experience in systematic design and deve
lopment. It therefore makes informatics
an interesting general SUbject of studies
at the upper level of secondary school.
In the state of Bavaria, informatics is
being introduced as a subject for the
"Kollegstufe". My colleague K. Weinhart
and myself have written a book of 160 pa
ges, [10], intended for a course of about
40 hrs. From the pedagogical experiences
we made," we can only mention the follow
ing ones.
First, for young people of the age 16-18,
one has to be careful in not choosing
too complicated problems. Binary sorting
is about an example of a problem at the
fringe of being feasible under not yet
fully developed capabilities of abstrac
tion and concentration.
Second, minicomputers can be used ad
vantageously in order to mark a goal to
be reached by stepwise refinement of pro
grams. Use of 'high-level languages'
which need a compiler is, under most
circumstances, economically prohibitive
for the time being. this should, however,
not be considered a pedagogical loss.
Third, it is- of· great help if at lower
levels of secondary schools suitable
algorithms are (informally) introduced,
both numerical ones and non-numerical
ones, like searching and sorting.
On the negative side, we have observed
that students which have had their first
acquaintance with a computer through a
manufacture~s manual only, are frequently
spoiled: they start to immediately deve
lop their own catch-as-catch-can style
of tricky, unstructured, unsafe pro
gramming and it is timeconsuming to reed
~ucate them. A particularly corrupting
influence comes from the unreflected
use of flow-charts, Which, when used
without discretion, tend to further un
structured programming. We therefore re
commend to regard flow-charts only as
means to graphically accentuate
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the structure of a well-structured pro
gram.
A150~ programming languages' like BASIC~

which give no support to structuring.
are dangerous. Others~ lik.e APL, are
positively hostile to st~uctured pro~

gramming. Needless to say that pro
gramming habits can not be expected
to be better than the languages used
for programming. Whatever we will hays
one day, ALGOL. 64 or Don Knuth's
UTOPIA 84, [1f, it is to be hoped
that it supports the educators aim.
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Teachers College, Columbia University is implementing a new degree program in computing and education
for teachers and administrators in elementary and secondary schools. An introduction to programming
course was needed which was neither heavdIy mathematical nor computer science oriented yet which did
take into account important new ways of thinking about programming which are emerging in the industry.
This paper describes the structured flowchart language developed to serve as the primary computer lan
guage in this course, indicating how programming is taught via this computerless language, and suggest
ing what the apparent success of the- course may imply.

INTRODUCTION

In the spring of 1974, the decision was taken to
commit Teachers College, Columbia University to
the creation of a new academic program - COMPUT
ING AND EDUCATION. The program was to be primar
ily for secondary and elementary school teachers
and administrators who had no previous formal
education in computing. As part of the program,
we needed an introductory course on programming.

We wanted students to be able to solve problems
through the use of computer logic. We knew that
for most of our s'tudent s this would be their
first exposure to a new mode of thought. We did
not want to retard their development of the log
ic skills so essential to this mode by confusing
them with unnecessary obscurities of syntax. We
felt each basic construct taught should there
fore be as easy to understand as possible while
embodying the necessary power to f Lex fb Ly accom
plish the activity or action each was designed
for. We also felt that the total number of con
structs taught should be limited to those few
essential to teaching good programming practice.

While several high-level languages more-or-less
contained the subset of commands we thought were
necessary and sufficient for these purposes,
none was universally available. It was there
fore impossible to be sure whether a particular
graduate would have any of them available on the
hardware system he might eventually be using.

Finally, we believed the kind of understanding
of computing which can only come through prac
ticing good programming is of such universal
educational value that it should be made avail
able to more than the small number of pupils in
the world who have access to computer hardware.
We therefore also were anxious to see how much
programming could be taught~ hardware.

The solution we- came up with was to create a
well-structured flowchart language and use it as
the primary learning vehicle in this introduc
tory programming course. Though we have suc
cessfully incorporated into the course such ac
tiities as programming in teams, estimating job
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time requirements, creating and using external
testing teams, producing readable and easily
modificable code, and learning to work with pro
grams written by others, this paper deals pri
marily with the flowchart language. It is' the
vehicle which makes meaningful incorporation of
these activities possible.

THE FLOWCHART LANGUAGE

General Description

The language is composed of a small number of
statement types; a means for declaring both data
items and structure of data; a means for both
representing and referencing blocks of code
which can be entered, executed, and returned
from; and the means for indicating three basic
types of execution flow: sequential, alterna
tive, and repetitive. The types of statements
include internal data assignment, input/output
data assignment, conditional (for alternative
execution flow), WHILE DO (for repetitive exe
cution flow), and program block references.
Each statement is enclosed in a process box or
figure unique to the statement type. The flow
of execution is indicated by the order in which
the process boxes are connected and by the lo
cation and details of each conditional and each
WHILE DO within the program or block of code.

We begin with a discussion of data names, data
variables, contents, and locations. All dis
cussion of details of internal coding, of ad
dressing, and of data characteristics are de
ferred till later in the course, when, having
gained familiarity and confidence with using
the logic of this language to represent prob
lem solutions, students feel naturally motiva
ted to learn such details. Likewise, it is
only then that files are introduced as streams
of data which must be programmatically related
to item or structure characteristics through
exact formal declarations.

Assignments

Internal data assignments are coded inside rec-
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tangles this way: are coded inside ovals this way:

WHILE DOs

The flow of execution is easy to follow in such
code because no matter how deep the nesting of
conditionals becomes, the following are true:
(l) There is one and only one ENDIF for _termin-

ating wing execution.
(2) Each ENDIF is physically located at the

bottom of the wing, directly under the
first statement of the winge

(3) Program flow is never upwards within a
specific wing.

(4) Each wing of coding has only one entry point
and one exit point.

A conditional statement must have a testable
condition stated within the oval; either one or
two wings of horizontally attached code; and an
ENDIF triangle (AJ at the end point of each
winge Any valid .combdnatLon of code (including
other condi tionals) may be included in a wing.
A particular wing is entered only if the condi
tion evaluates to the value appropriately indi
cated for that wfng , If entered, execution
proceeds till the ENDIF triangle for that wing
is encountered. Once the-ENDIF is encountered'
(or if the only wing of a single wing condition
al is not entered), processing proceeds with the
first statement following the originating condi
t.LonaL, Conditionals may be nested to any
level, in any combination with other statements.

- ,
IDATA-1 ~ 3

When such a statement is encountered in a pro
gram it indicates that the constant, item named
by the variable, or the result of the expression
respectively is to be assigned to the location
referenced by the data name pointed to by the
arrow,

I/O assignments are coded inside parallelograms
like this:

When such a READ statement is encountered it in
dicates that the data sufficient to fill the lo
cations named in the READ 1s to be extracted
from the input stream, .coded appropriately and
assigned to the location named; for the WRITE,
the result 1s the reverse. In either case, the
data name may be that of an elementary item or
of a data structure such as a record or an
array.

Neither type of assignnment statement has any
effect on flow of execution. When an assignment
statement is encountered, it is execured , As
soon as it is executed, processing of the next
statement immediately below it begins e

Conditionals

Conditional statements have either one or two
"wings" of attached code (the jagged wing fig
ure pictured represents a yee--co-be-deftned seg
ment of code, a piece of rough thinking) and

The WHILE DO bears some resemblance to the con
ditional Ln having a condition to be tested and
in having attached code. However, processing is
somewhat different as symbolized by the double
arrow attaching the single wing of code. Again,
without defining the code in the wing, both the
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following represent validly coded WHILE DOs

When the ,condition is tested and does not eval
uate to the state specified, processing drops
through to the first statement below the oval.
If the state is such that the wing is executed
though, after the wing's ENDIF triangle is hit,
processing returns to the oval,. not to the
statement below, and the condition is retested.
This cycle continues so long as the condition
in the oval continues to evaluate to the speci
fied state. Thus the WHILE DO provides the pro
grammer with a tool to control repetitive execu
tion.

The conditional and the WHILE DO are used to
control execution flow. Together they are pow
erful tools for handling every sort of alterna
tion and repetition.

Block References and Program Blocks

As a prod to get ting rough thinking down on pa
per formally (getting rid of jagged wings!) and
as a necessary device for keeping programs read
able, the program block and the means of refer
encing it are introduced early in the course. A
block is any chunk (or wing) of code with some
sort of functional coherence. A trivial chunk
(to select between two alternatives) might be
coded like this

Each block of code must be headed by a block

name box and must be terminated by an ENDBLOCK
triangle (£) directly below the block name box.
It can then be referenced and executed whenever
a replica of the block name box is encountered
in processing any section of code that "knows"
that block. The block just coded could be ref
erenced and executed by either of the folloWing
segments of code:

When a block reference is encountered, execu
tion of that block takes place beginning at its
top and continuing through until the ENOBLOCK
triangle is encountered. Processing then re
sumes with the next ststement immediately below
the block reference. While this simple block
construct is a powerful tool for building logi
cally clean and quite readable code, we also
introduce two useful extension which will not
be presented here. One provides the means to
repetitively execute a block without separately
coding a Wlll..E DO and an index increment assign
ment statement. The other provides the means
to pass parameters to the referenced block and
thus force local scope onto data names in the
referenced block.

By treating the ~ainline or first section of
any program as a special driver block and re
quiring thus that each flowchart program inclu
de at least one block, the complete range of
the potential utility of blocks to create modu
lar programs and systems of programs is made
available to students using this' language.

HOW THE LANGUAGE IS USED IN THE COURSE

Though this language is simple in construction,
it is rich enough to allow the composition of
well structured programs and systems of great
power and size. It encourages many of _the prac
tices which are constantly commended by sup-
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porters of structured programming, modular pro
gramming, and stylistically "good" programming.
It also encourages novices to think in terms of
top down or iterative refinement as a way to
solve problems and compose programs. In par
ticular, the use of program blocks is heavily
emphasized. Students are encouraged to think
problems into hunks, chunks, and blocks right
from the outset, without worrying about the exact
details that will eventually be refined into the
code of the block itself. Thus for a program
which required the reading in of a large number
of records, the loading of certain elements from
selec ted records into an array, the ranking of
the selec ted array cells and the printing out of
a summary of the ranking, a good first version
might be

Each major block can then be refined gradually
to do what it must. This refinement, too, may
be roughed out in terms of blocks. A first
version of the READ-SELECT block might be

where HANDLE-I-REC is yet another block which
must be defined to execute individual READS,
test for the ENDFILE condition, and, if not END
FILE, appropriately selec t the information from
the record read. A first version of that block

might be

where EXTRACT is a block to extrac t the needed
information from the record. We believe this
emphasis upon blocks to be refined helps stu
dents move more easily from program or problem
specifications to a final solution that is read
able, logically correct, and reasonably modifi
able.

Students are given a wide range of problems to
solve by flowchart programs. They are required
to develop a range of appropriate test data for
each program or system before trying to compose
any code. And, though they are encouraged to
design the code so that its correctness is log
ically obvious, they are r equLred to "play com
puter" and execute each program on its pre
designed test data.

Simulating the computer this way is only one
kind of simulation used extensively in the
course. The other kinds spring from trying to
provide them with as much insight into the real
world of good professional programming practice
as possible. Thus students simulate the pro
ject environment by working in teams throughout
the course. Turnover is simulated by SWitching
team members and by having pairs of teams switch
projects in mid-stream. The problem of respond
ing creatively to endlessly shifting user needs
is simulated by altering problem specifications
in mid-stream. It is also simulated by giving
a team a completed program (tested and certifi
ed correct by another team) and then requiring
them to modify it to meet· new specifications.

These experiences provide strong motivation for
the. students to create readable, well construc
ted programs. They gain a strong appreciation
of programs as products to be r ead and used by
others, not just private affairs to be slapped
together as fast as possible.

So far, our experience indicat;~~ s tudents enjoy
the course and emerge with a far better founda
tion for further work with computers within the
whole human environment of computing than did
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students from "rea.I" progrannning courses we
have conducted in the past. We believe the
course is good both f or those who may become
programmers and for those who only want to use
computing peripherally or become more literate
about this still too mysterious area.

IMPLICATION OF TEACHING HARDWARELESS PROGRAMMING

One important implication of this app roacb to
informatics education is that it provides a way
to teach computing without recourse to any hard
ware whatever. It thus raises the possibility
of providing computing education to those vast
numbers of students in the world who have no
access to hardware. For those who believe pro
grarmning experience has a significant contribu
tion to make to general education, this should
be an exciting possibility.
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SZAMOK, the "International Computer Education and Information Centre" is a central organ for
computer education and extension education in course form, as well as for computing information
and documentation, i.e. for high priority tasks laid down in the "Central Computer Development
Programme" of Hungary. Apart from training Hungarian computer professionals SZAMOK undertakes
a lively international activity, too. It deserves special attention that the Centre participates
as a UNDP project in the training of computsr professionals from developing countries. The
management of the Centre, that jointly prOVides training, information, publishing and computer
services involves specific tasks in the fields of goal definition, establishment of proper
balance and control of activities.

1. SZAMoK'S SHARE IN THE HUNGARIAN "CENTRAL
CONPlJrER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME

The achievement of outstanding targets aimed at
the long and middle range development of the
Hungarian economy is carried out on the basis of
central development programmes. One high-priority
programme is the Central Computer Development
Programme. By approving it in November 1971 the
Hungarian Cabinet resolved to create an advanced
level computer manufacturing and usage industry
in our country and to spread computer applic....
tions throughout the whole national economy.

The above Programme was expected to spread know
ledge of computer techniques, as "it pr-ovddea an
important foundation for promoting social effi
ciency and raising the level of economy."

The formulat ion reveals the recognition of two
factors:

i/ that computer techniques are a necessary
condition of social and economic development,

ii/ even if technical facilities, personnel,
financial resources and institutional frames are
available, the social utility latent in computer
applications will only emerge if the application
is supported by a nationwide appreciation of
computer sciences. The development of a positive
att itude towards general and specific computer
applicat ions is a start ing point for achievement
of the Programme.

The Programme sets out the high priority country
wide steps which are the prerequisites for
spreading computer applications on a wider Beale
and for which provision is to be made centrally.
In order to realize these the Programme has
earmarked substantial budget resources. These
steps enccepaees

- general and specialized computer education
by comprehensive long-term courses,

- advanced, or extension education through
short courses,

information and documentation actiVity in
the field of computer techniques,
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- specific nation-wide tasks with regard to the
development of computer applicat ions,

- development of a regional !country-wide!
service bureau network,

- the development of an organization for
computer applications consulting,

- administration of the Hungarian Section of the
"Working Group on Automated" Control Systems
!AIR!" established within the "Intergovernmen
tal Committee for Computing Techniques".

These tasks were later supplemented by the:

- creation of the state Administration Computer
Service,

- establishment of an organization performing
support ing services for computers, furthermore

- mission of working out development plans for
computer applications in various sectors of
the economy for the period 1976 thru 1980, by
co-ordinating the complex specialized prepar....
t ion of large computer and network systems.
Also included is the task of co-ordinating
the impact of computers at all levels, from
state and factory administration through the
labour force.

The work. of our institute, the International
Computer Educat ion and Information Centre, or
SZAMOK with Hungarian abbreviat ion, is connected
with the central Programme in the following two
groups of tasks of great importanoe:

i/ general and specialized computer education
and extension education,

ii! the information and documsntation activity
in the field of computer techniques."

As a besic education institute under the super
vision of the Central Statistical Office,
SZAMOK carries out its specialized computer
education and advanced training actiVity in the
form of courses. The Centre was established on
OCtober 1st, 1969, taking advantage of the more
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than one decade of experience the Central
Statistical Office had acquired in training
various data processing professionals from
1953 on.

The authorities who made this decision saw the
extreme importance of course education in that
being very flexible, it was able to keep abreast
with the dynamic development of computer
techniques. Provision was made at the same time
for computer sciences to take their due place
in the traditional education institutes as well.
In the last two years significant progress was
made in the field of college and university
education: in the 1974/75 academic year there
were already 7 universities and 7 colleges where
computer sciences were taught, varying in
emphaad.s but all application-oriented.

Computer education in courses and among
institutional educational frames supplement
each other excellently ·and in a co-ordinated
manner. The greateet achievement of SZAr.lOK in
the first five years was to meet the oountry' B

demand for jrmior computer professionals. In
various SZAMOK courses throughout the country an
annual number of 5,000 - 8,000 participants were
trained.

In the first five years of its operation SZAMOK
conducted cour-ses in the following categories:

if computer education for managers,
iii training of computer prcfessionals

syst ems analysts,
junior systems analysts,

- computer programmers,
- programme designers t

- computer teohnioians,
- oomputer operators,

iii/ extension education - special seminars.

2. SZAMOK'S Im'ERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES AND
RELATIONS

The home results achieved in the· development
of computer techniques, such as:

satisfying-·the country's basic needs for
computer· facilities,
design 'and impleinentat·ion of increasingly high
level applicat ions,
filling the demand for trained, but inexperienced
professionals and"the experLence gained in
institutional training"

have produced a situation in which for the last
one or two years it has been possible for SZAMOK
to strengthen its position in
- advanced level training and

- internat·ional· "act·ivit ies

beside continuing with in-country professional
training and computer education of managers.

The extension education and international work
are two closely interrelated concepts, represent
ing frequently two sides of the same coin. The
international nature "of· computer techniques, the
demand for fast and economic adaptation of··
results obtained elsewhere, the dynamics of
development as well as the geographical and
language potentialities of our country haV.
imposed on us the position of a 1Jknowledge clear
ing house" - acquiring and accepting the inter
national results of our profession and passing on
the actual expertise.

The requirements prevailing in our country
parallel the objectives of various international
organizations and, on the basis of mutual bene
fits, SZAMOK participates in bilateral and multi
lateral international cooperation.

Our most significant international contact is the
United Nations Development Programme /UNDP/.
According to an agreement signed between UNDP and
the Hungarian GovernmentSZAMOK has been function
ing as a UNDP project since January 1st, 1973.
This agreement provides benefits to both parties
and includes a bilateral guarantee for the rate
of deve1opment •

Indicative of the size of this joint undertaking
is that the Hungarian Government entered into an
obligation to spend about 15 million dollars for
development and operational costs, while UNDP
contributes 2 million dollars for the 5 year
period 1973-77.

Support from the UNDP may take the following
forms:

- promoting the participation of foreign experts
as visiting professors, in our work,

providing fellowships for our staff members
to undertake study tours abroad,

- procurement of equipment and facilities,

- establishing conditions for cooperation with
international bodies,

- procurement -of programme- packages, audio
visual devices and literature.

The commitment· of the Hungarian· Government
includes, among other things, the supply of the
project with the necessary physical facilities
and personnel. Specific expenditures will be:

to construct and fit out an educat i on centre
with up-to-date facilities for education,
containing a computer centre, closed circuit
TV system, class rooms and laboratories
capable of simultaneously holding 600 course
participants, and hotel accomodation for
240 persons,

- to employ apprOXimately 100 full time
lecturers with appropriate professional
skills,
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to organize and conduct internat ional courses
with the aim of training and extension educa
t ion of computer professionals, primarily from
developing countries.

- to accept individual fellows delegated by the
United Nati--ns and agencies of the United
Nations Organization.

One of the typical common ventures of UNDP-SZAMOK
was the two months "Senior Application Programmers
Course" held in the autumn of 1974 in English.
In this seminar, completed satisfactorily, there
were attendants from 15 countries in 4
Continents, who could prepare for designing and
controlling larger programming tasks. Many of the
course participants gained experience in the
fields of training and methodology, which, on
their return home, they would apply in the
computer education institutes of their respective
countries.

SZAMOK's international relations cover many 'other
computing activities besides education.

The cooperation agreement in the field of
computer education with Control Data signed back
in 1970 for a seven year period deserves special
attent ion. The basic core of SZAMOK's teaching
staff - 45 systems analysts, programmers and
hardware specialists - received 6 months training,
on average, in the Control Data Institute,
Frankfurt in 1970. The knowledge they acquired
has since been consolidated and deepened by short
seminars, workshops and internal continuation
seminars held for SZAMOK's instructors six times
a year by Control Data experts. It is expected
that this contact will develop into bilateral
professional cooperation in education software
and methodology, for example in development of
individualized instruction methods such as
"Computer Based Instruction".

An ever-strengthening trend of SZAMOK' s
activities is machine-oriented instruction, An
extremely important task in this field is the
training for the computer of the "Unified
Computer System" series manufactured by member
states of the "Council for Mutual Economic Aid",
in which SZAMOK plays a major role. We conduct
programmer· and operator training courses for
R 10 computers· as Bub-contractors -for the
VIDEarON Computer Manufacturing firm. This
obligation has international aspects" as well,
"and for the- last two years ,we have been training
not only the home users .but also customers" abroad.
With ths increasing trend of computer- exports,
this has involved organization- of courses in
~ and~ as well, supplementing thus
the range of Hungarian and Enl;>lish language
instruction. Consequently, SZAMOK conducts
courses in four languages.

The larger models of the unified Computer System
seriss, the R 20, R 30, R 40 and R 50 computers
are manufactured in the friendly socialist

countries. A characteristic feature of the"
cooper-ab-ion amoung- our countries is that for
computers applied in larger numbers within
Hungary, the education of Hungarian customers
is taken over by us. This requires that our
instructors participate in training courses of
the SOViet, Bulgarian or German computer
manufacturers and the knowledge acquar-ed - in
Russ ian or German - is then transferred t'o the
Hungarian users in Hungarian.

Machine-oriented instruction is not limited to
the UCS series of the socialist countries alone;
upon agreements concluded with Siemens and IBM
we are entitled to conduct courses for programm
ing and operation of their systems. In the case
of Siemens, the computer training is confined to
the Hungarian users of Siemens configurations,
while the IBM agreement provides for mult ilinqua1
instruction in the CMEA countries.

Several other aspects of international relations
arise in our work. Some of these are

- participation in the computer education
organizations of the CMEA. countries,

- work relations with different UN agencies,
such as UNESCO, no, WHO, and their projscts
in computing techniques,

- membership in international professional
organizations, e.g. IFIP-IAG, ACM and the
relationship with the IBI-ICC.-

The international activities are a useful means
of animating, keeping alive and evaluating our
steady endeavours directed towards raising the
professional level in the Hungarian computer
industry.

3. .sOME PECULIARITIES OF SZAMOK' S _

MANAGEMENT

A major emphasis in the management of our
Centre is to ensure harmonious interrelation
ships between groups in different comput ing
activities. I should like to pick out some
issues which reflect our striving to coordinate
some of these various groups of act i vit iee, and
in part icular to achieve a balance" between
theory and pract ice.

The most essential mission of SZAMOK is to
train computer professionals, who will be
capable of direct 1y applying the acquired know
ledge in practice on the ons hand, and will also
be equipped to receive the most recent achieve
ments of their profession in the 5 to 10 years
following their professional qualification.

Soms of the work under'taken by SZAMOK in the past
few years has been direoted towards achieving
the balance betwsen theory and pract ice. For
example, consider our information and documenta
tion activity in the field of computer sciencss,
and our moves to provide computer services.
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The informat ion and documentat ion service
represents an extremely advantageous adjunct to
our educational obligations, for it implies that

- the most significant library on computing
literature in Hungary is in the possession of
the institute, supplying thus both ths
instructors and the course attendees with
favourable access to this literature,

- the number of journals and periodIcals
regularly received and processed for
different documentat ion purposes exoeeds 300,

- the two most outstanding Hungarian news
papers in the oomputing field are published
under ths editorship of the Centre, one of
them, "Comput ing" is aimed at a general
communication of news, while ftInformatics
Electronics" is more a journal of a teohnical
scientific nature, .

our pUblishing activity enables our' need for
student handouts and textbooks and the
demand of oomputer professionals for oomput~

ing literature -to be met satisfactorily.

Our computer services are provided through good
hardware and support facilities. The hardware
- comprising an IBM 370/145 and R 10 oomputer 
is suitable for solving tasks based upon the
interconnect ion of different computers.

Our objectives in starting these servioes were

to direotly demonetrate the pr-ac't Lca'l useful
ness of our training,

to provide our instructors with opportunities
for acquiring and maintaining pract ieal
experience.

The computer services opera.te on a basis of
socalled tJ job-rotationlt , i.e. the transfer of
instruotors into practical application work for
one year in every four or- five.

When undsrtaking jobs, we try to ohoose them to
be applicable for several purposes, i.e.:

they should be tasks called for by sooiety
and to be solved among actually exieting
conditions,

they ehould be instruot iva applioat ions of
the ·highest level poesible, Isnding
themselves for use ad demonstrations in the
training process,

in addition, we have a special preference
for undertaking software development jobs in
oooperation with leading Hungarian organiza
tions who look for adequate partnere to
their .various researoh and development duties.

Returning to the management problems· assooiated
with our education activities, the level of our
training requires continuous -ettrrieulli.m
development .in oonformity with "the peculiarities
of tne profession. Thus our instructors should
not only adequately interpret the ourrioulum
available but participate in the development· work
as well. The duty of the instructors and the
training departments - functioning in a manner
similar to faoulties - is acoordingly threefold,

- instruction,

- development,

- practical work /job rotation/.

In this oontext the task of the management is:

- to ensure satisfactory proport ions among the
different eoopes of activities,

to select adequate tasks from the manifold
emerging possibilit ies,

to establish performanoe norme in the
various fields of activity and to measure
performance,

to supply suitable faotors for motivation.

Let us refer here to the planning methods of
SZAMOK. From among the short, medium and long
range plans two plans are of particular
importance, the developmsntplan and the oourse
plan.

The produots of development work include the
curricula ~or the various courses, programmes,
test-libraries, audio-visual devices, etc.
The development prooess is generally a task
embracing several phases and frequently running
through- several years, its usual stages being:

- raising, discussion and acceptance of the
theme,

- studying of literature,

- consultation with experts,

- studying similar solutions,

- experiments,

- "pilot-applications",

- regular application,

- evaluation and improvement,

- mabitenance.

The development plan ie a bas i.c one, beoause

it determines and influenoes SZAMOK's
activities for several years ahead,

its products appear in the most important
operative plan, the oourse plan,
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_ many other additional plans, meaning
fundamentally the allocation of resources
should be subordinated to it le.g. the expert
utilization plan, fellowship plan/.

The guidance and control of the development work
is part of the managers' tasks.

In our opinion it is advantageous if a computer
eduoation institute takes part in various tasks,
manifold activities. This advantage can, however,
be realized only if the management

_ ie able to create an adequate background for
the overall activities,

- has its own concept ions when defining the
tasks,

is logical and precise in establishin~ proper
proport ions in performance measurement and
in motivat ion.
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Significant developments of computing applications in Australian education began in the
Universities in the second half of the 1950's and in the secondary schools about ten years later.
Since then growth has been both rapid and consistent, but as we enter the third decade of
computing in Australian education, there are indications that we may be approaching some
problems in what has been so far a fairly orderly pattern of development. This paper
describes the present situation, indicates the nature of these problems, and explores some
measures that might be adopted to meet them.

Table 1

Percentage distribution of population (June 30th,
1971), and estimated approximate number of
Secondary Schools by State.

coalition of conservative parties that adjusted
to changing circumstances rather than trying to
mould the country according to some kind of
explicit vision. During this time Australia
operated with a minimum of science, education and
computer po l i cy . In 1972 the election to power

of the Australian Labour Party (roughly equival
ent to social democratic parties in other places)
caused an acceleration to many changes (in both
foreign and domestic affairs) that had begun to
develop in the 19605. But the new thing that the
Australian Labour Party brought to government was
a commitment to rational planning, and to the
reduction of inequal i ty. A consequence of those
commitments was an almost doubling of the amount

A Description of Australia

Australia has a population of less than fourteen
million people inhabiting an area nearly as large
as the continental United States. The population
is concentrated close to the eastern and south
eastern coast where the climate is temperate and
water relatively abundant (only 20% of the
country receives more than 635 mm/annum).
Australia consists of a federation of six states,
who came together" in 1901 on the basis of
Constitution derived in part from that of the
Uni ted States. Two adj acent states, New South
Wales and Victoria, have between them just under
two thirds of Australia's entire population, and
the two conurbations of Melbourne and Sydney con
tain over 44% of Australia's people (see Table 1).
Australia is a member of DECO, and its pattern
and level of economic acti vi ty shares common
features of that organization. with a GNP per
capi ta between that of France and West Germany
($US4032 in 1972-73).

In the three decades since the Second World War
the Australian economy has grown steadily at a
rate fluctuating around 3% (in real terms) per
annum. During this time the country has moved
from being primarily agricultural in nature,
linked to the rest of the world through the
United Kingdom, to being a relatively independent
middle-range power with a strong industrial base,
deri ving export income from manufactures and
minerals as well as primary products. For 23
years until 1972 Australia was governed by a

State

New South Wales
Victoria
Queensland
South Australia
Western Australia
Tasmania
Terri tories

Secondary
Distrib. Schools

~
36.0 465
27. S 394
14.3 223
9.2 165
8.1 143
3.1 71
1. 8 30

1. This paper is a summary of a longer report
entitled Computing and Education in Australia,
authored by A.J. Nearing, B.W. Smith. B.M. Carss
and B.Z. de Ferranti," and the reader is referred
to that document for details of matters raised
in this paper. This report, which may be obtain
ed from the authors, and which copies will be
available at the Conference, draws on two other
documents, Computer Education Needs in Australia:
The next ten years, by B. W. Smith and B. Z. de
Ferranti, and Computers and Teaching in
Australia, by. A.J. Wearing, 8.M. Carss and
D. Fitzgerald. The first of these reports is
available from the Conunission of Advanced
Education, the second from the Australian
Advisory Committee on Research and Development
in Education, both of Canberra, Australia.
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2. All references to money values in the text
are to Australian dollars unless stated other
wise.

3. The preparation of this paper has benefited
from comments on earlier versions by John
Bennet and Brian Cars s , and from information and
critical assistance provided by Mr. Barry Smith.
None of these bears any responsibility for the
paper in its present form, although they have
contributed materially to whatever merit it may
possess. I am grateful to Tricia Saxby whose
assistance played a significant part in the
preparation of this paper.
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of money that was being spent on education at the
Federal level, and the erection of a ·considerable
number of additional central planning and admin
istrative structures. Both developments have
resul ted in increased demands for computing
power.

Computing in Australia

Despite year-to-year fluctuations, computing has
grown at a rate averaging between 20% and 25%
over recent years and at present the growth of
computing power is about 50% per annum. It has
been estimated that at the 30th June, 1973,
there were about 3200 organizations with one Or

more computers installed in Australia (about
half the organizations with more than 250
employees), which suggests that in mid-1975 there
may be between 4500 and SOD computers installed.
The value of the computer equipment currently
installed is estimated to be between $US8000
million and $USI billion (Smith and de Ferranti,
1975), or about $US70 per head of the Australian
population (compared with $USISO-180 for the
United States). Were Australia to have a
computer density equivalent to that of the
Uni ted States, one would expect between 8,000
and 10,000 computers to be installed, or about
twice the present number. Since the per capita
GNP of the United States is less than twice that
of Australia it may be confidently expected that
there will be a continuing growth of computing
in Australia. In terms of the dollar value of
installed hardware as a proportion of GDP,
Australia ranks approximately with the U.K.,
France, Italy, and West Germany, but below the
United States.

Nost major manufactures have a market base in
Australia, although IBM is the industry leader
with regard to big machines, and DEC in the mini
computer field. Over-represented (relative to
its world-wide sales) is Control Data, which has
installed a number of large computers in major
research (and teaching) centres, but Honeywell,
ICL, Burroughs, FACON, Data General, and Inter
data seem to en] oy general acceptance.

The demand for present and proj ected computer
manpower outruns the present and proj ected
supply. In the three year period 1974-76 it is
expected that the requirement for data processing
staff will almost double (Smith and de Ferranti,
1975) . Some measures are now being taken to
increase the output of computer professionals,
but it will be several years before these begin
to bear fruit, and on the basis of present
policies, the gap between the supply of and
demand for computer manpower will continue to
widen" at least into the 1980 l s (Smith and de
Ferranti, 1975).

Structure of Australian Education

At the tertiary 'level the Australian educational
system consists of universi ties, of which there
are 18 and colleges of advanced education (CAEs)

of which there are approximately 80. Uni versit
ies are now totally funded by the Federal
Government through the Universi ties Commission,
which recommends triennial grants to the
universities and whose recommendations to the
government are almost always accepted. CABs are
similarly funded via the Commission on Advanced
Education.

Secondary schooling has t radi t i ona I l y been a re
sponsibility of the six States (see Table l)and
the greater part of secondary schooling is
carried out through State Departments of .
Education. In addition to schools provided by
the State, the Roman Catholic church and other
religious denominations provide secondary school
ing. In the past two years the Federal Govern
ment has entered the field of secondary schooling
via a newly created Schools Commission. The
Schools Commission is now providing substantial
financial support to upgrade the buildings and
equipment in schools. support teacher education
and fund special projects concerned with
educational innovation.

The remaining sectors of Australian education are
not presently important in the area of computer
applications. However, the Federal Government
has recently received reports recommending sub
stantial funding of technical and further
education, and the creation of an open university
system, and it is likely that both of these areas
will become important in the future.

Total expenditures on Australia for the fiscal
years 1968-69 through 1973-74 are shown in
Table 2. It can be seen that although outlays of
the Federal Government have increased sharply,
the overall expenditure has increased only slowly,
wi.th the rate of increase (as a function of Gnp)
decreasing in recent years.

FRESENT AFFLICATlONS OF COMPlITING IN

AUSTRALIAN EDUCATlON

Tertiary Educatiqn

Both the secondary and the tertiary sectors have
been: growing rapidly over the last several years.
In the universities substantial computer resourc
es have been developed (expenditure per annum
increased by a factor of about 20 between 1961
and 1975), principally to support research
activity, and in more recent times to support
training of people in" computer science. Now the
universities are beginning to extend the appli
cation of their computing systems to administrat
ion and instructional activities other than those
of teaching about the computer. These extensions
reflect the increased use of computing in
engineering, business and commerce, and related
professional fields. Australian universities now
spend on average just under 1% of their annual
budget on computing, or between" two and three
million dollars (Australian) per annum. The
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Table

Education expenditures (in $Australian millions) in Australia, 1968-69 to 1973-74

77

1968 c69 1969-70 1970-71 1971-72 1972-73 1973-74

Federal Government expenditure 188 243 298 346 443 860
All State Governments expenditure 821 937 1104 1319 1525 1650
Education outlay as percentage of total

Government expenditure 11. 7 12.3 13.3 14.0 14.7 15.7
Total(public & private) expenditure on ·education 1118 1298 1529 1801 2099 2601
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) 26972 29813 32764 36395 41177 49782
Education outlay as percentage of GOP 4.14% 4.35% 4.67% 4.95% 5.10% 5.22%
Percentage change on previous year 5.1 7.4 6.0 3.0 2.4

SOURCE: Commonwealth Parliamentary Library Statistical Service

colleges of advanced education have been slower
to develop but in the last three 'or four years
some of them have acquired powerful computing
systems. The pattern of applications in the
colleges is similar to that of the universities.
Computer .sc.i ence and mathematics account for the
bulk of the instructional usage, although
engineering and business studies (data process
ing) also make some use of the computer for
instructional purposes. For example, in the
CAE's, about three quarters of the instructional
use is due to computer studies and mathematics.
and only about 5% of the use was due to business
studies. At the present time the uni versi ties
train over half the computer professionals
trained each year in Australia, and that propor
tion seens likely to increase in the short term
(Smith and de Ferranti, 1975).

Administration and Management

Of the tertiary institutions, only the unive r
sities use computers widely in administration.
However, the CAEls are now increasing the role
of computers in administration and management.
The administrative applications of computers
within the universities are shown in Table 3,

Estimated ongoing and planned administrative
computer applications in Australian tertiary
institutions as of the first half .of 1973

Universities} CAE's

1. Students records 15 27
2. Personnel records 8 13
3. Payroll 9 13
4. Scheduling 3 18
5. Accounting 11 11

Total number of
respondent institutions 16 39

1. The data for Uni versi ties refer to actual uses
only.

SOURCE: Wear~ng, A.J., Cars s , B., and
Fitzgerald, D. Computers in Teaching
in Australia.

and some indication of the use and planned use in
the CAEs is also shown. All State Departments of
Education. who are the largest educational
entities in Australia. use the computer to some
extent. and all have plans to extend that use.
But extensions of computer applications in admin
istration are not always linked with education
reforms. Some secondary school teachers feel
that computerizing the various State administrat
ions is intended not to help, but to control them.
Teachers are not usually consul ted about the
development of new administrative systems. and
sometimes feel that these systems designs rely
upon false assumptions about and understanding of
the notion of account ab i 1i ty.

With many Australian educational organizations at
quite different points in their development of
computer supported management systems, the needs
and problems of their administrators also vary
widely. But there are some problems that are
common. First, there exists a serious shortage
of skilled data processing personnel. Second,
the administrative divisions of a number of
organizations (part Lcu l a r l y State Departments of
Education) are obliged to share compqt Lng facil
ities with either outside or other groups.
Third, there is some concern with the lack of co
ordination between institutions with regard to
the development of computer supported management
systems.

Computing in Australian Secondary Education

At the secondary school level the extent of
computer use has varied widely between states,
both with respect to instructional uses and
administration. Most Australian States now have
some teaching of programming available and a
small number of States are using the computer to
support simulations in mathematics teaching and
other areas.

However, comprehensive planned development is
only occurring in the three smallest States, the
leaders being South Australia and Tasmania. The
three largest States. containing about eighty per
cent of Australia's population are allowing
computer education to grow unfettered by system
atic, planning (although Queensland has recently
established a computer policy committee). Never
theless, there is some computer education occur-r-
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ing in all of the six States, and this is briefly
described below.

Ne\oJ South Wales. It is considered desirable for
secondary students to take a school-based (Le.
not externally prescribed) course in computer
appreciation, and integration with existing
subjects is favoured over the development of
separate computer courses. Programmable
calculators form the basis of such courses, and
it is estimated that in excess of 70% of high
schools now own programmable calculators. There
are also some twenty calculators distributed
among the Area Offices of Education for circula
tion among schools without their own calculators.
The State Department of Education has recently
purchased four Wang 2200 mini-computers and
arranged for the hire of two terminals for
experimental use in schools.

For some years schoo Is have had access to the
computing facilities at Sydney University. This
is a mark-sense card, batch processing, and
courier/postal system with the costs met by the
Department of Education. Individual schools
have also developed other links with computing
facilities through tertiary institutions and
commercial enterprises.

Future developments are di ffd cul t to anti cipate.
New South Wales, despite the work of one or two
outstanding individuals, has found it difficult
to adapt to the advent of computing to education.

Queensland. The only prescribed course which
requires students to make use of a computer is
one of the twelve semester units offered in
mathematics in the final two years of secondary
school and is now (1975) available to all
schools.

Some schools are experimenting with courses
involving the use of computers for (internally
created) school subjects or for student club
activities (Le. outside normal school hours).
A few schools are processing student jobs on
large commercial or universi t y computers. Most
jobs use batch, but one school in the State owns
a terminal and at least one other school sends
students to a university to use terminals. At
Leasr ' one school is experimenting' with the use
of simulation packages, and some schools are
using programmable calculators. A number of
schools are using a computer based testing
service, and a few schools are' experimenting
with using computers to keep achievement records
of students and produce student reports.

Tasmania. In Tasmanian secondary schools the
first year course in computer studies covers the
history of computers; their application to
science, commerce, -medicine and educat i.on ; the
different vocations in the computing industry;
the significant social implications and problems
created by computers; how computers work and an

.Lnt roductdon to computer progranming . In the
second year course, the topics studied include

computer hardware and systems; machine coding and
assembly language; software; numbers and the
computer; and data processing and operations re
search. Hal f of the cours e credit comes from a
student project.

A level 2 matriculation course on Date Pr-cce s s Lng
covers such topics as manual, mechanical, punched
card and computer data processing; application of
these methods for invoice preparation, sending of
electricity bills et c , ; elementary programming,
and the students also complete a proj ect of their
own. At 4th year (pre-matriculation) high school
level a syllabus covering the fundamentals of a
digital computer; other computer devices; history
of computing devices and programme language, is
available in a number of schools.

The principal centre for computer hardware is at
Elizabeth Computer Centre (at the Elizabeth
Matriculation Centre in Hobart), where the
central processor--a 48K PDP-ll/40 computer with
3 disc drives, is housed, along with a variety of
I/O devices. Linked by dedicated lines to the
Elizabeth Centre are several other schools with a
4K PDP-8/F and I/O facilities, and schools with
simply I/O facilities. Other hardware is at
Launces ton Matriculation College (20K PDP-ll/20)
which is similarly linked to a number of other
schools.

The Elizabeth Computer Centre performs an advis
ory, co-ordinatory and administrative role. The
Centre does batch processing for those schools
which do not have terminals. It also provides
an assortment of software and publishes bulletins.
School administration uses of these computer
facilities involve time-tabling and recording
students I names, addresses, time-tables and
resul ts on the computer. The Research Branch of
the State Education Department also utilises the
computer for proj ects such as teacher supply
planning.

Victoria. The Education Department of Victoria
has not yet allocated funds for any form of
computer education, except for small financial
support for pilot projects involving single
schools. Thus computer facilities in Victoria at
present are almost entirely located in tertiary
institutions: Monash University and a number of
CAE's provide batch. processing facilities, the
costs of which are borne by the students at
schools choosing to use the service. At present
Monash has 200 secondary schools registered as
users of its service.

Many schools' have purchased pocket, desk and
programmable de skvca.Icu I at.or-s using available
school funds. Less than 25% of secondary
schools own- a programmable calculator and no
curriculum materials or courses have been
specifically prepared for these machines. Only
two high schools and two technical schools and
four private schools own computer facilities.
One high school is linked by landline to a
neighbouring school and is planning to establish
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a small network.
There are no set syllabuses below form 6 (the
final year of secondary schooling) in Victorian
high schools and below form 5 in technical
schools. In 1976 a computer-based optional
General Mathematics course will be introduced in
the form 6 examinations. In the technical
schools, the suggested course at the form 4
l eve l for Maths I and I I each contain a computer
studies unit which should be taught with the use
of a computer, but which may in part be given
using calculators.

Western Australia. A batch processing system a
derivation of the batch processing system used
in Victoria and South Australia is available to
every secondary school, and the number of stud
ents (not including those in. the Technical
Education. Division) taking courses in computer
pr-ogr-ammi.ng and mathematics has grown from 580
in 1972 to an estimated minimum of 2,500 students
in 1973.' In the Technical Education Division
there are approximately, 10,000 students in need
of computer services including the teaching of
programming, teaching of ha rdwa re , key punch
training, on-line computing (the Division has
two interactive teletype terminals), and CAl
(which is being used to teach students how to
use a slide rule). By the end of 1974 more than
55,000 programmes were being processed during
the year. Interactive computing has developed
at Applecross Senior High School which has its
own PDP/8E, won for it by its students in a
national T. V. competition.

South Australia. Mathemat i cs teachers have
introduced computing into secondary schools in
South Australia in most cases by forming
computer clubs. Unofficial programming courses
were devised and used as elective or enrichment
topics in mathematics in grades 9 to 12 (the
final four years of secondary education).

In 1968 an IBM 1620 computer was installed at
the Angle Park Boys High School. In 1971 an
8K IBM 1130 was installed at Angle Park to
replace the 1620. (This was later updated by
the addition of an additional 8K and more
suitable peripheral devices). ThIS enabled APL
and BASIC to be added to the FORTRAN which was
previously available. Late in 1972, packaged
simulation programmes were introduced. Between
1971 and 1974 the number of schools using this
facili t y almost doubled, and now computing is
available to virtually every student in the
State, with hundreds of thousands of jobs be i.ng
processed annually.

policy development in the area of computer
studies, and perhaps as a result, these are the
best States for the aspiring young computer
scientist to seek an education.

New Developments

Recently the Federal Government has sharply in
creased its expenditure in the field of
education, and the Schools Commission (which is
the agency of the Federal Government responsible
for secondary school funding recommendations) is
current ly supporting 17 proj ects costing a total
of nearly $127,000. Fifteen of these proj ects
are in mathematics/computer studies, the other
two were concerned with administrative support
services. At the present time the Schools
Commission has no particular computer education
policy and funds on the basis of general consid
erations.

Australia is also a new member of the Internat
ional Information Centre for Computing in
Secondary Education, and this membership is
r-ece i ving support from the Federal Government.

Problems In The Application of Computers in
Australian Education

During the first half of 1973 a survey was
carried out in which some attempt was made to
determine the problems encountered by people
concerned with computer applications in education
(Wearing, Car-s s , and Fitzgerald, 1974), The
survey involved seeking written (open-ended)
opinions from those involved in computers in
education (not a large number) and then following
these written responses with a face-to-face
discussion.

Table 4 indicates the applications (wi th the
exception of computer studies which virtually
everyone thought should be routine in secondary
schooling) that a broad range of respondents
believed to be desirable future developments. It
may be noted that CAl was seen as a desirable
development by a majority of respondents, while
the .developments that are actually occurring in.
Australia are in the area of computer studies,
computer supported instruction (simulation) and
administration.

Table

Applications (excluding computer studies) regard
ed as desirable future developments.

Current developments in South Australia: the
Lnt rcduct.Lcn of calculators (e.g., Canon 16l4P)
of various kinds; the use of a ci rculat i ng 4K
Nan'g 2200 mini-computer for use in four country
schools, and undertaking trials of computerized
item banking and school time-tabling. It is
also planned to upgrade the hardware facilities
at Angle Park considerably in the immediate
future. South Australia (with Tasmania) are the
only two States with a history of explicit

CAl (computer assisted i ns t ruct.Lon)
(CAl at present undesirable)
CMI(computer managed instruction)
CSI (computer supported instruction)
Remedial Teaching
Information retrieval
Administration

Total
(n=106)

51
5

22
23

5
28
26
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A number of problems have to be overcome and
needs met before the applications which people
would like to see developed can be brought into
being. Table 5 summarizes the responses of those
who commented on these matters.

Table 5

Table 6

Frequency of responses to an enquiry for infor
mation about the existence of proj ects in the
field of computers, as a function of the number
of proj ects identified.

Face-to-face Discussions Relating to Computing
Needs and Directions

SOURCE: \~earing, A.J., Carss, B., & Fitzgerald,
D. Computers and Teaching in Australia.

Principal problems and needs in the field of
computers in education. The numbers in the body
of the table indicate the frequency of responses
in each category.

The problems uncovered by the interview discuss
ions with 152 people involved with computer
applications (Wearing, Carss, and .Fitzgerald,
1974) in education can be summarized in the
following terms:

80

13

13

Total
(n=106)

or more

o
1

Number of proj ec t s
identified

SOURCE: Wearing, A.J., Cars s , B., and Fitzgerald,
D. Computers and Teaching in Australia.

1. Costs. Most computer projects in education
are working within restricted budgets and
shortage of money is regarded as a maj or
problem. Although the pattern of costs is
changing, money needs are expected to remain
high overall.

2. Personnel. At the present level of activity
there is a serious shortage of teachers who
are trained to teach computer studies courses
and of ancillary support personnel.

3. Sof'twar-e . Because of the cost of developing
programmes it is felt that shared development
within Australia as wel l as the utilization of
overseas work is desirable. It was suggested
that this implies a lingua franca (BASIC was
the most popular suggestion), the existence of
an efficient co-ordination and information
exchange network, and a focus on modular
rather than "whole course" development in
order to facilitate transportability.

4. Consul t'ation and Information Dissemination.
There exists a need for a facility which is
able to supply and exchange information,
provide consul tative advice, and encourage
systematic planning and development. Some
want simply to find out what is happening,
others want to be able to calIon expert
advice in planning and making decisions. In
the case of administration systems it was
suggested that some form of co-ordinated
development was par-t i cularly appropriate.
There are also those who need information
about the consequences for their institutions
and organizations of different kinds of
computer po l Lci es .

S. Research and Demonstration Facilities. It was
argued in discussion that these facilities
were particularly important, since it is
difficult for educators to evaluate a computer
application unless they can actually see it
working. Several discussants also emphasised
the need to develop and maintain a research
capability in Australia.

6. Computing Networks. The assessment (given in
the written responses) of the need for com
puter networks as an extension of time-sharing
systems, was confirmed in discussion. Some

43

29
16

48
29

35
11
5

11
4

20
4

20
14

36
22
13

11
7

12

16
15
14

8
15
13

Total
(n=106)

High Costs: general
hardware
software
data transmission
maintenance

Unwanted Consequences: general
depersonalization
invasion of privacy

Hardware: terminals
timesharing facilities, e c g .
networks
mini - computers
input/output faci Iities

Problems and Needs

Organization Problems: inertia
organizational development
consultation & evaluation

Personnel: trained teachers
other support staff

Information Needs: dissemination
demonstrations
research: general
large scale R&D

Educational Software: general
packages and curriculum
materials

Planning: co-ordination
transferabi l i ty
policy R & 0

Each respondent was also asked to indicate the
existence of any other proj ect or work in pro
gress, either in Australia or overseas. Table
indicates the extent to which the respondents
provided information about the existence of
proj ects other than their own. Al though the
absence of a nomination does not demonstrate
ignorance, the data shown in Table 6 suggest that
a need exists for the dissemination of informat
ion, and (to judge from Table 5) people are
large ly unaware of this need.
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people advocated strongly the advantages of
hierarchically distributed computing power.
On the other hand, the importance of hands
on experience was frequently emphasised, and
the value of mini-computers also strongly
argued.

7. Attitudes of Teachers. A number of respon
dents suggested that the conservatism and
ignorance of educators poses a problem for
the would-be innovator. But the importance
and involvement of teachers in the develop
ment and implementation of any innovation
was strongly emphasised.

8. Omissions. Neither the written responses
nor the discussions revealed much awareness
of possible applications for the computer in
non-mainstream educational activi ty, e. g. ,
exceptional children, continuing education,
industrial retraining, defence education,
etc. Nor was there much sense of the
consequences for the institution or the
organization of the deve Lopment; of computer
applications. In part this appeared to be
simply due to a lack of information.

COURSES FOR THE FUTURE

Overseas Experience

The study carried out by Wearing, Carss and
Fitzgerald (1974) examined several computer
policy studies and reviews carried out overseas.
They presented a variety of evidence which is
summarized in part in Table 7. This table should

be approached with caution, as the sources used
are not comparable, and an absence of emphasis
may reflect only the limitations of the brief to
which the particular source was speaking.
However, their consideration of these overseas
writings led them to some conclusions which are
relevant to Aust r al i.a .

1. The early optimism possessed by both educators
and the computing industry in North America
about the ease with which the computer could
perform a large numbe r- of teaching tasks has
been disappointed. Nevertheless, in all
countries which were examined, plans exist for
giving the computer a much more significant
role in education, and in these countries the
area of computer studies is growing.

2. At the present time the most appropriate in
structional tasks for the computer is in
computer studies as well as in information
management and simulation, rather than in CAL
applications of the drill and practice and
simple tutorial type.

3. Two separate trends exist with regard to
project size: one is towards the development
of large projects (e.g. PLATO. or educational
networks) wi t h a substantial demonstration
component, the other is towards small projects
that can exist wi t h i n a single school.

4. In the count ries which were examined, an
attempt is being made to provide for some
degree of planned and co-ordinated support of
research and development. Allied to this

Table 7

A partial summary of some major findings, recommendations and implications common to the various reports
referred to in Chapter 3 of Wearing, Cars s and Fitzgerald (1974).

N.B. (+ indicates the support of a proposal, - indicates opposition to it, and a blank indicates that it
was not ment ioned.

Source

ui
5" n n n:;: " " Total

ZC i~
~ n " c... '" "'"' " '" ~" n" ~ ~

0 Numbern· :;: " o z" 0"- ~
c ~ 3

"'''' " (J) "" ~ "''' < ~. (J) § m of
Area of Emphasis .:3' ~ . ~. ~. n"- '"''' " en ~. n

'< 0 " " ~" " " '" ~ -< '" Endorsements
CAl 2
CSI (problem solving, simulation) 6
CMI (& administration) 3
information retrieval 4
computer studies 4
personnel training S
information exchange 7
research + 4
instructional materials 4
special education 4
technical/continuing education 4
terminal development 3
large systems/networks 6
transferability 7
policies ,planning & co-ordination 9

SOURCE: Wearing, A.J. , Carss, B. , and Fitzgerald, D. Computers in Teaching in Australia.
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organizational activity is a concern for the
development of common standards which will
permi t programmes to be easi ly transported
from one system to another.

S. The availability of adequately trained
teachers as well as sufficient support
personnel is regarded as critical to the
success of any development of computer
applications iIi education.

6. The availability of educational software and
curriculum materials (courseware) is also
regarded as critical to the success of any
proj ect; .

7. There is a general belief that information
dissemination, evaluation, resource sharing,
and policy and organizational functions are
important.

An attempt was also made' by Wearing, Cars s , and
Fi tzgerald to develop an approximate comparison
of the amounts of money that were either being
spent, or that it was proposed be spent, on
instructional applications of computing in
various countries as a function of population,
and gross national (or domestic) product.
Their data for the U.K., U.S., Canada, Germany
and Japan suggest that it is possible to
categorize expenditure in terms of four
different levels, Level 1 being exemplified by
the U. K., Level 2 by Germany and Canada, Level
by the United States and Level 4 by Japan. In
terms of Australian GOP/Capita, Level 1 woul d
imply annual expenditure of about a quarter of a
million dollars, Level 2 would imply about four
times that sum, Level 3 about ten times that sum,
and Level 4 would imply between one hundred and
seven hundred times the Level I expenditures.
Although data presented are fragmentary, they do
provide some basis of comparison for Australia.
First, with regard to overall levels of support
for· computer based education, Austral ia appears
to be between the first and second levels.
However, in terms of Federal funding, Australia
seems to provide much less support for computing
in education than other countries, although the
support for traditional data processing operat
ions at Universities and CAEs is comparable with
that provided in both the United States and the
Uni ted Kingdom.

Courses of Action for Australia

Two things affecting Australian education are
happening simultaneously. First the demand of
computer studies (narrOWly understood), and
informatics is greater than the system can meet.
With a few exceptions the education system is
not able (at present) either to teach adequately
wi th respect to computing or to use computing to
any extent in its educating. Second, the in
creasing turbulence of Australian society means
that large scale plans implemented through
centralized bureaucracies will become less and
less able to cope adaptively. Compare, for
example, the New South Wales and vtctor-i.an
Departments of Education on the one hand with

those of South Australia and Tasmania.

To be successful any course of action should be
directed primarily to providing a foundation
which will enable individuals and organizations
themselves to make wise decisions about the uses
of computers in education in the context of broad
national po Li c i es . The attainment of this goal
requires the (1) ready availability of informat
ion, (2) widely disseminated experiences, (3) the
adequate preparation of personnel and (4) a
shared understanding of educational priorities
and goals.

It has been suggested that governments in
Australia should move in ,the following areas:

1. The COllection and exchange of information.
The follOWing functions should be performed:

a. Seeking out information .about projects both
here and abroad for inclusion in a newsletter
which would be circulated regularly to all
those interested in computers in education.
The newsletter would consist of reports of
projects, contributed articles, short notes,
bibliographical information, discussion of
contentious issues, and offer an open column
for readers' comments. The newsletter wouId
be supplemented by technical reports as the
need for them arose.

b. Providing conference experience to those con
cerned with computer applications in education,
e.g. bi-annual two day colloquia on a specific
topic like CMI, or computer studies curricula.

c. Developing a 'map' of the nature and distribu
tion of computer applications in education in
order to allow the identification of neglected
areas, as well as areas in which there is con
siderable overlap in research and development.
Up-dated state-of-the-art reports should also
be prepared at regular intervals.

d. Providing some consultative services as well
as information on where to go for consultation,
and adv l s i ng with regard to any problem in
computers in education; providing information
on such matters as the desirability of part
icular applications, cost -benefit analyses,
curriculum development and the evaluation of
commercial offerings.

2. Research and Development. Certain areas seem
to be particularly important in the context of
Australian educational needs at this time. Five
of these areas relating to teaching are:

a. Information management. In this general area
are computer managed instruction, educational
administration, and information retrieval.

b. Simulation. The rapid growth of interest in
simulations and games is a feature of contem
porary Australian education, as well as
overseas.

c. Special Education. The computer seems to have
part i.cular potential in high cost areas of
education, and in those areas where students
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want a high degree of autonomy in determining
when and how fast they learn, e.g. continuing
education.

d. Computer Studies. The development of
curriculum material for teaching computer
studies at the primary and secondary school
levels. There is a particular shortage of
material concerned with the social consequen
ces of the introduction of computing systems.

e. System Effects. The effects of educational
organizations produced by the introduction
into the organization of a computer system
should be treated as a research topic in its
own right.

3. The training of both teachers and support
personnel. This need has been fully documented,
both in Australia and overseas. Continuing and
in-service education arrangements could be
particularly significant.

4. Policy research and development. Policy
should be decided by those whom the decisions
will effect, and the decisions about computers
in education should be made in the context of
overall educational priorities. But if people
are going to make responsible choices, they must
have information available in a form that will
enable issues and alternatives to emerge in such
a way that useful discussion can ensue. Among
the informational requirements conunon to many
organizations in Australia are:

Information with respect to the various uses
of computers in education, and some relative
evaluation of these uses.

- Access to an independent source of advice and
consultation on policy matters.

Information about the likely interactive
effects of policy and planning in related
organizations.

The monitoring of evolving educational and
computer developments in order to review and
update computer policies in the context of
changing values and changing capabilities.

The development and consideration of the long
term consequences of the various policy
decisions that might be made by organizations
and agencies with some responsibilities in
the area of computers in education.

Most educational organizations devote some of
their resources to thinking and planning ahead.
However, the attention of these planners is
necessarily focussed on their local situation,
and often the press of day-to-day problems
restricts the amount of time that they can spend
on thinking about coming problems and opportun
ities. There appears to be a need for policy
research groups who are able to provide a, public
focus for studies of policy problems in education,
whose interest is national rather than local
(some apparently local problems turn out to be
distributed in many parts of Australia), and who
are not the silent servants of particular

educational organi zations.

These needs could be met by groups with a
responsibility to:

a. Consider and spe 11 out the consequences of
information that is collected by information
facilities and related bodies.

b. Monitor present trends and forecast future
developments -In education.

c. To monitor changes in educational needs,
including those relating to people.

d. To advise with respect to the need for
commissioned proj ec t s , and special invest igat
ions, and to generally draw attention to
matters' needing attention by decision-makers.

e. To examine alternative futures in education,
the role of technology in the future of
society, philosophical questions underlying
the introduction of technology to education,
and ask fundamental questions about the
directions of Australian education.

f. To provide consultative advice 'in policy
matters to those educational organizations
that request it.

g. To provide a public focus for scholarly work
in the area of educational policy research,
and generally help to increase the level of
awareness and discussion of educational
issues, par-t i cu l arl y those matters concerned
with computers in education.

5. Centres of excellence. There should be a
small number of these, both to maintain a fund
amental research capabi l i ty in Austral La , as well
as to train people. Such cent res could also
mount demonstrations, and conduct conferences and
seminars. These would be pace-setters in the
comput ing community.

6. Co-ordination of Government actIvIty. As
indicated there is very little creative co
ordination at either the Federal or State levels
of government. The departments and agencies in
some places are moving to rectify this situation,
but national computer policy is still a long way
from reality. As the turbulence of Australian
society increases, national policy is becoming
more important rather than less.

Concl uding Remarks

At the beginning of this paper I suggested that
Australia might be approaching some problems
after two decades of relatively orderly develop
ment in computing, in education. Although the
term orderly is only a relative one, as the
brief description of the present situation
indicates, it may certainly seem a quiet period
when compared with the discontinuity in develop
ment which is now possible in Australia. A
discontinui ty can occur when changes in an
environment are taking place more quickly than
the organizations in that environment can adjust
to them, and it is possible that such a
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situation might be emerging in Australia

An increasing discrepancy between the rate of
change in computing applications in education,
and the adj us t i, ve capacity of educational
organizations, may be expected for the following
reasons. The Federal Government has substan
tially increased the expectation of change, and
has indeed initiated change, without establishing
any policy framework to guide it despite the
efforts of some people within government.
Computing is below the awareness threshold of
many educational administrators and indeed, the
various Federal education commissions often have
very little idea what each one is doing. At the
secondary level, the three largest States have
practically no formal organizational capability
in the computer area. The continuing decline in
the price of computing equipment is allowing
technology (the engine of change) to be intro
duced ever more readily to the educational system
by relatively minor actors within it. Meanwhile,
computing is becoming more important in the
community at large, not only through developments
in the private sector, but through the major
new activities of the government, particularly in
fields involving information gathering and data
banking. In addition the Australian telecommuni
cations commission is entertaining the possibil
ity of installing a switched broadband network
before the end of the century, a policy which
if implemented, would have major implications
for education in general and computing in
education in particular.

What may precipitate the discontinuity is the
possible reduction in education expenditures (as
a proportion of GDP) that may occur in the near
future, partiCUlarly if there is a change in
government. Computing could be the firs t victim
of such a change, since it is peripheral to the
concerns of most of the large educational
bureaucracies. Because the educational bureau
cracies (with a few notable exceptions), have
not attempted to articulate their responsibilit
ies or missions in the field of computing in"
education, the laissey faire developments that
have been occurring will be subject to crises
caused by budgetary reductions.

The significance of these (at this point only
speculative) events is that the computer and
related industries is growing in importance.
At the same time, the increasing diversity of
the demands on the education system will in
crease the potential importance of computing
applications. at the same time as its capacity
to utilize computing is being degraded. Of
course. if Australia were to cease travelling
the road toward high t.echnc l ogy nationhood,
these remarks would not apply.

It may be that it reveals a misunderstanding of
the nature of bureaucracies to talk about policy
and planning, since unless a crisis occurs,
changes in large organizations usually occur in
small increments. and are directed toward goals

that are not explicit (except in a superficial
sense), but are woven into and are implicit in
the cultural systems which bind individuals into
a national whole. Consequent ly, one would not
expect any of the recommendations (whatever their
meri ts) to be taken up whole-heartedly, but to be
incorporated gradually (if at all) into the
Australian educational system. If this last
section sounds pessimistic, .Lt should be noted
that local change is occurring (e.g. the develop
ment of computer networks in South Australia, the
secondary computing education in Tasmania and
South Australia, the planning and policy work by
Mr. K. W. Heydon and his fellow committee members
on the Commis s Lon on Advanced Education (respons
ible for the CAEs)). But in closing. the concern
and the doubts of those interested in computer
education in Australia must be whether or not the
education system can respond with sufficient
speed, flexibility and intelligence to function
with responsibility in a relatively small post
industrial Federal democracy.
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This paper describes the policies which the ADP Steering Council has adopted and promoting the use
of information technology in the Government of Israel. It is included here to provide background for
the discussions relating to a Master Plan for the entire country's ADP industry.

1. INTRODUCTION

With the' great spread of computer usage for
management and decision making, a large number
of surveys were conducted in many countries by
government and research intitutes.

In one survey, H.A. Ree (1) analyses the factors
for introduction of automation in the fields of
administration and connnerce and according to the
data he collected in the countries of Europe, it
becomes clear that computers were in most cases
introduced primarily because of difficulties
in contro1ing an extensive quantity of data, and
lack of possibility to carry this out with the
available manpower. The implication is that the
computers were introduced primarily to mechandae
existing processes, without essentially changing
the work processes or the nature of the infor
mation being provaded for management.

The McKinsey Co, , which carried out their first
survey (2) in 1963 in the USA, reached the con
clusion that success in dr-awfng profitable bene
fit from the use of computers was only true for
a third of the cases. In an additional research
project carried out by the same company in 1968
(3), of 36 companf.ea in the USA and Europe, it
appears that the benefit and profitability of
the computer depends on the attitude of the
senior administrator in the organisation . The
senior administrator has absolute responsibility
to draw maximum benefit from the computer, as
far as the organisation is concerned, and this
is a responsibility that cannot be delegated
to anyone else.

Another survey carried out by the J. Diebold
Co. (4), on 2,500 senior managers and 140 com
panies in the USA, it appears that the objecti
ves of information systems are now determined by
technicians and not by managers. This was also'
a reason for the non-utilization of capabilities
inherent in the new information technology.
Another important finding from the project is the
lack of communication between middle management
and system analysts. These finding, and others,
explain how, despite the many advantages, the
manager at "the moment of conversion to the com
puter encounters serious organisational problems,
that cause, unnecessary costs, delays in the
process of implementation and incomplete utili-
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zation of the possibilities inherent in automatic
data processing.

One reason for the unexpected problems, derives
from a mistaken approach, as though the introduc
tion of automatic data processing is primarily
a problem of aquiring equipment and installing
it. But reality has proven that successful full
utilization of the computer's potential depends
on managerial and organisational factors, rather
than on technical factors. The manager must have
full understanding of the computer's characteris
tics and potential and must prepare more effi
cient methods for its utilization. All this is
necessary in order to convert the computer into
a stimulant for development of a new approach
to managerial problems, and to raise the level
of management to a higher and more intelligent
plane. In so doing, unnnecessary cost will be
avoided.

The success of automatic data process tng is
therefore determined by the level of knowledge
of management, and the degree of attention that
it pays to this problem. This is the only way
in which the computer can "tncegrete'' into the
managerial process and achieve its anticipated
functions. A survey on computer applications
in the Israeli government (5), which was presen
ted to the ADP Steering Council found that, like
the rest of the world, Israeli government suffer
from a lack of knowledge arid training in the
area of information technology.

A Total System Approach to Training

The terms system and system approach are quite
popular in the literature of education and
training today Kaufman & Corrigan (6).
By applying the system concept to training C. S.
Odiorne (7) classifies the various kinds of
training efforts in eight systems :

L Static Systems of training
2. The clocklike System of training
3. The Cybernetic System of traini!\g
4. The Cell System of training
5. The Plant System of' training
6. Training as an organism
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7. Training department as social organiza
tion

8. Training as social movement

Plant System of training stresses the importance
of Total System ~pproach • Since, the usage of
c~mpl:1ters involves all levels in the organiza-
t aon , there is a need to train and educate all
levels of management f , e • Top Management, Middle
Management and Operating Personnel.
In light of the abovementioned findings and
approach, the ADP Council has adopted these
guidelines for training Israel Public Adminis
trators and Operations Personnel in order to
promote more successful implementation of
computerized information Systems in the Government.

2. TRAINING FOR MANAGERS

General Objectives

The general obj ectives of the proposed training
program are as follows

2.1 To identify the potential benefits
inherent in the use of computers in the
managerial field and to present the
systems analysis approach in order to
enable managers to guide the planning
and development of new systems (even
though they may be involved in systems
analysis themselves).

2.2 To present a range of computer uses, in
order to make the manager aware of the
possibilities for computerization in his
agency.

2.3 To explain the characteristics of dif
ferent types of computer systems and to
give a basic knowledge of Automatic Data
Processing.

2.4 To describe the conversion of a manual
system to an automated system (whether
it be within the framework of a single
~pplicationt department, or ministry),
an order to make the manager aware of
the problems which require his direct
intervention.

3. LEVELS OF TRAINING

The training program is organized in different
levels t corresponding to the different levels
of personnel involved. The levels are:

3.1 Seminars for Director-General

3.2 Seminars for Assistant Ddrec t.o r s -Oenera'l ,
and Division Directors

3.3 Courses for Department and Section
Managers

3.4 Courses for personnel at the operation
level

Detailed descriptions of the training programs
at these four levels are contained in the'
appendices.

4. METHODS OF TRAINING

The training programs are to be implemented in
the following ways :

4.1 Training in Israel

4.2 Advanced training abroad

4.3 Study tours abroad

4.4 Participation in Congresses in Israel
and abroad

4.5 Presentation and discussion of applica
tions by present users

4.6 Distribution of relevant professional
literature

Attention must be paid to assuring as homogenous
as possible a level of trainees in each activity.
A short description of these methods is presented
in the following section .

5. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE METHODS

5.1 Training in Israel - Organization of
short seminars
These sessions will include lectures t
debates, and case studies. These seminars
will be conducted by Israeli as well as
foreign instructors.

5.2 Advanced Training Abroad
Short Seminars
It is suggested to send people for further
training on courses and various subjects
held by bodies abroad such as : NeC, CDI,
CEIR, and other training institutions t
to study topics which are not included
in the training programs conducted in
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Israel, and to foster an exchange of
information on various problems which
other countries also encounter.

Prolonged Training
Exchange of managers : It is also possible
to send people for longer periods (six
months to one year) to work and study in
similar national bodies abroad ~ in order
to acquire addi tional experience, and also
to study at institutions of higher educa
tion.

5.3 Study Tours Abroad
Study Tours of Applications
In many cases, sys terns for which we are
still contemplating solutions and applica
tions have already been implemented in
foreign countries. Therefore it is possi
ble to learn from the experience of others,
by study tours and by a visit of a few
days or more in a particular installation.

5.4 Participation in Congresses
Participation in Conferences in Israel
and Abroad
From time to time, conferences are held
on various subjects, at which various
projects and systems that could be of in
terest to managers are presented. It must
be noted that in. these conferences oppor
tunities are provided for an exchange of
opinions and discussions with participants,
with the benefit of learning from the
experience of others.

5.5 Presentation of Applications by Users in
the Country
It is proposed to organize visits to various
installations in Israel to see and discuss
various applications. In this way specific
problems can be discussed first-hand with
the people who developed and operate these
systems.

5.6 Literature
The method will be to distribute informa
tion to the various levels of management
concerning books and articles which have
been recently published. Various articles
and research papers will be collected and
distributed to people who may find interest
in them. (e c g, reports of the Diebold
Research group, and similar bodies).

There will be a need to establish a
working group to examine and survey the
literature in its various forms, and to
review the books and articles. The distri
bution will be done by the Professional

Documentation Centre to be established
by the Civil Service Commd as Lon .

6. IMPLEMENTATION

6.1 The staff responsibility for implementa
tion of the plan will be held by the
Civil Service Conunission

6.2 The Commission and the ADP Steering
Council will be assisted by the Institu
tions of Higher Education and the Centre
for Information Systems affiliated to
the Israel Institute of Productivity (lIP).

6.3 The ADP Steering Council will appoint a
permanent committee, the functions of
which will be :
a. to propose a detailed advanced studies

program for the various pr oj ec t s ,
b. to r-ecommend the f ramework within

the training ac tivi ties will be im
plemented.

6.4 All advanced studies will be in accordance
with the provisions of the Civil Service
Regula t ions.
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APPENDIX 1 - STUDIES FOR DIRECTORS-GENERAL

A. Roncl and I. Borowitz

Period of Studies
A series of sessions of two and a half days
each.

LIE

A•.- Studies in Israel
Objectives

Directors-General are required to have a' gene
ral understanding of information technology.
They must know of the possibilities inherent in
this technology, for the' operation of their
ministries and of the problems involved in its
applications, in order to be able to apply it
effectively to the objectives of their ministries.

Accordingly, the objectives of advanced
study will be :

1. To describe the advantages and use of
Automatic Data Processing and Management
sciences in the efficient implementation
of the ministry's policy.

2. To describe the advantages and limitations
involved in the use of computerized mana
gement information systems.

3. To ensure the involvement of senior mana
gement in the development and implementa
tion of management information systems.

4. To clarify the problems of introducing
ADP systems into ministries ( stages of
development, problems of control, integra
tion of systems, e t.c , )

SUbjects of Proposed Studies

1. Managerial Systems and Information Systems
( areas to be computerized, technological
innovations, impact on Management e tc . )

2. Different levels of applications of data
processing and their contributions to the
improvement of the decision-making process.

3. Strategy of development, implementation,
and control of Management Information
Systems.

4. Uses of Management Sciences in governmen
tal administration ( Operations Research,
Linear Progrannning, SdmuLat Lon , e t c . },

5. Centralization and decentralization of
the data processing function.

6. Technological implications of the infor
mation technology on management (behavo-'
rial problems, organizational changes ,etc.)

Methods of Study
Lectures, discussions, and case studies around
the central subj ac t ,

Lecturers
It is suggested that the lecturers will be from
abroad and a guest lecture will be given by a
Director-General.

B. Advanced Studies Abroad

It is suggested to integrate advanced studies
in data processing subjects that are connected
with the operating aspects of the Ministry into
the framework of visits and business trips of
directors-general abroad.

C. Presentation of Applications

It is proposed to hold meetings in which a cer
tain Director-General will report on the appli
cations and information systems in operation
in his ministry. These meetings will be held
once every two months, organized by the ADP
Steering Council and the host ministry.

APPENDIX 2- STUDIES FOR SENIOR DIRECTORS
AND DIVISION ADMINISTRATORS

A. Studies in Israel
Purposes of the Advanced Studies

The knowledge necessary for this level is
basically similar to that required for the
director-:general,but must have a more concrete
orientation because the contact between the
administrator and the information systems, and
the departments inputting information is a
closer. one.

Accordingly, the obj ectives of the advanced
study will be :

1. To assist the senior administra trn in
identifying the various components of
the information system, and the inter
relationships between them, so as to
examine to what extent the various
systems are suitable for the purposes
of his organization, and what is needed
for maximal integration of the flow of
data processing.

2. To clarify the function of the Senior
Director in ensuring the effective
managerial use of the computer.

3. To stress the importance and possibili-
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ties of use of management sciences
(Operations Research and so on) in govern

ment administration.

Subjects of Studies

1. Management Systems and Information
Systems.

2. Implications of Information Systems on
decision makf.ng .

3. Survey of advances in Information Techno
logy.

4. Integration of data processing in the
inter-departmental systems.

5. The life-cycle of the Information System
(Feasibility Study, System Analysis,
Design, Implementation and Evaluation).

6. Problems in the implementation and effi
cient operation of information systems 'in
a 'Hinistry organization of the data pro
cessing department, personnel training,
etc.

7. Uses of operations research in govermen
tal adminis tra tion.

8. Implications of Infonnation Technology
on Management.

Length of study
A series of seminars of three and a half days
each.

Hethod of Study
Lectures, discussions, round-table debates,
case studies and games with the help of a
computer.

Lecturers
From abroad and from IsraeL A number of
applications in use in governmental adminis
tration will be presented by Directors, Admi
nistrators and Systems Analysts, and a discus
sion will take place around them.

B. Advanced Study Abroad

It is proposed to integrate advanced study on
data processing subjects in the framework of
visits abroad. Advanced studies will take place
on specific applications, prior to their imple
mentation in a Ministry.

Participation in conferences such as Diebold
are sugges ted.

C. Presentation of Applications

It is proposed to visit in various Computer
Installations of Ministries in order to learn
from threir "experience.

APPENDIX 3 - SEMINARS FOR DEPARTMENT ADHINISTRA
TORS AND SECTION ADMINISTRATORS

A. Training in Israel
Objectives of the Seminars Training

This level requires more detailed knowledge of
information requirements, processing techniques
and data conununications. They will have direct
contact with the Systems Analyst on the details
of the application - design of reports, priori
ties, etc.

Accordingly, the objectives of the advanced
study will be :

1. To clarify the possibilities inherent in
use of computers within the administra
tive and professional activities.

2. To ensure involvement of the administra
tor in the design and implementation of
the Information System.

3. To explain the advantages and limitations
of integration in data processing .

4. To present and discuss the problems
inherent in conversion to Automatic Data
Processing.

Subjects of Advanced Study

1. Introduction to Automatic Data Proces
sing*
The Computer and its components, and
Input-output Equipment
Communication between man and computer

2. Hanagement-Information Systems.
Principal structure of Management
Information Sys cema
Impact of the use of computerized Mana
gement Information Systems on the orga
nization
Implications of the use of computers in
the decision-making process

* Intended for participants with no prior back
ground in ADP
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3. Management and efficient implementation
of Information Systems in organization
(principles and stages of operation)
Stages of conversion to Automatic Data
Processing
Feasibility Study
Analysis of the existing system
Determination of system requirements
Principles of system design
Stages of conversion and implementation

4. Integration in data processing
In ter-ministerial integretion, between
branches and subdivisions
Coordination between pulses and informa
tion exchanges
Integration of forms : advantages and
limi ta tions
Direction of development of integration:
abroad and in the conditions 'of Israel

5. Introduction to quantative techniques,
operational research, lineary planning,
simulation

6. The contact between the administrator
and the systems planner

Method of Study
In this advanced study, emphasis will be
placed on the presentation of applications
and case studies, with maximal participation
of the trainees. In addition to the lectures,
there will be study trips and professional
films.

Period of Study
Five days in residential conditions.

B. Advanced Study Abroad

It is proposed to carry out study of systems
operated abroad, in the framework of group study
or individual study trips.

APPENDIX 4 - TRAINING FOR OPERATIONS PERSONNEL

Intended for civil servants preparing input for
Automatic Data Processing or using output for the
computer.

Obi ec tives of training

The guidance for this level must center on gavang
a feeling of importance in accuracy of prepara
tion of data submitted to the computer, mainte
nance of schedules and a conception of the compu
ter as a technical device and not a lib lack box".
Accordingly the objectives of training will be :

1. Recognition of the general principles
of Automatic Data Processing and an under
standing thereof.

2. Stress of place of input in proper opera
tion of the Data Processing System.

3. Recognition and familiarity with output
reports of the computer.

Subject of Studies

1. Introduction to automatic -data processing
and familiarity with the computer - Data
and Information
Mehi:ods for da t a processing ,
The computer and its method of operation
Uses of, the computer in administration
and other fields

2. Input
Types of input (punched cards, paper
tapes, etc.)
Input forms
Input equipment

3. Output
Types of output (printouts, visual dis
play' , etc.)
Output reports (structure and form)
Output equipment

4. Connnunication between man and the compu
ter
The data processing system
The place of man in the system

5. Applications
Applications of a particular governmental
system

Method of Study
Lectures, exercises, professional films

A special emphasis will be placed on excerci
sing the filling-out of forms, key-punching
and processing by computer and demo'ns trr atrl.on
of the types of reports, summarizing data,
etc.

Period of Advanced Training
Between 20 to 25 hours

It is proposed to hold a half-day meeting,
once a week

It is proposed to hold the training wihtin the
frame of the ministries.
The input-output excercise will be from applica
tions that exists in the Ministry.
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SOME WAYS OF USING A COMPUTER TO IMPROVE SCHOOL PHYSICS TEACHIi'IG

R. D. Maater-eon
George Dixon School,
Birmingham I

England.

D. C. F. Chaundy
Malvern College
Malvern!
England.

The Physd : 3 Group of the "Oompuber-a in the Curriculum Pr-oje c't'' has been producing some
packages to be used in school physics courses. The group aims not just to use physics
to illustrate the use of computers but hopes that their materials will significantly aid
the teaching of physics. The criteria for doing: this are discussed, and some of' the
packages are described briefly.

1 . INTRODUCTION

In the last few years many schools in Britain
have gained access to computers, either with a
slow postal service, an on-line link I or in a
few cases, by buying a min.i.-co!llputer. To find
erf'ectdve ways of using these computer-s the
Schools Council has set up a project -".Computers
in the Curriculum" which now has several groups
\larking on different branches of the school
curriculum. A group of physics teachers in
Birmingham are trying to find ways not only of
using computers in physics courses but also of
improving these courses by their use.

There is no doubt that computers can solve many
problems which turn up in physics and if a
computer is available one would naturally want
to use it. The question is "How?".

Students. could be trained to write programs in
some high-level language - BASIC is becoming
very popular in Bri tish schools - and encouraged
to write programs to solve their physics prob
lems. It is likely that in Cb ing this they
"Jill learn more about programming than about
physics, and will probably spend longer on the
problem than if they had used an electronic
calculator. This sort of approach need not be
discouraged but the time spent should come from
a. course in programming rather than from a
course in physics.

Alternatively one could have some fairly comp
licated programs ~ written by skilled programmers
and these could be used to augment the teaching
of some parts of a physics course. This has
already been done in the Nuf'field Advanced
Physics course, Nuffield (1). Problems have
been solved by a computer and the results are
presented to the students in a book or on film.
The most notable examples are in the presenta
tion of a statistical model of heat and in the
solution of Schrl:~dinger's equation for a hydro
Ben atom. The course does not require the
student to use a computer and indeed it cannot,
for many schools do not yet have access to one.
The student just sees the results .of the computer
calculations.

The physics group of the "Compuber-s in the
Curriculum" project is also working on programs
of the latter type but, as the sohools using
this work will have access to a computer,
interactive programs are bedng produced.
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The student using: the computer will be able to
chance the parameters or the model and yet he
need not know anything about progrfUilming. The
computer is being used primarily as a teaching
aid and not only as a calculator.

When beginning to write programs there is a
tempta,tion to use a computer on any problem
which it mieht be able to solve and, while this
gives useful programming experience, sene physics
prob'lems mi6ht well be tackled better in other
ways. Her'e is an example of a good pie ce of
programmirJ8 which we feel would not be very use
ful in a phys'Lcs course.

2. .IN UnSATISFACTORY PROGRAM

We have seen a program which plots d.l.agz-ams on
a teletY1Je of r'ays of light c i-oasdng the
boundary be'tween two media. The proGram asks
for the refractive indices of two media and calls
for an Lncddenf eng l.e . A beLetype cli.ac;r2Jll is
then produced of the incident and z-ef'r-acbed rays.

• REFRACTIVE INDEX 1 1 1
REFRACTIVE INDEX 2 1 1-5
INCIDENT ANGLE 7 60

..
(a)

To see why tIll s does not seem to be 2. very use
ful program for a physics course let us consider
how students might be taught about Snell's Law.

Teachers often start with some simple experi
ments to measure angles of incidence and retrac
tion as rays of li6ht go through a block of
glass. One would then ask the students to
study their results and look for some pattern or
law. As they would be very unlikely to find
muoh more than I the angle in the glass is less
than the angle in the air I they wou'Ld then be
told about Snell's Law. They could then use the
law to work out a few simple examples and this is
where the program above might be used. But the
computer is doing only very simple ca'l.cu'Lations,
which our students could do themselves and
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drawing a diagram, which it does slowly and badly.

1<..1

R I

J

/."

2) At present the only input and output device
generally avad LabLe in schools is the teletype-
write r , All input must be via a keyboard and
all output must be lilniterl to a typewritten page
70 cbe.rec ter-s wLde with no lower-case letters.
Mark-sense card readers are useful for be.t ch
processing but the cards have the same limita
tions as the keyboard. Video displays, light
pens and graph plotters wil] be in the Luxury
class f'or some time yet.

3) A computer can do almost any ca'Lcu LatLon ,
but as its results are entirely preclictable it
cannot do any genuine experiments. All it can
do is to Use the mathematics.l nodeLs and the data
fed in and produce results from them. The only
exception to this is the generation of pseudo
random numbers which, although they fol]oVl a
predictable sequence, appear to be random to
the user.

(b)

In fact the calculations and drawing in (b)
above were done in less time than it took the
computer to do the drawing in (a). We feel
that this is not a good use of a computer. In
6cnc1'a1 we would reckon -tha't a conput.ez- simula
tion ViaS a poor substitute for a real experiment
end that we would need some strong reasons for
uad.ng the simulation rather than the experiment.

Alternatively, the program might be used to
pr-oduce some I experimental I results '\hich the

s tu.Ients could then analyse. Even if one were
hone s t wt.t.h students and explained that the
computer was just giving the results 01' a mathe
matical model, we could. not justifY using a
computer as a substitute for an experiment which
is so easy to carry out and which costs so
Ld-t't Le ,

3. 'fl·m ROLE OF THE COMPUTER IN SCHOOL PHYSICS

7he p.rog rara on Snell's Law suggests that there
are certain areas where we ought not to intro
duce a computer into school physics teaching.
Furthermore sophisticated pieces of' computer
hardware may well remain too expensive f'or
schools. Before making specific suggestions
on useful tasks for the conpute r- some of t:te
professional and. pr'ac bLca'l limitations on the
use of computers in school physdcs are considered.

1) We wouLd use a ccapute r only for those thinss
llhich cannot be done better in other ways. On
account of' the high cost of ue Lng computers at
present they should only be used if' they give an
appreciable improvement in the tee.chi:18 of a
topic. On the othor hand no current physics
course can assume that every stuuent has acceae
to a computer as he has access to a slide rule;
conputez- packages must be optional but
desirable extras.

4) In elementary physics, the students should
have first-ha.nd experience of as much of physics
as is possible and there is much simple and
effective apparatus which they can use. But in
advanced courses the s tudenbs (16 to 18 years
old) learn to study and make use of the voa-k of
the early experimenters. Some simulation packages
extend this study by letting students obtai" re
sults from the computer which are similar to the
results obatined by the great physicists.

4. COMPUTER PACKAGES

We will now suggest some types of' ccr.r.puter pack
age which can make a useful contribution to
physics -teaohdng at school level. We have
found that some classification is of value in
clarifying our aims though there is no need to
fi t every package into a class. Three pack-
ages are used as illustrations, Viith aamp'le s
ot' their print-out. A I package r contains a
good deal more than the computer progrm;
usually it includes introductory text, experi
ments, questions, guidance in the use of the
program and some final comments.

Computer Simulation

Simulation implies that the computer he.abeen
programmed to manipUlate a preci.se mebhema.td.ca'L
model of a physics experiment or, alternatively,
a piece of' equipment where direct experience
cannot be given to the student. Such situa-
tions arise in physics teaching for several
reasons , notably the following:

(i) the experiment or piece of eqUipment is
too complex, expensive or dangerous to use in
a school;

(ii) existing apparatus is unreliable or too
difficult to handle;
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POTASSIUM VAVELENGTH 2'5E-7 M

I V

0 -.
0 -3'5
25'89 -,
73'64 ·2'5
112'lll -,
11l6'58 -1'5
176·118 -,
208·58 -'5
237'29 0

(ii.i) an experiment would take too long to
perform and the computer call provide results
more quickly.

In a.ll these cases, care must be taken to see
that there are ')ood reasons for substituting
the simulation for a real experiment and that
tho student is aware of these reasons and of the
li!:litations of the simule.tion. In category (i)
programs whi eh simulate space fli-eht and the use
of e. mass spectrometer have been developed. In
ca'tegcry (ii) there is a simulation of the
photoelectric effect whi.ch is now described.

~::'he emission of electrons from the surf'ace of
certain illuminated metals presents many diffi-
culties at school level. The eXl1srimental work
is tricky; su rt'e.ce e have to be speciellY pre
pared or vacuum -pho tccef Ls must be used; pr'e c'l s e
control over the intensity and wavelength of the
Lnc.Lderrt light is not possible. In spite of'
these difficulties the topic is included in
many physics syllabi since it forms a funda
eeut.aj. step in reccgnising the existence of the
quarrtum , whfcn is not an easy idee. 1'01' school
suuden t s to grasp, even at the age of 18.

A package has been developed, which includes
two computer programs, to help teachers with
this topic. 'l'he first program allows the
intensi ty and wavelength of' the incitlent light t(
be varied and immediately provides the student
with values for the energy and velocity of the
emitted eLec t rons , The second is a full simu-
Latdon of !,:illikan's Photoelectric ~peritnent

whi.ch Vias performed to test Einstei:t's theory of
tile quanbum nature of light radiation. Both
programs use the theory to generate their results
so in a sense there is a. c:i..rcular logic behd.nd
t!~c_ir us e , However the aims of the package are
e aaerrtLa'l Iy concerned with improving the way the
student is introduced to thia rather dif'l'icul't
section of work , and giving him some experience
of the sort of choices of voltf1ge which Millikan
had to make and of the consequences of these
choices. Students are free to choose parameters
which yield no useful result, as they would be
in a real experiment, but of course there is no
chance ot' wirine up a circuit incorrectly.

If the student coula. get comparable results in
the same time from school equipment Vie would not
r-ecommend the computer package, but we think
thut many students will spend the:.i.r time more
pro1'itably with the package than with the actual
apparatus.

THE FOl.LO'ollNG PHO'lOEMlSSlVI:: SURFACES CAN BE USED

I SOOIUM
2 POTASSIUM

~~~~H~~~L YOU INVESTIGATE TYPE 1.2 OR 3 1 2 ] STUDENT CHOOSES METAL!
INFRA RED LIGHT VAVELENGTHS 1400-700 E-9 METRES
VISIBl.E LIGHT WAVELENGTHS 700~1l00 E~9 METRES
ULTRA VIOLET LIGHT \lAVELENGTHS /'jOO-lOO E~9 METRES

VAVEl.ENGTH OF l.IGHT TO BE USED IN RANGE 11i00-100 E-9 METRES? 250E-9

RANGE OF POSSISt,E STOPPING VOLTAGES I LIGHTWAVELENGTH CHOSEN I
INPUT MOST POSITIVE VOLTAGE 10 j--isrUDENTSELECTSVOLTAGESI
INPUT MOST NEGATIVE VOLTAGE 1 ·ll
NUMBER OF VOLTAGE lNCREMENTS(c_15> 1 6

THE PHOTOCELL CURRENT vna, NOW BE CAl.CULATED AT DIFFERENT
/WODE 'IO CATHODE VOl.TAGE·A NEGATIVE VOLTAGE INDICATES
THAT THE ANODE IS NEGIITIVE WITH RESPECT TO THE CATHODE

PO CATHODE TO ANODE IS V,CURRENT I IN MICROAMPERES

VOl.TAGE
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I +
1···;1····1····1····1····1····1····1····1
o 118"645 237'29

CURRENT MICflOA.1PS

00 YOU VISH TO RERUN THIS PROGRAM O-NO.I-YES 1 I
00 YOU VISH TO· TRY ANOTHER RANGE OF VOl.TAGES(O·NO.I-YES> 1 0
00 YOU WISH TO CHANGE THE LIGHT FREQUENCY(O·NO.!.YES) 1 I
WAVEl.ENGTH OF LIGHT TO BE USED IN RANGE 140(1-100 E~9 :1ETRES 1 700E·9

00 YOU WISH TO CHANGE THE E."lITTING SURFACE(O-NOol-YES) 1 0
NO PHOTOCELl. CURRENT IS DETECTED VITH THE SETTINGS YOU HAVE
CHOSEN
00 YOU \lISH TO TRY ANOTHER RANGE OF VOl.TAGES(O-NOol-YES> 1

The met.a L, the voltages and the wavelength of
light are chosen by the user and the program
ge ne ra te s typical results. The s tuderrt t s
objective is to find accurately the voltage
whi,')h jus t prevents electrons from being
emitted, and to find the variation of this
voLt.age \7.i.th wavelength. To provide an
experimental flavour the student is allowed
to change the parameters at will and can set
values of light wavelength and stol)ping voltage
which give rise to no photoelectric emission
at all. The student is thus led to Ei~steints

theory about the relationship betv,'een stoppine;
vol 't age and wavelength of light.

One can argue that it is Einstein's model which
is beLng studied and not the photoelectric
effect itself. It is a question of emphasis.
In this package Vie use a model to sdriu'Ie-te an
experiment so that the student may get some
thi~ of" the flavour of the experiment even
though he is not doing an experiment at all.
Elsewhere the models themselves are investi
gated; that is, we see whether we have a
satisfactory model or whether it needs modifi
cation. A computer is invaluable here t'or it
can rapidly calculate the consequences of
every change in the model.
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COUNTERS ON lUiSOOLR'lTERS ON LHS

THE FOLLWING OUTPUT CAN BE REQUESTED

I INDIUIDUAL MOVES BEING /'lADE
2 PATTERN OF DISTRIBUTION OF COUNTERS
3 COMPARISON O. ACTUAL AND THEOREtlCAL DISTRIBUTION PATTERNS
WHICH 00 YOU REQUIRE INPUT I 2 OR 3 7 I
HOW MANY COUNTERS, DO YOU WISH TO USE HAXIMU/'l 25 7 6
'iKAT .MCTlW OF THE COUNTERS DO YOU REQUIRE IN THE LEFT
lwm SIDE O. THE BOX INPUT A NU/'lBER BETWEEN 0 AND I 7 I
KlW MANY MOVES IN EACH BATCH 7 B

The die is then thrown again and the appropriate
counter moved. Should the number •4-' reappear,
the cor-respondang counter is moved back to the
left-hand side of the box. The stulients repeat
thi$ process about thirty times and Learn some
thine of the small chance of ever findine the
mo.l.e cu.Lea again in one half of the space. They
also realise that on many occasions approximate~

ly equal numbers of molecules are found. in each
half of the box. After the necessary tedium
of dice shakfng students then use a computer
program which has three possible t'JPes of print
out ,

(i) the stuo.ent uses the computer to study the
behaviour of a model and then sees if there is
c.greement with the physical phenomenon. He may
also change the model seeking for closer agree
ment.

(ii) the computer changes the model (perhaps
randomly) and the student must interpret the
results and find out what model is beine used.

',rhe computer can be used to help students to
understand the ways in whic.h models are used to
deepen our insight into physical phenomena,
.A nodeI in physics can often be exp re s sed as a
Bet of mathema.tical equations and e. conputer- can
be used to manipulate rapidly such equations.
The student is helped to think pr-Imuz-L'ly about
the model and not the mathematicnl compuba'td.on
involved in its use. Two subdivisions or
cate(;ories of approach can be defined:-

A program has been developed on gaseous
diffusion which is an example in the first
category.

The complex random behav l.oui- of a gas molecule
is suggested by a t counber ' which can move at
random between two halves of a box which
represents the total volume ocoupied by the gas.
Other gas molecules are represented by other
counters and all are nunbe red , In an
'~xperiment' where a sample of six gas molecules
az-e allowed to diffuse into a vacuum the initial
condition can be represented as follows:

HOVE 0
123 "l

ttJVE I
13"l S 6

HOVE 2
134 S

I'«lVE 3, , ,
I1OVE4
a ,

MOVE 5
e a ,

~VE6

a ,

HOVE 7
1·25

HOVE B
123 S

I 3"l 6

(:1)
(4)

(0

THE TOTAl., NO OF MOVES NOW CO:olPLETED IS B
F IS THE NUMBER O. OCCASIONS THE LUS HAD N COUNTERS

" ,.............
,
e2·· · ..3··· ·.················
2-· • •••••.... •
I ..I.·· .

All six counters are pfaced on the left-hand side
of the box. When the student is introduced to
this model he is given a die which is shaken to
choose a number at random. Should the number 4
(say) be indicated, the fourth counter is moved
to the right-hand side of the box. This is a
random event perhaps similar to the behaviour
of a real molecule.

00 YOU VISH TO ALLOII ANOTHER BATCH O. MOVES
O~NO.I-YES 7 0

The example above shows the student th::.t the
computer is using exactly the same model that
was used in the. dice-throwing experiment, but
now the random number generator is used to
select the counters. In addition, the canputer
prints a histogram which gives, at a glance, a
record of the distributions of the counters
during the experiment.

The second type of' print-out does not show
individual moves and so a large number of moves
can be made very rapidly. As the sample print
out shows, the student can decide the number of
counters (Which can now be more than 6), the
initial distribution and the number of moves.
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00 YOU WISll TO fiE-hUN THIS PfiOGIlA.'1 (0-NOol-YES1 7 l
mE roLl..l/ING OUTPUT CM DE REOUESTED

I HIDIVIOUAL MOVES DEIlliG MADE
2 PATTERN OF DISTRIBUTION OF COUNTERS
3 CO\1PAIUS£W or ACTUAl. MD THEORETICAl. OISTRIaUTlo.~ PAtTERNS
IllnCH co YOU REQUIRE INPUT I 2 OR 3 1 2
HOlI :oIANY COUNTERS DO YOU WISH 70 USE I1AXII1UI1 25 7 10
Wflf FRACTlW OF THE CaUtHERS 00 YOU flEOUIRE IN THEI..En
HA"~O SIDE OF THE BOX INPUT A NUMBER BETWEEN 0 A.'1D I 7 I
hD'-.I Mf\NY MOVES IN EACH BATCH 7500
It)VESC01'lPI..ETE020 '10 60 80 lOP 120 140 160 1110200220
2602110300320340360 380400420440460 480 SOD

THE TOfAI.. NO OF MOVES NOli Co.'1PI..ETEO IS 500
• IS THE NU.'1BEH Of" DCCA~IONS THE UIS IIAO N COUNTERS

. .
~ ~5 ••••
3 63 ••••••••••
oil 96 .
5 110 ..
6 99 .
7 69 .
6 28 .
s s.. ,

(2) In this exemp'l,e the only way the model can be
altered is by choosing the num.ber.of counters.
The C:;)elsea Science Simulation Project Package
on tho Scattering of Alpha Particles contains a
series of programs where the student is present
ad wi th scattering behaviour and has to decide
which model of scattering has been used; namely
various hard objects or Lnve r-se-csquare-d.ew
scattel'iUB centres. This example is clearly in
cubegory (ii) suggested earlier. Another pro
gram in category (i) is being developed using
a more sophisticated model of mo.Lecu'Laz- colli
sion to approach a kinetic theory of gases and
the .Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of velocities.
At pre sent the student is given various
sugge stions on how to alter the model ana. is
instructed how to make the alterations to the
conput e r- pr-ogram while at the terminal.

1 and 2 (3 times) 2 and 5 (twicel
1 and} (3 times) 2 and 3 ( twice
1 and 4 (3 times) 3 and 5 (once only)
1 and 5 (5 times) 3 and 4 (once only)
2 and 4 (once only)

The tendency f'or gases to spread out; is clearly
i':.mcated and the model of random molecular
motion is seen to agree with practical experi-
ence. The reason for this behaviour is
indicated by print-oll t 3.

/!, Q = - O.1Q

A capacitor C having charge Q loses a small part
/!,Q of this charge through a resistor R in time
6. t , Students are shown how to derive the
reLa tionship

The students use this equation repeatedly to
calculate the charge remaining after a. certain
time. With C = 500pF, R = 100k.. and t = 5s
the equation becomes

The high ml'tthematical content of man;:r physics
courses has tra(l~tionally been a source of
diffi cuIty to many physics students. Physics
teachers have been reluctant to remove thj.s
mathematics from their teaching for it would
leave behind an unsatisfactory residue of ill
defined concepts and ideas. Exponerrtd.a.L decay
is an elegant mathematical notion applicable to
many areas of physics but approaching it through
intc6ral calculus has caused difficulty for many
students and may also have obscured their basic
understanding of its behaviour. We have
developed a computer program together with
appropriate teaching material which aims to
teach the concert of exponential decay vii th
particular reference to capacitor discharge.

For an initial charge of 5000}lC the successdve
cne.rges are calculated by the student as
follows:

(3)

,
s

""s,

a
r a

"ra
a.

00 YOU WISH TO AI..LOW ANOTHER BATCH Of" MOVES
0-NO.I-Y!::S70

lHE10TAI..NOI)F.'1f1VES.WlI/CI1'lPI..ETEDIS nn
f" IS THE NUMOEk OF aCCASlo.~S THE I..HS HAD n. CaU:JTEHS
A IS THE NU.'10ER Of" DIFf'ERING ARRANGE.'1WTS TIIAT OCCURRED
I.. IS TUE MAXl:iU,'1 NU:1BER Of' DIFFERING ARRANGEMENTS

For column L, the computer calculates all
possible ways in which counters may be arranged
from a statistical formula. As the number of
moves increases, the student can see that
column A approaches column L. That there are
more ways of arranging the counters with
approximately even distributions becomes
evident and such distributions naturally occur
more frequently.

The first two columns headed Nand F are the
same as in print-outs 1 and 2. Column A. gives
the number of different ar-rangemenbe which
contribute to the total in F. For example J

after 50 moves the re were 2 counters on the
left on 21 occasions but there vrere only 9
different arrangements. These could have been

I INDIVIDUAl. MOVES BEING MIlDE
2 PATTERN Of" OlSTRIBUTl(W Of" coosrsns
3 CO.'lPAflISlm OF ACTUAl. AND THI::ORETICAI.. DISTIHBUTIO.~ PATTERNS
IllflCH DO YOU REllUIHE INPUT I 2 OR 3 1 3
HO'~ I1ANY COUNT£IIS IY.l YOU WISH TO USE MAXI.'1llll 25 1 s
1o1iAT FRACTHN Of THE COlrnTER5 DD YOU REQUIRE IN THE LEFT
~DSIl)EOFTHEBOX INPUT A NU.'IBER B£Tw£EN 0 A.~D l 1·4
~., MANY.MOUES IN EACH BATCH 1 SO
MOVES CDI1?I..ETED 20 40

, ,........................................
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Charge!pC ~'ime!s

5000 0
1;500 5
4050 10
3645 15
3230 20
2952 25

C"""'ce!JlC Time!s

2657 30
2391 35
z152 4~

1937 1,5
1743 50

We hope that by using this package the stut1cnt
will g!;tin a ereat(';r insi,ght into the phononencn
of capacitor discharge and ezponen l.Lr.I L1C'caj'.
For those studerrts for whom a t:-satr:l0:1t by
caLcuj.us is appropriate, the package \lill pro
vide -thera 7r.ith a clearer indication of the way in
wh:l.ch very slI1!'.11 steps can be added; these
become infinitesimally sna'I L when ini;egral
calculus is used.

7h(~ student compares this behav'Lour- with expe I'"

Liueirt s performed earlier, but a 5-secontl time
increment is too long t'o r an aCGUX';:lte result
and the ratio

is not par-ta cu.Laz-Ly cl ose -bc the value of
exponential e (2.71.:3) because of this. With
the computer the student can use much smaller
time Lnc rement s and can try many different
va Iue s of capacitance, re~:ist~{l:ice and in:ltial
ci.arge ,

The example above is sui tub Le f'OI" advanced
secondary students.. Vie f'eel it may £',150 be
possible to produce programs to help younGer
pupils of' ave.cage or below aver-age abiJity to
wards sane 1Jy.antitati"le study of physics.
Their very limited mathematical ooility has
preventeu them from st.udyinr; i.mportant concepts
such as work, energy and power. A computer can
lend them through the necessary all~ebraic

manipulation and calculations step by step as
they supply the expe r-Lnenta'l data. In this way
we hope that they may f'ollow such a process even
if u1timately they may not be able to dtempt it
themselves.

ro YOU \IAN; TO ElUN THE PROGRA..'i AGAIN 7 YES
STUDY I OR STUDY 2 7 a ISECONO FORMOF PRINT,OllT ReOllUTEol

ToI0 STUDIES AilE AVAIL.ABL.E
I CIlARGE AS A FUNCTION OF TII1E (IiITH GIiAPll OPTION)
2 FINAL. CHAI1GE ON CflPACITOR

to YOU IlANT
IATABL.E
2 A TABL.E AND GRAPH
TYPE 1 OR 2 12 -----------{iTUDENTA[OUESTSGAAPH!

This paper has described some of the work bedng
carried out by the Physics section of the
British Schools Council Project -:- "Compuber-s in
the Curriculum"(2). The work started with a
small group of physics' teachers in Bir.ninghi:l.m
at the end of 1973. The first trials of the
materials in other parts of the country began in
September, 1974.

5. CONCLUSION

6. REFERE'ICES

(1) Nuf'f'ield Advanced Physics. Unit 9 page 68
and Unit 10 page 107 Penguin Books Limited
Harmondsworth, England. (1972)

(2) Schools Council Project
Computers in the Curriculum
Project Papers. 1 to 6
Chelsea Col~ege, London (1973).

At the time of writing (September 1974) the
'following packages are be Ing considered for
deve Lopnen t :

1. Photoelectric emission of' electrons.
2. Gasp-ous diffusion.
3. Capacitor discharge"
4. The kinetic model of a gas.
5. Ce.Lcu'LatLons of work, energy and power.
6. Simulation of a mass' spectrometer.
7_ Radfoactd,ve growth and decay.
8. Horne he a t'Lng ana Lnsu'Latdon ,
9. Simple he.rnomc motion.

10. Searching for Kepler's third law.
11. Circuits with inductance, capacitance

and resistance.
12. Solving Schr~dine;er's equation.
13. Rando", walk •
11.,. Simulation of runnine; a nuclear reactor.
15. Simulation of navigating a space vehicle.
16. Relative velocities.

:

Q-RATtO

2'86797'

CHflRGE/MI CROCOUL.OIlBS
o SODO 10000•--~ -.~- ~----- -+-~---- ~--~ ----+

STEPS

CHARGE
IMICROC

· 10000 ., 9000 s, 9100 ..
a 7290 rs, 6S61 ae
s 5904·9 as

tfJI1EVAL.UES 1YE5· 5314·41' "r 4792·97 ae
a 4304·61 '"· 3874·21 "rc 3486·79 "MORE VAL.UES '"'

TIMES
75.50

One t'orm 01' print-out gives the iterative steps
and also sketches a graph of' ci1arge against t;'me~

l"rlOther print-out C;i yes the f:l na'L charge on the
capac.i,tor and the r-atic of ini tiel to final
cha.rge ,

2-71962

2-71895

00 YOU VANT TO RUN THE PROORAli AGA1N 7 NO

PLEASE INPUT THE FOL.L.OW tNG

CAPACITANCE IN MICROFARADS
RESISTANCE IN OHI1S 1 1'00000
OIARGtNG VOl..TAGE 1 15

INPUT VALUES FOR INCREMENT TII1E AND TOTAL TIME IN
WITH A COMMA BETIiEEN THE VAL.UES E.G'looiOo (THEN CAlUUAGE RETURN)
INITIAL CHAElGE .. 7S00 MICROCOUL.O"'lBS

CAPAC1TANC~ IN MICROFARADS
RESISTANCE IN OHMS 1 100000
OlARGING VOL.TAGE 1 20
TIME INCFlEMENT IN SECS
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L'ordinateur est utilise pour effectuer rapidement tous les calculs neces s i te s par l'interpre
tation des experiences en travaux pratiques.
Ceci pennet de rester plus pres du phenomena etudie, d ' empecbe r la dispersion des eleves a cause
des calculs, d I e cendre certaines experiences et d ' en verifier Le bien Eond e ,
On donne un aper-cu du programme permet tant de Le faire.

- INTRODUCTION

2.1.- Mouvement uniformement accelere

II - EXEMPLES DE REALISATIONS dans une classe
de TC. seance de TP : I h30.

On mesure Le temps mis par Le chariot pour par
courir des distances variables.

2,121,7

0,75

m = 0,04 kg

1,51

0,6

But a atteindre
Verif ier qu ' il
s'agit d'un mouve-'
ment un i.f or'mement;
ecce Ie re . Cal euler
cet te ec ce Ie ra tion.
Influence des diffe
rents pa reme rr es .

1,381,23

"" "1

0,98

M = 0,5 kg

ts

On note m, M.

de facon a ne pas s t ecareer trop des mesures
directes.

Voici a titre d l exemp Lea quelques essais faits
dans une classe de Terminale C.

~o 00

)) ))

Dispositif experimental

Valeur approchee de I 'acceleration pour 1 Tun des
points

La physique se propose d' e tud i e r les phenomenes
reels et de les interpreter.
Pour ce La , a propos d'un phenomena donne, il
faudra trouver les d Lf f e r ent s facteurs influents
et leur relation entre eux , C'est de cette rela
tion et des d Lf f e r en t e s hypotheses em.ises pour
y arriver que dec ou Lera la loi physique. Cette
loi sera d I au tant plus valable qu' elle rendra
mieux compte du phenomena reel et Le cernera de
plus pres. II est important d'avoir toujours
present a 1 'esprit qu'une telle elaboration n'est
jamais la realite mads une approche d" autant plus
f i.de Le qu I elle s I en rapprochera Le plus possible.

La val i.d i t e et la valeur de La t heor Le decouLe-'
ront de La comparai son entre La real ite (1' expe
rience) et Le modele qu 'on en donne (la loi phy
sique) •

Ces quelques idees me paraissent fondamentales
pour l' enseignement de la physique dans Les
Lyc ee s , Je m' en suis Lnsp Lr ee pour tenter de
faire acque r i r ames eIeve s une demarche et une
methode de physicien, et un esprit critique par
rapport aux mode Les qu'ils pourr a i en t envisager.
Pour des 'causes var i ee s (manque de temps, expe
riences insuffisantes e t peu probantes, outil
machetna t Lque quelquefois mal adapt e) ce but est
difficile a atteindre.

L'informatique peut r-e l.I e permettre d I amej i.orer
les choses ? Cette science faite a la fois de
logique mais aussi d l expet-Lences concretes peu t;-'

elle nous aider?

Je ne suis pas la s eu Le am' i nter e s ser a ce ·pro
bl eme, Monsieur HEBENSTREIT dirige une equipe
qui travaille dans ce sens en se preoccupan t
surtout de l'activite mode L'i sa nt e du physicien.
De meme dans les annales de l' IFIP 74 Le su j e t
est aborde par F. ESPOSITO et a l t . (INFORMATION
PROCESSING 74 STOCKHOLM).

J' aborde Le meme p robLeme d 'une autre man i.ere ,
Je tiens beaucoup aux "manipulations" des eleves,
cela me parait fondamental.
Par contre j e voudre Ls . les emeHorer en restant
Le plus pres du phenomene , les completer
lorsqu'elles sont insuffisantes ou peu probantes.

La difficulte que les eleves ressentent actuel
lement en face du cal cu I mta amende a supprimer
Le plus possible les "ar t i.f i.ce e mathemat Lque s "

y = 2x / t
2 = 0,529 m/ /

Avec cette valeur appro chde de y, calcul de t
sur ordinateur.

99
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A=0.529

VARIABLE T CALCULE T MESURE ECART PRECISION

0.250000 0.972203 0.980000 0.007797 0.0080
0.400000 1.229751 I. 230000 0.000249 0.0002
0.500000 I. 374903 1.380000 0.005097 0.0037
0.600000 1.506131 1.510000 0.003869 0.0026
0.750000 1.683906 1.700000 0.016094 0.0095
1.000000 1.944407 1.120000 0.175593 0.0828

La vue des resultats mantre que y est trap
grand. Apres un ou 2 essais on arrive a ajuster
convenablement Le paramatre Y et ceci en fonction
de~ les valeurs.

T=RAC(2*E/A)
A=0.526
E=0.25 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.75 I
MESURES=0.98 1.23 I. 28
MESURES=0.98 1.23 1.38 1.51 I, 7 2.12

fisant dans les Lycee s moyennement equipes. Les
experiences classiques ant pu etre compLe t ee s par
un calcul. sur ordinateur.

Deuxieme partie de 1a manipulation

On cherchait 1 'impedance du circuit a la resonan
ce en faisant varier F de 20 en 20 Hertz de 20
a 200 Hertz.
Deux au trois essais permettaient tres rapidement
de trouver La frequence pour laque11e 1 'impedance
etait minimale c 'est-a.-dire La f r Squence de reso
nance.
On a verifie avec 1es eleves qu t en prenant Le s
valeurs de L.e crouvees dans l'etude exper i.ment a Le
faite en debut de seance, on retrouvait La fre
quence du courant alternatif soit 50,3 pSr Lode s
par s econde ,
Dans ce cas, I' experimentation a ete plus comple
te. La loi etant admi se , on a t rouve une bonne
verification des experiences fa i.te s ,

VARIABLE

0.250000
0.400000
0.500000
0.600000
0.750000
1.000000

T CALCULE T MESURE ECART PRECISION

0.974972 0.9800000.005028 0.0051
1.233253 1.230000 0.003253 0.0026
1.378819 1.380000 0.001182 0.0009
1.510420 1.510000 0.000420 0.0003
1.688701 1.7000000:011299 0.0066
1.949944 2.1200000.170056 0.0802

ECRIVEZ LA FORMULE UTILISEE :
Z=RAC (Rt2+( 6. 2832*L*F-1 / (6. 2832*C*F») t2)
C=IE-5
F=20 40 60 80 100120\\\ 120 140 160 180200220
240
L=I
R=IO
MESURES=

VARIABLE 2 CALCULE Z MESURE ECART PRECISION

PARAMETRE A MODIFIER:
PAUSE LIGNE 79
CONTINUER

VARIABLE Z CALCULE

C=IE-5
F=45 50 55 60 65 70 75
L=I
R=IO
MESURES=

MINIMUM

MINIMUM

Z MESURE ECART PRECISION

670.183348
146.899170
112.180969
303.877441
469.272095
621.435669
766.031493
905.895628

1042.604733
1177. 105223
1309.999018
1441 .688232

71.634216
10.826591
57.086723

112.180969
163.860229
212.695588
259.226868

20.000000
40.000000
60.000000
80.000000

100.000000
120.000000
140.000000
160.000000
180.000000
200.000000
220.000000
240.000000

45.000000
50.000000
55.000000
60.000000
65,.000000
70.000000
75.000000

2.2.- Resonance en electricite

G

DiSEositif expe'rimental

A partir de cette valeur t on peut e tudfer 1 'in';"
fluence de M et m et verifier quelques points
experimenta~x. -

Premiere partie de Is manipulation :

trace d'une courbe de resonance I en f(L). I est
maximum pour une certaine valeur de L correspon
dant a La resonance. On mesure la surtension aux
barnes de 1 'inductance ou de la capacLte pour
cette valeur de L.
La cond L tion de resonance se tradui t par une rela
tion entre la capacLte , l' inductance et la fre
quence du courant alternatif qui alimente Le cir
cuit. Ce dernier pa remetre ne peut gue re etre
etudie car Le materiel dont on dispose est insuf-

But: etude de la resonance pour un circuit com-
prenan t indue t ance et capaci te en ser Le ,
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PARAMETRE A MODIFIER:
PAUSE LIGNE 79
CONTINUER

Resultats des mesures

C=IE-5
F=45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54
L=I
R=IO
MESURES=

x
m

I 0,46
1,1 0,48
1,2 0,50
1,5 0,56

CaIcu L de g pour l'un
des points :

g = 2e/t
2

= 9,6.m/il 2

VARIABLE Z CALCULE Z MESURE ECART PRECISION

PARAMETRE A HODIFIER:
PAUSE LIGNE 79

C=IE-5
F=49.5 49.6 49.7 49.8 49.9 50 50.150.250.350.4
50.550.650.7
L=I
R=IO
MESURES=

PARAHETRE A MODIF IER:
PAUSE LIGNE 79
CONTINUER

Z CALCULE Z MESURE ECART PRECISION

t=O,2x+O,26

conduit a des r esul ca t s bien meilleurs. Voici une
comparaison des resul tats t rcuves •

On fait Le caLcuL sur ordinateur a partir de cette
valeur approchee de g. On compare les temps ca L'v
cules aux temps mesures .
D'autre part, un graphe rapidement fait mcn t re
que l'experience semble insuffisante pour verifier
la loi propoaee •
L 'essai d tune representation Li neai re

T=RAC (2*x/G)
G=9.6
X=I 1.1 1.2 1.5
HESURES=0.46 0.48 0.5 0.56

VARIABLE T CALCULE T MESURE ECART PRECISION

1.000000 0.456435 0.460000 0.003565 0.0077
1.100000 0.478714 0.480000 0.001287 0.0027
1.200000 0.500000 0.500000 0.000000 0.0000
1.500000 0.559017 0.560000 0.000983 0.0018

et T=O,26+0,2*X

ECRIVEZ LA FORMULE UTILISEE
T=O. 26+0. 2*X
X=I 1.1 1.2 1.5
MESURES=0.46 0.48 0.5 0.56

VARIABLE T CALCULE T HESURE ECART PRECISION

1.000000 0.460000 0.460000 0.000000 0.0000
1.100000 0.480000 0.480000 0.000000 0.0000
I. 200000 0.500000 0.500000 0.000000 0·.0000
1.500000 0.560000 0.560000 0.000000 0.0000

MINIMUM

71. 634216
57.832130
44.455658
31.602280
19.661407
10.826591
13.044071
22.952873
34.212051
45.670319

14.504332
13.608173
12.778500
12.028173
11.372158
10.826591
10.407982
10.131073
10.006683 + I-lINlMUM F = 50,3 Hertz
10.039560
10.227264
10.560654
11.025671

45.000000
46.000000
47.000000
48.000000
49.000000
50.000000
51.000000
52.000000
53.000000
54.000000

VARIABLE

49;500000
49.599998
49.699997
49.800003
49.900001
50.000000
50.099998
50.199997
50.300003
50.400002
50.500000
50.599998
50.699997

2.3.- Chute de la bille - Mesure de g

Dispositif experimental

Mesure des temps
mis pour pa rccue
tir la distance x

But a atteindre

La bil1e a un mou
vement und fo rtnement;
acceli~re, d I accele
ration g

La 2eme fonction dans l'intervalle d ' etude est
bien plus representative de 1 'experience faite,
ce qui atnene a une refLexi.on sur la validite du
modele, une reprise de I' experience pour avoir
de nouvelles mesures.
Un autre groupe d" e l eves avait fait des mesures
dans une gamrne de longueur plus etendue et a
t rouve des resul. tats bien meilleurs.
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ECRIVEZ LA FORMULE UTILISEE
T=RAC (2*X/G)
G=9.80
x=0.4 0.5 0.70.8 I 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8
MESURES=0.29 0.322 0.384 0.41 0.456 0.496 0.536
0.576 0.61

VARIABLE T CALCULE T MESURE ECART PRECISION

0.400000 0.285714 0.290000 0.004286 0.0148
0.500000 0.319438 0.322000 0.002562 0.0080
0.700000 0.377964 0.384000 0.006036 0.0157
0.800000 0.404061 0.410000 0.005939 0.0145
1.000000 0.451754 0.456000 0.004246 0.0093
I. 200000 0.494872 0.496000 0.001128 0.0023
1.400000 0.534523 0.536000 0.001477 0.0028
1.600000 0.571429 0.576000 0.004571 0.0079
1.800000 0.606091 0.610000 0.003909 0.0064

Neanmo i ns , ces mesures de temps sont toujours
legerement super i eure s aux temps ce l.cules avec
g = 9,80 m/s 2• Un 'kart au plus egal a 6/1000
de secende est tout-a.-fait compatible avec La
tbeo r i e •. Un Lege r retard a 1a chute de la bille
due a I' hysteresis duo ays t eme de coupure peut
expliquer en partie ce t t e anomalie.
Dans ces c i r cons t ance s , on a plus de f ac i Ldtji a
faire reflechir les eleves au modele propose et
aux cond Ltions d' experiences, ce qui est t r es
posi t i f ,

III·- INSTALLATION AU LYCEE DE CIIATENAY-MALABRY

o.Arsac L2B

Apres affichage. des resultats, retour pour
1 'entree d l au t r e s valeurs.
Le progranune est joint en annexe ,

V - CONCLUSION

Le a exemples pourraient etre multiplies, mon expe
rience est trop r ecente (fevrier 1974) et je
n' ai encore pas epuise les pos s Ib i.Ldtjis de ,1 "ou t i.L
dont je dispose. J'ai deja cons ta ee que la suppres
sion presque totale des calculs l i bere beaucoup
de temps. En consequence, les r esut eate sont
mieux exp Io i tjis , Le contrfi l e quasi dns tentene
donne une motivation aux eleves ; d'autre part,
les experiences ·mal faites ou mal Lnt.e rpre tee s
aon t reprises et cela en groupe pendant la seance
de travaux p ra t Lques ,
Les eleves les plus rapides ou les plus brillants
ant La poe s ibd Li t e d'etendre leur experience au
de cont rb Ier leur interpretation des phenomenes
et ceci me para'i t er es important. Tl s apprennent
a depoud l.Ler des resultats" activite preparatoire
a la recherche. Je compte poursuivre ces essais t

Ce proj e t pourrait ·etre bien ameliere par 1 'exis
tence d "un progranune susceptible de fournir Le s
meilleurs parametres de 1a 10i physique en fonc
tion des r e su'l tats experIment.aux , -:ie pense qu I il
y aurait 180 une piste nouvelle pour la pedagog Le
en physique dans Le 2eme degre ,

Ncua disposons dans une des salles de travaux de
Physique de 2 consoles de visualisation et d "un
teletype b r-anchd sur Mitra 15 GIl, ce qui permet
de travailler de mand e'r e interactive, L"ord i.na-e
teur est s eu l emen t; un outil permettant un
Meilleur travail.
Les formules a taper au clavier sont ec r i tes sur
Le tableau, de f accn a ne demander aucun travail
de programmation aux eleves. La presentation se
r apprcche Le plus possible du calcul scientifique.
Le "bavar-dage" aI' ecren est reduit au minimum.

IV - PROGRAMME

11 comporte 3 phases :

- lecture et compilation d "une formule dans un
langage a notation post-fixee.

- entree des valeurs e t reconnaissance de La
variable.

- execution pour ces valeurs du programme compile
dans la I ere partie.
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I*ZZZ ARSAC-CANAL
2*C0MP1LATI0N F0RMULE P0UR T.P
3
4 CHAINE D0N,CC,N0M,F0NCT,CHN,CMES,F0R,INC
5 TA8LEAU PRI0[141,P1L[201,PRG[401,LET[261,VAL[301,MES[301
6 F0NCT~'SIN9 C0S10 RACll AES12 LGNI3 EXP14'
7 PRI0[1 1-9;PRI0[21-8;PRI0[31~4;PRI0[41-2;PRI0[51-3jPRI0[61~3;PRI0[71-4

8 PRI0[81-4;PRI0[91-1;PRI0[101-2;PRI0[111~I;PRI0[121-1;PRI0[131~I;PRI0[4J+l

9 L~ 1 ; N~ 1; V~ 1
10 AFF1CHER[/,'ECR1VEZ LA F0RMULE UT1L15EE :',/1;L1RE F0R
11 INC~SCH (F0R .. 1.. "=, .. I ); D0N"SCH (F0R .. 1+ 1... , )
12 SI P0S(D0N,I,'%' )HO AL0F.S ALLER EN 10 .
13 FA1RE 13 P0UR M~1 JUS QUA 26;LET[Ml~-1

14 K~I;P1L[1(J-I;DE8~0

15 X~LGR(D0N)

16 C~L;SI C>X AL0RS DE8UT 1-I;ALLER EN 26 FIN
17 CC-SCH(D0N,C,I,L);Q-EQN(CC);DE8~DE8+1

18 SI Q>=65 ET Q<=90 AL0RS ALLER EN 20
19 51 Q>=48 ET Q<=57 AL0RS ALLER EN 34 S1N0N ALLER EN 22
20 N0M-GRL(D0N,C,L);SI L-C>I AL0RS ALLER EN 32
21 PRG[NI~Q-64;N~N+I;LET[Q-641~I;ALLER EN 16
22 I~P0S(' ()+,*/-',I,CC);SI UO AL0RSALLER EN 24
23 AFF1CHER 'FAUTE';ALLER EN 9
24 S I 1=1 AL0RS DE8UTDE8~ 0; ALLER EN 31 FIN
25 SI 1=7 ET DE8=1 AL0RS 1~8

26 J~P1L[Kl

27 SI PRI0[II<PRI0[Jl AL0R5 ALLER EN 30
28 SI J=I AL0RS ALLER EN 35
29 PRG[Nl~-J;N~N+I;I{~K-I;ALLER EN 26
30 SI 1=2 AL0RS DE8UT J{~K-I;ALLER EN 16 FIN
31 K~K+l;P1L[Kl-1;ALLER EN 16
32 Y~P0S(F0NCT,I,N0M);SI Y=O AL0RS ALLER EN 23
33 1-CN8(F0NCT,Y+LGR(N0M»;ALLER EN 31
34 VAL[Vl~CN8(D0N,C,L);PRG[NI~V+26;V~V+1;N-N+I;ALLER EN 16
35 N8V~0;VP~V;FA1RE 43 P0UR M-I JUSQUA 26
36 SI LET[Ml<O AL0R5 ALLER EN 43
37 AFFICHER EQC(64+M)!'=';L!RE CHN;SI P0S(CHN,I,'%')HO AL0RS ALLER EN 37
38 K-0;LET[MI-VP;I-1;P-LGR(CHN)
39 K-K+l;VAL[VP1-C~E(CHN,I,I);VP~VP+l

40 51 1<=P AL0RS ALLER EN 39
41 SI K=I ET N8VHO AL0RS ALLER EN 43
42 N8V-K;VAR~M;N0-LET[Ml

43
44 AFF1CHER 'MESURES=';L1RE CMES;I~I;SI CMES=" AL0RS ALLER EN 48
45 SI P0S(CMES,I, '%' )HO AL0RS ALLER EN 44;FA1RE 46 P0UR J~1 JUSQUA N8V
46 MES[JJ-CN8(CMES,I,I)
47
48 AFFICHERC/ .. 4X .. 'VARIABLE' .. 6X ..U.. X.. 'CALCULE' .. 7X ..U..X.. 'MESUP.E' .. 9XJINC .. JNC
49 AFF1CHER['ECART',6X,'PREC1SI0N',/1
53 FA1RE 76 P0UR X~I JUSQUA N8V
54 W~0;LET[VARJ~N0+X-l

55 FA1RE 71 P0UR Z-1 JUS QUA N-l
56 SI PRG[ZI<O AL0RS ALLER EN 56-PRG[ZJ S1N0N SI PRG[ZJ<27 AL0RS ALLER EN 58
57 W~W+l;P1L[WJ~VAL[PRG[ZI-26J;ALLER EN 71
58 W~W+I;P1L[Wl~VAL[LET[PRG[Zlll;ALLER EN 71
59 P1L[W-11-P1L[W-l1+P1L[Wl;W~W-I;ALLER EN 71
60 PIL[W-11-P1L[W-11'PIL[WI;W~W-1;ALLER EN 71
61 P1L[W-l1-PIL[W-l1*PIL[Wl;W~W-I;ALLER EN 71
62 PIL[W-l1-P1L[W-l1/PIL[Wl;W~W-I;ALLER EN 71
63 PIL[W-ll~PIL[W-11-P1L[Wl;W~W-I;ALLER EN 71
64 PIL[Wl~-PIL[Wl;ALLER EN 71
65 PIL[Wl-SIN(P1L[Wl);ALLER EN 71
66 PIL[Wl~C0S(PIL[WI);ALLER EN 71
67 PIL[Wl~RAC(P1L[Wl);ALLER EN 71
68 P1L[WI-A8S(P1L[Wl);ALLER EN 71
69 PIL[WI-LGN(P1L[Wl);ALLER EN 71
70 PIL[Wl-EXP(PIL[Wl);ALLER EN 71
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71
72 AFFICHERE/,F6.6,2X,F6.6,2XlVALELETEVARll,PILEll
73 SI CMES=" AL0RS ALLER EN 76
74 R~MESEXl

75 AFFICHEREF6.6,3X,FS.6,7X,Fl.4lR,ABS(PlLEll-RJ,ABS(PlLEll-RJ/R
76
77 AFFICHERE2/,Ul'PARAMETRE A M0DIFIER:';LIRE CHN
78 Sl CHN>='A' ET CHN<='Z' AL0RS ALLER EN 80
79 PAUSE;ALLER EN 35
80 VP~LETEEQN(CHNJ-64l;AFFICHER CHN!'=';LIRE NVAL;VALEVPl~NVAL;ALLEREN47
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Criteria are discussed for using the computer in the classroom, especially with regard
to simulating physical experiments. Some reconnnendations are given to which one should
pay attention when preparing a simulation program. An example is presented in the form
of Millikan' s experiments to determine the elementary charge.

J. INTRODUCTION

There are lots of experiments, which are
fundamental steps to the present state of
the art in physics, or which are of great
importance for didactic reasons, but which
neverthel'ess cannot be done in the class
room. This is a serious gap in the stream
of transferred information and knowledge.
The computer can be helpful in simulating
a number of the above mentioned experiments.
The simulation must keep the most important
elements for education in it.

2. EXPLORATION

One should first know, what experiments the
teacher would like to do but which cannot
be done in the classroom. Although this
would be a necessary condition, it is not
sufficient to make use of computers.

One should examine the experiment carefully
with regard to the following:
- What is the essential value of the experi

ment for education?
- Can the computer provide hardware and/or

software of the experiment in such a way,
that the specific purpose, that was the
original one, can be served?

2.1. Bad examples

A lot of work is done in the sub] ect by
different manufacturers and teachers. The
two questions listed in the above paragraph
do not always seem to be asked by the designers
of programs for the purpose.

The following example can illustrate this.
The Boyle/Gay Lussac. gas law, can be written
as a formula:

One could write a simple BASIC program,
which calculates the value of the new
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pressure (P 2) from the given old values and
the given new temperature and volume. One
could solve the problem in a much easier
way by c a l cu Lat i.ng with a slide rule as
it was a Lwaya done. The computer doesn I t
add anything new from the educational point
of v i.ev ,

Even when some of the functions are plotted
out, one doesn't use a typical computer
properly. The nature of that kind of
computer application is merely to show that
the computer can manage to get the same
results as we did before, e.g. by means of
the slide rule.

Another bad example of computer application
is to use the computer as a test machine,
to see if the student has learned his lesson
and if he has understood a particular sub
ject. Although this could be done if suffi
cient terminals are available, generally
speaking this will not be the case. A school
may be r-eg ar'ded as rather rich, when they
possess a computer anyway. It is not very
efficient to use the computer for only one
or two students. Multiple choice methods
would offer a more efficient way for testing.

2.2 Problems with physical experiments

Different kinds of trouble can prevent the
teacher from doing an experiment in the
classroom. We tried to make an inventory:

a. The equipment is not there because it is
too expens i ve ,

b. Setting up the apparatus is too complicated
for one lesson.

c. The execution takes too much time
(me asur ing)

d. The evaluation takes too much time
(calculating)

e. The experiment is too dangerous to pre
sent in the classroom.

f. The importance of the experiment is only
obvious if it is repeated a number of
times.
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3. IffiAT MAKES IT POSSIBLE TO USE COMPUTERS?

In answering the question how a computer
can be a rather good substitute for real
physical experiments, one notices that
the computer can simulate chance by a
random generator. This is essential, be
cause in every.observation in phys-ics there
is supposed to be a deviation, that should
not depend on anything bu t the observer
and accidental equipment variations. It is
important that the observer knows the limits
of the deviation.

When these limits are fed into the computer,
it canmake a random choice for the value
of a simulated variable.

After a good explanation from the teacher
there is: no difference at all between real
equipment and the simulator.

Besides one should consider the capaci ty
of the computer to store results and to make
calculations with formulae that are instant
ly typed in.

3.1. Advantages of computers for simulation

In relation to the described problems, com
puters can offer many advantages when they are
used instead of conventional equipment.
a. They provide much faster operation.
b. It is possible to put formulae in.
c. Siroul taneous measurement of many variables

can be provided.
d. It is possible to vary some parameters by

just typing them.
e. Continuous step by step variation of

parameters or variables is possible.
f. One can try several evaluating methods

on the output results in a short time.
g. The output can be directly made available in

the form' of a graph.
h. It is possible to enlarge a part of a

graph, or to combine graphs for different
parameter values.

1. By varying the range of measurement devia
tions, one can examine variation on the
final results.

3.2. Possible experiments that can be subject

For those who are familiar with teaching
physics, we give: some suggestions for pro
bably suitable experiments:
- Determination of the elementary charge

(Millikan I s experiment)
- Accelerating particles in a cyclotron and

even heating of a target plate by the par
ticles energy.

- Separating isotopes of an element with a
mass spectrometer and determination of
the proportion of occurring.

- Determination of energy levels iri mercury
atoms (Frank & Herz).

- Calculate Planck's con s t arrt; from the photo
electric effect.

- The effect of variation of the -double slit
conf i.gurar i on in Young's experiment and
the influence of the wavelength.

- Illustration of the momental speed as a
result of' average speed, while the time
interval decreases. (the use of the com-
puter is in the speed of calculating in respect
to given 'time intervals)

- A lot of wave experiments, that are skipped
now because they need too much time to
calculate and draw them.

3.3. GeneI' al recommendations

If possible in the case of a particular simu
lation, one should provide for the following:

- Conventional methods are valuable and some-
times indispensable to set up the problem.
It is recommended to make at least one
calculation in a conventional way.
This must be done even when the equipment
is not present at all. In this case the
computer provides the data, that has to be
processed.

- Delay computer processing until students
have recognized the routines. The computer
must be considered as a slave for fast cal
culation, or as a stupid apparatus that
follows commands possibly initiated by the
students.

- Sequence in observations, al though provided
for automatic computer operation in the
final phase, has to be avoided. The students
should determine whether or not a particular
point of measurement has to be done.

- Pay special attention to the inherent errors
and the possibility to vary them.

- Provide routines for plotting graphs, from
results collected in tables. Where possible
provide variation of the scale used.

- May be the most important thing: be sure
that the simulated values are realistic ones.

4. MILLIKAN'S EXPERIMENT

To illustrate the path along which the develop
ment of a simulation has to go, we will analyse
Millikan's experiment in a purely didactical
manner.

4.1. Global description of the actual experi
ment

Some oil drops are brought between the con
densor plates. These oil drops will have an
electric charge which following t od ay t s model,
is a random number of times the elementary
charge of the electron.
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(usually up to 10 times). By adjusting the
value of the voltage between the plates, one
can cause a particular oil drop to float
between the plates. In this situation the
following is in force:

gr av i t e t i.onee l.ec t r Lc force

This is to be worked out as:

<5 x ~ x 11 x r
3

x g = Vx q
-d-

Where <:5 =the specific mass of the oil
11'=pi
r=the radius of the drop
g=the acceleration of gravity
V=the voltage between the plates
q=the charge of the "drop
d=the distance between the plates.

Unknown in this equation are rand d.
Therefore one cannot calculate the charge
from the above equation.

The second experimental step is to disconnect
the voltage source. This causes the drop to
fall down, starting. with an accelerating
movement, but soon with constant speed. (this
is caused by the air friction).
With the help of the Stokes law for air
friction in this kind of process, one can
derive the I' by measuring the speed of the
drop.

This is to be done as follows:

Stokes law: F = 6 x'r( x 'V), x v x r
where F=the friction force of the ai r

"L=the viscosi ty coefficient
v=the velocity of the drop.

When the drop falls the following is in force

i$x ~ x 'IT x r 3 x g = 6 x 11 x 11 x v x r

Which reduces to:

r= 4.5 x -rt x v
dXG

Concluding, there are .two major steps:
- Determining the radius of the drop by

measuring the speed.
- Determining the charge of the drop by

measuring the floating potential.

4.2. The two questions

Now that we are fairly familiar with the
experiment, we have to answer the two
questions "meb t Loned for effective simulations.

What is the essential value of the experi
ment for education?
Off course there is the historical interest
in the experiment. But only for this reason
one could suffice to tell about it.
The really important elements are:
- Too big inaccuracies in measuring equipment

will. make the experiment worthless. One
cannot even decide if there is an elemen
tary charge.

- Only by repeating the whole experiment a
great number of times it is possible to
decide if there is an elementary charge,
which illustrates the use of statistical
methods in science.

- The choice of the class-width, while
making a histogram, in combination with
the expected deviations is highly import
ant .

.:.. The main inaccuracies in the equipment deter-
mine the total error.

Can the computer provide hardw'are and/or
software?
The main reason that prevents performing the
actual experiment is in the great number of
times of execution. Besides the evaluation
is rather complicated, and can never offer
the possibilities of varying deviations and
histogram classes in a single period. The
computer can introduce different deviations
for different apparatus. The computer can
repeat the whole experiment in a short time.
It can also be controlled so that the execu
tion goes step by step. The computer can
plot histograms using data to be input by
the students or teacher, including the
class-width.

After obtaining a reasonable result, one can
examine the effect on this result of enlarg
ing one of the deviations in measurements.
It is nevertheless recommended to show the real
experiment once to convince the students
about the validity of the simulation.

4.3. Realisation of the simulation in BASIC

The outline of a simulation should be as
follows:
- Start with a demonstration of the actual

experiment, if possible.
- Execute the simulation:
a. blow an imaginary oil drop between the

plates.
b. let the students tryout what potential

is needed for floating.
c. let them give the command llfal1" by making

the potential zero.
d. let the students make a choice for the

distance over which the fall-time has to
be measured by the computer.

e. the computer gives the time.
f. the students should once calculate the
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charge manually e v g , using a slide rule.
g. repeat steps a through e several times,

but let the calculation of the charge be
done by the computer e. g. with manual
input of the fall-time and voltage. The
students should preferably write a short
program for this calculation, or at least
they should 'Write the appropriate formula.

h. let the students try to find the elementary
charge from the obtained resul t s ,

i. let the computer initiate and repeat steps
a through f without any manual intervention
a given number of times. The results must
be produced in a table.

j. let the computer plot out a histogram of
the results marking out the number- of
charges within the class, against the
average value of the class, while the class
width must be chosen by the students.

k , vary the accuracy (deviation) of the
measurements and start again.

These steps are described in the following
flow chart.
A sample run of the simulation program are
added to this paper. The sample run is self
explanatory and illustrates the aims outlined
in this paper. It can even be said, that the
simulation is better than the actual experiment
from the didactical point of view.

Ilfall"
(potential
becomes 0)

computer
determines
fall-time

students
calculate
charge

repeat n
times

(by computer

computer
chases a
charge

student
tries out
potential

student
gives fall
distance

Yes

student
determ~,nes

class-width
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HILl.!}e tOU BASI C ENT£R CLASS-VIDTH IN COULOMBS?1£-19
tcCSTO.GR,AH

YOU CAN REPEAT THE .EXP£RIMDlT A NUMBER OF TIMES « 190)
T1fE PROCESS IS QUITE SIHILARI BUT THE COMPUTER DOES T1fE
CALCULATING NOW.
HOV MANY TIMES? 112I12I

THIS PROGRAM SIMULATES MILLIKAN'S EXPERIHEN'T.
YOU HAVE TO CHOSE; A VOLTAOE BETVEEN THE PLATES NOV.
IT HAS TO CAUSE THE 011. DROP FLOAT BETWEEN THDI.
THE UPPER PLATE. IS SUPPOSED TO BE CONNECTED vtTH EARTH.
THE LOVER IS POSITIVE.
WE ASSUME THE OIL DROPS TO HAVE A POSITIVE CHARGE.

VE ASSUME THE FOLLOWING VALUES FOR CONSTANTS £TC.'
VISCOSI'TY COEFFICIENT IS I.SE-A POISE
ACCELERATION ,OP"ORAVITY IS 9.81 H/S,e
DISTANCE or THE PLATES 15 5£·3 METER.
SPECIFIC "ASS' OF 0[1. IS "S"" KG/H,3
THE ABSOLUTE DEVIATiONS IN ,yOLTAGE AND TIME ARE
RESPECTIVELY 5 VOLT ANO I£-! SECONDS.

ENTER n.OATlNO VOLTAGE
V-11mB
GOES UP
v-us
fALLS DOWN
V-?Se
DROP rt.OATS AT SCI VOLTS

DlTER. FALL-DISTANCE FOR TIH£ MEASURING «".fU'''S H)
7.811el
IF YOU D! SCONNECT THE POWER SOURCE THE FALL TIME IS
MEASURED.
YOU CAN DISCONNECT 11I'E POVER BY TYPING A 9 NOV.
?
I"ALL~TIHE OVER IE~4 H IS 25.8394 SECONDS.
CALCULATE THE CHARGE YOURSELF. VHEN YOU ARE READY CHECK
YOUR RESULT VITH THE COMPUTER.
READY ?YES
tHE CHARGE OF tHE DROP VAS CALCULAT£D AS 8£-19 COULOMB.

£NTER CLASS-VI om IN COULOMBS? 2E-19
Hrs:rOGRAl1

NUMB£R OF OCCURRmC£S .
,,12301156769 0123A56189"12345676ge 12301156769 0

1 2 3 A
J------~--I-------·-J---------I---- __ ---1
I
I
X
I·••••• .
X
II····.·.··.....
X

"I··· · ·.· .
"I'
I •••••••••
I ••••••••••
XU
1 .. • •••••••••••
I •••••• •••

"I
X
X

·5£-20
1£-19
1.5E-19
2£-19.
2.5£-19
3£-19
3.5£-19
011£-19
4.5£-19
5£-19
5.51::-19
6£-19
6.5E-19
7£-19
7.5E-19
8£-19
8.5£-19
9£-19 .
9.5E-19
I£-IS

LOW£R LIMJ7
Of" CLASS

LOll£R LHlIT NUMB£R OF OCCUJlRfNCES
OF CLASS 91231156789131234567890123115678901234567890

I 2 3 4
I~--------I---------I---------I---------I

• I1£-J9 I•••••••••••".".
2E-19 I
3£-19 1"""•••••• "••••
A£-19 I •••••••••••••••••" •••••".
5£-19 IU
6£-J9 I ••••••••••••• " •••••
7E-19 I •••••••••••••••
S£-J9 I .
9£-.19 I
IE-18 J

ENT£R CLASS-VIOTH IN COIJt.OMB~? 5£-19
HISTOGRAM

LOVER LIMIT NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES
OF CLASS el234S6789lill23A56769812345676901234567890

I 2 :3 0/,1

I---------I--~------J- .. ------1-- 1
• I2E-20 1
011£-2" I
6£-29 I
S£-20 J
J£-19 1
).2£-19 1
J.4£-19 I •••••
1.6£-J9 I .
1.8£....19 1
2£-19 1
2.2£-,19 1
2.oQ£-J9 1
2.6£-19 1
2.8);;-19 I
3£-19 I .
3.2£-.19 I .
3.011£-19 I
3.6£-19 I
3.S£-19 I
4£~19 I
A.2£-19 I
011.4£-19 I.
4.6£-19 I ••••••••••••••
oQ.8E-19 I ••••••••••
5£-19 J.
5.2£-J9 I
5.oQ£-J9 I
5.6E-,19 I
5.S£-19 I.
6£-19 I
6.2£-J9 J ••••••
6.oQ£-J9 I •••••••••
6.6£-J9 I •••
6.6£-19 J*
1£-19 h
7.2£-J9 h
1.U:-19 h
7.6£-19 I ••••••••
7.6£-19 I ••••
8E-19 I ••••
8.2£-19 I •••••
6.4E-19 I
8 ~ 6£-J9 I
8.8£-19 I.
9£-19 1
9.2£-J9 I
9.11£-.l9 1
9.6£-J9 I
9.8£-19 J
IE-18 I

ENTER CLASS-WIDTH IN COULOHBS?I£-19
HIS;rOGRAM

8.8148£-19,
5.830oQ7£-J9
.7.16523£-19
J.54434£-J9
1• .62954E-.I9
3.12465£-19
6.51.619£-J9
8.26136£-19
4. 19791£-J9
6.79498E-19
.011.79059£-19
1.63542£-19
6.41988E-J9
7.87488E-19
3.30923£-19
7.75868£-19
8.053E.,.19.
4.99656E,.19
4.9557£-19
6.19386£-19

1.51825£-19
7.69575£:-,19
8.2917£-19
1.59727£-.19
A.7A618£-J9
J.63599£-19
1.63839£,.19
A.9oQ68£-19
3.19277E-19
4.8A356£-19
3.21606£,.19
1.6316£-19
3.26403£-J9
8.3.6942£-19
7.61894£-19
1I.75388£-J9
3.13574E-.19
3.13803£-J9
8.29568£-J9
4.92218E-19

............,. ]Oe •••,. .

4.'8052£:-19 .6.5lB9£-19. 6. 52531E-J9
8.1898£-19 1061456£-.19 7.S4033E~.I9

6.575OOE-19 4.73873E~J9 4.76115£-19
4.79oQ97£~19 oQ.8412119E,~19 7.9J'786E~19

6.236~£-19 . A.6772E~19 A.66036E:-19
6.313IAE-J9 6.32271£,.19 8.3796E-19
4.86583£.. 19 /I.7S99E-19 1.62697£:-19
3.2222E-19. 1.60233E-19 1.7799£~19

A.42535E-,19 6.52925£~19 I.S6363E-19
4.762S6E~19 3.262£-19 6.27683E-19
7.799E-19. '5.9A337E-19 1.64903£-J9
3.25962E-19 3.19122E-19 3.18919E-19
8.19036E-19 A.87394E,.19 6.62653E-19
A.86343£-.19 .h8S83E-19 1.63468E-19
7.681A7£-j9 3.2.6589£-19 7.62358£-19
6.A5.6A6£-19 A.71617E:-19 7.63959E-19
8.17152E-19 7.9666£-19 4.753J2E-19
6.3905IE-J9 6.A78A8E-.I9 .6.95401£-19
6.57794£-.19 1. 2703A£-19 1.59981£-19
3.22408E-19 6.272oQ2E-19 7.9964~£-19

.o~.TAIN.ED.. ~HAR.G.E.S.. .fROH. SlM.ULATION
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90 RANDOMIZE
Iell DIM TCI011),HCI00)
J te REM THIS PROGRAM SIMULATES 1'lILLUCAN5 EXPERIMrnT.
J21l R£t1 ms fOLLGUING AJlt ASSUHEO CONSTANTS
J39 X"I.8E-4 '1'101 VISCOSITY .COEFFICIENT
.l1I0 G~9.Bt 'REM ACCELL£RATION OF GRAVITY
J59S.'!81HI 'REH ssserrrc MASS OF OIL
Hie D!'Jl.1l1!5 'REM DISTJlNCE OF mE PLATES
17e 1'1!,,5 . 'RE:li ABSOLUTE O"£\l111.110N IN VOLTAGE HEASURING
rae f2.,,!Il.1. 'REM ABSOLUTE DEVIATION IN 'tIHE HEASURING
ias 1'3_e.01 'REM RELATIVE,DEVIATION IN SPEED OF ELECTRON
2BB PRINT"mIS PROGRAH SIMULATES HIL1.lKAN'S EXPEflIHENT."
210 PRINT"YOU HAVE TO CHOSE II. VOLTAGE BETVEEN mE PLATES NOV."
222 PRINT"n HAS TO CAUSE THE OIL DROP !'LOAT BETIlED! THEl1."
2311 PfIINT "THE UPPER PLATE IS SUPPOSED TO BE CONNECTED \/l'l'll &ARm."
235 PRINT"THE LD\I1;R 15 POSITIVE."
24£1 PRINT"\IE ASSUME THE OIL DROPS TO HAVE II POSITIVE CHARGE."
2S6pRINT
2SS pRINT"\IE ASSUME 'flIE FOLl-OIIING VALUES FOR CONSTANTS ETC.I"
266 pRINT"VISCOSITY COEFFICIENT IS ''X'' POISE"
276 pRJNT"ACCELERATION OF GRAVITY IS "G" I1/S.2"
286 pRINT"DISTANCE OF 'IllE PLATES IS "0" I1ETER."
296 pRINT"SpEClrlC HASS OF OIL IS "S" KG/I1.3··
306 PRINT "THE IIBSOLUTE DEVJATIONS IN VOLTIIGE /lND TIME ARE"
318 pRINT"RESpECTIV&LY "FI" VOLT AND "F2" SECONDS~"

326 RDl HERE IS TilE JUMP FOR 'IllE SU8ROUTINE TO DETEfllilNE THE RADIUS
336 REM RI THE HASS 11. THE CHARGE.Q .tWD mE EXIICT FLOATING
346 REK POTENTIAL flETI/EEN 1l(E PLATES. 1"1'1011 UltICH IS CALCULIITED THE
34S REK EXACT SPEED
347 GOSUB766
356 PRINT .
366 pRINT"ENTER FLOATING VOLTAGE"
37BPRINT"V_'"
396 INPUT pi.
396 IF A85(PI-P)<FI GOTO 456
Illlll IF PI~P GOTO 436
1116 PRINT "rALLS DOW"
1l20GOT0370
<'136 pRINT"GOES up"
<'IIl6GOT0376
<'ISS PRINT "DROP FLOATS AT "PI" VOLTS"
455 PRINT
<'166 PRINT "ENTER rALL-DISTIlNCE rOR TII1E I1EASURING C<6.eOIl5 H)"
<'176 INPUT 01
IlB6 PRINT "IF YOU DISCONNECt 'nIE POI/ER SOURCE THE rALL TIKE IS "
Age PRINT "I1EASURED."
50e PRINT ''YOU CAN DISCONNECT mE PO\lER B'i TYPING A 6 NOli."
SS5INP\lT.. A
56611:AoO GOTO 466
SiS T.. DI/V+(2tRNDC6)"I)tF2
52e pRINT"FALL"TII1E OVER "01" K IS "T". SECONDS."
S36 pIUNT"CALCULATE mE CHAROE YOURSELF. \/HEN YOU ARE READY" CHECK "
535 PRINT''YOUR RESIJLt WITH THE COHp\lTEJ;l.'"
5411 pRINT"ltElI17'l" ,7"J
S4' IHptrUA
sse PRIN]" .. "ES"
5611 11".. A<~09 OOTO 5A6
57A ee..Dto6t3.IAtXtRtV/p
575 PRINT"THE CHAROE OF 'flIE DROP \lAS CALCULATED AS "0.2" COULOKB."
576 PilINT

508 PilINT'"YOU CAN REPEAT Tl'IE .EXpERU'lENT A NUKBER OF TIMES «100)"
596 pRINT"THE PROCESS IS QUITE SIMILAR. BUT THE COMPUTER OOES TIlE"
668 PRINT"CALCULATING NOV•."
6le PRINT''HOV MANY TIMES'"
628 INPUT H
625 PRINT
626 PRINT"OJltAJNED. CHAJlGES.. r.1I0115.lI1JJLATION.~ •
627 PRI NT:~!". "! "

631'1 :rOR X_I TO N
64eOOSU8.,60
6611 PJ_,,:p+(2tRNDte)-l).TI
676 VJ."!V+(CRNDCO)t2-l)tr3.v)
6911 OI .. O.6t.3.IAtXtR.VI/pJ
7j;lS PRIN.T 0.1.
TI8 TCK) .. QI
7211 HEX'!' X
736 GOTO 948
7<'1€ RDf 0110 15TH!: PLOTTING pROCEDU1lE FOR THE HISTOGRAl1
756 RDf SUBROUTINE.
76BflEK
770 1\."!((R.lDClH+I)/2)tIE-6 \REM MOIUS IS <IE-6 HETER
TS6 ",,,4/3t3.14tR'3tS
796Q.,,!INTC5tRND(IIHI)tl.6E-19
9.311 PooKt.G.D/Q
8111 U' e-cee G010 7Te
828 V_",tO/(6t3.14tXtm
030 RETURN
84.3 PRINT'"ENTER CLASS-\lIDTH IN COULOKBS"J
941 INPUT B '
842PRINT"HlS.TDJl1lllH"
843 PRINT·· ..
81l1l PRINT
S4S pRINT·1.0VER LIKIT NUMBER Of OCCURI'iENCES" •
946 PRINt"Or CLASS 1112345678911123AS67S96123456T89111234567890"
S4TPRINT" I 2 3 4"
S 48 pRINT:~ 1------~--1---------1-"--"~" ..-1---------1 ..
861'1 rOR 1t·1I TO 1611
OTII "(K) .. e
886 NEXt K.
998 ron 1(.. 1 TO N
09S Q2.. T(K)/B
s ee 1"IH:T.tQ2)
916 IF 1:>:1811 GOTO 9511

:~: :;Il'IUII OOTO 946

9411 NCI) .. lfUl+1
951 NDCT J(
966 FOR 1.. 8 TO J8ll
978 PRINT ~1.~I"J

98e IF. lltl:>JE-18 GOTO teae
993 ""IHo..
9S5 FOR L_I TO '"
9911 PRIN, "t"J
JB.l1I NEXT L
J616 PJI1NT
J82B NEXT I
1636 PRINT
J83SGOT094B
111<'18 END

H, J. A. M. Bodelier L2B
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INTERACTIVE COMPUTER GRAPHICS IN THE CLASSROOM AND LABORATORY

Michael T. Marron
University of Wisconsin-Parkside

Kenosha, Hisconsin 53140

Development and applications of software designed for use with interactive graphics terminals
is considered. Two packages are described that have been used both in the classroom for
demonstration and in the laboratory by individual students. Problems faced in developing
workable programs and factors inhibiting widespread use of computer graphics are discussed.

Interactive computer graphics (ICG) techniques
may revolutionize the instructional process. The
capability of presenting two- or higher-dimension
al visual images renders computer graphics a
valuable technique for enhancing the quality of
instruction in the physical sciences. liTo those
who have had the experience, the ability to view
mathematical functions with ease as curves or
surfaces varying, if necessary, through time
means more than a convenient synoptic representa
tion of a table of number-s . Such experiences
presage a profound alteration in our intuitive
grasp of mathematical and statistical relation
ships." (Oettinger, 1971)

He describe the development and use of two rCG
programs, one for the study of the Boltzmann dis
tribution law and the other for enzyme kinetics.
These programs have been used by the author in
upper division chemistry classes and laboratories.
A few comments are directed to factors inhibiting
widespread instructional use of computer graphics.

Hardware and System Software

Our graphics system hardware consists of a
Princeton Electronic Products model 801 Graphic
Terminal, a data-phone link to a UIHVAC 1110 at
the Madison Academic Computing Center (MACe), and
a Kalart model A9l2 large-screen video proj ection
unit. The PEP 801 tenninal uses a lithocon sili
con storage tube as a display storage medium and
has 220 addressable points on a 25 x 25 cm view
ing screen. The terminal is equipped wi.t.h
selective erase for points, characters, lines or
vectors, hardware zoom, a joystick, and video
compatibility. The last feature is an important
one for it permits projection of' the terminal
screen contents onto a large screen by means of a
video projector and/or redisplay of the contents
on TV monitors. Both the t ermtna.t and projector
are mounted on carts so they may be relocated
eas ily and used wherever there is a power outlet
and a phone jack.

MAce has developed a Graphics Subroutines Package
which is an integrated system of FORTRAN-callable
ro.utines for providing graphical output on a
variety of graphics terminals and plotters. In
addition to the usual line-drawing and plotting
subroutines, the Package provides for defining
and storing obj ects which may be manipulated and
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recalled. Because the Package is plotter compat
ible, hardcopy of the terminal display is readily
obtainable.

Instructional So·ftware

Those familiar with development of CAl software
can attest to the considerable effort that must
be devoted to the format for presentation of mat
erial. Hhen programs are intended for use under
learner control, careful attention must be paid
to the logical structure of ' the program. Addition-
al demands are made upon the developer of inter
active graphics software for he must consider what
material is to be displayed and at what position
on the screen. When new material is displayed he
must determine what portion of the screen is to
be erased and what is to be left on the screen.
Departure from sequential dialogue required by
teletype communication (for example) is a source
of flexibility as well as difficulty. Material
may be presented in a fashion similar to conven
tional professor-student dialogue, however, the
price one pays for this flexibility is that care
ful attention must now be given to the logistics
of displaying material. We have found it necess
ary in devising program packages to construct two
parallel flow diagrams: one for the logic of con
trol transfers and one for the logistics of dis
play. In' developing software packages approximat
ely two-thirds of' our efforts are devoted to
display logistics.

Perhaps the question of paramount concern for de
velopers of' ICG instructional software is what
type of material is appropriate for ICG. We inay
draw upon an analogy suggested by Oettinger (1971)
who noted that just as the automobile was first
seen as a horseless carriage, so too was the comp
uter initially viewed only as an automatic, high
speed calculator. Today computer graphics in
education is in the horseless carriage stage.
Graphics terminals are often used as electronic
blackboards, as a substitute for slides, or as a
device for making movies. While the merit of
these applications is undeniable, material select
ed for exposition by reG should both require and
exploit the unique capabilities of ICG.

The first of two programs we wish to describe is
one for elucidation of the Boltzmann distribution
law: N/N=gj exp(-£ /kT)/Eg

i
exp(-£/kT).
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This program. ·permits the user to examine varia
tions in populations of energy levels as a func
tion of (1) temperature, (2) placement of energy
levels on an energy-level diagram, and (3) de
generacy factors. Two diagrams are displayed on
the screen simultaneously and the user may vary
parameters for either or both diagrams. Two
diagrams were deemed necessary so that the user
may retain a reference diagram for comparison as
changes in parameters are made. Parameters which
may be varied include: temperature number of
levels, position (energy) of levels, degeneracy
factors, energy range of the diagram, and the
number ?f particles.

We have also developed an enzyme kinetics package
which is designed to explore systems which obey
simple Michaelis-Menten kinetics:

~ k
E + S ES -b E + P.

~
The computer selects values for the rate constants
within certain ranges by means of a random number
generator and then assigns a name for the system
that contains a secret code for each of the
constants. After selecting five substrate con
centrations at which "exper'Lmentis " are to be per
formed, th~ user examines the kinetics of the
system as a fnnction of initial enzyme concentra
tion eo determine values for the Michaelis
constants Vm and Km. Experimental results are
displayed by means of a Lineweaver-Burk plot and
also as a table of number-s ; data for as many as
four experiments may be displayed simultaneously.
The user is involved in working up the data by
requiring him to plot the first set of experiment
al points on a graph using the cursor positioning
control; subsequent data sets are plotted for him
The user may also alter the enzyme/SUbstrate
system in a way not possible in the laboratory.
He can change any or all of the (unknown) rate
constants by simple factors such as 1/2, 2, et.c . ,
which enables him to determine a value for each
of the constants kl' k2, and k3. If the program
is employed by an instructor for demonstration
purposes he may override computer selection of
the system and specify values for the rate
constants. The feature that allows changing the
rate constants also permits the user to simulate
behavior observed for systems in the presence of
competitive and/or non-competitive inhibitors.

Applications

The program packages have been designed for use
either by an instructor in the classroom for de
monstration or by individual students as a labor
.atory exercise. Minimal additional effort is re
quired to design packages for these dual purposes.
Since the most demanding use is made by individual
students, programs may be designed primarily for
that application. Additions and modifications
required for demonstration applications are few
and usually involve adding bypass command recogn
ition, and abbreviated entry points for some

subroutines.

The Boltzmann distribution law package has been
used in physical chemistry classes to augment dis
cussion of the Boltzmann distribution law and the
statistical thermodynamics of equilibrium const
ants. For a study of equilibrium constants the
two diagrams may be coupled and treated as a
single system. The difference between a static
textbook diagram and a dynamic reG display are
truly dramatic ~ Obvious questions can be asked
and answered immediately: How is the equf.Lfbr-Lum
shifted if the degeneracy factors (temperature,
energy levels) are changed'? In laboratory appli
cations each student is asked to determine the
Boltzmann distribution law using experimental data
acquired at the terminal. In practice this ex
ercise reduces to verifying the law since most
students know the law before beginning the exper
iment.

The enzyme kinetics package has been used in phys
ical chemistry and biochemistry classes for dis
cussion of Michaelis-Menten kinetics. The figure
below shows the author using a video proj ection
of the terminal screen to discuss a Lineweaver
Burk plot. A series of guest lectures on kinetics
delivered last fall in a biochemistry class pro
duced requests from about one-third of the class
for individual access to the terminal and package
for further study. The class instructor claims
these students showed improved performance in
class discussions and on exams.

"Author demonstrating use of graphics display
unit.
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The kinetics package has been extensively tested
in a laboratory environment. Every student in
the Fall 1973 class of Physical Chemistry Labora
tory was required to obtain data and determine
the constants for an enzyme/substrate system. No
two students were assigned the same system. Each
student was assigned two three-hour blocks of
time at the terminal and was permitted free access
to the terminal at other times when it was not
in use. Provisions were made in the program so
that once a student was assigned a system for
study, he could continue his study of the system
at a later time by reentering the system code.
We are delighted with student respons e and im
proved understanding and are currently developing
several new packages for inclusion in the regular
laboratory sequence.

Average cost per student for the experiment was
eight dollars which compares favorably with costs
for other experiments in an advanced laboratory. *
Our statistics show that each student used the
terminal an average of 4.4 times and that use
was spread out over a period of a few months.
Detailed examination of the statistics reveals
that most of the time spent by each student was
spent during the allotted three-hour time blocks.
Later entries occurred a week or two after the
experiment was performed {pr-esumab.Ly to recheck
calculations) and again shortly before reports
were due (just to make sure t ) .

Transportability

Although several studies have examined factors
inhibiting the use of computers in instruction
(Anastasio, 1972; Levien, 1972), none of them
have focussed specifically on rCG. He believe
that a major factor arresting development and
widespread distribution of interactive graphics
software is the problem of transportability.
Substantial difficulties are encountered in try
ing to implement a program from another install
ation which has different hardware or system
software. This obstacle has forestalled general
use of most graphics packages and has stifled
development of new programs. Surely more in
dividuals would be motivated to expend the effort
required to develop good ICG software if the
opportunity existed for distributing the product
to colleagues on other campuses.

The solution to this problem lies with standard
i.zation of hardware and software. At the present
time it seems unlikely that standards will be
adopted by an industry undergoing change as
rapidly as the computer tenninal industry. If
hardware is unstandardized then by necessity,
systems software must be unstandardized. The
logical extension, that instructional software
must then also be unstandardi zed, does not

* This figure does not include transmission line
charges. Costs are based on computing time cost
ing approximately $500/hr. In January 1974, MACC
installed a UNIVAC 1110 and reduced charges by a
factor of two. Thus a current figure would be
$4/student.

necessarily follow. Standards could be set which
specify a collection of possible calling sequences
to be used for all graphics I/O. Each installa
tion 'would then need to write a single interface
package which would convert "suandar-d" calls to
calls suitable for their particular system. The
standard set of calls should Lnc Lude. calls for
erasing the screen or portions of the screen,
positioning the cursor, drawing lines and simple
obj ects, drawing exes , plotting data, writing
text, etc. The standard set must also include a
subset of high-level calls in order to provide
sufficient flexibility for system programmers to
take advantage of special hardware features in
devising the interface package. Promulgation of
acceptable standards would, in our view, promote
new developmental efforts and allow educators to
realize the full potential of interactive computer
graphics.
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Definition of what CMI means is given through a brief discussion of the compo
nents found in basd,c and more advanced systems. ·Although CMI is one of the most
rapidly growing uses of the computer in education today, several major limitations
in the design of existing systems are hindering its suitability and acceptability
for many environments. A more advanced design is presented which provides the
services found in existing systems, but which also has an innovative basic
structure and provides important new capabilities. These differences should make
the proposed system far more valuable than existing ones and overcome some primary
deterrents to implementing individualized education through CMI.

The variety of needs for computing appli
cations in support of education has pro
liferated computer-based instruction ca
pabilities ranging from very simple
single-purpose programs (the generation
of random data for practice analysis by
students in statitics courses, for ex
ample) to elaborate dedicated systems
using specially developed software and
hardware. The sheer variety of indi
vidually developed uses of educational
computing has led to a real problem of
terminology (Salisbury, 1971) and there
fore also communication about these uses
(Chevalier, 1972).

Although this paper addresses only one
type of computer support of education,
computer managed instruction (CMI), it
will become almost immediately evident
that CMI is really a class or category
of functions. In an attempt to define
what CMI is, these functions will be
itemized and discussed in relation to
the educational needs they are develop
ed to satisfy. In detailing the state
of the art, it is postulated that com
mon CMI systems, even advanced CMI
systems, although satisfying many im
portant educational needs, do not sat
isfy several primary needs and may, in
fact, be found to create new problems.
It is further proposed that either of
these conditions is severe enough to
prevent widespread acceptance of the
technology. Therefore, a new CMI de
sign is advanced which is based on iden
tified educational needs, has great po
tential for widespread acceptance, and
encourages both the exchange and cooper
ative development of curricula.

THE NEED
There are two major pedagogical con
cerns of both industrial and academic
educational institutions: account
ability and individualization. Account
ability encompasses the need to demon-

I J5

strate the effectiveness of educational
programs in stimulating learning. It
includes the need to define the behaviors
to be acquired by the learner and the
procedures through which the ability to
perform those behaviors is measured.
Record keeping and report generating
mechanisms are additional needs to be
dealt with in the attainment of educ
ational accountability.

Individualization, an important word in
the modern educator's vocabUlary, repre
sents the recognition of human differences
and the goal of providing the right educ
ational program for each and every learn
er. Individualized education allows the
student not only flexibility in the
amount of time taken to acquire various
behaviors and in the route taken toward
behavior acquition, but also in the se
lection of learning objectives.

In individualized programs, problems in
coordination arise from the hetero
geneity of concurrent student needs and
activities, from the need for scheduling
the use and availability of multi-media
learning resources, and from the needs of
learners and instructors to communicate
effectively with each other at appro
priate times. The need for tailored
diagnostic testing, immediate test scor
ing, study prescription generation, and
data security present additional oper
ational problems.

The, educational needs identified above
can be met, simply in most cases, by
CMI as discussed briefly below.

STANDARD CMI FEATURES
Data Storage
With either on-line or off-line testing,
nearly all CMI systems store test re
sults and provide data access security
arrangements. Data saved usually in-
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clude both student-oriented information
(such as student name and ID, test
scores, testing dates, number of tests
taken, and current study prescritpion)
and course information.

Report Generation
Based on the data saved, CMI systems
are often capable of generating status
reports reflecting the current achieve
ment distribution of student groups and
the individual achievement of each stu
dent. Test results are usually based on
achievement of a set of behavioral ob
jectives and can give detailed evidence
of the educational effectiveness of the
instructional program.

Detailed Performance Assessment
Diagnostic testing before and after the
use of learning resources permits con
tinuous evaluation of the instructional
materials. Weak instructional segments
can be identified and singled out for
revision, thus permitting the evolution
of a superior instructional program.

Test Generation
A fully individualized program .requires
student-initiated repeatable testing;
i.e., testing when the student feels he
rs-ready, repeatable as often as may be
necessary for him to demonstrate mastery.
In order not to waste time, it may also
be desirable to test only on those spec
ific behaviors for which mastery has not
yet been demonstrated. With CMI's capa
bility to store data and therefore to
build tests tailored to the individual's
cumulative performance record, and with
its capability to randomly select ques
tions from item pools, test generation
is commonly on~ of CMI's fortes,

Response JudgingfScoring
Although many CMI systems limit student
responses to the multiple-choice single
character response; matching question
responses, short answer responses, and
mathematical expressions are equally
feasible and accepted by some systems.
Indeed, there is no reason that CMI
systems should have any less capable
response judging than tutorial com
puter assisted instruction (CAl) systems.

Results Feedback
Not only do CMI systems, especially in
teractive ones, provide immediate test
performance feedback, but they are also
capable of providing highly detailed
analysis of student performance. Types
of feedback given vary much among sys
tems, but most common is the listing of
educational objectives mastered and
unmastered. Some systems give additional

feedback which is not oriented toward
the SUbject matter, but rather, for ex
ample, toward the cognitive level of
successful and unsuccessful performance.
For this example, the student might be
told that he is doing.well learning the
factual material but having difficulty
applying concepts in new situations.

Record KeepingfData Retrieval
Storage of information is an important
function of CMI, since it can relieve
instructors time consuming clerical
tasks. The fleXibility and ease with
which data can be retrieved permits
analysis and evaluations which would
be cumbersome at best. New insights
can be achieved simply by studying
the percentage of students mastering
and failing each behavioral objective,
especially when the data are shown dis
tributed across sequential test gener
ations.Testing/learning hierarchies
can be studied, test reliability can be
measured, and learning resources can be
evaluated from such data retrieval me
chanisms.

ADVANCED CMI FEATURES

Advanced systems include all of the stan
dard CMI features, often having more re
fined displays, more flexibility in func
tion, and more user-oriented system con
trols. More data are stored, a·greater
variety of report options exist, more
complex decision rules determine testing
sequence and test question selection, a
greater variety of student responses
can be interpreted, and more specific
feedback messages are given to the stu
dent.

In addition.to the elaboration of the
standard features, additional capa
bilities often characterize the more
advance systems. These are described
briefly below:

Tailored Testing
As each question is answered, some CMI
systems immediately update the student's
test score. Testing may then be ter
minated if and when the score reaches
the mastery criterion or becomes so low
in relation to the points possible that
mastery is impossible. More elaborate
schemes are sometimes used to select
each test question on the·basis of pre
vious performance.

If the hierarchical structure of a
learning task is available to CMI, a
testing strategy may be chosen to test
the terminal behaviors first. If mas
tery is demonstrated, there is no need
to test the enabling behaviors. Alter-
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natively, testing may begin with the
primary behaviors and work upward
through the hierarchy. At any point
where mastery cannot be demonstrated,
testing may be aborted and non-mastery
of the higher level behavior assumed.

Use of mid-test scoring allows many
testing strategies such as the hier
archical scheme just described when
testing is done interactively. Al
though most CMI systems offer a very
limited repetoire of testing strategies,
the trend toward interactive CMI systems
may be indicative of interest in more
advanced testing procedures.
Study Prescription Generation
It is vitally important for an effic-
ient individualized program to determine
the current status of each learner. It
is felt that avoidance of reqUiring study
of already mastered subjects is nearly as
important as assurance of instruction on
unmastered basics. With performance data
available for each student it is possible
to select from an on-line library or cata
logue .a set of learning resources which
the student may use and find almost exact
ly appropriate to his needs. If the
library contains resources in different
media but dealing with the same subject,
students may be offered a choice of media.
By keeping a record of his media selec
tions and his performance subsequent to
his use of the various media, the CMI
system can provide feedback to the learner
on the effectiveness of each medium for
him.
Rules used in generation of the study
prescription include:

1. Provide resources for all measured
needs.

2. Select as few resources as possible
to cover all needs.

3. Minimize instruction on previously
mastered topics.

4. Minimize redundant instruction.
5. Avoid prescribing resources pre-

viously selected.
Because generation of a study prescrip
tion is intended to serve as an aid to
the student, not a means of dictating
learning behaviors, it is important that
the student is able to work with the
"generator" in selecting what resources
he will use. The student may wish, for
example, to review the complete library
dealing with a partiCUlar unmastered
topic and make a selection from it.
Unless he wishes to select all of the
learning activities himself, the pre
scription generator must be able to
complement student selections with
whatever minimal number of additional
activities are required to cover all of
the unmastered objectives.

SchedUling/Resource Allocation
Individualization, as mentioned earlier,
causes a number of administrative prob
lems. One of those is coordination of
activities: on-line testing, instructor
student conferences, and learning re
source availability. The sheer schedul
ing task becomes a real concern when
even only several dozen students are
involved. Since OMI, in name at least,
is a manager, it is logical that sched
uling is a responsibility it should
handle. Scheduling includes the arrange
ment of instructor-student conferences,
registration for group sessions, and
allocation of learning resources. Should
a resource become unavailable due to mal
function or a full schedule, the "sched
uler" must communicate with the prescrip
tion "generator" to prevent its inclus
ion in new prescriptions.

Data collected by the schedulin& routines
can be displayed to library and/or staff
personnel· to allow advance preparation
of media and materials. Post analysis
may indicate the need for additional
copies of certain materials and the
advisability in discarding others.

Grade Contracting
Performance/grade contracting is often
a highly desirable feature of individ
ualized education, since an individual
program specifying both content and
level of achievement may be designed
based on student input (Martz, 1974).
In circumstances where instructors have
responsibility for few students, the
instructor and student can build the
contract together. Where the student/
teacher ratio is not so favorable, CMI
can allow the student to build his own
contract within the predefined limits
set by the instructor. The system
can allert the instructor when an
individual wishes to make a special
contract which exceedes established
limits and allow a special contract
to be made and subsequently monitored.

Message Handlin~

Good communicat~on channels are essential
in instructional systems. Although one
might debate the effectiveness of tradi
ional classroom communications, terminal
oriented individualized systems may
tend to reduce the frequency of person
to~person contact and therefore the ease
of communications. Effective feedback
and counseling subsystems can recommend
to the student that he meet with his
instructor and post Notes to the instruc
tor that identified students may need
assistance. The student or instructor
can then arrange an appointment through
the "scheduler".
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This procedure may often be too bulky
and overly formal. Frequently students
have one or two "quick" questions which
need to be answered at the time they
occur. If no one is available to answer,
the questions will probably be set aside
and later forgotten. If the questions
are important. the student may be held
up until an answer can be obtained. In
either case, swift convenient communi
cation is highly desirable.

An advanced CMI system would accept the
student's question on-line and make the
most expeditious choice in handling it.
If the instructor were signed on, it
would be presented to him almost im
mediately so that he and the student
could get together or "talk" through the
system. If he were not signed on, a sys
tem monitor might be notified that a stu
dent question has been entered for In
structor X. The monitor could then sum
mon Mr. X if he were available. With
neither a monitor nor instructor signed
on, messages can be stored in mail box
files and presented to the addressee
when he first signs-on. CMI systems
can and should provide sophisticated
message handling for not only student
initiated but also instructor initiated
messages.

ACCEPTABILITY

The common and advanced features of CMI
systems have been listed and briefly
discussed. Although various systems
have proved highly satisfactory in the
environment for which they have been
developed, the cost of developing
specialized CMI systems is generally
prohibitive. Recent design and pro
gramming efforts have therefore taken
the goal of developing generalized, sub
ject matter independent systems (Allen,
~ &., 1972).

It is the author's thesis that even with
elaborate development of all of the
above features, a generalized, even low
cost CMI system may still be totally
unacceptable in most of the potential
CMI enviornments; for unless major de
sign consideration is also given to the
needs of the non-student users (i.e.,
the instuctors, the curriculum designers,
the learning center managers) those who
would have to mold the system to meet
their needs would most likely adopt
other more 'easily understood, controlled,
and modified systems. It has been
thought to be important to individualize
education for the learner; it is equally
important to offer individualized oppor-

.tunities and services to educat.ors ,
CMI systems will not be acceptable as
long as they serve students individually

but rigidly define the instructor's role.
No CMI system, with its carefully de
fined management rules and algorithms,
will be generally acceptable unless it
is responsive to *user specified re
quirements. The remainder of this paper
proposes a CMI design which is capable
of all of the previously discussed
functions and which is responsive to
user specified requirements.

Easy Curiculum Development/Input .
Development of individualized curricula
is aided by guidelines of educational
objective writing, test construction, etc,
but nevertheless a time consuming and
expensive task. Were it necessary to
further augment development time and
cost by that required to design, program,
and install a specialized CMI system for
each desired application, the cost would
be prohibitive in all but the most un
usual of circumstances. Since great
cost savings are achieved in the use of
a generalized system it is feasible to in
vest some of that savings into the im
plementation of flexible, user-oriented
authoring commands. The commands them
selves should be 1n nearly natural
language format and control self-evi
dent processes. The commands 'add
question', 'delete question', and 'change
question' are exemplary.

No users, except those who are concerned
with operational efficiency at the com
puter systems level, should be bothered
with the need to work in a programming
language. Yet complete control over
curriculum management functions must
be provided to users.

At the curriculum development and input
level, text must be entered into the CMI
system' for learning objectives, test
questions, feedback messages, learning
resource library listings, course intro
ductions, etc •• The entry and modifi
cation of this text must be flexible
and easily accomplished.

The structure of the data base must, of
course, be designed for efficiency in
the systems environment under which it
will operate. But the structure of
the data base must also make sense, at
least in appearance, from the user's
point of view. Such design not only re
duces the need for educators to become

* Terminology is a problem here. Since
local educational requirements may'be
specified by a teacher, instructor, pro
fessor, training manager, etc., depending
upon the type of institution employing
CMI, the term "user" will be used through
out the remainder of the paper.
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computer scientists, but also ensures
the logical extensibility of the system
to perform newly identified educational
functions.

The CMI system design specifications de
scribed in this section support the
following rule: little thought should
be required to learn the cybernetic
language, so that the users' major ef
forts may be devoted to educational
issues.

Individualized Management Strategy
A management strategy is defined by
.operational control of all of the CMI
features described. A particular strat
egy might specify, for example, hier
archical testing with partial response
feedback, required mastery at each
step before advancing to new subjects,
and a limit of three student initiated
tests per student before the instructor
must act to permit generation of another.
Most existing CMI systems tend to define
the management strategy which must be
employed. No management strategy can be
appropriate for all settings. Therefore,
the prospective user may find his alter
natives to be very unsatisfactory: re
program the management strategy, develop
his own CMI system, use an inappropriate
management strategy, or get along with
out the aid of CMI. Of course, the
less generally applicable CMI systems
are, the less their utility; but the
middle-of-the-road designs are not the
answer either. The answer lies in the
flexibility of management options which
can be offered to the educator. The
service which allows educators to build,
by command, the management strategy
most appropriate for his situation can
be suitably called individualized
management strategy.

In addition to the need of adaptability
to specific instructional environments,
acceptability will also be measured by
the user's perception of system cap
ability to augment his effectiveness
and the degree to which he ·is able to
control its function. Certainly the
educator is no less an individual than
the student and the ·flexibility to meet
his requirements no less a need than
that to meet the student's. The im
portance of individualized management
strategies cannot be overemphasized,
for.the acceptability of any CMI system
is measured in great part by its accom
modation of the user - identified needs-
and one of those needs is nearly always
the ability to manage the user's way.

Courseware Sharing
The most reasonable solution to the high

cost of quality courseware development
is through sharing and exchange of curri
cula. The exchange of an introductory
physics course for courses on psychology,
mathematics, and education among univers
itites makes individualized instruction
on an international· scale feasible in~

deed. Exchange occurrs, but to a very
limited extent. In compatibility of
systems has·been cited as a major de
turrent (Carnegie Commission, 1972),
but reprogramming would never approxi
mate the cost of original design and
development. The numerous other
obstacles cited (Seidel, et al., 1974) do,
without doubt, hinder the-excnange of
courseware, but perhaps carefully designed
flexibility in the CMI system can prove
effective against them:
1. Not Invented Here (NIH) Syndrome.
Crucial to the successful cooperative
development of computer-based education
is the willingness to accept and improve
upon materials developed elsewhere.
Unfortunately, this willingness is gen
erally lacking. This is perhaps not so
difficult to understnad, since tradition
al instruction has supported the closed
classroom concept where the course of
instruction, both subject and method of
study, is at the instructor de.scretion.
2. Professional Recognition/Royalties.
Computer-based education (CBE) is a com
paritively new field, In academic cir
cles, development of materials for CBE
does not yet warrent the prestige and
credentials for advancement and tenure
that publishing does. Further, there
are no mechanisms for royalty payment
to those who develop excellent course
ware.
3. Difficult Adaptability. Existing
CBE systems do not permit easy modific
ation to meet local needs or changing sub
ject matter. Rarely is any CBE program
wholly satisfactory to another educator
or institution. Minor modifications may
make adoption acceptable, but the need
to learn a programming language and
often then to unravel complicated code
are effective restraints.
4. Documentation. Analysis of course
ware is traditionally a difficult pro
cess. A prospective buyer, even if will
ing to forego the requirement of ef
fectiveness data, cannot often study the
instructional design of developed soft
ware. Good courseware has sufficient
advanced and remedial segments such
that any student using it rarely sees
more than a very small piece of the
total program. The buyer cannot there
fore adequately appraise the design
by experiencing the course as a student
might. Generally, with the. lack of de
tailed design documentation, it maybe
too much of a risk to adopt another's
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Figure 2. CMI Module Structure

The next larger structure, the module,
is comprised of an introduction~e
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Figure 1. IU (Instructional Unit)

IU parameters specify the method ofse
ecting questions for testing mastery of
the objective, such as random, strati
fied random, ordered, or hierarchical.
They also specify under what circum
stances testing ought to be terminated,
how the IU performance score is to be
tabulated, and the criterion for deter
mining mastery. The extended state
ment goes beyond the concise statement
of the objective often indicating why
mastery of the objective is important,
how mastery will be measured, and
possibly a sample test question. The
learning resource pool is a list of
activities in which students may part
icipate to achieve mastery. Hopefully
a variety of media are available.

course unless the programming language
is known and a program listing is avail
able for study.

The factors listed above which restrict
the free exchange and sharing of course
ware as well as the need for easy curri
culum development procedures and indi
vidualized management strategy support
must be dealt with in the design of an
acceptable CMI system, i.e. a system
which will find wide-spread inter
institutional support. The final
discussion of this paper describes a CMI
design which, in addition to providing
all previously described eMI functions,
has high potential for being accepted
internationally.

AN ACCEPTABLE CMI SYSTEM
Space and time limitations to which this
paper must adhere do not allow the de
tailed description of how each of the
standard and advanced CMI features pre
viously discussed may be implemented.
Indeed, the complexity of effective
study prescription generation procedures
would require a paper of a length at
least equal to this one for adequate dis
cussion. It will be assumed that an
acceptable CMI system has all these
features so that the remaining space
may be devoted to those features which
very few CMI systems have, but which are
felt to be absolutely necessary in an
acceptable system. Even with this
omlSSlon only very brief descriptions
are possible.
Data Base Design
The components of a CMI course can be
identified as text and operational
parameters. .. Course text can be categor
ized as follows: instructional objec
tives, extended explanations of instruc
tional objectives, test questions,
anticipated student responses, response
feedback, end of test feedback, learn
ing resource listings, and course intro
ductions. Operational parameters in
clude specification of testing pro
cedures, scoring/grading procedures,
mastery criteria, desired feedback
specificity, required and optional
course segments, mastery criteria, etc.

Since the instructional objective is
seen as the base, of individualized in
struction, it is logical from the users'
point of view to make the primary
structural unit encompass a single ob
jective. Figure 1 shows such a
structure informally named IU (for in
structional unit). It is logically the
smallest instructional organization which
can stand alone and also the primary unit
On which larger instructional structures
are built.
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Modularity

The building block design of the data
base is verY appealing because of its
consistency with curriculm development
procedures. The capabilities provided
from such a structure-are very real.
First of all, modules, IU's, questions,
etc.--all text blocks--can be grouped in
the system according to type (IU's,

module subject mater for students, docu
mentation of module design specifications
for authors, operation parameters, a
list of IU's to be tested, if and
how feedback at the question level is
to be limited, conditions under which
testing for mastery of the module should
be aborted, procedure for computing a
module performance score, and the
mastery criterion. The learning_re
sources associated with each IU are
re-pooled at the module level to elim
inate redundancy and provide the
desired capability of prescribing the
smalle3t number which cover all of
a stud ~r:t' s measured needs.

Figure 3. CMI Course Structure

The CMI course provides the next struc
ture in the sequence. It includes an
introduction, the management strategy,
a list of required modules (if any),
a list of optional modules (if any)
and closing remarks. The manage-
ment strategy includes the option to
require off-line pretest data before
on-line management begins, prerequisites
for beginning each module in terms of
other modules which must have been
mastered, selection of modules to be
available to students, specification
of which modules must be completed
(required modules) and which ones
are optional, the minimum number (if
any) of optional modules students
should use, scoring procedure for
determining mastery or grade, per
formance contract limits, and mastery
or grade criteria.
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for example) and under subject matter
headings. Authors may therefore search
through files to find what is already
available on a specified subject. Since
each block may be used in many different
structures, upon finding a suitable IU,
for example, he may command the system
to add it to a new module he is build
ing.

The complete modularity of the system
means that all new additions, whether
a module or a test question, become
part of the total system library. Un
less authors restrict access, all new
additions may be inspected and/or used
by other authors. Only the original
author can make changes in text, but
a change command will be accepted and
executed for other authors by copying
the original, renaming the copy, and
allowing modifications to be made to
it--all conditional upon original author
specified restrictions.

Royalties and Professional Recognition

In the figures showing IU, module, and
course structures, it should be noted
that identification of the originator
of the structure is always maintained.
This is true even at the test question
level. Parameters through out the
system specify how each access of each
piece of courseware is to be recorded,
ranging from no recording to the re
cording of each and every access and
the timed duration of those accesses.
Although this provides sufficient in
formation for payment of royalties
should it be desirable, additional
parameters may prevent access until_
a command, specifying the authority
of selected individuals to access
data, is entered by the original
author.

Command Control

The inserting of text and parameters must
be via commands which are logical and
meaningful in format to non-programmer
users. The data base design and mod
ularity lend themselves to commands
such as 'add IU', 'delete- 'mcdu.Le ", and
'change question' which are easily
learned primary commands. If the user
does not know how to carry out a trans
action once the primary command has been
entered, system prompting can be re
quested to see all options and their
acceptable specification formats.

Courseware Sharing

The problems of sharing and exchange of
courseware raised earlier must be square-
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ly addressed by an acceptable system.
The author believes that the CMI system
design already described offers at
least partial and perhaps effective solu
tions.

The capability of modifying or, reorgan
izing each and every courseware compo
nent by extremely convenient and easily
understood methods should strongly pro
mote the evolution of courseware over
the current tradition of "starting from
scratch". The time and effort of creat
ing' .new courses out of instructional .
fragments is far less than that required
for the development of wholly new course
ware.

Automatic accounting functions can pro
duce summarized reports of shared course
ware to be used in sharing incentive
programs or for royalty payments.
Authors can assemble data indicating
the effectiveness of their courseware
to be presented to their employers or
published in the pursuit of profess
ional recognition.

In addition to module descriptions main
tained for author information, the CMI
system is largely self-documenting by
virtue of its prompting capability and
its use of user specified parameters.
By requesting a display of any instuc~

tional structure, the system would auto
matically display all parameters as
currently set. Since the user may need
prompting when specifying any parameter,
a listing and definition of each par
ameter must always be available and
could be accessed by the inquisitor.

FINAL NOTE

Much has been done in the design of CMI
systems to provide individualization for
the student user, but individualized ser
vices for the non-student user may well
prove to be necessary before CMI systems
are widely accepted. A design of an
acceptable eMI system has been presented
in skeleton form. The acceptable system
is characterized by three important
classes of capabilities: 1) easy
curriculum inputting and modification,
2) extremely convenient methods of course
ware sharing with automatic'crediting and
royalty accounting features, and 3) in
dividualized services for the non-student
user. Such a system is not merely a' con
ceptualization but a workable design. A
system offering many of these features
is currently in operation at two univer
sities and a complete implementation of
the design is in advanced stages of
development in CDC's laboratory.
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The Course Management System was designed to integrate books, computers and live teachers in an effec
tive manner for courses with large numbers of students and instructors. The logistic problems associa
ted with multifaceted instructional programs were solved, in part, by using PLATO--a computer assisted
instruction system centered at the University of Illinois. Students in the computer managed course
acquire basic information and concepts from individual reading. Their attention to the material is
maintained and their progress monitored by a previously developed study management system. Lectures
and standard quiz sections are little used. The time of instructors is invested in remediation for
students having trouble mastering the core curriculum and in teaching seminars. The role of the
computer is to manage study behavior, administer on-line achievement tests, and schedule g'roupi t utor-Le l,

and seminar sessions. The system has been tried out in an introductory college economics course with
an enrollment of 360 students with generally favorable results.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Course Management System (CMS) was designed
to integrate books, computers and live teachers
in an effective manner. The system is intended
for courses with large numbers of students and
instructors, such as introductory courses in
connnunity college, university or military
settings. Th'e logistic problems associated with
multifaceted instructional programs and large
numbers of students and faculty were solved, in
part, by using PLATO--a computer assisted in
struction system centered at the University of
Illinois.

In eMS, students are expected to acquire basic
information and concepts primarily from indi
vidual reading. Their attention to the material
is maintained and their progress monitored by
a previously developed and evaluated study
management system (T. Anderson et a1., (3), [4]).
Lectures and standard quiz sectionS-are little
used. The time of instructors, saved because
routine lecturing and review are no longer
required, is invested in remediation for stu
dents having trouble mastering the core curricu
lum, and in teaching a smorgasbord of topical,
high interest, activity-oriented seminars and
special proj ect.s , The role of the computer is
to manage study behavior, administer on-line
achievement tests, schedule group tutorial and
seminar sessions, plus other functions des
cribed later. The managed course features
mastery learning and permits able, hard-working

IThe research reported herein was supported in
part by the Navy Personnel Research and
Development Center and Advanced Research Pro
jects Agency under Contract N6l339-73-C-0078.
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students either to complete the course in as
little as 12 weeks or opt for extra credit by
taking additional seminars.

The remainder of this paper will further des
cribe the course management system, develop
the rationale for each component, and report
data on feasibility and effectiveness from a
tryout in an introductory college economics
course.

2. COHPONENTS OF THE COURSE HANAGEMENT SYSTEH

2.1. Study Management

The backbone of the entire enterprise is the
Study Management System (SMS). The idea is
that students often fail to learn from text
because they do not study it thoroughly enough.
There is a range of evidence that procedures
which induce meaningful processing of text
facilitate learning (e.g., Barclay, [5]), and
75 years of research which indicates that
asking people questions about what they are
reading is an effective way of managing pro
cessing activities (R. Anderson & Bddd.Le , [1]).
This is the technique implemented in the study
management system.

Here is how the SMS works. The student signs
in at a PLATO terminal and receives a brief
study assignment. Upon completing the assign
ment in a nearby work space, the student again
signs onto the terminal. This time he receives
a short quiz over the assignment just completed.
If the quiz performance is below 75% correct,
he reviews the same study assignment, if above
75% correct he receives a new assignment. The
quizzes are not graded but the student must pass
a quota of them to become eligible for examina
tions which are graded.
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The quiz items were developed to require com
prehension of the important concepts in the text
as judged by economists on the project team.
Each item either paraphrases the language in the
text, or calls for application of concepts and
principles to examples different from any
appearing in the text. These types of items
increase the probability that the student will
engage in meaningful cognitive processing
(c f , Watts & R. Anderson, [11); Felker, [6)).

Data from two semesters (To Anderson et a1.,
[3), [4)) in which SMS was used withi-;;-atra
ditional lecture-discussion economics' course
showed that students spend approximately 45
minutes of terminal time per week. The SMS was
evaluated in an experimental study in which a
randomly selected group of students used SMS for
a semester and a randomly selected control group
did not. Both groups used the same text, and
had the same instructors, hourly exams and final
exam. Results indicated that the SMS signifi
cantly facilitated student achievement and
attitudes. It must be noted that this study
did not investigate the effects of replacing
lectures but rather of complementing them with
SHS. Even in an adjunct role, SMS was powerful
enough to increase achievement.

Currently, approximately 300 students are using
SMS as a part of the course management system.
Data from achievement tests support the conten
tion that students do as well using SMS as when
they are required to attend lectures in addi
tion to reading the. text. The test means from
students using SMS this semester are approxi
mately equal to those from previous semesters
taught primarily by lectures.

Not only does SHS manage students' independent
study of the text, but in the course management
system it replaces traditional lectures and
routine review sessions. These are typically
dull, ineffective, and inefficient (c f , Lloyd
et a1., [8]). They squander human resources.
Thata course can be successful without lec
tures has been clearly established. The June
1972 issue of the Personalized System of
Instruction Newsletter reported a questionnaire
study of 190 courses using self-instructional
materials in which most had entirely eliminated
lectures. The disciplines most heavily repre
sented were psychology, physics, engineering,
mathematics, chemtst.ry , and biology. There was
a smattering of courses from such other fields
as Spanish, English, and sociology. Almost all
'respcndent.s claimed students learned more from
"persona'l fzed" (Lv e , individualized) instruc
tions. It was reported that students heavily
favored the self-instructional to lecture mode.
Only 3 of 190 courses were aadd to have been
failures on balance.

Experimental comparisons have also consistently
shown higher student achievement under indi
vidualized instruction than under traditional

lecture or Leccure-dr.scusaton methods, according
to a recent comprehensive review of the litera
ture by Parsons [10]. Moreover the experimental
literature in.dicates that individualized, non
lecture courses are very popular with students,
even though usually rated as more work than con
ventional courses.

Two of a rather large number of comparative
studies will be detailed for illustration.
Witters and Kent [12] compared traditional and
individualized introductory psychology and
cultural anthropology courses. Students Ln the
experimental section of the psychology course
had no lectures, indeed, no formal class meetings
of any kind. Students participating in the
individualized anthropology course met as a
group once a week to view movies. Results
showed significantly higher achievement, espe
cially for students with low cumulative grade
point averages, in the nonlecture sections of
both courses in each of two semesters. Students
in experimental sections consistently reported
greater confidence in their mastery of course
material. In both semesters of the psychology
course and in one semester of the anthropology
course, students whose instruction was personal
ized rated the course as significantly more
enjoyable than their counterparts in the lecture
discussion sections. Paden and Moyer [9] com
pared several different methods for teaching the
first course in economics. Most noteworthy was
the fact that students who received the standard
course minus the lectures achieved as much as
those required to attend lectures.

2.2. Mini-Seminars

It is perhaps a portent that Fred Keller I s [7]
seminal paper on personalized instructio.n was
entitled "Goodbye, Teacher •.. 11. For now, in a
"personalized course, II the professor is no
longer a lecturer; he is no longer a teacher of
any kind. He is called a "manager, 11 and that he
is, not only in the Skinnerian sense as the
arranger of reinforcement, but in the ordinary
sense as well.

The CMS employs teachers as teachers, under con
ditions which make scholarly insight and human
qualities relevant. Seminars are offered in
which class size is kept low (less than 20 stu
dents). Only students who have mastered re
quired background work are allowed to register,
so the discussion is informed.

An important point is that seminars would not be
economically feasible within traditional intro
ductory courses at American universities. The
CMS makes them possible because the teacher is
saved from lecturing, routine review, and most
of the clerical and management tasks involved in
giving and grading examinations, keeping records,
and scheduling tutorial and group activities.
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Seminars meet two hours a week for four weeks.
To be eligible to enroll in a seminar, the stu
dent must have mastered a specific amount of
core curriculum by a predetermined registration
date. The seminars are scheduled in three waves
so as to accommodat e variations in student work
rate.

The eMS handles student registration for semi
nars. As soon as a student becomes eligible he
can sign up fo r a seminar. Each seminar has an
enrollment limit and positions are filled on
a first come ffrst served basis.

Currently seminars on the following ten topics
are being offered:

1. Public Po Ldcy Toward Big Business
2. Poverty and Welfare Reform
3. Manpower Policy in the U. S.
4. Economic Arialysis of Inflation
5. Causes of the Industrial Revolution
6. Nixonomics -and the Aftermath
7. Consumerism
8. Unionism
9. Economics of Transportation
10. Taxation

To date, seven seminars have been completed and
the student ratings are encouraging. On a six
point scale from' excellent' to 'very poor' ,
the modal value for four of the seminars was
'very good' and for the other three, 'good I •

Five of the seven seminars were rated to be
'more interesting' than other full semester
courses that the students had taken, and two
seminars were rated to be 'as interesting' as
other courses. The work load in all seminars
was rated to be 'reasonable', the midpoint of a
five point scale between 'excessively heavy' and
'very light'.

2.3. Remedial and Tutorial Instruction

Absolutely essential for an individualized, self
paced instructional system is effective back-up
instruction when the student achieves poorly and
fails to earn a good grade. Students receive
grades on three hourly exams, on seminar per
formance, and the final exam. Students can re
take alternate forms of the hourly exams and
seminars if their performance was below their
expectations. Permission to retake the test
must be given by a teaching assistant, who pre
scribes work to remedy deficiencies, if the
student scored below a 'c' on the exam. Let us
be clear that we are talking about remedial
procedures to be provided after poor performance
on a graded examination. The study management
component also provides simple contingencies
when a student does not pass the ungraded quiz
over a short reading assignment. In other
words, eMS has components to deal with poor
performance on hoth a microscale and mac ros caLe ,

The CMS provides diagnostic information which
is essential for remediation. Good diagnoses
depend upon information about difficult aspects
of the subject matter and about the misconcep
tions of individual students. With respect to
the former, item analyses of the data collected
in the ini tial runs of SMS have provided a
virtual blueprint of the; "'difficult sections of
the textbook. Six special adjunct lectures
with supporting worksheets are being used this
semester to help students learn those difficult
sections in the text. In addition, reviews are
being developed which entail quizzing the stu
dent over difficult sections in the text. If a
student misses an item he will be redirected to
the text and provided with a clue to the correct
answer. He will then be tested again using a
parallel form of the item.

With respect to the diagnosis of the difficulties
of an individual student, useful diagnostic
information is a by-product of the SMS and the
on-line examinations. All items presented to
the students are coded according to the content
assessed. A topic by topic profile of the
s tudent; I s performance can be displayed at a
PLATO terminal. The student and his teacher can
see where his problems are. Being able to pin
point problem areas and retrieve the specific
items that the student missed on an exam is a
useful tutoring aid, since " a few minutes of
instruction which gets precisely at the student I s
difficulty can be worth more than hours of
general review" (R. Anderson & Faust, [2],
p , 176). The teaching staff has signed on at
terminals 118 times per week and averaged 12
terminal hours per week in remedial work.

2.4. On-Line Mastery Achievement Testing

After the student has made himself eligible for
taking an on-line test, he may reserve a time
for testing by using a reservation routine. The
CMS keeps track of a student's eligibility and
will not allow him to reserve a terminal until
he has completed the proper reading assignments.
The exams are offered at evening hours three
nights a week, and on Sunday afternoons. Our
original intention was to' have a completely free
access testing facility. We had to modify that
due to the inaccessibility of terminals during
the day. Also, we discovered that students
needed an economics proctor to clarify test
items and deal with hardware malfunctions.

The test items are displayed to the students in
a random order. There is a spacer 'page I be
tween items that tells how many items remain
in the test and how much time is left to com
plete them. The student cannot go back to a
previous item to change an answer once he has
seen a new one. Upon completion, test perfor
mance is judged and test statistics are dis
played. The student is shown the number of
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items correct, percent correct, his letter grade,
and a profile of performance across textbook
chapters. He is also. shown his cumulative grade
in the course, which includes the results of the
just completed test. If the test performance is
not satisfactory to the student, he can choose
to retake it using a different form.

To date, approximately 500 exams have been admin
istered. Test data are very encouraging. Stu
dents as a group are doing as well on these
exams as students who took them in previous
years when the course was traditionally taught.
When student.a choose to retake a test (an alter
nate form), their performance increases. About
25% of the students elect to retake a test.
Two procedures are thought to reduce the number
of retakes. First, students cannot continue
their SMS work while waLt Ing to take a test and,
second, the most recent test grade is the one
that counts. If a student fails to prepare ade
quately for a test retake, he may have to live
with a lower grade than he received the first
time.

2.5. Exam Review Items

To assist the student in preparation for the
graded exams, we have prepared a rather large
pool of review items which are similar in format
and language to those On the test. The student
has free access to this pool after he has be
come eligible to take the exam. A random sample
of ten items is displayed. Feedback is given
following each answer, and performance is sum
marized after all ten items have been completed.
Students may try as many samples of items as
they wish. Most students make extensive use of
this review facility. It should be noted that
neither the SHS items nor the review items
appear on the graded exams.

2.6. Message Exchange

Another valuable feature of CMS is the communi
cation network. The students in the course
were assembled only once as a group (on the
first day of class) and yet as the semester
progressed they needed to have general interest
information about such matters as changes in
course procedures and reminders about deadline
dates, and special interest information such as
why a student missed item 1/23. An on-line
message system evolved in which students
could direct questions to the staff by typing
them on the terminal keyboard. The staff re
views the messages during office hours and
directs responses to individual students or
occasionally to all students. A student re
ceives his individual messages and the 'all
student 1 messages when he signs on the system
again. Students leave a total of approximately
eight messages during each 24 hour period.

3. THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE
COURSE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

During the first class session of the economics
course, 360 students received instructions on
how the course management system works, how and
where to sign onto the PLATO system, and specif
ic topical content areas covered in the course.
Specific questions about the course were re
ferred to discussion sessions or" 35 students
each conducted for the first two weeks by the
teaching assistants. Meanwhile, students began
within a few hours after the initial meeting' to
sign onto the system and start the self-paced
study. Figure 1 shows the rate at which students
began working. Approximately 200 students had
taken the first study management quiz by the end
of the first week, and over 300 students had
done so by the end of the fourth week. Previous
studies on this population of students (T.
Anderson ~ aT., [3]. [4]) show that approxi
mately 25% of the students who show up for the
first class session or who register for the
class, drop the course or change sections before
the semester ends. ConsequentLy , it is reason
able to expect 80 students to drop the course.

Followup interview data from 80 students who
were well behind the course pace at the end of
the third week into the semester indicate that
15% had negative attitudes toward the course
and CMS, and had planned to drop the course.
Another 18% had neutral or positive attitudes
toward CNS, but had to drop the course for other
reasons. A large group, 58%, had positive or
neutral attitudes toward CMS and the course but
had chosen not to work on the course early in
the semester.

3.1. Student Procedures for Using CMS

Students are required to spend a majority of
their time studying the text in conjunction with
the computer terminals. Consequently, they
study in one of the two resource centers where
terminals aieavailable. One center has six
terminals and is available from 8 a. m, to mid
night weekdays and from 1 p , m, to midnight
Sundays. Another site with 30 terminals is
available to our students evenings and weekends
to accommodat e the large number who study at
these times.

Students use a terminal for approximately 10-20
minutes during each hour of studying. Conse
quently, from three to six students can use one
terminal in an hour. Most of their computer time
is spent in the study management phase of the
course, although they are also involved in other
computer-assisted activities. Figure 2 shows
the typical pattern of the student-computer
interaction. Options a through h are always
available to the student, while other? like !.
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through 1 are contingent on successful progress
in the course and are not available at all times.
For example, a student cannot sign up for a
seminar until he has passed an on-line test,
which he cannot take until he has completed all
of the study assignments required for the test
and reserved a terminal for testing.

3.2. Stan; Procedures for Using eMS
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The staff can sign onto the system at any ter
minal. Shown in Figure 3 is a schematic of the
staff-computer interaction including three of
the more important reasons for signing on. The
staff has access to a large amount of current
information, and the opportunity to intervene
and alter procedural variables. Some course
policies concerning, for instance, when students
are eligible to take on-line exams and seminars,
cannot be changed via the staff program. These
policies are implemented in software packages
and only the programmers can change them. Also
all of the courseware (questions, answers and
assignments) are in computer language and can
not be altered via the staff program.

The technical staff is large since the system
is still in a developmental phase. Evaluation
and research data are being collected in con
junction with the on-going program. When the
system reaches a stable state, the staff re
quirements can be reduced to five teaching and
one technical member, plus the undergraduate
tutors.

There are two types of staff that manage the
system: the teaching staff and the technical
staff. The teaching staff includes the lead
professor, five graduate teaching assistants and
six undergraduate tutors. The technical staff
consists of a project director, a project man
ager, and four graduate research assistants.
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STUDENT SIGNS ON TERMINAL

(NAME, COURSE, PASSWORD)

THE STUDENT CAN CHOOSE TO:

a. Read course infonnation and procedures.

b. Inspect reports of study management progress and test
perfonnance.

c. Inspect current distribution of grades in course.

d. Compose messages to instructors.

e. Read messages from instructors.

f. Reserve a tenninal for future study sessions.

g. Continue in the study management mode.

h. Inspect seminar rosters.

1. Enroll in a seminar.

j. Review 'practice' items in preparation for on-line
tests.

k, Reserve a tennlnal to take an OLT.

1. Take an on-line test.

ISTUDENT USUALLY RECEIVES STUDY ASSIGNMENT I
AND LEAVES TERMINAL

I I .~ r I
GOES HOME J..-I------C DECISION -I CONTINUES STUDYING

SESSION ENDS I I
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Figure 2. Index of Student Options in the Course Management System.
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STUDENT NEEDS STAFF NEEDS
TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE MANAGEMENT INFORMATION

! t
I
I STAFr SIGNS ON TERMINALL __

(NAME, COURSE, PASSWORD)

THE STAFF CAN CHOOSE TO:

RESEARCHERS NEED
EVALUATION INFORMATION

I
I
I
I
I
I_-----...1

L2C

a. Read course infonnation and procedures.

b. Read messages from students.

c. Compose messages to individual students and to 'all students'.

d. Inspect and alter seminar rosters.

e. Add and delete seminar offerings.

f. Inspect and alter sign-up rosters for on-l i ne tests (OLTs).

g. Detennine the site and number of terminals to be used during
each testing session.

h. Inspect current distributions of grades in course from all
students or certain subsets of students.

i. Inspect reports of study management progress and test perfor
mance of individual students, or sUlTllllltive reports from groups
of students.

j. Add or alter students' seminar and final exam grades.

k. View any question used in the study management part of the
course.

1. View any question used in the OlTs.

ISTAFF LEAVES TERMINAL I
Figure 3. Index of Staff Options in the Course Management System.
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Here we are going to make a report on the third step of the computer-based education which
is in practice at Fuzoku Takamatsu J'und or- High School attached to Kagawa University. Our
research process has been divided into three steps: for the first step we developed
KANECOM (group simaltaneous automatic class-teaching systems with a special computer) and
for the second step we developed DESKARTES (CAl systems controlled by a mini-computer).
Based upon our fruitful results gained from these two steps we are now engaged in develop
ing multipurpose on-line education total systems with three new systems added. Our third
step aims at heightening the effect of teaching-learning process toward the whole class
as well as toward an individual learner.

1. AUTOMATIC CLASS-TEACHING
SYSTEMS KANECOM

KANECOM, which stands for machine made through
the cooperation with NEG Company and Kagawa Uni
versity, is the education system to beoperated
for the class-teaching of 54 students for any
subject. It is capable of presenting automati
cally teaching materials in the learning main
program as well as sub-program, of gathering
data and the processing each student's
learning responses, and of issuing conunent pa
pers to each student as to his s t.udy f ng results
after the lesson.
It has been proved that KANECOM can educate
students at the same or occasionally higher
degree than the usual human teacher.

2. CAl SYSTEMS DESKARTES

Owing to the shortage of our research expendi
ture we barely manage to operate only two learn
ing terminals through the mini-computer for the
time being. But by contriving control program
we succeeded in developing time sharing systems.
This small scale CAl system is named DESKARTES
which means development and study of Kagawa Uni
versity CAl -research group with the teaching
systems. - -
We are sure that our efforts and experiences
will be useful for the days to come when the
full course of high school level education will
be really practiced according to learning pro
grams.

As the results of our research so far, we have
a belief that, concerning school education,
it is desirable and also necessary to oper-
ate individual teaching systems CAl in combina
tion with simaltaneous class-teaching.
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3. MULTIPURPOSE ON-LINE
EDUCATION SYSTEMS

Our research has been proceeded and practiced at
Fuzoku Takamatsu Junior High School (50 student/
class x 3 class/grade x 3 grade) attached to
Kagawa Uni versity where it is mainly aimed to
perform excellent school education. After having
accomplished the first and second steps of our
research we felt great necessity of the new pro
ject to develop multipurpose on-line education
total systems and put it into practice in the
educational field. The systems must be multi
purpose because we consider that the systems
should go so far as to involve the runct.t.ons of
trainning Uni versi ty students as school teachers
and also of developing new instructive technolo
gy in addition to its original function of exe
cuting ordinary j un Lor- high school education.
Therefore, this total system must be composed
of the following four systems:

1. Teaching-learning system
2. Educational information and data processing

system
3. Analysing system of teaching-learning pro

cess
4. Simulation systems for the training of

school teachers.

3.1. Teaching-learning Systems

The teaching-learning system aims at the per
fect performance of teaching activity of the
human teacher and learning activi ty of the stu
det. To ftmction the systems following five
subsystems are important.

3.1.1. Production and Presentation Systems of
Educational Materials

Teaching materials are produced chiefly in the
studio equipped wi th audio-visual devices such
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as slide projectors, tape recorders, VTR"e , and
so on. They are set preliminarily to the ade
quate device in the studio and can be presented
in every classroom according to the necessity of
the teacher through remote control.

·3.1.2. Group Simaltaneous Automatic Education
Systems

The system is so called eLI (Computer-Led In
struction) which was developed from WECOM.
Fi ve classrooms are now equipped with the system
as shown in Fig. 1. -Computer-led-instruction can
instruct automatically at most 150 students si
u.L'taneous Ly , Teaching programs are composed of
the main- and sub-programs. In the progress of
the main program, students are tested at several
check points, and according to passing condi
tions concerning with correct answer rate or
time required to answer students can go on the
main-program or branch to one of three sub-pro
grams at their request. After studying the sub
program, the mai.n-progr-em starts again automati
cally. Student's response box has five keys and
using one of the keys or by combination of two
keys they can represent their answer in numeri
cal code of one or two digits, Therefore, com
pared wi th KANE COM vh i ch allowed only one choi ce
out of five keys, there is much more freedom and
variety in the mode of response. .....very stu
dent's response data are temporarily or permanen
tly stored automatically in the memory unit of
computer systems by the prepared response data
processing program.
The control of the systems is done by operating
system method using mini-computer, and lesson
control programs are written on mark cards in
regular format and are put into the computer.

3.1. 3. Personal Question-Answer Systems

The system is gained by putting some parts of
functions of CAl into practical use. Through
the system a student can expect explanations
for his questions after his classroom lesson.
A questioner goes to the classroom (#10 - #14 in
Fig.1) and dialing the code-number corresponding
to his question, he may hear explanatory voice
for it from one of 100 cassette tape recorders.

3.1.4. MAl Systems

Every teacher can extend his teaching ability
using effectively educational machines and tools
such as response analyser, OHP, slide projector,
VTR, and so on. This sys-tems is named MAl by us
and it means Machines (except computer )-Assisted
Instruction. -These systems are developed, ap
plied, and pervaded at our first step and now
are adopted in many schools widely in Japan.
The students' response data in these systems are
off-line batch processed with the educational
information and data processing systems mention
ed later.
In our education systems we have four classrooms
(#20 - #23) for MAl as shown in Ftigv L,

3.1.5. CAl Systems

We are going to prepare only five terminals of
CAl for the time being. The reason is practical
rather than financial: owing to the adoption of
the question-answer systems which has indicated
that the high priced terminals are not necessa
rily needed in large quanti ties at such small
scale school education as our Fuzoku School.

3.2. Educational lnfonnation and Data
Processing Systems

Simple data processing of students' learning re
sponses is done by the mini-computer at Fuzoku
School and more complicated data processing is
carried out on-line with computer in the Educa
tional Engineering Center of Uni versity connect
ed with telep::-ton-lines to the Fuzoku School com
puter systems . As to still more compli cated and
comprehensi ve data processing it will be per
formed at the Computer Center of University. ve
are planning to process it at University devel
oping the data-base, and the study of what and
how to use as the data-base is now going on. At
present adoption of the following elements as the
dat a-b as e is in consideration. Concerned with
students: edited data of learning states of in
di vidual student as well as of the whole class,
characteristic data of each student's disposi
tion, fnc'ludi.ng his health state, his family
and home environment, his extra-curricular
activities, and his desired course. Concern-
ed with the management of school: data of
the usage and control state of teaching mate
rials, tools, and machines, data with respect to
school schedules, budget, personal affairs of
teachers, maintenance and admi.nLs trr-at.Lon of
school buildings and yards, and so on.

3.3. Analysing Systems of Teaching
Learning Process

Our an a.LysLng method of teaching-learning process
used to be performed by teachers lookingaj:; the
teaching-learning scene in the classroom repro
duced by VTR, but this method is not always good
because the observation is often apt to be sub-
j e ctLve rather than objective. This is why we
have developed a new analysing system and are
putting it into practice. In the new system a four
channel tape recorder and reproducing machine are
used. The former is to record teacher's speaking
and catches in voice and sounds teacher's actions
of wri tting on the blackboard or of presenting
materials through audio-visual devices (slide,
OlIP, and VTR), teacher's individual guidance by
going around between student's desks, and stu-
dent's learning state. The latter can
change the voice and sounds caught by every chan
nel into four kinds of simple lines on a paper
neglecting its meaning and contents. We analyse
these four lines respectively and ,reading four
actions and their mutual relations,we can get the
ob,jective idea of characteristics of individual
learner and the whole class and also that of
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teachers and subjects.
The development of analysing systems of teaching
learning process has contributed a lot to improve
traditional one-side education and it is of great
use to keep inti~acy between the teacher and the
learner.

3.4. Simulation Systems for the Training
of School Teachers

As one of the duties of the Fuzoku School attached
to the University, the school has to accept as the
teacher training ground university students who
wish to become teachers after graduation.
Up to today, the training begins with letting
them imitate the teacher's example. But teach
er's ability differs very much person to person
and there is a risk that the student teacher may
inflict losses upon school students. To avoid
such troubles" we think it necessary to let the
university student acquire some teaching ability
by the class-teaching simulation method before
getting into the practical class-teaching experi-

ence . We are now engaged in developing this
classroom teaching simulation system. By the
leading teacher's operation various classroom
scenes appear on the screen, for example, a scene
learners seem to be dull and learning is not ef
fective, a scene learners are seriously listening
to the teacher's explanation, a scene learners
are noisy and restless etc.. Scenes on the
screen must be as various as possible in order
that a student 'teacher- may have the real impres
sion of being actually in a classroom. Looking
at these scenes the student teacher takes the in
structive action that he considers most appropri
ate. Judging his action, the leading teacher
gi ves suggestions by pushing some keys to con
tinue or stop teaching or change the teaching
mode. Every action of the student teacher and
the leading teacher's guidance is recorded in
VTR. In addition to it each action of the lead
ing teacher's pushing keys is recorded in memory
uni t of the computer system. In this systems
we expect to let the student teacher master the
basic instructive technique to some degree.

Fig. 1. Distribution Diagram of Education Systems

eLI Computer - Led Instruction
MAr Machines (except computer) - Assisted Instruction
ASP Analysing Systems of Teaching-learning Process
SST Simulation Systems of Teacher Trainning
EDPS Educational Information and Data Processing Systems
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INTRODUCTION

It is a fact that in all countries, developed
or developing ones, student population has
increased sharply in the last years. Some data
concerning my own country will give you more
precise infonnation on this point.

During the academic year 1956-57 we had, in
Spain, 381.967 students in secondary education.
After ten years (academic year 1966-67) the
number of students at this level was 984.810.
The rate reaches 15~ approximately. At
University level there were 67.763 students at
the beginning of that period, and this number was
141.408 at the end of it, the rate being about
12%. '

The situation Ls very similar in other countries,
the absolute values being different but
maintaining the relative values for the student
population growth rates.

Nor-eover-, the increase in knowledge during the
last years is as important as the students I s
population rise, or more so. In many advanced
industries most of the products bedng sold
to-day were unknown only ten or fifteen years
ago. Up to date studies estimate that the world's
printed information is being duplicated every
ten years.

This rise in knowledge to be taught, and the
parallel rise in people needing to learn
show an insufficiency in the traditional
teaching requirements. There are two reasons for
it: first, it is not possible to train the
teachers as fast as we need them, and second, it
is very hard to get the necessary resources to
fulfil the requirements of students' places.

Moreover, failures in the educative system,
affecting society and teachers, as well as
students, are found.

It is possible to establish a parallelism
between the work process of a craftsman and the
way of teaching used by most of the teachers.
The same operation (delivering of a lecture) is
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repeated a lot of times, without any change in
it, for years and years.

This way of working gives bad results evidently.
The number of rejected "parts" (students not
passing exams) is high, due to the fact that two
essential aspects have been not taken into
account: the "material properties" (capability
and aptitudes of each student) and the personal
care devoted to each student. In this point, the
computer may be a good instrument using it in an
adequate way.

In the book "Spam sh Education" issued by the
Spanish Hinistry of Science and Education, these
data are given: out of 100 students beginning
their primary education in 1951, only 27
finished their secondary educatiLon, five began
the universitary education, and only three of
them finished their higher studies and were
graduated.

It is obvious that not all of the students
beginning an educational cycle have to get to
the following one, because the educational
process is necessarily selective. If not we would
have a professional prism and not the classical
professional pyramid. And it is so, because only
the best students ought to reach the higher
educational level. But if we consider precedent
data concerning secondary education, we can
discover that 73r;{. of students with primary
education are not admitted into secondary
education and also that out of a 27% beginning
these 'studies only a 18,5% finished this level.
It seems clear that 81,5% of failures show that
something is wrong with the educational process.
These values are very similar in other countries,
Ithe only difference being that Spanish education
is mostly primary, because we have just left the
stage of underdevelopment, but the unsuccess per
ce~tages in more deveLoped countries such as France,
Belgium, Germany, etc. published in the II Annuaire
Statistique" of the U.N.E.S.C.O. are similar.

The above considerations -quantitative and
qualitative- show that a "Teaching Technology"
covering the following fields, is needed:
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- learning processes analysis

- study of the optimum time' to present to the
students the information and exercises
assuring the optimum comprehension and
retentive possibilities

1. 1. ScalaEstalella

decision:

1) Strategies to be followed

2) Devices to be used

1) The strategies

L2D

- to design the apropriate technical devices for
accomplishing the individual capabilities and
aptitudes of students (individually prescribed
instruction) •

In the future, we hope that teachers will be able
to use this technology. They will become
"Teaching Engineers" and they will be devoted to
the designing and planning of special technical
devices to bring about the previous goals
economically.

An important help to this technology may be
informatics. In education, as in other fields,
computers can be used in two different ways:

a) As a tool to improve the teaching
management.

b) As a direct help..for a certain automation
of the learning process.

The first way does not differ essentially from
the application of computers in Business
Administration.

The second "Yay is a much more technical
application and a detailed consideration is needed.

Later on I shall come back on this point. But
now some characteristic factors affecting
developing. countries muse be taken into account:

- low standard 0 f livin g' (Le s s than 1.000 $ per
capita)

- irregular distribution of population: highly
populated towns and large coUltry areas with
low population density.

- many people having a poor standard of
instruction

- insufficient number of teachers to fulfil the
social demand on them.

Theoretical Principles

The authomatized teaching implies two levels of

First of all we are going to discuss different
strategies and the aspects to be focused before
selecting one of them.

There are basically four different class of
programs:

a) Skinner's Program
b) Pres sey 's Program
c) Crowder's Program
d) Kay's Program

a) Skinner I S programs are characterized- by
an absolutely linear sequence in the presentation
of concepts. The student giving a correct answer
to a question on the concept .!!, is led to the
next concept !!....±....l, etc. If he is wrong the
instructional device shows him the right answer
and the student passes to the next concept.

b) Pressey's program is based on a
different idea. The student must choose among
several posible answers; but he is only allowed
to carry on with the fo Ll.owi.ng concept, if the
correct answer has been given.

In Skinner 1 5 and Pre ssey I s programs no
remedial material is offered to the students
when they are wrong.

c) In Crowder's strategies student must
also choose among several possible answers, but
if he does not find the correct one, he is
addressed to a different program area, where
additional explanations are given according to
the nature of his mistake. Afterwards he either
can go back to the start point or eventually
receive more additional explanations. Succesive
branches from each point can make the program as
sophisticated as the author desires.

d) In Kay's programs several categories of
levels are provided for the different concepts.
If a mistake has been made in concept !l the
student will be svitched from this concept to
the concept n + 1, through a more detailed way.

The last two groups of programs present remedial
material to the student.
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Nany other kinds of programs have been
developed, but th<yare essentially a combination
of the above mentioned ones. From these
considerations it can be thought that a lot of
different ways to build a program are at our
disposal. This is true, but some basic
characteristics, common to all the programs,
simplify drastically the general scope of this
problem. Those characteristics are the following:

a) The material to teach is divided into very
elementary parts (frames).

b) We are obliged to check the student's
knowledge by means 0 f an adequate
question before al.Loving him to continue
the process.

c) The answer given is inmediately
reinforced by presentation of the correct
one.

d) The elementary parts are assembled
adequat.eLy •

e) The program must follow a learning
pattern and be able to explore the
amount of knowledge of each student and
the retentive time, that is to say, the
time during which student keeps the
knowledge.

f) The program must use a language as near
as po ssible to the student I 5 o'ne.. So an
interface between the student and the
machine is needed.

Before beginning the preparation of a program
some important aspects are to be considered:

1) Goals determination, that is to say,
kind of tasks to be accomplished by the student
at the end of his training cycle.

2) Task analysis.- This point brings us to
the analysis of the transfer problems, as follows:

Transfer
Theoretical knowledge function;o How to solve

a problem.

3) Concepts imbrication.- If the concepts
are independent linearly, the form of
presentation is not important; but if they are
interrelated the optimum sequence of presentation
must be previously decided.

2) Devices

An instructional device is a system able to
present information, and to ask about it. It is
also provided with a special procedure for
answer analysis, and the posibility to store
student Ts answers. Horeover it should be able to
advice the student about the quality of his
ansi...ers and to adapt itself to the learning rate
of each student.

There are several categories of instructional
devices. Some of them are the following:

- collective response machines
- individual response machines
- computers

Collective response machines and individual
response machines are not to be considered in
detail due to their being provided with micro
or minicomputers to process the data captured by
them and to store some information.

Before discussing the use of computers in favour
of the developing countries in order to solve
their serious problems in the educational area,
it seems necessary to study the methcdoLogy, and
also problems and advantages related to this
application.

The computer as an instructional device

'-le mus-t not forget that an instructional device
must be able to accept a feed-back from the
student. Then such a device has to be able to
follow further actions, according to the quality
of the student answer.

Computer is a suitable device to operate as an
adaptive instructional system, because it is
able to carry out the individually prescribed
instruction. Information related to the behaviour
of every student in different steps of the
learning process is stored, and the quality of
the course material is analyzed, according to the
statistical result of the learning process.

But computer has also some difficulties. Some of
them are related to the hardware,(for example its
characteristics and the cost of the transmission
lines, display devices, e tc s ) On the other hand
there are problems related to the software, such
as the semantic and syntactic ones (accuracy with
which information keeps its own meaning
-semantics- and the necessity to adapt the
machine to the student language -syntax-).
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Horeover computer must recognize complex sentences
coming from the students and ellaborate adequate
answers. So further research On automatic
analysis of language is needed. Another problem
is systems compatibility and in this area the
development of metalanguages may be Specially
interesting. The different aproaches to solve
these problems, specially those dealing "ith
software developments, have generated a lot of
different methods to carry out computer assisted
instruction. (Economical factors pLay an
important role).

Nc method can be accepted as the best one for the
time being. FUrther re search and actual brain
steming has to be encouraged to find the optimal
use of computers in education.

Different conceptions of computer assisted
instruction

1.- Drill and practice system

Computer is an additional help to the traditional
lecture. It is used to create practice in
exercise solving, by using re·petit,ion.

2.- Dialogue (inquiry)

The student, in front of a teletypewriter
terminal, can ask the computer for information to
help him in solving his problem. The student, in
this modality, Can prescribe his own sequence of
learning.

3.- Solving problems method

Student must know a programming language.
Computer provides partial solutions. It is mainly
used at university level.

4.- Tutorial

Computer presents curricula material to a student.
The branching of the machine to adapt the
instructional material to the individual is based
on the student I s answers referred to as
"constructed r'e sponse s",

Teachers have to know the programming language
and teaching strategy is built up using generative
rules. Students use natural language.

5.- Simulation

Computer is used to simulate real phenomena
(physical, economical, etc.), described in a model.

In digital computers, this model is expressed by
a mathematical algoritlun.

Student's thought is specially explored in this
strategy, that is not accepted as CAl by some
authors.

6.- Author's Hethod

The texts are chosen by means of appropriate
algorithm; problems are proposed using parameters
generated ramdomly.

7.- Computer managed instruction

The machine, through adequate questions,discovers
the standard of knowledge of the student and
accordingly sends him appropriate messages giving
some indications on the activities to perform,
before next work session on the terminal. Among
these activities we can find: to study a specific
topic, to listen to a recor-d, to watch an educational
film, etc.

8.- Computer use for vocational training

It is very similar to the model just mentioned,
but its aim is d-ifferent.

COHPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION SYSTEHS
CAl systems components

Three elements are to be considered in a CAl
system:
- multiaccess central processor
- terminals, and
- author 1 s language

'These three elements are not independent, but
.dynamacal.Iy related. The central processor is
·used to store and present instructional material,
analyze student responses and make adequate
branching. It is also responsible for computing
statistics of the time needed by the students to
give their answers and the quality of them. The
terminals are the interface between the student
and the central processor and must allow the
students the access to the full system capability.
The author I s language is a user oriented
language enabling the teacher easy preparation
of the course and its storage in the system. The
same language will control the calling of the
educational material by the students and it.
display at. the tenninals.

System configurations

There are three main configurations based on the
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form in whfch the system functions are allocated.

a) Totally centralized system.

All the functions are controlled by the central
processor. The language is resident in the central
proce ssor and all the terminal shave acce S5 to
it. The instructional materials are stored in the
main memory and in auxiliary stores.

b) Decentralized system.

It is a system having. several independent
computers, directing each of then their own
terminals.

c) Centralized system with decentralized oper-at.ion,

The course data base is managed by a central
processor, the instructions being executed by
local processors.

The course is progranuned on the central processor
system and it is sent, later on, to local
processors (satellite systems) each of which
executes instructions independently.

At thi s point some considerations concerning
each of those systems can be done.

The centralized systems have two important
advantages: smaller mass storage requirements,
because the course material is stored and
retrieved from one place; and it needs only a
peripheral subsystem, because all the controls
are concentrated in one place.

The decentralized systems offer, as an
interesting advantage, the fact that the
teleprocessing carriers are eliminated and the
terminals are connected by cables cheaper than
teleprocessing carriers. Another advantage is
that courses to be added just in a specific
location do not take' room in the central
processor, which would be more expensive and
distant.

Finally the main advantages of the centralized
systems with decentralized operation are: the mass
storage requirements for satellite processors can
be reduced to contain only material for a few
hours; this configuration can reduce the
teleprocessing carriers, one data line being
enough for all its terminals;" the addition of
a new terminal only degrade s the local system
performance, but not that of the central system.

As the equipment costs are decreasing and the
education industry continues to grow, this method
could be the most interesting in the future.

Finally I present to you a more detailed scope
of the Spanish experience on CAl and our own work
in this field. In my country research on CAl is
being initiated and not many people are actually
working on it at present.

In the Politechnical University of Valencia in
the High Agricultural School some models of
genetic simulation wi. th computer have been
developed using A"L language. They are in
relation with the 13H Scientific Genter of
Philadelphia which has accepted enthousiastically
this cooperation. With this simulation students
can use the computer as an artificial genetic
laboratory and it is possible to study the
evolution of different hypothetical colonies.

The National Centre for Educational Sciences have
an important program to be developed in the next
five years, consisting of a computer assisted
instruction cour-se oriented to give in-service
training to teachers of primary education in the
field of modern mathematics. The program includes
the use of terminals placed in different towns in
the country, as near as posible to the places
where the teachers have their duties.

The Computing Gentre of Hadrid University has
developed simple languages, easy to be learnt
by ten to twelve year old boys. The area of
application is the teaching of Computer Science
at a Secondary School level. The language is a
assembler implemented on an ideal computer. This
a'Ll.ovs a very simple minded design of the system
,ffiich is easily understood by students. The
assembler level has been chosen to keep the
student near the computer for educational
purposes, but the syntax of the language a'l l.ows
a free way of writing the instructions, which
are common Spanish sentences. In this way the
system has the advantages of the high level
languages (syntax) and at the same time those of
the assembler languages (semantics). The system
was implemented on an 13H-7090 Computer and it
has been used for the last two years vi.th
satisfactory results.

In the Alcala de Henares Prof'es'si.ona'l School
courses on French and Chemistry using a
COURSEllRlTER language have been developped. Due
to the fact that this language in its original
form was inadequate to manipulate strings of
characters in the way that they are present in
Chemical formula suitable adaptations have
been introduced. Appropriate messages are sent
to students concerning the mistake s made in the
chemical formula required. The course is oriented
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to secondary school level and has been used with
a large number of students with satisfactory
results.

In our Technical High Scool of Industrial
Engineering in Madrid, the Laboratory of
Automatics carry out a project using an IBH!
System 7 processor allowing the automation of
several laboratories. The data enter the computer
coming from machines and apparatus of those
laboratories and the output is given on teletype
writers located in them. The system may be used
in research, as ,-rell as in atudents exercises,
allowing them to design their own experiments
and to write their own programs. Data input flow
control the process development automatically
and yielded r-esu'Lt s are sent to the terminals.
This method has a double advantage: the student
himself can design some simple experiments
related to the subjects of his curriculum and,
on the other hand, he becomes familiar with the
principles of Computer Science and the computing
methodology.

Another pro ject developedl in our school is
carried out in the Department of Mechanics under
my own responsability. It consists of a course
of Kinematics managed by computer. OUr aim is
to use the computer for the managing of the
learning process. The specific characteristic of
the computer is its interactive capability in
the dialogue man-machine. In computer managed
instruction this interaction is exclusively
utilized and the learning material is offered
to the student in a multimedia conception.
Students are asked by computer, which receives
the student's answers, analyzes them and sends
back appropriate error messages. In accordance
with the student I s traj ectory the computer,
through an appropriate algorithm, informs the
student at the end of each tenninal session.
This information concerns his performances and
advices him on the task to be accomplished before
the next working session.

The course program CAl manipulates three
different data files: one for the questions,
another for the students I answers and the third
to store the list of instructional messages.
The programming language is AP~SV (shared
variables) with data-file facilities and the
course has been exper-Ienced on about 60 student s
at university level with satisfactory results.

FUrther development of this course includes the
study of task optimization, generating the
optimal sequence of tasks in accordance with a

learning model.

Our system offers the advantage of reducing the
terminal time to 4 or 5 hours to follow a
course, which by traditional method would take
about 24 or 25 hours to each student. Another
facili ty is the possibility to use the computer
as calculator device, without needing to go out
of the control program. The same terminal can be
used for this purpose with the only limitation
the level of APL-knowledge by the user.

PROBLEMS IN USING COHPUTERS IN. EDUCATION

There are several important prob'Lems related to
the application of computers in education.

A) Man-machine communication problem.
B) The cost-efficiency problem.
C) The user acceptance problem.

Man-machine communication problem

Two main factors are the source of trouble in
the man-machine interrelations. These troubles
being: first, the language understood by the
machine is not always convenient to the user.
Second, the commercialized terminals are not
always suitable for educational purposes. For
example, the most popular input!ontput device,
the teletypewriter is very noisy and slow. The
CRT (cathodic ray tube) is not noisy but has
not always a good resolution and it is hard to
work with it for a long time. The development
of sound records controlled by computer is just
beginning today.

Man-machine languages are r-eceavang special
attention to-day. Solutions as the "query
languages" constituted by a subset of the
English language involve difficulties, because
it requires too much effort to learn a "query
language" specially for younger students.

Moreover, the practical problems related to the
automatic language processing are very complex.
It is known that by sucessive imbrications it
is po sible to build sentences long enough to
avoid their automatic analysis. In addition to
that, it is to be considered that the extension
of a vocabulary can generate so great a, number
of combinations, exceeding the capacity of the
biggest machine s ,

Nevertheles the research on the production and
analysis rules of the .Language may be a good
way. The human memory being limited, cannot
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store more than a finite number of sentences;
that is why those rules must exist.

Cost-efficiency problem

Cost analysis is a very widely used procedure to
select alternative systems with the lowest cost
and the best efficiency.

In educational applications the following costs
are to be considered:

1) system elements

2) tenninals

3) communications

4) development and maintenance of high quality
material and of the required software to
support the different applications.

5) compatibility

The first and second costs may be drastically
reduced in the future, due to the achievements
in technology. However a reduction in
communications costs is not expected in the
future. Point four is an important cost factor,
as about 100 hours of author I 5 time are necessary
to prepare one hour of student work at the
terminal. The compatibility cost is an'other
important factor of the CAl-systems, because it
is difficult that programs oriented to a certain
machine could be run on eno ther- computer , The
program preparation is a very important
investment and has to be charged to a considerable
number of students. If not, education wi.th
computers becomes economically prohibited.

Benefits of a CAl program are much more
difficult to be estimated than costs. It is
really very que:;;tionable to express in money the
improvements got by a group of students
following a CAl course compared to the
traditional methods.

Horeover, experiments carried out have not showed
a clear superiority of CAl over. clasical teaching.

Perhaps future developments will be oriented to
decrease the computer presentation function and to
increase the multimedia approach, keeping
computer for an interactive role in the learning
process.

User acceptance prOblem

lye can considerar two categories of users:

a) the educational staff
b) the students

The users of the first category, mostly teachers
are not manufacturers of computer systems
(unhappily for -theml ] and however it is very
important their participation in system design.
Accordingly actions directed to give the basic
ADP training to teachers become more and more
necessary. A good way to start with, is the
availability of remote tenninals allowing the
school staff to try the real advantages of a
CAl system and giving facilities for a training
process.

Student's acceptance is generally good if some
important points are guaranteed. The first one
is to draw the student's curiosity to this new
method; and second, to make students confident
that computer is an effective educational help,
and not a dangerous trick to control them,
acting as an examination board.

CAl ADVANTAGES

Summarizing, the main advantages of this technique
are.

l } The availability of multiacces systems makes it
possible to instruct a . large number of students
on an individual basi s for the first time.

2) The CAl ensures the active participation of
every student.

3) The CAl provides an immediate answer
reinforcement.

4) Because of its capability to branch and· to
evaluate responses, CAl provides each student
with the best sequence of instructional
material according to his skilL

5) Computer is the utmost patient teacher with
slower students, adapting its behaviour to
their individual rates of learning.

6) Computer makes available statistical
information on every student, showing
which one needs special assistance to improve
his learning standard.

In which way can the developing countries be
aided to solve their educational problems by
applying a certain degree of automatized teaching?
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Of course, no general solution exists and the
social, economical and cultural characteristics
of the different regions must be taken into
account.

Very common features' of these countries are the
impossibility to invest important funds with a
long term return, the lack of qualified teachers
and a very irregular distribution of the
population in the country.

In other fields of the human knowf.edge these
countries have imported technology to solve
their industrialization, energy production,
lodging, communication networks, etc. It seems
feasible to import an educational technology
to apply it, if not directly to the students,
at least to improve the standard of professional
abili ty of the instructors and teachers.

Never-theLe s s an essential difference exists
between the above examples and the educational
one: the product of this technology is inmaterial
and it is destined not to be used by men, but to
be aprehended by them. A suitable code must be
adopted to make this aprehension easy.

The language plays here an important role. So
a grouping of the countries in three sets could
be considered: angLophone , francophone and
hispanophone.

Efforts should be concentrated to implement
teaching programms combined with other media
(books, audiovisual, e tc , ) suitably coordinated
in order to avoid duplications. These progranuns
could be created and compiled in international
centres equiped with hardware and sofware powe rfli'L
enough to accompli sh thi s task, but their
philosophy should be oriented to make possible
the use 0 f them in minicomputers easy to be
main tatned, transported and installed.

The low requirements in hardware could facilitate
its utilization in rural areas and its mobility
wou'ld aH ow the accomplishment of partial plans
and programms, giving the priority to the
territorial areas more problematic or to the
subjects considered more necessary for each
country.

There is no doubt that the investments directed
in this sense "ill have a very high multiplying
effect, above all if they are oriented to
recycle teachers without leaving their work place.

It must not be forgotten that these media al.Icw
an instructional process adapted to the personal
skill and to the time that each person can
spare for it.

In our opinion actions should be oriented to take
advantage of the most typical characteristic of
computers, that is to say, that or acting as
interactive devices. Individuals are aLkoved to
check their 0"" standard of knowkedge and, in
parallel, quick and precise information on the
accomplishment of the plans and prograrnms is
supplied to the people responsible for them.

The results of the experience and the permanent
improvement of the courses in their methodology,
as \vell as the characteristics of the devices
utilised, wouLd give valuable orientation to the
policy makers for further actions.

Tn many developing countries there are important
university centres whose cooperation in this
research woukd be highly appreciated. The most
important aim should be to avoid isolated
ef'for-t s leading to discouragement or to solutions
economically prohibitive.

It wou'Ld be desirable that an international
organisation sponsored a plan oriented to use
computers in favour of the developing countries,
helping them to solve their educational problems.
Each country, developed or developing one,
would present its possible cooperation in the
achievement of these goals: designing of new
devices specifically oriented to this application,
suitable methodology adapted to the cultural
tradi tion of the different world regions, courses
prepared for determined subjects, auddcvd sua'l
aids related to this plan, etc. International
agreements should guarantee the absolute
interchangeability of the experiences without
any intellectual property protection.

Summarizing the above ideas we arrive at the
follo"ing

CONCLUSIONS

1. At present CAl research and CAl centres
are considerably more developed in United States
than in the rest of the \1Orld, but its
developement was based in a very high standard
of economical potenciality not always applicable
to other countries.

2. Governments have to encourage research
in this field giving a clever orientation to it,
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avoiding to waste more money than strictly needed.

3. There are too many CoAl Lenguage s having
important impact on the compatibility cost
factor. Accordingly effective actions for
standardisation must be taken at national and
international LeveL;

4. Many efforts must be done to implement
the best computer assisted instruction
modalities for the sake of developing countries.

5. An international organisation should
sponsor the research and actions in the
application of computers to education. Any
duplication of efforts must be avoided and
effective interchangeability of experiences.
among the different countries has to be assured
wi thout limitation.

6. Hedium and small size computers,
specifically oriented for educational purposes

should be designed on an economical basis.

7. In future CAl research should be
oriented to the following aims:

- learning process essence

- rules to design and construct programms

- teaching machines

- multimedia approaches

- determination of optimum response modalities
for each kind of teaching.
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Thi s paper descri bes the genera 1 characteri st.i cs of an integrated computer educati on program
under implementation in Brazil. Some of the key strategies used to support and develop this
program are presented and discussed.

1. I NTRODUCTI ON

Computer technology has become an integral part
of the economy of some developing countries. It
is extremely important to those countries not to
be only a marketplace for this new technology in
which it is used for just a sparse set of appli
cations (sometimes with questionable results).
There are strong indications tnat computer tech
nology can constitute a powerful tool to foster
the social and economic development of the coun
try. For that to be achieved, a lot more is
required in terms of computer education (educe
ti on about computers and thei ruses) than the
superficial instruction which can be bought from
the computer manufacturer together with the
equipment. In fact, a broad and comprehensive
educational program is required as an integral
part of the country's educational system. Some
examples of what. can be achieved through adequate
computer educati on ina deve1opi ng country can
be found in Lucena (1974).

Bei ng fami 1i ar with both the Brazi 1i an approach
to computer education and several similar pro
grams that exi st indifferent countri es , the
authors bel ieve that the Brazil ian model has a
number of interesting aspects which are worth
bei ng reported.

In this paper we describe the Brazilian national
approach to computer educati on and hi gh1i ght its
major accompli shments. Although the si ze and
complexity of the Brazilian problems in this area
may look far too small to some, the point we
want to make is that a systematic approach to
these problems at an early stage will assure a
balanced development of the area. Besides, this
can be achi eved with a very pos i ti ve i nfl uence
in the development of the country. In the
following sections we first provide some back
ground about the area of Computer Educati on in
Brazil. In sequel we discuss the multi-level
educational program which is being implemented
in the country. This program attempts to relate
to most of the sectors of the country's educa
tional system. We proceed by describing and
commenting on government actions that have been
supporting this program.

*This research was supported in part by the
Brazil ian Nati ona1 Research Council (CNPq) and
in part by the U.S. National Science Foundation,
Grant No. GF-37154, Mod. 1.

"wi th Luiz C. Martins, Coordenacao das Atividades

This paper does not represent an official posi
tion of the Brazil ian government. The authors
describe their points of view about some programs
with which they had i nvo1vement as government
consultants.

We do not expect the approaches descri bed in thi s
paper to be regarded as universal solutions to
the problems of planning computer education at a
national level. We do expect to attract the
interest of representatives of other countries
and to 1ay down some ground materi a1 that can be
the basis for useful international cooperation.

2. BACKGROUND

The teaching of electronic computing and related
concepts in elementary and secondary school s in
Brazil is only a very exploratory activity. Only
a few private institutions have begun to offer
some i nstructi on in computi ng. These efforts
are early initiatives towards adhering .to a new
governmenta 1 requi rement that calls for the adop
ti on of more profess i onally-ori ented curri cul a in
elementary 'and secondary school s .

Universities, as it should be expected, had a
pioneering role in fostering computer education
in the country. Altogether, there are in the
country fifty institutions of higher education
(universities, technological institutes, etc.)
that have computing facilities and offer some
kind of computer-related programs. There are at
the present eight graduate programs in computing
re 1ated areas (computer sci ence, sys terns engin
eering, etc.). Besides turning out academic
personnel to other universities, these programs
have been very active in producing well-trained
professionals to several institutions in the
country which are involved in some state-of-the
art computer applications. Only five universi
ties (four of which differ from the previously
menti oned ones) offer a full-fl edged under
graduate curriculum in computer science (as
opposed to the more typical situation which is
to have computing disciplines offered within
classical areas in technology and social
sci ences). A recent outgrowth of the uni vers i
ties' activities has been the establishment of
the so-called Colleges of Computer Technology,
affiliated to the university system. A College
of Computer Technology offers a two-year program
(equivalent to half a Bachelor's Degree program)
which is meant to produce intermediate level
technicians to industry. There are six of these
colleges established within universities and six

de Processamento Eletronico (CAPRE), Brazil
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3. COMPUTER EDUCATI ON PROGRAMS

others are in the process of creation.

The Colleges of Computer Technology and the pri
vate training programs attempt to supply adequate
manpower to a market with the following charac
teristics. The following table displays the num
ber of computer operators, programmers and seni or
programmers (software systems designers) in the
years 1973/74 as well as estimates for 1975.

In order to effectively impact the country's
technological and administrative infrastructure,
an integrated system was put together which tries
to capture most of the relevant educational as
pects related to computing. In the Table A2 of
the Appendix such a system is displayed. The
termina 1 careers (non-rectangu1 ar boxes) which
are marked by an asteri sk are still non-ext stent
in the country.

4. STRATEGIES FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF COMPUTER
EDUCATION PROGRAMS

The general goal s of CAPRE are to propose ways
the federal government can optimize its invest
ments in data processing and to propose forms
through which an adequate productivity can be
achieved in the new and existing government com
puter installations (that includes computer in
stallations financed by government funds). An
issue that naturally fall s within the mentioned
scope is the achi evement of an adequate 1eve 1 for
computer specialists. That, in turn, has moti
vated a joint work between CAPRE and the Ministry
of Education in the following directions:

a. Planni ng of computer educati on,
b. Creation and funding of Colleges of

Computer Technology,
c. Inter-regional cooperation,
d. Promoti on of seminars,
e. Teachers' training programs.

CAPRE has been active in evaluating the country's
computer personnel needs both in .quantitative and
qua1itati ve terms. The program out1 i ned in the
Appendix refl ects to a great extent a profi 1e of
the activities of the computer professional in
Brazil, that was delineated by CAPRE's specia1-'
i sts assi sted by knowl edgeab 1e industry represen
tatives (this activity is, in fact, an outgrowth
of a pioneer effort by SUCESU).

A number of initiatives from both the government
and private groups establ ished the foundations
and presently support the development of the pro
gram outlined. The federal government has been
acti vely i nvo1ved with the computer educati on
area. Specifically, the Secretary of Planning's
Coordination of Data Processing Activities
(CAPRE), through its education division has been
active in promoting undergraduate and general
education, while the Brazilian National Research
Counci1 (CNPq), through vari ous programs has been
supporting graduate education. From the private
initiative standpoint, the SUCESU association
(major Brazil i an computer user's society) and the
Brazil ian Council of University Rectors have had
a distinguished role in the development of com
puter education in the country.

In order to determine priorities in government
support to the several forms of educational pro
grams, as well as to investigate the way of
achieving adequate levels of education by area of
activity a number of investigations took place.
Table Al in the Appendix summarizes the current
poi nt of vi ew of Brazil i an planners about the
participation of each form of educational program
in various professions. In Table A1, X's indi
cate the required educational program per area of
activity.

Our focus from now on wi11 be on how government
programs can support the Educati on Programs.

A major effort undertaken in the last couple of
years was the creati on and subsequent support and
supervision of the program of Colleges of Compu-
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2500

2650
3250
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1973

1700
Pro rammers
o era tors

Sr. Pro rammers

Outside the regular educational programs, com
puter education is also provided by private
enterpri ses and computer manufacturers. There
are 26 firms that offer training programs in
computing from basic courses in computer opera
tions and programming to advanced seminars for
computer special ists and executives. We did not
include in this last total the universities'
extension programs aimed at the same market.
Only ten major enterprises have their own com
plete training programs, some of them nation-wide.
(The Federal Computing Bureau (SERPRO) has train
ing staff and facilities in nine states of the
country) . Altogether, the computer manufacturers
that operate in Brazil maintain thirteen training
centers in the country.

In the short term, the available mechanisms and
institutions that educate computer specialists
for industry seem to be able to satisfy quanti
tatively the market's requirements. A major con
cern has to do with the adequacy of the training
programs to face the increasing requirements of
qua1ity bei ng imposed on industry. Outs i de of
that, the major question remains of achieving a
s i gnifi cant impact on the country's technology
and administrative structure through using com
puting as a tool for the enhancement of techno
logy applications.

In this section we describe schematically the
multilevel national program in computer education
which is at the present being implemented through
a number of government actions. We will not give
here the motivation and rationale for the variety
of forms of i nstructi on to be presented as we ex
pect this issue to be addressed by several com
panion papers in this Proceedings. Instead, we
will emphasize the structure of. the educational
mode1 which is bei ng adopted in Brazil.
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ter Technology. As mentioned before, this pro
gram is undergoing an extensive expansion opera
tion. There is no question that the market will
eagerly absorb the techni ci ans produced by thi s
program. What is now left to be done is to eval
uate the impact that this level of professionals
wi11 produce in industry and government and to
feed back into the program the experi ence of the
market with this type of professionals.

A very i nteresti ng aspect of CAPRE' s acti vity
that has provided better means for the develop
ment of computer education is its inter-regional
cooperation program. Very often university com
puter facilities in Brazil are financed by the
federa 1 government. For that reason, CAPRE, to
gether with the uni vers i ti es where those facil i
ties are located have worked out a strategy
through which smaller uni versiti es and even pri
vate enterprises in the business of offering com
puter training can have easy access at a very
low cost to the eventual idle time in larger
uni versiti es' computer i nsta11ati ons . The needs
of some universities for more computing power and
the bi d by others for enteri ng the computer fi e1d
has led to some interesting redistributions of
computing power within regions of the country.
The figure below illustrates one such redistribu
tion that took place in early 1974. The labels
that appear in the figure are left uninterpreted
and stand for the names of Brazil ian universities
located at different regions of the country and
which are at different levels of development.
This kind of optimization attitude has led to an
intense investigation of the issues of regional
centers and networking, and as early as late
1975 some sol uti ons along these 1i nes wi11 be in
operation.

In the area of promotion of seminars and teach"
er's trai ning programs, CAPRE has co-sponsored
and co-organized a considerable number of events
aiming at upgrading the computer professionals
from industry and government and preparing teach
ers for the introduction of computing technology
in the curricula of the schools. An interesting
modality of seminars is the so-called "seminar on
the use of computers in uni vers iti es. " Fi ve of
these seminars have taken place since 1971. The
whole community of special ists in computing from
Brazilian universities (both computer science
departments and computing centers) get together
for one week to discuss (in a workshop mood) the
role of computer education in the academic envir
onment and how it should be approached. Academi
cians then have the opportunity of having their
programs evaluated by their peers. This kind of
discussion seems to have brought an interesting
consensus withi n the academi c communi ty about
qual ity of computer education and ways of achiev
ing it.

At this point we will comment on some other
government actions that have helped support the
development of graduate programs in computer
sci ence. These programs contri bute to the trans
ference of new technologies to industry and to
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the training of teachers. We will talk about the
integrated action of the Brazilian National
Research Council (CNPq) together with other agen
cies in the Ministry of Planning in the selected
financing of research in computer science and
computer applications. This program, which
started in 1965, is presently entering (from Our
point of view) its third phase. In the first
phase (approximately 1965-1971) little attention
was paid to the object of the research as it was
necessary mainly as a training tool used as part
of the structure of the graduate programs (most
leading to Master's Degrees).

During this phase there was a massive effort to
educate junior faculty members for universities
which were enteri ng the computer fi e1d. A per
centage of the students did go into industry
where they became useful more because of their
abi 1ity in problem sol vi ng in general than be
cause of their specific knowledge in computing
(they were genera lly much better in theory than
in practi ce) . A second phase followed in which
industry and government, being eager for a quick
transference of technology, were very interested
in fi nancing development-type projects of very
shor-t-r-ange app1i cabil i ty. Thi s phase, which is
not finished yet, is characterized by an intense
migration of academic people to industry and
government.

The equi 1i bri um poi nt is bei ng reached because
both industry and government are beginning to be
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able to handle even some sophisticated develop
ment projects for which the need of the univer
sity was felt in the past. The university is
entering a stage in which its faculty has strict
ly academi c interests but enough motivation to
interact with the "real world." This is the
phase we hope to be entering. In fact, the atti
tude of the sponsors and the motivation of the
academic community seems to indicate that. A
new and challenging problem has to be faced now:
the definition of a class of problems which are
"mission ori ented" without bei ng ei ther pure
deve1opment or remote issues for deve1opi ng coun
tries. One advantage of the computer technology
field is that, as in any new field of research,
there are still a number of challenging problems
that are both academically attractive and yet of
relatively short term interest for industry and
government. The problem of networking of com
puters, as previously mentioned, seems to fall
into th i s category.

Another class of programs supported by the CNPq
(and CAPRE) are the programs of international
cooperation. Programs currently exist between
Brazil and France, United States, Canada, and
Germany. These programs have been giving a di
vers ifi ed experi ence to the Brazi 1i an community
of computer specialists, from the technical level
to the post-graduate education level. One of the
older programs, for instance, established a
twining relationship between two universities in
Brazil (PUC-RJ, and University of Sao Paulo) and
the University of Cali forni a at Los Angeles. For

APPENDIX

Table Al

over two years members of the facul ty of these
uni versi ti es have been exchangi ng experi ences in
the areas of computer architecture and software
engi neeri ng. The number of results produced up
to the present is stimulating the sponsors to
extend the program to include other institutions
and research areas.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have tried in this paper to make the point
that the planning of computer education on a
national scale requires a complex multi-level
program in order for a developing country to be
able to take full advantage of the multiple uses
of computer technology. The diversified actions
requi red to support such a program have been
illustrated through some measures that have been
actually used in the case of Brazil.
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SUPPLIERS OF COMPUTER EDUCATION

Demand for Secondary: Colleges of Private Training TV, Radio,
Computer Professional Computer Universities Trai~ing within Manufacturer I~~~~~a~:,~~dEducation Option Technoloav I

Sensi bil i zation

Public in
general X X X X X

Emp1oyees of a
firm in the
process of X X X X
us i ng compu-
terized
facil ities

Executives in
general X X X X

Computing as a
~

Higher educa- X X X X X
tion careers
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Table Al, continued from previous page

SUPPLIERS OF COMPUTER EOUCATION

Oemand for Secondary: Colleges of Private Training IV, Radto,
Computer Profess i ona1 Computer Universities Training within Manufacturer Journals and

Education Ootion Technoloov Institutes Institution Other Means
Management in

X X X Xgeneral

Management of
X X Xtechnology

Computi ns as an
end

Keypunching and X X X X
coding

Data prepara- X X X X
tion --------- ---

Operators X X X X X X

Systems
X X X X Xprogrammers

Appl ications
X X X X X Xprogrammers

Technical re-
presentati ves. X X X X X X

Ma i ntenance and
Xmanufacturi ng X

Computer
X X X Xsystems design

Teachers X X X

Professors and X X
researchers
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Table A2

L2D

Elementary School Genera 1 educati on - Introducti on to the a1gori thmi c
approach

Professi ona11y-Ori ented Know1 edge - Value of i nfor-
mati on ; how information is gathered, treated and
distributed.

.1-
Professi ona11y-Ori ented K'how1 edge - Introducti on to I

informatics; the role of computers in a modern
society; simple computer applications; professions
in informatics.

Secondary School General Education - Organization of information:
the concept of information system; examples of
simple computer applications; professions in
i nformati cs

'V !
Profess i ona1 Trai ni ng - Basi c Data I IProfessi ona1 Training - Basic Concepts I

Process i nq Concepts in Diqita1 Systems Technoloqv
.,1,

~IComp1ementary Professional Trainin - Program-

I

Professional Training - Data

I
I ing techniques; introduction to a high level

I
processi ng concepts; computer Digital Systemslanguage; exercises in problem solving operati on; management of \ Technicianthrouch proarammi nc comouter ooerati on

~ -.!t -
* ) (Da[~ Processing Technicia~))Coder comouter operator , etc.

Complementary Professional Training I
* ( Programmer \ I Operating systems and computer

organization; math and statistics
®- I

for business; 0 & M
I

Undergraduate Programs J
11- J,

General Formative Curriculum

I

ICo11ege of Computer

I
ro11ege of Computer I

I
for Freshmen and Sophomores Technology - Data Technology - Digi-
Introduction to the use of Process ina Ootion ta1 E1 ectroni cs
comouters in several areas . Option

III I1t \Ir Ilr\1/

Icomputer Systems I IComputer Ilvarious areasllManagement I ( Computer Hardwate)
Enaineerin Sciences of interest Sciences ~ Technician

t ~~ I t (Programmer of .) ( Data Cominuni ca- J
Eno lneer II Bachelor of )"llache lor of -) Bachelor of APo1icat~ tion Technician

1\ Science Sciences or Business ) (Systems )\ . Arts Administrati on Proarammer--,
Graduate Programs 4IMaster's Degree in Computer Sci ences:

ITheory; applications; engineering;
manacenent svs tems , etc .

•I Ph.D. in Computer Sciences I
*Specia1 computer applications curriculum
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CATSS , COMPUTER AWARENESS IN TECHNOLOGICAL SECONDARY SCHOOL
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In many countries, computer education at the secondary level has resulted up to now in an
incoherent set of courses oriented mainly to teach how computers operate. This project
proposes to prepare students for the real relationship they will have with computers in their
professional life, and to benefit from the educational advantages computers and computer
concepts bring.

Computers have every day a larger role in our
lives, being essential in technical professions.

Involvement in exercising its concepts builds up
the logical mental structure of our students. Its
use in practical teaching allows obtaining a prac
tical approach, a deeper feeling for the meaning
and behaviour of solutions, a sense of responsibi
Li.ty, team work and creativity.

TECHNICAL SECONDARY EDUCATION

In Argentina, Technical Education belongs to
Middle Education (secondary school). The primary
level, seven years compulsory education starting
at 6 years of age, is a prerequisite.

Branches of Midd Le Education are Bachillerato
(oriented towards a Uni versity study), Normal
(prepares for primary teaching), Commercial
(prepares to work in trade); Agricultural educa
tion, Technical education, Artistic and others.

All these branches allow access to the universities.

The middle education structure considers two cycles:

- Basic Cycle: general knowledge, common, three
years of duration

Higher Cycle: specific training giving certifi
cates which quali fy to work.
Two to four years of duration.

Student population of the Argentine Technical
Education. is 186,000 or ,6.5 %of the middle
education. It is carried out in 498 schools by
26,659 chairs.

The Instituto Nacional Superior de Pr-of'e sozado
Tecnico (The High National Institute of Technical
Professorate) provides the higher education and
trains professors. It has at present 1,' 66 students
allover the country. All the structure is headed
by the CONET, National Council for Technical Edu
cation, r-epor-t Lng to the Ministry of Culture and
Education.

The Technical Education specializes in: Building,
Mechanics, Electricity, Electromechanics,
Telecommunication, Chemistry, Metallurgy, Auto
mobiles, Naval, Aviation, Mathematical Geography,
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Business Administration.

In a middle or little industrilized country, gene
rality in the education is a requisite, rather than
specialization. Job mobility makes this even more
true.

The present Project tends to be part of a Syste
matic Approach to improve the count.r-y ' s education
and introduce the new technologies and tools. It
also proposes a general framework to coordinate
several isolated efforts which alone lead nowhere.

Objecti ve s of the proposed education:

a. to contribute to better equip a technician,
updating the curricula. In the field of compu
ting, this implies making him aware of the ap
plications and uses of computers and training
him to understand its results.

b. to teach him the uses of speci al equi pment in a
technical field such as numerical control, pro
cess control, etc.

c. to add tools to the present theoretical training
allowing the students to obtain results, expe
riment, learn by trial and error and gain prac
tical experience.

d. to stimulate creativity, lett ing students try
their owns ideas, using case simulation and
promoting emulation.

e. to reduce the time and impact produced in the
integration of the new professional to his work
in the society.

Steps to implement the Project:

Steps should consider the volume of the operation,
which require the build up of the human force ca
pable of implementing it; the character of this new
subject , which requires the preparation of teaching
material. adapted to the reality of our country; the
human factors, which require previous experience;
and the need to make the present group of profes
sors an integral part of the whole project.

The following steps were considered:

1. Initial experiences:
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Voluntary courses for professors and stu
dents. Data gathering on concept transmis
sibility. Subjects selection. Experience
development on human factors, feasibility
of approaches and methodology.

2. Project design:

Based on cwnulative experience and material
developed.

Analysis of current regulations.

3. Public presentations and search for consensus
on the project.

4. Support from the authorities. New regulations
and changes.

5. Small scale implementation.

Training groups of professors to teach
computing or implement the concepts in
their subjects.

6. Development of material for the courses and
the new approaches the Project implies. The
professors previously trained should work on
this.

7. Full scale implementation.

This process, following several paths and coor
dinating many initiatives has already been carried
out up to step 3:

~ - Gathering of previous experience has
been amply covered by the following
activity, during 1912, 1973 and 1914.

A. Introduction to Computing course:

132 hours to 20 professors.

B. Introduction to Computing: two courses

140 hours each 25 participants each delivered
to 6th year students.

A and B had available a Programma 101 Olivetti
mini-computer.

C. Project COBACEM: Basic Computer Concept for
Middle Education.

46 courses, 26 hours of duration each one,
in which participated 25 professors of '
Technical schools and 227 from other
middle education and 199 students from
Technical schools and I.;11 from other
branches.

These courses had the support of an IBM/360
Model 40.

These experiences revealed an enormous enthusiasm
from students and professors. The opinion was

unanimous about the need to incorporate the con
cepts and new approaches to specialized secondary
education.

There was an evident change of mental attitude,
thinking and motivation in the participants.

The open shop policy, a chance to work directly
vi. t.h the computer, was highly requested, with
the possibility to investigate their own ideas and
approaches.

Step 2 - Project design, developed naturally.

The undergoing efforts got structured and
several proposals were made to the res
pective authorities. It-s present form is
represented by this paper, which is also
the basic tool to start Step 3, Public
presentation and -consensus .

Changes in the Student Curriculum

These changes should not only introduce the Com
puting concepts, but also build up an appreciation
of the uses and' answers the machine can give, and
take advantage of this knowledge and tools for
practical exercises in other subject.s .

The proposed sequence for this is:

In the Basic Cycle (three years with common sub
jects of general knowledge) the student should
become familiar with the computer as a tool, by
getting used to its results and outputs.

To this end, a machine should be used in Labora
tory practices in SUbjects like mathematics,
physics, chemistry, etc. Typical outputs ahou.Ld be
obtained and worked with.

By the end of the Basic Cycle (3rd year), a formal
course in Computer Concepts should be included. This
will provide the student with a methodology to state
algorit.hms for solutions and have a language to
communicate with the machine.

In the Higher Cycle (Which is divided by speciality)
the s-tudent-s should have means and time available to
tryout solutions, develop their creativity and solve
problems of the technical SUbjects they are studying.

In some specialities, specific subjects should in
clude the new concepts that computer technology
bring: circuit design, structural calculus, numeric
control, process control.

Contents of the Computer Concepts course to be
introduced in the 3rd year of the Basic Cycle.

Duration: One lecture year (32 weeks) - two hours
per week, theory and practice.

a. Role of Computers in the present society.

Spectrum of applications over the world and
locally.
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Applications, importance and priorities in our
country.

Principles of Applied Didactics.

Creativity.
b. Basic Computer organization. Components.

Information flow.

Reference files.

c. Procedures to solve problems.

Description techniques. Flow diagrams.

Basic Operations.

Logical decision. Iteration.

Practice with non-mathematical problems.

d. Languages. Elements.

Operating instructions of the system available.

e. Steps to solve a problem with the computer.

Problem statement, solution procedure, coding,
t es.t and debug, execution, operation,
translation, operating system.

Training Program for Professors

There is an extensive activity to be covered in
this area: to prepare professors to teach Com
puter Concepts courses; update professors of other
sub ject.s to profit from the tool and introduce it
in their teaching; elaborate material for this
introduction.

Three higher level courses are designed for that:

1. Introduction to Computing.

Length 1 year; 9 hours per week.

Contents will be the same as the students
course, getting deeper into the concepts and
with ample use of machine time.

2. Advanced Computing

Length 1 year; 4 hours per week.

Going deeper into the same subj ect and some
related ones.

Procedures to solve problems.

Intensive practice in several types of equip
ment.

Special didactics for computing.

3. Seminar on Special Didactics.

Length: two semesters with a total of 132 hours.

During the seminar, the participants should
prepare didactics material to incorporate
computing in the teaching of their own subject.

Structure of the Training Program for Professors:

Action Directed to Prepares for

1. Introduction All prof. in Use computer
to Computing technical as a tool in
course education laboratories

2. Advanced Graduates - Teach Computing
Computing from 1 Concepts
course - Prepare material

2.5

2.5 Prepare Graduates Teach and
Didactic from 2 supervise
Material

3. Special Graduates Effectively
Didactics from 1 or 2 introduce cam-
Seminar puting in their

subjects.

Availibili ty of Computing Means -

Study of Alternatives

The availability of computer means at professors I

and students I disposal is of the highest impor
tance. Nevertheless, we understand this is an ideal
very difficult to attain in our country. So, we
present several alternatives which we consider
have not received enough attention. Ordered by
increasing availability of means, they are:

a. Use of computer output. It does not allow al
ternatives or promote creativity but gets the
student used to interpret results in the same
way he will see them -in his work.

b. Visits to computer installations: only bring
a static image.

c. Equipment demonstration (minicomputers or ter
minals) .

Permits an intense contact during the short
period they are lent. They do not allow time
for problems to mature and try alternatives.

Of the greatest importance is the time, while
developing the course, in which the unit is
available.

d. Access to a remote system: there are many chan
ces for this type of use; neighbouring Univer
sities, Companies or Government Agencies might
have computers installed which could easily
absorb" this little additional work. Main inconve
nience will be the turn around time for the jobs.
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e. Mini-computer or terminal to a larger syst em:
provides a complete answer at a cost which
decreases every day.

f. Central system from an Education Agency which
gives support to a large number- of schools:
ei ther by remote closed shop or with terminals.
It assumes an important decision to support the
whole project.

g. Small computing system owned by the school or
shared with others in the neighbourhood, to
which professors and students have access.

The last four alternatives can be integrated
with administrative applications "or the insti
tution. This, together with solving practical
problems, opens opportunities for practice and
jobs for students vocationally oriented.

Integration of Computing into other subjects

Exercises: arguments and some examples.

Exercises should:

- Develop an analytic spirit.

- Promote creativity, a drive to propose new
approaches and solutions.

- Push forward the idea that not everything is
done and there are many things to be discovered
and improved.

- Build up rigorous definitions of problems
statements and procedures.

- Promote a practical attitude to implement
solutions.

- Complement to old theoretic approach with trial
and error methods. .

- Experience solution implementation problems.

- The examples to be used should belong to the
normal subjects of each speciality.

- The professors of these subj ect s should par
ticipate in their formulation.

Examples of the type of exercises to be used:

a. To learn how to formulate a problem:

Exercise: Find the dimensions of a case of
maximum volume which can be cut out of a
rectangular piece of cardboard of a given si ze ,

For'nul.at,e a solution. Iterate.

Use finite increments.

b. To develop creativity:

Physics problem: A missile can describe an arc,

get into an orbit, escape gravity or fall into
other body I s attraction.

Describe the situation in open form.

Let the student select what he wants to study:
escape conditions, orbit, etc.

Be at the student I s disposal to help him set laws
and relations.

The s t.uderrt should learn to state the problem,
propose the experiment and evaluate results.

c. To develop a scientific methodology.

Exercise: Based on an agricultural production
model already built, select alternatives to
increase productivity.

Picture the situation. Allow the student to
analyze the problem. Respond to his questions
on the model.

The student should propose the experiments. He
should be guided to do a systematic search,
evaluate results, propose new experiments.
Additionally, the student should see the com
puter as a modelling tool for many problems.

d. Professional sub ject s . To develop expertise in
the solutions.

Exercise: Calculate a hyperstatic structure.

The student should handcompute a simple
example, to appreciate the computing process.

Then he should (by the use of a problem oriented
language), compute a more complex structure,
trying out several parameters combinations:
lengths, heights, weights.

He should develop a feeling for the behaviour
of the solutions and of the real physical
structure, usually covered by the tedious
manual computing.
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LINA, PEROU

L' apparition brutale des ordinateur et leur ap
plication chaque jour plus grande dans les En-:
t repr-Lse s Ies plus d i.vers es et dans beaucoup de
domaines de la vie moderne pose un prob Larne au
que I peu de personnes s' i nteres sent maLgre les
nombreuses difficul tes qu ' i 1 cause : l ' adapta
tion de I' ancien personnel de l' en t rep r i se 
meme au niveau professionnel - aux nouvelles
techniques du traitement de Ll Lnforma t i on ,

On suggare I' e ns e i.gnemen t de I' informa tique dans
les eco Ies secondaires, et tout j eune termine
ses Etudes Universitaires avec des connaissances
plus ou moins profondes suivant la profession a
laquelle il se destine. On multiplie les cen t r e s
d ' enseignement or i encds vers la diffusion des
techniques parmi les jeunes, anxi.eux de forger
rapidement leur avenir. Dans Le rndrne temps, on
assiste a la " mar ginalisation" de pr-ofess i onne l s
et d t empl.cyes exper i ment es , qui ignorent ces
techniques parce qu'elles e t a i.en t inconnues dans
nos milieux Universitaires au moment de leur for
mation professionnelle (au Pfit-ou , rares e t a'i en t
les personnes ayant des connai s s ance s dans ce
domaine, il y a dix ans ) ,

C'est l'origine d'un conflit de ment a Li ce s , que
I' on ignore, mais qui es t la cause de tensions
e t; de frictions entre les us age r s et l e centre
d'Informatique de I' en t rep r Lse , qu 1 i 1 soi t pro·...
priete de I'Entreprise ou engage par e LIe .

Dans p lusieurs cas, les sys temes sont cond amne s
a I' e che c parce que les usagers, pour Les que Ls
on a prepare un ays t.eme compLexe d 1informati0t;,

sont incapables d t adap t e r leur f acon de t r avai.L'
Ler e t d 1 agir aux exigences requises par ces
nouveaux processus.

Meme au rri ve au des execu t i.f s , on ne profite pas
de toutes les f acd I Lt es que l'Informatique peut
offrir pour la planification des operations fu
tures dans un proche, moyen ou long terme, ainsi
que pour l'evaluation de 1a situation actuelle
de I' entreprise, par ce que· I' on ignore les pos
s i.b Ll i t es des sys t.emes des ordinateurs .Generale
men t , ces services sont utilises pour mecan I ser
La c~mPtabilite) les feuilles de paye , les in
ventaires. On ne met pas a profit leur pouvoir
d'informations qui permettrait de prendre de
meilleures decisions (pour la marche de I' af;fai::
re) •
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Le pr ob Leme Et an t ainsi pose, en voici Les
points les plus importants

- Quel type d' enseignement doit-on donner
- Pour qui?
- Comment; Le donner?

Iri.f f eren t.e s r eponse s ant ete suggerjie s ,

Genihalement, Le personnel du Centre dl Lnfo rma-'
t ique tache d 1interesser Les ge ran t;s aux divers
aspects de I' informatique, en les mettant en
contact avec les fournisseurs d ' equi.pement s de
type plus ou moins Standard. Ceux-c.i s 1 efforcent
surtout de souligner les aspects positifs et at
trayants des equ i pemen t s qu ' i Is r-epr as en t en t ,
Les gjiran t s sont 'incap ab Ie s d'en comprendre La
nature et La po r t ee r ee Lle •

Parfois, Ie personnel du Centre d'Informatique ...
fait 1a presentation des s ys t.emes a. des employes
de qualification moyenne qui les transmettent
ensuite aux employes subalternes. Un contact di
rect avec ces de rrri.e r s pe rme t t r-a i t sans doute
une meilleure comprehension des syt.eme s , une
participation plus grande au succes s ouha i t e ,

Lt Uni ve r s i t e Catholique du Per-ou , consciente de
ses responsabi 1i t es , poursui t dans ses recher
ches des r eponses a toutes ce a questions. Elle
a cree des cour-s de formation e t des semtnai re s
tres divers pour taus les niveaux. Avant tout,
i 1 faut signaler I' existence de deux groupes
non i n i t i e s , nettement di.f f S'ren t s .

Primo : ceux qui des Lren t se pr-ep are r s er-ieuse
ment a ces techniques en cherchant de nouveaux
horizons dans leur act i.vi te pr ofe s s i.onne Ll.e ,

secondo: ceux qui ant besoin ou des i rent s'in
former de ces techniques parce qu I elles sont en
relation avec leur travail.

En laissant de cote Le premier groupe, on tache
r a de decr-i re Le type de formation j uge conve-
n ab Le et nece s s a i re pour Le second groupe: c t es t-.
a-dire pour ceux qui seront usagers des sys~~mes

Avant tout, il faut dLs t i ngue r trois niveaux
d.i f f e ren t sr

I - Niveau des geran t s ,
2 - Niveau des employes de qualification moyenne
3 - Niveau du personnel subalterne (employes,

se cr-sit a i res, etc.).
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L'enseignement peu t; etre assez semblable pour
les deux premiers niveaux (etant donne leur pre
paration ant.drLeure) mais cliffe-rents types d f ap
plication seront proposes selon les cas.

Pour ce s deux niveaux" 1 'enseignement doit com
prendre les aspects suivants :

1 - Concepts gene-raux d t Iriformat.Lque , informa-
tion et traitement de l'information.

On doit insister sur les relations informatiques
dans l' entreprise et aussi sur Le concept de
1 'information comme matiere premiere, ce qui
permet die-laborer un nouveau pr odu i t , qui est
aussi de Itinformation mais deja. amene au ni
veau desire.

2 - Concepts de sys t.eme.s : breve description des
sys teme s . L I entreprise du point de vue des
divers sys t.emes qu'elle comprend. Faire res
sortir l'importance de 1a participation de
taus les gens concernes dans Ie meme sys te
me et L'<incap ac Lt e de l'ordinateur a. donner
des resultats si 1es autres parties du sys
temesont mal s r ructur ee s ou si e1les ne
fonctionnent pas comme i1 etait p r evu ,

3 - explication du fonctionnement de l' ordina
eeue , Le presenter cornme une machine pour
Le traitement de 1 'information mise sous
une forme codee .

II faut donner une explication qui permette non
seu1ement de visualiser les aspects generaux de
i: ordinateur mais auss i Le fonctionnemnt inter
ne, sans s' etendre sur Le fonctionnement des
circuits e Lec t r oni.ques mais en donnant des ana
logies et des exemples tres simples et bien
choisis.

Comme professeur , j' ai eu une exper i ence t re s
significative. avec Ie groupe des gerants des
Bntrep r-i ses des Mines. En employant Le proces
sus Lndi.que dans Le livre : "Nanue L de Informa
tica para nino s" du docteur Ernesto Garcia carne
rero de l'Universite de Madrid, j 'ai pu exp ti>
quer en moins de six heures Le fonctionnement
d I un ordinateur. Les gerants out pu programmer
eux-memes i ' ordinateur ideal presente en classe
en faisant des applications simples. Dans une
enque t e , a la fin du cours , les gdt-anta indi
querent; que cette experience avant ete t res in
teressante parce qu' ils avaient pu voir de tres
pres et d'une facon tres simple Le fonctionne
ment de l'ordinateur ainsi que Le traitement de
l'information.

Cette experience nous a amenes a. simuler I' or
dinateur "ideal", dans notre ordinateur reel
(en suivant les indications du Dr. Garcia Cama
rero) et cela pour rendre plus clair son fonc
tionnement.

Apres avoir explique Ie fonctionnement de l' or
dinateur "ideall!, il faut Ie confronter avec
la realite, et cela en employant les termes les

plus simples pour pouvo'i r mieux comprendre L' or-:
dinateur reel et les "sys temes d ' Lnformati.que'",
c'est-a.-dire les d Lf f e'ren.t.ea comb i na'i s ons de ter-:
minaux peripheriques, mamodre s , unite cent.ra Ie,
etc. On signale Lea avantages et 'inconveni.encs de
chaque combinaison selon Le travail auque L e L'
Le doit etre appliquee. On peut alors insister
sur la diversite des nouveaux dispositifs pour
des fonctions t res spec i.f i que s et qui apparais
sent continuellement sur Le mazchd ,

A partir de ce moment, on peut suivre des voies
diverses selon les gr oupe s auxqueLs nous nous
ad res sons , on peut decr i.re b r i.evemen t Le a syste
mes etablis dans l'entreprise (si Le cours est
pour les employes de 1a meme entreprise). Mais
on donnera une explication des sys temes, en ge
neral, si les employes appartiennent a des en
treprises d i f f d'r en t e s . Ensuite L on .~ndiquera 1 'u
sage de L' ordinateur comme ins trument de diki
sion, en raison de sa cap ac i t e a donner une in
formation resumee et t re s claire pour les d i rec
teura . On soulignera La pcs s ib i Li t e d t exp Lci.ce r
les b anques d'informations statistiques sur Ie s
operations de l' entreprise pour La planification
des operations futures dans un proche, moyen ou
long terme. On fera aussi mention des mode Les de
s i.muLat.Lon qui permettront de realiser ce t t;e
planification.

Au niveau des fonctionnaires, on tachera d t exp H-'
quer plus en detail les divers aspects des sys
reme s qui fonctionnent dans L' entreprise ou
ceuxqui sont plus f r equetmient; employes. On sou
lignera l'importance du cont t-SLe de 1a quali te
de l' information transmise d tune section aI' au
tre et au centre du processus.

Enfin,d~ns les deux cas jon dait p r omouvoi.r des
colloques, des dialogues etc. dans Lesque Ls les
participants pourront communiquer leurs experien
ces et recevoir des enseignants des informations
plus approfondies. Avec un auditoire de ce ni
veau, des idees importantes peuvent surgir pour
amiHiorer les sya teme s existants ou en er eb Li r
d'autres. Meme si l'on n'a pas obtenu ces resul
tats, de toute Eacon cela contribue a ameHorer
les relations avec les usagers du centre d' in
formatique ce qui est bienfaisant pour 1 'insti
tution.
Pour des secretai r e s et des employes subalternes,
la methodologie doi t etre d Lf f e'r errt.e , A ce ni
veau-La , il y a peu de chance de faire compr en-'
dre Le fonctionnement interne de l' ordinateur
meme de 1 'ordinateur ideal pour ~rriver au ni
veau de 1a programmation.

Dans. ces cas-la., les conferences doivent etre
plus generales, en soulignant a tout moment que
I' ordinateur et Ie traitement automatique des in-:.1
formations appartiennent a un systeme dont les
bons resultats dependent de l' efficacite des em
ployes qui y travaillent, meme si leur tache
n'est pas mecanisee. On fera bien ressortir que
I' ordinateur est une machine pour faire Ie trai
tement de 1 t information sans essayer de devoi ler
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les secrets de 1a "bo't ce no i re'",

A ce niveau, on dec'r i.r a aussi les sys ceme.s aux
quels appartiennent les assistants en faisant
re.s sor t i r l' importance de donner une information
correcte en temps voulu et de savo i r prafi ter
des avantages des ordinateurs. Pour cet auditoi
re , on veillera a employer un langage a. 1a por-e
tee de leur comprehension. On se souviendra que
beaucoup de termes employes en Informatique (ar
chive, registre, mot, etc.) ont un sens different
de celui qu l Ll s ont dans 1a vie quotidienne et
dans Le travail de bureau. A ce niveau, i1 est,
plus difficile de maintenir l'interet des assis
tants et de ne pas donner 11 impression de faire
des causeries de "consci.ent i s at.ton'' af Ln d' obte
nir (quoi que dans Le fond ce soit en partie
exact) une plus grande p r oduct i vi tji de leur part.
Le professeur fera de son mieux pour rendre Le
cours mains reb arbacLf en racontiant que Lque anec
dote et en donnant des informations sur d" autres
sys t.emes de la compagnie auxquels les assistants
n'ont pas acces .

Generalement, a ce niveau la, Le dialogue n ' ap-'
porte aucun profit; cepend ant; , il faut auscul
ter l'opinion des assistants sur les sys t eme s en
fonctionnement pour se rendre compte s'il y a
des points de friction au des malentendus dans
la f ac;on de les emplayer e t des defau t s non pre
vus par Le progranuneur.

Ha Lgr e les bons r esu Lt at.s obtenus par 11applica
tion de cette mdcbodo l.og i e , on n lest pas arrive
a i nt.e res ser un nombre suffisant d 'entreprises.

Dans plusieurs cas, cela a ete df au divorce en
tre Le centre d'informatique et les usagers, des
causeries de ce genre ant ete cons Iddr ee s sus
pectes par 1es usagers qui pensent que c ' est un
travail de relations pubiiques du centre d' In
formatique pour justifier Le mauvais fonction
nement des ey stemes , en attribuant 1es erreurs
aux informations mal donnees par les us age r s ,
Dans d ' autres cas, Le centre d ' informatique ne
realise pas suffisanunent l'importance de ce tra
vail et ne donne pas les informations neces s ad-'
res pour danger des exemp Lea reels qui interes
sent les as s i s t ant.s .

Pour surmonter ces Lnconvdni.ent s , l' Uui ve r s Lce
Catholique a organise des cours d "i.nfo rmat Lque
de base. Dans ces cou'rs , des connaissances sont
donnees a des groupes heterogenes appartenant
a diverses entreprises. Cependant, les resuLt ars
n'ont pas ete t res encourageants, 1a diversite
des niveaux intellectuels des assistants empe:
chant de trouver 1 "ordre convenable pour l'ex
position; de nombreuses desertions se sont pro
duites.

II est tres important de faire une selection de
ceux qui veulent acquer i r des connaissance plus
profondes pour amel.Lorer leur position dans la
compagnie au pour pas tuler un autre empLoi , car

taus n'ont pas les cap ac i t Ss pour travailler en
en .Infortnat Lque , surtout. les adultes pour les
que Ls Le processus d ' adaptation semble plus dif
ficile. Souvent, les entreprises qui dds Lren t
employer L' informatique veulent faire une pro
motion de leur personnel, au mains des employes
qui .sonr les plus capables. A10rs, on les pre
pare pour l'informatique. Et cela pour qu t i.Ls
puissent par La suite mieux profiter de leur
connaissance de l' entreprise pour la mecani s a
tion des sys t.emes .

Cependant, i1 y a des employes tres capables et
t re s douds pour d ' autres taches et qui ne sont
pas t.res efficaces pour 1'informatique. Si l'e
valuation des postulants n I est pas rigoureuse
ment faite, on pourr a'i t avoir des gens f rus r r es
par leur echec . Alors la mesure prise par la
compagnie aurait des re su Lt ate negat i.f s . En rea
lite, on trouve tres peu d'elements qui puis
sent s' adapter ; cependant; , i 1 f aut essayer car
ces employes connaissent cres bien I' entreprise,
ont une experience acquise, ce qui est t re s im
portant pour Lt anal ys e des sys ceme s .

Pour faire la selection, on emploie, en general,
des tests standard procures par les fabricants
des ordinateurs, tests, qui permettent de con
naitre 1a capac i t e dlanalyse de l'individu, en
face de situations Log i que s au macbema t i.ques .
Les tests ressemblent aux tests psycho-techni
ques, nre s en vogue pour 1a selection du person
nel des entreprises ou pour l'entree a l'Univer
site. ::;i l'etudiant s t es t deja pt-ds en t e et a
passe ces tests,les resu I cers sont naturelle
ment f aus s es pour La selection. Pour ev i t e r cet
i nconvenf.en t-, nous avons prepare un test assez
different, base sur des concepts non tradition
nels. Une partie de ces tests fut e l abo r ee par
I' Uni versi te du Chi Li , NOllS l' avena app Li quee
avec succes aux postulants au cours d ' analyse
des sys eemes . Naus avons cons t a t e , a la fin
du cours, que les resu Lt at s correspondaient a
ceux du test de selection.

Ce cours de specialisation est cree pour des
adultes non inities qui des i.renr une formation
assez vaste dans ce doma i.ne . Le cours exige
une demi-ej ou rnee de travail pendant une annee
d i.vi see en trois' trimestres ; Ie cours com-
prend trois branches : matbemat i.ques , adminis
tration et informatique y compris I' etude des
sys temes qui est la partie essentielle du cours .

Le cours est oriente pour former des analystes
de sys t.emes de gestion mais, selon les besoins
de notre pays, i l faut aussi quLl.s connaissent
quelques langages de prograuanation (p ar t.i cu Li.e-'
rement Fortran et Cobol).

Le niveau de ce cours exige, de preference, des
assistants une formation professionnelle p r ea
Lab l.e , mais on peut accepter des employes non
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p rofe a s i orme Ls qui ont obtenu de tres bons re
sultats au test de selection.

On doi t assurer un minimum de connaissances ma-
t hema t i que s en donnant au prfi a Lab Le un cou r s de
macbemat.Lques pour Le trai cement; des informatiors

Resume et conclusions

a) II Y a un p rob Ierne a 11 etat latent dans l.e s
entreprises : Le manque de comprehension des
sys teme s ; cela est du au canflit des genera
tions entre les anciens employes de I' adminis
tration e t les employes, j eune s pour la p Lu
part, de la section de programrnation au du
centre d I Lnfo rrnat i que ,

b) Ce p rob Leme doit etre resolu par des program
mes d I entralnement des entreprises.

c) II est preferable de r eal t ser 1 'entrai"nement
pour des groupes dl un niveau homogene qui ap
partiennent a la meme entreprise ou a des en
treprises semblables.

d) Le theme a donner et Le materiel qu t on utili
sera serene en relation avec Le niveau du
groupe.

e) II est t r e e important de signaler Le role de
I' ordinateur comme machine pour faire Le
traitement de 1 "i.nformat i on .

f) II faut souligner 1 "impcr t ance de chaque em
ploye en tant qu'element d'un sys teme dans
lequel tou t e s les pieces doivent etre par
fai temen t uni.es .

g) L'explication de l'ordinateur ideal au niveau
d'une programmation t res simple sera en re
lation avec Le niveau des assistants.

h) Un p ro g'r amme adequ at; d 'entrainement a tous
Le s niveaux peut donner de t r e s bons resul
tats a 1 t entreprise, amel i ore r les relations
avec Le centre d'informatique, augmenter l'u
sage r atrlonne I de I' iriformatique dans 11en
trepri~.~

i) II ne semble pas ccnvenab Le de donner un en
trainement intensif aux anciens employes de
1 'entreprise s ans run 'test p re a l.ab Ie d ' apti
tude pour ce travail.

j) Dans Ie cas oil Les emp loyes sont app r ouves au
test, ap re s un entrainement d'une demi-jour
nee pendant une annee , on peu t leur donner
un niveau de connaissances qui, a j ou t e a
leur experience ant e r i.eure j Leu r permettra
d'etre les analystes de l'entreprise.

P. S. Ci -LncIus , un exemple du test d tapti tude.

SYNTHESE

On analyse Le p rob Leme du conflit des generatiom
dans I' entreprise - alors que 1a compagnie deci
de de mec ani.aer ses syscemes - on propose des
plans varies d ' entrainement a des niveaux di f-

f e rent s pour arr-i ve r a Lt i nteg r at i on des employes
aux nouveaux sys t ernes automatiques du traitement
de l'information. On souligne Le besoin d t em-
p Loye r Ie s tests d 1 ap t i tude adequat s dans les
cas oil lIon desire avoir un entrainement plus in
tensif, pour eviter de futures frustrations. Fi
na Lement; , on p r esent;e un resume e t Le s conclu
sions de l'auteur.

INSTRUCTIONS

Les p rob Lemes suivants s on t bases sur un jeu
i.ned i t; assez semb Lab l,e aux jeux de dames e t d'e
checs . Le postulant devra suivre Le "j eu" des
deux j oueurs , en accord avec 1a valeur initiale
des fiches, aux j eux 'i.ndLques et aux regles ge
nerales de t a i l l.ee s , c i.r-de s s ou s :
(en consequence il devra r epondre un i.quement; aux
questions qu ' on lui p ose r a)

I) Le damier

II est compose de 16 cases d i spos ee s en 4
r angees sur 4 colonnes, les cases s on t nume
r o t ee s de 1 a 16, en commene ant; par Le coin
gauche.

2) Les equipes

II y en a deux, la Blanche et la Noire. Cha
que equ i pe est compos ee de 4 fiches. Les fi
ches blanches denornmees BI, B2, B3 et B4. Les
fiches noires denonmee.s NI, N2, N3 et N4. On
donne r a des instructions aux fiches BX ou NX
en des cas bien precis. X rep reaenre'r a alors
un nume'ro en t i e r de I a 4 dont i I faudra
determiner La valeur pour savoir que Ll.e fi
che entre en j eu ,

3) Valeur des fiches

On assigne Lni td a l emen t une valeur a cheque
fiche, au moyen d'un nume r o enc Le r , Cette
valeur peut varier au cours du j eu, selon Ie s
t-agl.e s Ind i quee s par la sui t e ,

4) Position initiale

Le.s fiches N! , N2, N3 e t; Nfl occupent r e spec
tivement les cases 1, 2,3 e t 4. Les fiches
BI, B2, B3 e t B4 occupent les cases 13, 14,
15 et 16 r e spe c t i.vemen t ,

5) Mouvement des fiches

a) Ei£h~~_s!2!!!:_.!.~LY21§:!!!_~~.!:_2~if~~~_!P£!!}~!!!

~~_i~~!

Dans ce cas, elles avancent d'une case en li
gne droite. s L, au moment oe e l l.es doivent se
dep l acer , la case est occupee , e1les ne bou-'
gent pas J mais leur "vaLeur" (numero as s Lgne)
est aj ou t ee a ce Ll.e de la fiche qui occupe 1a
di t e case.
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b) ~ish~§_~~!!!_1~_~~.!~!!~_~e!_i~E~i!~_~~_~2:

!!}~!!~_~~_i2~~E

EUes avancent de deux positions en diagonal,
pouvant sauter par-dessus la case Ln t e rmed i>
aire si ce l Ie-cd est o ccupee (s i elles se
trouvent sur L"avant.... dernde r-e file, elles
avancent seulement d tune position), de sorte
que s i elles sont a La moi t i e gauche du dami
er, el1es se dep Lacerrt vers la droite et vice
versa. 8i la case a laquelle e l Ie est desti
nee est oc cupee j e l l e se depLacer a seulement
d tune position. 5i cette case est cccupee
aussi, la fiche ne se de-place pas, et sa "va
leur" (numero) sera d i.mi.nuee des deux unites.

6) Coup

C'est Le fait de dep l acer une fiche ou d'en
modifier la valeur si elle ne peut; pas e t r e
dep Lacee , en accord avec La r ag l e 5.

7) Mouvemen t

C1 es t Le fai t de dep lacer une fiche, chaque
fois que Le jeu Le permet.

8) Sequences des coups

II n'est pas nece s s ai re qu f i.L y ait d'alter
nances entre les blanches et les noires.
Cela peut etre n'importe laquelle. Dans
certains cas, la sequence donnee ini t i.a I e-'
men t sera rnodi f i ee , quand il est nece s s ad r e
de respecter une condition relative a un
j eu .

9) Fin du jeu

Le j eu se terrn'i ne dans n ' drnpor te Leque 1 des
cas suivants
a) Une fiche prend une valeur negative

b) Due fiche occupe une position .dans la
fi Le ini tiale du camp oppose,

c) Quand on arrive a un coup qui spec i.f i.e
la fin.

10) te gagnant

Cas a) L' equ i pe opposee a ce Ll e qui co s s ede
la fiche qui prend une valeur nega
tive.

Ca·s b) L' equfpe a qui appartient la fiche
qui occupe la position 'i nd i.quee ,

Cas c) Reau Lt at; nul.

BI 6 NI 7
B2 4 N2 2
B3 3 N3 3
B4 2 N4 9

1 Jouer BI
2 Jouer N3
3 Jouer B3
4 Jouer N2
5 Jouer B3(Si B3 ne bouge pas> reve-

nir au j eu I)
6 Jouer N2
7 Jouer B4
8 Jouer N3 (Si N3 reste dans une ca-

se super Leure a 8, reve-
nir au j eu 4)

FIN

QUESTIONS

a) Position et valeur finale de toutes les
fiches

b) Gagnant

c) Quan t i t e de jeux des blanches et des
noires

d) Quan t i t S de mouvements des blanches et
des noires.
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A nobility nodel was built and used to help the government establish the national policy of
computer education. Then long-range planning was developed accordingly. The importance of
computer education for all students in all depa.rtm:mts are stressed. Necessary resources are
estimated. This experience will be reviewed and the derived plan canpared with recent find
ings.

estimate.
Hence we adopted a set of figures just in the
middle of the two projections. See Table 2. 1.

The paraneters ~ and 'Y were considered to depend
not only on the number of years spent in the sane
job class but also on the previous job class or
the kind of school fran which one noved into the
present job class.

Using this nodel, we made several projections of
the supply of computer personnel in the future.

·2.2 Mobility nodel. Main sources of computer
personnel are universities (both graduate and
undergraduate schools), junior colleges, senior
high schools, and other educational institutions.
Also there are flows between different job classi
fications as well as the flow out of the computer
sector. A "rrobility rrodeL" was built 'to represent
the complex picture of the various flows. The
nodel had. the following paraneters:

a distribution over various job classes
of the graduates fran a school.

~ proportion of the current, personnel in
a certain job class still remaining in
the sane job class next year.

'Y proportion of the current personnel in
a certain job class noving to another
job class.

1. INIOODUCrION

In 1969, Ministry of International Trade and
Industry (MITI) asked certain organizations about
future demand for infomtion processing personnel.
They made a survey of .requi.red number of personnel
per conputer. Multiplying the result by the pre
dicted number of conputers in operation, they ob
tained a set of figures, which inplied that Japan
would need about 100,000 programrers and system
engineers in 1972, and 200,000 such personnel in
1975.

Based on this prediction, MITI requested the
Ministry of El:lucation in 1969 to take effective
measures to rreet the heavy demand for trained
personnel. The Ministry of El:lucation then estab
lished a Conference on Infomtion Processing
El:lucation (Ziro Yarnauti, Chairrran), to draw up a
national policy on computer education in univers
ities and schools. It produced two interim
reports (one in July of 1969 and another in May,
1971) and a final report (1) in May of 1972.
In the course of discussions on the first interim
reporr , it was recognized that rrore quantitative
treatrrents are necessary in order to establish a
workable policy. So a Subcomnittee for Quanti
tative Analysis was organized with the present
author as the chairrran. I shall briefly review
its work (2) in section 2, and describe sorre of
the actual develop:nents thereafter in section 3.
In section 4, highlights of the findings of a
recent survey (3) will be discussed.

2. CUANIlTATIVE BlISIS OF <XlMPUTER
EDUCATION PU\NNING

2. 1 Prediction of demand. In order to establish
an educational policy, we needed a prediction at
least up to 1980. But, as rrentioned in section 1,
available data were only up to 1975. Therefore,
we had to extend the prediction. But how?

One way was to keep the growth rate constant at
the level of 26% per year, which was to prevail
until 1975. This ",,:mld be adequate if the required
number per computer remained constant, because the
number of computers would keep growing at a con-
s tant rate. HONever, there seemed to be several
forces at work which would reduce the required
number per computer.

Another way was to keep the net growth, rather
than the growth rate, of the number of personnel
constant. But this was considered a gross under-
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year

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

.1978

1979

1980

Table 2.1 PREDICTION OF DEMAND

required number of programmers
plus system engineers

99,200

128,480

161,050

197,470

239,450

288,190

345,320

412,880

493,960
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Table 2.2. PROJECTIONS OF SUPPLY

OF COMPUTER PERSONNEL

(NUMBER OF PROGRAMMERS AND SYSTEM

ENGINEERS WORKING IN EACH YEAR)

year (a) (b) (c) total

1972 46,983 ° ° 46,983

1973 52,379 ° 16,156 68,535

1974 57,435 111 40,047 97,593

1975 62,323 2,351 71,840 136,514

1976 67,232 6,495 110,890 184,617

1977 72,120 12,329 157,157 241,606

1978 76,974 19,654 210,657 307,285

1979 81,788 28,384 271,594 381,766

1980 86,556 36,627 340,304 463,487

L2E

2.3 Projections of the supply. The projections
we made are:

(a) The numoer of computer personnel work
ing "in each year, provided the nation
keeps the status quo.

(b) The effect of establishing new special
ized depart:nents.

(c) The effect of pronocmq the computer
education of students at large.

The results can be surrrnarized as in Table 2. 2 .

Projection (a) was based on the following nurroar
of personnel in each job class, as observed in
March 1968':

Operator: 8,750
Programrer: 10,240
System engineer: 7,500

as well as the projected output of each kind of
school.

Projection (b) was made on the aasumpt.Lon that, in
the period 1972 through 1976, the nation would
newly establish:

- in universities I 4 depart:.rrents each year,
Le. 20 departIrents in total,

- in junior colleges, one departIrent each
year, L e. 5 depart:nents in total,

- in senior high schools, 25 classes each
year, i. e. 75· classes in total,

- in universities, 10 chairs .each year,
L e. 50 chairs in total.

Table 2.2 shows a remarkable delay in the effects
of (b) taking place. It reflects the fact that a

newly established university department will
produce the first graduates only after 4 years,
of which a certain number would remain in grad
uate school for 2 more years.

Projection (c) was made on the assumption that a
fraction I of the students at large would receive
adequate computer education, where f would vary
from 0.2 in 1972 to 1.0 in 1980, increasing by
0.1 each year, and that about 20% of those ade
quately educated students would enter the job
classes of programrrer and system engineer.

2.4 Importance of general computer education.
The results of the analysis show the following:

Compared with the prediction of demand,
(a) keeping the status quo would fall
far short (only 18% of the demand would
be rret in 1980).

Even (b) establishing new specialized
departIrents would not add much (only 7%
in 1980).

Only hope seems to be in (c) computer
education of students at large, which
promises to fill the gap between the de
mand and the supply.

On the other hand, computer education of all
students in all depart:nents of uruversities and
colleges is necessary anyhow, because we have to
bring up the next generation in such a way that
they shall be well prepared for the coming infonn
ation-oriented society. So the arove-rrentioned.
effects (c) can be taken to be just a byproduct.

The assumption for (c) that 20% of the adequately
educated students would become computer personnel
might seem to be too optimistic. But, in view of
the fact that a1mJst all fields of the society
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will get involved in information processing as
informationalization proceeds I it would be natural
to assirre the above assurrption at least as the
II equivalent" number. In that case, many of those
people may not be called "computer specialists",
and a considerable part of the "equivalent number
of people" wOuld spend, not all their =rking time
but only a part of it, as a prograrrrrer or a system
engineer.

To meet the predicted enorrrous demand in this way
would be rrore preferable, because it is rrore flex
ible than producing a great many 100% specialists.
It would also contribute much to the innovative
devetoprents of computer applications in various
fields, in answer to the specific needs of each
field.

In saying this, I do not mean that education of
specialists is nearunqtess , On the contrary, I
believe that specialists must be brought up as an
:inportant element of the corrputerized society.

But what I really want to stress is that, quanti
tatively speaking, a large part of the required
"computer pe:rsonnel" must; not be "s pec i al i s t s " in
a narrow sense I but rather be pa.rt-ti..rre specialists
with SOlOO other field of their own special interest.

2•5 Necessary resources for the proposed canputer
education. In section 2.3, I used the expression
"adequate computer education". Here I will explain
what it means,

It is quite natural that the arrount of computer
education needed for a student differs from field
to field. we used sorrewhat arbitrary rough rank
ing of major , medium, and minor as to the arrount,
and classified the entire students expected (per
year) in 1980 into three parts as shown in Table
2.3.

In tenns of the number of problems to be solved on
a computer, the rreaning of the ranking of rrajor I

medfum, and minor is as shown in Table 2.4.

Table 2.3. NUMBER OF STUDENTS (PER YEAR)

CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO THE PROPER AMOUNT

OF COMPUTER EDUCATION (FOR 1980).

Amount of Computer Education
Field Major Medium Minor Total

Literature and 6,211 55,899 62,110
Education (10%) (90%) (100%)

Law and Public 47,192 47,192
Administration (l00%) (100%)

Economics and 27,483 109,932 137,415
Commerce (20%) (BO%) (100%)

Science 8,578 5,7lB 14,296
(60%) (40%) (100%)

Engineering 101,747 101,747
(l00% ) (100%)

Agriculture 3,605 10, B16 3,605 18,026
(200%) (60%) (20%) (100%)

Medicine, Dentistry 17,691 17,691
and Pharmacy (l00%) (100%)

Teacher 6,722 26,891 33,613
(20%) (BO%) (100%)

Others 46,044 46,044
(100%) (100%)

Total 141,413 157,090 179,631 478,134
(29.6%) (32.B%) (37.6%) (100%)

Table 2.4. NUMBER OF PROBLEMS TO BE

SOLVED ON COMPUTER (IN FOUR YEARS)

Ranking

Major

Medium

Minor

Fc,>r -Lntrroducboxy For, otner
course courses

10 50

6 12

3 3

Total

60

lB

6
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359 429 457

126 172 189

79 66 74

Sept. Sept. March
1972 1973 1974

248 285 328

20 41 75

41 77 79

Sept. Sept. Sept.
1969 1970 1971

Table 3.1. NUMBER OF COMPUTERS

IN EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

university
High school

Other school

Kind of institution

3.1 Ntrrnber of computers in educational institu
tions. Canputer White Paper (4) and = Computer
Note (5) publish, anong others, rather detailed
inforrration about the number of computers. The
figures in Table 3. 1, taken from those sources,
will indicate how rapidly - or how slow1y
computer education is developing.

This anount of noney was to be spent as the annual
rental cost of 1,109 canputers and 14,745 key
punches.

Besides this equf.prent; cost, we would need 3,692
lecturers, 3,692 assistants, and 2,216 attendants.

Similar calculation for each year resulted in
Table 2.5.

This much input would be required in order to
secure the output (c) in Table 2.2.

Using this average cost ¥140 ,667 per "Major"
student, the total cost of educating 478,134
students in 1980 is calculated as

¥140,667 x 20~,503 = ¥29,048,088,320

Corresponding figures for junior and technical
colleges were added to this, and the total carre
out to be ¥31,263,648,000 (';'$100 million).

3. DEllEWFMENrS OF C=tYrER IDUCATION

¥140,667

2 minutes

¥4,133,333

¥24, 000 ,000

100 hours

1500 hours/year

¥310,000

computer

- Annual rental cost

- Average processing t:iJ11e
of a job

- Total ti..ne for a "rrajor"
student
= 2 x 3 x 60 min. =
(assuming 3 runs per problem) 6 hours

- Ntrrnber of students
accomrrodated 200

Total cost per "major" student

_ ¥24, 000 ,000 + ¥4, 133,333
- 200

Off-line card punch

- Required t:iJ11e per student

- Total t:iJ11e available

- Annual rental cost

- Total cost for 200 "majo r "
students

= 200 1~0~00 x ¥31O,000 =

If we take 60 problems for a "major" student as a
standard rmit, then a "medfum" student requires
0.3 unit, and a "minor" student 0.1 unit. There
fore the 478,134 students in Table 2.3 require

141,413 x 1.0 + 157,090 x 0.3 + 179,631 x 0.1

= 206,503 units

of the effort in computer education.

The computer systems to be used for this education
could be batch-processing, rerrote-batch-system,
minicomputer, etc. To fix the idea, we took a
nedi.um-sized computer at a nonth1y rental of
¥2million ($7,000), and estirrated the cost per
"rrajor" student as fo'l.Lows e

Table 2.5. REQUIRED EQUIPMENT

AND STAFF FOR EACH YEAR

equipment staff
year computers key punches total cost lecturers assistants attendants

thousand yen
1972 162 2,155 4,664,477 539 539 324

1973 255 3,392 7,253,265 850 850 510

1974 358 4,761 10,101,522 1,190 1,190 715

1975 468 6,171 13,094,670 1,540 1,540 929

1976 576 7,661 16,232,878 1,921 1,921 1,153

1977 694 9,230 19,569,249 2,316 2,316 1,390

1978 821 10,919 23,165,059 2,740 2,740 1,645

1979 959 12,754 27,038,456 3,196 3,196 1,918

1980 1,109 14,745 31,263,648 3,692 3,692 2,216
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Table 3.2. BREAKDOWN OF COMPUTER

USAGE BY FACULTY (SCHOOL)

(April 1973 -- March 1974)

Faculty Number of equivalent!Number of Number of CPU time
"ma jor " students Iaccounts jobs in minutes

Engineering 908 I 79 43,270 8,172.046
I

Science 180 i 28 18,951 3,160.317

Economics 141 I 4 5,890 356.652

Agriculture 116 I 26 8,383 875.379

Law 55 1 1,900 121.049

Culture 46 7 16,876 1,547.107

Medicine 42 3 7,240 756.501

Literature 40 7 11,182 1,236.895

Pharmacy 21 3 363 49.627

Education 10 5 3,023 1,146.869

Total 1,559 163 117,078 17,422.442
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3.3 : 1

99 cards/job

6.2 pages/job

3.2 An example of educational computer center.
In the University of Tokyo, a large scale computer
was installed atEl::lucational Computer Center in
October 1972. Early statistics (Oct. 1972 -
March 1973) shows the following average (6) :

Number of jobs 15.2 jobs/student

CPU time 7 seconds/job

CPU t:i.Ire for execution
compilation

Number of input cards

Number of output cards

Breakdown of number of accounts, jobs, and CPU
time by faculty (school) in more recent statistics
(April 1973 - March 1974) is shown in Table 3.2.

IlcafeteriaII style of operation and an in-core com
piler contribute much to the efficiency. 30 key
punches are distributed on the campus according to
the demand.

At present, the service is given only from 10:30
to 16:00 on weekdays, and from 10:30 to 12:00 on
saturday. The rest of the available computer time
is assigned to the business administration of the
University.

4. PRESENT PICTURE OF CCt@U'1'ER ProFESSIONALS

The Institute of Information Technology recently
published a report (3) of a survey on the present
situation of computer professionals at \',1Ork.
Here I will describe highlights of the findings.

The main purpose was to know how various kinds of
tasks are distributed among the professionals.
Broadly, the professionals are divided into five
job categories:

A. Management,

B. System design,

C. Programning,

D. Operation,

E. Other.

The survey showed that the actual names of job
classes are quite varied, and that the pattern of
task assignments are not clear-cut at all. The
classification into job classes operator, pro
granmer, and system designer is considered usually
not really a "job" classification but rather a
ranking of people's status.

The number of computer professionals increases as
the monthly rental increases, as shown in Table 4 .1.

Of 283 answers to the questionnaire, 51 (18%)
answered that they have a programning service
department as separated from planning, system
design, etc., and 222 (78%) said that they have
not such a department.

Table 4.1 NUMBER OF COMPUTER PROFESSIONALS

VS. MONTHLY RENTAL OF THE COMPUTER.

monthly rental in million yen ($3,333)
Number of
professionals 0- 1.00- 2.00- 5.00- 10.00- 20.00- 50.00- 100.00

.99 1.99 4.99 9.99 19.99 49.99 100.00

o - , 20 12 ,
10- " 6 6 28 4 1

20- 49 z " " 12

50- 99 1 10 7

100 - 199 1 a
200-
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5. CON:LUDIN3 REMARKS

About the differentiation between system design
function and programming function, breakdown of
166 effective answers is as follC1.'/s:

More relevant surveys on a continuous basis and
feedback therefrom to future policy and planning
are desirable.

Table 4.2. WHO CARRIES THE TASK OF

DEVELOPMENT. DESIGN. AND PROGRAHl>l1NG

OF ENGINEERING OR SHORT-TERM PROJECTS?

(2) Subcomnittee for Quantitative Analysis
(Sigeiti M:>riguti, Chairman), Quantitative
Basis of Computer Education Planning, 1971,
65pp.

(1) Conference on Infomtion Processing Education
(Ziro Yamaut.t , Chairman), Fundamental Concepts
in Promoting Information Processing Education,
1972, 27pp.

(3) Report of the Comnittee on Basic Survey of
Job Classifications and Other Items About
Inforrration Processing Professionals (Toshio
Nishimura, Chairman), June 1974, 92pp.

(4) Japan Computer Usage Developrent Institute,
Computer White Paper 1974, 416pp.

(5) Japan Electronic Computer Co, , Ltd., JECC
~!-er Note 191~ 292pp. --

(6) Sigeiti M:::>riguti and Isao Suzuki, "Educational
Cauputer Centre, University of Tokyoll,
Information Processing (Japan), vol. 14, no. 8
(1973), pp. 577-585.

Development Programming

and design Total
Same as dev. and des. Service dept.

Related department 66 29 95

Project team 6S 60 125

Total 131 B9 220-

40 (24%)

77 (46%)

49 (30%)

Completely differentiated

Differentiated but not completely

Slightly differentiated or not at all:

The scheme described in Section 2 will be applic
able in many nations. Although the developrents
and the present situation described in sections 3
and 4 are not directly comparable to the plan,
they hopefully reflect some effects which have
already taken place.

At present, practically all countries are "develop
ing" countries with respect to computer applications.
Hence adequate long-range planning is required,
especially for computer personnel. The general
computer education of the next generation as a
whole is even rrore imp::>rtant.

Distribution of number of years of experience of a
professional either in EDP (electronic data pro
cessing) division or in EDP job is as shown in
Table 4.3.

As to the developrent, design, and programming of
engineering or short-term projects, the breakdown
of 220 effective answers is as shown in Table 4.2.

In concluding, I would like to express my sincere
thanks to Professor ElTeritus Ziro Yamauti for his
kind guidance and to Professor Toshio Nishimura
for his help in preparing this paper.

Table 4.3. NUMBER OF YEARS OF EXPERIENCE OF

A PROFESSIONAL IN ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING.

Number of ¥ears in EDP Number of years in EDP
Category div~sion job

0-1 1-3 3-5 5-7 7- 0-1 1-3 3-5 5-7 7-

(%) (%)
Manager 7.1 17.2 23.6 19.2 32.9 8.5 16.6 23.9 17 .6 33.4

System designer 6.2 19.3 28.9 21.4 24;2 4.8 17.3 27.4 22.8 27.7

Programmer 14.9 32.8 30.6 12.8 9.0 13.2 30.7 32.5 14.3 9.3

Operator 22.1 44.4 21. 7 6.0 5.8 21.4 45.5 20.6 6.4 6.1
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Employers, as well as educationalists, must take account of the need for computer
education when making long range plans. Within both private and public sectors,
management has the responsibility to budget staff resources and to ensure that
appropriate skills are available when required. Because changes in society and
technology are accelerating world wide, it is becoming difficult to maintain staff
effectiveness. The so-called communication gap between management and personner-
is most acutely felt in those areas where computing is advancing rapidly. Hence
employers need a better understanding of the likely long-range impact of computers,
and of how planned education might secure staff, competent in "informatics ll

•

A research project commissioned for the Australian Government*, has examined the
needs for post secondary computing education in considerable depth. Its wide
scope has permitted it to identify emerging problems significant to employers and
to suggest some guidelines -for planning, including international considerations.

This paper i~ concerned with some key implications for employers (and employees) :
continuous staff development will be necessary, as computers proliferate. In
house courses wlll help; recruitment and re-training requirements will need close
co-ordination with the recognised educational institutions.

I. THE PROJECT

Perspective

A project, to research Australia's com
puter education needs and resources,
started in 1973*. Its purpose was to
provide a basis for national planning of
computer education, especially at post
secondary level, for the next ten years.
Its scope was wide since computing is
becoming an essential part of most dis
ciplines, and the work was carried out in
depth to ensure that the needs of all
sections of the community might be con
sidered.

The study considered computer education
very broadly. Although aimed primarily
at post-secondary levels, it became nec
essary to look at most other levels, all
of which must in time be affected by the
use of computers. The context in which
the study was specified was one in which
likely supply and demand were not known.
Since conslderable sums of money were
~nvolved in setting up and equipping the
sources of supply, it was hoped that
suitable research might detect any
imbalance, and permit adjustments to be
made.

The Terms of Reference, as originally
set out in that context, gave emphasis to
manpower forecasting in specific categor
ies of computer specialists. However it
was clear, and agreed with the project's
sponsors, that research into likely total
community needs for computer education--
was necessary. Thus the project was
broadened to permit a much wider perspec
tive: what would be the likely future
patterns of computer application and use,
and what effect would these have on em
ployment and the needs for different
kinds of skills to the year 2000?

Methodology

A great deal of data was needed on which
conclusions might be based. There were
some existing sources, but such was the
scope of the project that several statis
tical surveys, series of interviews and
discussions were necessary. It was ess
ential that quantitative data on recruit
ment by employers be gathered and analys
ed. To be meaningful, this had to be set
against realistic scenarios for possible
futures that mlght face both educational
ists and employers. What emerged were
reasonable models incorporating many cri
tical factors.

* COMPUTER EDUCATION NEEDS AND RESOURCES - a research project, undertaken jointly
with Barry W. Smith (Canberra), funded by the Commission for Advanced Education.
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Most factors were reinforced in inter
views with major employers, including
the computer vendors, and thus provided
bases for understanding the nature of
the changing demand for the products of
computer education. Similarly, bases
for understanding the supply side were
obtained. Moreover, the need for inter
action and co-operation was revealed.

Assessment

The conclusions from the study are the
subject of a major report to the Austral
ian Government, however, some of partic
ular interest in the context of this
paper can be summarised.

Computing education will need to
change, to ensure:

- balance between computing special
ists, subject-oriented practitioners
and other computer users,

- multi-disciplinary education for
computing practitioners,

- sound foundations of basic concepts,
for effective use of computing as a
tool,

- primary emphasis on "problem-solving II

("inforrnatics ll
) , at all levels.

Continuing education in computing for
those now working, but without the nec
essary qualifications, will be greatly
needed in the next decade.

Appropriate education in computing will
be necessary for sub-professionals,
over a wide spectrum.

Education will need to be flexible and
adaptable:- for effective computing
capabi11ty there is need for modular
ity and wide choice options.

Education, industry and government
should interact more, towards a com
puter-oriented society.

The present position, however, is a long
way from the goal indicated by these con
clusions. In particular, as our inter
views sharply indicated, there is much to
be done immediately in areas where comm
unications have failed between education
al institutions and employers.

Let us now review the questions and some
of the situations responses revealed,
which led to the implications for employ
ers, who are now facing this decade's
problems of managing computer technolog
ists.

II. QUESTIONS FOR EMPLOYERS

Surveys and Interviews

Statistical surveys of some 2000 private
sector employers, and 200 public sector
bodies, together with structured inter
views of about 90 selected employers
throughout Australia provided a basis for
projection of current employer estimates
and attitudes. The objective was to find
out what they thought they would need by
1985.

Interviews and follow-up discussions with
key groups permitted some spot-checks on
possible effects of changes in condit
ions. During the final analysis phases
of the project, there were significant
local and world events (economic, social,
political as well as technological) which
tested but did not fundamentally change
the preliminary conclusions. Implicat
ions for employers are hence all the more
significant, in this dyna~ic environment.

Objectives

Employers were asked about their busi
ness, staff employed, and staff categor
ies using, or likely to use, computers.
In general, responses revealed a shortage
of pertinent staff, and many employers
felt that the so-called computer special
ists from post-secondary education were
of marginal use to them. Most mature
users of computers responded that they
preferred recruits with "good intellig
ence and general understanding of what
business is all about", or with degrees
in their own subject area and an aptitude
for systems work.

Questions were also posed on various
aspects of computer use: applications,
configurations, and likely growth in a
decade.

The objectives were mainly to establish
the likely im~ortance of computing within
the organisat1ons surveyed and the poss
ible emphasis they were placing On the
quality and qualifications of recruits.
The responses also revealed attitudes and
emphases and led to a better understand
ing of the major influences affecting
employers' needs for computer education.

Recruiting Computing Staff

Preferences in background and abilities
of recruits varied, but tended to polar
ise. Some sought those direct from mat
riculation level at school, others pre
ferred tertiary qualifications plus
"exper Lerrce of the real world" plus apt
itude according to some accepted test.
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In the latter case there was some prefer
ence for degrees in engineering r mathem
atics, physics or commerce.

In general, the long-term staff needs
emerging from these questions were for
flexible people who could be re-orient
ated to new technologies or to new tech
niques within the framework of their
employing organisations. Most frequently
sought was a capable practitioner, rather
than a professional computing specialist.

Thus it was clear that in a balanced em
ployment situation, the need would be for
very few computing science specialists,
but for ever larger numbers of people
capable of making good use of computers
as normal tools in their professions.
There were very few employers who under
stood that what they were really asking
for were people with the basic systems
approach to problem solving, or capabil
ity in informatics, plus subject-area
qualifications.

Attitudes to Computer Education

Some responses made it clear that exper
ience with unsuitable recruits who had
received an academic qualification in
computer science, was influencing employ
ers to establish means of providing com
puter education within their own estab
lishment. In some cases attitudes were
strongly worded, to an extent that it was
clear that some post-secondary education
alists have badly assessed the real needs
of employers. Discussions with many
other workers in the field in other coun
tries lead us to believe that this is not
an uncommon problem.

The attitudes of top management also re
flected the quality of personnel that had
been employed within computer areas.
Where personnel had displayed maturity
and their projects had been tackled pru
dently and had resulted in business succ
ess, top management were -inclined to be
very positive and encouraging. In those
situations where insular attitudes had
resulted in communication problems bet
ween the practical managers and computer
staffs, top management was inclined to
be cynical and negative.

The Real Wants and Needs

We asked "What do you want to see happen
most in education for the use of comput
ers?". In most responses there was a
common underlying desire to see educat
ion produce practical users of computers,
able to respond to changing circumstan
ces, able to discriminate between useful
and useless applications, and able to

manage that precious resource 
information.

In many cases it was recognised that
there would be need for some high techn
ology specialists. In Australia, there
would be more need for high technology
software specialists, than for hardware
specialists, but this would need to be
kept in proper balance with the greater
number of practitioners that wou~
essent1al to successful use of computers
throughout the country.

One important comment made by a large,
respected user was that "education in the
use of computers should be systems orien
ted and should be technology insensitive~

III. ALTERNATIVE CHOICES

The Real World Changes

Discussions which took place at different
times through the project, revealed litt
le reaction to the frequent changes in
the environment of employers. Internat
ional crises, political and economic cat
astrophes, were relatively unimportant in
discussions on the impact of the computer
and the need for more relevant computer
education. The familiar conunent, llpeople
are the lifeblood of an organisation II was
reinforced in the particular context of
computer capability. It is these people
who must be adaptable and flexible to
meet the challenges of changes in the
world about them, by adapting technology
to meet employers' needs.

Technology

The accelerating rate of change of com
puting technology, is seen by many as a
threat in the form of rapid obsolescence.
Not many employers showed an appreciation
that computer education could be "techno
logy insensitive" and that among their
own staff there might well be good mater
ial for computer practitioners who, given
informatics training, could materially
improve their response to technological
change.

The ability of flexible staff to adapt
new technology in the interests of their
employer, is a resource which could well
be exploited in many cases. With the
advent of minicomputers and now micro
processors, it will be possible for many
employers to have economic "custom" sol
utions to their requirements.

Spectrum of Choices

In a context of change, what choices are
open to employers? Throughout the
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project we saw that key staff with com
puter capability would play important
roles in determining and implementing
policy alternatives. How then should
employers ensure staff make best use of
the spectrum of educational choices open
to them: Make or buy their expertise?

As the use of computers proliferates,
employers must choose strategies to en
sure that the people resources are avail
able or acquired and are well utilised.

The strategy choices open to employers
migh~asslfledas: immediate, short
term and long-term. Employers inter
viewed during the project revealed many
current and proposed plans for securing
staff resources.

Immediate situations were dealt with in
three prlncipal ways:

Recruit those just arrived from over
seas, ensure they have exactly the
right experience in terms of machine
types and applications.

Recruit from other companies or organ
isations who are leaders in the field:
experience and achievements should be
known.

Recruit from the vendor(s) of the curr
ent computer equipment to be sure of
current capability and knowledge.

Short-term situations similarly fell
under these groups:

Campaign for overseas talent in proven
areas where employment may be tempor
arily insecure.

Search for available proven talent in
related fields, and re-train within
the employer's framework.

Assess existing staff of proven ability
in other areas, transfer them to the
computer area and re-train.

The long-term choices however received
much wider commentary:

Assess the direction and likely changes
within the organisation and the proper
place of computers within it. Then
plan staff programs accordingly.

Establish the human objectives within
the organisation's framework and ensure
that career development includes
systems and computer training.

Ensure flexible, responsive teams with
in the organisation and plan for inter
change and project opportunities for
key staff.

Plan for all staff to participate in a
continuing program of development incl
uding informatics training.

Use internal education resources to
achieve the above.

Use visiting experts and/or consultants
for this.

Participate in professional and indust
ry association programs.

Make fuller use of established adult,
technical and continuing educational
facilities.

IV. IMPLICATIONS

What then are the implications of the
study for employers?

The rapidity of change, emphasised by the
introduction of 'new and more economic
computers, has highlighted the need for
new staff skills and relationships.

Professional Relationships

Most professions are now making use of
computers to a greater degree. In part
icular, professionals who search avail
able information, and then assess it for
professional purposes, have pressed for
speedier application and greater access
ibility of computers. Others are vitally
concerned with the formulation or modell
ing of mathematical simulations, and
these seek the problem-solving capabilit
ies characteristic of computer analysts,
or the availability of "experts" to help
them.

New professions are emerging, for inst
ance those of systems analyst and operat
ions research analyst. Many such pro
fessionals appear to require mobility and
employers feel they cannot easily expect
them to be of lifetime value on their
staff.

Such professional expertise might corne
from outside assistance, or by developing
new career positions within.

There is also an emerging role for cert
ain professional members()f employer's
staffs, whose careers are directed tow
ards the top of their companies. The
title lI.information controller II has been
suggested.
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computer Programmers

The future status of computer programm
ers is in doubt, As a group they have
been unable to achieve professional sta
tus, and their skills are unlikely to be
considered a coherent discipline. Empl
oyers who found themselves utterly dep
endent on a few key programmers are
seeking independence, through diffusion
of the skills through the organisation.

Problems arise and will continue to
arise because of· the volatile nature of
the programmer and the way in which pro
grammers so far have tended to be more
concerned with the elegance of a program
than with its utility. The use of data
processing standards and rigid document
ation, requires that the users, both
professional computing people and those
others on the enterprise staff who make
use of the facility, should learn tech
niques and good practice of informatics.

Finding solutions to the problems of
prima-donna programmers or sloppy tech
nical users has worried many employers.
Many have endeavoured to reduce the
chance of such people becoming a spec
ialist elite, fascinated by the computer
and insensitive to the real needs of the
enterprise.

From the work of our research project,
it has become clear that few organisat
ions will avoid the need to have some or
all of the staff strongly orientated
towards computing. Whether this orient
ation through a program of continuing
education should be organised ~nternalli

by the -enterprise staff, or by an out
side consultant, will depend on circum
stances at the time. It is important,
however, that cross-fertilisation from
other fields where computers are well
used, should be planned. Programmers as
well as other staff categories need con
tinuing exposure to the subject areas of
their organisation.

Aids to Staff Education

computer education for employers and
their staff will need to be handled
carefully. In the past it has been all
too easy to say to the vendor that it is
his responsibility to see that the syst
em works. The vendor is limited by his
inability to make close and continuing
contact with all levels of the user org
anisation. Vendors necessarily curtail
the amount of general education they can
give, and direct their training towards
the particular machines sold to the
customer, and, incidentally, so that the

chance of continuing as the preferred
supplier can be maximised.

New techniques for computer education
are now evident in the range of educat
ional aids being offered to employers
and their staffs. Audio-visual courses
on movie film, video tape, strip film
and slides, coupled with appropriate
sound tracks, provide a wide range of
introductory courses for the user. There
are numerous seminars and short courses
provided by specialist organisations,
and in many cases, employers are turning
to their consultants for practical cour
ses of instruction in which they expect
to get an unbiased and broad picture.

The conventional methods of education
outside the enterprise: universities,
colleges of advanced education, other
post-secondary standard institutions,
and private institutions, are beginning
to be looked on with more favour by most
employers. Up till now there has been
considerable distrust of the "a c ademics ll

and employers have endeavoured to organ
ise education of staff through their own
resources and/or the vendors'. The eff
ectiveness of courses available through
these conventional sources should there
fore be continuously monitored, and the
needs of employers fed back to those
sources as one of their considerations
for modifying and building courses.

Modular or package courses in many as
pects of computing produced to employers'
specifications, could well be used thro
ughout national education schemes to en
sure that standards are maintained and
that common communication bases are est
ablished~ The Itcomrnunication gap" be
tween the so-called academics and manage
ment of employer organisations, and fur
ther between those employers and-their
staffs, is a source of great concern in
the industry. In education planning it
is vital that a foundation for every
body's use of computers should be laid
early.

Many employers still look to the matric
ulation level for recruiting staff, many
of whom will use computers in the future.
This is one good reason why computer ed
ucation should start at least at second
ary level, and provide a basic un~
and~ng and a fundamental vocabulary for
future use during post-secondary activ
ity.

Employers could well press for such
foundations to be laid in education bod
ies through their influence and interact
ion with the policy makers in this
field.
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V. CHALLENGES FOR ALL

Our findings can be interpreted in a
much wider framework. This conference
is concerned with progress in applying
the methodology of informatics: our work
reveals a series of challenges which
must be met i'f real progress is to be
made.

Supply versus Demand

Supply and demand appear to be out of
step almost everywhere. The supply of
computer-capable people now and in the
near future may well be qualitatively as
well as quantitatively inappropriate to
the demand. This constitutes a multiple
challenge to managers in particular, and
to soc~ety in general.

The need for computer education is seen
to be a need for transformation. It
should be the means by which people pro
gress from,inability to positive ability
in applying informatics in everyday life.

First let us focus attention on the imm
ediate situation. Supply is at present
the output of:

1. Graduates in computer science and
other related established courses at
the post-secondary level.

2. Those who complete specific vendor
courses.

3. Those who complete in-house courses.

4. "Self-taught" individuals.

Thus, supply mostly produces programmers,
a few computer scientists and almost no
capable systems people able to under
stand, recognise and solve problems.

Demand at present is the requirement of:

5. Employers who need the above.

6. Vendors of equipment and services.

7. Educational institutions.

Employers find 1. poor, 2. inadequate,
3. expensive, and will tend to seek
people who have a natural or self-taught
problem-solving capability.

Vendors and employers are showing con
cern at the inability of those outputs
above to satisfy the demand.

Educational institutions tend to attract
back their own output, and yet need a
very different balance of staff to

provide the essential practical aspects
of current methods and technology.

Assess and Adjust Resources

The next ten years should change both
the supply and demand as the nature of
computer education itself changes.

To be most effective, educationalists,
employers, vendors, and those in govern
ment should carefully and consciously
assess the human resources as well as the
technology which is the vehicle for in
formation processing. This assessment
should be on a regular basis and with co
operation it might be done on a world
wide scale.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The problems which have been reviewed
and the ~mplications for employers, have
necessarily to be evaluated against the
following possibilities:

1. Most education will shift to provide
a basic foundation in informatics.

2. Employers will seek people who are
fundamentally problem-solvers.

3. Institutions for education will pro
duce some computer specialists, many
more practitioners and witl be avail
able for continuing education.

4. Few will depend on the vendors alone
for their staff computer education.

5. Informatics will be recognised and ex
pected as a basic intellectual skill
amongst key employees.

Guidelines for employer planning might
similarly be projected in the belief
that informatics will be an effective
part of education after this decade:

1. Identify problem-solvers as the major
resource for building the organisat
ion.

2. Encourage the use and understanding of
informa tics.

3. Participate at senior levels in the
introduction and development of in
formation systems.

4. Promote and encourage interchange of
staffs between industry, education and
government.

5. Establish strong communications, both
nationally and internationally between
employers, government, education,
labour and the vendors to ensure a
common and fruitful understanding.
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The impact of computers on curriculum is considered, with special attention to what can be done to
improve the qua.l,ity of education in the face of budget. constraints and declining student enrollments
in the United States. The central thrust of the paper is that the use of computers for instruction is
one of the few-ways in which we can hope to make substantial improvements in the next several decades.
A number of detailed examples from current experience in computer-assisted instruction are described,
as a partial guide to what we may expect in the reasonably near future. Some important conceptual and
technical problems that need to be solved are examined.

1. INTRODUCTION

My intention in this paper is to survey the
kinds of impacts that computers are already hav
ing or will have in the near future on curricu
lum in the schools and universities. On other
occasions I have tried to analyze the general
issues connected with the use of computers for
instruction (for example, Suppes and Morningstar,
Chapter 1, 1972). Here I shall avoid, by and
large, the general issues and aim at particular
examples and the implications of these examples
for the future.

In analyzing various examples I want to empha
size three aspects of the use of computers for
instruction. The first is the aspect of diversi
ty. especially in terms of content and entire
subject matters. With extensive use of compu
ters, students can be offered a diversity of
courses far beyond what is feasible on other
grounds. The second is the sense of individual
ization that can be achieved by computer-assisted
instruction, both in terms of actual rate of
progress of the student and also in terms of the
convenience of time and place for the student.

The third is the matter of productivity of
faculty in the face of declining budgets, espe
cially in the fact of faculty sizes that have
little hope of being increased for the remainder
of this century. In the United States anyway
this is certainly true of both the schools and
the universities. The implications of this have
hardly yet begun to be appreciated by many people
in education. However, the recent prediction by
the Department of Education of the State of New
York that the number of students in colleges and
universities in 1990 will be 23% less than the
number currently enrolled has been a sufficiently
dire prediction to arouse broad interest. The
associated prediction that about half of the pri
vate colleges in New York will be closed by that
date because of financial difficulties has also
been a subj ect of sharp discussion. It will not
be my concern in this paper to try to make the
case for the exact percentage prediction in New
York but rather to accept the broad facts on
which it is based, namely, the demographic data
on number of students and the anticipated bounds
on future budgets. The central question becomes
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how we can continue to enrich the educational
opportunities of students in the face of declin
ing faculty sizes.

I begin with the schools and then turn to the
universities.

2. THE SCHOOLS

I divide my discussion of curriculum in the
schools into three parts, first dealing with
basic skills for disadvantaged students, next
considering problem solving and programming, and
third, special programs for gifted students. I
emphasize once again that what I have to say
deals almost entirely with the situation Lri the
United States, because I am not deeply familiar
with activities in other countries and because 1_
would judge that up to the present the bulk of
the use of computers for instruction has taken
place in the United States, although I would
assume that matters will be changing rapidly in
this respect over the next several decades.

2.1. Basic Skills ~ Disadvantaged Students

My own earliest work in computer-assisted instruc
tion focused on basic skills of disadvantaged
students. In particular I concentrated on ele
mentary mathematical skills, and my. colleague
Richard C. Atkinson concentrated on basic reading
skills. Since this work first began at Stanford
University in 1963 a large number of research and
evaluation studies have been published, and I
shall not attempt to review them here. A history
of the effort is to be found in the two books,
Suppes, Jerman and Brian (1968) and Suppes and
Morningstar (1972). Out of those efforts has
grown a fairly widespread use in the United
States of computer-based supplementary courses in
elementary mathematical skills and concepts,
basic reading skills and language skills. These
courses have been aimed especially at disadvan
taged students who have been a central concern of
elementary education in the United States since
the passage of the Elementary-Secondary Education
Act of 1965 in the Johnson Administration.

The impact of the work at Stanford, the subsequent
commercial developments at Computer Curriculum
Corporation with· which I have been closely
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associated, and the work by other people in the
United States on these basic skills as a primary
focus of education for students in the age range
6 to 12 years have not led to radical changes in
the content of curriculum. Indeed, it was not
the intent of those developing these computer
based courses to lead to changes in the content
of curriculum.

Furthermore, whatever happens to change the con
tent of the· curriculum in the elementary schools
or primary schools over the next 50 years, I
would be enormously surprised if the basic ele
mentary language, reading and mathematics skills
do not continue to be an important part of the
curriculum.

P. Suppes L3A

students in the schools since that time. An
early report on our work is to be found in
Suppes and Binford (1965). As we moved from the
first experiment at Stanford in 1956 to organiz
ing classes in schools surrounding Stanford, it
soon became apparent that the central difficulty
was not in the capacity of young students to
master the skills and concepts of formal logic
but rather in the lack of training and, in some
cases, aptitude for these matters 'on the part of
their teachers. Despair at being able to bring
a rich supplementary curriculum to gifted stu
dents in the schools was one of the things that'
motivated me to become involved in the use of
computers for instruction in 1963.

The impact of using computers to develop these
skills and to provide a powerful approach to
remediation has been to change the style and
not the content of the curriculum. wbac is
especially important about this change in style
is the presentation to each student of exercises
at his current level of accomplishment, and the
chance to move ahead or to slow down indepen
dently of the progress of other students. The
computer is being used in this case to fine tune
curriculum that has been taught in one form or
another since systematic education began, but to
fine tune it, in a way that has not been previ
ously possible, to the needs of individual
students.

2.2. Problem Solving and Computer Programming

A more radical change in curriculum content has
appeared in the use of computers, best exempli
fied by the wor k of Seymour Paper t and his
colleagues at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. In a variety of imaginative ways,
they have been teaching young students to pro
gram, especially in the language LOGO, and in
the process to tackle and solve a variety of
prob Lems , from writing music to playing games.
A number of other people around the world have
also become involved in this kind of work, and
there is little doubt that it will in time have
a maj or impact on curriculum in the schools.
The impact as yet is relatively small, but only
because it takes time for computer facilities to
be available in a large number of schools and,
even more important, for teachers to feel at
home with these. new approaches to education.

A good reference is the delightful article by
Paper t; and Solomon (1972).

Hy own interest in teaching nonstandard curricu
lum to gifted students goes back nearly 20 years
and predates my interest in c cmput er-s , In the
fall of 1956 1 brought into my college logic
course a group of able students in the age range
11 to 14 from neighboring schools, and I have in
one way or another been continuously involved in
the teaching of elementary mathematical logic to

Our first demonstration programs were running on
the PDP-l at Stanford in 1963 and embodied a full
proof checker for elementary logic without quan
tifiers. This program was available not long
after the very first of the proof checkers had
been written anywhere in the world. On and off
over the past decade we have engaged at Stanford
in a variety of efforts to bring formal logic to
able students in the schools. A fairly detailed
description of the earlier efforts was given in
my survey of computer-assisted instruction at
Stanford in Bordeaux, France, several years ago
(Suppes, 1972).

More recently, we have been working with a group
of extremely gifted students in the age range
10 to 15 years. By extremely gifted I mean a
group that has been selected with IQs of 170 or
more. Our approach to these students has been
different from any of our approaches in the past.
\\le have placed terminals in their homes, and
during the evening and on weekends they dial up
the PDP-IO system in the Institute at Stanford
for work in several courses but especially
courses in logic. They begin wi th an elementary
logic c ou'r s e aimed at: able students of age 12,
and when that is completed move on to the compu
ter-based logic course at Stanford, whLch I dis
cuss in more detail below. In addition, a number
of the gifted students have also used their ter
minals at home to take courses in LOGO and in
BASIC.

One of the striking results has been the enormous
variability within what is on the surface a homo
geneous group of highly gifted students. The
amount of interest, the amount of work done and
the rate of learning' between the best student and
the most indifferent student in the group is
astoundingly large. This is what one is to
expect when individualization without constraints,
as in the case of these home-based terminals, is
left to follow its own natural course. The very
best student, for example, completed the rela
tively difficult introductory course in logic at
Stanford in' about four weeks, faster than any
Stanford student taking the course at the same
time. Other gifted students have found that
they were not interested in this direction of
work at all and have asked that their terminals
be removed after a few weeks. In order to get
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a sense of the variability in interest we have
left the whole process almost completely un
structured in the initial experiment.

To accomplish the most positive results, on the
other hand, it is quite clear to us from our
current efforts and from a variety of experi
mentation on similar self-paced and nonformal
educational settings that the imposition of some
minimal structure is probably almost always
beneficial.

One difficulty with doing more with these highly
gifted students is that their programs are enor
mously full already, at least within the frame
work of school- and parent-suggested activities
of the kind frequent in California. These stu
dents are busy from morning to night in a
variety of programs, from music lessons to
jewelry making to competitive athletics. Unless
some change is made in the standard school
regime there is in fact a relatively small amount
of time available to them to pursue in any deep
sense supplementary work in mathematics or com
puter programming. The capacity is there but
the social organization is relatively restrict
ing. In other countries and in other s e t t Lng e
the situation may well turn out to be very dif
ferent.

3. THE UN1VERS1TIES

Because of the constant or slightly declining
enrollments predicted on the average for the
next decade and a half in American universities,
I would like to concentrate on' the question of
how computers may be used in universities to
offer a full range of instruction with a con
stant or declining number of faculty.

A second general point I want to emphasize is
that, contrary to my own earlier work that was
concerned with courses that would be used by a
very large number of students, I now see the
first important and significant use on a broad
scale of computers at the university level may
well be in offering a large number of courses
that ordinarily have a small enrollment. I give
some examples of this phenomenon from several
areas of univers1.ty teaching, but the basic
point is worth general consideration. If a pro
fessor of some seniority offers a cour-se to a
class size ranging from 2 to 6 students, then
it must necessarily be an expensive course to
teach in terms of the total number of s tuden t
hours. For example, let us assume that there
are four students in the class and that the
class constitutes, as it might at Stanford, half
of the teaching load for one of the three terms
of the year. Assuming the professor's salary is
$20,000 per year and the class meets 3 days a
week for 11 weeks, then the cost of instruction
is $25.25 per student hour, just in terms of the
professor's salary and excluding any other
costs.

Those of you familiar with the current financial
situation, at least of American universities,
will recognize quickly enough that courses in
this cost range will simply not be offered for
any substantial number of years. The pressures
to eliminate such courses are growing and will
continue to increase.

On the other hand, if, by using computer facili
ties, a faculty member can offer four such
courses simultaneously then 'the cost of instruc
tion is reduced to $6.31 per student hour, which
for advanced work is more reasonable, but is
still a figure that is easy to reach even using
a sophisticated computer system.

If, in contrast, we tackle the cost of teaching
a class of 200 students on the same basic assump
tions of a professional salary of $20,000, this
course being one-sixth of a teaching load and
the class meeting 3 times a week for 11 weeks,
the bare cost of instruction is about $.51 per
student hour, which is a figure that is not easy
to match by use of computer facilities. These
simple computations show why I think the impor
tant use of computers in teaching is in the
presentation of courses of a moderate degree of
specialization and at a moderate level of diffi
culty, rather than at the level of large ele
mentary courses.

With these economic considerations in mind I
would like now to turn to a survey of some of
the efforts to implement such course s in three
areas: the teaching of foreign languages, the
teaching of computer programming and the teach
ing of mathematically oriented courses.

3.1. Foreign Language Teaching

Over the past ten years we have had experience
at Stanford in teaching French, German, Russian
and Chinese by computer. The highly experi
mental work in German is described in Levine
(1973). The most extensive work by far has been
in the teaching of Russian and has been under
the direction of Professor Joseph Van Campen,
Chairman of the Department of Slavic Languages
at Stanford. The initial effort was aimed at
the teaching of elementary Russian, and a posi
tive evaluation of this work is reported in
Suppes and Morningstar (1969). The more signifi
cant developments in line with the computations
of costs given above have occurred in the past
several years. Van Campen and his younger col
league, Professor Richard Schupbach, have
embarked on the extensive use of the Institute t s
computer facilities to teach specialized courses
in Russian language and linguistics that are
ordinarily taken by only two or three students.
The course in Old Church Sj.avon Lc , developed by
Van Campen and which is now about 80% computer
based, is described in Van Campen (1973). A
corresponding course on the linguistic history
of the Russian literary language is described in
Schupbach (1973). Van Campen and Schupbach have
plans to develop approximately 10 to 12 courses
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in Slavic linguistics that they can offer on a
regular basis each year and with a staff con
sisting just of the two of them, together with
some teaching-assistant help. In considering
their development of these courses it is to be
emphasized that this is about the only way they
will be able to develop such courses, because
given the _present enrollment in Slavic languages
at Stanford and given the current and continuing
financial constraints on the University there is
no hope of adding an additional faculty member to
their group to aid in the teaching of these
courses.

3.1. Computer-Programming Courses

The reflexive principle of using the computer to
teach courses about computer programming will
undoubtedly have wide application. At Stanford,
thus far the computer-assisted instruction
courses in computer programming at the university
level have been restricted to a short introduc
tory course in BASIC (Barr, Beard and Atkinson,
1974) and part of the introductory course on
LISP taught by John McCarthy and Cordell Green.
It is our intention in the future to offer con
siderably more in this direction, and I antici
pa t e itha t this is one of the cays that we shall
be able to offer a sufficiently wide variety of
specialized courses to meet the increasing
demands of students interested in the many dif
ferent aspects of programming.

One of the central difficulties of deeper moves
into teaching computer programming entirely by
computer is the prohlem of program verification.
The writing of programs that understand the pro
grams students write or even the weaker require
ment of having a program checker that students
are required to use to verify that their programs
are correct is still relatively difficult even
for simplified proper subsets of Widely used pro
gramming languages. I will have more to say
about this below in d Lscus e Ing the corresponding
problem for mathematical proofs. Suffice it to
say at this point that the difficulties are
greater for verification of computer programs
than for verification of mathematical proofs,
because we have for first-order logic Godel's
completeness theorem that provides an exact
match between syntax and semantics: one sentence
is a logical consequence of another if and only
if it can be derived by use of syntactical rules
of inference from the first. We can formalize
ax-iomatic set theory in first-order logic and
thereby expect to have powerful syntactical
methods for checking the validity of proofs,
methods that are more on the surface than are
the corresponding methods required for verifica
tion of program correctness.

3.2. Mathema t ica1ly Oriented Courses

The most extensive effort in using computers for
instruction at Stanford is currently centered
around the following two courses, Introduction.!£.
Logic and Axiomatic Set Theory. The course in

logic has been developed over a number of years
and is a d irec t outgrowth of the work in logic
for the schools mentioned above, which first
began in 1963. The course in set theory has in
turn grown out of the university logic course.

Introduction to Logic. The logic course is one
in which the students do essentially all of their
work at computer terminals. There are no lec
tures, but a teaching assistant is av.ailable
during a number of hours of the day for consulta
tion. This course has been running for several
years and is a regular part of the curriculum; by
now it is the only version of introductory logic
taught at Stanford. It is offered every term,
three times a year, and the enrollment currently
runs between 50 and 80 students a term. From a
progranuning standpoint, the most important fea
ture of the course is the proof checker. The
students give proofs in first-order logic and
the program checks their correctness on a step
by-step basis. The system of natural deduction
embodied in the proof checker is essentially
that given in Suppes (1957).

The proof checker used in the logic course has
evolved over a number of years. The original
one, begun in 1963, was written essentially by
Dow Brian. A later version of the logic course
for the schools was produced by Roulette Smith.
The proof checker for the college course and the
programming for the college course were initially
done by Adele Goldberg (1973). The present ver
sion was written by Robert Smith, Lawrence
Markosian, Lee Blaine and Vesko Marinov. I am
continuing the revision and improvement of the
curriculum in collaboration with my younger col
leagues, especially Edward Bolton and Lawrence
Markosian.

Because the structure of the logic course up to
the present and the empirical results obtained
have been described in Goldberg and Suppes
(1972, 1974), I shall not enter into details
here.

Axiomatic Set Theory. In many respects, the
logic course is deceptive as a model of how to
approach mathematically oriented courses in terms
of computer-based instruction. The deception
arises from the fact that it is a relatively
straightforward matter, though nontrivial, to
have available a complete proof checker for
inference rules in first-order logic. The dif
ficulty of having reasonable rules of proof is
at least an order of magnitude greater once we
leave the framework of elementary logic and move
to the first level of mathematics in which
proofs are always given in informal style. At
this next level, proofs are given informally
because of the tedious and inordinate length of
formal versions of the proofs. The human checker
of informal proofs as given by students is toler
ant and possessed of many good intuitions for
evaluating arguments that are not fully worked
out. Matters are otherwise in the case of the
computer acceptability of such proofs. In the
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case of the course in set theory, by far the
main effort has been devoted thus far to getting
semi-reasonable proof procedures that can be
used by students interactively with the program.
A somewhat detailed account of where we now
stand is described in a paper by my younger col
leagues (Smith, Graves, Blaine and Marinov,
1975) .

As far as we have been able to determine, there
has not been much prior investigation of the
many features that are needed to move from a
first-order logic proof checker to a reasonable
set of procedures for giving informal proofs in
ordinary mathematics at the level of complexity
of the first course in axiomatic set theory. At
the present stage of our work, it seems highly
unlikely that any single discovery will lead to
a sharp breakthrough in how to handle informal
proofs within a computer framework. On the
other hand, it is evident that there are a large
number of practical constructive things that can
be done and that are feasible to implement on a
computer system of the size of our PDP-lO. Let
me give some examples of problems that we have
solved and also of some that we have not.

In a first-order proof checker the first move of
liberalization is from successive to simultaneous
substitution for universally quantified vari
ables. The next practical step and one that
leads to a rule that is used extensively is to
make the substitution of terms for variables in
specification for universally quantified vari
ables automatic, that is, by, for example,
making the inference from '(Ax) (F(x) -+ G'(x) 1

and 'F(a)' to IG(a)' without indicating to
the program the specification of "a ' for 'x'.
Such a rule of implication is also readily
strengthened to include any tautological implica
tion that is desired as well. Nor e elaborate
examples, whose formal complexity is ignored in
first-order logic, are appropriate procedures for
replacing one formula by another in natural and
intuitive ways without taking a large number of
steps to do so, or mor e- importantly, by not
having to specify a large number of conditions
that must be satisfied. It is probably espe
cially the latter aspect of matters that needs
most attention. In informal proofs, 'obvious'
conditions are left implicit. Making such con
d.Lt Lons internally explicit in the program
representation of the proof is probably the most
crucial aspect of having a good computer-based
proof checker for informal proofs. It amounts,
of course, to having a program that in mose caaes
will do what you expect and will only raise ques
tions when the situation is in some way abnormal.

Another current feature of the program is that
students may call a fast, restricted theorem
prover that runs for a limited amount of time and
then stops if a proof is not found. Students use
this to cover routine gaps in their informal
proofs. Because the method of attack of a reso
lution theorem prover seems so psychologically
different from human ways of thinking about

proofs I am doubtful that we shall be able to
extend in any very deep way this feature of the
program, a Lthough it is playing a useful role
at what might be called a low level of com
plexity.

Another useful feature of the program is a sub
routine to decide any Boolean expression. For
example, any identity made up of set variables
and the operation symbols for union, intersec
tion and set; difference can be evaluated for
validity very quickly by this subroutine, and
students may call it at appropriate points in
informal proofs.

On the other hand, our proof procedures are
still awkward in many cases and it is clear that
practical lines of improvement can be found.
For instance, our development of cardinal num
bers is based upon Tarski' s axiom that the
cardinal numbers of two sets are identical if
and only if the sets are equipollent. In this
framework the informal proof that cardinal addi
tion is associative follows trivially from the
associativity of the union of sets, and in a
textbook-informal proof a one-line argument is
used. At the present time it is still tedious
to convert this one-line intuitive argument into
an informal proof accepted by the program.
Another similar example is the proof that the
definition of exponentiation for cardinal num
bers is justified--justified in the sense that
the operation is uniquely defined for all cardi
nal numbers. Again, the line of proof is com
pletely straightforward from facts already
established about corresponding operations on
sets, but passing from the level of arbitrary
sets to the level of cardinal numbers is not as
easy and natural as it should be in the proof
procedures currently available.

Improvements of a similar sort are needed in
order to do in a natural way the theory of ordi
nal numbers, especially the rather complex and
somewhat difficult proofs justifying definition
by transfinite recursion. I would summarize our
present view of these matters by saying that we
have procedures that are workable and that are
being used by students in the course. But we
anticipate being able to make substantial im
provements and will be very disappointed if we
cannot make substantial improvements over the
next couple of years.

I have not said much about the curriculum in the
course in axiomatic set theory. It follows
closely the content of my earlier book (Suppes,
1960). After general developments of elementary
set theory, the course concentrates on finite
and infinite sets, the theory of cardinal num
bers, the theory of ordinal numbers, and the
axiom of choice. It seems likely that this
classical content will be a part of "the curricu
lum in logic and the foundations of mathematics
for many years to come, and therefore we are
confident that as we perfect the course we will
not need to plan to change in any radical way
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the curriculum itself in the near f ut u'r e , Ad
mittedly this situation is much different when
one is developing curriculum in an area of
mathematics or science that is currently under
rapid change. This would, for example, be true
in a graduate course in set theory that would be
concerned with the many important results ob
tained in the past decade and a half, but the
first introductory course does not reach the
point at which the many new results can be
seriously considered and presented to the stu
dents. It is also the case that the informal
proof procedures needed for a more advanced
course would be beyond our r-each and too diffi
cult to develop at the present time. The proofs
would move too rapidly and it would be too much
for us to close the gap between the standard
informal proofs and the internal formal repre
sentation in the computer program. We believe
that the level of difficulty of a course like
the one in set theory I have been describing is
the feasible level for current efforts.

Other~. We are currently planning other
courses at this same level of difficulty: a
course in proof theory, a course in the founda
tions of probability, and a COurse in the
foundations of measurement aimed especially at
social scientists. These additional courses
will require proof machinery at about the same
level of difficulty and complexity of the set
theory course.

What we are especially interested in determining
is whether the effort of extension to these new
courses will be sublinear. I mean by this
whether we shall find that the effort required
to make, the extension to these new courses wf Ll,
be definitely less than the effort that has been
required to organize the set theory course in
the first place.

Final remark on productivity. After hav Lng dis
cussed on several previous occasions problems of
productivity in' the schools and the ab senc'e of
increased pr oduc t tvd t y in education through most
of this century, I have decided it is best to
analyze the problem in terms of my own teaching
and see what Can be done about my own produc
tivity. By taking responsibility for the two
computer-based courses mentioned above and by
offering them every term, I have doubled my
teaching load at Stanford. In addition, I have
adopted on principle the stance that I no longer
give lecture courses. My own teaching is
divided into computer-based courses in basic sub
jects like logic and set theory, and advanced
seminars on specialized topics. I find this
division extremely satisfying personally. I
enjoy very much the personal and informal con
tact of seminars, and do not see their elimina
tion by computer-based instruction in any fore
seeable future. As far as course offerings go,
I see no r eason not to believe that I shall be
able to double once again my course load over
the next three or four years. In doing so, as
indicated earlier, I am not aiming at large

courses with large enrollments but at offering a
diversity of courses at a medium level of diffi
culty. I have begun to sample the students at
Stanford in terms of such courses and am finding
that there are a number of courses in which they
would be interested and which we do not currently
offer but that we should be able to do a reason
ably good job with in the kind of computer-based
framework I have been describing. But teaching
loads consisting entirely of small seminars are
not practical in any university except for a few
faculty members.

A mix of (i) large lecture classes for elemen
tary courses, (d L) computer-based instruction for
courses of intermediate difficulty and of a
rather specialized character, and (iii) informal
seminars at the advanced level seems attractive
both in terms of productivity and personal satis
faction for faculty in the disciplines I have
mentioned. However, it is too early to tell how
many will share this opinion.
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THE PLATO IV SYSTEM IN USE' A PROGRESS REPORT

Daniel Alp~rt

Associate Director

Computer-based Education Research Laboratory
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Urbana, Illinois 61801

This paper describes the current status of the ongoing field-test and evaluation of the
PLATO IV computer-based education system. In particular, it reports on the technological
and economic feasibility of the geographically dispersed system as used in institutions
of formal education. Preliminary results of the field-test in community colleges and
military training centers show positive acceptance and significant commitment to the
continued use of the new medium. The electronic network encourages the formation and
support of an interinstitutional network of instructors, curricular designers, and
educational researchers engaged in the development of new approaches to the teacher
learning process .

. . . electronic technology stimula tes new
forms of organization based on the net
works and grids of electronic devices,
characterized by complex matrices of re
lationships rather than by simple lines
of authority, and by the fact that in
formation is available simultaneously
at the crucial nodes of decision.

Donald A. Schon
Beyond the Stable State

This paper attempts to describe some of the out
comes, both foreseen and unforeseen, of an on
going field-test and evaluation of the ,PLATO IV
computer-based education system. This inter
nationally visible experimental program is one
of the most ambitious ever initiated in the
field of educational research and development.
The program encompasses several distinctly dif
ferent objectives:

To demonstrate the technical feasibility
of a truly novel computer-based education
network system.
To prove that the system is manageable,
economically viable, and capable of serving
a variety of institutions at any education
al level.
To develop curricular materials for the new
medium and to field-test and evaluate the
computer-based instruction in a comprehen
sive way.
To develop acceptance by instructor-users
and students of a new medium designed for
increasing the effectiveness and productiv
i ty of the instructional process.
To use the system as a research tool i to
acquire and process performance data and
to use such information to improve the
instructional process.
To carry out the above R&D and demonstration
programs simultaneously; that is, within
an administrative environment oriented to
systems research rather than to operations
or applications.
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I propose to present an interim progress report
on the status of the program and to describe
some of the problems that lie ahead. I will
also present some personal observations about
what we have learned to date, particularly in
our efforts to introduce computer-based instruc
tion into communi ty colleges and mili tary train
ing centers; L, e., in continuing adult educa
tion in both academic and vocational subject
matter areas.

The PLATO IV systrm has been described in many
previous articles and in demonstrations in all
parts of the world. As most of you know, this
system is built around the following component
subsystems:

A large central computer (Control Data
Cyber 70 Series) serving up to I, 000
student consoles.
A high level author and user language called
TUTOR; any student console can be used by
authors or instructor/users to write, edit
and modify instructional materials. It
also makes possible the acquisition, storage
and manipulation of student performance
data.
A student console containing several new
technologies for the display of visual or
aural messages. These include the plasma
display panel f a new graphics display de
vice with built-in memory, a random-access
microfiche image-selector, an audio unit,
and a touch panel by which the user may
communicate by touching the surface of the
display panel.
New communications techniques that make
possible a geographically' distributed
computer-based network at reasonable costs.
The network also includes features that
permit communication on line between persons
at any preselected consoles i messages of
interest to users may be stored in the
system (soft copy) or transferred on special
consoles to "hard copy".
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CURRENT STATUS, TECHNOLOGICAL FEASIBILITY

D. Alpert L3A

The PLATO IV system has now been in operation
for almost two years. In the spring of 1975,
there are about 850 student terminals connected
to the computer in Urbana. Most of the terminals
are located in Illinois, but there are more than
150 distributed elsewhere at 50 different loca
tions in the USA from California to Massachu
setts. Al though some problems of access have
been encountered, the system has been operating
rather reliably, with down-time less than 5% due
to all causes during prime time between 8:00 a.m.
and 10:00 p.m. Thus the system provides approxi
mately 100,000 hours of actual use per month to
authors and students on the system. More than
650,000 hours of use have been recorded to date
(April, 1975). Although the quality of that
service could and should be improved, I believe
that the technological feasibility of the PLATO
IV system has been clearly demonstrated.

Perhaps the most significant statement I can
make about the status of the system is that it
is up and running, and a remarkable conununi ty
centered on the use of the system has emerged.
There are currently more than 2,000 authors
logged into the system, preparing or edi ting
instructional materials and using at least
40,000 hours of access per month. There are at
least 11,000 students Loqqed into "courses",
taking instruction regularly as part of a formal
educational program and receiving more than
50,000 hours of instruction per month. The
system is operating both as a CAl (computer
assisted instruction) system and as a CMI (com
puter-managed instruction) system. PLATO IV
is also operating as an interstate, interinsti
tutional cormnunications network with individual
authors or teams of authors, instructor-users,
instructional designers, and TUTOR consultants
work i.nq on common problems and exchanging ideas
in a completely unprecedented way. I do not
want to ignore the existance of problems associ
ated with the operation and application of the
system; in fact, I will describe some of them
in the course of this discussion. Some of the
difficulties are associated with managing a
system that is simultaneously a research vehicle
and an operating system. However, I believe
that it is fair to state that the first phase
of the innovation process, the demonstration of
technological feasibility, has been accomplished.

ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY AND MANAGEABILITY

Systems acceptance and systems economics are
obviously closely related. It has always been
an underlying premise of the PLATO system design
that in order to gain acceptance in the formal
educational establishment, (L. e., public schools,
colleges, universities, etc.) the unit cost of
instruction on the PLATO system would have to
compare favorably with the current unit costs
of instruction at such institutions. In our
original paperl describing the PLATO IV system,
we presented a target cost for access to the

system of $.35 to $.70 per contact hour, includ
ing the costs of the central computer, student
console, conununications, and systems maintenance
and management (conununications over an average
distance of 100 miles). (In 1975 dollars, this
't.az qe t cost would correspond to $.55 to $1.00
per hour.)

What are the actual operating costs of this
ini tial PLATO system? When a project is at the
developmental stage, and the system is still in .
the process of day-to-day modification and
start-up developmental costs from the ongoing
operational costs. For this reason, one might
get different estimates from different persons
familiar with the PLATO project. The following
estimates are my own. I have broken the costs
down into four components: computer, student
console, conununications, and operations. Current
computer costs, if extrapolated to a fully load
ed computer (1,000 consoles operating an average
of 40 hours per week), would be about $.60 per
contact hour. The current purchase price for the
student console is about $6, 000, including touch
panel and image selector, which brings the unit
cost (amortised over a five-year period) of the
console to $.60 per contact hour. The current
expendi ture for conununications shows the great
est dispari t y from our ori gina1 target estimates,
due partly to the reluctance of the telephone
utili ty to make available educational television
video channels for the dissemination of PLATO
instruction. We therefore use regular telephone
lines with special multiplexers that make it
possible to serve four student consoles on each
line. The associated corrununications costs are
approximately $.30 to $.40 per contact hour for
consoles at a distance of 150 miles (the distance
from Urbana to Chicago). Finally, the cost of
operation and maintenance of the system, still
in its developmental stages, is about $.50 per
contact hour. Thus my estimate of current costs,
based on the above assumptions, is about $2.25
per contact hour (for authors or students). We
recently enlarged the ECS memory, and our present
plans call for an increase in central processing
capacity. The unit costs of the system incor
porating these changes would be about $2.50 per
contact hour, based on a 40-hour week.

In my earlier comments, I mentioned some problems
in the operational use of the system. In the
fall of 1974, we greatly expanded the use of the
system for regularly scheduled instruction. For
the first time, we reached the limits of the
computer system in terms of the expanded demand
for extended core memory (ECS). In the resulting
"memor-y crunch" serious problems were encounter
ed, especially at the institutions or locations
where only one or two terminals were installed.
Those institutions that had "cLas s r'ooms" of
sufficient size (i.e., groups of 20 or more
consoles) could schedule the student use of the
system in such a way as to avoid or limit the
impact of the memory shortage. In locations with
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only a few terminals or in classrooms for which
complete self-pacing of instruction was desired,
disappointments were inevitable. To resalve
these problems and to anticipate future problems
we have plans to expand both the extended core
storage and the central processing unit.

It seems to me that the design plans for PLATO
should ultimately accommodate a complete 5e1£
pacing capability; that is, one that would per
mit each student to access any lesson at any
time. (This would call for a capability of
accessing 1, 000 lessons simultaneously compared
wi th the current limi t of about 250 lessons.)
A complete self-pacing approach would require
a significant expansion of the computer system
and would, of course, increase the computer
systems cost, perhaps by a factor of two. Alter
natively, new technologies for mass storage might
reach the implementation stage wi thin the next
few years, hopefully providing this desirable
feature at lower costs.

At the present time, the typical student console
located at remote si tes is not used 40 hours per
week but somewhere in the neighborhood of 20
hours per week. If this utilization pattern were
to persist, our unit cost estimates would, of
course, have to be increased proportionately.
On the other hand, the "classroom" at CERL (the
most heavily utilized student terminals) is
actually in use about 80 hours per week. It
therefore seems reasonable to me to anticipate
40 hours of weekly use at colleges and univer
sities. At elementary and secondary schools, the
weekly utilization pattern would be substantial
ly less than 40 hours per week unless the ter
minals could also be used for other applications.
The search for such applications is a continuing
research activi ty.

In my view, the cost of PLATO at the present
level is too high to expect widespread access to
the system by educational institutions for normal
instructional applications. On the other hand,
if the costs could be reduced by a factor of two
or three, I believe that many schools and col
leges would readily invest in access to the sys
tem. Thus, in economic terms, the PLATO system
is faced wi th a chicken-and-egg si tuation: we
could anticipate much wider use of the system
if the price were to be reduced by a factor of
three, and we could expect a reduction of the
costs of many of the components if there were an
expanded market for the system.

The relatively high cost of the student console
is partly associated with manufacture in pilot
production rather. than mass-production quanti
ties; to change this situation will call for
r ache r massive short-term investment in CAl, or
patience, waiting for other applications of
display technology to reduce costs and hence ex
pand the market. Reductions in terminal costs
can also be achieved through redesign, using
integrated circuitry and modern microprocessing
techniques. Such a redesign has already been

carried out, and an initial prototype unit has
demonstrated both lower costs and substantial
improvements in performance.

The general downward trend in computer processor
costs may be expected to continue. The relative
ly costly part of the PLATO IV computer system
lies in the extended core storage, and alterna
ti ve technological approaches should be explored.
In view of continued R&D in this area, we would
hope for a general reduction in computer costs
over the next several years.

In summary, I believe that the long-term pros
pects for meeting target costs for both consoles
and computers are good; during the next few
years, we should be continuing our expIatory
efforts both in technology and in educational
applications.

CURRICULAR DEVELOPMENT AND ACCEPTANCE
OF COMPUTER-BASED INSTRUCTION

Suppose the economic boundary condition could be
met; would there be a ground-swell of enthusiasm
for access to the system? While I have confi
dence that the answer to this question is affirm
ative, I have to say that as of today we cannot
make an unambiguous response. In some cases,
there has been a sense of disillusionment among
instructor-users, associated -wi th disparities
between expectations and performance in systems
reliabili t.y , Some disi llusionment is associated
with failures of communication (rather than
performance), failures to keep users informed as
to system status, and a changing systems environ
ment. Some of these difficulties might have
been avoided if the research on systems design
and the research on educational uses of the
system could have been separated; that is, cazv
ried out on different systems.

Despi te the problems suggested by the above, the
acceptance of the system by instructor-users and
students has been unusually high and enthusias
tic. The reason for the ambiguity of my response
lies in the institutional structures and value
systems of our educational establishment. rn
most of the applications to date, PLATO instruc
t-ion is viewed as supplementary to human instruc
tion in regular coursework; the increase in pro
ductivity is designed to improve instruction at
added costs rather than to replace current
methods or to reduce costs. In many schools, if
PLATO were viewed as a replacement for human
instructors we should expect major obstacles
from teachers' unions. Thus, while it is natural
for. us to have -started using PLATO in conjunction
wi th the conventional classroom, this may not be
the optimal way to achieve continued financial
support as part of the ongoing. institutional
budqe t; • We need a major effort to explore the
use of PLATO that would expand the services pro
vided by the educational establishment as well
as improve those services which it already pro
vides.
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The performance of the system in actual educa
tional use has been impressive. A wide variety
of instructional strategies and subject matter
areas has been incorporated in the instructional
materials that have already been prepared for
the PLATO system. At the university level, very
substantial use of the system is currently in
progress in such subjects as chemistry, physics,
computer science, veterinary medicine, account
ancy, and foreign languages. New programs of
instruction are being developed in such areas as
law, medicine and social work.

A major effort is being carried out to introduce
.CBE into community colleges (one in Champaign
and four in Chicago, Illinois> as part of a
joint demonstration sponsored by NSF and the
University of Illinois. Curricular materials
have been developed in the following subject
matter areas for formal field test and evalua
tion.

D. Alpert L3A

Community college instructors and university
staff are working toget1;ler - both in curri
cular design and in the preparation of .
instructional materials - in a collaborative
professional attack on substantive educa
tional problems. The PLATO network is mak
ing possible for the first time a collabor
ative network of professionals from differ
ent kinds of educational institutions. In
particular, we are combining the research
interests of the comprehensive university
wi th the instructional interests of the
communi ty college.
Initial evidence indicates very positive
attitudes toward PLATO instruction by
students and instructor-users alike.
A new set of professional careers is being
established, centered on the production,
editing, and validation of CAl instructional
materials. There are probably many more
authors on PLATO than on all other CAl sys
tems combined.

Significant curricular efforts are also underway
in fields such as nursing training and computer
science. Some of the instructional materials
have been written by community college instruc
tors, some by university staff, and some by co
operative efforts of both. At the present time,
at least 30 (and as many as 80 or more) hours of
instructional materials are available in each of
the subject matter areas listed above. A field
test is under way, involving at least 500 stu
dents in each subject at one or more of the
five community colleges in the collaborative
field-test program. At each college a "class
room" of approximately 25 terminals is under the
general scheduling supervision of a local co
ordinator. The PLATO system is being used to
accumulate and process student performance data
both for validation of the lessons and for mea
sures of student achievement.

accoun tancy
biology
chemistry

mathematics
English (language usage) A program to introduce PLATO in fields of voca

tional instruction is being carried out in sev
eral centers for armed service personnel in a
program sponsored by the Advanced Research Pro
jects Agency (ARPA) of the Department of Defense.
One of the interesting features of this program
is the variety of organizational arrangements
that has been tried for authoring instructional
materials. New approaches have also been applied
to the review and edi ting of instructional mate
rials. As in the community college program, the
PLATO communications network has resulted in new
professional relationships among consultants,
subject matter specialists, and evaluation spe
cialists at different geographical locations. At
one site, a method of interaction and review has
been adopted not only in the approach to student
learning but also in the approach to curricular
development. One indicator is the willingness
to accept criticism from other authors and to
adopt materials "not invented here".

From the outset, a basic premise underlying the
introduction of the PLATO system into colleges
and universities is that the individual instruc
tor incorporates PLATO on his own initiative and
not because of prior institutional or contractual
commitments. Furthermore, the instructor can
decide which lessons to use and in what sequence.
Clearly this approach may introduce difficulties
in designing or carrying out control experiments.
Despi te these problems (which are typical of any
Ureal time" experiment involving human subjects)
we should be in a position to report some very
interesting results at the end of this academic
year. At this point in time, we can summarize
the status of our community college effort.

More than 90 communLty college instructors
are commi tted to the use of PLATO in the
fi ve selected SUbject matter areas i the
instructors are so conuni tted as to refuse
to return to conventional methods.

Although the PLATO system design obviously pro
vides the capability for large-scale acquisition
of student performance data, the data heretofore
reported have been limited in scope and depth.
In many areas we have only recently developed the
technological software for the efficient collec
tion and processing of such data. We will soon
be in a position to report on the first large
scale student use of the system. However, we
have already observed some impressive outcomes
of the PLATO experiment even in advance of con
vincing data on student performance. These lie
in the positive attitudes of students and in
changes by many of the authors and: instructor
users in their approaches to instruction and to
the use of student response data. Despite the
rather difficult shakedown period for the PLATO
system in recent months, a major experiment in
social learning is taking place, involving au
thors and instructor-users as well as students in
an ongoing joint learning process.
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The widespread acceptance of a new medium such
as PLATO will call for continuing social and
technological invention. The social invention
will include new ways of writing, testing, and
edi ting curricular materials; new instructional
strategies and applications; and new ways of
providing to students choice in the selection,
timing, and style of interactive learning se
quences. There are hopeful signs that such
social invention is taking place within the
community of instructors and authors who are
approaching the teaching-learning process in
new ways - using the PLATO system to do educa-"
tional research in a manner that is logistically
and economically feasible.

To permit this community of educators eo grow,
a continued investment in computer-based systems
will be necessary for both hardware and software.
At some point in time, this investment will be
justified in terms of the value of ongoing
instruction delivered or learning achieved. It
is, of course, a subjective judgement to esti
mate the unit cost at which the value of the
instruction will be considered to be equal of the
price. I have made the assumption that a very
sizable market would become accessible in public
schools and postsecondary insti tutions at a
price of approximately $1 per contact hour. To
achieve such a cost reduction will call for sub
stantial investment, either through expansion of
the market for PLATO technology to other fields
or through direct investment in computer-based
education itself. In considering such invest
ments, decision-makers in the federal government
or in individual institutions will be seeking a
rationale on which to base future decisions.
For this reason, the outcome of early experi
ments, such as the current field-test and evalua
tion of the PLATO system, are of considerable
significance; and we at the Computer-based
Educational Research Laboratory of the Univer-
s i t.y of Illinois are contributing every effort
to the successful implementation of this experi
ment. At the same time, we should remember that
the most important lessons from many previous
social experiments could not be anticipated in
advance. It is not clear even in retrospect how
one might have made a useful comparative evalua
tion of the Model T with the existing horse-drawn
technology in the early 20th century.

Aside from conventional instruction and educa
tional research, a national computer-based
educational and communications network could
make important contributions, some of which
would be justified even at the higher prices of
the current system. These include:

Diagnostic and remedial programs to help
students in selecting or designing instruc
tional programs; individualized continuing
adult education outside the formal courses,
curricula, and schedules of our established
insti tutions.

On-the-job instructional programs for pro
fessional or para-professionals, .particular
ly in the deli very of other human services
(heal th care, services to the aging, de
pendent children, etc.).
Supporti ve activi ties for other human
services; for example, filling out govern
mental forms (such as income tax), filing
medical reports, or maintaining patient
records. The interrelated society depends
on greater corrununication and coordination,
which are t.oo often translated into more
inertia and greater bureaucratic controL
Providing access to jobs; employment ser
vices including placement as well as certi
fication and training.
Entertainment, especially for the very
young and the ve ry old.

These are some of the areas in which a new
technology is sorely needed to help young people
and adults to live and to develop meaningful
roles. To address these problems, I continue a
commitment to the development of a new "people's
technology" - one that could provide the freedom
of choice and the mobili ty of the automobile but
in a different dimension and without the drain
on natural resources. A national or internation
al educational network could begin to introduce
a new dimension of learning for world citizenship
and could help to build a community of research
effort in the field of learning.

Isee, for example, "Advances in Computer-based
Education," D. Alpert and D. L. Bitzer, Science,
167, p . 1582 (Narch , 1970) i "The Use of Computers
in the Teaching of Chemistry - Evaluation of
Lesson Effectiveness," S. G. Smith, James R.
Ghesquiere, and R. A. Avner, Chern. Bduc , , 51,
p , 234 (April, 1974); "The PLATO IV Architec
ture, U J. Stifle, Proceedings of the Society
for Information Display, 13, p. 35 (1972) i and
"Computer-based Science Education," D. L. Bitzer,
B.A. Sherwood, P. Tenczar, paper presented at
conference on "Utilization of Educational Tech
nology in the Improvement of Science Education,"
UNESCO, Paris, France (September, 1972).
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PLANNING A LARGE SCALE COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION INSTALLATION
THE TICCIT EXPERIENCE

Fred Morrison
Project Director

TICCIT Program

Phoenix College
Phoenix, Arizona, U.S.A.

A novel Computer Assisted Instruction (CAl) program is being implemented at
Phoenix College, a two year community college in Phoenix, Arizona, U.S.A. By
the end of 1975, one half of all students taking pre-calculus mathematics and
freshman English composition (1,600 students) will not go to class but will
sit at one of one hundred terminals to do their work. The program, TICCIT
(Time-shared Interactive Computer Controlled Information Television) is funded
by the National Science Foundation-to the MITRE Corporation of McLean, Virginia,
and the Institute for Computer Uses in Education at Brigham Young University
at Provo, Utah. The problems of implementing a large scale CAl system as they
affect physical facilities, faculty, students, and administration are discussed.
References to educational strategy developments are listed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Computer Assisted Instruction (CAl) is as
old as the computer. Early attempts at
CAl were hampered by the programming com
plexities posed by early computers. Ef
forts at CAl often were those of a single
individual or perhaps a number of indi
viduals from a single discipline. The
battle with a business oriented computer,
using a business cr problem solving lan
guage, usually proved too much and CAl
programs floundered in the morass of com
plex branching instructions.

As such CAl's effect on the educational
establishment. Here and there, the pio
neers developed programs that would af
fect a few dozen selected students. No
large scale effort was mounted. In 1960,
the National Science Foundation funded a
major CAl program called PLATO, being de
veloped at the University of Illinois.
The project was the first to envision
large scale usage of computers for in
structional purposes. During the early
1970's, Dr. C. Victor Bunderson at the
University of Texas at Austin developed a
teaching strategy using a high level lan
guage between computer and student. The
strategy embodied the concept of 'learner
control'. About the same period of time,
the non-profit MITRE Corporation was· de
veloping an interactive cable television
system and· began testing of the system in
the community of Reston, Virginia.

In 1972, the National Science Foundation
funded the TICCIT program (Time-shared
Interactive Computer Controlled Informa
tion TelevisTon). The MITRE Corporation
was named as the Director of the program
and charged with the development of a CAl
delivery system. Dr. Bunderson's group
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of educational developers were given the
task of developing course material
(courseware). Dr. Bunderson's group
later moved to Brigham Young University
to establish the Institute for Computer
Uses in Education (ICUE), where the de
velopment of the learning strategy was
completed and incorporated into course
ware.

2. THE COLLEGE PLAN

Early in 1973, Phoenix College (10,000
students) was chosen as one of two com
munity colleges to participate in the
demonstration of the TICCIT system. Two
authors, one for English and one for
mathematics, were sent to ICUE to par
ticipate in the courseware authoring. A
project director was appointed to devel
op an implementation plan.

The plan, a complex document detailing
all aspects of the program, was devel
oped. Approximately 3,000 to 4,000 stu
dents at Phoenix College are enrolled in
English composition and pre-calculus
mathematics courses. Courseware devel
opment was aimed at this segment of the
student population. The plan was to as
sign approximately half of these stu
dents to the TICCIT system, while the
other half would remain in the conven
tional classroom. The student assigned
to the TICCIT courses would obtain all
instructional material, including prac
tice items and tests, from one of 128
computer terminals consisting of a high
resolution color TV receiver and a key
board incorporating a set of 'learner
contraIl keys, as well as a standard
typewriter keyboard. The terminals are
serviced by two Data General, Nova 800
series mini computers. Instruction
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proceeds at a pace controlled by each
individual student. Course material is
called up by the student as required by
him in the form of 'OBJECTIVE', 'RULE'
(an 'EASY RULE' and a ' HARD RULE' are
also available), 'HELP' (to explain the
'RULE' further), 'EXAMPLES' (EASY, MEDI
UM, and HARD versions), and 'PRACTICE'
items. The items may be accessed in any
order and may be repeated at will. When
the student feels he has mastered the
material requested, he may ask for a
TEST. The computer grades the test and
informs the student of the result. If
the student fails the mastery test, ad
vice is given as to the material, that
he must review before he is allowed to
take the test again.

3. FACILITIES

Facilities to house the computing system
and 128 student stations had to be se
lected. A building of approximately
1,000 square meters was remodeled to
contain the whole system. Present tech
nical constraints require that student
terminals be located within 300 meters
of the central computer. This prevented
for the present the distribution of
terminal locations in other buildings.
Cost of remodeling the building was
about $50,000 U.S. currency.

4. COURSEWARE

Courseware development began in January
1973. TICCIT accomplished what no other
CAl system has done to date. First,
course content and computer programming
have been completely separated. Authors
need not learn computer programming.
Second, course content and teaching
strategy have also been separated. The
strategy developed by Bunderson, et al.,
is independent of subject matter. This
allows the strategy to be incorporated
into a computer program (operating sys
tem) written by programming experts.

Mathematics courseware was developed
with relative ease. Not so with the
English courseware. Early problems de
veloped when differing factions became
embroiled in interminable debates around
both content and methodology. The de
bate centered around a generative rhet
oric for classifying patterns of writing.
Phoenix College faculty insisted on a
methodology developed by the late Dr.
Francis Christiansen in the mid 1960's.
Other authors not familiar with this

method balked. The ensuing debate lasted
a year and a half. The delays generated
resulted in a greatly abbreviated and in
complete course which is presently under
going revision at Phoenix College by
newly trained authors.

5. HARDWARE

The MITRE Corporation at McLean, Vir
ginia, developed the system hardware
without inputs by the participating col
leges. The selection of computers, disk'
drives, and other associated hardware
was made without consultation with
the colleges and no need was felt by the
college to influence hardware decisions.
Cost of the hardware package is placed
somewhere around $500,000 U.S. currency,
not including development costs. The
hardware system was installed and
checked out by MITRE personnel.

Problems experienced with hardware were
confined mostly to Commercial Power Sup
ply failures, disk drives, and computer
memory boards. By far the most frequent
failures were encountered on a circuit
board that was installed into the TV
sets by MITRE. Eighty percent of all TV
sets delivered to Phoenix College experi
enced problems with this circuit board.
Several circuit modifications instigated
at Phoenix College reduced the failure
rate to negligible amounts.

6. SOFTWARE

As with the hardware, the software (oper
ating systems) was developed without
consultation with the community colleges.
Major difficulties developed both in
courseware and hardware development
schedules because of the tremendous
schedule slippage in developing the soft
ware. Software was not available for
formative evaluation of courseware, as a
result, no data was collected from stu
dents which might have aided in polish
ing the courseware. Full scale imple
mentation of the program at Phoenix Col
lege was delayed by one full year. The
problems facing the software developers
seemed at times insurmountable. The use
of mini computers, while drastically re
ducing costs, demands an efficiency in
an operating system not usually required
by larger installations. The effort re
quired for software development was
grossly underestimated; this may well
serve as a warning to future developers
of CAl systems that complex interactive
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strategies will require complicated soft
ware. As of the date of this writing,
software errors still prevent the pro
cessing of courseware without major re
visions in the program.

7. STAFFING

The complexity of the hardware, software,
and courseware is dwarfed by the effort
and skill required to introduce a major
CAl system to a college faculty steeped
in the traditional teaching philosophies.
The task was made more difficult because
of an initial misunderstanding of faculty
attitudes by the principals. The initial
presentation to the faculty stressed
economies to be achieved and in general
assumed a position of hard sell laced
with tactless humor. The result: total
disaster. A faculty that had reluctantly
acceeded to participate in the program
was now totally turned away. It took the
better part of a year of gentle persua
sion and subliminal education to repair
the damage. The lesson to be learned is
this: If you plan to introduce an inno
vative teaching system, you must pay
attention to faculty indoctrination,
training, and participation with the same
fervor for detail that is put into the
development of the system itself. Do not
assume that because your system is so ob
viously superior, that logic will bring
faculty around. We are, by the nature of
our training, a disagreeable bunch.

Studies were made to determine a most
effective staffing plan. Presently, the
learning center is in operation from 7:30
a.m. to 9:30 p.m. Monday through Thursda~

7:30 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. Friday, and 8:00
a.m. to 12 noon on Saturday. Briefly, it
was determined that during the time stu
dents are scheduled to work with the
TICCIT system, a professional would be
available to answer student inquiries. A
staff of one English and one mathematics
teacher are assigned to the student area
between the hours of 7:30 a.m. and 3:00
p.m., and between 5:30 p.m. and 8:30 p.m.
The center is staffed by two computer
operators (one per 8-hour shift); seven
proctors who assist students at 115 term
inals are on duty at all times. The work
load was negotiated directly with faculty
representatives. Since nO lecture prep
aration, homework grading, testing, etc.
was involved it was agreed that a one
hour assignment represents 1/25 of a
total work load. Thus, the total staff
assigned to the TICCIT program is less
than two full time equivalent teachers in
each discipline. One hundred terminals
are scheduled each hour that faculty is
present for a total of 1,600 plus

students who spend a minimum of three
hours per week on a terminal. This
represents a staffing ratio of 400 to 1
compared to the norm of 130 to 1. The
savings of eight faculty positions is
partially offset by the computer oper
ator staff and proctors needed to run
the operation.

Faculty was trained in small groups by
ICUE/BYU personnel. A thorough indoc
trination into the background of the
educational values embodied in the
TICCIT concept helped to dispel the
mistrust of man-machine systems. Once
the concepts were presented, the mechan
ics of operating a terminal proved rela
tively non-threatening.

Eighteen teachers are now I trained , to
function in a computer oriented environ
ment, five more are in training.

8. STUDENT REACTION

At the time of this writing, 75 students
are participating in mathematics courses
at the beginning and intermediate alge
bra levels. Initial reaction to the new
environment is mixed but tends to favor
the TICCIT system. Student comments
indicate that anxieties of taking tests
are largely removed because students
take tests when they feel they are read~

Efficiencies resulting from courseware
design are sometimes offset by the lack
of pressure felt by the student. Some
students fall behind a normalized time
schedule, not because of a deficiency in
skills but because there appears to be
no urgency in finishing an assignment.
This tendency to slip will have to be
counteracted by close analysis of stu
dent progress by the faculty member to
whom students are assigned.

9. SUMMARY

The TICCIT program spotlights the need
to include detailed plans for faculty
and staff training in the total "system
design.

Hardware and software systems are
planned to the smallest detail, labor
and material costs are calculated for
all items, development and production
schedules are drawn up and monitored
over the duration of the program. We
assume that, given this well planned and
executed system, the faculty and staff
will perforce accept it and work with
it. Not so; innovative systems, espe
cially those in which the individual has
little or no inputs (as is the case of a
complex program like TICCIT) are rarely
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welcomed with open arms and in some
cases, they are actively opposed by a
faculty steeped in the traditional aca
demic environment.

F. Morrison L3A

Future designs in CAr must include a
thorough analysis of the effects on fac
ulty roles, staffing changes, schedules,
student enrollment patterns, and curric
ulum. The effect of differentiated
staffing on faculty attitudes must be
explored and a design for faculty parti
cipation in the implementation of the
program must be evolved.

CAr in its more sophisticated forms can
be 'sold' to the faculty on the basis of
a well developed rationale. Far from
being impersonal, CAr provides the op
portunity for truly individualized in
struction. By trading the fixed-time
variable-achievement level found in the
typical classroom for a variable-time
fixed-achievement environment provided
by CAr, the teacher can and will become
more personally involved with each indi
vidual student. The limited experience
at Phoenix College tends to bear this
out. Of course, as educational mana
gers, faculties will now be faced with thE
problem of determining whether a student
is a slow learner or just a slacker.
The teacher must now provide individual
motivation to spur students on since the
threat of failing a test for which the
student is ill prepared is no longer
present.

The number of new situations in which a
teacher finds himself as a result of CAr
is interminable and it is just because
of this that detailed planning in this
area is so necessary.

CAr can be a painful experience or an
exciting adventure in "education. What
it turns out to be is dependent on how
you incorporate the human side of the
project into your planning.
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UNE I:Y.FERIEHCl:: DE f'OFJH\TION DE ?ROFESSI:UP.S DU Sr.:CONDAlRE
A L I U1ILISATIOtJ DE ~ 'l!lrORt1ATIOUE DM:S r.' nlSEIGHEt1El1T .

Annie VIDAL-MADJAR

uni.ver-s i tf de Paris X

Nanterre, FRANCE

Des ordinateurs et ant , progressi vement depuis J 971, i ns t e Ll.e s dans des et ab l.Ls sement s d' enseignement se
condaire en France, on constate aujourd'hui que Les stages de formation proposes eux enseignants ne peu
vent admettre qu Tune trop faible proportion des candidats et qu ' ils ne r-epondeur pas suffisamment aux
questions pedegog Lque s fondamentales que l'utilisation de 1 'ordinateur ne manque pas de leur poser.

Apr-e s avo Lr- t ente de defLnLr' quelles pour-r-a i.ent S't r-e les f Lna Li t e s de Lt ense i gnement et epr-e s en avoir
dedu.i t I' aide que l'informatique pouvai t eppor-t er- a 1a pedagog i e , l' auteur pr-esent e un stage experimen
tal de pedegogde informatique, decr-Lt Ll eve Lue t i on qui en est faite e t propose les prolongements futurs
de 'ce stage.

L' experience fr-anoaLse d ' dnt r-oduc t ion de l'infor.
matique dans 1 "enee i gnemen t secondaire, dans la
que Ll.e I' .inf'ocmat Lque ec.t C(I:lr;~.1e cornme une "P1etho
de de r-a.ieonnemerrt et d f anakyset'Lq). au -se rvi ce
des autres disciplines, a ete r-ecormue couuae pa.r'
't Lcu.Li er'emerrt interessante, et tout a fait ori.rd
na Ie si on La compare aux exper-i.euces s imi j a Lr-es
faites aI' e-rr-anger- (7) .
Cependant Les r-appor-ts r-ecerrta montrent qu t eLje
pr-e sen'te de nombreuses d Lff i cuLte s , et que ces
difficuJ:tes se manifestent surtout dans Le dc-.
maine de 103 formation des ense Ignunts •
En effet , cette foz-mat Jcr, Csous sa For-me actuel
le des "stages Lour-de II , pendant une annee sco l.a i-.
re, ~ mi-~emps ou ~ plein 'temps) :e revel: ih~~.
un peu coureuse cma a.s surtout no t o r.r-emen t ~dlS1J..!..:.)

sante pu Laque un pr-cfe s seur- candidat sur d i x en
viron est admis comme s t ag Ie ir-e . D'autre part,
elle e s t probablement en partie .inadap'te e , puis
que Le s ccmp tes r-endus des exper-Iences dans Le s
Lycfie s mont r-en't que des pr-ofe s seur-s formes , en
nombr-e nor, negligeable, ne pour-su.i vent aucune ac-.
tivit~ informatique apr-de Le stage, et que chez
la plupart des au'tr-e s Le tatonneme01: actuel que
L! on obser-ve ne provient nas tant de lacunes sur
Le plan informatique que de conne i ssences .insuf-.
f'Lsarrte s dans Le domaine de La recherche e t de
1 'experimentation pe dagogSque s , I' or'd Lna't eur' ob.l i
geant plus que tout autre ou't i.L pedagog.lque 2 s e
poser La question de La f Lna Li te de Lt ense Lgne-.
men-t de chacune des dfsc i o.t ines •
Et pouz-terrt , conf'ormemerrt aux r-ecommandat Lons fi.
nales du Seminaire de l'O.C.D.E. sur 1 "e nae i gne-'
men't de l'informatique a Lt eco.Le secondaire
(Sevres , I970), 1a format ion dormee dans Les cinq
centres de stages a bien ete concue de telle sor
te que cheque professeur ait une conneIssence de
l'informatique e t de ses applications dans le ca
dre de sa pr-cpre spec LaLi te , II semble done que
cette formation, dans son contenu comme dans ses
methodes e t dans 8es modalites pratiques soit
encore une question ouverte .

Dans un premier temps, nous essaierons de deR;ager
les finalites essentielles de cette formation;
dans un second temps, nous deer irons Ie stage de
pedagogie informatique mis en place a. titt"e ex.pe
rimental en 1974-1975 a I' Univex'site de ParisX
Nanterre et nous discuterons des prolongements
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pos s i.b Les de ce stage •

- POURQUOI FORMER A L'UTlLISATlON DE L'lNFORMA
TlQUE LES ENSEIGNANTS DU SECONDAIRE?

A cette question, on peut tenter de r'epondr-e dans
un premier temps en cons fder-ant plus gener-a Lement
la f or'ma t Lon des utilisateurs de .l'informatique.
En effet, comme les enseignants ne sont que des
utilisateurs particuliers de 1'informatique -et
qu'ils sont loin d' en avoLr- ete les premiers- on
cons tate au j our-d I hui un par-a Ll.e L'isme certain
entre la f acon don t evc.Lue leur formation et
celle don't a evo l.ue Le formation des autres uti
L'iaa'teur.s •

A La question : pour-quo i. former les utilisa
teurs ? la reponse est bien connue maintenant et
S8 confi.r-me dans t ous les domaines : au depart,
c' St a i en t en effet les informaticiens qui, dans
un domaine donne, de t er-mi.na Lerrt les champs d' ap
plication pr-e.rer-ent LeLs de L' informatique et as
suraient Le der'ouLemerrt des chaines de traitement
cor-r-espondantes , les utilisateurs n' intervenant
que pour donner un avis ou eppor-t er- des preci
sions.

Ceci a conduit a ce que, par exemple dans 1e do
maine de La gestion, "on a commence a confier a
I' ordinateur des taches triviales (feuilles de
paye, facturation, e t c , ) jusqu' au jour ou les
gestionnaires ont pris conscience de l' outil.
C' est alors et alors seulement .... que I' on a
remis en cause les methodes de gest ion liees a
I' exploitation manuelle et que la mutation des
structures a laquelle nous sommes en train d' as
sister a effectivement commence" (5 ).

L'evolution a ete la meme dans l'utilisation de
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1 'informatique dans I' enseignement : de I' ordina
t eur- "tour-ne-ipage' des annees 60 (on a commence
par automatiser des taches pedagog Lque s tradition
tionnelles : la diffusion et Le contr-St.e des con
naissances) on en est venu maintenant, moyennant
de la part des enseignants un travail considera
ble de recherche sur les finali t es de I' enseigne
ment dans les differentes disciplines, a des uti
lisations beaucoup plus elaborees de I' ordinateur
qui servent mieux la pedagogLe de ces disciplines
tout en la remettant pr-ofcndemerrt en question.

Quels que soient les domaines au I' on a introdui t
Lt Lrrformet Lque , on a const at e en general que les
utilisateurs y prenaient une part grandissante :
tout d ' ebor-d , parce que les pr-ob.Ieme s souLeves
Lcr-s de 11 introduction de 1 1 informatique dans un
domaine donne r'e Leverrt beaucoup plus souvent du
domaine en question que de L" Lnf'or-ma't Lque ,
mais surtout par-es que, si L' on introdui t un ou
til de travail (1' or-d Lnateur-) , on introduit beau
coup plus une methode, une demarche de pensee
nouvelle. laquelle amene t res vite Le s utilisa-
t eur-s a. remettre en cause pr-ofondement leur tra
vail, as' interroger sur ses finali res , avant de
definir les applications informatiques utiles (~).

Le pr-ob Leme est done pose de former ces utilisa
teurs de l'informatqiue e t l ion a pu constater
que l' approche de cette formation s ' est cons ide
rablement mod Lf i.ee ces dern ier-es annees . En
effet :
- d t une formation de type " c onstructeur d'ordi

nateur" mettant surtout L' accent sur la struc
ture-machine et la programmation (6). on a
evolue pr-ogr-es s ivement vel'S une formation qui
donne la pr-Lori tf a la demarche Lnfor-ma t Lque ,
c ' est-a.-dire essentiel1ement a. L' analyse de
pr'obLeme et a. 1 1 algori thmique ;

- et d I autre part, la formation des utilisateurs
de l'informatique tend de plus en plus a deve
nir spec i f lque du type d "u t i.Ldset Lon : a partir
d Tune analyse du travail dee utilisateurs
qu'ils soient chercheurs, ge e tionnaires, indus
triels ou pedagogues), des f Lna Id t e.s de ce tra-
vail et des d i.f f i.cuLtes qu I ils y r-encont r-ent ,
L' ob j ect i f est de former ces utilisateurs a la
met hodoLog Le gener-e Ie de l'informatique et a
L' utilisation de L"outil ordinateur (configura
tions et langages specialises).

Ces deux constat ions amenent a penser que si La
formation des enseignants a l' utilisation de
l'informatique doit etre envLs agee de facon spe
cifique, elle doi t aussi integrer et probable
ment donner une part grandissante aux questions
d f ordre pedagogique, concernant les finali tes de
l' enseignement a l'interieur d 1 une discipline
donnee et les finalites de l'enseignement en
general.

L 2. - Qllelles sont les finali tes de l' enseigne
ment ?

L' enseignement a longtemps ete conc;u comme la
simple transmission de connaissances. Or ces
connaissances deviennent de plus en plus nom-

br-euse s et de plus en plus evo Iut i.ves • Dans ces
condi t ions, La plupart des techniques modernes
d' enseignement - qu I il s ' agisse de 1 1 audLo-v i.sue L,
de l' enseignement programme ou de l' enseignement
ess i s te par ordinateur- ont au depart ete utili
sees par les pedagogues surtout comme des moyens
permettant aux eleves d ' apprendre p Lus rapidement
et avec une retention meilleure.

Cependarrt , pedagogues) formateurs et psychologues
se sont vite r-endu compte que le but de Lt ense L«
gnement n t e t a i t pas tant de transmettre des con
naissances que de faire acquer-Lr- aux eLevea des
methodes de pensee suffisamment generales pour
S't r-e applicables a. des situations nombreuses et
var-Lee s .

La formule fameuse "appr'endr'e a appr-endr-e" ne
faisant pas beaucoup progresser les choses , i1
a fallu attendre que des psychologues (en parti
cu Li.er- des psychologues s ov i.e t i.ques (3) ) et des
informaticiens appliquent a L' analyse des proces
sus d 1 apprentissage certains concepts i ssus de
La cyber-ne t Lque : principalement les concepts de
modele et d I algori 'tbme •

En r-es omant des travaux nombr-eux et souvent com
plexes sur ce su je t , nous dirons que L! eleve (ou ,
plus generalement, toute per-sonne ) en presence
d 1 un phenomene , s I en construi tune representation
rnent a Le (plus uti moLns consciente et e Labor-ee )
que 1 1 0n appelle modele. lequel lui ser-t a expli
que r- ce phenomene , et par suite a le prevail'. Par
I' observation de nouvelles situations qui mettent
en cause Ie meme phenomene , I' e Leve (ucujcur-s
plus ou moins consc i emment ) utilise a nouveau le
modele qu ' i I s ' est forme et ainsi 11 adapte et le
perfectionne continue11ement (5).

Lt appr-ent i s sege peut alors etr-e con~u comme une
interaction constante entre des connaissances
memor-Lsees s t r-uc tur-ees en un modele et I' obser
vation d I experiences nouvelles ou La mise en
oeuvre d' essais nouveaux qu i confirment ou con
tribuent a ame Li.or-er- Le modele. DI ou la t r-e s
grande importance de I' experimentation dans L' ap
prentissage.

Que I est a Lor-s le role de L' enseignement ? Il est
toujours de transmettre des eonnaissances de base
qui sont necesseLr-es a 1 1 elaboration des mode Lea
par les eleves (e t cette 'transmission des connais
sances peut d ' ail leurs avoir lieu a propos de
l' etude d ' un modele). Mais conme "Lee mode Lea sont
tr-e e difficilement communicab1es" (5) et que par
consequent il ne peut Ehre question de les ensei
gner purement et simplement aux e Leves , le role
de l' enseignement est sur1;out d I aider les eleves
a decouvrir les modeles par eux-memes : dans un
premier temps au moyen d I experiences dont on les
aide a observer les resultats. puis en leur don
nant 1a possi.bi1i te d' effectuer des experiences
spontanement (10).
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Par ordinateur outil pedagogLque nous entendons
deux chases bien distinctes et compLemerrteIr-es
1 'une de L' autre:
- d I une part I' ordinateur utilise comme moyen au

cours de I' enseignement (au meme titre que les
moyens audio-visuels au les etudes de cas, par
exempLe }

- et d I autre part une methode de pensee -I' ana
lyse de pr-ob Leme et l' algori thmique- que I' on
peut mettre en oeuvre au cours d I un enseigne
merrt , meme si lion n'utilise pas d'ordinateur.

La methode informatique, qui est bien sur La
seule poes lb i LLt e d I introd uire I' informatique
dans les e t abLi.s s emen t s non equ Lpe s d I ordinateurs
pr-esen te deja "une valeur format rice indiscutable
et exernpLaLre" par lila r-Lgueur- de pensee a la
queLj.e elle oblige" (9) . En effet, il est deja
tpes utile de communiquer les algorithmes aux
eleves pour leur faire compr-endr'e la r-esoLut ion
d ' un pr-ob.Leme {La representation graphique de
L' algori throe sous forme d' un organigramme et ant
un support de memorisation t r-es efficace) et .i1
est egeLemerrt 't r-ea utile de leur faire executer
pas a pas des a Lgor-Lt hmes pour les entrainer a
r-esoudr-e des pr-ob Lemes complexes. Mais L' applica
tion la plus interessante de la methode informa
tique cons Ls t e bien ev i.demmerrt a Le i.aser- Le s ele
yes construire par eux-rndmes des a Lgor'L thmes et
utiliser Les "outils pr-e-i i nf'orma't i.ques ' (8) pour
la resolution de pr-obLemes qu ' on leur pose au qu'
ils se posent.

Cependant les enseignants doivent etre mis en
garde ser-Leus emerrt contre les risques d ' un tel
usage des algorithmes : en effet les capacLtes du
pr-oces seur- n t e tent pas suffisamment de f i nLes (a
ot.us forte raison si Le processeur est l'eleve
iui-merne ) les operations r-Lsquen t d ' ihre Lnexe cu ;
tables et les questions Lndec i.dabLes (5). D'ou
L' importance de ne pas dissocier dans la mesure
du possible, L' analyse informatigue du traitement
ment : Le langage de programmat ion imposant· alors
la l'igueur de I' expression et l' unici te d' inter
pretation (2). De plus, Ie passage du programme
en machine reste toujours Ie meilleur moyen pour
tester la validite de I' algori thme qu 1 il traduit.

Pour resumer, nous dirons que l'analyse de pro
bleme et I' algorithmique sont des outils
qui se sont :d~veles etre pedagogiquement tres
interessants dans toutes les disciplines ou ils
ont ete introduits, mais qu' il faut s' efforcel'
de les associer Ie plus souvent possible au
traitement automatique.

Dans les etablissements scolaires equipes d' ordi
nateurs, il faut a cette premiere utilisation de
I' informatique, ajouter l'utilisation de I' ordi
nateur comme moyen pedagogique au cours de l' en
seignement. Celle-ci peut se fa ire successivement
de deux manieres :

- dans un premier temps, les professeurs ecrivent
des programmes de type tutoriel (contrale des
connaissances sous forme d' exercices adaptatifs,
par exemple), des programmes de calcul et sur-

tout des programmes de simulation : en effe t ,
cornrne. il est essentiel de faire acquerc.r- aux
eleves des mode Les e t , mieux encore, dans une
demarche r-ee Ll.emerrt cr-ee'tr-Lce , de les laisser de
couvr-Lr ces mode Lea par eux-meme s et les va l Lder-,
la simulation sur ordinateur a la un role privi
legie a jouer, puisqu'elle est Le meilleur moyen
pedagog i.que , sinon Le seu L, capable de laisser
faire aux eLeve s autant d ' experiences qu I ils Le
des i.r-ent (les experiences r-ee Ll es et ant Le plus
souvent difficile, vo Lr'e meme impossible a faire
r'ee Li ser- par les e Leve s ) . Si Les experimentations
r'ee Ll.e s res tent necesse Lr-es (~i elles sont pq~si

bles)., elles comp Ie t en t alors utilement les expe
riences s LmuLee s sur or·dinateur, ces der-n le r-es
pr-Ss ent an t de tres nombr-eux avantages, comme de
pouvo i r' S'rre e f fec t uee s en plus grand ncmbr-e par
les eLeves , de permettre de presenter des rnodeLes
de ccrap Lex i te cr'o.i.s aan t e , de permet t r-e de mieux
i.s o Ler les parametres. etc ...

Les ense Lgnan t s peuverrt done ecr-Lr-e des program
mes de simulation dans LesqueLs , au fur et a me
sure des experiences. on montre aux eleves
comment var-Len t les parametres, sans gu I ils aient
a intervenir ; mais il est bien sur pedegogIque
ment beaucoup plus Ln t er-e s s arrt d r encourager une
interaction entre Le programme et L' eleve. celui
ci prenant 1'initiative par exempLe de determiner
les conditions experimentales , de choisir sur
que L par-ame t r-e il va j ouer- e t de quelle facon .

- Dans uri second temps, ce sont les eLeves eux
memes qui ec r i ven t des programmes e t I' experience
mont r-e qu t j Ls s t y rnet t en t t r-es rapidement. S'il
faut ev i t er- que les e Leves ecrdverrt par exernp Le
des programmes de calcul pour des pr-ob Lemes tri
v i eux, ce qui ne manquerai t pas de les degoii t er-
as s ez r-ap i demen t de 1 1 .inf'orma t Lque , on peut les
encourager a programmer des j eux ou a r-ed i ger-
des pr-ogr-ammes pedagog i ques de type tutoriel :
ils appr'e nnen t ainsi La programmation, ce qui les
entralne a la rigueur et a la methode informati
que et les ini tie a 1 1 analyse des problemes. On
pourra ensui te entrainer les if!eves a construire
eux-memes des programmes de simulation, la re
cherche des modeles etant probablement l' activi
te d'apprentissage la plus riche qui soit.

De tout ceci, il ressort qu' il est essentiel de
former a I' utilisation pedagogique de l'informa
tique Ie plUS d'enseignants possible, et ceci
assez rapidement pour qu' ils soient capables de
guider leurs eleves dans' leur propre approche de
1'informatique. II ressort egalement que /Il'uti
lisation de l' ordinateur dans I' enseignement est
essentiellement un probleme de pedagogie et non
un probleme d' ordinateur" ( 5) et que par conse
quent il faut former les enseignants de fa<;on
qu'iis soient capab les d' integrer ree ilement 1 f u
ti lisation de l'informatique dans leur enseigne
ment et de proceder a. son evaluation continue.
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2 - UN STAGE EXFf.RIMENTAL DE PEDAGOGIE INFORI~A

IlOUE

Dans Le cadre d ' uue recherche sur La renovation
ned agogd que dans 11ense i gnement superieur, un
Centre de Pedagog i.e Informatique (.~ j , nouve Lfe
men t cre~ au sein du Laboratoire de Psychologie
Sociale et Sciences de l'Education de l'Universi
te de Paris Xe-Nan t er-r-e , a mis en place a comp t er
du mois de novembre 1974 une action de formation
visant a deve Lopper- chez les enseignants du se
condaire l'utilisation de l'informatique comme
Dutil pe dagogLque .

2.1. Description du stage pour Lt annee 1974-1975

2.r .1. L1 obj ect if du stage est d' appr'endr'e aux
enseignants, dans Le cadre c t une formation peda
gogique , a u t i.Lieer- La methode informatique e t
I' ou t i1 ordinateur, et d ' amorcer avec eux une
reflex ion sur leur interet pedagog i.que dans les
d i f f er-en t e s disciplines.

Le stage se compose de deux semest r-e s successifs
dent le premier a pour but de r-endr-e .Les ensei
gnants capables d'utiliser les logiciels p edego-:
giques existants et d ' ecr-Lr-e des programmes sim
ples en langage L.5 -.E. (~), et dorrt Le second
vise a leur pe r-met t r-e de construire des applica
tions concretes dans leur discipline et d 'en tes
ter la va Li d L'te pedagog Lque en situation r-eeLl.e

avec leurs eLevea .

Cheque s cmes t r-c comporte 36 heures d' enseignement
et de t r-aveux rti r-Iges (a raison d t une seance de 3
heures par s em adne ) et une dur-ee de travail
equ i.va Len t e conaacr-ee a des travaux personnels 01.1

par gr-oupe s .

2.1.2. - Le corrte nu du stage
Cornme .i L est appa'ru necesse i r-e de bien conna'it r-e
la methode .infor-ma t i.que e t L'out i I or-d i.nateur
avant de s ' i nt ei-r-oger- sur leur interet pedagog i 
que dans Le s d i f f er-errt e s disciplines, Le premier
s eme s t r-e est surtout centre sur l'informatique
e t Le second Slit' la pedagog i e ; leur corrt enu est
r'e s pect i vemen t Le suivant :

- Ler semes tr-e : notions d ' informatique generale
e t initiation au langage L.5.E.
Apr-ea une seance d I etude de d i f f er'errt s program
mes sur Ie'S t er'rninaux , trois seances sent con
secr-ees a line initiation aux algori thmes et a
1a .structure mach~ne, au moyen de I' apprentis
sage du langage a.B.E. : une telle initiation
nous a en effet paru devoir etre faite a tra
vers 1 r apprentissage d' un langage-machine' (1 )
et c' est une hypothese que l' evaluation du sta
ge permettra justement de tester. Puis ont lieu
cinq seances d' initiation au langage L. S. E. ,
essentiellement sous la. forme de travaux diri
ges sur les terminaux, les enseignants cons_
truisant et testant sur "machine des programmes
de difficu1te croissante. Et, en dernier lieu,
trois seances de ref1exion pedagogique' : tout
d' aboI'd sur 1a specificite de I' ordinateur par
rapport aux autres methodes pedagogiques dans

1 1 enseignement secondaire, puis sur l'interet
pedagog i que de pr-ogr-arnrne s-epr-odu i, ts deja mis au
point dans d i f f er-en t e s disciplines.

2e semcs t r-e : conception et experimentation pe
dagogique de programmes en langage L.5.E.
Apr-ea deux seances de complements d ' information
sur Le langage L. S. E. (sur les fichiers et les
procedures), quatre seances sont consacr-ees a
une formation pedagog i.que des enseignants, qui
compr-end :

• une initiation aux principales theories de
Lvappr-ent i saag e :

1 - la met hodoLog i.e de I' enseignement pro
gramme, basee sur la t heor-Le amer-ace i ne du
behaviorisme,
2 - La tbeor-Ie de l'utilisation des a Lgor-Lth-:
mes en psychologie et en p edag og Le, et
3 - La t heor i e des mode Les e t de la simula
.t i.on en tant que demarche d I appr-ent issage
(qu'elle se de r'ou Le sur odinateur ou non)
(10)

· une introduction aI' experimentation et a L' e
valuation en pedagog i e , de facon a ce que les
stagiaires sachent quod observer et que Ls ou
tils d' observation ut Lj.Lser- Lor-s de leurs ex
perimentations, et quelles conclusions ils sont
en droit de tirer des r-esu Lr at s

· e t , en t r-oi e f eme lieu, une introduction a L' a
nalyse des d i f f-ar'errt e s phases d' un processus
d' appr-ent i s sege , Laque Ll,e est mise en relation
avec une typologie des methodes pedagogi.que s
Les plus us ue Ll.e s , et plus par-t i cu Li e r-ement des
strategies pe dagog i ques possibles en enseigne
ment as sd s te par ordinateur (compt e t enu du j.an
langage L. 5. E. et des conf Lgur-a t ions exist ant
dans les Lycees ) : ce r t e analyse doit per-me t t r-e
aux enseignants de de f i.n i r' que I est dans leur
discipline le role pr'Lv i Leg i e de programmes sur
or-d i na't eur- et de menager- leur integration opti
male dans 1 r enseignement donne par ailleurs;

Cinq seances ont a Lor-s pour but de per-me t t r-e
aux enseignants, r-epar-t Ls en gr-oupe s pluridis
c LpLi na i r'e s , de concevoir des programmes plus
e Labor-es en langage L. 5. E. et de commencer a
Lee eve Luer' dans leurs classes avec leurs ele
yes.

La der-nder-e seance a enfin un role de synthese:
les stagiaires presentent leur projet et ·dis
cutent les resul tats des experimelltat ions qu' ils
ont {ilenees dans leurs classes:

Pour cette premiere annee, I' effect if des sta
giaires a ete limite a une' quinzaine, ce nombre
paraissant Ie meilleur compte tenu du type de
pedagogie choisie et des huit terminaux disponi
bles pour les travaux diriges.
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2.2. - L'evaluation du stage e t ses prolongements

Dans Le but de tester 1a bonne adequation du sta
ge aux besoins des stagiaires -quant a son con
tenu et a sa demarche p Edagogique-, il est pro
cede a une evaluation continue au fur et a me
sure des seances du stage et a une evaluation
finale Lor-s de 1a der-n Ler'e seance de checun des
deux scmes t r-es .

Cette evaluation porte :
- d t une part sur Les acquisitions chez les s t a
giaires, et les cr-Lcer-es en sont alors 1a quali
t e des programmes gu r ils font f onct Lonner- et des
plans d rexperience qu r ils utilisent pour tester
ceux-c i dans leurs classes,
- et d'autre part sur la motivation des stagiai
res, c'est-a-dire sur l'interet plus 01.1 moins
grand que pr-e sente selon eux ce qui leur est en
s e Lgne etla f acon dont cela leur est ense Igne ,
compte tenu de leur objectif qui est de pouvo i r
assez rapidement ut i Lf ser- au mieux L' informatique
dans leur enseignement : il est pr-ecede a ce se
cond niveau d I evaluation au moyen de discussions
collectives e't de questionnaires remplis indi
viduellement par les s t ag i a ir-es .

A l'aide de toutes ces informations, nous e spe
r-ons en premier lieu pouvoir apporter certaines
r-epcnses a L' ensemble des hypotheses qui ont ete
fai tes Lor-e de -l.a mise au point du stage : par
exempLe , en ce qui conc er-ne Le con t enu de la
formation des enseignants aI' informatique gene
rale (sujet qui suscite encore de nombr-euse s
discussions), ou encore en ce qui concer-ns la
dur-ee du stage c t La distribution dans Le temps
des seances (une solut ion di f f'e r-en t e pour-r-a.i t

consister a proposer aux enseignants un stage
initial "b.Ioque" sur 2 ou 3 j ou r s , puis des se
ances d i.s t r-abuees toutes les deux semaines,
puis a nouveau un stage de 2 01.1 3 jours pour
conc Lur'e ) .

Ne i s nous e sper-ons surtout pouvo.ir- mieux de f Ln i r'

Le contenu de La formation pedagog Lque des en
seignants qui est l' aspect nouveau de ce stage
e t qui tendra certainement a jouer un role de
plus en plus important dans la format ion des
enseignants a 1 'utilisation de l' infopmatique.
En effet, il faut bien voir que ces enseignants
auront a jouer des roles tout a fait nouveaux
pour eux, et des roles auxquels leur formation
initiale ne les a que peu au pas du tout pre
pares : les roles de concepteurs et d I experi
mentateurs de nouveaux. moyens pedagogiques, Ie
role particulierement difficile d I evaluateurs
et, en quatrieme lieu, Ie role d' animateurs ca
pables de guider et de contraler 11 activi te
d I apprentissage autonome de leurs eleves (11).

La formation pedagogique proposee cette annee
est probablement trap elementaire pour permet
tre aux enseignants de faire une analyse suffi
samment approfondie des differents comportements
et des aptitudes que l ' ordinateur. peut develop
per chez leurs eleves,et pour leur permettre
d' experimenter correctement et d I evaluer effec-

t i veme n t leurs programmes. En out r-e , rien n I a
ete pr-evu pour Les pr-epar'e r- a t I an itne t ion.

Nous projetons done, pour La s e conde annee de
fonet i onnemerrt de ee stage, de proposer un conte
nu r-enove de cet te formation pedagog i que : e t ,

en partieulier, dans Le domaine de l'evaluation,
qui est pr-obeb Lemen't un des plus utiles et, para
doxalement, Le mains bien connu par-ce que Le
moins explore.

A ce su je t , s ' i1 est clair' maintenant que l' on
doive dissocier 1 'evaluation des programmes de
l'evaluation oes eLeves , il faut cependant veil
Ier- a ne pr-oceder- a L' evaluation des
e l.eves que Lor-s que La qua Li t e pedagog i.que des
programmes a ete diimerrt t e s t ee . De plus, il est
eertainement t r-e s risque d ' e t ud Ler- les reactions
des eLeve s , pris .ind i v i dueLl emen t , en fonction
de cr-i teres de termi ne s a priori. En revanche.. une
etude s t a t i st i que de l'ensemble d'une population
d'eIeves par r-appor-t a un ensemble de cr-I teres
doi t permettre d ' observer des regroupements d ' e
Leves quant a leur demarche pr-opr-e d ' apprentis
sage (10). De plus, les cri teres pedegog i quea en
fonetion des que Ls est faite L' e ve Lua t Lon doivent
t ou jcur-s g t r-e r-cmi s en cause.

NOllS e t ud i on s ec t u Ll eme nt La pos s i b i Li t e d'utili
ser- La the or-Le des sous-ensembles flous (4 ) pour
r-endr-e partielJement automatique .l'evaluation fi
nale mei s aussi une evaluation continue au cour-s
de s programmes, permettant de guider 01.1 de con-
t r-Sj.er- la demar-che d ' appr-ent i s sege des e Leve s .
Une initiation a ce t te t heori e pour-r-e it e t r-e in
t r-odu i.t e dans Le stage futur, et. s er'v i r- ege Lemen't
a une mei Ll eur-e analyse des mcdeLe s , notamment
dans les disciplines relevant des Sciences Hu
maines ( 5).

Cn conclusion, i 1 semble ne ce s s a i r-e que la forma
ti.on des enseignants a L' ut i.Li.s a't Lon de l'infor
matique La.i s s e une part .impor-t ant e a une forma
tion pedagog i que , de r ej.Le sorte que, suite a une
analyse des objectifs de leur enseignement, ils
puissent def Lni r- les domaines d'utilisation de
l' infol'matique qui servent 1e mieux cet ensei
gnernent. De plus, cette formation pedagogique
devra 5e diversifier en fonction des quatre
roles nouveaux que ces enseignants auront a jou
er.

Mais d'autre part, il faudrait egalement parve
nil' a limiter la duree des stages ini tiaux de
format ion, de fa<;,:on a pouvoir y admettre un
nombre beaucoup pI us important d' enseignants.
Dans cette perspective, il pourrait etre propo-
se aces enseignants une suite a ce stage initial,
sous forme d' une format ion continue dans laquelle
l' auto-format ion prendraitune part importante ;
des documents d' auto-formation devront alors etre
mis au point, concernant aussi bien l' informati
que que la pedagogie, et dont les supports pour
ront etre des Iivrets) des aides visuelles mais
surtout des programmes sur ordinateur. Ces pro
grammes pourront etre con~us egalement a l'inten-
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tion des eleves, ce qui justifiera une fois en
core I' emp10i de I' ordinateur comrne Dutil peda
gogique.

En dernier lieu, je tiens a remercier tres
chaleureusement 11.. Andre. Po Ly t e t; Helle .."os i ene
Bernillon du Service Informatique de l'E.No.8.
de St Cloud et 11. Christian Lafond de 1a Section
Informatique et Enseignement de 1 'I.N.R.D.P.,
qui ont co l Labor e a l'elaboration et a l'eva
Iuation de ce stage, a i.na i, quia l'enseignement
donne et a l'animation des groupes de travail.
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NOTES:

.I( Etant appa'rue comme 1a mieux capable de tra
duire f i.de Lemen t; les intentions de ce centre,
Uexpres s Lcn "PedagogLe Lnf orma t i.que" a ete em
pruntjie au Laboratoire de Peda gog i e tnforrnatique
du Quebec au Canada.

*'.1( lang age de programmation s pec i.a l emen t concu a
Lt Lntent Lon des ense Lgnan t s et des el eves de
1 "enae i.gnement; secondaire.
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COMPUTER TRAINING FOR TEACHERS IN IRELAND

James P. Roche, M.Sc. IM.lnst.P. I
Chairman, Computer Education Society of Ireland.

The training. of teachers in computing is the starting point for a scheme of computer education. In
Ireland, teacher training was initiated with a one week course in July, 1971. Based on Fortran IV.
the course was attended mainly, by teachers of mathematics. As a result of the interest generated
by this course the Computer Education Society of Ireland was established. Following a presentation
by ICL/CES., the 16 minus scheme was adopted by the Society and a further training course implemented.
This led to the introduction of a pilot scheme of computer education in schools in Ireland.

The deve Lopemen t; ofa scheme of computer
education, on a broad national basis, such as
it is hoped will be implemented in Ireland, in
the years ahead, must depend on a number of
key factors, such as an extensive progrannne of
teacher training, the provision of adequate
processing facilities, the a Ll.o t tmen t; of time
in the school curriculum for computer studies
and a system for awarding credit for students'
success based on a suitable method of assess
ment. The programme of teacher training
provides the first input of computer studies
in the educational system by arousing interest
and enthusiasm among teachers, and teachers,
in turn, can generate an atmosphere of interest
and enthusiasm in the schools which is essential
to success. Teacher training also provides the
necessary information, understanding and
expertise which are essential to the imp lement
ation of such a scheme and helps to integrate
computer studies into the general educational
scene in a relatively easy and natural way.
The other factors mentioned, while also
essential in the long run, need not be provided
·simultaneously with teacher training but must
be arranged to follow in a suitable sequence,
so that the momentum generated by teacher
training can be maintained and exploited.
Teacher training can be seen as the first
essential step in a set of provisions which are
necessary for the developement of computer
education and involves the use of facilities
which may be external to the school. If a
computer is not pr ovd ded in the school itself,
because it would be too expensive or because
the particular school is not large enough to
justify the expense, then arrangements should
be made for the processing of the students'
programs in some external institution. This
involves an external liaison which does not
normally arise in the teaching of other subjects.
The teacher training programme shou Ld be
designed to help the teacher in arranging
facilities of this kind where necessary, and
in Ireland, at present, most , if not all schools,
would require external faci Ii ties for processing
computer programs.

As well as computer training in commercial firms,
the Universities have had courses in computer
science, up to degree level, for a number of
years. It could be expected that a number of
those taking University courses in Computer
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Science would go into teaching and thereby
provide a nucleus of teachers with computing
upon which a scheme of computer education in
schools be developed. There is no indication
that this has happened, perhaps because an
insufficient number had taken computer science,
or because an insufficient number of those who
had taken compu cer science had become teachers,
or had maintained an interest in computing.
It would probably have been very difficult for
an individual teacher with an interest in
computing, to persuade a school! s authorities
to agree to the introduction of computer
studies. Evidently, some impetus or initiative
at the right level was necessary and it was
also desir'able, no doubt, to establish an
identification for computing with a wider range
of teaching interests than that of the computer
specialist. In this situation the initiative
was taken by the Department of Education. A
senior official made arrangements with
Professor A.C. Bajpai , Director of the Centre
for The Advancement of Mathematical Education
in Technology (CAMET) at Loughbo r ough
University of Technology in England for a
short teacher training course, of duration one
week, to be held in July 1971. The course was
to be concerned with Computing in Mathematics
and as such would have a general appeal to
teachers of mathematics. It was supported by
the Irish Nathematics Teachers Association.
Facilities for the course were provided at
University College, Galway, and an I.B.M. 1800
computer made available through the good
offices of the University authorities and
Professor O'Keeffe.

The course which was given by Professor Bajpai
and his two assistants, Dr. J. Hyslop and
Dr. G. Evans, waS designed for people who did
not have any previous knowledge of computing
and who would be university graduates in
mathematics or science, with some teaching
experience. It was intended to be interesting
without being too difficult and designed in
such a way that the participants would write
programs and process them on the computer, on
the second day of the course. The programming
language used was FORTRAN IV, with punched card
input and every encouragement and help possible
was given to the thirty, or so, participants,
both by Professor Bajpai and his assistants and
the computer staff of the university. The
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Course Director, Professor Bajpai and his
assistants established an informal and friendly
relationship with the teachers during the day
and in the course of some social activities in
the evenings. This helped the participants to
adjust easily to the new environment of the
computer and computing, and encouraged them to
see the course as part of a continuing process
of developement in computer education, rather
than as an opportunity to satisfy, quickly, an
ou t s t andd ng personal curiosi ty abou t compu t er s ,
It is true that some teachers did not pursue
an interest in computing when the course was
completed, but others did, and this provided a
basis for further developement in the future
and the promotion of computer education in
schools in Ireland.

The course material was carefully compiled and
reflected the considerable experience and
expertise of its designer. On the first day
the history and developement of computing was
dealt wi th , the various parts of a typical
computer installation, central processing unit,
line printer, card reader, card punch, and so
on, were described and the use of control cards
explained. This was followed by an introduction
to flow charts and the Fortran language. The
layout of cards was detailed and this was
followed by a treatment of Input/Output state
ments, Arithmetic statements, Operators and
Standard Functions. Complete programs could be
wri tten at this stage and a considerable portion
of the second day was devoted to practice in
wri ting programs, coding and processing. The
participants were considerably encouraged by
their ability to write programs and see them
processed successfully, in some cases the
elimination of error being necessary. On the
third day the FORMAT statement was introduced
and its use explained. More elaborate programs
were written with considerable tutorial assist
ance being provided by the lecturers, supple
mented by prepared material which was handed out.
Typical problems dealt with were solution of
quadratic equations, solution of E( x ) = 0 by
Newton's iterative method and determination of
the maximum value of a function by direct search
optimization. The importance of drawing a flow
chart prior to writing a program was strongly
emphasised. On the third day DO loops and
subprograms were introduced and on the fifth
day DIMENSION statements and ARRAYS. Typical
problems were done such as a numerical sorting
problem and the dynamics of a falling man.
There was an optional lecture on advanced topics
and also an outline of computer applications in
industry and future developements in computing.
The material of the last two days would be more
difficult to absorb than the earlier portion,
and would require further study and practice on
the part of the individual teacher, in the
period innnediately following the course. An
extensive list of books on computing, suitably
graded, was given and other reference materiaL

In January 197.2 Professor Bajpai visited Dublin

and met some of the teachers who had taken the
course in GeIway, They had retained their
interes t and processing faci Li. ties were avai led
of in University College, Galway and at Lough
borough University for their programs. Some of
the discussion revolved around the problem of
keeping alive the interest in computer education
and of extending that interest to other members
of the teaching profession. The people concern
ed were not themselves located in anyone part
icular centre but lived and worked in different
parts of the country. They also had to con t end
wi th their no rtna L teaching du ties so tba t the
time available for computing was limited and the
computer facilities available only through the
post. I t was at this stage that the notion of
an organisation or society, composed of teachers
interested in computer education, was first
mooted. In July, the course in Galway was
repeated and was attended by the interested
participants of the first course, as well as
by other teachers who were approaching computing
for the first time. The cou r s e followed the
lines of the previous year and was extremely
successful. The proposed fo rma t Lon of a
society was discussed again, and on the last
day a meeting was held and a steering conunittee
elected. The committee consisted of a Chairman,
Vice-Chairman,' Secretary/Treasurer and four
other members. During the next six months the
society was registered as the Computer Education
Society of Ireland, with formal rules and
objectives, stated as follows:-

1. The promotion of computer education in
Ireland, in a manner consistent with the best
principles of education.

2. The provision of facilities in computing
for teachers of mathematics and other subjects,
in order that they might acquire knowledge and
experience in the u t Lki s a t Lon of computers and
impart this knowledge, in an appropriate way,
to the students in their care.

3. To advise and inform the public generally
on the matter of computer education and extend
general awareness in this area.

4. To provide a forum whereby the various
aspects of computer education shall be examined
and discussed, courses arranged, seminars and
guest lectures organised, policies formulated,
recommendations made to appropriate authori ties
and discussions held with other bodies.

At the first annual general meeting in January
1973 the steering committee was elected
management committee of the Society for one
year and turned its attention to devising a
unified scheme of compu ter education that would
be suitable for Irish schools. As a result of
investigations over the next several months,
the committee became convinced that the
language BASIC was a central language in
computer education and that it was generally
believed that APL would also be extremely
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important in the more sophisticated aspects of
computers in education, namely computer aided
instruction, C.A.I. Consideration was given
to the applications of terminals operating in
interactive mode and this appeared to involve
substantial expense which could not be met by
the normal school out of its own resources.
International Computers Lt d , , (r.•C.L.) Dublin,
arranged a presentation of ma t erLa l designated
the Computer Education in Schools (CES) 16 minus
scheme. The scheme was described by Mr. Colin
Hampson-Evans, Manager of I.C.L./e.E.S., who
explained that it had been in operation in a
large number of schools in the United Kingdom,
over a period of six years. The material had
been thoroughly and extensively developed by
people with experience in teaching, it is not
expensive in comparison with the teaching
requirements in other subjects that have a
practical element and is suitable for students
wi t h ages ranging upwar-ds from fourteen years.
The committee was convinced that the C.E.S.
material provided a basis for developing a
computer education scheme that would be suitable
for schools in Ireland, and decided to adopt the
material for a pilot scheme. It was necessary
that two teachers would go to the training
centre at Beaumont near London to take an
Instructor's Course in the material. In July,
the course in Galway was held again, this time
under the joint auspices of the Department of
Education and the Computer Education Society of
Ireland. At the conclusion of the course, it
was decided that the Chairman and Vice-Chairman
should take the C.E.S. Instructor's Course
which was to be held during the first two weeks
in August.

The course at Beaumont was of two weeks duration,
including Saturday and Sunday, was residential,
extremely intensive and detailed. The material,
originally developed by Hoskyns Group Limited
and acquired by I.C.L. was supported by two
pupils gu Ldes , two teachers guides, films, wall
charts, transparencies and two volumes entitled
Activities and Case Studies. Any person con
cerned with computer education in schools should
examine the C.E.S. material. The first week
of the course was concerned wi th a low level
language CESIL (C.E.S. Instructor Language)
composed of sixteen instructions and similar to
symbolic input routine. It has two main
characteris ti cs ,

1. Each instruction is easy to memorise.

2. Apart from input and output, each CESIL
instruction is the equivalent of a normal
machine instruction. This enables the
student to understand how the computer works.

The operation of the hardware was explained and
the functions of the software, programs in
CESIL were written, dealing with a variety of
problems, not all of them mathematical, flow
charting was emphasised, dry running of programs
encouraged, binary coding and computer logic

dealt with and also app Lt cat.Lon s of computing
and social implications. The more sophisticated
CESIL programs involved Loops and Counts and the
operation of the computer in relation to those
was explained in terms of the use of registers
in the central processing unit. Towards the end
of the first week the use of Files was dealt
wi th and a business game was carried out. In
the second week BASIC was taught up to, and
including, DIMENSION statements and ARRAYS, some
additional logic was done, network analysis was
introduced, case studies examined and exercises
performed in problem analysis and systems
analysis. Punched card input was used through
ou t , al though some terminal faci Ldties were
available, -and programs were processed frequent
ly into the early hours of the morning. The
value of this course and of the C.E.S. material
cannot be overstated and was enhanced by talks
on its applications in the U.K. by experienced
teachers of computer studies.

During the Autumn arrangements were made for the
operation of a pilot scheme based on the C.E.S.
material in fourteen schools. A training course
for the teachers concerned was conducted wi th
the co-operation of University College, Dublin
and I.C.L., in Dublin, during the first week
of January 1974. The instructors were the
chairman and vice-chairman and the material was
largely Book 1 of the Pupils and Teachers Guides.
The programs were processed on the I.C.L. 1900
machine at the Irish Sugar Co. office, free of
charge. Hhen the course was finished the pilot
scheme was put into operation and again the
programs processed by the Irish Sugar Co , , while
the four schools in Cork were granted facilities
by Sunbeam Wolsey Ltd. J again free of charge.
The scheme continued up to the end of the school
year and was moni tored by the Secretary who kept
in touch with the teachers. Some difficulties
were encountered in the processing, and other
avenues were examined. While the local
authorities did not show any enthusiasm, Irish
Airlines - Aer Li n gua were as helpful as
possible. At the conclusion of the pilot scheme
a meeting wi th the teachers was held in Dublin
and the operation of the scheme reviewed. Each
teacher had completed a questionnaire and these,
together with discussion, revealed that the pilot
scheme had established the important facts.
These were:-

(a) Teachers, parents and pupils were interest
ed in compu ter edu ca t Lon ,

(b) School authorities were favourably disposed
towards computer education.

(c) The CES material was suitable.

(d) The material should be introduced at the
age of fourteen instead of sixteen, as was
done in the pilot scheme.

(e) The principal difficulty and source of
frustration was the delay in punching and
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processing of programs.

All the schools wished to continue with computer
education and the conditions were favourable to
an extension of the scheme to other schools.

Following this experiment and discussions at the
Annual General Meeting in July, the Society was
convinced that further steps were now necessary
for the advancement of computer education. Some
arrangement would have to be made for quick and
accurate punching and processing of school
programs. Since computer facilities are not
available free on a continuing basis, it would
be necessary to have money made available to
pay for facilities. Time and credit to teachers
for computing studies would need to be allowed
in schools. A standard syllabus would need to
be drafted and some arrangements made for assess
ment and certification in this subject. A con
tinuing pr og r amme of teacher training would have
to be devised and supported. Arrangements should
be made, as quickly as possible, for the intro
duction of computer studies into an additional
twenty-five .or thirty schools. Arrangements
were made for a meeting with officials of the
Department of Education to discuss these matters,
to determine what the official atti tude was to
computer education in schools, and to discuss
possible solutions to the problems involved. It
was hoped that any system which would be devised,
would be such as to allow the introduction of
computer education in all schools where
sufficient interest existed, or could be
developed. It was generally felt that it would
be necessary, at a later stage, that some
teachers should be seconded, on a full time
basis, to computer studies, for organisational
and developement work. The major problem was
seen to be the provt at.on of punching and pro
cessing facilities and a number of possible
solutions considered. One possible solution
would be the provision of suitable facilities
in the nine Regional Technical Colleges, so that
they could, in addition to meeting the require
ments of their students, provide facilities for
schools in their respective regions. If
necessary, it could be arranged that each part
icipating school would be allocated a certain
amount of processing faci H ty per week, say
1000 punched cards, and thus maintain an even
flow of materiaL The position in the U.K. is
indicated by the statement "most schools have
access to some form of computing, either by the
use of punched-cards or a teletype terminal".
Reference 2, page 3.

During the academic year 1973/ 174, a Diploma
course - Computers in Education - was conducted
on a part-time basis in the University of Dublin,
Trinity College, under the direction of
Fr. G. J. Byrne. The course" was attended by the
SOCiety's Vice-Chairman and as a result of
discussions during the year, Fr. Byrne was co
opted onto the management connnittee, the teachers
attending the course became members of the
Society and the course was submitted to the

Society for its approvaL The course is
designed "to prepare teachers for the teaching
of computer s.tudies in schools and involves the
use of a low level language, called C.S.S.P.,
which can be readily related to C.E.S.I.L., and
the high level language BASIC. It would be the
Societyi s hope that similar courses would be
developed in other centres outside Dublin, in
the future. Some consideration has been given
to the desirability of establishing links with
teachers in Northern Ireland, who are involved
in computer education. While some progress
has been made in this direction, it would
probably be necessary to have ccmpu cer education
firmly established on a secure foundation within
the area of Lmmedi.a t e concern to the Society,
before co-operation of the kind envf aaged could
be initiated.
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TEACHER TRAINING FOR INFORMATION EDUCATION IN IIT

Ziro Yamauti
President

Institute of information Technology, Japan
Tokyo, Japan

Abstract: The history (1971-1974) of the Institute of Information Technology, (I. T. T. ), is given,
together with summaries of its main courses & the financial basis of the organisation.
An outline of the philosophy guiding the organisers is presented.

1. PREFACE

In November 1967, the Japanese Government set up
an advisory committee, composed of well-informed
persons in education and industry circles, for
" a policy to foster the sound growth of the in
formation processing and information industry in
Japan". After careful study for one year and a
half, the advisory conunittee submitted a report
in May 1969.

In its reply the commit.t.ee strongly advocated
"the promotion of educational training for infor
mation processing" as follows.

The development of information processing
depends mainly upon the human element.
Judging from the expansion of fields utiliz
ing information systems and their social
influences in the future, it is necessary
to create a broad national understanding.
Also many specialists are required to
introduce and enhance information systems
and the organizations must reform their
mechanisms before adoption of information
systems in order that the top management
make the most of the results of information
processing. So the top management class
must deepen its understanding and play the
role of the leader.

ment must establish an organization for
high technical education, for example an
engineer's center for information process
ing, and must give necessary assistance
to the organization.

The organization must syst.euat.Lc e.Ll.y pro
mote the education of instructors.

2. INTRODUCTION OF IIT

In reply to the request of the industrial world,
the scientific society and the Government-
according to the proposal mentioned above--IIT
(Institute of Information Technology, Japan) was
established in 1970. The Object of lIT is to
educate top-level information processing tech
nicians, administrators for the information pro
cessing section, and instructors who will become
the leaders in information processing field.
lIT has received financial help from the Min i s t-r'y
of International Trade and Industry, because a
large amount of money is necessary to educate
these engineers and the expenses are more than
they can afford. Therefore the actual payment
by trainees is much less than the cost.

2.1. Outline of Operations in lIT
In order to accomplish its Objects mentioned

above, lIT has made and carried out its operations
as follows.

{d i } Education of instructors who train
engineers of information processing

i\:: Instructor Course
(This course covers teachers of
senior high schools and technical
colleges etc. under the joint
auspices of lIT and the Ministry
of Education)

Then the report went on to suggest five policies.

1. Promotion of general education for the
younger generation.

2. Training and recruitment of specialists.

3. Recruitment of instructors.

4. Deepening of the understanding in the
top management.

5. Establishing a system to re-educate
members of business community.

(i) Education of senior engineers of
information processing

:I: Systems Engineer Course
~ Senior Programmer Course

In order to fulfill po.Li.c i e s 2 and 3, the advisory
commit tee made a strong proposal to the govern
ment as follows.

In order to carry out systems engineering
education for engineers, who have had school
education and business experiences for a
certain peri.od of time, the Japanese Govern-
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(iii) Education of adJninistrators for
the information processing section* Management. Course

(iv ) Education of members in the field
of information processing* Various Courses of System techni
que
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2.2. Outline of 'l'raining Operation

Training courses which are held periodically
every year, are as f0110\015.

*- Various Advanced Special Courses
3f. Nat.hemat i c s Course applied for

'i nf'c rma't i on processing
7. Graduate Course

Main Courses of Trai ning table 1

2. h. Financial Matters

lIT has been operated, financially, in the form
of an autonomous r'oundat i cn f Part of the expen
ses of the training operations and expenses
of the organization (i. e. general management
expenses) are covered with the ¥1 ,hOO million
received from the foundation. The balance for
training operations and other working expenses
are covered with the financial help gi ven by
the Japanese Government.

t.he fiscnl cons t.r-uc- direct direct n.b •
year t.I on cost expenses expenses per

for person per
training day

1970 191.7 92.4 11.320 Yen actual
results

1971 - 166.6 11,322 Yen actual
results

1972 8.6 179.1 11.853 Yen actual
results

1973 - 201.7 11.441 Yen actual
results

1974 - 235.5 - estimQte

Systems ('allege graduate.
Eng t ne er- 20 ve cks twic£! yeu r bus iue s s experience
tou r-se of two years or more

1;l.'nior college grodunte.
Programmer 20 ve e as, t"'ice .\'('I1T business expo r-Lenc e

tour-se of two ;'>''''8T5 or- more

Instructor tcnChl'TS of senior
rcurse 4-10 ve ek s five t lmo s high schools '"

u ,"(OI1T technieol colleges

MOllogement business axpe r f e nc e
tou r-s e 2-4 •..."'ek\' fOUT tirne s or four years " more

vc ur

System need clerncntoQ'

Tcchniqut' 2-6 veo ns sevl.'nd t ime s knolo'ledge
('ourse .'year

Advenc ed need e onsi de z-ab l e

Course • 1-25 ...{'eks once ,vepr d{'grf't' »t kno ...Ledge
Grn duc t e
Cnur s e I

Training Expenses of lIT table 3

2.3. Result of' Training Operation
In millions of yen.

From October 1970 when II'l' vas established till
September 197jl there Here eight periods and the
results during these periods are as follows.
(one period consists of' six montns . )

From table 3 it is clear that direct expenses
for one trainee a day reach a considerable amount
and so the Government attaches great importance
to our education for information processing.

(At the end of December, 1974)

* Editor's wording - RL

The participants ar-e from various industrial
fields, gover-nme nt. and pubL'ic agencies, and
other organizations.

Harne of course number number of hours of
of class t.r-ai ne e s training

Sy s t.ems Engineer 9 228 5.400
Course

Sen i or Programmer 8 87 4,800
Course

Instructor Course 20 620 4.356

Nanageme n f Course 15 151 1,650

System Technique 32 689 3,276
Course etc.

total 84 1,775 19,482

(ii) In order to maintain the cons i stency
of thought in each course, and in order to
meet the needs of the times, we always endeavour
to compile the curricula. A cur-r-LcuLum compi
lation committee is set up for each course, and
the committee always examines and improves the
cur-r i cu.Ium.

(L) Lecturers are those with plenty of
knowledge and business experience. They are from
universities, colleges, computer manufacturers
and computer users.

2.5. Training Characteristics at II'f

In order to educate senior engineers of infor
mation processing it is necessary to carry out
technical training methodically and systematical
ly over a long term. So the educational system
at lIT has the t'o.Ll owi ng characteristics.

(iii) lie have adopted an educational method to
train a few instead of a mass and have attached
great importance to personal contact. Trainees
have quite different careers, are from different
places and enterprises, have different experien
ces and standards, have different purposes in
learning, and are a'imi.ng at different jobs. And
so in order to educate them altogether, great
effort is necessary on the part of the teaching
staff and the secretariat.

table 2Result of Training Operation
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cooperution object language regular training
member hours

mnistt",Yof t.eechcr-s of
Education commercial rOBOL )0 )00

high schools

~lin i s try of teachers of
Education technical fORTRAN )0 )00

high schools

TokJ"o teachers of
Het.r opo I Ls technical & FORmAN )0 )00

liberal
high schools

Ministry of teachers of
Education t.echn.i e a l fORTRAN 30x2 120

c o l Ie go s

(iv ) He have adopted a seminar method and
a case-study method. About half of the
training time is spent at the seminar. One
class is divided into several small groups
and every group has a· plan to study a cer
tain theme during the entire course. Trainees
study under a leading lecturer and he helps
them to overcome their problems at any time.
The results of the seminars are put together
as a graduate report, and the report is
evaluated by their classmates at a meeting.

(v) Elements of training (record of
attendance, degree of understanding, the
response of trainees, etc.) are recorded
statistically and utilized for improving the
contents of training immediately or in the
next class.

Formation of Instructor Course table 4

(vi) Famous foreign scholars and business-
men are invited regularly, and their special
lectures are open not only for trainees but
also for graduate members and the pubL'ic .

2.6. Facilities for Training

Facili ties for training are as follows.

5 standard-si ze classrooms; 1 amphitheatre;
4 small-size classrooms for discussion;
library; lounge; computer room; various kinds
of audiovisual aids; a medium-size computer;
a minicomputer; 1 TSS-terminal; and 7
punchs .

The computers are entirely operated for the
use of education. 5,000 books, domestic and
foreign, are in our library .rith open-shelf style
which is open for trainees, graduate members and
lecturers.

3. OUTLINE OF TEACHER TRAINING

The "Interim Report by the Conference on Infor
mation Processing Education", published by the
Ministry of Education, brought up the tendency
to promote the education of information processing
at a school education level. This Instructor
Course is entrusted with an important mission to
train the teachers who will educate the next
generation that will in the future shoulder the
information-oriented society.

At present this Instructor Course is divided into
two sections--one is operated in cooperation
wi th the Ministry of Education and the Tokyo Metro
po l i s for 10 weeks, and the other is operated
in cooperation with the Ministry of Education
for 4 weeks.

3.1. Target of Instructor Course

On the basis of the "Interim Report II mentioned
above, this Instructor Course is intended for
the staff who take the lead in education in
newly-established information processing classes
of commercial high schools and in newly-established
information techniques classes of technical high
schools.

3.2. Terms of Training and Compilation of Curricula

Every course consists of 100 units. Training is
conducted five days a week, three hours in the
morning and three hours in the afternoon. One
unit consists of three hours of training and
trainees can acquire 100 units during ten weeks
of training. In order to compile a curriculum
of 100 units, a Curriculum Compilation Committee
is formed and it consists of the Hi n.i.st ry of>
Education, the lIT as promoters and lecturers.
In case of technical high schools, Professor
Shigeiti Moriguti of the University of' Tokyo
serves as the chairman of the Cornmi't t.e e . The
Corrunittee examines the following points.

{d ) Compiling of lectures and the selection
of lecturers.

(ii) Ways to achieve good results in training
wi th regard to the seminar.

(iii) Selection of themes for the seminar and
leading lecturers.

Results of courses in previous years and trainees I

reports in the form of questionnaires are utilized
as reference data.

3.3. Characteristics of the Instructor Course

(i) Sufficient Time for Hands-on Training

In general, the course is divided into
lecture-style study in the morning and into
case-study, seminar-learning, hands-on
training in the art.er-ncon . In the afternoon
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the class is divided into several groups,
each of which consists of 5 or 6 students
with a teacher. Students practise coding
exercises and put their programs on a
computer with their own hands. A medium
size computer" gives students sufficient
amount of hands-on training in any time
they want.

(ii) Learning of' Management' & Maintenance
of Computer Room

In hands-on training, 5 or 6 trainees make
a group and they manage the computer room
for one hour. One unit consists of three
hours of training, and so they carry out
the training in one-hour shifts. The group
in charge perform all the work, including
execution of programs of other groups, from
operation of computer to return of results.
When a machine is down, the leading lecturer
giyes reasonable advice on what to do.
During the 10 weeks of training, trainees
get about 20 hours of hands-on training in
managing and maintaining the computer room,
and also acquire the necessary knowledge
to promote the education of information
processing. On the other hand, the practical
knowledge and experience they receive in
managing and maintaining the computer room
can be applied in their schools and infor
matics training centers.

(iii) Teamwork in Seminar

In a seminar 4 - 6 trainees study under a
leading teacher in a group, and they select
elaborate themes for their advanced studies
as follows.

* Utilization of computer in special
fields
e. g. "Theory of graphs and analysis

of electric circuit",
"Lnt'crmat i.on processing about
sale, purchase and stock con
trol l '

, etc.

* Making of teaching materials
e.g. "Making of teaching assembler

with FORTRAN II ,

"Utilization of EDP in practi
cal business", etc.

* Development of utilizing fields of
computer
ev g , "Random number and simulation"

etc.

After training, seminar groups have a chance
to make public results of training in a
meeting, where they evaluate each other. The
results of the seminar are printed and
delivered to all the trainees. Learning in
seminar style is very effective and satis
factory for all the trainees.

3.4. Contents of a Curriculum

As stated before, the curriculum of the Instructor
Course has been developed every year on the basis
of examinations and evaluations of the effects
in previous years. The contents of the Instructor
Course for 1974 are as follows.
Figures in parentheses mean the number of units.

(i) Curriculum of FORTRAN Course

---Grammar of programming language, .
techniques of programming and its
application

J[ FORTRAN ( 10)* Minicomputer assembler (7)
*" FORTRAN and its application to machine ( 1 )
;( FORTRAN and its application to

electricity (1)* FORTRAN and its application to chemistry
(1)

J[ FORTRAN of' minicomputer (1)* FORTRAN and its application to civil
engineering and construction industry (1)

---Office-work processing by computer
and management of computer room

J[ Outline of' COBOL (2)
:( School-work processing (2)
-* Management of computer room ( 1 )

---Lectures about elements that con
sist of hardware of the computer
system and its function. Trainees
can understand the movement and
function of hardware, the outline
of relation to software. There
are also explanations about the
actual processing way of computer,
way of function and evaluation, and
examples of utilizing fields, etc.

J[ Outline of' hardware (4)* Automatic designing (2)
J[ On-line system (2)
J[ Outline of' Time Sharing System (TSS) (2)

-----JI'rainees can grasp the total system
of software, and understand the
relation with hardware. On the
other hand, there are explanations
about the function and an outline
of the operating system, the system
of programming language, and es
pecially the characteristics, usage
and structure of compiler language.

J[ Compiler (2)
J[ Outline of' operating system (OS) (2)

---Acquisition of fundamental knowledge
in numerical analysis by computer.
There are explanations about the role
and characteristics of management scien
ces in the decision making of the
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----:Information science

* Computer and mathematics ( 1 )* Statistics (3)* Methods of Operations Research (OR) (5)

management, and outline of
management sciences is explained.
On the other hand, there will be
an outline about the extension of
applications by utilizing computer
and standardi zed methods as OR,
for example linear programming,
stock control and demand forecast,
scheduling, queue and so forth.

* Numerical analysis (4)* Management mathematics (2)

-----SSystems

* System design (5)
~ Outline of data base
7. Introduction of Time

(TSS) (1)

(2)
Sharing System

----Definition of systems engineering.
Trainees can understand it con
cretely through model systems of
systems analysis, systems design
and systems application, etc. On
the ot hez- hand, the role of an
information processing engineer is
explained. There is an introduc
tion to the TSS-terminal (DEMOS)
supplied by Nippon Telegraph and
Telephone Public Corporation.

;.: Systems engineering (2)
* Instroduction of DEMOS (1)

---~Lectures on how to promote informa
tion processing educat.i.on , by a
person standing in the forefront of
this area and an officer of the
Ministry of Education.

f. How to promote information processing
education (1)

f. Present position of information processing
educat ion (1)

----IUnits that are assigned to the opening
ceremony, closing ceremony,
hands-on training and seminar, are
as follows.

* Hands-on training of computer ( 16)* Seminar (23)* Opening ceremony and closing ceremony (2)

In al~ 100 units

(Li ) Curriculum of the COBOL Course

The contents of the COBOL Course are
as follows.

----JApplications

* Clerical works ( 1 )
*" Technical computations (1)
:;( EDP accounting systems (1)
3E Study by field observation (2)

-----SSchool works

f. Present position of information processing
education in senior high schools (1)

* Discussion about information processing
education ( 1 ) .* Way of instruction in information processing
education ( 1 )'* Practice of school business* Installation, management and maintainance
of computer (1)

---~Topics

-* View of information-oriented society (1)
7. Accounting and computer (1)

-----SSerninar

:* Hands-on training of computer (20)* Seminar (22)

-----{Others

li. Opening ceremony and orientation, closing
ceremony (2)

In all 100 units

3.5. Themes of Seminar

(i) Seminar themes of 1974 1s FORTRAN Course

:* Making of compiler

-------;Computer

Outline of hardware
Outline of software
Data communication

-----Language

* COBOL (10)* FORTRAN ( 5 )

(6)
(4)

(1)

Trainees construct FORTRAN-written
Compiler, the function of which is to
absorb a FORTRAN-written program as a
source program and to exhaust; an object
program in machine language for a mini
computer.

* Theory of graphs and analysis of electric
circuit
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After input of nobe , branch, weight
(resistance, induction, capacity, ct.c . )
and electromotive force in ever';j kind
of electri c cireui 't , trainees make a
tree, a cut-set matrix and tie-set
matrix in response to requests, and
then carry out analysis of electric
cireui t , frequency char-ac t er-i sties
and sensibility.

3( Multivariate analysis

Trainees process multivariate data, and
carry out mul t i p.Ie correlation analysis
and muj t i pje regression analysis. They
make an advanced program in which a
variation method can be utilized in
response to requests, and then make
simulation forecasts v.i th a part of
the practical data. For t.he result
data of many s ub j ec t s , they make an
analysis of it. and extract a charac
teristic tendency from the data.

:,.;: Numerical analysis

Using FORTRAN, t.r-a.i nee s make a variable
with a significant figure of over 200
figures. and devise a program of'
operation by app.Ly i ng the four rules of
ari thmetic, and then carry out advan
ced operations of e , 7T • .rec t.or i ar and
elementary f'unc t i on etc.

f. Handom number and simulation

Mak ing even random numbers of' 0 - 1 by
program, trainees study how to process
random numbers according to the distri
bution of numbe r-s , and examine a
numerical analysis of the mult.i pl.e
clefini t e integral with the random
number-s . Besides, they examine the
theory of s t.at i s t.i c s analysis by simu
lation, and carry out. the simulations
of stock control model and queue.

(ii) Seminar themes of COBOL Course

* Sales management system in retail
business on a large scale.

:Ii: Business game in case of sales manage
ment

~ Statistics

*" Simulation of management decision made
by business game

*" Design of general-purpose program
system to calculate wages

4. CONCLUSION

processing for 620 high school teachers in 13 terms
in total.

The results of training can be summarized as
follows:

(i) It is reported that most trainees,
completing their training in lIT, take leading
roles in establishing and operating infor
mation processing courses (or information
technology courses) in their high schools
and make the most of their practical know
ledge acquired from t.r-a i ni ng, Such cases
are increasing as teachers are transferred
to the "Information Processing Education
Centers" :;I{ and are actively engaged in
information processing education under their
leadership.

* "Information Processing Education
Centers II are being established in the
metropolis and each district in order
to provide the students of high schools
with hands-on training, and play the
important role in teachers I studies of
information processing.

Needless to say, these results owe much to
the help for providing equipment by the
authorities concerned, introducing 20 -30
KB memory-size computers into several high
schools given financial aid by the Ministry
of Education mainly, and installing 10 KB
memory-size minicomputers in the all tech
nical high schools in Tokyo given financial
aid by Ne t ropoLi s .

Li i ) In the workshops on information pro
cessing, gathering participants across the
nation, the activities of the teachers who
have finished the training in lIT are be
coming increasingly outstanding as a result of
their cont.inuous studies of information
processing technology.

The following can be added to the above.

(i) Even at't.en their completion of courses,
they frequently visit lIT to get technical
books out of the library, to utilize the
computers, and to attend other lectures.

(ii) IIT is strongly requested to establish
the course of advanced information pr-oces sang
for around 4 weeks following their training.

From 1971 till the end of 197h, lIT has been
offering educational training of information
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THE SCHOOLS COMMITTEE OF TIlE BRITISH COMPUTER SOCIETY

J. D. Tinsle>', M.A., M.B.C.S.
Inspector of Schools

Birmingham District Council
England.

For over a decade the Schools Committee Jf the British Computer Society has provided a forum for
educators who have been responsible for the major achievements of computer education in Britain.
Without formal support from the British Government this. voluntery body has guided the development
of computer education in schools and has helped to make Britain one of the leading countries in
this field.

TIlE DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER EDUCATION

As in msny other countries, the early develop
ment of the use of computers in British schools
was based on the enthusiasm of mathematics
teachers. Their interest lay initially with
the way in which computers worked - their
circuitry, control functions and programming.
This bias was later modified by a realisation
of the potential of computers as a tool for
teaching mathematics itself. Early work was
supported in many cases through the generosity
of Uni versity departments.

By the early 1960' s it was realised that the
computer industry was offering good career
prospects :for school Leavez-a , even though there
was little understanding of the commercial
applications of computers which school leavere
would meet within industry.

In an a ttempt to assist schools with this
problem, the British canputer industry started
to cdrcul.ete information to schools so that
pupils would be more able to assess career
potential in the growing computer community.
Not many teachers, however, were members of
the industry's professional association, the
British Computer Scoiety, and so the "Education
Committee Working Party No.4" was formed in
1964 onto which were co-opted a number of
educators known to be active in computer educa
tion but not formally members of the Society.

From its earliest days, Working Party No.4,
later to be known as the Schools Committee,
performed its function through the establish
ment of sub-committees which met regularly to
review and comment on the development of compu
ter education in schools. In addition, an ann
ual conference helped to co-ordinate the work of
Bub-committees and to act as a reporting session
for members who had been involved with innova-
tive activities. Early reports were concerned
with the availability of hardware suitable for
schools, a review of' books and learning re
sources and a definition of requirements for
teach.er training.

The hardware report, pub'Idshed in 1969, covered
an impressive range of equipment and was divided
into the following sections:

1. An examinstion of the availability of
material suitable for the construction of simple
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computer logic circuits which could lead to
complete working model computers.

2. Ready built logi c trainers and trainer
computers.

3. Small programmable calculators which will
perform a sequence ot' operations.

4. The small computer generally in the price
range up to £20, 000

5. Data links,

6. Ancilliary equipment.

7. Second-hand equipment.

1967 CONFERENCE

The Society' s active Working Party No.4 first
came to the notice of many schools in 1967
through a conference at DATAFAIR 67 entitled
"Why Computer Education in Schools?". The
founder of the Working Party, Miss Diana Law
of International Computers and Tabulators and
its current Chaiman,Dr. E. D. Tagg, then of
OuncUe School, gave presentations of the work
of the Society and were supported by some of
its most enthusiastic pioneers. Notable at
the time was the maturity of the thinking of
the Working Party compared with actual achieve-
ments in schools. Subjects under investigation
were:

1. A survey of the educational work in progress
in secondary schools related to data processing.

2. Curricula for school work.

3. EqUipment and methods of practical work.

4. Textbooks and exercises.

5. Education of teachers in data processing.

6. Impact of computers on other school subjects,
e.g. mathematics, economics, sociology', etc.

7. Computer education for all. Is this neces-
sary or desirable? If so, to what extent?

8. How can teachers of other SUbjects than
mathematics be interested in computer education.

9. The computer as an educational facility.

10. A perspective view of' computers in school
education. Freedom and clarity of thonght as
more basic than a national effort to lead in the
computer field.
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11. Christmas holiday lectures.

12. Progress reports on present and future
developments in possible computer facilities
for schools.

13. Public relations with (a) teachers, present
and future, (b) pupils, (c) computer makers and
users, (d) other educational bodies.

14. Careers in computing - keeping aware of
changing needs and opportunities.

PUJlLICATIONS

Working Party reports are available direct from
the Society but an important vehicle for publi
cation is the journal "Computer Education" of
the Computer Education Group (CEG). "rom its
foundation in 1966, the CEG has provided an
organisation at local level for teachers
interested in computer education. The CEG is
at'filiated to the British Computer Society and
many of' its founder members were also members
ot' Working Party No.4. By browsing through
back copies of the journal, much of the history
or' computer education can be traced.

The close liaison between the em and Working
Party No,4 was rur-bher- strengthened in 1970 by
a joint campaign to encourage the British
Government to establish an Advisory Centre for
Computer Education in Schools. This Centre
wns intended to per-fora the main pUblishing,
advisory and development roles of the Society
but its protagonis ts were not able to obttin
the necessary support from Central Government
sources.

Support of a different nature, however was given
by the Schools Council, who helped to establish
the journal "Computer Educationll through their
Project Technology. Additionally, the National
Computing Centre (NCC). funded by the Department
ot' Trade and Indus try, did much to support the
aims 01' the Working Party through grants and
development projects.

RE-ORGANlSA'rlON

In 1970, the Chairmanship 01' the Working Party
passed t'rom Dr. E. D. Tagg to F. B. Lovis of the
Open University who did much to rationalise the
structure and administration of the schools work
of the Society. The name was ohanged to the
Schools Committee and procedures were formalised
for the publication of reports.

By now, membars of the Schools Committee were
well known both as individuals and as a group,
haVing been invited to serve as representatives
of the United Kingdom at three major conferences:
the IFIP Western European Symposium in Londcn;
the CERI/OECD Conference 'Computers Education in
Secondary Education' held at Sevres, and the IFIP
World Conference on Computer Education in Amster-
dam. lIembers also serve on the IFIP Working
Group 3.1 on Secondary Education.

INFOllUATlON CO-ORDIN,~TING COMMITTEE

In 1972, it was realised that. the combined exper
tise of the Schools Committee should be put more
directly at the disposal of individual teachers
in schools. An Information Co-ordinating
Committee was formed from representatives of·
ICL, IBM, the CEG and BCS and, With x'inancial
assistanoe from NCe and from the Department of
Education and Science, set up the "Computer
Education Inf'ormation Service".

Based on the National Computing Centre in Man
chester, the Information Service distributes a
bi-monthly newsletter "Computer Education News"
to all secondary schools and colleges of further
education within the British Isles. The news
letter and its Editor, Peter Lambert, does much
to bring together the common enterprise of the
pioneers and to help schools with their initial
problems in developing courses and applying
systems.

PRESENT STRUCTURE

From its foundation, the Computer Education
Group has been led by its Chairman,
Dr. H. L. W. Jackson and the election of
Dr. Jackson in 1973 as Chairman also cO' the
Schools Ccmmittee brought these two organisa-
tions together in a more significant .way • The
CEG works mainly through its branches and pro
vides a local :forum for teachers interested in
compubez- education. Chairman of CE; branches
are now invited to the annual workine meetings of
the Schools Committee and many serve on its
working parties.

Four or five working parties are foonned in each
year and it is usual for each to produce a
report for pub.l.Lcabdon, Working party topics
are selected by popular vote and ell Schools
Committee members are expected to serve on
at least one working party. Failure to serve
in this way normally means that membership of
the Committee will be 1d thdrawn. In this way
the dynamic nature of the Committee and the rele
vance of its publications are preserved.

The Chairman is now elected for a period of
two years and, to preserve continuity, aJ..so
serves as Vice-Chairman for the year before
and after his tem as Chairman. Dr. Jackson
hands over his chairmanship to the present
author in 1975 but a new Vice-Chairman Will
not be elected until 1976.

SIGNIFICANT EARLY REPORTS

The Hardware Report of' 1968 was followed in 1971
by a number of short papers developed under the
chairmanship of R. LeWis and pub'l.Lshed separately
to guide teaohers over the choice of equipment
and methods. These papers were distributed from
the London Headquarters of the BCS as well as
from the new Information Service in Manchester.
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In 1969 the British Mathematical Association
joined forces with the Schools Committee to
resolve the apparent conflict between the
II Computer Educatorstt and the "Mathematicianstl

•

This liaison led to the pUblication of a major
curriculum document "Computer Education for
All" which has been used as a guideline f'or
a great number of courses in Bri tish schools.

In parallel with this pUblication which
stated that _.

"a) All children should know something
of the nature and use of computers
as part of their general education

b) This education is not the preserve
01' the mathematics teacherll

the Mathematical Association pUblished a
report entitled "Computers and the Teaching
of Mathematics in Upper Secondary Schools".

Also in 1969, the Schools Committee joined
wi th the National Computing Centre to under
take a survey of computing activity in British
schools. This survey was repeated in 1972
wi th financial help from the Department of
Education and Science and included a survey of
activity in colleges of education.

An early sub-committee was responsible for the
development of a booklist for schools. This
was further developed in 1970 by cross reference
to the syllabus framework "Computer Education
for .AJ.11l

.. The latest version, pUblished in
1974 under the chaimanship of B. H. Blakeley,
includes a "Fop Ten" books for school libraries.
This is a departure rroa normal booklist
practice and indicates the confidence and sta
ture of the .present; Committee. The computer
booklist has always been a popular product and
about 40,000 copies of the various editions
have now been circulated.

NON MATHEMATICAL APPLICNrIONS

The Committee has always been conscious of its
need to explore the use of computers in
disciplines other than mathematics. In 1972,
a working party under the chairmanship of
Dr. VI. Tagg produced a significant. report
which has helped greatly to clarify ideas on
this subject. However, a series of case
studies on the involvement of schools in
computer studies, pub'ldahed in 1973, indicated
that very few schools had yet accepted the
challenge of the multi-disciplinary nature of
computing and of algorithmic thinking.

Chaiman R. Hunt writes that "The working party
was given the task of preparing a series of oase
studies on the involvement of schools in computer
education. Certain factual iIirormation was
first obtained from fifty schools, all with at
least two years t computing aotivity behind them.
From this large group, eighteen were selected
for detailed study".

The choice was made rroa the original list cn
the basis of obtaining a representative cross
section of schools so as to present an overall
picture of the various activities taking place
and to consider all levels of involvement.
As might be expected, most of the reports
showed a concentration of work wi.thin mathe
matics departments.

EXAMINATIONS

A large number of examinations have been devel
oped for schools at the main academic levels.
Most popular is the examination for the Certifi
cate of Secondary- Education which can be con
structed by teachers based on their own curricu-
lum and facilities. The Society published a
comparative survey of these examinations in 1971
and has since ·fomed a working party to monitor
developments in examination practice.

The pUblication "Computer Education for Allll

has had a significant effect on examination
syllabuses, not surprising if one realises that
over 50,000 copies of this report were circulated.
A working party is now preparing a revision
which will take into account the latest develop
ments of computer systems and keep the pub.Id shed
work of the Society relevant to todays trends.

LATEST REPORTS

1974 brought the publication of t wo major
reports, the first on progra!:Ulling languages
(chairman Dr. W. Tagg) and the second on the
philosophy of the Schools Committee. Like
many controversial topics it was diff'icult
to obtain a consensus of opinion within the
Committee about its own view of the role
of the computer in education. Chaired by
P. Lambert, the 'Philosophy Working Party'
eventually produced a document Vlhich has found
wide acceptance wi thin the computer education
community. Under the title "The Computer in
Secondary Education"., this report covers a.
wide spectrum of activity:

1. Education about computers - computer
appreciation and computer studies.

2. The computer as a resource in teaching and
learning - computer assisted instlUction,
computer assisted or managed learning.

3. Educational administration by computer 
time-tabling, student records and careers
guidance. The report was concluded by a
reference to the National Development Programme
in Computer _~ssisted Learning in which a number
of the Schools Coromittee members are involved.
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WORK IN PRQ(;RESS

J. D.Tinsley

APPENDIX

L3B

Membership of the Committee

Dr. H. L. Jackson (Chairman 1973-75)

a) to examine all aspects of computer
education relevant to secondary
schools

b) to consider the ways in which the
presentation of such aspects of'
computer education CBn best be
achieved

c) to liaise with schools, industry,
commerce, and government departments.

By the time that the Marseilles Conference is
over, a new wave of' working party meetings will
have started. Topics at present under
consideration by working parties cover a vdde
spectrum of activity and their reports will be
re8.<1y in 1975.

l'Iorki!ll\ Party A

A study of the role of data base systems in
the classroom, interpreted as any situation
in which students are expected to retrieve
a number of selected items of data from some
larger collection of data.

Working Party B

A reconsideration of and, if necessary, a
revision of the syllabus outline "Computer
Education for All".

Worki!ll\ Party C

The assembling of reviews of computer education
resource materials such as films, slides,
posters, video material and logic devices.
This working party is also responsible for the
maintenance of the Computer Booklist for
Schools and for identifying new resource items
which are required to help teachers of computing
in schools.

llorki!ll\ Party D

A study of the role of' practical work in
courses of computer studies ..

Workioo Party E

P. Barker
VI. J. Beveridge
B. H. Ble.keley
Mrs. D. Burkhardt
N. Bowker
Professor R. A.

Buckingham
H. Clark
A. Collins
D. E. Conway
A. E. Coulson
C. W. Dally
Mrs. B. J. Dutton
P. E. Dutton
D. M. Esterson
M. (;. Farrington
P. Hannon
J. S. Hill
R. Hunt
Secrete.ry:

A. E. Coulson.

Terms of" Ref'erence

B. J. Jackson
J. Jaworski
Dr. E. B. James
P. Lambert
J. W. Lewis
R. E. Lewis
N. Longworth
F. B. Lovis
A. W. MclIeekan
D. Pegg
P. Piddock
D. Potter
J. Shelley
Dr. W. Tagg
C. Tommasso
J. D. Tillsley
J. Turnbull
A. R. Ward
c, A. Williams
A. Wilkinson

A stUdy of the use of the computer as a
management aid in schools ..

CONCLUSION

The aim of the Schools Committee is to act
as a t'orua for people who are directly
concerned with the development of computer
education in schools. The roles of its
working parties reflect the changing needs of
teachers in the classroom. The Committee's
'chievements are many and its published reports
ere well known both wi thin and outside the
British Isles. It has the necessary vitality
and resilience to continue to provide a vitel
professional service for the teaching world.

A list of the latest available reports may
be obtained from the Education Officer,
British Computer Society, 29 Portland Place,
London, W1 4AP, England.
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A SYSTEM FOR TEACHING PROGRAMMING BY MEANS OF A BRAZILIAN HINICOMPUTER

Sueli M. dos Santos
Associate Professor

Marilia R. Millan
Assistant Professor

Departamento de Informatica
Pontificia Universidade Catolica

Rio de Janeiro - Brasil

The design of an automatic system for teaching a simple programming language is described.
The teaching system is flexible enough to be applicable to other subjects, and is part of
a larger system which includes the language processor and a dedicated time-sharing oper
ating system. The system will be built in a minicomputer that is being developed in Bra
zil. Communication between users and machine will be established through terminals.The gen
eral features of the teaching system are emphasized rather than the details of its imple
mentation.

1. INTRODUCTION

Computer Aided Instruction (CAl) methods were

To find an efficient way of turning computer sci
ence into an understandable discipline for a
beginner is as yet one of the main problems in
the field of Computer Education. This is partic
ularly true in Brazil where no systematic program
of education in that field exists at any level
before college. However there is an educational
reform program under way now in Brazi lone of
whose aims is to provide the system with tools
adequate enough to cope with the problems growing
out of the fast economic development the country
has been experiencing for some years. To make
students familiar with computing methods begin-
ning from the elementary school level may be
considered part of that reform effort.

The semi-automatic system described here is a
system devised to introduce students at secondary
level to problem solving methods through a mini
computer. The high leve 1 programming language we
use is a Portuguese version of a modified BASIC
language (PBASIC). The main change that was made
is the introduction of constructions of the 'DO
lffiILE' type instead of the usual instructions of
iteration type common to mos t of the BASIC ve r-'
s Lons , This modification makes it possible to
construct programs using block structures. Our
intention was to accomplish two objectives :first,
to teach how to program in a structured manner
from the beginning; second, to use a simple Ian 
guage in Portuguese since the system is tailored
for secondary level students. Therefore the BASIC
Automatic Teaching System (BATS) intends to be an
Introductory course-on computers for students at
secondary level. We hope that this course will be
a step towards the implementation of a systematic
program for that school leveL On the basis of
such assumptions the use of a Portuguese version
of BASIC is totally justified.

Several types of information are provided by
BATS: explanatory texts, exercises, examp les,
quizzes, references. BATS emphasizes the number
of exercises, examples and quizzes. Explanatory
texts are, in general, direct and concise. A
manual containing more detailed information is
provided along with BATS.

The sys tern design is flexible enough to be adapt
able to other subject matters. This claim is
jus tified on the basis of the fact that the main
parts of BATS, that is, the data-base (content
of the course) and the monitor (the program that
manages the course) are independent. Thus the
same monitor can be easily changed to handle a
different data-base. To teach a completely dif
ferent subject, for example History, the changes
in the moni tor need only be made wi th respect to
the way we handle optional and compulsory infor
mation.

In designing our system we took into considera
tion several automatic teaching systems menticred
in the references. However the peculiar si tua 
tion of the Brazilian School System forced us to
attempt the design of a system to cope with the
prob lems p laced by it.

Two premises are assumed in BATS design: first,
the necessity of individualizing the learning
process; second, that the users have different
educational backgrounds. Hence the decision to
divide the information provided by the course
into two levels: optional and compulsory. The
optional information set tackles the problems
stemming from gaps in the user's information
background and from the user's need to receive
further information on certain topics.

During the course the user has to write programs
in PBASIC and test them by means of an activation
of the PBASIC processor by BATS.

The lack of space does not allow us to discuss
here the advantages and disadvantages of our
system compared with others. It is our Lnt entiJ.on
to tackle this prob lem in a later paper.

resources in
intention in

applicable
for a ccmput--

chosen due to the shortage of human
the area of computer education. Our
designing the course was to make it
also to the training of instructors
er educat Lon program.
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2. THE TEACHING SYSTEM

S.M.dos Santos and M.R.Millan L3C

2.1. Structure of the data-base

The course is divided into lessons. Each lesson
is a sequence of informatioi1'i:i'nIt'S that may be
described as a system having a nucleus with which
several peripheral uui ts are associated. The
central nucleus contains the main information of
the unit. Peripherical units contain the follow
ing types of information ~ examples, exercises ,
additional explanations, references, hints and
so on.

A lesson, in general, is a sequence of the fol
lowing sets of information units:

i) an introductory unit containing a short
description of the topic to be taught.

ii) the lesson core containing the fundamen
tal information. Its purpose is mainly teaching
and training.

iii) the lesson sunnnary to offer the student
a possibility of receiving a concise version of
the lesson.

iv) the lesson review contarrung the main in
formation of the lesson along with different
sets of examples and exercises.

v) the~ whose results will be taken into
account in the process of deciding which kind of
action has to be taken with respect to the
student.

vi) the evaluation ques tionnaire whose purpose
is to gather information about the opinion of
the student regarding the lesson.

Items (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) will always be
present; (v) and (vi) may be present or not.

this group. If a student fails a particular quiz
the adviser of the course may provide remedial
actions to the student and allow him to take
another quiz. It is obvious that there is an
upper bound for the number of times a student can
repeat a lesson. Within a lesson the information
units are also given in a predetermined sequence.
A student is only permitted to ask for the repeti
tion of the information unit he is working on.
If the student interrupts a teaching section. or
the normal sequence of the course before fin
ishing an information unit he has to repeat it
at the time he returns to the teaching system or
to the point he was in before. There are two
levels of information in the teaching system:
compulsory and optionaL The student has the
possibility of choosing some peripheral units as
sociated to certain nuclei. Nuclei and quiz
peripheral units are at the compulsory Leve L,
Peripheral uni ts containing examples, exercises
and references are at the compulsory or optional
leveL The ones containing additional explanatims
and hints are always at the optional level.

The compulsory information always follows the
predetermined sequence. The optional information
is! given only if the student asks for it. There is
a linked list of optional information associated
to some compulsory information. The access to
this list is possible only on the basis of its
first element, which is reached from the compul
sory information associated with it. A student may
at any moment interrupt the optional information
list but he cannot have random access to its
elements.

In general, the information will be given in the
following sequence: (i) nucleus; (ii) examples;
.(iii) exercises; (vi) quiz; (v) evaluation ques
tionnaire. In this compulsory sequence (Lv) and
(v) may be present or not.

The relation between compulsory and optional
information is the following:

Exercises are associated with an anticipated answer
list. Such a list tries to foresee different ways
of answering the same question. The next informa-

2.2. Method

2.2.1. General Approach

The course is offered to the student as a pre
determined sequence of lessons. This res triction
'is' jus tified by the limi tation imposed by the size
of the machine. Besides that , a sequential way
of presenting a course has being used extensively
either in automatic or conventional teaching
sys terns. There is no experimental evidence to
show the advantage of using a system that pro-
vides the student with a total freedom .oj
choosing his own path through a course[4J. How
ever, several ways of escaping this rigid
framework are tried. The student may require at
any point the summary or review of any previous
lesson. He may also require the repetition of a
lesson, granted that some res trictions are
respected. At the end of a group of lessons there
is one to which a quiz is associated. Within
the range of such a group a student may repeat
any lesson, but after taking the associated quiz
he is not allowed to repeat any more lessons in

Information type

nucleus

additional expla
nation
compulsory example
optional example
compulsory exercise
optional exercise
compulsory refer
ence
optional reference
hint
quiz
answer

Optional information avail
able

additional explanation;
reference
additional explanation;
reference
example
example
exercise; reference; hint
exercise; reference; hint
reference

reference
hint
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tion to be given to the student depends on
whether student' 5 answer matches the anticipated
answers or not. The student has the right of
trying three times to find the correct answer. If
he fails on the last try the system will supply
the first anticipated answer. Besides, there is
a fixed span of time the system waits for the
student' 5 answer .. When the time runs out the right
answer is supplied. The student may at any moment
request the right answer. In any of those cases
a student's error is listed. Hints are available
as optional information. At the end of each
information unit the results obtained from the
compulsory exercises are evaluated. Several types
of advice may be given depending on this evalua
tion, for instance, "repeat the information
uni til, "repeat the lesson", lireturn to lesson nil,
"ask for review (summary) of lesson nil and so on.
At the end of each lesson such remedial actions
are compulsory. The final performance of the
student in a group of lessons is estimated by
using only the results of the quizzes. The
student is allowed to take a quiz only when he
obtains a fixed rate of right answers in the
exercises contained in that group of lessons. The
remedial actions are always taken in this range.
The final grade of the course depends on the
grades obtained in the quizzes.

During the lessons, the student is asked to give
his opinion about the course. Such opinion or
preferences are designed to asses the student's
reaction when facing a new way of learning.
This isa very unsophisticated way of estimating
his reect i on, Obviously, the individual observa
tion of his advisor is essential to any judgment
about the course.

2.2.2. Specific Problems

The fact that the course is intended to be an in
troduction to programing gives rise to several
problems specific to this subject.

The main challenge for- any programing course
comes from the difficulty of teaching how to
translate the solution of any problem into an
algori thmi c form.
To surmount this challenge we use idEas s~mmin&..

from structured programming approach 11], L.12],[13_1.
Thus several lessons are dedicated to problem
resolution. Examples in these lessons are given
showing how to solve a problem using a systematic
way of thinking. It is well ;,mown that it is
enough to use three types of constructions:
sequence of commands, conditional and loop con
s tructions. How to use BASIC commands to simulate
the mentioned constructions is explained in a
stepwise manner. First it is decided which type
of construction is adequate to solve the problem.
In the sequel the solution is divided into
segments to which the same method is appLi.ed ,
After several examples, problems are proposed to
be solved by the student in the same way.

The process of problem solving is highly time
consuming for the beginner. Consequently, when a
problem is proposed, it is suggested that the
students prepare the algori thmic form of solutm
off-r l i ne , The coding must be submitted to the
system on-line. The program is run by the PBASIC
processor. This is accomplished by means of a
communication between this processor and BATS.

Other types of exercises are provided by BATS:
(i) predicted PBASIC response - the student has
to analyze a set of commands and predict the
outcome; (Li.) constructed PBASIC commands; (iii)
several types of multiple choice exercises. Some
lessons are intended for introducing the student
to PBASIC commands. The main preoccupatiot here
is to enable the student to apply the commands
correctly being always aware of the necessity of
presenting them in clear and transparent con
texts.

2.2.3. Reports on student performance

The system affords several methods of gathering
data about the student's pe rformance , Out of
this data the system produces reports of two
kinds, one for the course adviser, describing
the performance of a single student or a group
of students, and the other for the course
designers about the exercises themselves without
taking into account who answered them. This
second type of report will be necessary for
estimating the difficulty of the several kinds
of exercises. The results obtained from an
analysis of these reports will be taken into
account to implement new versions of the course.

3. TEACHING SYSTEM MONlTOR

3.1. General Description

The teaching system monitor is an-Ln t eg'rated set
of routines designed to manage the teaching pro
cess, to handle the data-base, to create and
update course files and to supply reports. Each
one of these objectives defines a set of routines
described as follows:

(i) LEARNING - responsible for the management
of the learning process using the data-base and
files that store information about the student's
per-formance ,

(ii) AUTHOR - responsible for creating, modi
ficating, deleting and reordering the data-base.
At any time the above operations on the data
base are called for the results of reports will
be taken into account 4

(iii) REPORT - responsible for supplying re
ports about groups of students, single students,
besides general informa tion about the course
using all the course files. Such files store
information about the student's performance and
the course.
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(iv) FILES - allows one to create, update,
transfer and retrieve disk files related to the
teaching system. These routines can be considered
as a set of auxi Iiary routines inasmuch as they
are used by the other sets.

There are three modes of cornrnuni ca t Lon between
the user and the teaching system monitor:

(i) student-mode, according to whi ch only the
LEARNING set will be acces s i b Le ;

(ii) teacher-mode, according to which the
four sets of routines wi Ll be accessible. This
mode is only available to persons authorized to
modi fy the course;

(iii) report-mode, according to wh i ch only
the sets LEARNING and REPORT are accessible.This
mode envisages primarily the course advisers.

3.2. Learning Set

Its main function is information units retrieval
being the main piece in the student-system
interaction. In addition it is responsible for
gathering information about the course and about
the student's performance.

3.2.1. Communication

There are two levels of communication:

(L) the h ar'dwa re level, by means of printing
terminals;

(ii) the software level, by means of a command
language, which is defined be Low,

3.2.2. Corrunand language

The command language is designed with the purpose
of implementing the part of the method, de sc r i.b ed
in 2.2., referring to the tools available to the
student allowing him to modify the predetermined
sequence of the course.

It includes commands appropriated for obtaining:

next compulsory information;
- additional explanation;
- optional example;
- optional exercise;
- correct ans"'er;
- hint;
- optional reference;
- repetition of the n-th lesson;
- end of repetition;

repetition of the present information unit;
- review of the n-th lesson;
- end of rev i ew;
- summary of n-th lesson;
- end of session.

A command recognizer is also a part of the LEARN-

I~G set the function of whi ch is to activate
the routines required by the execution of each
command.

3.2.3. Routines

The main r ou t i ne s of the LEARNING set are:

(i) beginning of a session;

(ii) answe r i ng analysis;

(iii) re t r i e vi ng of nucleus and peripheral'
information.

(iv) supplying the text associated to a par
ticular nucleus or peripheral information on the
terminal;

(v) information upd a t i.ng of student's perfor
mance during a session;

(vi) communicating wi th the PBASIC processor;

(vii) evaluating the student I s performance in
a lesson.

3.3. Author Set

The main purpose of this set consists in r he ma
nipulation of the data base. It can be considered
as a sequence of routines that permits mainly
the entry of new inputs and the deletion of old
information units.

The communication is made by means of routine
calls.

3.3.1. Routines

The main routines of the AUTHOR set are:

(i) input of information units;

(ii) updating information about available disk
storage.

3.3. Report Set

The routines in this set are designed to manipu
late the information gathered by the LEARNING
set. It will a I Low for getting reports derived
from further analysis of the data about the
course and about the student.

3.3.1. Conununication

Commurric a t i.on is made by means of a command lan
guage designed to enable the user to ask for
tab les reporting:

- the student progress during the course;

- the progress of a group of students;

- the frequency of requi rements for optional
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information in a group of lessons;

- the frequency of trials, mistakes and
correct answers to a group of exercises;

- statistics about how often and in which
ways the course has been on the run.

A command recognizer is provided, whi ch in parti
cular' activates routines for executing each com
mand.

4. CONCLUSION

The authors believe that the system described is
a reasonable attempt to solve the problem of de
signing a single course, able to be adaptable to
users of different educational backgrounds. This
problem is a real one because to design different
courses, on the same subject, for different homo
geneous groups of students is economically unsa
tisfactory. In addition, to circumvent the eco
nomic problem the optional set of information of
the system provides a certain level of flexibil
ity without burdening the course with complex
implementation problems. The size of the machine
for which the course is designed limits any
pretention of a highly sophisticated automati.c
teaching system. This machine is being developed
at the University of Sao Paulo, under the
responsibility of the 'Laboratorio de Sistemas
Digitais (LSD)'. Hopefully, a prototype of it
wi 11 be ready by March 1975. Beginning then
tests of the system presented in this paper will
be performed by means of two user terminals. The
testing sample will be composed of secondary
school children. Before then, however, tes ts
will be conducted using a simulator of the
machine, developed as part of the cons tract CON
SUPULC /GUARANYS and which is run on a IBH 370
/165, located at the Rio Datacentro (RDC), Ponti
ficia Universidade Catolica. -

The schedule of this current project establishes
September 1975 as the deadline for its completion.
The possibility of large scale utilization of
the system herein described will depend on the
economic marketing potentiality of the machine
being developed. Nevertheless, due to the attrac
tiveness of the system which is -comp Le t e Ly inde
pendent of the particular machine, it' is highly
probable that it will be compatible with other
minicomputers which will be utilized allover
Brazil in a short span, of time.
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COMPUTER AIDED TEACHING OF ASSEMBLER PROGRAMMING

G. BaLl.aben P. Ercoli
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An approach to the teaching of a real assembly language is described. The student is introduced
to UNIVAC 1100 assembly language in three stages, the first being the assembly language of a
simple machine, the second equivalent to the assembly language of a typical minicomputer

and the third the actual 1100 assembly language.
Suitable directions for loading, assembly and diagnostic purposes are included. The system has
been written in FORTRAN and the languages are used for a series of student exercises of increas

ing complexity relating to combinatorial problems and systems programming. Practical teaching
experience is discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the teaching of assembler languages it is not
possible to use interactive CAl techniques in
which a student is presented with a number of
questions and his answers are analyzed by a com
puter which produces further questions, unless
either the -subj ec t is limited to the syntactic
aspects of the language or the semantic scope of
the answer is conveniently limited, which is of

ten not of great help.

Two approaches are generally used in the teach
ing of machine oriented programming: one uses an
ad hoc, didactic language, the other the assembly
language of a real system, often of modest size,
which is ava i lable to the students.

Each of the two approaches has advantages and d i,

sadvantages, some of them conunon to both. An in
termediate approach is described here, in which
a real system and a real assembly language are
approached through a series of didactic languages
of increasing complexity the last of which is co~

patible with the language of the real system (of
the Uni.vac 1100 series).

For each level of complexity both an assembly
language and a job control language are introdu
ced. In such a way the student is introduced not
only to a series of assemblers but also to a se
ries of corresponding operating systems of Inc rea
sing complexity, so that operating systems are
not introduced haphazardly but by showing syste
matically the interdependence between them, their
assemblers and the machines.

Such an approach can be used both in batch and in
conversational mode, although in the following
the attention is focused on the first mode which

is considerably cheaper.
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It should also be noted that the above approach
allows the simulated use of instructions usually
reserved to the executive or supervisory program
and also some sort of diagnostic aids for" the
diagnosis or the verification of suitably struc
tured programs.

The system described here has been in use during
the past three academic years to help engineering
students in their first approach to programming
in machine oriented languages. Most students al
ready know the fundamentals of Fortran from a
course of numerical analysis or from other cour
ses.

The teaching of assembly language is not done in
the lectures (60 in total) of the course which
deals with the structure of computers, basic soft
ware and programming languages but in the exer- 
cises.

The alternative of teaching a good, available,ge
nerally used, low-level system progr amrning Langue
ge instead of assembly language has been exami
ned, but the result of the evaluation has been
determined by the lack of the former.

The use of general-purpose minicomputers has al

so been taken into consideration since it allows
direct interaction between the students and the
machines. This however is a definite disadvanta
ge for the latter and, furthermore, the size and
structure of minicomputers sometimes introduce
unnecessary limitations.

It must also be kept in mind that a large number
of minicomputers would be necessary and that they
would be used by the students only in certain p!.
riods of the year.

During one academic year the experiment has been
made of teaching a fairly large subset of the as-
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semb l.e r instructions of the computer available.
However explaining all the details of the instru~

tion format of a large scale computer takes a

long time during which it is not possible for the
students to write and run their programs.

Large computers have also their idrosyncrasies
whi ch may befuddle the beginner if introduced

from the start.

Furthermore large computers have large operating

systems, large and often baffing job control la,!!.

guage s , which are difficult to introduce to the
students within a systematic and rational appro
ach to the use of executive systems.

The use of a good didactic language such as MIX,
backed by a large body of existing exercises may

be very attractive indeed, but it does not avoid

the impact of the available job control language

and may provide not an introduction but only an
alternative to real-life assemblers and their do

cume n t a t i on •

Therefore it vas decided to use a mixed approach

by designing a set of assembler and job control

languages which start from an elementary level
and gradually intro"duce the student to a real

assembler language.

2. THE INTERMEDIATE APPROACH

ui r h i n the chosen approach a series of machines

Mi , M2, M3 and of associated assemblers, loaders
arid monitors have been defined and simulated on

one large scale computer (called the target ma
chine in what f011m.;r5).

The first level machine MI has one accumulator
and s i.mnl e instructions with one address part

(not modifiable). It has a very simple assembly

language with especially simple I/O instructions,

a rudimentary loader and monitor and an interpr~

ter to trace the execution of assembly language
programs.

Students can easily program this first level sy~

tern after an oral description of it of less than

two hours. The system can be documented with a

couple of mimeographed sheets containing the 12
assembly language instructions", the 3 assembly

directives and the 3 control instructions for the
monitor.

The instructions syntax is described in a modi

fied Backus form introducing the students to the
practical use of such notations and giving a co~

pact and precise definition of the syntax.

It has however been found essential to be able to
make students run their program very soon, since

a long preliminary description of a complicated

language can easily demo t i va t e them.

The second leve 1 machine M2 has several index re

gisters and several accumulators, a more complex

assembly language (especially with respect to

I/O) and a relocating loader.

The second level system is used to solve program

ming exercises with the use of recurrent struct~

res (loops on vectors, matrices, tables and the

like) making use of index registers and comparing
such programs with those not using such registers.

The third level machine H3 by and large ....coincides

with the target machine (i.e. a Univac 1100 se

ries) and is compatible with its executive sys

tems. Its executive functions are reduced to the

essential and the differences with the target rna
chine are due to attempts to explain and use it

more easi Ly .

With the third level system operations on cha

racters or on parts of a word are introduced to
gether with the use of subroutines, of macros and

of the executive (to control I/O operations).

The assembler and the loader of the first level

system can be pa r t i a l Ly described to the students

making use of the assembly language of the second

level. The assembler and loader of the second Le
vel can be completely described by the third le
vel assembly language.

Such descriptions are of considerable didactic
value because students understand better the Ian

guages they are using if they know also their pr£.
cessors and because they can study some simple

but complete examples of system programs they are

actually using.

The system here described has been implemented

to work in batch and with card input and paral
lel printer output.

However it could be easily adapted to a teletype

I/O, working in a more or less conversative mode
or else it could be taught making partial use of

a CAl system, which however does not seem neces

sary in a university environment.

3. FIRST LEVEL SYSTEM

The machine of the first level system includes:

- a main store with 1024 words of 36 bits;

- a 36 bit accumulator and an arithmetic unit
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The assembly language includes 11 ordinary in
structions and the f o l l owi ng assembly directives.

The second level machine with its basic software
is comparable to a minicomputer and algorithms
of considerable complexity can be programmed on
it. This machine includes:
- a 65,536 words main store of 36 bits each;

- ten 36 bits accumulators and ten .36 bits index
registers;

- a fixed point binary arithmetic unit and I/O

units similar to the first level ones.

for integer arithmetic in complement to 1 b i na
'r y notation;

- a card reader and a line printer.

Instructions are 36 bits long, with one address

part and include the following types:
- transfers between accumulator and store;

four fixed point binary arithmetic instructions
(with no overflow detection);

one unconditional jump and two jumps conditio
ned by the sign of the accumulator content;
one input instruction to read an integer in de

cimal form from cards and store it in binary
form in the specified address;
one output instruction which prints in decimal
form the content of a specified address, inter

preted as an integer.

Students are made aware that the instructions of
the machine are somewhat adapted for didactic use
and not completely repr~sentative of a general
purpose computer.

DFC

END

START

defines the numerical constants
of the program.
marks the end of the source deck
and g i ve s the address of the en
try instruction.
gives the first address of the
area for the target program.

4. SECOND LEVEL SYSTEH

The first level system software includes the fol
lowing.

1) An assembler which performs a syntactic dia
gnosis of a program. printing diagnostic mes
sages if necessary, and then translates the
program in the target machine language in ab
solute form.

2) A tracing routine, which interprets a source
program printing the content of the accumula
tor and of the address specified by an instruc
t i cn after having executed it.
In this way a student can follow the execution
of a program step by step. Fortunately this

facility is not needed very frequently

3) A loader to load and start target programs.

4) A monitor to control the above programs and to
interpret the conc ro I instructions, which are
the following three.

*ASSEHBLER: precedes (in the job deck) the

source program to be translated
by the assembler.

*LOADER asks for the (simulated) loading
and for the execution of the pre
ceding program with the data fol
lowing the "loader" card in the
job deck;

*SNAP asks for interpretive execution
and tracing of the assembly pro
gram following it in the job deck.

Each instruction has an operation part; an accu
mulator part which specifies the accumulator to
be used (or the index register if the operation
part specifies an operation on such a register) j

an index part specifying the index register to be
used as a modifier; an address part which speci
fies the presumptive address.

The instruction set includes that of the first
level and the I o l l owi ng instructions:

- instructions for ope r a t i on s on index registers;
- boolean. test and skip instructions;

- I/O instructions for octal data.

Basic so f t ware of the second level includes the
f o l Lowi ng •

1) An assembler simi lar to that of the first le
vel, but producing r e Loc a t ab Le programs.

2) A relocating loader.

3) A trace program simi lar to that of the first
level.

4) A monitor similar to that of the first level
and with the same control instructions.

The assembly language at the second level allows
the use of symbolic addresses while the first Ie
vel language a l l ows only numeric addresses.

The assembly directives a r e DFC. END (as in the
first level) and the directive RES which reserves
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a memory area the name of which is the directi
ve's label.

5. THIRD LEVEL SYSTEM

The third level machine includes:
- a 65 K memory;

- 27 registers of which the first eleven can be
used as index registers only, the last four as
accumulators only, while the others can be u
sed in both capacities;

- a control unit which allows the use of a supe!.
visor;
a fixed point, binary arithmetic unit;

- a secondary store, a card reader and a line
printer.

Indirect addressing is possible so that an extra
bit is present in each instruction.

The instruction set of the third level assembler
includes that of the second level (a part from
the STOP instruction) and the following instruc
tions:
- those for arithmetic and logical shifts;
- those for subroutine jumps and returns;
- those for supervisory calls.

Basic software includes the following programs.

1) An assembler capable of dealing also with ma
cro-definitions and mac r o-rc a r Ls and of struc
turing target programs so that they can be
linked together in one program.

2) A linkage editor which linkes separately tran
slated programs in one relocatable program.

3) A loader.

4) A system for file definition and handling.

5) A supervisor.

The control instructions of the whole operating
system are the following.

RUN describes a job.

ASM asks for assembling.

MAP asks for linking.

XQT asks for loading and execution

ASG declares a file.

ELT operates on a file.

FIN: marks the end of a job.

The above instructions may refer either to pro
grams on file or to programs in a card deck.

6. THE IMPLEMENTAnON

Each of the above three systems has been imple

mented with an analyzer and a mac r ogener a t or for
translating the programs in the target assembly
language and with an interpreter for its inter
pretative tracing.

In total about 1000 Fortran statements have been
necessary (almost all of them for the second and
first level) and a few short routines in assem
bly language.

The CPU time for the acceptance and translation
of a student program written in one of the three
above languages is about the same as the time for
the acceptance of a program wr i t t en in the target
assemb ly language.

7. RESULTS AND COMNENTS

It has been found that to teach the students the
assembly language of a large computer with the a
bove approach an as s i.s t en t or tutor needs about
20 hours to illustrate the various assembly lan
guages (including the one of the target machine)
and their use in a number of programs of increa
sing complexity.

The illustration is made to an audience of 120
... 160 students on the basis of about one and
half hours per week.

About every week the students are given one or
two programming exercises they can run on the com
puter.

One or two hours per week are also needed to help
students with the results of their exercises.

The exercises are oriented towards combinatorial
problems and problems of system programming,sin
ce programming for problems of numerical analy
sis is dealt with (in Fortran) in a course of
the latter discipline.

Students are free to solve or not the above exer
cises on the computer, but the final exam of the
course (which is a course on computers and their
basic software) includes a written examination

in which one program in the assembly language of
a real computer has to be written to solve a gi
ven problem. The exam programs contain from a
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few dozens to just over one hundred as

sembly language instructions and deal generally
with data structures such as vectors and matri
ces (integer or boolean) character strings, sim

ple lists and more rarely with multi linked lists,
stacks. queues, etc.

Typical ploblems are: n-th power of a binary ma

trix, simple floating-point routines, simple co!:
version routines, intersection of two sets repr!:.
sen ted with linear lists, evaluation of the first
n primes or of the first binomial coefficients,

etc.

In the evaluation of the program produced at the

exams little attention is paid to syntactical d~

tails and more attention is given to the data
structures being used, to the structure and to

the transparency of the program.

The teachers try to stress that the assembly lan
guage being taught is just an example of the ma
ny similar languages existing. In a number of c~

ses it has been found that a bright student of
the course can learn another assembly language
for profess i ona1 use in a coup l e of weeks, by re~

ding the manufacturer's manuals on his own.

Since the aim of the course was to enable the stu
dents to learn by themselves about computers, pro
cessors and languages, the result was considered
satisfactory.

Students who do not follow the course of lectures,
illustrations and exercises and those who do not
run their exercises on the computer, generally
find it difficult to pass the exam the first ti
me they try it.

It should be noted that the study of the target
assembly language is done with 'the manufacturer's
manual, so that the student gets used to study
with standard documen t a t i on (written in English
and in a non academic form and format) when be
can get some assistance from his tutor.

Instruct ions normally reserved to the supervisor,
that is those related to channels, I/O devices,
program state registers and the like, are not
taught or used in exercises but could be added
at the second or third level for use in more ad
vanced courses.

No attempt has been made to introduce special laE,
guage features expressly designed for structured
progranuning, which is introduced only by examples

and exhortations.

Finally it ought to be mentioned that various ad
vanced features of Fortran, not taught in pre
vious courses, are introduced during the one un

der consideration and that therefore data and pro
gram structures in high-level and low-level Lan-"

guages can be compared.

The approach we have adopted is obviously inde
pendent from the target machine. Further de t a i Is
can be obtained freely by contacting our Insti
tute.
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This paper deals wdth a computer-assisted instruction system implemented on a minicomputer for
teaching the principles and operations of s of tware systems. The system is characterized hy its
subject-independence, table-driven control, separation of instructional material from module
logic and file-oriented system design. It allows self-paced instruction of software systems
to be carried out on-line and allows students to switch from teaching mode to operating mode to
try out on-line commands just learned under the control of the operating system. The on-line
display, edi ting, and data base maintenance facili ties of the sys tern allow the course author to
evaluate. course modules, monitor students I progress and modify course text and logic easily.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper describes a CAl system implemented on
a minicomputer to as s Ls t in the teaching of its
own software system. Minicomputers are now
wdde Ly used. Their proper and expanded use re
quires familiarity lo1ith the program packages
(Assembler, Compiler, e t c . ) provided vd th them.
Since many of the users are not trained in com
puter science, we believe that a CAl system for
teaching the principles and operation of soft
ware systems ~o1ill be very desirable in minicom
puter laboratory environments.

Another application is in academic institutions
where computer courses are offered, yet the
student's exposure to the computer is limited to
card readers, terminals, or output file cabinet
of typical computing centers. The implementation
of a CAl system cou'l d serve two purposes. First,
it would give the students hands-on experience.
Second, it wou Ld provide an environment where
the students can switch from the instructional
mode to the operating mode to try out the things
they just learned under the control of the oper
ating system, and thus can ob tain immediate feed
back from the system. This feedback would pro
vide a very close interaction be tween the student
and the computer, thus resul ting in a more s timu
lated learning (Flammer 1971).

It is important to note that most .exds tdng CAl
systems (Lekan 1970, Alpert e t , al 1970, Bitzer
e t . al 1971, Allen e t . al 1972) have been imple
mented on medium or large scale computers, due to
the large amount of storage required to store the
text. Accordingly, many smaller ins ti tutions
whLch do not have access to a large system are
not able to develop and use CAl. The sys tern de
scribed in this paper attempts to show that with
proper structure and programming, minicomputers
can lend themselves to CAl applications.

The objectives of this work are delineated in
Section II. The facilities used are described in
Section III. Section IV. describes the imp lemen-
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tation and Section V presents the facilities
provided by the system to the course wr'd t.e r
and the user.

II. OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this wor k are as f0110\01s:
1. To a LLow the students a close contact

with the computer and to give them
hands-on experience.

2. To provide individualized, self-paced
instruction so that a student's progress
is not hound by classroom activities
(Ha'r r Laber fe r l~7l, Kamp e t . a1 1974).

3. To a l.Low the students to learn about the
operating principles of s o f tware systems
and swd t chfng from the ins tructional
mode to the operational mode to try them
out immediately. Immediate and positive
feedback has proven to be very important
in stimulating learning (Flammer 1971).

4. To involve the students in the develop
ment of the course modules and to evalu
ate the effectiveness of the learninp.-hy
teaching concept (Root 1971). In the
development of the system, the students
are taugh t how to program the NOVA ROO
and the basic operating system during
the first five weeks of the class. They
are then divided into groups of 2-3 per
sons. Each group is assigned to study a
software component which the group is
supposed to teach. Scripts for the mod
ules are wr-Lt ten by the authors and pro
vided to the students. Nodules are in
corporated in the CAl system and tested
through group effort. They are then
used and criticized by the other groups.
Hodification and improvement of the
course modules are done through careful
evaluation.

5. To implement a general purpose system
which is adap table to other courses and
lends itself s traigh t fo rward Iy to modi-
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fications of texts, course arrangement and Ln
structional logic.

III. FACILITIES

The har-dware facilities used for this project
include the NOVA 800 minicomputer wi th a 24k
core of main storage, two discs with two million
16-bit words capacity, a high speed paper tape
reader and punch unit and a Tektronix 4010
storage-type CRT terminal. The hard copy of any
display result is obtained by using a low-speed
teletype unit. The CAl system is written mainly
in FORTRAN IV with some r/o routines written in
assembly language. The assembly routines are
written to achieve better it» efficiency. They
can be coded jus t as easily' in FORTRAN. Programs
run under the control of the DOS (Disc Operating
System) •

IV. SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

The basic flow in a CAr system consists of pre
senting a text or a question, accepting an answe r ,
branching according to that answer to other in
struction frames J and other functions. Incorpor
ating all this in a single program along wd th
the text would result in a very large program.
As a result, swapp Lng parts of that p ro gr am wf Ll,
be frequently needed. Another disadvantage is
that each module ,,,ill require a program of its
own. A course writer must in such cases either
have some experience in progranuning or have
access to languages such as IBH' 5 ccursewr i ce r
III or HcneyweLl ' 5 TEACH whLch are available
only on large computers.

The approach used here is different in two as
pects. First, the text is completely separated
from the program and is stored on disc as a ran
dom file. This has the advantage of eliminating
the restriction on.i text; size and allows for a
simpler way to enter and update the text. Second,
the instructional logic is also separated from
the program. This is done by using a control
table for each module. The contents of a table
controls the sequence of actions. These tables
are stored on a disc. The proper table is read
in when the user chooses a certain module. To
create these tables is a simple task once the
flowcharts of the course modules are set up. A
general program can thus be written which ~V'ill

be driven by the control tables. Once the main
program and other supporting programs for evalu
ation, entering the control tables, etc. are
developed. this prog~am package can be used
repeatedly for all modules Without fur.ther pro
gramming effort on the part of the course author.
New modules or courses can simply be added to the
system by provfdtng a new set of control tables.

The system mainly consists of four files and
three programs. The files are as follows:

(1) Text file: This is a randomly organized
file consisting of a set of records each of which
is a page of text to be displayed on the CRT
Screen. A page of text can be a segment; of in
structional material or a test question, or a
combination of both. Essentially a record in
this file can contain anything that is to be
displayed to the user. All instructional' mater
ials and test questions are stored in this file.
To set up the file, the course author first
enters this teaching material and tes t question
into a sequential file by using, the text editor
provIded by the DOS system software. The sequen
tial file is then processed by a program which
converts it into a randomly organized file and
assigns an internal record number to each segment
of the text.

(2) Control file: This file contains a set
"f control tables one for each cour-se module
end a master control section. The control sec
'.Lon performs the tasks cornmon to all modules,
a vg ..; sign-on, authorization, acquisition of
data, etc. Each control table is a thr.ee-dimen
sional array (80 x 4 x 2). For the convenience
of presentation, ve can visualize a control
table that is 80 x 4 in size. Each entry of the
table contains a pair of integers (x,y). X.
generally specifies the function to be performed
by the control program and y is an argument
having a specific meaning to that function. If
x is negative, the control program interprets
the pair (Ix] ,y) as indices to a new entry in
the control table to which control is to be
transferred. This file is set up by the course
author based on the f Low chart of a course mod
ule. The file can be displayed and modified
through the CRT display.

(3) Performance file: This file contains'
the performance records of every legal user of
the system. A record is kept for each user on
his progress and performance on each module he
takes. It contains his answer- to each test
question. This file is used for both module
evaluation and class performance analyses re
quired by the course author. It is also used
to produce a performance aummary displayed to
the user. The firs t record of the file is a
directory conatining all students' names. This
directory is set up at the beginning of a quar
ter by the ins true tor . Anyone whose name is not
in the directory will not be able to get into
the lessons.

(4) Monitor log: The monitor log contains
the sign-in and sign-out information of every
user, the dates and the comments given by the
user. The file is for the system personnel's
use. The user who terminates a lesson without
using the proper termination procedure, for ex
ample, can be identified immediately. The
comments given by the user can be used by the
sys tern personnel for improvement and modi fica-
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tion of the system.

The three programs are :

I-MASTER: This is the main program. It
consists of 18 control functions which are the
basic operations required to carry out the tn-
st ruction of the course modules. The codings of
these functions are actually segments of the con
trol program. They are identified by different
statement numbers. The control table of each
module uses the function numbers to specify the
functions to be carried out by the control pro
gram. Due to the limited space, only a partial
list of control functions is given in Table 1.

Function Argument Function
No.

file. Then if M = 0, stop
the program.
If M = l, set the indexes to
branch to the portion of the
control table which asks the
user the type of service he
wants. Services available
include (1) to leave the
lesson, (2) to switch to the
operating mode, (3) to try
another module and (4) to
review certain frames.

Function Argument Function
No.

Table 1-

CONTROL FUNCTIONS, A PARTIAL LIST

H If M = 1, type the user' 5

first name.
If M = 2, type the user's
last name.

not used Before entering this func
tion, the user was asked if
he wants to give a comment
about the module he jus t
finished. This function
receives the answer. If
the answer is yes, accep t
the comment'; Otherwise, go
to the next entry.

Same as function 13 except
it will store the data for
mode switching.

M

not used Before entering this func
tion, the user was asked if
he wants to have his perfor
mance tecord displayed.
This function receives the
answer. If yes, the func
tion displays the record.
Otherwtse , it goes to anoth
er entry of the control
table.

16

17

18

14

If M = 0, increment the
instructional frame number.
If M < 0, accept an answer
for a multiple choice ques
tion from the user.
If H > 0, accept an answer
from the user and increment
a corresponding counter for
question number H to record
the user's answe r .

Accept the first and the
last name of the user, and
search the pre-stored stu
dent lis t to verify if he
is a legal user o f ' the sys
tem. If the us e r t s name is
not in the list, set the
indexes to go to the proper
entry of the control table
for outputting a message.

If M > 0, display a text
segment which starts at
record M of the text file.
If M < 0, display the seg
ment ~sing a new display
page, i.e., page the CRT
screen before displaying
the segment.

M

M

not used

1

13

not used

not used

M

Accept a module number from
the user and read in the
corresponding control table
and the performance record
of the student on that
module.

Accept data entered by the
user, determine if this is
the firs t time the user en
ters the module and branch
to a proper ent ry of the
control table.

Erase any data stored for
mode switching and write
the user 1 s performance re
cord to the performance

The control table in this program is a (88 x 4 x
2) matr:ix. The program starts by reading the
master control section in the first 8 rows of
the matrix. A small section of the program then
takes over and follows the res t of the control
table to carry out the proper actions. The mas
ter control section carries out the following
functions: (1) to introduce the user to the
course and course contents, (2) to instruct the
user in how to switch from instructional mode to
operating mode and to return to the instructional
mode, and how to sign-off when he has to leave
the lesson for some reason, (3) to acquire user I s
name and to verify if he is a legitimate user of
the system, (4) to select and page in and out of
the disc file the proper control table for the
module selected by the user for his lesson, (5)
to read and update the user's performance record
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containing the user's an swe r to every tes t ques
tion of a module, (6) to update the monitor log
and (7) to display student's performance data as
demanded by the user.

2-TBEDIT: This program is used to enter,
display, and modify the control tables and stu
dent's roll. It is also used to modify the text
file.

3-DISPLAY: This program provides several
types of displays to assist the course writer in
evaluating test questions and students I perfor
mance. They are; (1) a display whd ch shows the
progress each student is making on a module. If
the module has been completed, the score he made
on the module is displayed; (2) a display of the
results of modules evaluation. In this system,
students' answe r s to different questions are used
objectively to determine how well the questions
are designed. Standard item difficulty and item
dis crimination analyses are performed. Students
who have finished a module are divided in to four
groups based on their final scores. The diffi
culty measure of a test question is the percent
age of the students who give the wrong answer to
a test question. The item discrimination score
(IDS) is computed according to the fo Ll.owLng
formula:

B-A
IDS = - whe r e

n

A = the number of wrong an swe r s given by the stu
dents of the first group (group wdth highest
scores)

B = the number of wrong answe r s given by the stu
dents of the last group (group wf th Lot...est scores)

n = the number of students in a group

Test items whf ch have negative IDS or 10'<" IDS
scores are eliminated or modified. (3) A display
of various que s etons . nuring the process of
evaluating a module, the ques tions that are not
well designed can be reviewed. (4) A display of
students' cornment a . Objective comrnen t s are very
useful for module evaluation and improvement.

v. SYSTEM FACILITIES AS SEEN BY THE COURSE
WRITER AND THE USER

The system provides the following facilities for
the course vrd ter :

Creating a module: The course writer starts by
deciding upon the text and the flowchart. In the
flowchart. the "boxes" correspond to the al terna
tive functions (18 of them in our system). The
next step is to enter the text and test questions
through the text editor then the course wra te r
activates a program that converts this into a
random file. The flow chart is encoded in a con
trol table) which is entered through TBEDIT into
the control file. The course author may then try
the module himself and if any corrections are
required) they are carried out through TBEDIT.

Initialization for a ne,,, class: The course wri
ter uses TRF.DIT to enter a list of the students
t...ho can use the system. a t the beginning of the
term. Users whose name is not on that list ,,,ill
not have access to the system.

Evaluation and modifications: DISPLAY is used
to gLve students r performance and very efficient
module evaluation. If modifications are then
required, they are handled through TRImIT. Fig
ure 1 shows- the output given by nISPLAY to indi
cate students I progress. Column 1 (MDt!) is the
module numba r . There are presently five modules
in the system. Figure 2 is part of the output
used for module evaluation. The first column is
the question number. "DSCRII is the item discri
mination score multipled by a factor of IOO.
llDIFF" is the item difficulty (percentage of stu
dents who gave a wrong answe r on this question).
The next four columns Ull t hrough (14) give the
percentage distribution of wrong answers among
the avialable choices) where the right answe-r is
excluded (denoted by "R" for identi f Lca t Lon t ,

The capability and the facilities available in
the system for carrying out instruction can be
made clear by going through a sample session.
Sign on procedure: The sys tern assumes tha t the
user knows very little ahou t; the system. To
sign on for a lesson) the user needs simply tCl
type in the program name lIMASTERII to call the
master control program. NASTER wt Ll introduce
himself and instruct the user how to call up a
"servtce'' section ,...hf ch provides the user the
choices of logging out of the course, switching
to the operating mode, trying another module or
revdewdng certain frames of a module. The user 's
name is requested by the ~1ASTER and checked
against the class roll pre-entered by the course
author. Students ,...hose names are not in the
list '''ill be rejected. A description of the
course contents is then given. At this point)
the user can select a module to take. The date
is recorded by l'1ASTER. Thus) the beginning and
completion dates of every student can be obtain
ed by the course author for keeping track of the
class's progress.

Instructional module: Each instructional module
is designed to teach a specific s of cware system
component such as the principle and operation of
the relocatable assembler. relocatable loader)
etc. At the beginning of each module) the objec
tives of the module are stated (Canfield 1968).
In some modules) pre-test questions are given to
determine which portion of the module the system
should branch to or whe t he r the user should be
advised to take other modules before getting in
to this one. Instruction materials are then
presented to the user using a combination of
Skinnerian and b randfng techniques. They are
generally f oLl.owed by a number of test questions.
Test questions come in three forms: Yes-no
ques t Lons , mul tiple choice questions) and ques
tions requiring character s t r Ing input as an
swers. Figure 3 shows part of the conversation
during a session at the teletype. The arrows
indicate the user r S response.
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MOD# [J STARTI~G DATE [J FI~ISHI~G DATE [J

GEORGE SCHELL

SCORE

1
2
3
4
5

[J

[J

[J

[J

[ )

4/17/74 [J

NOT STARTED
NOT STARTED
.~ or STARTED
"JOT STARTED

NICOLAS VILLEN

1 [J 4/18/74 [J 4/21/74 [J 35
2 [J 4/21/74 [) 4/22/74 [J 16
3 [) N or STARTED
4 [J NOT STARTED
5 [J NOT STARTED

DO.~ALD VOSI KA

1 [J 4/18/74 [J 4/2111/7 4 [J 18
2 [J 4/21/74 [J ·~OT FL~ISHED

3 [) ,~OT STARTED
4 [J .~ or STARTED
5 [ ) NOT STARTED

Figure 1: Part of display ahowd ng students' p ro are s s

QJEST# * DSCR. * DIFF * # 1 * #2 * #3 * #4

2

3

4

5

6

*
*
*
*
*
*

-33

-66

33

-33

*

*
*

*
*
*

37%

62%

5111%

37%

25%

72%

*

*
*
*
*
*

25%

R

22%

R

66%

1 %

*
*
*

*

*

R

27%

111%

7.170

R

5%

*

*
*
*
*

*

50%

18%

R

14%

33%

92%

*
*
*
*

*

25%

547.

77%

14%

R

Figure 2: Example of output for module evaluation

R.eview Instruction frames: The system a L'l ows
the user to review the instructional frames
already covered. In the course of p resen t.Lng the
material, a mdoule may automatically branch back
to an instruction frame or it may s ugges t; to the
user that a review of a previous frame "Till be
helpful. Also, the user may reques t . to r evrew
previous frames at any time simply by typing in a
zero as an answer to a question to cause the ser
vice section to be displayed. The user can then
choose to review instruction frames.

SlY'itch to the operating mode: In the middle of
a lesson, if the user wan ts to or is asked by the

system to switch from the instructional mode to
the operating node to test and experiment on tJ-,,~

thinp,s he has jus t learned, he can call up the
service section and switch to the oper a t Lng sys
tem under which subsequent commands will be in
terpreted. After havinp. tested and experimented
with wha t he learned from the course, he can
call the MASTER ap,ain which will branch him back
to the very point he left off. It is this abil
ity of freely switching modes and testing the
materials he has learned on ..·line that provfdes
students with a powerful tool and laboratory en
vironment to learn the complex software syatems'.
An example of switching mode is shown in figure



IT IS THE. LOADERtS JOB TO RESOLVE EXTERNAL REFERE,'IICES OF A PROGRAM

AIID ESTABLISH PROPER LINKAGE AMOIIG THE PROGRAMS SO THAT COMMUo\HCATIall

~().IIG PROGRAMS AND FUNCTlO,IIS CAN BE PROPERLY CARRIED OUT DURING EXECUTIO.'I

FUR EXAMPLEI IF PROGRAM A USES AN EXTER~AL SYMBOL WI-IICH IS OEFLIIEO 1.11

FROGRAM B~ THEN PROGRAM B WILL HAVE TO BE LOADED I,'ITO CORE WITH PROGRAM

A SO THAT REFERENCE TO THAT SYMBOL 1·'\1 B CA·'\I BE PRCPERLY OO.IIE WHE'I A IS

EXECUTING. THE SAME THING IIEEO TO BE Do.IIE IF PROGRAM A CALLS PROGRAM B.

L~STRUCTIONS WHICH MAKE THE EXTERNAL REF'ERE.IICE5 OR E..<TER.'IAL CALLS HAVE fa

EE CHANGED BY THE LOADER SO THAT THEY WILL REFER TO THE PROPER PHtSICAL

LOCATIOIIS. THE LOADER K.'IIOWS WHERE THE E"<TERNAL StMBa..S Ao'JD PR<.X;RAMS AR-E

EECAUSE IT KEEPS A MEMORl' MAP FOR EVERtTHING THAT IS 1'1 COf(E STORAGE.

WESTION: IF THERE WAS A PROGRAM CALLED STUDY WHICH HAVE BEEN ASSEl"lBLED

Sf THE ASSEM8LER~ WHAT WILL BE THE ,'\lAME OF' THE FILE TO BE PASSED TO THE

LOADER

--.. SWDY

No, yOU NEED TO SPECIFY THE PROPER SUFF!x:. TRy AGAI.'l.

STUDY.RB

l.ERY GOOD. THIS IS THE RIGHT ANSWER.

WESTIO.'II: THE TWO MAIN FU:olCTIQ.'IIS OF THE RELOCATABLE LOADER !~f(E

n LOAD PROORAMS INTO THE PROPER SPACE IN CORE A'JD MAKE SURE THAT friEt

WILL RU."II PROPERLY.

2) RESOLVE ALL EXTERNAL REFEf(E,'JCES AND PRODUCE A RELOCATABLE FILE FOR THE

QJESTIQ.'II: WHAT 15 THE NAME OF THE F'lLE PRODUCED 8Y THE RELQCATABLE LOADER

WiEN 1 T LO~OS THE PROGRAM TEST ?

__ 0

YES ••• CAN 1 HELP YOU

P ENOUGH FOR TODAY.

2> SWITCH TO oPERATING MODE.

3> TRt A.'lOTHER MODULE.

4> REVIEW CEt<TAIN FRAMES.
__ 2

:'lOW 1 AM .GOING TO SWITCH YOU TO THE OPERATING MODE.

~MEMBER~ I.,rHEN YOU Fl·'IISH TESTI,'lG YOUR COMMA.'lDS U'IDER THE OPERAT1.'JG

Sr'STEI'l TO COME BACK••• SIMPLY TYPE 'MASTER'.

SfOP I.,rELL~ THAT'S IT •• , •• SEE tOU.
R

ASM SAMPLE

I'HOGHAI'1 IS RELOCATABLE
R
Ii..DR SAMPLE

.MAIN
.'IMAX 0011356
t.MA..< 000050
CSeE:

EST
SST

R
UST SAMPLE. *

IV
10
00

~

:<
;:E
\?
~

~
Q.

;>
;'1
m
3
13

PROGRAM.

J} LOAD ALL SUBPROGRAMS IN THE SYSTEM LIBRARY WITH THE MAJ.'l PROGRAM A.'ID

RESOLVE EXTERNAL REFERENCES.

4) CHANGE 'THE RELOCATABLE CODE IN A RELOCATABLE BI,'JARY F'lLE I,'lTO

SC\.MPLE.
SIMPLE. RB
SIMPLE. SV
R
M=l.STER

1356
222

4736

ABSOLUTE CODE, A,"IID RESOLVE ALL EXTERNAL REFERE.'JCES OF' THE PROGRAM By

PRODUCING A SAVE F'lLE C-o.'IITAI.'IIING ALL SUBPROGRAMS I,ll WHICH EXTERNAL

REFERENCES ARE DEF'INED~ WITH THE MAl'" PROGRAM.
__ 4

EXCELLENTI. YOU SEEM TO UNDERSTAND WHAT HAS BEEN PRESENTED TO YOU. 1 T IS

OOT DIFFICULT TO LEARN ABOUT THE RELOCATABLE LMDER AFTER ALL, IS 11 ?

Figure 3: Part of a session at the teletype

WELCOME BACK TO THE I.'ISTRUCTIQ.'\I~L MODE. HOW DID YOU MAKE

OJT RU,'IINING UNDER THE OPERATI,'JG MODF: ? ••• 1 HOPE YOU FI.'IID THIS

co.IICEPT OF TESTING yOUR K,II0WLEDGE BY RU,'II,'III.'IIG U.'JDER THF: CPERATI,'IIG MODE

!'€WARDING.

NOW LET'S CONTINUE WITH OUR LESSo."II.

QJESTlo.'II: WHAT 15 THE NAME OF THE F'l\--E'PRODUCED BY THE RELOCATABLE L~DER

WiEN IT LOADS THE PROGRAM TEST ?

Figure 4: Example of swt.t chdng from ins tructional
mode to operating mode and back.

c
(")
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4. The arrows point to the user ' s response.
{.Jhen the user typed 11q,", which is used as a
special character, the service routine was trig
gered. During the section after the line "STOP
WELL, THATI S IT • . • II and up to "MASTERll , the
user was under the normal operating mode.
Completion of a module: At the completion of a
module, the user can review how he did on the
module just completed. He is then requested to
provide a comment; about the lesson which is used
by the course author for course improvement.
Hhen the user decides to quit the lesson, the
system will automatically store all results, i.
e . , course progress and statistics, in the eval
uation file. The user is allowed to quit a les
son at any time and to continue the lesson when
hevs fgns on for the lesson again.

VI. CONCLUSION

He shall conclude by pointinp, out some of the
distinct features of this system.

(1) Subject-independent: The ins tructional
materials and questions to the students are
s tared in a randomly organized file on disc.
Presentation of a frame of instruction is done
by retrieving from the random file a proper
record and dd ap LayLng it on the CRT screen. By
changing the contents of this random file or
totally replacing it by another file and its
control table, the system will carry out the in
struction 0'£ a different or totally different
subject. The programs and control functions of
the CAl system need not be modified. Thus, the
system is a general purpose CAI system.

(2) Table-driven: The logic of each in
structional module, Le., the order and struc
tural relationships among the ins truction frames
in each course module, are controlled by a con
trol table which is a three dimensional array.
Thearray elements specify the control functions
to be called and the arguments to be passed to
the con trol functions to be called and the argu
ments to be passed to the control functions, or
they may contain a branch instruction to trans
fer the control to another array element. The
table drives the control program to retrieve and
display an instructional frame, to receive a
reply f;om the user, to accept the entry of data
or user s name, to write a file, to record
course statistics, and many other functions to
be detailed later. Control tables for all mod
ules are stored on a control file on the disc.
Only the contra table of the currently active
module is stored in core. By replacing one con
trol table with another, the system swi tches
from one module to another. Modification of the
elements in a control table will change the lo
gic of a module presentation. The control pro
gram need not be altered.

(3) Separation of instructional material
and control: Since the instructional material
and ques tions are stored in a file separately
from the control tables, modification of any
part of a file can be done without entailing
changes to the other file. Also since the con-

trol of all modules is done by the same control
program driven by different control tables, the
programming effort and memory space required for
the entire system is greatly reduced.

(4) A file oriented system: All instruc
tional material, control tables, and course sta
tistics, students performance data, sign-in and
sign-out monitor log and class roll are stored
as disc files. Cornmunications among the course
modules and between each course module and the
master control program are achieved via disc
files. The file system is used to circumvent
the storage limitation of a minicomputer. It
allows a very large CAr system to be built with
out taking the more traditional approach of us
ing program swapping and program overlay. Since
most disc files are set up as randomly organized
files a.l.Lowfng random access of individual re
cords, disc I/O can be carried out at high speed
without causinp; no t LceabLe delay.

The system has been in use for over a year.
Judging from the progress students make by using
the CAl system and course evaluation results
students gave at the end of quarters, the system
is a very effective aid to students learning com
plex s o f twar'e systems. The reason has been ob
vious to us since many of the s o f tware system
facilities can be studied, examined and tested
on-line. lnunediate feedback from hands-on oper
ation on the computer have greatly helped to
stimulate students' interest and to understand
and remember. the principles and operation com
mands of s of twa're components. Existing modules
\vi11 be used by new students who tl1ill in turn
develop new modules. It is believed that the
modules currently available in the sys tern can be
used to bootstrap a set of modules on complex
operating systems. The current system has only
one CRT terminal thus allowing a single user to
be on the system at one time, but more terminals
can certainly be added. However, since the sub
ject matter being taught is computer software
system and we encourage students to awLt ch to
operating mode and to do hands-on operation by
using control switches on the computer console
to test things out, a time-sharing system wr.t.L
not serve the purpose.
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A brief description of the main computer systems developed in the Ministry of Education
Computer Center with emphasis in those systems oriented to the solution of rural problems.
The role of the Computer Center in the problems involved with National Planning. A
particular integrated system used to back up the planning activities and to provide constant
support to a network of rural educational centers, evaluating at the same time, the benefit
and development promoted by them in rural communities.

1. INTRODUCTION

With a population of fifty six million people grov
ing at an annual rate of 3.5%, Mexico is facing
the problems present in developing countries.
Half of the population lives in rural and sub 
urban areas, mostly working in agriculture,
with low level of income and lacking some of the
basic services found in most cities (see tabla I).

Total Urban Rural
opulation Urban Rural total in- oral in-

in P. P. come in orne in
housands % % millions nillions

1930 16,553 33.47 66.5~ 5,541 II, 012
1940 19,654 35.09 64.91 6,897 12,757
1950 25,791 42.58 57.42 10,983 14,808
1960 34,923 50.70 49.30 17,705 17,218
1970 48,377 58.56 41.44 28,328 20,048
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TABLE I: Income Distribution in Urban and

Rural Populations.
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RURAL STRATO URBAN STRATO

Since the fifties decade, the increasing gap in
productivity and wages, between agriculture.
industry and the services has caused a serious
emigration of farmers and unskilled people to
the great cities, already affected by this
demographic explosion.

The magnitude and intensity of these problems
may be sensed through the observation of figure
1 containing the school desertion phenomena in
both urban and rural srraras: this problem
exists in the level of formal education in Mexico
to the third year of elementary school.

FIGURE I: Elementary School Desertion for
the 1960 - 1966 Class.

Another serious problem which has to be
taken into consideration lies in the constant
deterioration of natural resources mainly,
forests, lakes, sea-life and cattle, etc.

" with Ricardo Cortes Rebolledo
Ma , Antonieta Gar'cfa Blanco
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There exists a very large number of factors in
volved in the solution of those problems, which
make it impossible to think in isolated develop
ments, but to look forward into integrated
strategies.

Going in this direction, education will playa
very important role; through it, the govern
ment programs are trying to increase living
standards, promote cultural objectives, produce
technological and agricultural skills according
to regional needs, generate cooperative social
behavior among peasants and other workers,
reduce the natural resource waste and
ecological dangers, and introduce family plan
ning attitudes.

Those programs are more difficult to apply
among rural population, due to scattering, road
deficiency and other cost increasing factors;
while education in itself is being affected by
many natural problems originated in its large
growing rate.

2. PRESENT EDUCATION EFFORTS IN RURAL
AREAS

To cope with these problems, the present
administration has been working on several new
programs to expand and increase quality in
most education systems; among other things,
50,000 new teachers for elementary education,
had been hired in the last three years, while
the systems capacity for intermediate education,
has been expanded significatively, primarily in
the areas of agriculture, farming, fishing and
technology .

At the same time, the programs of open educa
tion have been tested already at small scale and
will be working normaly at the end of this year,
in order to provide oppornmittes to formal
education to areas of difficult access.

One of the major areas of concern in all those
programs is the evaluation of results the new
systems will produce on rural people. This
doubt arises since some analyses about tradi
tional education, indicate a very low efficiency
with respect to attitude changes, and produc
tivity increase.

Finally, the Ministry of Education has brought
into operation a large scale project, to sub
stitute old management policies and procedures
with modern technology; in order to cope with
present and future expansions and level raising,
expectations are being made in the possible
integration of rural education centers around

the country into a well communicated structure.
A very important part of this project, will be
supported by a computer network, which will
assist a decentralized management structure,
both in planning control and communication
processes; the present report tries to give a
broad view of the most important computer
applications already or in the process of being
implemented to give services to rural educa
tion; the report concludes with the description
of an integrated system to support a new project
directed to the development of rural
communities.

3. THE DEVELOPMENT OF A COMPUTER
DEPARTMENT AT THE MINISTRY OF

EDUCATION

The first steps given by the Ministry toward the
use of computers in technical problems of
education, are as recent as 1972 when a
registration system was developed for all the
schools located in Mexico City. The system
covered more than 2,000 schools and served
the students of 6th grade of elementary schools
and 3th grade of intermediate schools. With
the help of such system, the traditional school
diplomas and other official reports were
generated for more than 250,000 students.

By the end of that year (1972) a first version for
the National Catalogue of Schools was placed in
service with around 67,000 schools, and a
project study advising the creation of a
computer department, was presented to the
main authorities.

The department started to be organized by
January 1973, and was placed in operation the
fol lowing May; it took one year to consolidate
a nationwide registration system covering 6th
grade of elementary schools and the complete
system of intermediate education, the two
systems together contain now academic data
for 1,580,000 students, producing all the
offi ctal documents and statistical reports
r equfred to evaluate and study their main educa
tion programs.

At the end of the academic year of 1973 - 1974,
the diplomas for more than one million students
were given for the first time, less than 10 days
after they finished their courses; the correspon
ding statistic reports were produced shortly
after; those reports include some relations
between socio-economic data and academic
aspects.

At ihe same time, more aggregated statistical
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data were collected from all the schools in the
country, arid most of the historic data existing
in the files of the Ministry were stored in
magnetic tapes, giving the poaslbility to create
a very complete frame from which projections
could be computed for the near future.

The first results of this effort was the distribu
tion of 70, 000, 000 text books which the Ministry
gives to all elementary school students in order
to fulfill a new constitutional statute; in order
to estimate the amount of books to be sent to
2200 distribution centers, the statistics were
used to forecast student existence for the
coming year (1974 - 1975);the distribution
process was also controlled with the help of
computers, a new real time system will be
placed in operation for the coming year which
will speed the distribution up to the very school
locations.

Another important application, in which those
statistics were used in combination with
demographic data, was the assignation of 15, 000
new teachers around the country. Finally a
project to locate the communities and towns
where new intermediate schools should be built
up will use also part of this data together with
geographic, economic, and natural resource
data.

The perspectives and needs for information
systems oriented to provide integrated planning,
beyond the scopes of education has been grow
ing fast and by the spring of 1974, the first
steps were taken to implement a national
information system, containing demographic,
economic and natural resource data, besides
educational aspects.

A first version of the system became available
after a few months of work; this version
included a geographlc data base, whose units
of study were the municipios, (the mexican
territory is divided in 2477 of these municipios)
and by September of 1974 the data associated to
each municipio consisted of approximately 230
variables regarding education, demographic,
ecologic, and economic aspects, roads, housing
water supplies, medical service and health data.
The information gathering for non educational
aspects was done mainly by Dr. Luis Canedo
and his co-workers at the University of Mexico,
who have been working with 1970 census and
other data sources.

A second version of the system is now being
programmed in OMS (Data Management System)
with more flexibtltry to incorporate data, and an

interactive module through which the system
user will be able to perform arithmetic and
statistical analysis with existing data, to assist
in the process of planning and decision making.

Perhaps one of the most significant achieve
ments obtained so far, is the simultaneous
application of a test to thousands of students
around the country (400, 000 tests were applied
in one single application, to all the students
entering to the first year of intermediate
schools) and the correction and evaluation of it
with one and the same procedure.

This technique will allow us to evaluate corrplete
educational systems, and education materials,
so that a feedback may be established and
continuous improvements may be made at all
levels both in methods and materials.

The correction, grading, and evaluation
technique consists of a set of programs capable
of generating: examination sheets for all the
students contained in the student files which
satisfy certain conditions.

The examinations are then distributed to the
different schools in the country, together with
specific instructions to teachers and school
principals to apply the test; the tests are later
returned to the computing center, where they
are fed into the computer through an optical
reader; finally the data is processed with an
item analysis program and the corresponding
reports are sent out at several levels.

A similar technique is being tested for open
education programs, which will make possible
to certify studies performed around the country
at elementary and intermediate school systems.

Very recently, the computer department has
been invited to collaborate within a very
important project realized by a government
organization dedicated to open the city markets
to agricultural and farming products. This
project has several training centers for
farmers and rural people; the centers (22 in the
country) offer short term intensive courses
oriented to increase productivity. The system
will operate. with 30, 000 students every year and
will give a continuous flow of data, necessary for
the improvement of courses. It' will' allow us to
evaluate the effects produced by the course in the
life of the farmers who attended the course, and
second, to provide a continuous relation with
farmer students, through the sending out of
printed materials
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3.1 An Integrated Program for Rural Education
and Development

The experience obtained so far, has led us to
present a very complete project to the Ministry,
through which several services offered now by
different organizations and on a relatively small
scale, may be integrated into a single organiza
tion built up around open education and fast
training in rural and small industry skills.

The project may work with 3, 000 to 4, 000
cultural centers operating in most of the small
towns of the country. Those centers will offer
a great variety of cultural events (musical
events, expositions, educational film sessions,
library services, etc.) some seminars, short
courses and open education classes will also be
afforded among the interested young people. At
a later stage, the center will be equipped with
elementary machines to offer basic technological
education. All these activities will be perfor
med by a cultural promotor, working at a local
level and assisted by external cultural groups.

The external groups will have two possible func
tions; one of them is to provide cultural events
(they may carry expositions, they may be
folksingers or dancers and so forth); the second
type is of a more technical nature, and its
function consists in solving social and technical
problems. A secondary work for both types of
groups is the report of their experience and
view points about the community. This
activity will be feeding a continuous pipeline of
data by which the system as well as the general
development will be sensed.

In all this effort s, the computer will playa
vital role by assisting in the location of new
centers, by processing the data provided by
cultural and technical groups about visited
communities and centers, by directing those
groups schedules so that every community
obtains the attention r equir-ed ,

The main goal of the project is the implementa
tion of an integrated development network in
which several-community centers will develop
both a cultural and economic heritage under
the coordination of a regional institute. The
management of human an material resources is
to be performed with computers,as well as the
financial control and constant measure and
evaluation of-the system performance and
effects through the different regions.
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STRATEGIES FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES IN USING EDUCATIONAL COMPUTERS:

SOME LESSONS FROM EXPERIENCE

J G Krishnayya

Systems Research Institute
Poona, India

Computers can serve the needs of developing countries in many areas. If
they can be catalysts in education, it would be good news indeed. Technological
and price trends Forecast that in ten years time a microcomputer will likely be
standard equipment in urban high school classes. This new tool requires experi
mentation today. What is nOw available, however, is the opposite of a decentra
lising technology: We have available only medium or large time sharing systems.

From the experience of having established Five years ago the First time
sharing computer system for an educational institution it) India, the author
suggests a Few points that can be used to decide whether and how contemporary
computing equipment - time sharing systems - can meet an educational need.

One can classiFy educational needs according to the complexity of the subject,
the time availability of the potential student and the total number of teaching
situations of that type. 19p_ prior i ty For cornPutet:-.h!.~.jl}~!,,!<.'!ti.on.s.holJldbe
g.j,Y~"lt.O. thep.res"n.ta.ti.on. 0 F comp l13X SlJl:> ject~...9.L."f.9.r1.9mJC j,mllQ.'.!&IJ.ClL to ..(Q.y.ll.Y)
k!!y_persons in government and public li.fJ!.. These will constitute a limited
number of situations and will not require a massive expenditure of funds or
manpower.

Some of the other points are - the need to decentralise computing power;
the need for built-in incentives for teachers to use computer power; the need
For top level support through conviction of its value; the essentiality of a
sustained promotional effort.

1. Technology and Avai~.'!bili~Y: Developing
countries are becoming aware of computer
potentials in a time of rapid technological
change. Ten years from now, miniaturisa
tion will very probably bring the relative
or Felt cost of a programmeable calculator
or microcomputer into the range in which
we would place an oFFice typewriter today.
This will mean that high schools could have
one for each grade or standard, and even
rural middle schools could have access to
such a machine. These miniature computers
would be equipped with cassette memories,
keyboards and simple printers; the manner
in which they can be built into our peda
gogy is a question which should concern us
today. The experiments we conduct today
will determine what ideas move into the
teachers' colleges during the next rive
years, and into schools by the end of a
decade.

So far, however, most of the experiments
conducted have been with the technology of
late 196os; that is, on larg. scale time
sharing systems. Though relatively in
expensive terminal devices are being built,

235

the economics of time-sharing even in the
USA does not entitle us to use cost
Figures of less than S 7.00 - S 10.00 per
terminal hour. These costs eliminate
the possibility of widespread use of this
technology.

Additionally, in developing countries
the rental of time-sharing services is
just not available, so that educational
time-sharing applications reguired wholly
owned computer Facilities. The decision,
then, is not whether we should use exist
ing local computer services as ~n educa
tional tool, as in the West, but on the
other hand whether a very major Fresh
capital investment should be made in
computer equipment explicitly in the
hope of better educational results. The
question answers itselF.

Even in big business enterprises, the
acquisition of large computers has caused
a number of organisational problems
related not only to regimentation and the
centralisation of power over inFormation
but also to the role and status of the
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informaticians - the priesthood of the
new temple. If a school system in a
deve~oping country purchases even a medium~

size· computer system, it seems evident
to us that the resulting 'political' pro
blems of acceptability by the potential
users would outweigh and cancel out all the
potential value of the system. We would
like to repeat that many of these prob~ems

may not arise where an educational insti
tution was merely paying for hourly access
to a time sharing services and had no
maintenance or management responsibility
for computer or terminals.

2. Economic imperatives. The economics of
tomorrow's technology would seem to suggest
that we should prepare the pedagogic
foundations now for a situation where
programmeable calculators with cassette
memories would be available for mass
distribution. The teacher in his or her
classroom then becomes the focus of action
and innovation. The extent to which the
teachers in a school in a decentralised
manner make use of the new tool will
determine its value to education.

At that point of time (say 1980) we
would regard the classroom computer as a
purchase comparable with a videotape
player, and its pedagogic use with cassettes
perhaps comparable with the rental or borrow
in9 of videotapes from central libraries.

Unfortunately in developing countries
today we are yet not faced with the choice
between videotape systems and micro
computers I Instead we have to decide
where and how to use batch or time sharing

computers. This can be resolved in a
socially responsible manner by considering
the characteristics of the subject or
topic and the student or learner. Obviously
not all learning situations arise in schools,
and in developing countries the most urgent
need may be for non-school learning situa
tions.

3. Learnin9 situations: Given the high
cost both 1n money and in organisational
terms of computing technology, it is
necessary to prioritise its educational
uses. A two-way table can classify learn
ing situations according to the complexity
of the subject and the type of learner.

Developin9 countries have been undergoing
such rapid rates of change that few members
of their decision-making elite in admini
stration, politics or industry have an
adequate understanding of all the factors
involved in social and economic policy
making. Here computer-aided learning can
make a major contribution from the simplest
level of teaching and illustrating the
value of cost-benefit analyses of simple
decisions, through consideration of multi
alternative situations (as in management
games) and all the way to simulations which
show the multi-sectoral impact, over time,
of industrial or agricultural development
decisions*. These - I educational t applica
tions of computers are likely to have a
high and immediate payoff. In contrast,
efforts to use computers in schools or
colleges as 'teaching machines' to sequence
material or to drill students in formal
courses of studies may not provide an
adequate social return on the investment

TAB L E - 1

Sub j e c t Mat t e r

Simple 4 - - - - - - - - _ - - - - - - - ~ Complex

r------------....--.--..-.-.-..-.----.--.--------.------
lli

r~1
N\ ......, School Arithmetic Grammar Ecology and

Ito child dri 11 concepts interdependency

<r"\(
concepts

l:o;-: Collegian "Teaching Mathematical Systems-- (
~::> or machine" drill tutorials relationships

~<:( I Worker

... .. ----------
-.J Le$S

Decision Cost benefit Management
maker analyses "Games"

'Since this Conference takes place in france, I must mention that M. Le Corbusier,
in his design for the new capital city at Chandigarh in Punjab (India) had planned as
long ago as 1959 that the most prominent official building was to be a "Museum of
Knowledge and Centre for Scientific decision making" - where one would use computers
to educate public servants on the complex issues associated with industrial davelopment.
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for a developing country.

We have an example of an educational
computer based on the above phi~osophy.

At the Indian Institute of Management,
Ahmedabad, a small time sharing system
(the HP 2000A) was installed in late 1970
with the aim of serving the priority needs
outlined in bold in the Table. The computer
hardware, which cost just under 5200,000
(including duplicate drum and tape units
and a graphic display), was not purchased
out of the Institute's own budget but from
a grant made by the Ford Foundation. The
Institute has a multidisciplinary faculty
of SO, and three hundred MSA students. It
also trains some eight hundred decision
makers - managers and administrators -
each year in short courses.

Five ·years after its installation, .,e
can assess the success this computer has
had in achieving these aims. Perhaps the
most spectacular and successful 'teaching'
use has been with the Forrester hWorld
Dynamics· model, using the SASIC version
of World-II.

Management students were able to build
and run their own individual versions of
this model and defend them in classroom
dialectic. Some of these were good enough
to attract the attention of top government
officials. Many other policy-oriented
simulation exercises have been executed on
this system, especially in relation to
population and family planning. A regional
data bank and information-retrieval system
was built and used.

However, these were exceptions. I t must
be admitted that, in general, the aims were
not achieved. Firstly, the computer system
was not used to expose decision-makers to
dynamic educational models as visualised
by Corbusier; the problems in doing this
were internal,administrative and logistical
rather than technical. And secondly, the
bulk of the educational usage of the system
has been in the form of mathematical or
statistical tutorials and relatively simple
cost-benefit analyses or games. The rea
sons for this failure to achieve the aims
set out earlier are many and I suggest
that they are operative in other developing
countries too. They included an initial
level of hardware reliability and mainte
nance which was below the threshhold
required to maintain the interest of the
ordinary users, aggravated by the diffi
culty of obtaining the correct spare parts.
Another explanatory factor was the general
lack of interest on the part of the
instructors. to build computer-use into
their teaching. Yet another was the feel
ing of most students that 'the market'
would value in them a general business

management competence higher than a
systems understanding of problems. (This
is probably a correct perception of the
present conditions in industry in most
developing countries.) Certainly finances
were not a problem for the Computer Centre
of the Institute nor was it short of
competent and enthusiastic staff.

4. Institutional Recommendations: What
have we learned from this experience? How
should today's technology in computers be
introduced for maximum effective utilisa
tion? The following checklist may be
useful.

i. Computer power should be physically and
psychologically decentralised. If terminals
are'in USB, they should be in the class
rooms and in the staff rooms. If batch
processing is provided, a card pick-up and
delivery service should be offered. Users
should not have to 3£ anywhere, neither
to get permission to use the computer,
nor to actually ose it. The coming micro
technology will of course solve this
problem by making computers intrinsically
a decentralised device.

ii. In an educational institution the
goals, aims, and values of the teachers
are most important. I f a surveyor other
instrument shows that these are inimical
to computer use, then a major strategic
effort to realign them must be undertaken.
This can be tried in a variety of ways,
but success may elude us unless a great
deal of empathy exists between the computer
promoters and the other teachers.

iii. Top level understanding of computer
capabilities and potential uses is essen
tial. This can best be achieved by enabling
the head of the institution to visit one

or two institutions in countries where
computers are being well used. On his
return he is likely to find ways in which
the institutional climate for computer
use can be made favourable: Teachers may
be rewarded for innovative work, for
instance. The integration of computer
models in courses for decision makers
might be encouraged.

iv. The computer-promoting group should
ensure first that the local technological
environment will adequately support
computer equipment to the level required,
or that they have the necessary redundancy
built-in to sustain breakdowns of compo
nents.

v. A considerable depth of understanding
of the priorities, Concerns and constraints
of the instructors is required on the part
of the computer group in order to work
with them in a sequenced manner to increase
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their use of computer power. It may be
necessary to phase a promotional program
over a two year period, including a number
of graded, formal, short computer courses.
Even in a five-year perspective, the
writing-off of the first two years as a
promotional period is likely to be a wise
policy since -the enthusiasm of the users
so achieved will later make up for the
lost time.

5. Conclusions: Today's technology --
time sharing -- is not that on which edu
cational computing will be done in future.
We should therefore start research on
pedagogic uses of decentralised micro
computers and programmeable calculators.
In the mean time developing countries
should give a low priority to use of
computers in schools and a high priority
instead to the use of computers for the
learning of 'systems' concepts by decision
makers and students in applied graduate
courses such as engineering, economics
and management. Assuring that the intended
results are achieved from the investments
made requires perspective planning and
empathetic implementation.
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COMPUTER EDUCATICN IN KENYA

Douglas Cook

Conput ing Centre
Universi ty of Nairobi
Nairobi, Kenya.

A brief history is given of computers in Kenya and it is shown th~t there is
little computer education at any level of the educatIonal s~stem In 0e country.
A seminar organised by the Ministry of Bducat.ion and Nanol;ll Uni.vers i ty was
held on 12th Septenber 1974 to discuss Computer Educat i on In Kenya Schools and
a report on this seminar is included.

1. INTRODUCfICN 2. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

In March 1970 the Centre for Educational
Research and Innovation (CERI) of the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) held a seminar on Computer
Sciences in Secondary Education. This was the
firs t European meeting on the teaching of .
Computer Sciences. The ConcIus i on of The Seminar ,
OECD (1971), opens with the following paragraph:
"The participants seemed to think that it was
essential to introduce computer science in
secondary education, whether for purposes of
general secondary education, courses in
business and economics, or the training of
future computer-science technicians. While the
Seminar recognised the value of other levels
of training, it was particularly concerned with
the first level, i ,e . the introduction of
computer education at the end of lower
secondary school."

The CERI Seminar reached these conclusions
because of the far reaching social, cultural,
scientific and economic consequences of the
advent of the computer. Kenya is not insulated
from these consequences and on 12th September
1974 a seminar, organised by the Ministry of
Education and Nairobi University, was held in
Nairobi to discuss whether and what sort of
computer studies should be provided in schools
in Kenya and '<hen.

Mr. M. Bloxham (1971) presenting a paper to the
CERI Seminar considered it unnecessary "to
justify yet again the premise that computing is
so important that education must take note and
include a study of it: it is assumed as an
underlying principle that some sort of computer
study in Secondary Education is highly desirable
and even necessary;" At the Nairobi· seminar
that underlying assumption was not made. It
was felt that the nWhys" should be discussed
as well as the "Hews" and that the discussion
had to be in the context of Kenya's requirements,
It was for that reason that those invi ted to
the seminar included representatives of the
Government, East African. Communi ty and various
classes of employer as well as those directly
concerned wi th education.
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2.1 CompUters in Kenya .

The first electronic computer, the Electronic
Numerical Intergrator and Calculator (ENlAC) ,
was completed in America in 1946. The
first computer in Kenya, an ICf'first
generation' machine, was ins taIled by Eas t
African Railways and Harbours in 1962.

'Second generation' computers, which used
trans is tors ins tead of valves, date from
1957. East African Power and Lighting Co.
Ltd. installed the first 'second generation'
computer in Kenya, an ICf 1500, in 1964.

In 1966, about two years after they were
first introduced, 'third generation'
computers reached Kenya wi th the ins tallation
of an ICL 1902 at East African Posts and
Telecommunications and an IBM 360/20 at East
African Airways.

According to a survey carried out in 1971,
Scott (1971), there were 21 computers installed
in Kenya: by 1974 the numbe'r had risen by SO..
(excluding micro-computers, such as the
Olivetti Programma 101, and programmable
calculators) .

2.2 Educational Computing Facilities.

The only computer which has been installed in
Kenya for educational use is the ICL 190ZA at
Nairobi University. The Universi ty's Computing.
Centre was set up in January 1969 and, until
its. own computer was delivered in JUly 1970,
made use of the computer at the Treasury. In
June 1974 the core s tore was increased to 32K
words making the current configuration at the
University:-

ICL 1902A central processor, core store
32K words.
3 exchangeable disc drives (ICL 2802/3
EDS8) and control.
4 magnetic tape decks (ICL 1971/2).
card reader (ICL 2104/1).
paper tape reader/punch (ICL 2602/1) .
line printer (ICL 2401/2).
graph plotter (ICL 1934/4).
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2.3 Nairobi University Courses.

In total about 620 of the University's students
will have some direct experience of computing
during the 1974/75 academic year. After
adjusting for those students who do computing in
more than one year of their degree course, about
25~ of the University's 5000 students will have
direct experience of computing at some stage of
their degree studies.

2 . 7 Summary .

There is almost nothing in the way of computer
studies taught at any level of the educational
system in Kenya. The computer programming
that is taught does not in isolation provide
much more than a training: it certainly does
not constitute computer education.

3. REPORT ON SEMINAR

Dr. E. dSa of the Nairobi University Mathematics
Department argued that it would be premature
to launch a general academic computer appreciation

The Seminar, which was attended by twenty seven
people including the Secretary-General of the
Kenya National Commission for UNESCO, was
convened to discuss Computer Education in Kenya
Schools. In his opening address Mr. Isaac Hunja ,
Assistant Director for Education, told the
participants that his Ministry did not look to
the Seminar to take any decisions but rather to
provide the Ministry with guidelines to assist
it in formulating a policy on Corrputer Education.

Mr. Cook s tressed that four irrportant points
should be borne in mind during the Seminar:

1. The Seminar was concerned with computer
education in schools and not with training
people for careers in data processing.

2. The school children of today will still
be working when electronic computers have
been in use in Kenya for four times as
long as they have up to now.

3. Attention must be paid to the particular
requirements of Kenya as a developing
country.

4. The aims must be clearly established before
discussing the means of attaining them.

to make present and future decision
makers more aware of the potential
and limitations of computers in
relation to their decisions.
to enable citizens, both present
and future, to react in an informed
and confident manner to what they
see and hear about corrputers: to
guard agains t the fe ar and bewi Lder
ment born of ignorance.

social

3.1 Papers presented.

The author, who had prepared a working paper,
Cook (1974), which was distributed in advance
to all participants, expressed the opinion that
the impact of computers on Kenya society would
grow because of increasing use by local
organisations and also because the country, and
Nairobi in particular, was becoming increasingly
irrportant as an international centre. Computer
Education in schools should, he said, be viewed
as a partial solution to the broader problem
of increasing the level of computer awareness
in Kenya as a whole. There are both economic
and social reasons for trying to solve this
problem:
economic -

2.5 Teacher training.

As already mentioned none of those studying for
teaching qualifications at Nairobi University
attends any course in computing. There is, in
fact, no computer education in any of the
courses in Kenya for teacher training.

The majority of these students do only an
introductory FORTRAN programming course and none
of the 1000 or so students studying education at
the University has any course in computing at alL

2.4 Computer Studies in Schools.

There has been very li ttle in the way of computer
studies in schools in Kenya. A few enthusiastic
and interested teachers have introduced their
pupils to computing but, even though computing
is one of the options in the East African
Advanced Certificate of Education Further
Mathematics syllabus, there is no coordinated
policy. A few schools have had their pupils'
programs run on the University' s computer. At
present only one school is doing this and,
because there are limi ted funds availab Ie to
meet the charges, only in a small way.

In 1972 a Kenya Schools Project was set up by
Mr. R.J.P. Scott, then head of Nairobi University
Computing Centre, with the intention of providing
some inservice training for teachers. This was
essentially a one-man project and was short-lived.

TIle Ministry of Education arranges vacation
courses twice a year for mathematics teachers.
These are conversion to "Modem Maths" courses
and include a little FORTRAN programming.
About 90 teachers attend these courses each
year and so far a total of about 350 teachers
have had this very brief introduction to FORTRAN.

2.6 Other Courses.

The University of Nairobi Institute of Adult
Studies runs evening classes in FORTRAN and
COBOL programming and also an Introduction to
Computing course. There are a number of private
colleges offering training in programming and
other aspects of data processing: on the whole
thei r courses are of dubious quality. The
major computer manufacturers offer training
courses of a vocational nature to meet their
customers' requirements and some of the larger
companies arrange their. own courses to introduce
their staff to the concepts and applications of
computers.
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programme for Kenya secondary schools. It would
be more realistic to encourage the algorithmic
approach in presenting suitable topics in the
curriculum and, therefore, a first step should
be to provide a computer literacy course for
secondary school teachers. In his opinion the
Computing option in the Modern Mathematics
syllabus of the East African Advanced Certificate
of Education (EAACE) shows that a good beginning
has been made in providing for a Computer Studies
(as opposed to an appreciation) course in
secondary schools and that a more extended
course whould not be desirable tmtil there was
an updating and upgrading of the courses offered
at the University , Finally, Dr. d ' Sa wanted
EDP vocational courses for school leavers to be
considered.

The work being done at Lenana School, probably
the only school in Kenya at present whose pupils
have an opporturiity to learn about computers
and computing, was described by Mr. J. Green,
head of the Mathematics Department there. In
the main the computer-related activities at the
school are directed towards covering the EAACE
Modern Mathematics syllabus Computing option
and are centred round the Computer Club.
Membership of the club is res tricted to the top
mathematics set in form 4 and to anyone in forms
S and 6.

The formal presentation of papers was brought
to a close by Mr. W. Hamiman, Training Manager
of ICL (East Africa), who discussed some of the
materials and services available from ICL-CES.

3.2 Discussion and conclusions.

In the discussion which followed the participants,
despite strongly expressed differences of
opinion in the early stages, ended up in broad
agreement over what should be done. It was
pointed out that ' 0' -level takers comprise
about 2St of the primary school popUlation whi ch
in turn is es timated to cover between 6m and
BOt of the children who are of primary school
age. Of those who sit 'D'-level examinations
only about .lOt are able to continue their
schooling. Thus, post- 'D'-level schooling covers
only lit to 2% of the children in Kenya. The
seminar, therefore, considered pre-and post- '0'
level schooling separately.

All agreed that in a developing country like
Kenya the problems of illiteracy must be given
the highest priority and that the case for
appreciation courses in agriculture, land
conservation etc. was stronger than that for
computer awareness courses. There was also
agreement, however, that some degree of computer
awareness was desirable: small tea, coffee, milk
and pyrethrum farmers are already receiving
computer-produced documents. Recognising that
the pre- 'D'-level curriculum is al.ready over
loaded it was felt that the best approach would
be the "slow-drip" one of providing a fonnal
computer awareness course for teachers at this

level and encouraging them to introduce the
concepts and applications of computing into
their teaching of existing subjects.

All pupils who go on to take 'A' -levels have to
take a General Paper and a couple of periods a
week are set as ide for General Studies. I t is
unde rs tood that the structure of this paper may
be revised and the feeling of the participants
was that computer awareness should be incorpo
rated as one of the topics covered under General
Studies. In Kenya Schools success in examinations
is given great importance and non-examinable
subjects tend to be given scant attention. It
was, therefore, suggested that a compulsory
question on computer awareness be incorporated
in the restructured General Paper.

The most far-reaching point on which the
participants reached agreement was that all
syllabi at both '0' and 'A'-level should be
reviewed with the purpose of introducing the
concepts and applications of information
processing at appropriate places in all subjects.
It was suggested that, if the Ministry of
Education agreed that this was desirable, the
Computer Association of East Africa should
provide the necessary liaison with the Ministry's
syllabus panels. The implications for teacher
training, both inservice and pre-service, would
be considerable and would have to be carefully
studied.

4 . CONCLUSION

Although computers have been in use in Kenya
for 12 years there is little or no computer
education at any level of the educational
system. The seminar on Computer Education in
Kenya Schools held on 12th September 1974 proved
very frui t ful , No format recommendations were
made but a report on the seminar will be passed
to the Ministry of Education to provide guidelines
for the establishment of a national policy on
computer education in schools. Considerahon
must now be given to the questions of what to
do at the University and the Polytechnics.
Also, those who have completed their formal
education must not be overlooked. The
Seminar's acceptance of the desirability of
computer education in schools implies that
there is a need for computer awareness
in those who are aLready enbarked on their
careers. This too must now be considered.
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we examine sene of the problems of Computer Education in a developing country «ith. special
reference to the Nigerian experience. An appraisal is made of the computer edu::at1:>nal
programre at the I:epartment of Computer Sciences, University of Lagos , Lazos , N1gena.

1. INTRODUCTION

There are now over- 40 computer installations in
Nigeria and the number is rapidly growing, The
computers range from IBM 360/20 and ICL 1901A to
IBM 370/145. The main activities of the
installations are commercial data processinp
procedures such as accomting, sales analysis,
payrolls, etc. on small scale c,?mputers. Host
engineering analyses, large busmess analyses,
etc. are sent out of the country to places «here
the large scale computer pooer- is avalable.
With the new «earth, many foreign companies
establishing their business in Nigeria and ~he

local firms, «ill be introducing computers arrto
their business activities, thus increasing the
acute shortage of indigineous computer personnel.

Like in many parts of the wor-Ld , Nigeria's
business and governrrent agencies require trained
and experienced corrputer specialists: Prograrrrrers,
Systems Programrers, Systems Analysts and .
Supervisors. While in more developed courrtrues
there already exists an adequate basjs of
experienced personnel in these ~reas, Ni!?eria t s
businesses and government agenca.es m';1St lITpOr!
senior personnel. They attempt to grve exper-ience
to Nigerian staff on an apprenticeship basi s or
train them outside of Nigeria at high expense to
either the company concerned or the Federal
Government.

The local businessman and manager is often
ignorant of not only the uses of, but also the
needs .of a computer facility. He believes that
the computer «ill solve all of his business
problems and produce the prof~ts ~e is. loo~ing
for «ithout high expense. This Sl tuation 1S all
too conrron all oven the «OrLd, but it is more
acute in the dewloping coirrtry, He then becones
the prey of the local sales representatiw of the
manufacturer who tells him «hat he needs and
«ants in a computer system. Too often h,:, ~s
talked into buying a system wi,thout reahzwg the
costs and the problems «hich go «ith it, and then
becomes dependent upon the manufacturer's .
representatives to provide the help and advice
at extra expense. To staff the installation, the
business manager either hires inexperienced
people or imports talent «hich adds t'? his cos~

in training procedures and costs of hagh salanes
and housing.
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The main problems of the governrrerrt Of a deve Iop
ing country lie in the area of econonuc dewlop
me';t. Much of the planning could be accompl~shed
more systematically if the information contawed
in the large manual fi ling systems coul? be. made
more readily available through computer1zatlO,!'
Once the information is re'tr-i.eved , the operatnons
research techniques can be used to analyze. the
data. For security reasons the personnel wvolved
should be mainly indigineous. At present the
government has plans f,?r the use of the ,?omputer
in various areas, but 1 t cannot rrove rapf.dly
enough because of the enormous numbers of
experienced people required and the large amomts
of money involved. The efficient use of computers
centralization and coordination of the use of
computers in Nigeria are sorre of the problems
involved , but VJe have no intention of discussing
these here. A comttee has heen set up by the
government to deal with these problems.

As there is no adequate provision for training in
all aspects of data processing a~ the. s,?hool. and
technical college levels, the Un1vers i taes r1ghtly
have taken on the responsibility for providing .
training facilities in the com~ry. .The academi.c
and extension courses at the Un1ver-sa ty of Lagos
and the University of Ife are generally designed
to cope with these needs an various sectors of
the Nigerian economy. As one will ~at:rrally .
expect, the Universities haw had di.ffdcul.ty an
dealing with these problems. In trus pape:, an.
appraisal is made of the efforts of the Un1versaty
of Lagos and guidelines are suggested for future
development of the various academic prograrmes ,

2. PROGF.Al11'!E OF THE DEPARTHENT
OF COMPtfl'f.R SCIENCES

The Department of Corrputer' Sciences, ~nivars.i ty
of Lagos offers courses In the follomng areas:
Under~aduate Postgraduate Diploma in Computer
Scien~es, t-1aster of Science and ~xter;sion Courses
in Computer Prograrruning and App.Licatrions ,

The academic programme ~s oriented to the ~hree

subject areas of Conpirting Systems, Opera~lOns

Research and Systems Science and ComputatlOnal
Analysis and Applications. The Undergr~duate

course leads to a B.Sc, Honours degrae In

Computer Science alone or combined with ,?ne other
subject. The course is intended to proVlc;Je
knowledge in various areas of Computer Scaence
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and the applications of conputers in business and
industry. At the Postgraduate IeveI the fepart
rrent offers a M3.ster of Science degree and a
Diplorre in Conputer Sciences. Due to lack of
facilities and the interests of the staff the
research activities at this tirre tend rovaros
the theoretical and applications areas.

The extension courses are oriented to part-tine
students who are either in the data processing
business or wish to know about the use of conputers
ers, The courses range from the introductory to
the advanced use of corrputers in business.

2.1 UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMME

The Undergraduate programrre is in its infancy
having started in the fall of 1972 with sewn
students taking a Combined Honours Prcgramrre with
M3.therratics as the other subject. Since then,
the fepartrrent has continued its Combined Honours
Prcgramrre, but expects to mount the first year
of a Special Honours Prcgramrre in the fall of
1975. The original progranrra has been reduced
somewhat in order to integrate it into the new
Unit Course System instituted by the Faculty of
Science. With the Unit Course System the fepart
ment is now more dependent upon other fepartments
to provide the theoretical background courses in
M3.thematics and Electronics. Although the qual
ifications for entrance are high, i\dvanced LeveI
in both M3.therratics and Physics, the student
response has been good. The orientation of the
course is towards a good basis in Programning,
Software and Applications areas with introduction
to other areas such as Hardware, Control Theory
and Computer- Networks. In the first year, there
are courses in the Principles of Prcgrarrming,
Prcgrarrming Languages, Prcblem Solving and
Algorithm Forrration and introduction to various
application areas. The second year builds upon
this basis with courses in the above mentioned
areas as well as Systems Analysis and Simulation,
Operations Fesearch and applications in Science
and Statistics. The third year programrre offers
the student a wide variety of subjects, some of
which are advanced topics in subjects taken before
and requires that the student conplete a project
taking about four hours a week.

As the fepartment will' be graduating the first
B.Sc , students in 1975, there is little data on
what the programrre has eccompLi.shed, The program
me has been well received by business. When the
programme ""s first mounted, business provided
good advice on the topics which would be most
useful to graduates when they enter business.
However, there are few datacentres with the
required experienced personnel who can provide
the time to aid the student when he is gaining
his industrial experience during the surrvner
vacation. In general, the companies need exper
ienced people to help them and the students do
not have this experience until at least after the
second year in the programme.

2•2 POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMA PROGRAMME

The Postgraduate Diploma in Conputer Sciences is
the first of the academic programrres started by
the fepartment. The programrre was mounted in the
fall of 1971 with 13 students attending. The
fepartment enjoys the sponsorship of the Inter
gowrnmental Bureau for Inforrratics - International
Conputation centre (IBI-ICC), Rome and UNESCO as
the International Postgraduate Diploma Course in
Conputer Science for the African Fegion.

The aim of the course is to provide widely' based
high Ievel education in ccnputer- technology. The
graduate should be suitable for irrurediate rredium/
senior LeveL appointments in the corrputer industry
depending upon previous experience. The first
Diplorre programme offered courses in Corrputer
Hardware, Systems Simulation, Mathematical Optim
ization, Numerical Analysis, Mathematical Statist
ics, Inforrration Theory, fecision Theory and File
Organization and Managerrent. If the student had
,previously had courses with equivalent content of
some DipIoma courses, then he was able to replace
those Diploma courses with a project.

After the experience of the first year and upon
the advice of the external examiners, the program
rre was redesigned to ensure that at least half of
the subjects taken by the student would be Conputer
Science subjects and that the student would offer
a fewer- number of courses with a view to attaining
higher standards and deeper concentration. The
resultant prograrrme now includes courses on
Prcgrarrming L3nguages, a choice of three courses
among Drta Structures, Conputer Software, Conputer
Hardware and Systems Analysis and a choice of two
courses among Prcbability and Statistics, Numerical
Analysis, Systems Theory and Operations Fesearch.
In addition, the student is to conplete a project
which should include a research survey and a "",11
documented profTam. -

Table 1 gives the number of students who have
enrolled in the programme since its inception. To
the end of June,1974, 33 students haw enrolled in
the programrre and 26 haw passed. While the
majority of these students are Nigerian, some haw
cane from Turkey, Ghana, the Sudan, Uganda, Kenya
and Ethiopia. The rrajority of these students have
been activeIy enployed in conputer establishrrents
after graduation.

Over: the last three years, the fepartment has
encountered many problems. The student when he
arrives has had either no prograrrming experience
or some experience in RPG on a small machine. This
hampers the type of practical work that can be
assigned in the early part of the programrre. Thus
the assignments tend to be too small to giw the
s'tuderrt the adequate prograrrming experience in one
year. The students come from varied backgrounds
such as Economics, Physics and M3.thematics. In
this case the Lecturers cannot meet the students'
needs uniformly. Progranming experience is a
great asset as the majority of the assignments
are to be solved on the conputen,
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2. 3 MASTER OF SCIENCE PROGRAMME

'The aim of the Master of Science in Computer
Science prograrme is to provide Instr-urtion in the
"state of the art" in a variety of Computer
Science and Application areas and to provide an
opporttmity for students to learn research tech
niques for future postgraduate work. 'Three stud
ents have greduated from the prograrme since it,.
was started in 1971. 'The two year programre
requires the candidate take the Postgraduate
Diploma for the first year and then two courses
and a research dissertation in the second year.
It is expected that the Pos'tgraduate Diploma will
be phased out as a requirement of the M.Sc. when
the Iepartment has sufficient applicants with a
degrae in Computer Science. 'The number of stud
ents who have enrolled in the second year and
passed the examinations of the M.Sc. progrernme
are given in Table 1.

'The research topics tend to be Ul3.thematically and
applications oriented because of limited research
(computing and library) facilities and only a few
quaLi.ffed M.Sc. dissertation supervisors. In
addition, the candidate usua l.Ly has had only the
Postgraduate Diploma in Computer Science which is
insufficient to give time to gain enough back
ground for research in Software and Hardware
areas.

2.4 IXlCTOR OF HiILOSOPHY PROGRAMME

'The Doctor of Philosophy in Computer Science
prograrme provides the opporttmity for further
research and advanced study. Due to the limited
research facilities only one student has graduated
with the degree.

2.5 EXTENSION PROGRAMME

'The former Institute of Computer Sciences began
its Extension Programme in Data Process.ing in
1968 to interested persons outside the University,
'The progrernme is oriented to training computer
technologists for government, business and
industry. It consists of courses at j tmior,
intermediate and senior levels usually held three
nights a week for a period of ten weeks each term.
The curriculum for each course embodies lecture,
case study and laboretories.

'The jtmior courses (Basic Computer Programming,
Fumdamentals of Data Processing and Management
Informaticn Systems) are intended to introduce
programming and some related business techniques
to those people who have not encountered the
computer before. It is expected that the student
would have some relevant experience before proce
eding to the next course in the series. 'The
intermediate courses (Systems Analysis, Applica
tions Programming, Systems Programming and File
Organization and Management) include Systems
Analysis, scheduling, Operations Pesearch tech
niques and their applications to business and
and systems programming with a treatment of
assemblers, campi lers, opereting systems, etc.

Prom time to time the Iepartment offers advanced
courses for senior professional and manager-i.al,
personnel.

'The majority of applications are from people in
non-computer areas. Usually, these people are
using the course as a means of bettering their
present position or gaining employment. However,
in the past, the local employers have been disil
lusioned with the usefulness of the courses, so
that graduates have a very low expectaticn of
employment. Because one of the qlBlifications
of advancing to the next course in the. serties
is experience in ,industry, the Iepartment
is considering instituting longer courses or
intermediary laboratory courses to provide the
students with the necessary programming exper
ience.

A look at Table 2 shows that the number of grad
uates from the extension prograrme has not shown
a steady growth. 'This could be attributed to the
fact that over the years, the qua Li, ty and ccrrterrti
of the courses have been improved so as to improve
the quality of the graduates, If one takes the
pass rete to be number of passes / number of
students enrolled, one may be led to say that the
pass rate is very 10;). 'This ;,ould be mi.sleadi.ng
as experience has shown that a good number of
the students who enroll do drop out before the
end of the course for either financial reasons
or lack of time. 'The courses are held in the
evenings and most of the students are workers
;,ho will come to the tmi versity after office
hours. This becomes an impossible task sometimes
because of traffic conditicns in Lagos.

3. UNIVERSITY OBJECTIVES AND PROBLEMS

Like in other disciplines such as the Naturel
and Physical Sciences, Engineering and Technology,
the objectives of a Computer Science Iepartment
in a developing courrtry must include that of
contributing to the overell development of that
coorrtry by:

(a) adapting computer aided techniques
developed in more advanced cotmtries to
meet the needs of the courrtry ;

(b) conducting basio research which is
related to the local needs;

(c) treining personnel needed in government
and industries;

(d) providing services to other Iepartments
within the University who require the
computer as a too.l in their research
programnes.

In its attempts to meet the above objectives, the
Iepartment of Computer Sciences has encountered
a number of problems.

One major problem encountered is that of person
nel. To sane extent, the Iepartment has to rely
on foreigners. This sometimes can be harmful to
the development of programmes within the Depar-t
ment as it does not often ensure continuity.
When capable people are available, the University
has had to compete with other quasi-governmental
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establishrrents, the govemrrent itself or with
industry to errploy them. Often the University
loses because it cannot offer the sarre salary as
any of the conpeti.tors is prepared to offer.

The research programres in the I:epartrrent have
largely been in applications areas, and as yet
there are no facilities for large scale research.
This is partly due to the small rumoer- of people
knowledgeable in the Corrputer Sciences with whom
ideas can be exchanged, and partly due to the
lack of adequate research funds.

The experience over the years has shown that our
students always have had to adjust in order to
cope with the courses. This is usually a result
of their background. For instance, they often
have learned by rote in high school and hence are
unable to cope with the problem solving techniques
such as corrputer algorithm fornation required by
Computer- Science subject areas. The pre-univer-
sity education in Nigeria is largely the tradit
ional British educational system, which tends to
specialize at high school level, and hence fails
to provide the required broad basis.

At present, all of our students gain their first
exposure to Corrputer Science subjects when first
enrolling in the uni versity , since Corrputer
Science is not taught at the high school level
(as is the case of other subjects such as Math
ematics, Zoology, Physics, etc , ) A three year
degree programme may not provide the students
with adequate knowledge to rreet the various needs
of govemrrent and industry. It is our view that
a four year programme might be sufficient, with
the first year being used to provide necessary
back ground.

The obstacles are to some extent due to the dif
ficulty of communicating with the academic staff
of other departrrents who have been trained mainly
in the classical disciplines such as the Natural
Sciences. We feel that with time this problem

':11 be overcome.

4. CONCWSIONS

This paper serves to illustrate sorre of the prob
lems the I:epartrrent has encountered in its prog
ramrre. In its seven years of existance it has
mounted extension and academic programrres which
have produced graduates for the African and
Nigerian computer- industry. The I:epartrrent is
still in the basic revision stage in its under
graduate programrre, but the postgraduate programrre
has been reasonably stable for the last two years.

Many of the problems common to other Universities
such as machine failure for a ""'ek or so, little
hands-on Software experience, etc. will probably
stay with the I:epartment for sorre tirre. Hccever-,
it has atterrpted to solve the basic problem of
too little dialogue between industry and the
University.

I:epartrrental study of the ACM Corrputer Science
Curriculum 1968 (1) has shown that it is too
impractical for a developing country's needs and
that the IFIP Curriculum (2) seems to be much
closer to providing the solution to these needs.
In addition, it has been seen that the three year
programme is too short to adequately develop the
required experience and academia background that
industry requires in the people it hires from the
universities. The sandwich programrre introduced
in North Arrerican and European universities may
aid in gaining the necessary experience, but it
requires a large industrial base to provide the
jobs for the students.
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TABLE 1: POSTGRADUATEPROGRAMME

1971/72 1972/73 1973/74
,

Enrolled Passed Enrolled Passed Enrolled Passed

Postgraduate Diploma 13 10 8 8 12 8

M3.ster of Science * - - 5~'d, 5*" 4 4

.Doc'ton of Philosophy 1 1 - - - -
" These figures represent the number- of students to satisfy the examination

requirerrent of the Master of Science degrae.

** Two students took the Postgraduate Diploma and the Master of Science
examinations concurrently.
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TABLE 2: "EXTENSION PROGRAHHE

247

]<)70 1971

'0
Q)
[IJ
[IJ

~

1972 1973 1974'"

'0
Q)
[IJ
Ule

Basic Computer Programning

Ftmdamentals of Electronic
rata Processing

Applications Programming

94 40 119 27. 126 52 95 65 83 43 65" 32" 26 11

- - 1 5 26 17 14 13 - -

* Figures are for the first course run in 1974 only.
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The unique constitution and method of operation of the Open University is discussed briefly,
followed by a description of the structure and function of its Student Computing Service. The
approach and content of the courses offered in computing studies are outlined", followed by brief
analyses of the facilities provided for the nineteen other courses with a computing element.
The value of the broadcasting component is analysed and examples will be shown on film of the
most significant techniques used in television programmes. The paper continues with a short
description of our future plans and concludes with a summary of the main characteristics of the
Open Uni vers i ty' s approach.

I. THE OPEN UNIVERSITY

The Open University's approach to computer
education is determined to a large extent by
the University's unique constitution and method
of operation. This paper, therefore, must start
by rehearsing the basic facts about the Univer
sity, so that the picture which I lay before· you
can be viewed in its proper context.

We began teaching in January 1971 and are thus
nearing the end of our fifth year of operation.
Our method of teaching is by a combination of:-

Correspondence Material.
Face-to-face tutorials.
Broadcasting (television and radio).
Summer Schools (for some courses only).

The Correspondence Material subdivides Lnt o t -'

Course Units:- the primary medium for our
teaching.

Supplementary Material:- including study
notes, self-assessment
questions, assignments and
broadcasting commentaries.

Both elements in the broadcasting component are
transmitted nationally by the British Broad
casting Corporation.

I shall describe our computing facilities later
and mention here merely that the courses in
computing studies make use of all the above media,
with the partial exception of Sunnner schcol.s ,

We have no resident undergraduate population
and our students are scattered throughout the
United Kingdom. Apart from tutorials and
summer schools, they work alone at home and
practically all of them have another full time
occupation.

We have just two formal entry requirements. Our
students must be citizens of the United Kingdom
and must, in genera I , be over 21 years of age.
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At present, the student population of the Univer
sity is approaching a steady state. In effect,
this has been imposed upon it by the Government,
which allows us to admit only 20,000 new under
graduates each year. We accordingly expect our
current number of undergraduates of 50,000 to be
approximately repeated next year. The permitted
entry of 20,000 per year falls far short of
satisfying the current demand for places, for we
had 52,000 applications for 1975 and present
indications (February 1975) are that even more
will apply for 1976.

The student of a whole credit course will work at
least 10 - and probably more - hours per week for
32 weeks. His success will depend upon his
continuous assessment results - based on a series
of assignments - and his performance in a
terminal' examina tion.

Ordinary and honours degrees are awarded for a
total of six and eight credits, respectively.
Credit exemption may be awarded for qualifi
cations already held, so that our f i r s t, graduates
actually emerged in small numbers at the end of
1972 - 900 in all. In 1973, there were 3,600
and in 1974, 5,300. These are early days,
though, since we expect most 'students to take at
least five years of study to graduate - and gaps,
Le. years off, are not merely tolerated but
actually encouraged.

At present, the Open University offers a total of
80 courses, including 22 which have a computing
element. Of these, 3 are entirely devoted to
computing studies.

Our face-to-face tuition is provided by, means of
280 regional study centres, scattered throughout
the United Kingdom. At these centres the student
also has the use of a variety of support services,
including a comprehensive library of course media,
television films, radio tapes and course units,
together with television and radio replay facili
ties. These centres also house most of t hr.
terminals of the Student Computing Service.
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2. THE STUDENT COMPUTING SERVICE

The Student Computing Service, which lies within
the structure of the Nathematics Faculty, was
established to provide computing facilities for
all students of the University. It has three
Hewlett Packard 2000F Computers situated in
London, Newcastle (in the North East of England)
and on the University's central campus at Milton
Keynes (in Central England), together with 192
interactive terminals situated in some 160
locations - nearly all of them, as I have men
tioned, in a study centre. These terminals are
available for use from 6 to 10 p vm, (18 to 22
hours) on each week day and on Saturday mornings.
The great majority of the students who use the
Student Computing Service do so by means of these
terminals, the remainder using a postal service
with a one day turn-round.

At this stage, I think it important that I should
pause and ask you to fix in your minds a picture
of the Open University and its Student Computing
Service: 50,000 students sea t tered throughout
the United Kingdom, working at home but periodi
cally visiting one of 280 study centres, 160
of which are equipped with an interactive
terminal; students of all ages over 21, of all
occupations and of all sorts of educational
background, but as motivated and ,determined a
collection of students as exists anywhere; a
daunting but exciting prospect.

Let us now look at some of our problems in
providing computing education for this unique
student body.

3. RESTRICTIONS ON THE OPERATION OF
THE STUDENT COMPUTING SERVICE

There are three significant restrictions on the
operation of the Student Computing Service.

In the first place the student has to make a
real effort in order to use a terminal. He has
to travel to his study centre, which for some is
quite difficult and lengthy and he has to plan
his work ahead so that he can book his terminal
time and then make full.use of it.

The second restriction is that the student,
lucky coincidental meetings apart, is on his own
at the terminal. There is thus a very real
danger that he will have trouble either in
making the terminal work or in understanding the
system I s diagnostic error messages and will
therefore soon become discouraged.

The third restriction is to one single language 
BASIC. BASIC was chosen way back in 1970 as the
best single language for our purpose and we are
still of the same opinion today. We are unfor
tunately prevented from offering a second
language simply by the add i tional cost which
this would involve.

trhe t can we do to remove or reduce these restric
tions? In the first place we must reward the
student. for making the effort to work at a
terminal. This means ensuring that his computing
work definitely helps him to succeed in his
course and to gain his credit. We can enable his
computing work to count towards his assessment
grade, although the fact that; some students are
unable to get to a terminal means that we cannot
make it a compulsory element. This seems to be
the only effective general motivation for student
use of our terminals: it is indeed the only way
we have yet discovered for persuading the great
majority of our students to give time to. compu
ting. Bearing in mind the great pressures under
which they are studying, it is hardly surprising
that they are unimpressed by assurances that
computing, like fresh air, Ls good for one.
(This problem does not arise, of course, where
the student is taking a course entirely devoted
to computing s tud i.e s . )

Effective tutorial help at our terminals still
lies in the future. We cannot afford to man
every terminal throughout the evening, and so we
must concentrate on providing help which is
based on a central tutor. Our ultimate aim is
to implement a semi-automated tutorial system,
based upon the specification which Professor
lv. S. Darn wrote after spending a year with us.
At present, we are quite a long way short of
this. lve have successfully tried out a system
in which a member of the computing staff can
monitor and interrupt anyone of the terminals
logged into his system. He can then either
print out a helpful message on the student I s
terminal or simply ask the student to telephone
him for assistance. The next logical stage,
probably in 1977,. will be to use course tutors
in this way, so that expert guidance on the
content of the course is available to the
student at the terminal.

Since we are restricted to one language only, we
have to concentrate on making it as efficient as
possible. We have, therefore, set out to enhance
the Hewlett Packard version of BASIC. In doing
this we have the primary and overriding aim of
providing the facilities which our own courses
need. Early in 1974 we had the two stimuli of
the inuninent upgrading of our existing Hewlett
Packard 2000B system to Hewlett Packard 2000Fs
and the decision to produce for 1976 a half
credi t third level course on Numerical
Hathematics (M351). It was clear from the outset
that we could not create the course we wanted
without a previous substantial exercise in soft
ware development. This has been carried out,
leading to the successive implementation on our
system of FORTRAN-type Subroutine Subprograms
and Recursion.

One further unfortunate characteristic of the
operation of the Student Computing Service is
that we cannot hope for a consistent level of
use throughout even the available hours of any
one day, let alone throughout the academic year.
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The mid-evening is more popular than the earliest
and latest evening sessions while the computing
component of some courses occurs in discrete
blocks, so that virtually ali the students may be
expected to tackle the work at much the same time.

During the summer months our study centres are
mostly closed and the terminals inaccessible.
This fortunately means that we are not short of
machines for the Summer Schools, at which
tutorial help is always available. Many students
deliberately allow their computing work to ac
cumulate and concentrate on it at Summer School,
thus taking full advantage of the proximity of
both terminal and tutor.

4. COURSES IN COMPUTING STUDIES

The Open University does not offer degress in
specific subj ect disciplines, but it is possible
for a s t udencvto' complete a degree composed
entirely, or almost entirely, of credits in, say,
educational studies or mathematics. However, we
have no intention in the foreseeable future
of offering a combination of courses which could
reasonably be described as making up a degree in
Computer Science. In the first place, we feel
that it would be inappropria te for the Open
University to do this and, secondly, some of us
have the feeling that first degrees in Computer
Science are inadvisable anyway.

whe c do we offer at present? I shall start by
describing the courses which are entirely de
voted to computing studies. In the Mathematics
Faculty, in the Undergraduate Progranune~we have
An Algorithmic Approach to Computing (M251), a
second level half credit course. This is an
introductory course to computing and demands
very little mathematical knowledge. As its name
suggests, it concentrates on the solution of
problems by the development of algorithms,
leading to the subsequent use of the computer.
It is not a course on programming. Starting
with mainly arithmetical exercises, the student
has moved on by the end of the first third of
the course (which draws heavily on set books)
to string handling and the development of sub
routines. The middle third of the course has an
individual unit on the logical design of a
computer and then demonstrates a number of
algorithms which are used to handle data in non
mathematical problems, with particular reference
to commercial data processing. The concluding
rmits deal with software and examine programming
languages and the use of compiling to translate
from one language to another. In brief, this is
a course which has little mathematical content
of any significance, but which contains a great
many computing techniques.

The Digital Computer (TM22J), an inter-faculty
half-credit course production of the Technology
and Mathematics Faculties, aims to present the
general principles, by which computers work and
which lie behind the uses to which they are put,
by specific reference to small computers: the

mini- and micro-computers of currently increasing
interest to engineering and science. First-hand
experience is given to the student by the use of
a small computer, OPUS, specially designed for
the course, which is supplied as a home experi
mental kit. He explores the representation of
charac ters, opera tions and p rocesses in the
computer and the allocation of roles to the
hardware and software.

In this course, the interactive terminal is used
in two distinct ways. Firstly, it is used for
the later practical exercises, the earlier ones
being carried out on OPUS. Since OPUS has only a
small store, a system library program has been
written to simulate a larger version, called
OPUS2. Secondly, the terminal is used for
tutorial purposes. As is usual wi th our courses,
one element in the continuous assessment of the
student is a number of computer marked assign
ments, which employ multiple-choice questions.
This course has 4 such assignments and an ad
ditional 4 mock assignments are available
through the Student Computing Service system.
The student types in his answers, which are then
marked and a helpful message is output in response
to each wrong answer.

computing and Computers (PM951), produced by the
Mathematics Faculty, is a post-experience course,
which means, firstly, that it lies outside the
undergraduate programme, and, secondly, that it
is intended for people who have more or less
completed their formal education and are already
holding a qualified position. It was born in
the conviction that a computer appreciation
course of short duration, however concentrated
its teaching may be, cannot succeed in giving
students a reasoned and balanced view of the
significance of computing to their work. We
believe that the study of computing involves so
many novel concepts that the student needs time
to absorb one dose before he is assailed by the
succeeding one.

As a basic course, PH95 I attempts to give a
general introduction to the whole field of
computing. It contains specially written course
books on systems analysis and design, computer
systems, computability, the uses of computers,
the logical structure of the computer and on its
social impact. As will be clear, since this is,
after all, only a course of some 160 hours, it
concentrates on breadth rather than on depth.
It certainly does not, for instance, set out to
create systems analysts; it aims instead at
enabling each student to decide whether systems
analysis. and design is a field of study which he
could usefully pursue.

Two emphases permeate the course: on the under
standing of concepts rather than on the acqui
si tion of techniques and on the firm grounding
of the student's work in the practical use of the
computer, both by his own personal work at a
terminal and by the development in depth of a
number of case studies, drawn from indus try and
conunerce.
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The student's practical computing work is ex-
pec ted to take him 40 hours - 30 hours of study
and prepare t icn , leading to 10 hours terminal
usage. We felt it very likely that many students
faced, on their own, by a terminal, and posses
sing no previous computing experience whatever,
would find the diagnostic error messages of BASIC
to be quite inadequate .. We accordingly prepared
an elementary version of the language, to which
we gave the highly original name of Basic BASIC.
This is in the main a subse t of BASIC, but has
augment.ed string handling, TRACE and DUMP
facilities, together with error messages which
are tailor-made for the specific exercises
which the students are attempting. This turned
out to be quite a slow language to use, but the
novices among the students find this apparent
defect to be reassuring. Those who are already
efficient pr-og rammer s are encouraged to move on
quickly to the use of BASIC itself.

5. COURSES WHICH CONTAIN A COHPUTING ELEHENT

In addition to the courses which are entirely
devoted to computing studies, a total of 19
other courses contain an element of computing
and currently use the Student Computing Service.

Among these is the full credit Mathematics
Foundation Course (MIOO). As one of its purposes
it aims to give the student a foundation in the
use of computers to solve problems in mathematics.
About 10% of the student's time, about 35 hours,
is spent on computing, including 10 hours of ex
pected terminal use. The student studies both
the theory and the practice of computing, for
which he uses a programming laboratory which
introduces him to the main features of the BASIC
language. The aim is that he should end with an
ability to construct some quite sophisticated
programs and tha t he should thoroughly unders tand
the successive stages of:-

developing an algori thm -+ flow chart -+ program -+
testing the program -+ resul ts.

Most students who continue with mathematics after
the Foundation Course move on to the Linear
Mathematics course (M20I), another full credit
course. Computing in this course basically
consists of the use of system library programs
to help drive home the theory covered in some of
the units. This applies to about one third of
the course, d ;e , 10 units. The principle con
cepts involved are ill-conditioning, instability,
approximating functions, and simulation.

The third level ha Lfv'c'redd t; course, Partial
Differential Equations of Applied Ma~cs
(M321) involves the student in 2 hours work at
the terminal. Here the service is used as a
teaching aid to illustrate numerical solutions
of partial differential equations, for which the
necessary programs are provided, with an option
to the student of writing some small further
programs for himself.

The Technology Foundation Course (TIOO) asks the
student to do 5 hours of terminal exercises, with
the option, if he wishes, of a further 5 hours
during which he learns to program in BASIC. The
prescribed terminal exercises mainly use system
library programs to illustrate and reinforce
various concepts of the course.

In Sys tems Behaviour (T24 I), a second level
course, the student again spends 5 hours at a
terminat , using system library programs to simu
late the behaviour of systems. The chosen
systems are a deep sea container port and studies
in ecology and economics. The aim here is to
highlight the problems of simulation - how
complex a model is needed, how the results should
be in terpre ted. For Sys tems Hanagement (T242)
the system library programs give a simple simu
lation of a railway system. Provision is also
made, for the students to manipulate a data file.
In Systems Modelling (T341) a third level course,
exercises are provided to give practical experi
ence of modelling and problem solving techniques.

Moving to the Faculty of Social Sciences, in New
Trends in Geography (D281) exercises introduce
the students to the use of Statistical Analysis
to test hypotheses and to show the power of the
computer in doing this. For Historical Data and
the Social Sciences (D30J). statistical packages
provide the means of analysing data. l-licro
economics (D222) uses a Linear Prograrrming
package to assist in making cost and production
decisions. The students of Sta tis tical Sources
(D29 I ) are provided wi th a pocket elec tronic
calculator and use the computing service for
those statistical exercises which involve a
great volume of calculation. They also use
system library programs on population projection,
crowding estimation from census data and for
measuring inequality in a distribution.

The Faculty of Educational Studies uses in
Hethods of Educational Enquiry (E34 I ) 8 programs
provided by the Service for the statistical
analysis of students I data from their own
individual surveys.

The Open University has quite a variety of inter
faculty courses and a number of these contain a
computing element. Elementary Mathematics for
Science and Technology (MST28I ) which is a half
course and a condensed version of the Mathematics
Foundation Course, maintains the same aim as MIOO
for its computing componen t , bu t adop ts a
different approach. In general, the theory of
computing is missing but the practical computing
is retained. This course uses the smaller lan
guage of Basic BASIC at its start and leads on
later to the full language BASIC itself. In
Statistics: An Interdisciplinary Approach (HDT24I )
a program is provided which simulates a desk
calculator. The students use this program at
terminals to plan and to solve statistical
problems. Mechanics and Applied Calculus
(MST282) contains the use of system library
programs to show some numerical techniques for
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solving differential equations and, finally,
Solids, Liquids and Gases (ST285) uses a library
program to calculate the Beattie Bridgman
equation of state of argon. The student can
either run the program with provided sample data
Or with his owr data.

That, I hope, has given you some idea of the
variety of courses and of type of usage with
which the Student Computing Service is now
involved.

6. THE BROADCASTING CCMPONENT

I shall not describe the nature of our wri tten
materials or our examinations, for they can be
easily read and assessed by themselves. But
our experience in making and, in cases of d'i aas-'
tel', ur-gentIy remaking. broadcasting programmes is
more unusual. Our facility for using a national
broadcasting network is perhaps un i.que , but
television, in particular, is an expensive
medium for teaching and it is not always easy to
judge whether and to what extent the expense
is justified. How much, for example, is it
worth just to fit a face and a personality on
to the name of a member of a course team?

In the opening sc~Ue:...of the first tele-
vision programme of PM951 - Computing and
Computers, in one real sense it does not
matter what the man is saying. Above all, he
is tacitly admitting that he has some responsi
bility for what follows in the course. In
effect, he is offering himself as a target for
criticism if the student becomes bored or if
mistakes turn up. Perhaps the next time he
appears, the students will groan I The point I
wish to stress is that they have someone to
whom they can react, a living person instead of
just a name on the printed page. 'olithout this,
our courses would be poorer.

On the other hand, what this particular man is
saying really does matter. He has been intro
duced as the visiting expert: he will deliver
his message and probably depart from the course
thereafter.

Quite a lot of our broadcasting is a substitute
for conventional teaching. We use radio, for
example, to take a student through the execution
of an algorithm, step-by-step. We have talks by
individuals on, say, the history of computing.
In these radio programmes especially, the
expert mus t also be a skilful performer if he
is to retain the listener's interest for an
un.interr\IPted twenty minutes. Discussion radio
programmes are perhaps easier listening but are
probably less ¢ffective as a teaching device.

In the computing field, television has two
particularly valuable uses. Firs t , the viewer
can be taken to the ac tual computer

installation, can see it working and can meet the
staff involved with it. This demands filming on
location, but the film can easily be Incorpcrated
into a studio television programme and be inter
spersed with discussion and comment.

The second valuable use lies in making thp.
invisible visible. The..:installation:·.in one of our
programmes, at a large biscuit factory, uses a net
work of terminals from which the orders are typed in.
This naturally demands some method for poiling
the terminals to arrange the efficient receipt
and recording of the orders. In order to explain
the concept of polling we used this animation.

I believe myself that this combination of film
and animation is very powerfuL Let me acknoe
ledge here that the academics of the Open
Universi ty have a truly great advantage in
working in partnership with the Bri tish Broad-
casting Corporation. Many of our programmes
were planned in conjunction with the B.B.C.,
the animation was devised and executed .by the
B.B.CTs Graphics Department and above all,
were produced by the B. B. C.

7. OUR FUTURE PLANS

It is significant in the first place that Open
University courses are created for a limited
period only. This means in practice that
active consideration of whether, or how, to
revise our existing courses becomes necessary
before we have even completed our programme for
the first time 'r otmd , Next year, for example,
we have to decide how to re-write the post
experience course, Computing. and Computers,
which might mean changing anything from one
third to 90 per cent of it. In 1976, similarly,
M2S1,An Algorithmic Approach to Computing, will
have to be reconsidered.

The conuni tment of staff to these re-writes, and
to maintaining the flow of assessment and
examination materials for all the existing
courses, inevitably restricts the scope of our
future plans. We hope, however, to write a third
undergraduate course to complement M251 and TM221,
most probably, in the broadest sense, on systems.
We are in the early stages of planning an inter
faculty COurse covering all aspects of the im
pact of computing upon our society. We have
also held a number of quite productive meetings
with representatives of the Education Board of
the British Computer Society. These arose from
the mutual belief that there is a fast growing
need for a basic computing qualification to be
available to all professional people and not
just to those in the computing field. Once
this need has been established and a suitable
course defined, it is very possible that the
Open University will become involved in its
manufacture and presentation.
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8. SUHMARY

Let me, in conclusion, try to surrnnarise the
characteristics of the Open University's
approach to computer education.

The Open Uni versi ty is ,. for bet ter or worse,
unusual , Above all, it can make no as s ump t Lons

about the academic background of its students.
It is large - to the extent that it is already
unwieldy and slow to' change - and it is so
successful in.attracting students that. it is
under great pressure to expand as quickly as it
can. At present, however, it is not allowed by
the Government to expand in any substantial way.
Yet a change in the official policy is
certainly possible at any time; so the staff of
the Universi ty mus t be prepared wi th condi tiona!
plans for the future. However, its academic
staff cannot just plan and write new courses,
they have also to maintain and re-write
existing ones. So it will in any case be a
long time before we achieve the spectrum of
computing courses which we should like to have.

Our courses have to be provided via the facili
ties of the Studen t Computing Service, i. e. wi th
the use of interactive terminals and the one
language of BASIC. He shall probably never be
able to supply a full tutorial facility at these
terminals; for example, even the provision of
visual display units seems a formidable under
taking when one considers that we should need
192 of them. On the other hand, we have un
rivalled broadcasting facilities which are
continually improving and developing.

'ole are not aiming to provide a degree in Computer
Science. We have so far adopted the half-credit
computing course as our uni t (16 uni ts of work
of 10 hours each). Outside our degree
programme we offer one basic course (PM951)
which is aimed at a very wide audience and
whdch accordingly makes very few demands on
mathematical ability. ',Jithin the degree
programme we have two more specialised courses,
one primarily on algorithms and the other one
on hardware. There are computing components in
19 other courses, ranging from a wide assortment
of "black box" packages to a variety of logical
models of the computer.

The components of our courses are also varied.
We have a course wi th no set book (PM95 I ) where
almost all of the material was freshly written,
a course which uses set books (M251) and one with
a horne experimental kit (TM221), the very power
ful computer, OPUS (which incidentally is here
for you to play with if you wish). We have
designed at least five distinct conceptual
rmde Ls of the computer - aimed to serve very
different purposes for equally diverse audiences
- and none of them perfect, of course!

In terms of future courses entirely on computing,
we have our eyes on a third level course on
systems, on the impact of computing on our

society and on the growing need for a qualifi
cation ~hich will effectively help in
communication between the computing specialists
and the rest of professional people.
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A university program and curriculum for Informatics are described and the
development steps that have led to its implementation are analyzed. The full
university program for Informatics has been operational in Sweden over a four
year period. The contents and course material of the curriculum have several
features in common with Informatics activities carried out within a number of
U.S. universities as well as European. The Informatics curriculum and its objec
tives are described together with its contents and the practical experiences of
running this program .for education and training. In an attempt at evaluatioTI
the results are presented together with follow-up facts about the students, their
backgrounds, careers, job placement and other relevant issues.

1. INTRODUCTION

The following presentation is a descrip
tion of the step by step development "and
implementation of a curriculum and prog
ram in Informatics, for all universities
in one of the Scandinavian countries,
namely Sweden. The scope of "Infor-
ma t i.c s " ("Informatik ll in Swed i s h ) stands
for "Information Science and Technologyl!.
Informatics is defined as that discipline
which includes: l'Structure and properties
of information and communication as well
as theory and methods for the transfer,
storage, retrieval, evaluation and dis
tribution of information, and further
more the processes and activities that
mediate knowledge from source to user
and are based on systems, cybernetics~

automation and technology for human
work environments in timely and current
praxis". The Swedish curriculum and
university program for Informatics rep
resent a digested projection from about
fifteen U.S. univers.ities and a number
of European trends. The curriculum
development started in 1967, and the
gradual improvement of shorter courses
had led to the final implementation of
a 1 1/2 year university program at the
senior graduate level; that is, last
year of a Masters Degree or Post Gradu~

ate to those who have an earlier univer
sity degree.

The program has already been in operation
during the past four years. It is truly
interdisciplinary and open to graduate
students and professionals with an aca
demic background in many different "
fields: For example, engineering, manage
ment, science, medicine, agriculture,
business administration, geosciences,
ecology, industrial psychology and tele
communication.
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2. OBJECTIVES OF THE PROGRAM

The following educational objectives
have been specified and used as a frame
of reference for the curriculum contents
presented later in the text:

- To give the students knOWledge about
the structure of available information
resources wtthin society, indus·try and
trade as well as giving practical in
sight and skill in their utilization.
(Al-3)

- To make the students acquaintecl with
basic theories and methods, and their
application for the communication and
organizing of information. (81)

- To transfer knowledge about the design
and synthesis of information systems
having large permanent storage files,
and their use within a number of appli
cation areas and informatics activ
ities. (82)

- To create ability for each student to
individually and critically suggest
solutions to specific practical infor
matics tasks within different applica
tion areas. (B3)

- To give in depth understanding of de
sign, development and evaluation of
interactive systems and communicative
applications of informatics. (Cl-3)

3. OUTLINE OF THE PROGRAM

Before listing the details we shall sur
vey the basic philosophy and major
issues of this specific university pro
gram in informatics. A student can enter
the program having acquired anyone
among a variety of university back
grounds, including business school or
engineering school. Scientists, econo
mists, psychologists, M.D.'s, military
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officers or industrial managers are
equally \;elcome. Those \;ho do not have
an earlier degree get a Masters with
last year specialization in informatics.
The math kno\;ledge needed is at the
junior college level.

The full-year program starts \;ith a one
month prerequisite course module of in
troductory non-numerical information
processing and administrative data pro
cessing. Having fulfilled this course
the students are allo\;ed to complete the
remaining nine months including a thesis.
The thesis is done as a sort of junior
consultant work with an outside organi
zation, industry, corporate business,
hospital, patent firm, or information
center. The thesis \;ork is implemented
during 2-3 months as a pilot project,
design module or prototype testing in
fulfillment of an internship or on-the
job practice within the respective out
side body, at the end of the full year.
In addition a 1/2 year C-course exists.
In general, the program is slanted to\;ard
the system analysis and cybernetics ap
proach. The philosophy is to teach meth
odology and management rather than tech
niques. The graduates wou Ld become man
agers capable of decision making, crude
design, synthesis, and evaluation of
information and communication systems,
as a protection against technical gad
getry or point rationalization. The pro
gram does not train circuit designers,
programmers or hardware technicians but
rather professionals for brainware and
know-jiow ,

An emphasis is put on the transfer, com
munication and overall utilization of
information using todays current multi
media, networks, teleprocessing, satel
lites and videophones as a gross part
of societal activities such as:

international communications
trade and marketing information
industrial directories
legal information
medical records
engineering applications
insurance files
microfilm retrieval
educational material
videofiled TV programs
investment and finance news
police dossiers
social records
publishing media etc.

After graduation, the information scien
tist (Informatiker ~ Informatician) \;ould
would be able to make sound assessments
and outlines for information systems
architecture and informatics design
structures. He should also be capable of

judgment on issues like the creeping
bureaucratic privacy invasion and paper
pollution by forms, inquiries about per
sonal data, or "ad lib ll declarations
claimed "necessary for statistics" or
this or that haphazard reason.

The fullfledged information scientist
would be trained for the executive level
to become a manager, director or vice
president. The professional advancement
possibilities partially depend on e~rlier

academic training and background.
Throughout his career development he
\;ould hold positions and titles such as:

vice president, information
director of information
information manager
information center executive
information systems analyst
manager of informaticn and communica-

tion
chief, information science
information liaison
scientific attache

In his career the information scientist
\;ould advance through some of the above
listed professional functions.

4. DEVELOPMENT BACKGROUND

In 1964 to 1965 the first pilot course
related to 11Informatics'l was held at the
Royal Institute of Technology (RIT).
That course was intended as a one-year,
part-time education for people having an
academic degree and already working
\;ithin or planning to enter the field of
information science and technology.
Since then, half a dozen similar experi
mental courses have been put together
and launched by RIT and other bodies.

Also at the RIT and Stockholm University
jointly, yearly courses have been given
since 1966, lectured by the author and
termed "Informatology and Information
Systems". This topic has been a third
year, concentrated cOurse for advanced
students of "Information Processing
especially Administrative Data Pro"
cessing (ADP)". Identical university
courses have later come into existence
in Gothenburg, Lund, Uppsala, Vmea and
Linkoping as a regular training.

Bet\;een 1966 and 1969 the author \;orked
as an expert member of an overall plann
ing committee for future education in
informatics. The committee studied the
existing training schemes of most of the
countries concerned. Different committee
members officially visited the follo\;ing
countries: Denmark, Holland, England,
Norway, Finland. Individual visits were
also made to other countries and inter-
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national conferences. The author studied
most of the schemes for information
science and technology available then in
the U.S. He met with the representatives
of, a~d/or visited, fifteen universities:
Columbia ~nd City University of New York,
U.C.L.A., U.S.C., V.C. at Berkeley,
Stanford University, Ohio State Univer
sity, Case Western Reserve University,
Georgia Institute of Technology,Florida
State University, Florida Atlantic Uni
versity, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, University of Maryland,
Syracuse University, and SUNY at Buffalo.

At the end of 1969, the committee pre
sented a plan and made recommendations
on the course of action. One of the
issues was establishing IIInformatik l 1

(~ Informatics) as a separate science
subject in all Universities and with one
consistent educational program. The name
INFORMatik was chosen for a number of
reasons and one of them was to maintain
empathy, whereas a few data-related epi
thets were found to be inadequate,
narrow or even somewhat passe. The
informatics program came into existence
in 1971 at the RIT and Stockholm Univer
sity combined. Step by step the identi
cal program is being extended to the
other universities.

In Finland at the Tampere University
similar courses on II Lnfor-me t i k" have
come into existence and the text books
used are much the same as in Sweden. In
Norway the identical conception and
meaning is put into the word "Infor
matikk" while related courses are being
planned. Admittedly the Swedish Infor
matics curriculum has been inspired by
a few U.S. university programs mentioned
above, but over the past year more than
three Masters programs have appeared
in the U.S. that much resemble the
Swedish approach. Thus, at Syracuse
University and the University of Pitts
burgh the curriculi have many features
and texts in common with our informatics
program at Stockholm University. The
programs and curriculi at the universi
ties, having similar contents, bear
various names but their nature and the
institutions are in essence the same. At
the University of Pittsburgh there is
the 1'Interdisciplinary program in Infor
mation Science (IOIS) and at Syracuse
University the relevant program is
housed in the School of Information
Studies. Similar texts, books and topics
are f e a tur-ed in the program "General
Management Systems and Organizational
Cybernetics" (GEMSOC) at George Washing
ton University. Furthermore, a related
slant to general systems and cybernetics

is found at Georgia Institute of Techno
logy within the Information Science Pro
gram.

Of recent date and only partly tested
are the contents suggestions and model
curriculi of ACM and IFIP TC3. The ACM
study offers a framework for a program
in llInformation Analysis and Systems De
sign ll

, while the TC3 group has scetched
an outline for a curriculum for "Infor
mation Systems Designers". Although
several texts and courses concur it
seems as if those two models are slight
ly more "processing and CPU-oriented'1.
They also give reference to several tra
ditional textbooks on programming, sta
tistics and operations research excluding
some recent works on the design, archi
tecture and behaviour re information sys
tems. The Swedish 1'Informatics 1' curri
culum is rather geared at multidiscipli
nary designs for communication and infor
mation utilities. In other respects the
following issues are mutually empha
sized:

- education for a professional career.

- application to a wide range of prob-
lems.

- a broader view emphasizing human
users.

- student recruitment from different
backgrounds and experiences.

- aimed at in-depth understanding of
analysis, design, implementation,
evaluation, environmental criteria
and methodology.

a single year up to 1 1/2 year in
length but preferably less than 2
years duration including internship
practice.

- high-level university training or
post-graduate continuing education.

Although the above commented programs
and curriculi have come into existence
independently and in different years
they all seem to converge by and large.
Some of the textbooks and monographs
used are cited in the bibliographic re
ferences below. These citations are not
an exhaustive listing, since several
journal articles, mimeographed papers,
and manuals in Swedish, English and Ger
man are used as well. The curriculum
might be categorized as a synoptic Ph.D.
program on a Masters budget. A condensed
one-year version of the program could
easily be implemented on a trial basis
in developing countries. This would only
require a few visiting professors with
local assistant instructors.
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5. COI'TENTS Of THE PROGRAM

Course Module Al - Introductory Informa
tion Processing (4 units)

- Introductory non-numerical information
processing and administrative data pro
cessing. Elementary business data pro
cessing systems, cornputers and BASIC pro
gramming in dialog mode.

Course Module A2 - Methods, Application
Areas and Environments of Informatics
(6 units)

- General orientation about the meaning
of informatics, kinds of information,
ways of transfer and communication.

- Technological and scientific communica
tion. Information sources and receivers.
Primary information, origin, quality,
editing and costs. Secondary information,
abstracts, surveys and state-of-art. In
formal information exchange and comple
mentary messages.

- Current media and methods of informa
tion handling. Content analysis and con
cept no"tation, systematizing, coding,
ordering, classification, directories,
thesaurus structures, indexing, extract
ing, citation and formating. Orientation
about available information centers and
factual data bases.

- COlnmuni,cation in and between different
sizes and kinds of organizations, enter
prises, interest groups and na"tj"onal and
international bodies. Administrative and
organizational aspec"ts of operational
information within science, technology,
education, commerce and government. In
ternational cooperation and coordination
of informatioll "transfer, standardization
and language adaptation. Role and status
of information professionals.

- Different information media, their re
producibility and system life cycles.

- Practical exercises in information in
put, storage and retrieval.

Course Module A3 - Computer Based Systems
and Automated Methods of Informatics
00 units)

- Information and data within administra
tive" ADP and non-numerical information
processing. Introduction to inTormation
systems theory.

- Pr-incip Le s of storing information on
records. File organization, file hand~

ling, data structures and generalized
data-base management systems.

- Search and retrieval (IR) ahd selective
dissemination (SDI) of information. Ret
rospective IR vs current awareness. For
mated and free-text systems. Formulations
of queries, profiles, search strategies.
Computer interaction and dialogs.

- Exercises on available operational re
trieval systems including the analysis of
their construction and functional pros
and cons. "

- Evaluation criteria of performanc~ and
economy for the architecture, design and'
synthesis of information systems.

Course Module Bl - Theoretical Founda
tions and Scientific Basis of Informatics
00 units)

- Cybernetics 1 with adaptive systems.
Cybernetics 2 with evolving systems,
growth and ecosystems. Classes of sys
tems, analysis, levels of resolution and
aggregation, controllability and model
ing. Descriptive and formalized models
and validation. Operative and directive
information.

- Theories about intelligence, diagnosis
and decision processes, intellect, brain
functions and thought prqcesses. Innova
tion theory, processes for invention,
creativity, problem solving and reasoning.

- Human information processing and man as
an operator and link in automated man/
machine systems for informatics. The en
gineering and ergonomic side of informa
tion systems where man and machine inter
act. Occupational health aspects on the
informatioh scientist~s work and the in
formation user~s channel capacity and
perceptive ability.

- Information value and its dependence
of fast communication and '!expensive 'l
transfer. Automated information systems
and electronics for efficient transfer
of ipformation in pictures, writing and
audio. Presentation via pictorial, tex
tual and data displays, cable television,
video phones etc.

- Information channels, diffusion routes
and flow patterns in context to informa
tics. Non-stored information, "audio
visual communication, conferences and
non-formal human communication. Know
ledge about multimedia research and
existing physical media for informatics.
Possible use of fragmentary and non-
f or-ma L'i z ed information in making con
clusions and finding problem solutions.
Intelligence activities, security and
safeguards for information.
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Course Module B2 - Organization and
Administration within Informatics
(5 units)

- Administrative cybernetics in organi
zations and society and the indications
for representation, construct, structur
ing and organizing of information. Goal
formulation and objectives for control
and management of information systems.

- Formation and function of organiza~

tions where information digestion exists
at "high frequency't, Information and
reporting systems in different organiza
tions, corporate business, industries,
hospitals, libraries, archives and
enterprises. Different types and uses
of information and specialized sources
such as patent collections, personnel
files, stored graphs and drawings, etc.

- Administration of scientific and tech
nical communication, information centers
and decentralization. Control and admin
istration of research and development
and their coupling to operational infor
mation systems with regard to long-range
planning. Industrial and management in
formation systems. Tracing and utiliza
tion of innovations by means of com
puters for the creation of idea banks
in futuristics. Strategic value of in
formation.

- Integrated information systems, tele
processing and autolnated information
networks. Compatibility, convertibility
and reliability. Legal matters, privacy
and integrety when using information and
the sequels for users and sources.

- International information networks and
cooperation in short-run, mid-term and
long-range planning, economics and
further developments of different appli
cation areas for informatics including
automated record handling. Information
networkS, computer nets, information
utilities and their societal roots.

Course Module B3 - Thesis and design
lmplementatlon or experimental testing
of a specific informatics task within
a practical environment or' real-world
situation. (5 units)

Course Module Cl - Communications
(5 unlts)

- Communication between humans as ~oJell

as computers, data bases and information
utilities. Principles of data security
and telet~ansmission for information
systems and networks.

Course Hodu I.e C2 - Interactive Informa
tion systems and Other Current Applica
tions. (10 units)

- In-depth analysis, close-up examina
tion and laboratory experiments with
interactive information systems, tele
conferencing or other actual applications
of informatics. Technical report on re
search findings to be submitted.

Course Module C3 - Informatics Seminar
Series (5 units)

- Seminar series carried out through
oral presentation of experiences and
test results reported in course module
C2, before the students enter a written
examination.

6. RESULTS AND EVALUATION

About 30 students once yearly have en
tered this Swedish informatics program
over the past four years. They all have
come from a handful of different but
clear-cut working areas, fields or dis
ciplines such as: engineering, physics,
economics, psychology, education, bio
medicine, data processing, telecommuni
cations, basic science, building & con
struction, business or federal adminis
tration and industrial management. The
disciplinary spread is even. The rr pr o 
ducts'! i.e. those students who graduated
or passed the informatics program have
found job positions mainly in: industry,
information centers, consul"ting firms,
computer companies, telecommunication
corporations or lecturing. Several stu
dents were on part-time leave of absence
from their already existing employment
within the just mentioned work-environ
ments. This again verifies that the or
ganizations have a certain confidence
and belief in the practicality and use
fulness of the informatics education and
training. Furthermore, most of these
organizations have continued their habit
of sending one or two new students for
enrollment in the program at every up
coming semester. Those students who are
maintaining a job position in parallel
tend to go through their informatics
studies at a somewhat protracted pace,
but with excellent grades. Just as many
of the full-timers account for the fact
that only 2/3 of the students manage to
pass the program without delay. The
thesis requirement seems to add to this
effect. The exposure to cases and read
ings is quite comprehensive at the pace
of one textbook per week. Still the pre
sent throughput has been estimated as
appropriate in order to guarantee !'high
quality" products i.e. full-fledged
professionals, information scientists.
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Resources: A Systems Approach. Associa
tion for Systems Management, Cleveland,
1974.

ACKOFF, R.L. & EMERY, F.E.: On Purpose
ful Systems. Aldine-Atherton, N.Y., 1972.

AMOSOV, N.M.: Modeling of Thinking and
the Mind. Spartan, N.Y., 1967.

ARBIB, M.A.: The Metaphorical Brain - An
Introduction to Cybernetics as Artificial
Intelligence and Brain Thory. Wiley, N.Y.
1972.

BEER, S.: Brain of the Firm; the Mana
gerial Cybernetic-s of Organization.
Penguin, London, 1972.

BURCH, J.G. & STRATER, F.R.: Information
Systems; Theory and Practice.' Hamilton,
Santa Barbara, 1974.

CLELAND, D.I. & KING, W.R.: Management;
A Systems Approach, Me Graw-Hill, N.Y.,
1972.

KLIR, J. & VALACH, M.: Cybernetic Model
ing. Iliffe, London, 1967.

LANGEFORS, B.: Theoretical Analysis of
Information Systems. Auerbach, Pa., 1973,
(pp. 87-329)

LANGEFORS, B.: Systems for Control of
Organizations, Lund, 1970.

MATTHEWS, D.Q.: The Design of the Manage
ment Information System. Auerbach, Pa.,
1971-

MILLER, J.G.: Living Systems. McGraw
Hill, N.Y., 1974.

MURDICK, R.G. & ROSS, J.E.: Information
Systems for Modern Management. Prentice
Hall, N.J., 1971-

OPTNER, S.F.: Systems Analysis for BUpi
ness and Industrial Problem Solving.
Prentice-Hall, N.J., 1965.

ROSE, J. (ed.): Survey of Cybernet .ic s .
Iliffe, London, 1969.
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Effective Planning. Wiley, N.Y., 1969.

SIMON, H.A.: The Science of the Artifi
cial. M.I.T., Cambridge, 1970.

van GIGCH, J.P,: Applied General Systems
Theory, Harper & Row, N.Y.-London, 1974.

WILSON, G. & WILSON, M.E.: From Idea to
Working Model. Wiley, N.Y., 1970.
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BLAIR, R.N. & WHITSTON, C.W.: Elements of
Industrial Systems Engineering. Prentice
Hall, N.J., 1971-

CHERRY, C.: World Communication. Wiley,
N.Y., 1971-

CHURCHMAN, C.W.: The Design of Inquiring
Systems - Basic Concepts of Systems and
Organization. Basic, N.Y., 1971.
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GERBNER, G., GROSS, L.P., MELODY, W.H.,
(eds.): Communications Technology and
Social Policy. Wiley, N.Y., 1973.

de GREENE, K_: Sociotechnical Systems,
Factors in Analysis, Design and Manage
ment. Prentice-Hall, N.J., 1973.

LASZLO, E. (ed.): The World System,
Models, Norms, Variations. Braziller,
N.Y., 1974.

MARTIN, J.: future Developments in Tele
communications. Prentice-Hall, N.J.,
1971.

MARTIN, J.: Introduction to Teleprocess
ing. Prentice-Hall, N.J., 1972.
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Transmission. Prentice-Hall, N.J., 1970.

MARTIN, J.: Teleprocessing Network Or
ganization, Prentice-Hall, N.J., 1970.
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Wiley, N.Y. 1973.
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Washington, 1974.
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N.J., 1972.

SACKMAN, H. & BORKO, H. (eds.): Com
puters and the Problems of Society.
AfIPS, N.J., 1972.

STEINER, G.A.: Top Management Planning.
Macmillan, London, 1969.
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AMERICAN SOCIETY fOR INfORMATION SCIENCE.
Annual Proceedings, Vol. 5-11, 1968
1974, ASIS, Washington.

AMERICAN fEDERATION fOR INfORMATION PRO
CESSING SOCIETIES. Proceedings, Vol. 34
43, 1969-1974, AfIPS, N.J.

ANNUAL REVIEW Of INfORMATION SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY; CUADRA, C. (ed.), Vol. 3-9,
1968-1974, ASIS, Washington.

GENERAL SYSTEMS YEARBOOK, Vol. I-XIX,
1956-1974, Society for General Systems
Research, Washington.

IDEAS fOR MANAGEMENT. International
Meetings Proceedings. Association for
Systems Management, 1968-1974, Cleve
land.

Course Module Cl:

BECKER, H.B.: functional Analysis of
Information Networks. Wiley, N.Y., 1973.

DAVIES, D.W. & BARBER, D.: Communication
Networks for Computers. Wiley, N.Y.1973.

DEBONS, A. (ed.): Information Science,
Search for Identity. Marcel Dekker, N.Y ..
1974.

GREENBERGER, M., et al (eds.): Networks
for Research and Education, Sharing of
Computers and Information Resources
Nationwide. MIT, Cambridge, 1974.

HENDERSON, M. (ed.), & MEADOW, C.T.:
Interactive Bibliographic Systems. U.S.
A.E.C., Springfield, 1973.

MARTIN, J.: Design of Man-Computer Dia
logues. Prentice-Hall, N.J., 1973.

MARTIN, J.: Security, Accuracy and Pri
vacy in Computer Systems. Prentice-Hall,
N.J., 1973.

Course Modules C2-3:

ABRAMSON, N. & KUO, f.f. (eds.): Com~

puter Communication Networks. Prentice
Hall, N.J., 1973.

DEBONS, A. & CAMERON. W. (eds.): Infor
mation Science. Noordhoff, Groningen,
1974.

FOX, J. (ed.): Computer-Communications
Networks and Teletraffic. Polytechnic,
Brooklyn, Wiley, N.Y., 1972.

GRIMSDALE, R.L. & KUO, f.f. (eds.): Com
puter Communication Networks. Noordhoff,
Groningen, 1974.

HOffMAN, L.J. (ed.): Security and Pri
vacy in Computer Systems. Wiley, N.Y.,
1973.

ICCC-72, International Computer Communi
cation Conference. Proc. 1st, Washing
ton, 1972.

ICCC-74, International Computer Communi
cation Conference. Proc. 2nd, Stockholm,
1974.

RUSTIN, R. (ed.): Computer Networks.
Prentice-Hall, N.J., 1972.

WALKER, D.E. (ed.): Interactive Biblio
graphic Search, the User-Computer Inter
face. AfIPS, N.J., 1971.

van TASSEL, D.: Computer Security Mana
gement. Prentice-Hall, N.J., 1972.
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"Cur-r-fcu Ium '68, Recommendations for Academic Programs in Computer Science,
A Report of the ACM Curriculum Committee on Computer Science" has been
undergoing critical review for the purpose of the preparation of a revised
and updated set of recommendations. In this paper, the initial part of
this review will be presented as well as background material covering
developments in computer science education since the publication of the
1968 report. An extensive bibliography of materials on computer science
education is included.

BACKGROUND

"Cur r Lcu lum '68, Recommenda tions for
Academic Programs in Computer Science,
A Report of the ACM Curriculum Committee
on Computer Science", C3S (1968), has
served a critical role in the development
of computer science education, establishing
the field as an academic discipline and
providing a framework for the description
of courses and programs.

Many of the current textbooks in computer
science describe their contents by referenc
ing the courses of "Curriculum '68".
Many articles, describing courses and
programs, in the literature of computer
science education measure their offerings
against the ACM 1968 recommendations.
At the 1974 Computer Science Conference,
in announcing faculty openings, several
institutions referenced courses to be
taught by the course numbers of "Curriculum
'68".

"Curriculum '68" in its present form has,
however, been available for six years.
Its origins can be traced back further,
C3S (1965). For some time requests for
updates and revisions reflecting changes
in technology and experience in offering
instruction in computer science have been
made, but such revisions have not come
about on any major scale. Requests for
such updates have included that of the
IFIP World Conference on Computer Education
1970. This paper reports the initial work
in producing the revised curriculum.

CURRICULUM IMPLEMENTATION AND
DEVELOPMENT SINCE "CURRICULUM '68"

Studies of computer science curriculum
implementation since the publication of
"Curriculum '68 Tt have been conducted and
reported by Ehgel (1971), Hamblen (1969),
Hamblen (1970), Hamblen (1972), and
Walker (1973). The data from these
surveys indicate that the courses of
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"Curriculum '68" are offered with signifi
cant frequency at educational institutions
in the United States. The data also
indicates, however, that certain courses
require additional consideration. These
include the courses B3, Discrete Structures,
B4, Numerical Calculus, 16, Switching
Theory, 17, Sequential Machines, A4,
System Simulation, A3, Analog and Hybrid
Computing, A6, Computer Graphics, and A8,
Large Scale Information Processing Systems.
It is interesting to note that courses B3,
16, and 17 represent most of the theoreti
cal component of the undergraduate program
of "Curriculum '68", indicating that
experience dictates that the entire
theoretical component needs further evalua
tion. Course B4 appears to need study
regarding its placement in the curriculum
and the relationship of the course to
other courses in numerical mathematics.
Course A4 appears to need additional
focus as to content direction, and place
ment. Courses A3, A6, and A8 seem to
suffer from a lack of equipment or personnel
in most cases, but appear to raise the
question of their necessity in detailed
specification in a limited curriculum.
Course II, Data Structures, though offered
with more frequency than the others
mentioned here, is offered with the lowest
frequency of the core courses of "Cur-r-LcuIum
t68 1l

• Considering the critical position
of this course in the recommendations, it
too requires additional study.

It can also, of course, be observed that
in considering the courses of "Curriculum
'68", the date of publication of the report,
and the subsequent development of additional
instructional materials indicate that there
is a need, in the case of all the courses
to evaluate and further develop the referenc
ing materials ..

Atchison observed at the C3S meeting at the
1971 FJCC, that the Committee, in the prep
aration of "Curriculum '68 TT

, had side
stepped the issue of service courses in
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favor of what was then the more pressing
issue of definition of the field of computer
science. From the data of the curriculum
studies cited above, it is clear that
service courses represent a major under
taking of the departments and hence
consideration must be given to this area in
considering revisions of the recommendations.
Topics which may be considered include the
a ppropriateness of courses like Bl as a
service course, the nature and content of
computer appreciation or computers and
society courses, the role of special
application courses, the role of special
language courses, and course work above a
one course offering in the service area.

Experience, based on data from the studies,
shows that work in the data processing area
is offered and even required in a consider~

able number of programs, yet it is not con
sidered in "Curriculum 168". This then is
an area which needs attention.

Experience also shows that a large number
of courses on computer topics not considered
in "Curriculum '68" are being taught, some
with more frequency than the courses out
lined in the report. These include cou~ses

in computer design, systems design, data
base management, file organization, opera
tions research, data communications and
process control.

Three studies have been conducted and re
ported which survey graduates of computer
science programs regarding 'their reactions
to their studies; Barnes and Gotterer
(1971), Gotterer and Barnes (1973), and
Kalmey (1974). In these studies, there are
repeated reports of the importance of
practical programming oriented COurse wcrk.
In many ways, these reports repeat the
thoughts expressed in discussions of industry
reactions to computer science programs. When
one adds to this that in Walker's survey of
curriculum implementation; the preparation
of systems analysts was the highest ranked
objective of undergraduate programs and the
second highest ranked objective for a
master's program, while prepara tion of
computer software systems designes was the
highest ranked objective of the master's
program, these results are all the more
significant. The role of the practical
programming oriented courses must be eval
uated in consideration of revisions of
"Curriculum '68 If.

The period since the publication of "Curri
culum '68 1T has seen considerable develop
ment in computer science curriculum. A
Special Interest Group on Computer Science
Education (SIGCSE) was formed by the
Association for Computing Machinery, and
has served as a continuing body addressing
the area of education in computer science.

Aiken (1970) reports on the history and
goa ls of SIGCSE.

Specific COurses have been addressed by a
number of individuals in the period follow
ing publication of the 1968 report. These
materials have, themselves, served as some
thing of a dynamic Updating of the curricu
lum re~ommendations.

The first course has been extensively dis
cussed in the litera ture from the s ta nd
point of the computer science curricuI~m,
as well as from that of a service course
and that of a combined course. Reporting
on these topics are Brady (1970), Sterling
(1970), de Campo (1970), Brillinger (1970),
Adams (1972), Ralston (1971), Fisher (1973),
Salton (1973), van Dam (1974), Goddard
(1973), Bateman (1973), and Willoughby
(1973). Additionally, the ideas of pro
gramming style and structured programming
have been brought into consideration with
discussions by Gries (1974), and Kerighan
(1974), and individualized instruction in
the first course has been discussed by
Sistare (1974).

Work in the area of computer and society
courses and computer appreciation courses
has been considered by Lee (1972), Horowitz
(1972), and Horowitz (1973). Additional
material of this type is covered in the
report of the C3S subcommittee on small
college programs prepared by Austing (1973),
and in the report of the Wheaton Conference
prepared by La France (1973).

The discrete structures course has received
considerable attention including papers by
Engel (1973), Yeh (1973), and Tremblay
(1974). Additionally, a new course in
computational analysis is proposed by Yeh,
and further theory courses are considered
by Fischer (1972).

The operating system and systems programming
area has been addressed in a number of
papers including the comprehensive report
of the COSINE Committee Task Force on
Operating Systems (1972), and additional
reports by Denning (1970), Denning (1971),
Engel (1969), and Graham (1970). Related
to this area has been discussion of peda
gogical software for the teaching of
systems programming courses including the
reports of Weinberg (1974), Tracz (1974),
Beidler (1973), Mashey (1972), Mashey
(1973), Walker (1973), and Greenawalt
(1972), and discussions of special computing
facilities for teaching computer science 
reported by Hunt (1970), Eckhouse (1972),
Stark (1972), the COSINE Committee (1972),
and Marsland (1973).

Additional literature on courses appearing
since the publication of "Cur-r-fcu Lum '68"
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include reports on computer organization,
COSINE Committee (1968), Computer Architec
ture, Sloan (1974), Thomas (1974), Clark
(1974), and Ellis (1972), Software Engineer
ing, Parnas (1972), and Systems Analysis,
Ein-Dor (1970).

C3S and other groups have been involved in
additional curriculum planning since 1968.
In some cases this demonstrates areas where
shortcomings of "Cur-rdouIum 168" have been
addressed. In other cases, new areas have
been explored.

Aspects of doctoral programs in computer
science have been addressed in a series of
reports in the Communications of the ACM
by McNaughton (1968), Kuno (1968):-Arden
(1969), and Salton (1969). A subcommittee
of C3S has looked at the special problem of
computer science education at small colleges
and has recommended a sequence of four
courses to serve as a core for students
planning to go on in computing, and also
to meet various service needs. This work
is reported by Austing (1973). The master's
program has been considered further than was
covered in the 1968 report, and initial
recommendations are given by Melkanoff
(1973). Additionally, groups from C3S have
been working on computers and society
courses and service courses, though these
areas have not yet resulted in committee
reports.

The ACM Curriculum Committee on Computer
Education for Management (C3EM) has pre
pared recommendations for both graduate
and undergraduate programs in information
systems designed to meet and overcome some
of the feelings that computer science pro
grams are not responding to the needs of
business. The results of this curriculum
development project have been reported by
Teichroew (1971), Ashenhurst (1972),
Ashenhurst (1973), Couger (1972), and
Couger (1973).

The COSINE Committee of the National Academy
of Engineering has been active in the pre
paration of reports of various aspects of
computer science and how it relates to
electrical engineering. Their reports
include material on a computer oriented
first course in electrical engineering,
COSINE (1968), a course on digital sub
systems, COSINE (1968), and a digital
systems laboratory, COSINE (1971).

The Committee on the Undergraduate Program
in Mathematics (CUPM) has prepared recom
mendations for appropriate computer science
work in a undergraduate mathematics major
program. While the original recommendations
pre-dated "curriculum '68", CUPM (1964), the
program was expanded and refined into a
program in computational mathematics, CUPM

(1971) .

Activity in computer science has also
developed in the secondary school area,
and in the area of preparation of secondary
school teachers. Important developmental
guidelines and recommendations have
appeared by the IFIP Technical Committee
for Education, IFIP (1970) and IFIP (1971),
and by the Conference Board of the Mathe
matical Sciences, Committee on Computer
Education (1972). ACM has recently
formed a group composed of members of C3S
and the ACM Committee on Secondary School
Programs to investigate and recommend
guidelines for the training and certifica
tion of secondary school teachers in
computer science.

TCMlARDS THE REVISION OF "CURRICULUM '68"

We have seen then that "Curriculum t 68" has
had a significant impact on development
of computer science as an academic disci
pline. We have also seen that a consider
able amount of curriculum development work
has gone on since the publication of the
1968 report, and that there is evidence
that the report is in need of updating
and revisions.

Recognizing its responsibility in the area
of curriculum development, the Association
for Computing Machinery, and its Special
Interest Group on Computer Science Education
sponsored a special meeting of C3S July 23
25, 1974 at the Virginia Institute of
Marine Science, Gloucester Point, Virginia
to begin considerations of what will become
the revision of "Cur-rticu Ium f68 1T

• Though
C3S has met frequently since the publication
of the report, and has prepared several
papers cited above, this meeting was the
first extended session devoted specifically
to preparations of updates to the recom
mendations. Attending the working sessions
were nineteen individuals of the computer
science 'community representing a variety
of institutions and orientations. A list
of those attending appears in appendix 1.

In addition to a wide range of institutions
represented at the meeting, the partici
pants also represented a wide range of
areas within computer science education.
Formal and informal presentations were made
covering the areas of hardware, operating
systems, structured programming, numerical
analysis, theory, software, and information
retrieval. In addition to these, presenta
tions were also given on the impact of
"Cur-r-icu Lum t 68 If, the relationship of
computer science to business data processing,
the impact of curriculum work on two year
programs, and the relationship qf engineer
ing and statistics to computer science
programs. A complete list of the
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presentations appears as appendix II.
Modified versions of many of the working
papers are to appear in the SIGCSE Bulletin.

Discussions began on what "Cunr-fcu.Lum '68"
is, and what its impact has been. The data,
and subsequent curriculum developments
discussed above were all carefully con
sidered. It was stressed throughout the
sessions that there is a need to clairfy
what computer science is and what subject
matter should be in a bachelor's program,
in addition to Questions of service courses
and articulation problems between two and
four year programs.

In the three day session agreement was
reached to varying degrees on several
matters, and several were left open for
further consideration and the revised set
of recommendations develop. It is the plan
of the committee and individuals working
with it, to circulate materials and meet
periodically throughout 1974-75 to further
reflect on and refine these matters with
the final report planned to be ready for
the 1975 ACM Annual Conference.

Of fundamental importance was basic agree
ment on a definition of basic computer
science~ Basic computer science is the
study of program~gu--ages-tolmPIement
data structures in the environment of hard
ware. This materia~which would include
topics in computer architecture, operating
systems principles, programming languages,
and data and file structures} was referred
to as the heart of computer science; that
which all computer science students should
know. It is interesting to note that the
working group felt that no mathematics,
beyond the high school level was required
for study of the heart. The remainder of
the undergraduate program then will become
a series of tracks off of the "naar t "
which would address a specific topic in
more detail.

A rough outline of the expected resulting
report would then have the following
structure;

I. Introduction
Reason for updating "Curriculum 168"
Goals of the study
Outline of the report

II. Heart of Computer Science
Discussion and listing of topics
Quantification of the topics into

three beginning and three inter
mediate courses

Discussion of structured programming
and programming style

Discussion of absence of mathematics
prerequisite

Listing of catalog descriptions of
courses

III. Optional tracks for Computer
Science majors

Mathematics courses required
Archi tecture
Scientific Computation
Business data processing

IV. Additional elective courses
Graphics
Symbol manipulation
Mathematics courses

V. Theory courses at the undergraduate
level

VI. Service courses
Heart courses as service courses
Additional service courses

VII. Interface with two year programs
VIII. Interface with other departments

Business
Electrical Engineering
Mathematics

IX. Master's Degree programs

APPENDIX I - ATTENDEES AT VIMS MEETING

William Atchison, University of Maryland
Richard Austing, University of Maryland
Bruce Barnes, National Science Foundation
Barry Bateman, Texas Tech University
Della Bonnette, University of Southwest

Louisiana
Donald Chand, Georgia State University
Peter Denning, Purdue University
Gerald Engel, Virginia Institute of Marine

Science
Michael Faiman, University of Illinois
Norman Gibbs, College of William and Mary
John Hamblen, University of Missouri, Rolla
Preston Hammer, Grand Valley State College
Lawrence Jehn, University of Dayton
Thomas Keenan, National Science Foundation
Joyce Little, Community College of

Baltimore
Donald Loveland, Duke University
James Ortega, National Aeronautic and

Space Administration
Jon Rickman, South Illinois University
Gordon Stokes, Brigham Young University

APPENDIX II - WORKING PA PERS
PRESENTED AT THE VIMSMEETING

Some Comments on Lower Division Computer
Science Courses in an Undergraduate
Curriculum, Richard Austing

Software, Barry Bateman
An Evaluation of Computer Science Curricula,

Terry M. Walker (presented by Della
Bonnette)
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Computer Science Education in Business
Schools, Donald Chand

Operating Systems, Peter Denning
The Courses of "Curriculum '68", Gerald

Engel
Some Thoughts on the Role of Hardware in

Computer Science Education, Michael
Faiman

Statistics for Computer Scientists, John
Hamblen

Computer Science Graduates - Supply and
Demand, John Hamblen

Computer Science and Engineering Education,
Lawrence Jehn

The Community Colleges and Curriculum '68,
Joyce Little

Numerical Analysis Position, James Ortega
Position Paper on Information Processing,

Jon Rickman
Service Course Position Paper, Gordon Stokes
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INFORMATIQUE AU LYCEE DE LA CELLE-5T-CLOUD
UNE EXPERIENCE EN 4EME

Madame Louise-Anne Girardot
professeur d'anglais

Madame Helene Baron-Planet
professeur de musique

Madar e Rosine Camus
rn,~esseur de geographic

Monsieur Francois Chedeville
professeur de francais

Mademoiselle Annette Mallet
professeurde mathernatique

Madame Helene Moufflet
professeur d'espagnol

au lycee Corneille, 78170 La Celle-St-Cloud, France

Apres avoir expose les raisons de cette experience, nous decrivons prernierernent ses rnodalites (nos objectifs, la
composition de l'equipe, Ie cholx du niveau, I'organisation du travail, la presentation de l'experience aux eleves,
Ie materiel disponible}, deuxiernernent les algorithmes effectues en francais, mathernatique, anglais, espagnol,
geographic, trofsiemement Ics exercices sur ordinateur sur lesquels les eleves ont travaille en francais, mathcrnatique,
anglais, espagnol, geographic, sciences naturelles, musique. Dans une quatrierne partie, nous ten tons de faire un
bilan en examinant Ie comportement et les reactions des cleves, les resultats acquis et divers points a arneliorer.
Naus concluons sur la necessite de reconduire cette experience en 1974~1975.

1. INTRODUCTION

Pendant quatre ans, de 1968 a 1972, Ie travail en infer
matique au Lycee de la Celle-St-Cloud a porte sur les
points suivants : sensibilisation pour les cleves volontalres
ct les collegues de toutes disciplines, et recherches person
nelles axees sur l'introduction de l'informatique dans les
diseipiines. A la fin de I'annee scola ire 1971-1972,
l'equipe vraiment pluridisciplinaire qui s'etait forrnee
(dependant en partie de I'I.N.R.D.P., en partie de
I'O.F.R.A.T.E.M.E.), decida de donner plus d'envergure au
deuxierne type de travaux, plus en conforrnite avec les
objectifs de M. Ie Charge de Mission a l'informatique
au pres de M. Ie Ministre de l'Education Nationale.

En effet, l'eq>eri.ni.~ationdes travalx iodividuels, _aussi
satisfaisante soit-elle, demeurait un fait ou un ensemble de
faits isoles, un peu marginaux, dans Ie programme scolaire
annuel d'une classe. Tout Ie temps de preparation et d'ini
tlation a la methode n'avait servi qu'une fois ou quelques
rares fois. De plus les eleves pouvaient etre arnenes a penser
que seulement quelques rares disciplines privilegiees se
pretaient a I'introduction de I'informatique. Notre groupe,
conscient de ces difftcultes et enfin assez divers et nombreux
pour que puissent etre coordonnes les efforts de chacun,
decida, avec I'accord et I'appui bienveillant de Madame La
Directrice, de tenter une experience commune dans une
rnerne c1asse en 1973-1974.

2. MODALlTE5 DE L'EXPERIENCE

2.1. Objectifs

Nos objectifs etaient d'initier nos eleves a la demarche algo
rithmique et a la demarche rnodelisante , et enfin d'apporter
aux plus faibles des possibilites de rattrapage. Pour y parve-
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nir nous avons decide de mettre au point avec eux des
algorithmes (de grammaire, de maths par exemple) et de
dcfinir et creer des rnodeles (de contes, de poernes en
lettres et langues, de population en geographic) et de
preparer pour eux des exercices sur ordinateur.

2.2. Composition de I'equipe

L'equlpe se composait de six professeurs disponibles, repre
sentant les disciplines suivantes : francais, mathernatique,
anglais, espagnol, histoire-geographie , musique ; un septierne,
professeur de sciences naturelles, participa au stage de for
mation de St-Cloud et ne put travailler avec nous, mais une
partie de ses travaux fut utilises par fe professeur d'histoire
geographie. Nous etions de formations tres differentes :
stage I.B.M., stage de St Cloud. cours par correspondance,
formation au sein de l'equipe, Chacun d'entre nous avait de
trois a six heures de decharge de service pour se consacrer
a l'informatique ; ce temps a ete employe en partie pour
la sensibilisation, en partie pour ce travail.

2.3. Choix du niveau

Le choix du niveau se fit selon des criteres assez particuliers.
Nous voulions prendre une classe sans examen {ce qui ellmi
nait les 3emes, l eres, Termlnales}, possedant deja un certain
acquis nous permettant sans dommage de consacrer plusieurs
heures a I'informatique [nous eli minions cette fois les 6emes
et les 5emes) et dont Ie programme Wltl.portat de Ia rnrsiqae
(e!= qui el~minai:-= les 2~.das)~Il ne wesxa .denc
que la e eme) ~ Madame La Directrice ncu s affecta
une 4em.e de 35 eIevee qui DOUS parurent, au de
part, assez vifs bien qu'un peu Lnor ganLsds .

2.4. Organisation du travail

L 'equipe convint de se reunir une fois par quinzaine,
pour concertation,comptes rendus et diverses mises
au ,point.
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2.5. Presentation de I'experience aux cleves

Pour debuter, il fut decide de ne pas faire de presentation
de I'informatique a nos cleves et de ne pas leur dire qu'il
s'agissait d'une experience, pour ne pas fausser leur com
portement. Par contre, une reunion d'information fut
organisee en Decembre pour leurs parents qui reserverent
un accueil tout a fait favorable aux travaux projetes : mises
au point d'algorithmes et exercices sur ordinateur. Le
professeur de francais, qui debuta les algorithmes, eut la
charge d'initier rapidement les cleves.

2.6. Materiel disponible

Naus avions a notre disposition un ordinateur et des terrni
naux pour faire manipuler nos cleves.> puisque Ie lycee est
equipe d'un MITRA 15 avec huit consoles de visualisation.

3. ALGORITHMES

Les disciplines suivantes y participerent : francais, mathe
mati que, anglals, espagnol, geographie.

En francais.. la notion d'algorithme a the presentee a pro
pos de diverses questions de classification et de fonction
nement des categories du discours.

En Espagnol, deux organigrammes ant etc elabores, I'un
sur la place de I'accent tonique, I'autre sur I'emploi de
« ser» et d'r estar ».

En anglais, les cleves ont travaille a la mise au point d'or
ganigrammes sur I'emploi de « for, since, ago », sur I'emploi
des exclamatifs, sur la formation des « question tags », sur
la place des adverbes de frequence.

En rnathernatique, ils ont elabore l'algorithme du calcul de la
valeur approchee de l'inverse d'un nombre et celui du calcul
de la valeur nurnerique d'un polvnorne a une variable.

En geographic, il leur a etc propose d'etablir des organlgram
mes sur la classification des c1imats d'Europe et sur les fac
teurs de sous-developpernent et de sur-developpernent de ces
memes pays.

L'ensemble a represente environ une dizaine d'heures dans
t'annee.

4. EXERCICES SUR ORDINATEUR

Toutes les disciplines y ont participe et c'est aux manipu
lations et a leurs conclusions que nous avons consacre Ie
plus de temps.

4.1. Fran~ais

En francais, deux types d'exercices ont etc proposes ~ux

cleves: manipulations sur un programme de gram marre,
etude de style a propos d'un conte algorithmique.

Un programme general de gestion d 'exercices a trous a
permis aux cleves de s'entra1ner sur les points de grammaire
suivants : accord du participe passe, pluriel des adjectifs de
couleur, orthographe de « tel l>, distinction entre « a » et «a )l,

entre ( ou » et « au », transformation de phrases passives en
phrases actives, transformation interrogatif-exclamatif.

En ce qui concerne l'etude de style, le travail a porte mr l'etu_
de d'un texte de Raymon Queneau « Un conte avotre facon»,
qui est un texte construit a partir d'un graphe oriente. Ce
texte a etc programme sur machine de facon a ce que les
cleves pulssent cheminer librement dans ce graphe, ce qui
leur a perm is de generer une histoire differente pour chaque
chemin. Une premiere seance leur a permis de rechercher les
lois de fonctionnement d'un tel ensemble et les meilleurs
cleves sont parvenus a reconstituer entierernent Ie graphe
sous-jacent a I'histoire. Cet excrclce de pure analyse logique
a j de plus, l'interet de poser aussi un certain nombre de pro
blernes relatifs a la narration, quant au choix des situations, a
la rnultiplicite des possibles. Apres cette phase de comprehen
sion est venue la phase de creation; Ie maitre a propose un
graphe simple a I'ensemble des cleves qui ont dO tenter de
creer une histoire multiple qui .s'adapte ace graphe. Enfin cet
exercice a paru etre une bonne occasion pour donner aux
eleves quelques rudiments de programmation ; lls ont ainsi
pu programmer eux-rnemes leurs contes et lesfaire generer par
la machine.

4.2. Mathematique

Apres les organigrammes que nous avons rnentionnes, les
cleves ont execute les programmes correspondants rnis au
point par Ie professeur. Le premier portait sur la decouverte
de I'inverse d'un entier. Le deuxlcme et Ie troisierne lies por
taient sur Ie calcul de la valeur numerlque d'un poly nome et
avaient pour object if d'aider a la distinction entre variable
et parametre. Les eleves ant etc arnenes a tirer des con
clusions orales ,a la suite de l'execution de ces divers
programmes.

4.3. Anglais_

En anglais, ils ont travaille sur ~cs programm~s de centro
Ie et de renforcement grammatical. Un premier program
me de revision de I'emploi de l'article indefini a etc concu
pour Ie travail suivant : dans un premier ternps.Ies elevesont
dO taper I'article correspondant a une serfe de vingt
groupe nominaux ; il Y avalt verification de fa reponse et
comptabilisation des reponses correctes dont Ie nombre
etait affiche en fin d'execution ; dans un deuxierne temps...
ils ant dO retrouver la regle en fonction de ces emplois.

Le second programme etait un programme d'exercice a
trou II a ete utilise pour l'emploi des verbes lrregullers. II
etalt presents sous forme de dialogue portant sur un centre
d'interet dont Ie vocabulalre avait etc etudie en c1asse (un
voyage par avion alondres, un voyage en train). II s'agissait
de vingt questions et r epons.es a cr cu ou Ie verbe etait
manquant ; l es eleves devaient completer la reponse en ta
pant Ie verbe au temps convenable (Ie temps de la reponse
en fait etait determine par celui de la question). Ce meme
programme a ete utilise egalernent pour d'autres controles
tels I'emploi du present continu, du preterit et du present
perfect.

4.4. Espagnol

En espagnol.Ies eleves ont appris la regie du pluriel des
noms et la formation des diminutifs. Cette deuxierne regie
a etc abordee de la manlere suivante : tout d'abord les
cleves s'exercaient Iibrement aux consoles en donnant un
nom et en recevant son diminutif, ensuite ils ont dO faire
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un exercice ecrit consistant a donner Ie diminutif de
certains noms dictes par Ie professeur. lis pouvaient alors
corriger eux-memes leur exercice aux consoles et dans un
dernier temps ils recommencaient leur entrainement s'ils
n'avaient pas reussi Ie premier exercice.

4.5. Geographie

En geographic; ils ant fait une etude de denslte de popula
tion destinee a leur faire prendre conscience du rapport
population-superficie.

4.6. Sciences natureJles

En sciences naturelles,une revision de geologie a ete
organlsee en collaboration avec Ie professeur de geographic;
il s'agissait de manipulations sur un programme de recon
naissance de roches avec echantillons,

4.7. Musique

En rnustque les cleves ant revise les notions de hauteur,
duree, intensite, timbre, grace a un programme de vocabu
laire musical avant d'etre inities a I'utilisation de l'ordina
teur en musique (calcul des differents parametres de chaque
son, composition automatique, creation de partitions,
synthese de sons). Ceci leur a etc presente a partir de
l'audition de «P ytopr-ak t az de xenaki s .

5. BllAN

5.1. Comportement e1 reactions des cleves

Tout en faisant la part de I'attrait du nouveau, de "aspect
« gadget » de I'ordinateur, i1 faut noter tout d'abord leur
vif interet et meme leur enthousiasme pour I'ensemble
des travaux proposes, avec une preference toutefais pour
les manipulations. lis ant rneme exprime Ie regret de ri'avoir
pu travailler plus souvent aux consoles. Des cleves dits
faibles ant ete parfois parmi les plus motives et ont ainsi
fait des progres sensibles.

Nous avons remarque cnsulte leur extraordinaire faculte
d'adaptation aux techniques et manipulations diverses. lis
ont rnanifeste tres rapidement une aisance que personnel
lement je n'ai pas retrouvee chez des eleves plus grands,
des 2ndes par exemple a intelligence et vivacite cgales,

De leur cote its ont eu I'impression d'apprendre en jouant,
et dans certains cas Ie plaisir de decouvrir sans "aide du
professeur.

5.2. Resultats acquis et remarques

Sur Ie plan de la technique de I'algorithme, la representa
tion graphique n'est pedagogiquement efficace que si l'orga
nigramme est simple; d'autre part if n'est valable que pour
l'eleve qui l'a elabore individuellement. Nalls avons note
chez certains de nos 4emes une comprehension amelloree
et une meilleure memorisation grace a la decomposition
des taches et a leur visualisation, pour d'autres une plus
grande rigueur dans Ie raisonnement. II est bien evident
que cette technique d'analyse n'est pas necessaire a tous
les eleves, et comme cela a souvent ete dit, il faut en user
avec moderation et eviter toute systematisation.

Les exercices sur ordinateur ant etc assez varies bien que
peu nombreux dans chaque discipline et surtout lnegale
ment repartls suivant les rnatieres ; mais I'acquisition des
notions presentees sous cette forme nous a paru beaucoup
plus sure; des sondages en cours d'annee l'ont verifie. Cela
s'explique par lc fait que ce que I'on decouvre par soi
meme est toujours beaucoup plus profitable que ce qu'un
professeur vous explique.

Un resultat tangible a ete de permettrc it chaque eleve de
travailler a son rythme, donnant aux cleves lents ou faibles
la possibilite de se mettre au niveau desautres. Les fad lites
qu'offre .I'ordinateu" pour Ie travail de rattrapage. nous ant
arnenes a envisager pour 1974-1975 un Iibre service des
programmes de travail existants dans les disciplines, pour
les eleves en dlfflculte.

Cette remarque sur Ie rythme de travail personnallse
s'applique, bien sur, aux exercices de controle et de
renforcement grammatical. D'autres exerclcesyfalsant appel
a I'esprit critique ou a I'esprit creatif.ont developpe chez
eux des qualites auxquelles on fait peu appel d'habitude,
et ont donne a la discipline concemee une dimension
nouvelle: conte algorithmique, densite de population, par
exemple. A cet egard, l! faut notcr que nous avons vu se
developper chez eux la prise de conscience de cette attitu
de fondamentale de la vie intellectuelle ; l'actlvlte modell
sante.

Ceci a etc en particulier mis en valeur en francais.lors d'un
exercice de modellsation Iinguistique a propos de phrases
sujet-verbe-cornplernent direct et lars d'ctudes de textes a
partir d'index. lis ont pu juger et apprecier ce qu'etait un
choix de parametres pertinents, ce que signifiaient les
relations entre ces parametres et la remise en cause d'un
modele juge non satisfaisant. La multiplicite des modeles
qu'H est possible de creer it partir d'un index a permis
une reflex ion tres feconde sur la diversite des points de
vue a partir desquels on peut aborder un texte en fonc
tion des objectifs que I'on se propose. En elargissant la
question, nos cleves ant etc invites it mediter sur la
valeur relative de divers points de vue sur un sujet
donne, valeur qui releve bien rarement d'une logique du
« tout ou rien ».

5.3. Points a ameliorer

Au terme d 'une premiere an nee d'cxperlcnce un certain
nombre de points restent a arneliorer, notamment la
coordination, Ie problerne des groupes, I'organisation du
travail et sa periodicite.

N 'ayant pas eu Ie temps ni la possibilite materielle de
preparer a l'avance l'ensernble des travaux prcjetes, la
coordination entre professeurs n'a pas toujours ete
facile i les programmes etaient utilises des qu'ils etalent
prets. Les quelques quinze heures que les eleves ont
passees aux consoles n'ont pas etc harmonieusement
reparries au cours de I'annee.

Difficulte rnaterielle qui a beaucoup gene trois d'entre
nous : la classe, nornbreuse, n'etait pas toujours divisee
en demi-groupes dans toutes les disciplines, en particulier
en anglais, geographie, musique. Cela a evidernment limi
te les "passages ...macntne" puisque nous disposons

de "huit conso l es .
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Maintenant que nDUS avons un certain acquis, iI nous
paratt important d'organiser une progression dans -ces tra
vaux et un rythme harmonieux de deroulernent pendant
I'annee scolaire. La bonne periodicite nDUS semble etre
tousles quinze [ours, si I'on veut que les differents
exercices soient pris au serieux,

D'autre part, pour juger objectivement de l'efflcaclte
pedagogique de cette experience, il aurait fallu avoir une
c1asse ternoin, ce qui n'a pas ete Ie cas.

6. CONCLUSION

Bien que Iirnitee et imparfaite cette experience nDUS a paru
concluante si I'on en juge par la motivation des cleves et par
les resultats acquis par Ie biais de ce qui leur a paru etre un
jeu. Nous avons pour objectif de la poursuivre en 1974-1975
ace rneme niveau, en I'organisant de rnaniere plus rigoureuse,
en l'elargissant et en equilibrant les travaux dans les diverses
disciplines. Nous esperons ainsi pouvoir mieux juger sa raison
d'stre et apprecier plus justement ses resultats.
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ABSTRACT

Arlington schools have utilized two principal approaches to providing computer experience for Jhe approximately 10,000 secondary
students: commercial time-sharing facilities and in-house equipment. Data have been collected for cost comparison. The choice of a
programmable calculator with BASIC for student use is a promising model for further study. It can be supported by local funding
and extended to uses beyond the mathematics curriculum.

As a computer specialist and as a member of the Arlington School Board, the author is interested both in extending these opportuni
ties to more students and in keeping costs as low as possible. The data collected thus far indicate that both goals can be achieved.

During the 1960's, many U.S. public school systems were en
thusiastically introducing computer courses into their curric
ula, especially at the secondary level (ages 12-18) and in adult
and continuing education. From a very modest beginning in
the 1967-68 academic year, when each of its three senior high
schools had a single on-line terminal to access a commercial
time-sharing computer system, the public schools of Arlington
County, Virginia, have provided increasingly improved access
to computer capabilities in the context of the secondary
schools mathematics program.

In contrast with most European school systems, school dis
tricts throughout the United States are locally administered.
Most of the funds to support the schools are generated locally
as taxes on real estate and personal property. Within a general
framework of minimal requirements imposed by the several
states, local school districts are relatively autonomous with re
spect to their educational programs. When it is a question of
the introduction of new materials or new technology, the
autonomy of the more than 18,000 local school districts in
the U.S. can be a significant inhibiting factor to widespread
use (I).

Arlington County, just outside Washington, D. C, offers its
students considerably more variety than the state of Virginia
requires. Modern foreign languages, several laboratory science
courses, and mathematics through introductory calculus are
available for students seeking primarily academic preparation.
For students whose preference is more closely aligned with
vocational interests, the schools provide business education,
including data processing, and industrial arts.

In a typical suburban growth pattern, Arlington's school sys
tem increased rapidly in size and scope during the 1950's and
early 60's as the suburban population increased and the post
war "baby boom" population reached school age. But during
the past 7 or 8 years, this trend has been dramatically re-
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versed. Arlington County today has a declining birth-rate and
a shrinking school-age population. Housing, when available,
is often prohibitively expensive so that young families who
have children must find homes in outlying suburbs where
growth and expansion are still the pattern. More people come
into Arlington to work than the number of people who go
from Arlington to work in Washington. In what has become a
"post-suburban" stage, the population of retired persons now
exceeds the number of students in our schools.

The School Board, of which I am a member, directs the
County public schools. The Board consists of five Arlington
citizens who are empowered to allocate that portion of the
community's tax dollars budgeted for schools. The 1974-75
school budget for slightly fewer than 20,000 students is
nearly 41 million dollars, of which about 15% comes from
other than local sources. Budgets are prepared and approved
annually. Increasingly, we meet resistance on the part of
local taxpayers for capital improvements and even for items
in the basic instructional program. The question is asked:
Why does it cost more every year to educate fewer children?
Wehave tried especially hard in the last three years to reduce
expenditures wherever possible without damaging the instruc
tional program. It is somewhat more difficult to justify the
expenses of computing than those of textbooks.

I hope to explain in this paper why I feel the money is being
well spent.

The initial computer project in 1967-68 was funded entirely
with local funds, but the following year, part of the cost of
the time-sharing servicewas reimbursed by the state under a
pilot studies program of the Divisionof Educational Research,
Virginia State Board of Education. During the succeeding two
years, additional reimbursements were made. After three
years, i't was no longer a pilot study. No further state funds
could be obtained. However, the school system staff felt that
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TABLE I
Post-test Results

Cooperative Mathematics Test Algebra I Form B

Pupil achievement in Algebra I and II in a junior high school
setting was studied, with an experimental group exposed to
computers and programming and a control group not exposed,
as follows:

H: For two standardized achievement tests the
mean achievement of the experimental group
will be less than or equal to the mean achieve
ment of the control group.

the program was sufficiently valuable to be worth continuing.
Many state or federally-funded programs have been discon
tinued when local districts become completely responsible for
their continued support. This project was different.

There is sometimes reluctance-more often on the part of
teachers than of students-to become involved with machines,
but usually after the first encounter, both students and teach
ers enjoy the interaction. Besides financing the acquisition of
time-sharing services, other support has included the prepara
tion of a manual on "Computer Oriented Materials." Instruc
tion in' BASIC programming for teachers and for students has
been supported consisten tly,

In-service workshops and college credit computer courses have
been presented almost every year since 1969 to help acquaint
our teachers with computing. A summer curriculum project in
1969 (three math teachers for three weeks) produced three
video tapes, a manual and a 9-page summary on programming
in BASIC. AU the materials were used extensively from 1969
through 1973.

Many teachers in junior high school now require their math
students to write and run at least one simple program for
every course. BASIC is the language of instruction, and a
number of students and teachers have created remarkably so
phisticated applications. One of the student members of the
Educational Technology Advisory Council last year described
some of his work as a high school senior (in 1972-73):

cational technology and teachers with an interest in obtain
ing greater use of technology) strongly supported the
staffs recommendations for improving the availability of
computer support for the mathematics programs. The Ad
visory Council has further recommended that computer sup
port be available for science and other types of classes.

Almost all students in secondary school now have some ex
posure to mathematics, and therefore it is probable that almost
all students now can have some direct hands-on experience
with a computer during the school years. It has been the be
lief of the mathematics department that the computer should
be introduced as a problem solving tool, and not as a subject
for study in and of itself. There is ample opportunity in post
secondary education programs for interested students to study
computer science as a separate topic. But just as literacy is
necessary for young people in modern society, so is some level

'of understanding of the uses, capabilities, and limitations of
computers.

32.32
35.18

Variance

Table I summarizes the t-test data for the post-test Coopera
tive Mathematics Test: Algebra I, Form B. Table 11sum
marizes the t-test data for the post-test Cooperative Mathe
matics Test: Algebra 11,Form B. Both values for t (with 58
degrees of freedom and a = .05) fell in areas that lead to the
researchers failure to reject the null hypothesis.(2) The
rationale for the testing was that some teachers feared that
adding subject matter related to computer techniques would
leave them with too little time for "covering" the material of
the regular mathematics curriculum. The results indicated
that the experimental group did not lose any ground.

Evidence of the positive attitude toward the program was that
37 of 40 teachers questioned provided students with instruc
tion in BASIC or used the time-sharing system in 1970-71.
More than 75% of the teachers responded that the amount of
computer work demanded of students was "too little" or
"just right"; their enthusiasm was an argument for continua
tion of the program.

Group Number Mean

Experimental Group 30 167.09
Control Group 30 165.23

Computed t = 1.22 for 58 degrees of freedom

TABLE 11
Post-test Results

Cooperative Mathematics Test Algebra 11 Form B

Group Number Mean

Experimental Group 30 153.06
Control Group 30 153.40

Computed t = -.19 for 58 degrees of freedom

Variance

53.13
36.64

"This year I used the computer for two independent
projects which I would not have been able to under
take otherwise. I wrote a computer program to run
long statistical tests on the data from my science fair
project. The results I obtained from the computer
helped me greatly in arriving at significant conclu
sions. My science fair project, Simulating Zero
Gravity Plant Growth, won a first place in the
Northern Virginia fair and was chosen to compete in
the International Fair in San Diego.

(An initial pre-test did not reveal a significant difference in the
constitution of the experimental and control groups.)

The School Board's Advisory Council on Educational Tech
nology, (a volunteer group made up of parents, students,
citizens with some expertise in one or more aspects of edu-

"The second project I worked on using the computer
combined the knowledge gained from my calculus
and physics classes. I wrote '3 program which, when
given theposition of 3 number of bodies in space (such
as planets or space vehicles), will compute the gravita
tional pull of each body on the others. The program
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then prints out the new positions of all the bodies, which,
over a period of time determines their paths in space.

"Other students have worked on independent pro
grams too. Two examples of their projects are
writing a program to print out stereographic pictures
of geometric objects and writing a program to cal
culate the time it takes to reach variouspercentages
of the speed of light at given accelerations. I know
that these students thought that working with the
computer was very enjoyable and interesting. I
found that the computer was both an unequalled
calculating tool and a helpful teaching machine
where concepts learned in school can be put to use."(3)

More students must be offered opportunities like these!

Table 1II indicates the types of problems students will proba
bly encounter in the various standard mathematics courses.

Budget constraints in the past two fiscal years have caused the
staff to look for alternatives to the time-sharing service to
which the budget resources for computing had been com
mitted for the preceding several years. The costs of minicom
puter systems with teletype access were investigated, but a
decision was made last year to obtain instead, for evaluation
and use under a lease-purchase plan, three Hewlett-Packard
HP9830 programmable calculators with keyboards, auxiliary
printers and card readers (using mark-sense card input).

Today, the distinction between "programmable calculator"
and "minicomputer" is a matter of arbitrary definition at best.
One of the computers with which I worked about 10 years
ago was an IBM 1130 with a 4096 word memory and a small
disk. There was no doubt in my mind that the 1130 was a
computer. The HP 9830A with 3800+ words of memory and
a cassette tape for additional peripheral storage is almost as
versatile, while significantly less expensive than an 1130.

The HP 9830A is a desk-top machine with a manual keyboard
like a teletype and a display panel for a single line of text. A
small card reader box can be placed on top of the calculator
module, and a thermal printer can be attached. The 9830 can
process BASIC programs of moderate size, and the programs
and data can be written on cassette tapes for retention. This
equipment provides our students with the opportunity to
learn BASIC, and to have much more ready access to a com
puter capability than was possible with the commercial time
sharing systems. If the card reader is used, many student pro
grams can be processed in a very short time. Interactive use
with keyboard input is available during part of the school day
for students who want or need this kind of capability.

There has been almost no "down-time" for any of the three
HP-9830 machines in use during the 1973-74 school year,
while it used to be a common situation for one or more of the
teletype terminals at any school site to be awaiting repair.
Terminal down-time was estimated as about 25% of the total
available terminal time.(3) The teletype terminals apparently
were not sufficienily sturdy for everyday school use. By con
trast, the HP's have stood up very well under conditions of
heavy use by large numbers of students. Only one HP mainte-

nance call was necessary during the entire 1973-74 school year.

The three 9830's were assigned to nine regular secondary
schools and to two special programs for periods of from 4 to
14 weeks at a time. The length of the assignment depended in
part on the number of math students in the school. Table IV
shows the comparative availability of computer time for stu
dents in 1972-73 (the last year in which the time-sharing ser
vice was obtained) and 1973-74, when the programmable cal
culators were introduced. Summer school use is not included
for either year. Teachers report they estimate that with the
calculators it was possible at least to double the amount of
computer exposure for students as compared with time-sharing.
Table V shows the cost trends in Arlington's academic com
puting services.

No one would argue that the HP 9830 access provides these
students with extensive or highly sophisticated computing ex
periences but it does provide a solid basis for their further
study.

The versatility of the programmable calculators is turning out
to be quite surprising. A math teacher at one high school has
provided the school's administrative staff with a program that
handles class attendance accounting and prints reports (for
mailing to parents) of students absences that exceed specified
criteria. With a different emphasis, a 9th grade student last
year created some drill-and-practice exercises to be used in a
CAl mode for other students whose computational skills
needed improvement.

The data processing students currently enrolled in business
courses, as well as the math students who want to use FOR
TRAN, can have access to the batch processing capabilities of
the school system's administrative data processing center
(Honeywell 200 equipment). Overnight turnaround is usually
provided for the keypunched programs sent to and from the
data center through school mail. The technical education cen
ter, scheduled to open in 1974, will offer advanced data pro
cessing courses in the 1975-76 school year, but no decisions
have yet been made with respect to equipment procurement
for that location.

A joint study of ADP requirements for both the administrative
and academic computing needs of the school system is ex
pected to be done during 1974-75. Data will be collected to
determine mote precisely who all the users and potential users
are, and on what kinds of problems they work. One of the
physics teachers has bought a used teletypewriter, so that he
and his students can purchase time-sharing for interactive FOR
TRAN. Before usage proliferates any further, a requirements
analysis study is necessary.

It appears to be possible-for approximately the present costs
to configure a time-sharing facility to handle the requirements
both for batch processing and for time-sharing. The appro
priate facility would be one that could serve the system's ad
ministrative and educational needs, including those of the
technical education center. However, pending the completion
of such a study. and the availability of any new system, the
lease-purchase acquisition of the HP 9830's will provide
Arlington County students with more ready access to BASIC
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computing than the previously used commercial time-sharing
option, even at the most reasonable rates. The programmable
calculators would continue to be useful for introductory
courses even if more sophisticated equipment were accessible
for advanced students.

I have no problems of conscience when I support this budget
item, because I believe it is a good investment of our taxpayers'
money and of our students' and teachers' time and effort.

Student Success
(Teacher Estimate)

Above 50%7th Grade

8th Grade
Algebra

Algebra I
or

SMSG'
Algebra II
Geometry

Algebra 
trigonometry
or AP' Math I

Elementary
Functions
or AP'
Math II

Apt Math 1Il

TABLE III
Computer Problems by Course

Typical Computing Requirement

Fundamental Operations in BASIC
finding powers and roots
using PRINT

READ ... DATA
LET
FOR ... NEXT
INPUT
END

Write, run and turn in programs such as:
Solve for x in equations of the form
ax + b = cx + d, a(x+b) = cx+d
and pairs of the fOfJ.11 ax + by = c and
dx +ey = f
solve the quadratic equation axf-t-bx-l-c = 0

Write a program for a well-known formula, such as
one of the area formulas

Write a program suggested by the CAMP" algebra text

Write, run and turn in a program for at least one
of the following:

area and volume problems
the Pythagorean theorem
finding supplementary angles
solving linear and quadratic equations
finding slopes, lengths, mid-points or segments
printing out tables for n, n2, n3 and -jn

Write, run and turn in a program such as:
a problem using nested loops
a problem using a counter (e.g., finding the sum

of n-terrns)
using the quadratic formula to find the roots of

a quadratic equation
finding the sum and products of the roots of a

quadratic

"Solve some of the text problems using the computer"
Choices of problems included

finding sums of terms in arithmetic and
geometric progressions

"limit problems"
performing binominal expansions
graphing polynomial functions
finding roots of polynomial equations
solving systems of linear equations

No requirement, most students at this level are
permitted to work on projects on an independent
initiative basis.

None Given

40 - 90%

75 - 100%

66 to 99%

below 60%

Not Given
(Most Students
know how to
program)

'School Mathematics Study Group.

"Computer Assisted Mathematics Program texts published by Scott, Forestman & Co.

t Advanced Placement Mathematics.
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TABLE IV
Comparative Availability For Students

Time Sharing HP 9830

Senior High
1972-73 1973-74

Schools
N ,I H IsHours N ,IHI Hours- ours, p - ours, P
Students Total Stu~~nt Students Total Stu~~nt

Wakefield 566 324.04 .57 280 560 2.0
Washington-Lee 769 236.23 .31 815 560 .69
Yorktown 490 301.37 .62 546 560 1.03
Woodlawn 163 46.15 .28 100 160 1.6

Junior High
Schools

Jefferson 545 152.14 .28 346 280 .81
Gunston 324 361.95 1.12 150 280 1.87
Kenmore 503 117.14 .23 455 280 .62
Stratford 262 134.42 .51 242 280 1.16
Swanson 635 94.7 .15 600 280 .47
Williamsburg 849 154.82 .18 540 280 .52
Hoffman Boston - - - 90 80 .88

TABLE V
Cost Trends in Academic Computing

1967-68 1968-69 1969-70 1970-71 1971-72 1972-73 1973-74

Total Charges N.A. $9784 $16,917 $11,899 $12,000 $16,000 $16,000* *
(Computer time
plus terminal
rental)

Total Hours of 550 573.4 1214.16 1585.5 1922.96 3600*
Use (On Line)

Cost/Hour $17.78 $29.50 $9.80 $7.57 $8.32 $4.44

*Based on estimated usage of 40 hours/week for 30 weeks. The 40 hour/week figure is an
estimate provided by the teachers who have been using the equipment.

..Lease-purchase cost for HP 9830)\'s

Data from references 2 and 5.
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UN ESSAI D'UTILISATION DE L'ORDINATEUR DANS L'ENSEIGNEI4ENT

J. Guelfucci K. Jungman J. Le Merlus

Pr-of'e aseur-s au Lycee M. Ravel, PARIS 20e

Une eqiri pe de professeurs de disciplines differentes a utilise I' ordinateur dans ses
classes pour tenter de developper chez les eleves la demarche algori thmique. L' expose
decr-L t br-i.evemen't Le s conditions de I' experience, puis s ' efforce d' en faire Le bilan :
pour- les eleves, plus de rigueur Log'i que , plus d ' assurance dans Le travail, un nouveau
type de relation avec Le pr-o reaseur ; pour ceLu i r-c i un travail d t equ'i.pe , de nouvelles
pos s i b i Li t.es de traiter les pz-ob.Lemes de la conununication et de I' er-r-eur-, On peut done
concLure que les r-Ssu.Lt.at;s justifient La poursuite et Lt ext.ensLon de Lvexper-Lence .

L' experience que nous allons nous efforcer d' a
nalyser porte sur une courte per-ticde , de Mars
a Juin 197h ; nous la r-epr-enons au moment ou
nous ec r ivons ces Li gnes , avec un certain recul
et une mise au point des observations et des
progranunes.

Li.mitee dans Le temps, cette observation l'a ete
aussi dans I' espace : un Lyc e e equipe d' un or
dinateur, une equ'ipe r-edud t.e de professeurs, un
certain nombre de classes (par-t i cuj i.e r emerrt cel
les que nous ense i gn i cns ) .

II n I est done pas surprenant que les reflexions
que nous s oumet.t.ons compr-ennerrt plus d 1 observa
tions, d I hypotheses de travail, de questions me
me, que de certitudes. II r-es-t e que cette expe
rience nous a par-u fructueuse en ce qui con-
c e rne :

- l'acquisition d t une methode de pen s ee ,

- I' et.abj i s sement. d 'un nouveau type de relation
entre enseignants e t; ense i.gne s , entre ense i gnant.s
eux-memes ,

- la decouverte d tune nouvelle approche de cer
tains pr-ob.Lemes pedagogi ques , notanunent celui de
La communication : Que cherche I' e1Eive, que di t
Le professeur, que comprend I' eleve ? Comment
analyser -et amel i.or-er-r- cette communication qui
est certainement un aspect essentiel de notre
metier.

LES OBJECTIFS

Nous ne pensions pas bouleverser la vie sco-
La i r-e" ; mais nous cher-ch i on s ce que pouvait y ep
porter l' insertion d I un outil nouveau, I' ordina
teur, et la mise en evidence d'un mode de refle
xi.on , la demarche a.Lgor-i.thmique.
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Pour ce faire, nous ne nous sommes pas trans
formes en "pr-of'e s seur-s d' 'int'ormat.Lque". Nous
avons egalement choi.a i d ' evi ter -a. cette et ape
les utilisations qui auraient ent.r-a'inf nos ele
ves trop loin de leur programme scolaire.

Nous avon s done decide d ' examiner essentielle
rnent

- les f'ac i L'it.e s que nous offraient 11 informati
que et I' ordinateur pour deveLopper- chez nos
eleves une certaine rigueur Log i que ,

- L' aide que cet outil pouvait appor-t.er- dans
I' ense i gnemen't des pr-ogr-ammes scolaires tels
qu'ils sont def'Ln i s ,

- Lea possibili tes de collaboration entre pro
fesseurs de disciplines d'i f't'er-en tes ,

- les modifications qui resulteraient de l'in
tervention dans Le rapport "ma'i t.r-e-efeves" d tun
tiers ausa i denue d' affectivite que I' ord ina
teur.

LES CONDITIONS DE L' EXPERIENCE

L' equ'ipe d I animateurs comprenai t trois profes
seurs de disciplines d i.f'f'er-errt e s : histoire
geographie, lettres, mabhenat.Lque s . Le mode de
pensee nous paraissant plus important que la ma
tiere t.r-e.Lt.Se , nous avions decide de travailler
ensemc'le •

Par ailleurs, nous pensions qu ' il serait plUS
aise de convaincre nos c o.l.Legue s scientifiques
d ' affronter un ordinateur, mais que I' experience
serait plus concluante si nous arrivions a men
trer l'interet de cette methode de travail pour
les disciplines dites "Li.trt.er-a'i t-es" ; I' essen
tiel de notre effort a done porte sur ce point,
ce qui nous a amenees a. rediger :
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- un programme traitant du pr-ob Leme des ·cli
mats,

- un programme de declinaison des noms latins,

- deux autres qui organisent 1a traduction
d I une forme verbale franc;aise en latin et
reciproquement,

- un c i nqui.eme au sujet de 1a redaction des
temps composes f'r-anca.i s ,

- enfin un programme de correction d' exerc i ces
de calcul.

A 1a date presente , ce sont Le s seuls que nous
ayons pu exploiter d'une f'acon suffisanunent
suivie pour en tirer quelques conclusions.

Dans toute La meaur-e du possible, nous avena
integre cette experience dans La vie scolaire
habituelle : les questions t r-ai t.ees r i gur-a.i.errt
au programme des classes ; les heures de tra
vail en salle d ' ordinateur faisaient partie
de I' emploi du temps.

Nous avons 't rava.i.Ll.e sur un T 1600, en conver-'
sationnel, avec 8 consoles.

Nous souhaitons a. la t'o i s offrir aux eleves
un out.i t nouveau et leur laisser une ac t i.vi t.e
et une r-esponsab i l.Lte suffisantes pour al i men
ter leur interet: c ec i nous a amenee s a nous
servir simul t enement de I' ecr-an et de riches
de travail. A chaque console, une equipe de
deux eleves ; chaque Squ-ipe dispose d ' une fiche
de donnees (par exemp.Le , une Li s t e de formes
verbales f'r-anca i ee s a traduire, au de stations,
assorties de leurs car-ac t Sr i.s t i ques climatolo
g i ques }. Sur l' Set-an s I affichent Les questions
nficesse i r-es a I' analyse de ces donnees. Les
~Heves choisissent et tapent la r-epons e qui
leur par-e'i t jud.i c i.euse . Pat-a.Ll.e Lemen't , ils notent
sur une grille, aI' aide d ' un code simple, les
etapes du raisonnement, puis Le r-Ssu.Lt.at..

Ces grilles (ou "fiches de travail") permettent
ensuite de reconst i tuer I' algori thme. La ques
tion se trouve ainsi ent.Le i-emerrt trai tee dans
Le cadre de travaux pratiques.

Nous ne sommes pas certaines d ' avoir atteint
taus nos objectifs. Par contre, cette expe
rience nous a apporte sur certains points plus
que nous nt esper-i.ons , nous perrnettant de mieux
voir travailler nos eleves et posant en termes

nouveaux Le pr-ob'l.eme de 1a relation enseignants
ense i.gnes •

Un outil moderne

Pas de pr-ob.Lemes techniques, du moins du cote
des eleves. Au contraire, ils ont man i t'eate
une vi.ve curdos i.tie au sujet de l'ordinateur et
un prejuge favorable pour c e nouveau mode de
travail : I' ecole s' ouvrai t aux outils du mon
de moder-ne ! lis ant d ' ailleurs temoigne ci I une
grande aisance a. manier celui-ci. Mais seul
I' outil de travail les retient : les classes
venues "visiter" Le gadget se sont vite las
sees ; l'interet de ceux qui se sont regulie
rement servis de I' ordinateur a evolue, il
s'est d i.vez-s i f i.e , il ne s t es t pas dementi.

Connaissances et logigue

Par la pratique, les eleves se familiarisent
avec une demarche intel1ectuelle dont ils de
couvrent l'efficacite et la relative simpli
cite. Ll.s reeLi seut que les formes complexes
qu'ils etudient sont la r-esu.Ltant;e d' operations
simples, logiquement or-gan'i sees ; des lors, Le
seul pr-ob'leme est de r-eper-e r I' ordre dans
lequel elles ont ete e rf'ec t.uee s : c ' est I' objet
des seances de travaux pratiques au cours des
que Ll.ea , a. partir des fiches de travail, sont
reconsti tues les algori thmes.

De l'algorithme a. la programmation il nly a
qu ' un pas, et la pratique de I' ordinateur in
cite a. Le franchir ; les occasions d'initier
les eleves aux notions elementaires d ' i.nrorma
tique ne manquent pas au cours d 1 une seance de
tir-avaux pratiques. Ainsi ils decouvr-etrt , en un
seul ac t e , ce "qut on appelle "l'esprit 'in.rorma
tique'" et ses moyens d ' expression.

Les exercices offerts leur ayarrt monte-S a. I' e
vidence qu ' acquerir des connaissances ne se
borne pas a stocker du mat.er-Lau brut, les ele
ves se bz-cuverrt debarrasses de la hantise de
"ria-pas savoir". Des Lor-a qut i L s'agit d'un
acte Log.i.que , d ' nne ser-i.e d ' operations dont Le
point de depart est simple, il est possible de
reconstituer La demarche ou de comprendre qu ' en
cas d' erreur I' essentiel est de situer Le point
au s ' est produite la divergence.

La demarche a:insi decouverte peut Stre reprise
dans des situations nouvelles (par exemple lle
tude d'une autre question) : certains eleves
I' ont fait spontanemerrt , avec neue-memes ou
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avec des co'l l.egues .

Cette methode a-t-elle ete as s imi.Lee ou seule
ment ut i.Li.see ? II est encore trop tot pour Le
dire, comme il nous paral.t Lmpos s i.b'l.e d'affir
mer que les ccc.na i s sanc e s de ces eleves sont
plus et.endues -ou meme mieux as sur-ees- que ce.L'
les de leurs camar-ades , Tl s savent "autrement" ;
'i Ls ont conat.atie qu ' en matier'e d 1 acquisition de
connaissances 11 organisation est au moins aussi
importante que la memorisation.

Personnalisation du rythme de travail

Le premier avantage evident, incontestable (et,
auquel nous nous attendions) c ' est de permettre
a chacun de travailler a son r-yt.bme , sans pour
autant gener Lea autres ; en temps normal, c ' est
extremement difficile : les eleves travaillent
au t-yt.hme du professeur, parfois de la classe,
rarement de l' individu. Ici chaque equipe peut
s t exp'l i.quer- a loisir avec son Scr-en , relire "1125

questions, s 1 interroger (ou nous interroger) sur
leur signification, voire se tromper ... et r-e
commencer.

Lor-sque lion par-Le de rythme, 'i L ne faut d'ail
leurs pas seulement cornprendre rapidite ; c ' est
de toute une organisation du travail qui il s' a
git, dl une d i ver s i.t.S des cornportements, pr-oba-'
blement r-Sve Lat.r-Lce des per-aonne.L'i t.Ss pr-of'onde s .
Les eleves n 1 ant pas tous la meme Facon d I assu
rer leur secur i te, ni de satisfaire leurs ambi
tions' ni de cor-r i.ger- leurs er-reur-sv Lt un coupe
Le der-ouLemerrt du programme de pauses afin de
pouvoir r-eLire questions et r-epon s e s , et even
tuellement les confronter aux annotations de sa
fiche de travail ; cet autre reagi t a une erreur
en repartant du debut du pr-ogr-amme ; son voisin
prefererait effacer la ligne conc er-nee ; il peut
appeler a l' aide ou non, proceder. empi r-Lquemenb ,
en manipulant les touches du cLav i cr-, ou se r-e-
f'erer {Lor-sque Le programme comporte plusieurs
modules) au schema que nous dessinons au tableau.
II est des eleves qu'impatiente la repetition et
qui preferent analyser tres vite leurs fiches de
travail pour pouvoir emprunter des p i s t es plus
rapides ; d 1 autres -et ce ne sont pas toujours
les p.Lus faibles- demandent a cette meme repeti
tion une securite dont ils ont manifestement
besoin ,

Peut-Btc-e abor-dons'-nous 180 un pr-ob.Leme pedagogi
que essentiel. Nous pouvons montrer aux eleves
que toutes les demarches intellectuelles n ' ont
pas la meme efficaci te ; mais il ne semble pas
qu I il puisse y avoir un" modele du comportem:nt.
Llun des attraits du travail en salle d'ord1na
teur a ete la diversite des conduites et I' ai-

sance avec laquelle, debar-r-asaees de la "direc
tion" du cours, nous avons pu r-epondr-e aux be
soins qui s I exprimaient.

Un travail individuel mais pas solitaire

En effet, a chaque initiative de 11 eleve L' or
dinateur r-fipcnd en affichant soit un resultat.
partiel, soit une appreciation,. soit la q~est10n

suivante. Meme en cas d' erreur, 11 est t.oujours
possible d ' en prendre conscience assez vite
pour eaper-er- en retrouver I' origine. Les eleves
ont aouLi gnf l' interet de pouvoir ainsi benefi
cier d I une assistance a. la fois i.mmedi.at.e et
indiv i.d.uaLi s ee ; c' est certainement l' une des
raisons du succes qu' a connu Le -pr'ogr-amme de
mat.hemat i ques , y compris dans Lea classes lit
teraires du second cycle.

Le droit a l' erreur

C' est a. notre avis 11 un des aspects les plus po
sitifs de ce mode de travail. En evi.t.ant a l'e
Leve de devoir i-epondre devant Le maitre et de
vant ses condisciples, l' ordinateur decuLpab i-
lise 11 er-r-eur , et Le comportement de l'interes
se en est pro rondemerrt mod i.f i e . Par a.i.Ll.eur-s ,
I' assistance i.nd i.v i.dua.L'i s ee que nous evoqu i on s
plus haut evit e au pr-of'ea s eur- ~e dev~i~, comme
d t hab i.t.ude , choisir entre les lnconve~lents

d'une intervention pr-Smat.ut-ee et 112 r i sque de
laisser se deve l.opper- des erreurs trop nombr-eu
ses et di ver-s i r i ees pour qu' il pu i.s s e es per-er-
Le s cor-r i ger ,

Nous pensons qu' il vaut la peine d I insister sur
ce point. En effet la puissance de L' or~inateur
renforcerai t facilement, nous s embLe-rt-r i.L, La
tendance nature 1112 des enseignants a pr-Sven i r Le s
erreurs, ou tout au mains a vouloir les contr6
ler Le plus rapidement possible. Dans ces con
ditions, c ' est presque un pari. q'!e d' adopt-er'
la demarche que nous avons ch01S1e, La i s s ant,
aux eleves la pleine r-espon sab i Li tf de leurs
r-eponses , sans corrcr-St.e ni intervention imme
diate, chaque fois que 112 travail nous a paru
assez simple pour pouvoir etre execute correc
tement, ou Les r-esuLt at.s assez eloquents pour
devoir attirer l'attention en cas d'erreur.

Nous n' avon s pas eu a regretter ce choix : 112
travail critique a largement compensf les ine
vitables neg'l i.gence s . Dans leur majorite, les
eleves ont bien reagi et chez-chf La cause de
l' er-r-eur-, 115 ont eu l' occasion d ' en mesurer la
port.Se , decouvrant. qui une seuLe re~onse er-r-onee
peut parfois perturber toute la sU1te du tra-
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vail, vo i r-e Le conduire dans une impasse; ils
ant pris conscience qu' ils pouvaient y r-emed i er
en br-ouvant. Le mauvais branchement, et qu IiI
existe pour ce faire une methode a 1a per-tee de
tous : r e Lire syst.emat i quemen't 1a liste des ques
"!=-ions et examiner Le bd en-r f'onde des r-eponse s ;
I' ecran, ou s I affiche une sequence de questions
et de i-eponses facilite cette etude en en deli
mitant Le champ.

Ainsi L"erreur 5 I est-elle t rouvee remise a sa
veritable place. L' apprehension d I en commettre
pourrait bien etre pire que Le mal Lui.vmeme, car
elle handicape I' expression de La cur-i os i.t.e , Le
desir de chercher. La securite de I' eleve ne con
siste pas a. ne pas commettre d I erreur, mais a
vouloir et savoir se tirer d 1 affaire quand il
s'est trompe.

Un art difficile la communication

La presence de ce tiers qu ' est I' ordinateur fa-
c i j.Lt.e l'examen des pr-ob'Iemes , en minimisant les
tensions d 'origine affective. Le programme n ' est
pas per-en comme un cours, 'iL n'est pas identifie
a 1 I enseignant, meme si celui-ci I' a redige. II
peut done et.r-e d i scu'tf sans que nous soyons mis
en cause, sans que nous soyons juge et partie.
Affichee sur I' ecran, la question perd toute si
gnification peycho.Logi.que pour n ' etre qu ' une sim
ple demande d' information. Questions et r-epon s e s
sont stables et peuvent etre examinees objective
ment. Toutes ces qua.L'i t e s jouent a. plein Lor s que
les eleves entreprennent de comprendre I' origine
de leurs erreurs.

LIon est tres vite amenf au pr-ob Leme de In com
munication. Tres souvent , en ef'f'e't , I' erreur r-e-:
peree en masque une autre, qui est La veri table
explication; nous ne mettons pas les memes no
tions derriere Le s memes mots :

- soit que nos questions ne soient pas aussi ex
plicites que nous en avi ona la conviction: les
€leves ont mis Le doigt sur des redactions am
b i glje s ; nous avons cor-r-Lge ; i1s en ont pris
bonne note.

- 50it qu Iune lecture trop rapide e i t masque un
ou plusieurs termes : la rnoyenne des temperatu
res des mois d' hiver n ' est pas ceLl.e du moi s de
janvier.

- soit que les eleves confondent certaines no
tions : qui dit "pr-eserrt" ne dit pas automat i
quement "indicatif pr-Sserrt ".

soit qu'une meuved ee assimilation de connais-

sances de base ai t dncr-us'tf une interpretation
er-r-onee : un certain nombre d ' eleves de classes
de seconde (16 ans ) tenaient pour une "evidence
mat.hemat i que" qu'une temperature de -20 0 n t St.ad t
pas i nt'Sr i eure a une temperature de -15 0

•

L'interet essentiel n Iest d' ailleurs pas que
nous decouvr i ons ces erreurs, mais que ce nou
veau cadre de travail, en decompo aant; les pro
blemes, incite l' eleve a. chercher : il s 'habi
tue a relire, prend conscience de son interpre
tation personnelle, epr-ouve Le besoin de -La
confronter a la notre. '

Un nouveau type de relation

Ainsi 11 outil f'aconne-rt-ri I une nouvelle rela
tion. Le cour-s s' elabore entre I Iecran, L" eleve
et I' ense i gnant . La pr-imaut.e est donnee a. la
reflexion et a. La formation sur 1 Iacquisition
des connaf s s ance s , L' erreur ne culpabilise plUS
les eleves qui acceptent, en retour, d I en r-e
chercher 1 10rigine et d I en mesurer les implica
tions. Le professeur lui-meme n' est plus infail
lible, mais il a conquis La latitude de pouvc i r
mieux observer un cour-s auquel il n' est plus
identifie.

Le travail en Squape s' en trouve revori.se .
Aujourd I hui, il est tres difficile de disso
cier Le cours de la fag on dont il est fait, et
celle-ci de La personnalite de 11 enseignant. Le s
ecuanges pedagog i que s s ' en trouvent f'or-cement.
Li.mit.es . Dans La mesur-e ou l'ordinateur permet
d I oper-er- cette dissociation, il facilite La dis
cussion, qui porte alors sur Le contenu et la
s t r-at.Sg i e des programmes, confrontant les op
tions et les observations des uns et des autres.

CONCLUSION

Ce que nous venons d ' exposer a deja. plus ou
moins ete C:lt et ecrit. Le fait important,
peut.vet.r-e nouveau, c ' est que nous I' ayons vecu ,
et cela non pas dans une ecole pilote, ma.is dans
des classes normales, avec des effectifs normaux,
des programmes norrnaux, des enseignants juste
nantis d t une formationsuffisante pour pouvo i r
se lancer dans I' averrtur-e , et des eleves qui
n'avaient d'autre predisposition a l'informati
que que de s Iet.re t r-ouves dans nos classes.

Le bilan nous parait positif :

- un premier contact avec un ou't i L, dans un en
s e i.gnemerrt qui a peut-etre trop tendance ales
ignorer,
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- les conditions d Tune meilleure collaboration
entre ma'itz-e s et eleves,

- 1a conquet e par ces derniers d I une demarche
plus autonome et plus sure,

- autant de faits qui justifient a. notre av i s
l'introauction de l' informatique et de 1 I

dinateur dans le Lycee ,

Est-ce a. dire que nous tenons cet Dutil pour
susceptible d I assurer avec ef'f i.c ac Lt.e toutes
Le s taches de I' enseignement ? Neus ne Le
pensons pas. L I acquisi t i.cn de 1a demarche e.L'
gorithmique, pour .importante qu t eLLe so i t ,
n I est pas Le seul objectif de 1a vie scolaire.
Et si I' on peut cons i.der-er- 1.' ordinateur com
me un auxiliaire pr-ec i eux pour tout ce que
Pascal appelait "l' esprit de geome t.r-Le'", son
utilisation par-a'i t mains Svident.e pour tout ce
qui r-eLeve de "L' Smot.iv i te".

Nous ne pr-e'tendons meme pas que ce mode de
travail convienne incond i tionnellement a tous
les eleves : il n ' est pas excLu que des intel
ligences r-apj.de s et douee s pour la svnt.ne se
ne refusent t.r-e s vi te une demarche qui tire
pr-ec i s ement. sa securite d tune ext.r-Sme decem
position des operations.

Les perspectives ouvertes nous semblent toute
fois justifier la poursui te de l' experience.
F'i.de.Les a L' oz-tient.at.Lon choisie, qui etait
de si tuer I' ordinateur dans notre ense i gne
ment, nous voudrions actuellement faire par
ticiper a cette recherche ceux de nos col
Legues qui lui sont favorables, sans pour
autant etre "informaticiens". II est cer-
tain qu I ils n ' accepteraient pas de devenir
les simples utilisateurs de programmes
choisis et elabores par "un noyau competent";
nous ne voyons pas la l' expression d "un in
dividualisrne f'or-c ene mais Le souci, legitime
et honorable, de ne pas demi s s i.onner- des res
ponsabilites essentielles de leur metier.
Nous avons di t comment, a notre avis, 11 in
formatique peut favoriser Le travail en
equipe. II reste a trouver les moyens de fa-
c i.Li,ter l'integration de ces co.Ll.eguea a
I' entreprise : ainsi seraient veritablement
remplies les conditions qui permettraient
de tester, sur une dur-ee et avec une ampleur
sut'r'Lsant.es , les resultats aujourd I hui cons
t at.es ,

Annexe

N'ayant pu inclure dans ce rapport les fiches
de travail que les eH~:ves ont ur L'l i sees , nous
les tiendrons a votre disposition au moment de
1a communication.
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COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN SECONDARY EDUCATION
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A comprehensive study of the use of computers in secondary schools was conducted in the United
States by the American Institutes for Research. Data were gathered from a 25% sample of the
22,518 secondary schools using a mail questionnaire. In addition, the computer manufacturers
were surveyed and telephone follow-up interviews conducted with schools havi ng computer
applications of particular significance.

The results of the study indicate the extent and types of computer applications, as well as
some indication as to recent and future trends.

1. INTRODUCTION

In 1970 the American Institutes for Research,
under the sponsorship of the National Science
Foundation, completed the first comprehensive
survey of computer use in the public secondary
schools of the United States (Darby, 1970).
Until the pub1i ca tion of thi s study in 1970 only
sketchy data .were available reqardtnq the extent
and type of use of computers in secondary schools
(Goodlad, 1966. and Bangs, 1970). The data
from the American Institutes for Research study
was published in report form, book form, and
presented at the first IFIP World Conference in
Computer Education in Amsterdam in 1970.

Since the publication of these earlier data, a
virtual void has again developed with regard to
current information concerning computer applica
tion in secondary schools. Responding to this
need once again, the National Science Foundation
has awarded a grant to the American Institutes
for Research to conduct a follow-up study of
computer activities in secondary schools and to
buil d and expand upon the da ta base of the pre
vious study. The major thrust will once again
be to:

(1) Assess the extent and nature of .current com
puter use in secondary schools with par-ticu
lar emphasis. on instructional applications.

(2) Examine and report on selected computer
applications which appear to be particularly
noteworthy as current examples of the state
of-the-art.
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In addi tion to repl icating and updating the pre
vious information, the current study will also
undertake to:

(1) Establish some basis for assessing recent
trends in computer use (comparing current
data with the previous study).

(2) Derive some projections regarding future
growth on the basis of the two studies.

(3) Perform some i ndepth fo 11ow-up in those
schoo1s where i ntervi ews were conducted in
the previous study in order to obtain some
longitudinal case studies regarding the
implementation and institutionalization of
computer applications. Such data will be
particularly useful in identifyin9 what
problems might be associated with implement
ing computer appl ications in secondary
schools.

(4) Assess the current status and future of com
puter-based education in the secondary schools
as viewed by domestic computer (main frame)
manufacturers.

2. PROCEDURE

The data were collected in a five-step process
involving primarily mail surveys and telephone
i ntervi ews .

(1) A questionnaire was mailed to a 25% random
sample of the secondary schools in the United
States. A secondary school was defined as
any school havi ng any of the grades 9 through
12. Questionnaires were sent to approximately
6,000 schools.
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(2) A questionnaire was mailed to every American
computer manufacturer. A total of approxi
mately 80 surveys were distributed.

(3) Telephone surveys were conducted with 25
schools to amplify data collected in the mail
questionnaire and to obtain detailed infor
mation from schools having exemplary pro
grams of particular interest or impact.

(4) Telephone interviews were conducted with 10
selected schools visited in the 1969-1970
survey. Oata were obtained of a longitudinal
nature to assess changes which occurred to
that program since the 1969-1970 survey.

(5) Non-respondent interviews were conducted by
telephone with 100 schools which did not
respond to the school survey, The interviews
were conducted to determi ne ·if the non
respondent sample" was in fact simi.1ar to the
r.espondent sample or if some bias may have
been operating.

3. RESULTS

The data from all of the sources--schoo1 mail
questionnaire, computer manufacturers mail ques
tionnaire, telephone amplification survey, tele
phone longitudinal study, and non-respondent
telephone survey were all reduced and analyzed.
Results were presented which:

(l) Oescribe the extent, nature, and purpose of
computers in secondary schools; as well as the
sources of suppor-t; extent of previous use,
and plans for future use of computers.

(2) Compare the 1970 and 1974 surveys regarding
extent and type of use.

(3) Describe problems encountered in the imple
mentation and institutionalization of educa
tional computer innovations.

(4) Project estimates of future computer use and
trends as reflected in the current and pre
vious data.
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COMPUTER EDUCATION IN SCHOOLS PROJECT
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A history of the Computer Education in- Schools project is providede The purpose
is to record the co-operation between the computer industry and education which
resulted in computer studies becoming part of the curriculum for a large number
of average ability children in England and Wales.

INTRODUCTION

The study of curriculum development is the
preoccupation of, amongst others, large numbers
of Open University students in the United
Kingdom.. The major problem for such students is
that historical facts about examples of curric
ulum. development are limited. The position is
somewhat similar to that of the history of
compubar-s , Those intimately involved in the
early introduction of computers or in the case
studies used by the students of curriculum
development, at least in the United Kingdom, did
not publicly record the details of their numer
ous activities. Possibly by recording the facts
behind the introduction of computer studies into
the curriculum of secondary schools in England
and Wales this problem will be avoided. It is,
after all, quite an achievement to introduce a
highly technical subject into the timetable,
essentially for the average ability child and on
a national scale during some five or six years.

I do not intend in this paper to enter into a
discussion of the merits or demerits of this or
that element of the course, or to discuss its
aims and whether these were achieved.

This is a short history of co-operation between
two important elements of OUI' society concerned
with providing young people with a greater
awareness of the role of computers in their
lives e Often such a record, like the documen
tation for software, is overlooked and, as
suggested earlier, those wishing to study cUI'ric
ulum development have to rely upon hearsay
usually of a subjective nature. By citing this
particular course , you will also appreciate that
there are other COUI'ses and thus by inference
that the British Isles are forging ahead with
computer studies as a normal element in the
secondary school cur-rf.cul.um,
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FU:NllAMENTALS OF COMPUTING - THE 1960' s

Between 1962 and 1968 several reports were pro
duced independently by Educational and Computer
professional bodies about Computer Education in
Schools. Of these reports ICL had drawn up pro
posals for the production of materials and plans
for making these available to schools. So also
had Hoskyns, the computer consultancy group.
This latter group had a team producing the basis
for a teacher's guide and a pupils book as well
as two special instructional languages CESIL
(Computer Education in Schools Instructional
Language) and SIR (Symbolic Input Routine).
During October 1968 to April 1969 the Hoskyns
materials had been used by pupils from Winches
ter College and the Inner London Education
Authority as a pilot scheme 6

As a result of these classroom trials, redraft
ing had been extensive and compilers were pro
duced for processing the students f programs on
ICL machd.ne s , With this concrete experience
behind them Hoskyns entered into discussions
with ICL during May 1969. ICL decided it was
more efficient to enlist the help of the Hoskyns
group than to duplicate the work, and in
September 1969 took over the full management of
the project.

By this time a panel which included
Dr. Bryan Thwaites, Director of the Schools
Mathematics Project, Gerald Gray, Staff Inspect
or for Mathematics for the Inner London Educat
ion Authority, Chris Wysock-Wright, se:z.rior
partner of Hoskyns group and Bill Egner, Head
master of South Shields Technical Grammar
School were involved in revising and criticis
ing each section of the text books as they were
written.

The first period of extensive use of the result
ing teacher's guides and pupils books was from
September 1969 to July 1970. Thirty schools
with a total of some 600 pupils used the mater
ials in earnest. At the same time, the ICL-CES
(Computer Education in Schools) group, as they
were now termed, conducted teachers training
courses of two weeks duration. The 38 teachers
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who survived these courses all spoke of the
enthusiasm of the staff and high standard of
work which formed a sound basis of support for
the written materials. Age in

years
State aided
Schools

Independe<:t
Schools

SCHOOLS PROFILE and COVERAGE by MATERIALS

Problem areas identified included processing
students t programs so that work was returned to
them in a reasonable time. Hoskyna had envis
aged acting as a bureau with a computer and
staff dedicated to schools work. The volume of
work submitted was so heavy, especially the data
preparation necessary, that this strategy was
dropped. Schools needed to make use of local
government computers, or slotting into spare
capacity in University and Polytechnic machines.
For those who still had problems the small cms
team were checking the syntax of students t pro
grams. ICL was punching the car-ds and North
Thames Gas Board were processing the work on
their machine. This processing facility was
arranged by cms as a practical example of
decentralised programming.

Another consideration was packaging the teacher's
course as had been done very successfully by ICL
for its own computer customers. The purpose was
to enable local authorities to contract purchas
ing of the teachers materials. On site training
would be given by ICL lecturers as parrt of the
contract.

18

16

11 1--------------1

Primary

I
Fundamentals of Computing materials
Normal range

~:~:~:~:~ ~~~:~It~~n~~udies materlals

Computer Studies materials
High ability range

Preparatory

It became clear that for the cms team to train
all teachers, check the program syntax and
arrange processing of hundreds of pupils' work,
answer questions about the materials and soft
ware and expect to enhance the materials in the
light of feedback from schools and changes in
computing technique was beyond the resources of
the team. In a:rJ'f event, it was felt that in the
long term, it was of greater value for teachers
to become self sufficient.

cms still ran courses but they were intended for
course organisers, teachers, lecturers and
advisers who would in addition to their normal
duties, conduct locally replicas of the cms
course. Their intimate knowledge of local needs
and facilities enabled them to adapt the course
to these requirements. Thus by September 1970,
local course organisers had the initial chapters
of what is pow known as the CElS instructors man
ual as well as the Fundamentals of Computing
teacher's and pupil's package. The CESIL and SIR
compilers were available but slow and ineffic
ient.

COMPUTE:R STUDIES - TRE 1970' s

An Advisory Panel chaired by Dr. :Bryan Thwaites
with members from every section of education had
commented that although the materials were very
successful the proportion of pupils being reach
ed was too limited. This can be seen from the
diagram.

A complementary course was specified for the age
range 14 to 16 years and, as can be seen on the
diagram, it was intended for all children in
this range. The format of the pupil I s books was
changed by popular demand of teachers. Incident
ally it also reduced its cost yet ensured it was
robust. A greater variety of materials were
devised for the teachers. This course was call.;.
ed Computer Studies and production followed a
similar pattern to that used for the Fundamentals
of Computing. However, an important difference
was that professional ICL authors and illustrat
ors used their technical know-how to augment the
experience of the CES team. Field trials of
Part 1 of Computer Studies took place in the
academic year of 1970/71 in 13 different schools
throughout England and Wales. The wealth of
ideas which resulted from these trials, as well
as the continuing use of the Fundamentals of
Computing materials, were incorporated Ln the
teacher"s guide for Part 1 of Computer Studies.

In September 1971, cms ran a course for' organis
ers to familiarise them with the new and readily
available Part 1 Computer Studies materials.
While this enormous writing task had been under
way the compilers had been completely rewritten
to be more efficient of core store and less
demanding of processing time. This was intended
to avoid criticism. by local authorities and
colleges that school computer work was too time
consuming and intruding into the normal work of
the installation.
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Because CES did not conduct all teacher training
and often education authorities would purchase the
materials and control their use in schools, we
could not be accurate about statistics as to
usage. However, we did have first hand lmow
ledge that by qeptember 1972, normal use was
being made in classroom and lecture rooms of the
original Fundamentals of Computing course mater
ials and Part 1 of the Computer Studies materials
by at least 500 schools, 66 further and higher
education establishments and 44 colleges and
departments of education. We also had informat
ion that 700 teachers had been trained.

Work had already begun on a Part 2 of the
teacher's and pupil f s materials for Computer
Studies. The policy of using ICL authors,
illustrators, was retained and in a sense the
CES staff were acting more as a nucleus or
filter between the computer industry and educat
ion. The diagram below indicates these linking
functions as well as providing some awareness
of the considerable range of expertise behind
the finished materials. Fu:rthermore, it is
apparent that for a project of this nature
where large numbers of teachers must move from
relatively nil knowLedge to sufficient to be
confident to respond to the penetrating quest
ions of children, it is necessary to provide
more than just a range of text books.

EDUCATION

Overall education
developments .-----~I!&.~:

Peedback on use of
materials and vetting .----I~l
future materials

Methods of processing
work. Organisation and • __...,::::
curriculum changes

Variations in processing
CES materials. Enhancements ._~~~:
to materials

The software must be suitable for children. The
error messages must be self evident. The soft
ware needs to be pupil proof, that is, not just
from unconscious errors but also from deliberate
attempts to process programs with infinite loops.
It must be entirely bug-free so that installat
ion staff and others are not trouble shooting
for what they regard as activities peripheral to
their main frmction; few installations are as
yet dedicated to processing schools work.

This degree of autonomy had reaohed such pro
portions that by September 1974 extensive use
was being made of either Part 1 or Part 2 Com
puter Studies materials in at least 1,151
sohools, 201 further and higher educational
establishments and 64 colleges and departments
of education, mainly in England and Wales. We
had reports which brought the total of teachers
lmown to have trained to 1,900.

SUPPORTTIlG SERVICES

The work of the CES staff has changed from dash
ing about in response to numerous enquiries and
tackling software problems, Now we co-ordinate
feedback and through newsletters and course
or'gan.Lse ra t bulletins, disseminate the infomat
ion to a mailing list of over 2,000.

INDUSTRY

Training techniques.
Role of computers
in society

Publishing
techniques

CO-OPERAnON BETWEEN EDUCATION and the COMPUTER INDUSTRY

CES THE CATALYST
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We are invited to seminars for teachers, mainly
in the United Kingdom, but more recently to
SWitzerland, Eire and West Germany as well as
conducting visitors from these countctes and
Holland, Poland, Russia, South Africa and
Australia.

In addition to the basic Computer Studies mater
ials for teachers and pupils, we have set a
standard for documentation of software suitable
for schools. Installation managers and operators
do not wish or need to spend extra time on spec
ialised software problems. Accordingly, to ICL
installations prepared to process schools work,
we supply software accompanied by thorough oper
ating documentation. For the more curious user,
we have CESIL and SIR compiler manuals. These
have proved invaluable in providing, direct to
users, answers to the more technical questions,
and have incidentally led some users to produce
CESIL in' French and Welsh.

It is DUX view that an essential ingredient for
this type of change to be successful in the
classroom is to enlist teachers who experience
the daily task of teaching and computer profess
ionals who are in touch with the many ramificat
ions of teclmical change. A group such as CES
must be dedicated not only to providing an inter
face for these of'nen entirely different kinds of
people, but also to ensuring further materials
are in the pipeline. Not only is the computer

world in a constant state of flux but the needs
of children are also constantly changing. At
the time of writing, we have produced a provis
ional edition of a teacher's guide for a standard
ICL information retrieval package. In other
words, we have exploited a well tried and very
sophisticated professional software package. The
Guide was the result of several school-based
projects: television viewing survey, election
polling, analysis of historical buildings and so
on. The software package explanation was stripp
ed of technical jargon, the more sophisticated
facilities were ignored and a guide produced
which assumed little was to be gained by insight
into computing, but a lot by using the package as
an all purpose information analysis tool.

Needless to say Part 3 of Computer Studies or as
we termed it Further Computer Studies was well
defined by September 1974. Also the CES staff
had been augumented by one of the original course
organisers whose principal task was to get this
latest set of materials in production. His main
task was the selection of a practical working
party from the large number of teachers and lect
urers who by now were confident of their ability
to show how it should be done. The need in 1974
for judicious and diplomatic selection of suit
able teachers is a far cry from the almost total
reluctance to be involved of teachers in 1968.

The relationship between the materials discussed
and the software and documentation can be seen
in the following diagram.

Software

t
~' '''''''' t"dolton

? IlJ

•

Cours.e
organiser's
bullelins

12-1]··-··r~·~ I .1 ~:'I~ _-"~I~~::~"

~'1r~~

"l/~~" ~~-
Software

STRUCTURE of COMPUTER STUDIES MATERIALS
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The infrared computer based oculometer developed at the University of Alberta, Canada, for
the study of visual responses is described. The system scans an infrared image of the eye
and calculates and records eye pointing direction and pupil dilation once every thirtieth
of a second. An example of the analysis of the scan patterns in response to a visual
stimuli is presented. Further applications and uses of the system in a learning environ
ment are also discussed.

1. 0 I NTRODUCT ION

I t has been est imat ed that dur ing the course
of normal learning, a learner r e l ies on visual
input for approximately eighty percent of what
he learns. It is therefore of utmost
importance for educators involved in preparing
instructional materials that rely on visual
response by the learner to know how learners
respond to different kinds of visual materials
while learning. .

The advent of 1earn i nq by computer has
generally had the effect of increasing the
importance of the visual channel in learning,
since computer assisted instruction (CAl)
sys terns tend to re I y on some form of video
display more heavily than they do on audio.
The study of visual response of learners
while learning in a CAl environment is
therefore an important prob 1em.

In order to fac i 1 i tate the study of v i sua 1
response in learners confronted with various
learning tasks, the Division of Educational
Research Services at the University of
Alberta in Canada has developed an infrared
computer based oculometer. This device, when
properly positioned in relation to a learner
who is looking at visual materials presented
ei ther by cathode ray tube (CRT) terminal or
by rear-screen projector, calculates and
records the 1earner I s v i sua 1 response once
every thirtieth of a second. This paper will
describe, in some detail, how the infrared
computer based oculometer system operates
and what variables are recorded. It will also
present a number of examp 1es of v i sua 1
responses of learners while learning in a CAl
env i ronmen t .

2.0 THE EYE

The human eye is approx imate 1y spher ica 1 and
contains an optical apparatus which includes
two refracting elements, the cornea, which
is the transparent, curved front port ion of
the eyeball wall, and the lens, which is the
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refracting element wi t h variable power.

The sensory apparatus of the eye is the retina,
a thin membrane of photoreceptors. The area
of the retina possessing the highest degree
of visual accuity is the fovea.

The optical axis of the eye lies along a line
jo i n i ng the center of the pup i1, the center
of corneal curvature, and the fovea. The
extens ion of the opt i ca 1 ax is f rom the eye to
the visual display indicates the point in the
display being fixated foveally by the eye.

In order to determine where in the visual
field, a learner is looking, it is necessary
to locate the position of the optical axis
of the eye. This is accompl ished by making
the pupil center and the center of corneal
curvature "v l sl b l e'". This is done by
illuminating the pupil with infrared light,
wh i ch is not visible to the learner. An
infrared television camera, positioned so
that its axis is co-linear with the infra-
red 1 ight source used to illuminate the eye
picks up the infrared image of the pupi 1 which
appears as bright luminous disc against the
dark background formed by the sc 1era, whi ch
does not reflect infrared I ight. Within the
area of the pupil, there is a very small spot
of 1 lqh t , several times more intense than the
image of the pupil. This spot of light is
the corneal reflection, and is the virtual
image of the infrared 1ight source formed by
the cornea. The corneal reflection 1 le s on
aline between the infrared 1ight source and
the center of corneal curvature. The 'center
of the pup ill i es on a line between the center
of corneal curvature and the point in space
be i n9 f ixa ted by the eye. Therefore, the
displacement between the point in space being
f lxat ed and the infrared 1ight source is
proportional to the displacement between the
pup i 1 center and the center of the cornea 1
reflection at any point in time.
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3.0 THE COMPUTER I NTERFAC E

The scan 1ines generated by the infrared tele
vision camera generally contain three levels
of video information. The video level is
lowest when the dark region surrounding the
pupil is being scanned.. The video level rises
to an intermediate level of about 1.3 volts
when the pup i 1 is be i n9 scanned and to a high
level of about 2 volts when the corneal
reflection is being scanned. The interface
board cons ists of aline counter whlch records
the number of the scanl ines which intercept
the pupil and the corneal reflection. From
this, it is a simple matter to compute pupil
dilation and vertical position of both pupil
and corneal reflection. To determine hori
zontal position of the pupil center, a 10
megahertz timebase is generated into an
accumulator to indicate the time displacement
to the I ead I ng edge of the pup I I, and the
corneal reflection for each scan 1 ine. The
centers of the pup i 1 and the cornea 1
reflection are calculated on the basis of
this measure. High speed comparators set to
appropriate reference levels are used as
level detectors to determine when the video
has intercepted the pup i I or the cornea I
reflection.

The above measures are repeated once every
frame, hence one set of displacements and
one measure of pupil dilation is recorded
once every thirtieth of a second. This
information is transferred to a 9-track
magnet ic te pe whlch is the data sou rce for
off-I ine analysis of visual responses. In
order to reference this relative measure of
eye movement to an absolute point in space,
the system is cal l bre ted for each individual
by observing the displacement coordinates
for each individual as he fixates a point
whose absolute coordinates in space are known.
This cal ibration information makes it possible
to express relative displacement data collect
ed in terms of absolute points of fixation
within the context of the target area.

4.0 APPL I CATIONS OF THE I NFRAREO
COMPUTER BASED OCULOMETER

The Division of Educatfonal Research Services
at the University of Alberta operates a
20-terminal IBM 1500 computer assisted
instruct ion system. Student terminal shave
the capability of displaying text and or
graphics on a CRT. In addition) rear-screen
projectors which have the capability of
addressing and-projecting a single frame of
16mm film under computer control are also
available. To demonstrate the capabil ity of
the ocu Iometer to measure and record v i sua 1
response of learners using a terminal of the
IBM 1500 CAl system, two visual displays were

prepared. The first contained 5 lines of
text. The second con ta ined a mu1tip 1echo ice
question which required the learner to look
at a graphic display shown on the CRT adjacent
to the question.

FIGURE 1: CONF I GURAT I ON OF EQU I PMENT

Figure I shows the configuration of the
equipment. The CRT was positioned directly
in front of the subject and about 16 inches
away. The opt ica 1 head conta i n i ng the
camera and the infrared 1ight source was
positioned to the right of the CRT and was
equipped with a system of mirrors which made
the effective camera opening appear
immediately below the CRT viewing area and
vertically centered. The controlling
computer was located in an adjacent room.
The head restraint used consisted of a simple
chinrest and served only to insure that the
eye of the learner stayed within the field
of view of the camera.

The subject finished reading the first
display within 6 seconds. In the second
display, he was instructed to close his eyes
as soon as he was sure he knew the answer.
The total viewing time in this case was
about lfS seconds.

5.0 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Figure 2 shows the visual stimulus which

.. PRlnnitHI. .Tlll~i·>·

1M) 1l10Ttt.·

FIGURE 2: READI NG TASK
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was displayed on the CRT for the subject to
read. Figure 3 shows the task in which the
subject was asked a multiple choice question
about the area of rectangles.

lit T1E RIQII lI' TI£

SClEEH IllS 11£ URaT

FIGURE 6: SECOND 250 READINGS

RI

R

cBA

NttIOf aF 11£

"-
NttIOl lI' 11£FIGURE 3: QUESTION ON AREA OF RECTANGLES

A plot of eye pointing position for the
subject while performing the reading task
presented in figure 2 appears in figure 4.

FIGURE 4: SCAN PATTERNS ON READI NG TASK

Figures 5, 6, and 7 show a total of 100D
eye-pointing coordinates obtained wh i l e the
subject viewed the question shown in figure 3.
Figure 5 shows the first 350 readings, figure
6 shows the next 250 readings, and figure 7
shows the last 400 readings taken prior to
the subject closing his eye to signify that
he knew the answer.

FIGURE 5: FIRST 350 READI NGS

FIGURE 7: LAST 400 READINGS

Figure 4shm-/s the various fixations and
saccades that are inherent in a reading task.
The greater density that is evident in words
such as "p ropo r t i onel" is indicative of the
relative reading difficulty inherent in an
unfami 1iar word. At the same time, words
such as "the!' and "l t s " receive far less
attention and in some cases are not individ
ually fixated by the reader.

In figure 5, the subject read the f i rst 1 ine
of text and then prompt Iy went on to examine
the f l qures before returning to complete the
reading task. It is also evident in this
figure that the word "Lar-qes t" was identified
by the subject as being highly significant.
This may be seen from the high density of
visual responses on this word. Also, it may
be noted that of the three rectangles,
rectangle A appears to show the highest
density of visual responses.

Figure 6 shows that the subject has in fact
gone back and re-read the text on the screen.
sti 11 paying the greatest degree of attention
to the word "Ler-qes t" and to rectangle A.

Finally, figure 7 shows the subject completely
ignoring most of the visual display, as he
concentrates his attention al t e rn a t e lyon
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alternative A and rectangle A. Whi le more
meaningful analyses are possible by reducing
the number of readings plotted on a single
display, space limitations in this paper do
not permit such analyses to be presented
he re .

6.0 OTHER APPLICATIONS

Thus far, this paper has described the infra
red computer based oculometer and presented
two examp Ies of v j 5 ua 1 responses made by a
subject in relation to two different visual
tasks. In this part of the paper, some
potential applications of the system wi 11 be
discussed.

With the recent increase in interest in
computer assisted instruction, the amount of
information presented on the screen of a CRT
as well as the spacing of the text is of
prime concern. Further investigations
regarding the positions of diagrams, charts
and graphs in relation to the text could be
assessed through the recordi n9 of eye
movements.

In the area of reading, the study of visual
responses could aid in" the diagnosis of
various reading difficulties. By recording
the sequence of fixations with regressions
and backsweeps, difficulties in maintaining
a smooth and consistent left-to-right
progression of reading a 1Ine of text could
be assessed. Another reading problem, that
of wor d reversals manifests itself when
students read, a word in reverse order, that
is, a word such 'as "wes!' is read as "s aw','
The task of de t e rml nl nq whether the students
scan the word in reverse order can be e as l ly
carried out by the oculometer.

A number of studies have been conducted
investigating the tes t-wl s enes s behavior
of students responding to multiple choice
questions. The recording of visual scan
patterns of students responding to multiple
choice questions would enable one to deter
mine whether students do in fact look for
cues inadvertently overlooked by the test
cons t ructor.

In other instances, students are asked to
extract pertinent information from pictorial
material. For instance, the recording of
eye movements of medical persons reviewing
x-rays would aid medical instructors in
developing instructional strategies for
teach i ng how to exam i ne x- rays.
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COMPUTER ANALYSIS OF TEXTUAL COMPREHENSIBILITyl

Arthur I. Siegel J. Jay Wolf

Applied Psychological Services, Inc.
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Methods for measuring the comprehensibility of wr-L'tt en materials through automatic comprehensibil
Lrycajcu.terdon are discussed. It is held that such methods are necesary as a basis for increas-
ing the ability of students to process information presented to them in wr-L tten form. The com-
prehensibility measurement techniques described have been previously validated and are drawn from
and based on current psycholinguistic theory and on concepts of the Guilford Structure-of-Intellect
model. Automatic calculation of the various comprehensibili t.y measures is held to be feasible,
practical, and wi thin current digital computer capability.

1. INTRODUCTION

According to Bor'mut h (1968), the educator I s prob
lem is to transmit knowledge to students, using,
for the most part, language in wr-i tten form as
the medium of communication. The effectiveness
of the transmission process, he said, can be in
creased by controlling the d.i f f i cu Lt y of the lan
guage in which the transmission of knowledge is
encoded. Controlling the d Lf f Lcu Lt y of language
communication can be accomplished by manipulat
ing the language so as to make it less difficult.
Bor'mu't h also asserted that modern researchers
in the area must regard readability research
as being vi tal to the solution of every major
aspect of the problem of increasing the effect
iveness with whi.ch students organize the know
ledge encoded in the language appearing in their
instructional materials. Fundamental to such
control over textual difficulty is a sound method
for measuring r-eadab.i Li ty.

Readability measurement is not new. A compre
hensive r'ev i.ew of prior techniques for measuring
r'e adab.i Li.ty Ls presented in Williams, Siegel,
and Burkett (1973). However, the prior techni
ques (e.g., Flesch (1948). Dale G Chall (1948),
Lorge (1944» deal principally with what one
might call mechanical factors such as quanti ties
of words, sentences, syllables and their occur
r-ences-o-no-r with the meanings of wor-ds per' ee .
They have been used for some time not only be
cause they measure reading d Lff i.cu.l t y (specific
ally, reading grade level) in some sense, but
also because they are suitable" to relatively
easy calculation by hand. The limitations of
these measur-es were described by Jacobson and
MacDougall (1970) who further summarized the
advantages of automating readability indices
vis-a-vis the problem of producing programmed
materials.

The focus of the present article is on automatic
readability measures which are characterized by
their attempt to measure the intellective dif
ficulty of the contents. Alternatively, we may
say that the measures with which we deal have a
goal of measuring difficulty of concept s-c-the
amount of thinking which a reader will have to
do. This, if you will, is the intellective work
load that the reader must expend in order to
gain an understanding of the meaning of the text.
These measures, therefore, represent an attempt
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to quantify the complexity of what is happening
inside a reader's head, rather than to determine
comprehensibility purely on the basis of sizes
and fr-equenc i es of words and sentences.

2. B/lCI<GROUND

Our goal here is to describe the mechanization
via computer, of the analysis of text so as to
handle the logic and calculation sequences re
quired to determine the selected comprehensi
bility measures described in section 3. Work
based more directly on this type of requirement
has not been altogether lacking. In recent years,
the technology has made important strides. The
main impetus of this progress has been principal
ly the desire to have computers respond to ques
tions posed in English. In response to this need,
various workers have been active. Table 1 cites
a variety of early developments extracted from
Green (1963).

The Phillips' program uses a stored dictionary
in order to accomplish a -ayrrtac't Lc analysis of
sentences. In the "Base ba Ll," program, questions
are also syntactically analyzed, and the missing
questioned information is sought in a sui table
prepared data base.

In ano-ther- early wor-k , Householder (1961) report
ed on the development of a general mechanical
routine for the reduction of complex sentences to
their constituent simple sentences w.ithou t loss
of information content. Secondarily, he worked
toward an artificial language (based on English)
suitable for storage, t r-ans Lat ion, or manipula
tion.

Nor'e recently, there has been additional and sub
stantial work in the field of natural language
inquiry systems closely related to the task at
hand. This is seen as a very positive influence
on the probability of success of automating
comprehensibility. Natural language inquiry sys
tems are based on new computer data base storage
and retrieval techniques developed in the late
60's and early 70's. At least, the Eoj.jowdng
'five well-recognized groups. have r-ecentjy been
engaged in the development of the capability to
accept input queries to a computer data base in
English rather than an artificial language
(though only a limited English subset [grammar]
is, of course, permi tted) :
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Table 1
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Author
McCar thy

Some Early English Language
Program

Date Name
1959 Advice Taken

Processing (Inquiry) Programs

Function
draws conclusions from English statements

Lindsay

Phillips

Simmons, et a l ,

Green, et a l ,

1960

1960

1961

1960

Family Tree

Responder

Synthex

Baseball

abstracted into familial relationships
and generate family tree

answers questions in English about pre
stored sentences

like Phillips in a larger context

answers s i.mpI'e questions about baseball
in English. extracted from data in a
data base

Systems Development Cor-por-a t ion
California Institute of Technology
Bolt, Beranek, S Newman, Inc.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
University of Texas

An illustration of a technique applied in de
veloping such a question-answering machine is
given by Simmons in Barko (1962). These devel
opments, in turn are spurred by vthe facts that:
(1) remote access to data bases is becoming much
mer-e common, and (2) more wor-thwh Lke data bases
are becoming increasingly available--even on a
commercial basis. These trends are expected to
continue with the end result that the field of
computational linguistics will be an important,
if not critical, research and development area
for at least the balance of the 70's.

These natural language inquiry systems each util
ize a parsing program which accepts the (pre
stored) natural language inquiries and deter
mines the semantic interpretations of these in
quiries, translating them into expressions which
generate various actions on the de'ta bases. It
is expected that this specific experience in the
parsing of Eng Li.sh would be of direct assistance
in the development of automat i c techniques for
readabili ty /comprehensibili t y measurement.

Currently, deve Loper-s report times from less
than .10 to 20 seconds, depending on approach
and the end use of the parse result, to auto
matically parse an English language inquiry
(many nuances are not admitted) including flag-
ing of some grammatical errors"

3. READABILITY CONSTRUCTS INVOLVED

3 .1. Structure-of-Intellect Constructs

Guilford, along with a number of coworkers, has
formulated a comprehensive model of intellective
structure (Guilford, 1967; Guilford & Hoepfner,
1971). This model, called the Structure-of-In-

tellect model is the result of over 20 years of
work which empirically isolated and defined 120
intellective functions. A sample of these func
tions was selected for inclusion here. The func
ti.ons selected Here cognition of semantic units,
cogni tion of semantic relations, evaluation of
symbolic implications, cognition of figural units,
convergent production of semantic systems, con
veogenr production of semantic implications, and
divergent production of semantic units. Each of
these is defined in section 4. The ability of
measures of these functi.ons to reflect textual
compr-e hene LbLl.i. ty has been described by Siegel
and Bergman (1974).

3.2. Psycholinguistic Constructs

Four constructs, from modern psycholinguistic
thinking, were selected for Lnc Lus Lon , These
were Yngve depth, morpheme depth, t r-ansforma
tional complexity, and self embedding. The valid
i ty of measures of these constructs as reflec
tors of comprehensibility has been described by
Lambert and Siegel (1974).

4. AUTOMATIC MEASUREMENT

4.1. S-tructure-of-Intellect Measures

The cognition of semantic units (CMU) measure is
based on the type/token ratio. The measure is
based on a prior finding {Sfege L & Bergman, 1974)
that text which includes heavy language diversity
places a heavier intellective 10Cid on the reader
than 'text which is semanticaily homogeneous. It
seems that, in any given body of text, this fac
tor can be readily automated by a series of word
courrt s , A highly satisfactory value for this
factor can be ob'tedned through ° the straight-for
ward approach of calculating the ratio concerning
a text block:

CHU= Number of different words = NOW(B)
Totaliuiill6er of words TNW(B)
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'I'he cognition of semantic relations (CNR) metric
is defined as the number of sentences divided by
the number of incomplete links or relations in a
textuai block. The former is, of course, much
easier to determine than the latter. The deter
mination of the number of sentences in a given
text is trivial. Determining the number of in
complete links or relations in text is substanti
ally more difficult to automate and, as such, re
presents considerable technical risk. Detailed
analyses would be required to obtain wholly a
satisfactory logic and a resultant computer
program. Such logic would involve identifying
constructions such as compound subjects or pred
icates in conjunction with indefinite pronouns.
It is anticipated that development of several
li.mi ting rules which define exceptions to gener
al semantic relational logic would be a reason
able approach to this measure.

The seventh s tr'uc tur'a-o f-Trrte Ll.ec t derived read
ability/comprehensibility measure is conuerqenc
produccion of semantic implications (NMI). This
is defined as a tally of the number of times
a synthesis of two or more items or ideas in the
text is required but not provided. The auto
matic determination of situations in which a syn
thesis of two elements is required In a body of
text is an exceedingly difficnlt technical t.ask ,
No obvious ao Lut Lon exists. This determination
is tantamount to the requirement to determine
whether or not a conclusion or a logical exten
sion can be drawn from two (or more) sentences or
phrases regardless of their placement wi th.in the
text. Assuming this difficult determination, a
somewhat less difficult problem would need solu
tion, namely, an answer- to the question: "Has
this conclusion in fact drawn somewhere in the
text?"

EvaZuation of symbolic implications (ESI) is de
fined to be the ratio:

Calculation of the ESI could be largely a bypro
duct of the determination of CMU and as such I ts
calculation is considered relatively s irnp Le and
risk free. The denominator of ESI and CNU are
identical. The count of all abbreviations can
be determined by the resultant count of muLt i.p Le
word abbreviations (from the eMU calculation)
plus the count of single Hard abbreviations (e.g.,
Mr., Ave., and Pr-es . L, plus the tallied wor-d
count r-esuI ts from symbols also determined in
the calculation of C~1U.

Number of abbreviated or

EST= ~~~~~l~~m~~;d~f words
_ NSW(B)
- TNW(B)

This clearly calls for techniques beyond the
present scope of capabilities in language data
processing.

The last previously validated readability/camp' ';"
hen s Lbi.Li.ty measure described in this section ;..:>
diverqent: production. of semantic units (DHU).
This measure is defined to equal the number of
elucidations, exp Lanat ions, or elaborations con
tai.ned in the subject block of text. Presenta
tion of an illustrative example in any form would
meet this criteria. Here further study Hill also
be required to specify detailed implementation.
Howeve r , a counting approach keyed to salient in
dicator wor-ds (e -g , , repeat, accordingly, conse
quent Ly ) provides reasonable direction.

4.2. Psycholinguistic Measures

The cognition of figuY'al. units measure (cru) is
defined as the number of labelled locations or
positions on a map, diagram, or dr-awi ng . A
simple count of the number of textual (alpha
numeric) entries in a given diagram may be de
termined by a tally of such wor-ds or phrases as
are provided as input to the text processing
program. Here, however, we conceive only of
textual input, not the graphics of a figure.

The next structure-of-intellect measure previous
ly found to reflect the comprehensibility of tex
tual material is convergent production of seman
tic systems (NMS). This measure may be defined
as the number of mnemonic devices which are pre
sented to the reader in a block of text (the art
of strengthening the memory by using certain for
mal or mechanical methods of remembering is call
ed . mnemonics) .

Automation of this measure would demand consider
able attention prior to implementation. This is
due to the wide variety of types of mnemonic de
vices and their relative infrequency of occur
rence. S'Lnce relatively large expenditures wouId
be required to develop this logic which would be
infrequently used, the cost/effectiveness of the
calculation is questionable,

All the psycholinguistic measur-es; discussed be
10H, of readability /comprehensibility have been
pr'e v i.ous Ly investigated and verified relative to
their value in assessing the intellective load
a text places on the reader.

Yngve (1959) defined a new approach to measuring
the depth or complexity of a sentence. This mea
sure has come to be called Yngve depth. However,
one who attempts to calculate the Yngve depth of
a sentence will not find the exercise to be a re
laxing Hay to pass his time. There has been pub
lished, however, (Amer-i.can Society for Informa
tion Sciences) a series of over one hundred sen
tence structure possibilities each wi th its pre
calculated Yngv e depth value. The procedure re
commended for implementation of the Yngve depth
measure is one which will allow the computer to
attempt to match each given sentence (in the text
whose readability/comprehensibili"ty is to be de
termined) to one of the available Sentences with
a precalculated depth value.

The second psycholinguistic measure is morpheme
depth. A morpheme is "a linguistic or word uni t
which has no smaller meaningful parts. II Alter
nately a morpheme is one or more syllables which
together have some semantic meaning. For r-eada-
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b.i Ll t y determination purposes, the morpheme depth
measure (MD) may be determined by ob te i n i ng a tal
ly of the number of morphemes in a block of text
through implementation of a dictionary look-up
procedure. To this end, it wouLd be necessary to
add to a currently available dictionary (in mag
netic tape form) the number of morphemes corre
sponding to each dictionary entry. Tbus.~. the word.
"unequ Lvoca L" whLch has five syllables 'Cun-e
quiv-o-cal) would also be listed in the diction
ary as having three morphemes (un-equi-vocal).
The morpheme depth for any text block would be
the quotient of the morpheme count (total number
of morphemes per block [TNM(B)), divided by the
total number of wor-ds [TNW(B)], as calculated
for eMU.

The next psycholinguistic measure is transforma
tional complexity (TC). It measures the number
of transformations required to derive the "deep
structure" from the "surface structure" of a sen
tence. The scoring here is based on the count of
the four types of sentences: (1) active, (2)
active-negative, (3) passive, and (4) passive
negative. The basic problem here, then. is the
definition of a logic suitable for identifying
these four categories of sentences. This is
considered feasible wi t h i n present capabilities.

The fourth psycholinguistic measure of r-eedabLj-.
ity/comprehensibility is self embeddedness. One
measure of embeddedne s s can be obtained by a tal
ly of the number of wor'd s whi ch separate the sub
ject and verb of a sentence. The problem here,
as before, is automatic detection of the subject
and verb in vl.ew of ambiguity of assignments of
some wor-ds to parts of speech, particularly noun
and verb interaction. However , assuming this
problem to be solved for other measures, no ad
di tional parsing Houle be required for the self
embedding measure.

5. THE fUTURE

It is interesting to conjecture about the future
of this field. The extent to which automation is
determined to be feasible (together wi t h later
successes in its implementat ion) could have a
far reaching effect on t r-a i n i.ng material pre
paration and eventually on wr i ting styles. A
rapid increase in the. routine operational use of
computers to prepare text for publication is now
being experienced. A 1971 survey of available
online editing systems included about a dozen
computer programs called "text editors I! (VanDorn
& Rice, 1971). Recent developments have extend
ed this trend, it is expected to continue. Hi th
in a decade, it is believed that a significant
percentage of a Ld published material from news
papers to encyclopedias will be computer process
ed.

It is obvious that part of the computer process
ing of text for publication is the "ttyp Lng" or
optical reading of the text in machine readable
media: Some of the more advanced -text editing
programs also use a computer-stored dictionary.

Hith this capability, a computer program can ac
complish functions such as automatic hypheniza-
t ion, page numbering, indexing, page layout,
spelling checks, centering of headings, and the
like. He believe that, some time in the future,
there Hill be a natural extension of this type of
computer processing so as to add the capability
of determining one or more comprehensibility in
dices. Accordingly, the technique, to the ex
tent that it is recommended here as feasible,
could result in a programming logic flow for text
processing whLch , in turn, could become the "back
end" of more routine text handling procedures nOH
available or being developed.

As a last thought, we note that the concepts
presented apply exclusively to the English lang
uage, as wouLd any computer technique resulting
therefrom.
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COMPUTER-BASED TESTING WITH AUTOMATIC SCORING BASED ON SUBJECTIVE PROBABILITIES*
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A paradigm for psychological and educational testing is presented by which sufficient
information is gathered on the testees opinion on each single test item to justify using
this information not only to evaluate his state of knowledge but also as a starting-point
for individual teaching or educational group-discussion. It implies a generalization of
Shuford IS scoring method for subjective probabilities on answer alternatives. It is argued
that these subjective probabilities are a more valid measure of the testees state of mind
than a rating of (subjective) certainty added to a traditional multiple choice test. When
an interactive computer program is used to present the test items the paradigm is even
feasible to test eleven years old pupils. Scoring-formula IS and the possible use of
techniques for multidimensional cluster analysis based on test results with this paradigm
are.shortly discussed and related to underlying psychological processes that might be
assumed. Operational programs that provide a computer-based testing facility are prese~ted.

The approach is believed to open new pathways to psychological and educational research and
practice.

I. THE POVERTY OF MULTIPLE CHOICE TESTS

Testing one l s opinions and attitudes against the
attitudes and opinions of others and comparing
them is an important activity to anyone who is
studying a certain subject and for that matter
i.n education. If the subject-matter is such, that
there is one opinion shared by authorities in
the field) comparing ones own thinking to that
"objective" opinion can be called "knowledge-
r e s t Lng" and when a student is working to
acquire this knowledge the test can be used to
estimate his progress. This however is a special
case of the more general one, where (expert)
opinions may differ and where .rhe facts of to
day may be the (outdated) opinions of to-morrow.
For ease of' administration tests tend to have a
multiple-choice format with a Lk-to r-tnone scoring:
a test consists of a set of relatively homoge
neous items, each containing two or more
alternatives of whi.ch one is scored "r i.ght", the
other ones being scored "wr ong". The wrong
alternatives are equally weighted) although it
is well known that same are more attractive
ciistractors and others are onlychoosen by very
devi.an t; testees. A "true score" is estimated
generally by counting the "number of items
correct (possibly cor recced for "guessing"» a
large number of i terns is needed to get a
reliable estimate. Many attitude-tests and
personality tests are basically founded on the
same model.
From psychometric theory on testing and scaling
ve know that the problem of estimating a "true
sccre" with this paradigm is not trivial.
Measurements on many variables in psychology and
education are based on these testing-procedures
that deliver global scores on variables like

"verbal intelligence" .or "attitude toward
author i.t y" whose theoretical status is problema
tic, although there is agreement as to their
solid operational definition.
One problem with the traditional multiple choice
test paradigm is that each item is of the pass
or fail-type and one should know the probability
of choosing the right answer given a certain
true score, measured on some continuous scale.
Most of the times the scoring-formula is such
that the best strategy is to choose at random
one of the (subjectively) equally mos t probable
answers: it maximizes the expected score. In that
way the answer to a single item hardly gives any
reliable information on the state of knowledge of
the testee and interpretation and discussion of
the testresults at the detailed level of
particular test-items is justly discouraged by
psychometricians.

2. ANOTHER PARADIGM FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL AND
EDUCATIONAL TESTING

One way that is sometimes proposed to get more
information out of the single item is to add a
"cerce Inty't-ucore to the answer. In some cases
this can be seen as the subjective probability
estimate on the choosen alternative. One problem
with this procedure is that those "subjective .
probabilities" do not behave like probabilities:
they need not add up to one for instance,' Another
problem is that it is not yet very clearly shown
that this kind of score does add to the reliabi
lity or validity of the test as a who l e ; A third
prob lem is that "certainty" need not be the same
as the subjective probabi Li ty of the answer being
right: one might be very cer t afn the right answer
is one of two specific alternatives out of four

if- The research reported in this paper was funded by the Netherlands Foundation for Educational Research
(S.V.O.}. Opinions stated are the autbor ' s and need not reflect any official standpoint.
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The next i. tern could be:
2. By this event it was s lightly bent. Ten

throws on a table of a nearby cafe with this
bent coin showed 8 heads and 2 tails. On the
eleventh throw it showed:

A. Heads (probability: .... )
B. Tails (probability: ..•. )

This could be followed by:
3. In the second question the probabilities

should be estimated according to the
A. Maximum likelihood method

(probability: ..•. )
B. Bayesian method (probability: ...• )
C. None of these (probability: .... )

given to illustrate the potential of the para
digm.
As an introduction to the procedure the follow
ing item can be used, as probably all testees
agree upon the model to be used to "e s t i mat e"
the probabilities "objectively":

I. On February 7th 1974 at 14.00 hr s , a coin
was dropped from the Tour Eiffel. It landed:

A. Heads up (probability: )
B. Tails up (probability: )

Fortunately no known prejudices showed in their
answer.
For two of these items I'll ask special attention.
The third one because the key will reflect the
"school" a statistician who asked the question
adheres, the last one because probably everyone
will agree there is no right key, no "ob jec t i.ve"
probability-distribution. The item can be used
however to compare individuals who answered it
and possibly by multidimensional techniques to

(probability: )
(probability: )
(probability: )
(probability: )
(probabi Li.ty: ...• )

of the Netherlands

choice tes t i tern isAfter that .e sure multiple
presented:

4. Who was prime-minister
in September 1973?

A. Pomp i d ou
B. Brandt
C. Biesheuve I
D. Den Uyl
E. Arafath

which item can be answered better than chance by
educated guessing, depending on the "educa t i.on"
of the t es t ee •
After this introduction of four items, we observ
ed a lively discussion between two eleven-year
old boys, who made this test in cooperation, on
the next item:

5. My car was stolen in Manhattan. The thief
vas caught and met one of the following
descriptions. Hhich one?

A. A banker of fifty-eight
(probabi Li,ty: ••.• )

B. An unemployed negro of thirty-one
(probabi lity: .... )

C. A (white) mechanic of twenty-five
(probability: .... )

D. A Jewish high-school drop-out with
rich parents (probability: ..•• )

3. SOME EXAMPLES OF TEST-ITEMS UNDER THIS
PARADIGM

but very uncertain which one (one bit uncertain
ty, probability distribution .5, .5, 0) 0) or one
might have only a slight preference for just one
alternative out of four. In this last-mentioned
case the probability distribution might be some
thin like .4, .2, .2, .2 with 1.92 bit uncertain
ty, the testee howeve r . feeling more certain as
the case is more decisive. A better solution is
proposed by Shuford, namely to have the testee
state his subjective probabilities on all the
alternatives and use a scoring formula such that
he maximizes his expected score when his report
ed probabilities are equal to his subjective
probabilities: his best estimate of the
"objective" probability of the alternative being
the right one. From these probabilities it is
possible to .derive his answer if the test were
presented in a more conventional format.
Shuford's paradigm can be easily generalized to
cases where not necessarily one of the alterna
tives is keyed the right one (probability of
being the right answer equals I according to
the constructor of the test), as examples given
will show. An additional advantage of this
paradigm is the fact that more information is
collected on each testees reaction to each
single item, whi.ch can sensibly be used to
compare him with the test-authors opinion or
wi t h reactions of other testees as they all are
given as probability distribution on the
alternatives. This gives a base to discussion
of the test-results at the level of single
items in individual or group-discussion, which
might have educational value.
This paradigm is difficult to implement. Not
only the scoring-formula I s are too complicated
to allow fast scoring by hand, but the task of
estimating the subjective probabilities is
quite difficult with paper-and-pencil tests:
they have to add up to one and especially when
more alternatives are available subjects tend to
overestimate the probability of the most
probable one and discover that not enough is
left for the less probable, but not unlikely
last alternatives. when the test is presented
interactively with the computer there is no
problem. The testee may fill in his probabilities
and correct them until he is satisfied wi t h the
shape of the resulting probability distribution.
The requirement of the probabilities adding up
to one is automatically taken care of. The
scoring-formula and de t a i led feed-back on the
tes t are of course no prob lem when a computer
is available. The procedure is quite simple and
sixth-grade pupils can do it with the program
we developed for our "study machine".

Before the psychological processes that are
assumed to be active in a testee while estimat
ing subjective probabilities are discussed and
re lated to the proposed scoring-formula 1 s - that
have their merits independent of their psycholo
gical justification - some examples will be
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discover dimensions in prejudice and clusters
of respondees who gave approximately the same
probability distribution.

4. THE UNDERLYING PSYCHOLOGICAL PROCESS AND THE
SCORING FORMULA

The subjective probabilities could be taken at
face value and for each test-item the paradigm
can be seen as an operational definition of
some measurement procedure generating measure
ments on testees in a vector-space, each vector
having the formal properties of a probability
distribution over the alternatives of a
specific item. With the proposed paradigm each
item with m at ternar i.ves can be the starting
point for a multidimensional analysis in (m-rl )
independent dimensions resulting either in a
clustering of testees that agree closely on that
item or in scores on most-discriminating
variables with respect to this item. In this \vay
we get grip upon a very specific sample of
behaviour, namely the reaction of a testee to a
specific item.
There is no more need to count the number right
on a sample of different items to get a score
on some global variable and to administer a
large number of tests to get the data for a
multidimensional analysis: any single item
generates a score on the variables that
determine the main differentiation between
testees in responding to this Same item. In
itself this is an advantage over more traditional
testing-procedures as the basic measurements are
more closely and directly related to the beha
viour in a well-defined situation i. c. answering
a specific item. 'Iwo problems however should be
considered, the first one concerning the
question if. we have some guarantee that the
probabilities reported by the t es t ee are to the
best of their knowledge equal to their s ubj e c t-t
ive probabilities, the second one concerns the
(psychological) interpretation of these subject
ive probabilities as in some \vay representative
of the testee in relation to what the item stands
for.
The bes t \vay to guarantee a candid answer- is to
formulate the items in such a way that it is
clear that only one of the alternatives is the
right one (although it might be very uncertain
which one) and to let the testees be clearly
aware of the fact that the scoring of the item
is such that they maximise their expected score
if their (reported) subjective probabilities are
equal to their true estimates. Let p .be the
vector of the &JSue pr-ob ab i Li.t Les and q the vec r er
of the 'r epgrr t ed prebeb i Li.t i es then the items
score should be a real valued function of p and
q that is maximum if p equals q . Many functions
meet this condition. For interpretability's sake
we have chosen for a function derived from
information theory. This can be made plausible
by the following considerations on the process
that leads to the estimation of the probabilities,
be it by the well-informed author of the item,
who keyed it with the so-called objective
probabilities or by the possibly less initiated

testee.
The ~yay to estimate a probability distribution
over a set of events is to sample a representa
tive set of occasions, observe on each occasion
what event happened and use the relative
frequencies as an estimate. This should be done
in the real world, but if we have a model of
this real world we could use it to simulate
this process or to predict the outcome of actual
sampling and it is quite legitime to take this
prediction as the actual estimate provided we
trust the model to be a " t r ue" one. In some
cases this procedure is preferred, namely when
it enables us to predict the outcome of the
perfect experiment wi t h an infinite sample,
which is unfeasible to perform in the real
wor Id . Hhen a testee has such a model, even if
he is the only one that trusts it, "es t i.mat.i on''
of the subjective probabilities is no problem
to him, if he has not the paradigm forces him'
to use whatever "model II or "per-cep t i.on" he has
of the Ureal world" and to do the sampling
mentally, on this model, to estimate the
probabilities of the alternatives whose
probabi Ii ties can not be deduced for certain
from this model. In that ~.,ay his estimations
convey information on his private model of the
real wo'rLd , which model of course is composed
of knowledge about facts and opinions, of his
own believes, opinions, prejudices, and
perceptions as influenced by his attitudes and
motivation. To state it simply: the testee has
to think before he can give the asked for
pr ob ab i 1i ties. The interpretation of these
probabilities will be facilitated if this
preceding process called "th i nk i ng" is related
to other psychological processes that cause
overt behaviour. In that way a generalization
of the meaning of the probability measurements
on a specific item might be possible which in
turn can provide a base for deducing hypotheses
on observable behaviour of the testee in other
situations.
To quite a number of psychologists " thinking"
is internalized verbal behaviour, the thinking
subject taking the roles of different discuss
ants. This internal discussion can not be
observed except by introspection or retrospect
ion, a very subjective method which is not
favored by present psychologists •. It is
however possible to observe this type of
"discussion" if the testee is thinking "aloud"
or if two testees are working together to
estimate the probabilities. In that case we see
the following. If t her a is no clear-cut model
available to derive the probabilities the
t es t ee abstracts from certain specifications
given in the item to be able to consider it as
an instance of a more general case. In our last
example the item states that the car of the
test-author was stolen in Manhattan, the
general case the testee uses in his thinking
might be "a car is stolen in Manhattan" or
" a car is stolen in the U.S.A.". The alternatives
are handled in the same way: "a banke~" beco~es

"someone who owns at leas tone expens 1 ve car •
Sometimes it is seen that the item is made more
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When we take the sum of these two measures as a
measure of the total surprise caused by a
confrontation of the testee and the author
(each being s.ender and receiver) we get a
symmetric measure of dissimi larity

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

-E qi 1dPi + ~ Pi IdP i
1

-E
i.

s
p

s
p

S
q

or S
P

This formula is not very useful as it implies
also that a testee with a homogeneous probability
distribution is never surprised. *
But in that case .tbe surprise caused by the
testee in the test-author will be quite large
(provided they do disagree):

The value of the received information is equal
to the expected information, if the probability
distributions of the sender and receiver are
equal or if the receiver has a uniform probability
distribution. The difference between the mean
amount of information received and the mean amount
of information expected could be taken for a mea
sure of the "surpr Ise" caused by the (messages
of the) sender in the receiver.

I t should be noted that this measure taken as a
measure of the dissimilarity between the sender
and the receiver is not symmetric: in a discuss
ion between A and B, A may be more surprised by
B than B is by AISS tatements, a quite realistic
situation.
From this a test-item-scoring formula could be
derived as an answer to the question: how
surprised would the testee be if he were con
fronted wi.th the test-author who keyed the
"ob j ectiveil probabi Li,t i.es as a sender. The
scoring formula of an item would then be:

specific (the banker might urgently need a car
to hunt a thief and the author's car was near-by
and had the keys in it) but these specifications
never lead directly to the ultimately.estimated
probabilities. The more "general cases" are used
to define events to be sampled. These "events"
are specifications of instances of the more
general case. They are' judged as to their
relative frequency of occurrence in the real
world as seen by the t es t ee , In the discussion
they take the form of arguements like "Hi.gh-'
school drop-outs often steal cars II , "Some
mechanics steal cars" or "There are hardly any
unemployed negroes in Manhattan to steal cars
unnoticed:'. It seems a good .work i ng hypothesis
to interpret the subjective probabilities as the
outcome of some sampling process on. the testee's
internal model of the real world. In that case
they are also an indication of the way he will
talk and argue about this "real world": in what
frequency or strength certain statements can be
expected from him. On the other hand they are
the probabilities with which he himself is
expecting certain events to happen or certain
statements to be made by other people. This
working hypothesis provides a link with
information-theory where the information carried
by a certain message (event, statement) is
measured as the negative base-2 logarithm of its
probabi1i ty.
In surmnary: with the proposed test-paradigm an
item is representative f or- a class of situations
and the alternatives are representative for
classes or types of statements about these
situations. The subjective probabilities are
the probabilities that the different types of
statements about these situations are used by
the testee while thinking or discussing these
situations. They are the same probabilities as
the probabilities with which he expects a like
minded and equally informed partner to emit the
statements from different types. If discussion
partners agree they have the same probability
distribution over the classes of messages
(statements or arguements) and the mean
information transmitted in each direction is
equal to the uncertainty of each of the partners.
However if they differ each partner will be
surprised by the relative frequencies of the
messages received in the course of the discuss
ion. There is an information-theoretic measure
for this "surpr-i s e".

"Surprisell and IlExcess" as measures of the
difference between probability distributions.

The mean amount of information expected to be
received is the negative sum of the base-two
logarithms of the probabilities of the
receiver, weighted by these same probabilities:

(I)

To compute the mean information actually
received however these logarithms should be
weighted by the corresponding probabilities of
the. sender of the messages:

* This somewhat amazing result is caused by the
fact that this measure is based on an informa
tion-value of the message that is independent
of the sequence of actually received mes s ages ,
If we allow the probabilities' (expectations)
of the receiver to change in the course of
discussion in the direction of the relative
frequencies of the messages received we would
see that he approaches the senders probabilities.
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Sp + Sq = E PildPi + E qi1dqi 

~ E Pi 1dqi - E qi Ldp i

In the same way we get the excess of the author
over the testee: Eq = I Pi 19Pi - rPi1dqi (11)

The excess is always positive except when the
probability measures are equal, in that case it
is zero.
In the case of a uniform distribution in the
receiver (res tee) the exce.s s is:

Let us see if the testee gains by faking.
Say he does not know for sure which one is the
right alternative, but he has an opinion on the
probability of being the right one for each
alternative. Let this be his true probability
distribution w.

His faked probability distribution be p ,
Then he knows ldp. will be his score on that
item provided alt~rnative L is the right one.
So his expected item-score is the sum of the
scores e ach alternative might give him weighted
by tbe i r probabilities to be the true alternative.
These probabilities are to the best of his know
ledge w. So his expected score is

(14)

whd ch 'he should maxarm.z e by faking the
appropriate probabilities p . But. these are exact
ly his true (subjective) probabilities, as (14)
is maximum for p equal to w!
If the test-author is allowed to key the alterna
tives with other probabilities but one and zero,
the testee has to try to match these probabili
ties as well as he can. If the test-authors
ideosyncracies are not known to him the only
reasonable thing to do is to estimate the
probabilities as "ob j e c t i.ve Iy" as possible and
report them truly. If the item concerns clearly
a matter of taste or opinion computing a score
to be maximized is quite meaningless and other
methods to compare testees should be used (see
the fore-going paragraph).
So far the proposed item score has as a maximum
the uncertainty of the text-author:

(8)

(9)

(10)

received by the tes tee:

-~ qi1dPi

Information sent to the testee:

-~ qi 1dqi

Excess of testee over author:

Ep = ~ qi1dqi - ~ qi 1dPi

It is easily seen that by this measure the total
surprise is equal to the total excess of
information received over the information sent.
This excess is also caused by the difference in
probability distributions of the two sources
(or for that matter: receivers), the author and
the t e stee , It can also be split up into two
components: the excess caused by the fact that
the testee (as a receiver) differs from the
author (as a source) and the excess when the
testee is the source and the author the receiver.
In each case the excess is the difference between
the information sent and the information
recedved :

Information

En the case of multiple choice items with one
true alternative (or in other words if the
author is completely certain) this reduces to

To attain independence of the number of a l eerna
tives in the item we normalize the itemscore by
dividing by Ldm, To facilitate discussion of the

(16)

( 15)

( 17)

(18)

if Pi = .; for all i then

-E p = -ldm - ~ qi Idq

-E = -r Ldm
P

rqi IdPi ..:: I qi ldqi

subtracting this does not change the Shuford
properties and standardizes the item-score such
that the maximum is always zero. In this stage
it appears to be equal to the negative of (10)
the excess of the testee over the author:

-Ep = qi 1dPi - ~ qi 1dqi

Er om (12.) we see that in another psychologically
important situation, when the testee reports he
could do no better than change, this itemscore
would attain different values dependent of m,
the number of alternatives and the uncertainty
of the author:

Ep = ~ qi1dqi + Ldm (Pi = ~ for all i) (12)

An information-theoretic scoring-formula meeting
Shuford's .cond i t i on,

From this formula it can be seen that if the
testee gives a uniform subjective probability
distribution his excess over the author is at
most the value of the base-two logarithm of the
number of alternatives. We will use this later
on to construct a reasonable scoring-formula.

As Shuford truly requires scoring a multiple
choice test-item with only one true alternative
should be such that a testee maximizes his
expected score if he reports his true
(subjective) probabilities as an answer. The
negative of the mean amount of information a
testee would receive from a "statement" by the
author (as discussed in the fore-going para
graphs) meets this condition as will be shown
presently.
If only one alternative is true the author will
give it a probability of one, the other
alternatives get a probability of zero. Thus the
scoring-formula

Lt ems co're -Ip = ~ qi1dPi (13)

reduces to the: prescription: take the base-two
logarithm of testee's reported probability on
the true alternative as the item-score.
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score t'lith the testee we add 1 and multiply by
100. The itemscore then becomes:

(

" q. ldp. - • q. ldq. + I)
sc = 1 1 1 1 1]. • laO

ldm
( 19)

building in these fields. The computer-programs
discussed in the appendix make the use of the
paradigm feasible.

6. APPENDIX

sc

s c

sc < 0

with the following interpretation:
100 complete agreement with the scoring

key) maximum score
testee does not better than chance
on a multiple-choice item with one
true alternative
the e xce s s of mean information
received by the t e s t ee exceeds the
maximum mean information possibly
sent wi th m alternatives: he does
worse than chance on a one true
alternative multiple choice-item

Any testee can do better or equal to chance:
positive scores are the rule, negative scores
are "punishment" for unduly guessing (pretending
to know more than in fact is known).
When a score on a test consisting of many items
is wanted, the mean of the item scores can serve
the purpose.

S. DISCUSSION

Some pains are taken in the preceding paragraphs
to justify an operational definition of a test
item score based on reported subjective
probabilities from the psychological (and for
that matter from an educationally important -)
point of view of human and inter-human informa
tion processing. There are good reasons to do so
as in any empirical science the operations that
lead to measurements of significant variables
should be defined in terms that fit into the
nomological ne twork of that science. Otherwise
the link between the theory developed and the
measurements taken is too loose to a l l.ow
significant conclusions. The relation of ~hese.

measurements to specific observable behav i ou r J.S

often blurred by taking summary statistics over
large samples of ill-defined behaviour that are
calibrated in relation to a sample of testee's
that is representative for some ad-hoc population
that happens to be at hand. Such hasardous.
operational definitions can always be as s ai.Led
with the (quite unscientific) question if the
defined variable is covering the scientific
concept it should be measuring. The proposed
paradigm for psychological and educational
testing, with its scoring-formula, is an
attempt to overcome this. It needs further
reinforcement by other experiments in human and
inter-human information processing such that it
is backed up by a more sturdy theory. We think
it could be a valuable instrument in further
development of this theory. On the other hand
research should be done relating the measurements
on specific items that are gathered under this
paradigm to other reliable psycho l og i cal and
educational measurements on Lnter-dnd ivdduaI
differences and on teaching- and learning
methods to prove its usefullness for theory-

The s tudymachine, reported upon in another paper,
provides a facility for testing under the dis
cussed paradigm. It is structured with a file
containing the different tests, a program to
input a test to this file ('IMATEST"), a program
to present a test and aid the testee in reporting
his subjective probabilities ("TESTMEIl

) , which .
also provides detailed feed-back innnediately
after the test is finished.
"MATEST i l is an interactive program, only mediocre
typing skills are required to use it. trhen call
ed upon it asks for the test name and the author
name if the return-key is touched as a sign the
user'does not know what to do a short explanation
of the facility is given beforehand. After that
the program prompts the typing of the text of an
item, the program asks how many alternatives it
has and it prompts typing the text of each
alternative and asks for its probability, the
scoring key coded as a percentage (a number
between zero and hundred). When the item is
completed the program prompts the typing of the
next item. Touching the return-key instead
(interpretation: III do not know what to do
further, no more items ") causes the tes t to be
stored on the test-file after whLch tPR: program
"TESTME Il is automatically called to prompt a
try-out of the test that was inputted.
"TESTMEII is also an interactive program. Like
in the other programs of the study machine
touching but the return-key causes explanation
of the program and of the tes ting paradigm to
be given. Normally the program starts asking
wha t test the user wants to take, if needed it
provides a listing of the tests available. If
the test is avai lab Le the user's name is asked
for to be printed with the feed-back and the
first item is presented. The format of presenta
tion is about the same as the lay-out of the
examples in this paper, last reported subjective
probabilities are kept on the screen next to the
corresponding answer-alternatives, so the t es t ee
can always check his response-pattern. At the
start of course no probabilities are printed.
The testee is prompted to choose for which
alternative he want s to fill in its probability,
then he gets the opportunity to type in this
probability (as a percentage). If a prior
estimate was shown already this is erased before
hand. The first time a sum-total of 100% is
reached the probabilities of the remaining
alternatives are automatically set to zero. \~hen

only one alternative remains to be answered its
probability is also automatically filled out ...
Of course the testee can correct these pr-obabi.Li-'
ties (like all the others) by choosing the
alternative concerned again. The program gives a
warning when the sum-total exceeds 100%. When
the t e s t ee is satisfied with the probabilities
shown he touches the return-key. The program
checks if to all alternatives probabilities are
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gi.ven , if not it prompts the testee to estimate
the missing probability, otherwise the next item
is present'ed or - if it were the last item - the
feed-back is printed.
The formula (19) used in the program to compute
the items core is

(

l: q. ldp. - l: q. ldq. \
_ 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. + '1 100

se - Idm ) .
(20)

where q. and p. are the probabilities of
alternaEive i feported by r es p , the author and
the t es t ee , m is the number of alternatives.
To prevent computing the logarithm of zero a
very small number (.0001) is taken for the
value of p , in case the testee reports a
probabi Ii t9 equal to zero.
The feedback shows the names of the test, test
author and testee and the testscore which is the
mean of the item-scores. The complete text of
each item is printed with to each alternative
two probabilities: the one keyed by the author
and the one estimated by the t e s t ee . In
addition the item-score is reported. This feed
back can be used to discuss the subject tested
upon wi th the teacher, wi th the au thor of the
test or with other testees (students).
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A branching parametiar for rreasuring OCIlplexity in structure has been obtained from €lIl'irical
rreasurenents of the use of control statenents in BASIC and Fortran programs. In a coinparable
set, programs for which this paraIlEter is a min:iJnum are well-structured: '!he paremeter has
been successfully applied to assist in grading simple programing exercises, and in corpar.inq
sets of exercises. An impraverrent in the quality of programing has resulted.

L INrROoucrION 2. EMPIRICAL MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS

3

GE

Studies of sets of one programing exercise (B),
in BASIC, given to two different classes have
been carried out, and results are displayed in
Tables 1, 2 and 4. Table 1 gives the range of
values, the mean and standard deviation (SO),
for the total nurrber of statenents (NO.STS.),
certain branching stateIrents, total d=--directed
(BR+) and up-directed (BRt) branches, and the
number of different labels referenced (LI\BElS)
for both classes. '!he definition of HI' a
measure used to compare and assess the programs,
is given in Section 3 bel=. For conparison
corresponding values from carefully constructed
denonstration versions have been included in the
table as standard programs (1) and (2). Version
(1) can be written with 2 loops and 6 branches as
in Table 1 or 3 Loops and 5 branches (illustrated
in Figure 3). '!he standard versions differ
slightly because of a minor addition to the ex
ercise set to the second class, and values of Mladjusted for this reason are marked with an
asterisk in the tables. An explanation of the
other adjustJrents made to values of ~ is given
be.low in Section 4 3

TABLE 1: MEASUREMENTS OF BASIC PRCX3RAMS

STIINDARD ALL STUDENT PRCX3RAMS (B)

(1) (2) CLASS (1) CLASS (2)

MElIN SO RANGE MElIN SO RAN

NO.STS. 40 51 42.6 9.2 64-29 64.4 11.0 99-4
FOR 2 3 2.12.6 14-0 3.7 1.4 11-2
IF 5 5 6.4 1.5 10-2 5.6 2.1 10-0
GOTO 1 1 4.0 2.0 8-0 0.9 1.4 7-0
BR+ 6 6 7.5 2.1 13-3 6.4 2.6 14-0
oot 0 0 3.52.1 8-0 0.2 0.9 5-0
=00. 6 6 11.0 3.0 18-3 6.6 2.7 14-0
LI\BElS 4 4 8.9 2.4 16-5 5.3 2.3 11-0
Ml(ALL) 8 9 16.6 4.5 27-9 1l~5 2.9 18-3
Ml(ADJ) 15.0t 10.5*
Ml(>8) 11.3 2.3 18-9
Ml (>8) (ADJ) 10.3*

'!he min purpose of the present paper is to de
fine parameters for use in assessing and com
paring the quality of the structure of programs,
and to show h= the €lIl'irical measurement; of
such paramatazs can be applied to the broad
grading of student prograrruning exercises.

TIle investigation, based on the analysis of
short BASIC and Fortran programs, is concerned
with detail of program organization at the
staterrent or block level, not at the subroutine
or program nodule level. For a variety of
reasons generally related to avciding or reduc:in:j
tre occurrence of errors in eoreputer programs,
there is now considerable emphasis on writing
"structured" (Oijkstra, 1972) or, at least,
"well-structured" (Leavenworth, 1972) programs.
In languages like Fortran and BASIC, which are
still widely taught (McCracken, 1973), condition
al and unconditional goto stateIrents must be
used in coding technically structured programs;
as a result the concept loses its clearmess,
clarity and simplicity, and becomes
difficult to convey to novice programrers.
Nevertheless, there is a great need to teach
student programrers working in such languages to
be consciously concerned with the structure and
organization of their programs.

TIlis research also arose partly fran our dis
satisfaction with conventional autanated mrking
of stucient exercises, in which, met.hod , style,
and even logical errors, are ignored and the
"enswers" only checked. To have an impact on .
student work, it is necessary to assess the style
of programing exercises (Gries, 1974). Subjec
tive ccrepazLson of the structure in particular,
of large sets of programs is difficult, tedious
and often inconsistent, particularly if objectille
guidelines are not used. One of the rreasurable
parameters examined has been found to give a
reasonable, reliable assessment of good struc1lJre
for several short programing exercises, and the
simple programing rrethodology which is associated
with 1= values of the paraIlEter lead to well
constructed programs. Tables of results were
found to serve other useful purposes when grad
ing the exercises.
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3. DEFINITION OF PROGRAM STRUCTURE PARAME:rERS

The rneasurerrents and analyses were made on the
texts of programs known to produce essentially
correct results when executed. Staterrent fre
quencies and the use of loops, branching and
labels were examined by analysing programs
written in SNOBOL-4.

STOP

uSidlabl1

DO or FOR

IF

GQTO

eosue

BASiC SUBR.

12.2)(3,2111,1112,\1

FIGURE 1: Code scherres used for simple loop
control. Contributions to the values
of Ml and ~ shown thus (Ml'~).

Rather than seek a pararreter which is independent
of program length, Ml and M2 from student pro
grams are related only to corresponding values
for a comparable standard program. As Ml and M2
for the standard program are assumed to be near
minimal, their magnitudes will reflect in sore
way both the length and complexity of the pro
gram. Unnecessary program complexity will
increase both Ml and M2 and, in addition,redundint
branching will cert:ajnly. contribute to Ml and
possibly to M2; program length, in itse1.f, is
not directly a component of either pararreter.
The rrore detailed contribution of various program
control structures to Ml and M2 is illustrated
in Figures 1 and 2. It is difficult to link
the minimization of M2 directly with a coding
rrethodology; M2 is not further discussed here
because, empirically, it was found to be unsatis
factory.

A branching pararreter (Ml) and a pararreter which
records the number of branch destinations (M2)
are defined below: Increases in both Ml and M2 .
correspond to increasing complexity in structure.

Ml = no. of down directed branches
+ 2 x no. of up directed branches
+ no. of FOR (or 00) loops.

M2 = no. of different labels branched to
+ no. of FOR (or 00) loops.

12,21

Ml <;7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19;. 20

(1) a a 1 2 2 5 9 5 6 3 4 3 4 16
(1) t 1 2 1 2 6 11 4 5 3 4 4 4 2 11
(2)' 14 17 12 14 7 8 2 1 1 1 2 a a a

TABLE 2: FREQUENCY OF Ml SCORES ('adjusted to
standard (1), t corrected as explained
in text).

Measurerrent and analysis of a variety of Fortran
programs has been undertaken. Preliminary results
are reported from an extrerrely simple Fortran
progranming exercise, C, set to a class of
students near the beginning of a first prograaning
course. Fortran Program C is essentially very
much simpler logically than the Bl\SIC program ana
lysed. To produce the output zequi.red ; either me
or two 00 loops can be used, the choice being at
a level of detail greater than that of the speci
fications and hence both versions of the program
are considered comparable in the sense used here ..
A sample of the results is displayed in Table 3.

Both classes had approximately the sarre back
ground, sore experience in Fortran progranuning
and brief instruction in Bl\SIC, but class (2)
had been introduced to the concept of a struc
tured program. In addition, the second class,
but not the first, were aware that the study was
being carried out, and that an automatically
determined "structure measure II would be used to
assist in the grading of programs. The general
approach, not the detail, was explained, but
students were advised to use MAT and FOR state
rrents where possible, and to avoid goto state
rrents.

no. 00 IF GO BR BR lab Ml carments
TOf f els

1 1 a a a a a 1 incomplete
16 2 a a a a a 2 like standard (Fig. 4)

1 1 2 a 2 a 2 3 incomplete
1 3 a a a a a 3 1 loop unnecessary
2 1 7 a 2 a 2 3 non-branching IFs
1 1 5 a 2 a 2 3 " u "
1 1 3 1 3 a 2 4 u u "
1 2 1 1 a 1 1 4 extra loop

10 1 2 2 4 a 3 5 1 00 + branching (F:ig.4)
1 1 4 a 4 a 4 5
1 1 3 2 4 a 4 5
8 1 1 2 5 a 4 6 3-branched IF used
2 1 3 2 5 a 4 6
1 1 3 2 5 a 5 6
1 1 4 2 5 a 4 6
1 1 2 3 5 a 5 6

--- ------------------ entries omitted
1 1 2 3 3 2 4 8 branched from loop
1 1 2 3 5 1 5 8 unnec. branch up
1 1 3 3 7 a 6 8 2-branched IFs used
1 1 9 a 7 a 6 8 unnec , IPs
1 1 4 4 6 1 6 9 unnec. branch up
1 1 6 4 8 a 6 9 flags used
1 1 6 3 9 a 8 10
1 1 7 4 7 1 8 10 unnec. branch up
1 2 1 8 16 all 18 corop, goto, 2 00 loops

TABLE 3: SAMPLE OF MEASUREMENTS OF FORTRIIN
PROGRAM C

(no. is number of programs)
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(viI

IF (X.Gr. Y)A=A+X
IF (X.LE.Y)B=B+Y

Because of the lack of while and if-then-else
statements in Fortran and BASIC, translation of
a structured flowchart, program to code requires
a disciplined use of goto statements if clear,
readable programs are to result. For beginners,
the use of 00 or FOR statEments to control while
loops is advocated (see Figure 1) because this
imposes same discipline, enables trace output
to be generated during testing (with a limit on
iterations) and leads to readable code. In
Fortran and BASIC, arranging for flow of control
to pass through redundant conditionals can
greatly simplify the prograrrming task and the
resultant code is extremely readable, if in
efficient; for example, ccmpare these two pieces
of code.

IF (X.LE.Y)GO 'ill 3
A=A+X
GO 'ill 4

3 B=B+Y
4 CCNTINUE

Beginners also have particular difficulties in
finding a simple clear organization for code
even when based on a correct flowchart. As an
exarrple to illustrate this, the scheme in
Figure 2 (iii) is given, which is easily rearranged
in an equivalent simpler form as shown.

This approach is reflected in the measure Ml'
To minimize Ml' FOR or 00 Ioops should be used
wherever possible for loop control, and branching
fran the mainline flow of control should be to
code positioned lower down in the program text.
EKamples of the reorganization of code schemes
to minimize Ml are given in Figure 2. The un
structured schemes (v) and (vi) of Figure 2
cannot be reorganized in a simple, general way
to reduce MV but if such structures .are inherent
to the program, the standard program will include
the up-branch penalties too! In general, mini
mizing Ml will produce simple code, possibly with
sane loss of efficiency.

For the preliminary analysis of Fortran program C
reported here , students were unaware of the

study and parameter Ml has been applied directly.
However, prograrrming aimed at minimizing Ml will
encourage repeated use of logical IF statements
without branching which may introduce intolerable
inefficiencies; SCXle account should therefore be
taken of this in future work. Effects due to
subprogram calls, and multiple REI'URN and S'IDP
statanents are not significant in the present
investigations.

4. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

4.1 Comparable programs and variation in
measurements

This investigation is concerned with sets of
programs equivalent in the sense that they meet
precise specifications expressed in English, and
produce the same results by specified rrethods in
so far as these are defined; such programs are
tenred comparable. Detailed specification for
all outputs is necessary if variation between
different versions of the same program is to be
reduced to that due to differences in program
structure. Even then these differences can be
attributed to both differences in program flow
charts at a level of detail greater than that in
the specifications and to variation in translation
of flowchart to code.

The structural characteriEtics of the programs
measured will depend on the following factors:

(a) The programming language.
(b) The algorithin or procedure coded.
(c) The correctness of this encoding.
(d) The use of special language statements

(e.g. MAT in BASIC).
(e) The use of calls to external subprograms in

Fortran.
(f) The organization of the code in the program

text, and the use of control statements 
termed "program structure II r or "proqram
text stiructure" here.

In comparing "work.i.nq" versions (i.e. producing
correct results for specified test data) of the
same programming exercise in the one language,
(a), (b) and (c) are, to a first approximation,
fixed, and where significant, differences due to
(d) and (e) are taken into account. The remaining
differences between versions of programs in the
one set, should therefore be largely caused by (f).
Preliminary studies of prograrrming exercises
confiJ:med that, for rreasurements to be useful, the
problem, rrethod of solution and output required,
must be precisely specified. Even so a con
spicuous feature of the rreasurements is the
enormous variation between programs purporting
to solve the same problem, for example, in the
BASIC programs of set B(1), the number of state
ments in the programs varied fran 29 to 64, the
mnnber of FOR statements fran 0 to 14 and the
mnnber of labels referenced fran 5 to 16.
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FIGURE 3: Code schemes of programs in set B.

Notes on the set of Fortran programs analysed
are included in Table 3 together with the
nurrerical results. Note that 3-branch IF state
ments contribute 3 to Ml as presently defined,
and non-branching IF statements do not contribute.
The different control schemes used in this s.irrp.Ie
and well-defined program are clearly separated by
parameter Ml , two schemes with relatively low
values being shown in Figure 4. For this short
program, values of Ml reflect the different con
trol schemes very sensitively, and viewed broadly
the grading by Ml is in accord with subjective
judgerrent. Firstly there is a major design
choice between the two schemes shown in Figure
4, and secondly coding for the second scheme can
be arranged in many different ways as shown in
Table 3. Further enpirical measurements of larger
and nore canplex Fortran programs are required to
study the behaviour and possibly refine the
definition of Ml as indicated in section 3.

4 . 3 Differences between results frcxn two classes
of students

As shown in Tables 1 and 2, the distribution of
values of Ml obtained frcxn the two classes doing
essentially the same problem differ considerably.
To allow for the minor differences between
corresponding standard versions, values of Ml
for the second class have been adjusted as indi
cated above. Students in class (1) were not
aware of the analysis and consequently did not
avoid controlling loops by up-directed goto
staterrents 0 hence values of Ml for this class
have been corrected to avoid both this penalty
and the penalty for using explicit loops to
print the array - such corrected values have been
marked t in the tables.

In class (2) 14 students out of 79, and in class
(1) lout of 60, produced programs with values of

Ml less than the standard. (This is possible by
replacing explicit branching by use of the SGN,
ABS and = functions.. ) A number of these pro
grams did not strictly meet specifications, but
nevertheless it is apparent that students in the
second class put considerable effort into avoid
ing goto statements.

The mean values of Ml for the two classes also
differed considerably - even when the group of
programs in which Ml<8 was croitted, the class (2)
mean of 11.3 (or 10.3, adjusted) was markedly
less than the 16.6 (or 15.0 corrected) frcxn class
(1) . 91% of programs frcxn class (2) but 38%
frcxn class (1) had MJ. scores ,;),2. The differ
ence is primarily due to the superfluous use of
goto statements by the first class (Table 1).
While in sore programs this was due to branching
to and fran an elaborate set of error messages,
in many programs 1 organization was urmecessarily
canplicated and in the worst cases frcxn class (1)
(see Figure 4) incredibly so.
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BK and EM (Figure 3) with relatively sinple
schemes, were ranked among the best of the
programs. BK is not precisely comparable with
the standard program, but rather with BKS. At
the other end of the scale, the schemes of pro-
grams such as BY and AD (Figure 4), are extremely
intricate. The contribution to Ml for the
failure of any program to use MAT staterrents (e. g .
EM in Figure 3) is minor, in broad terms.

The variation is still present if the measure
roents are expressed as a percentage of the
number of staterrents in the program.

4.2 Use of parameter MJ as an autaratic grader

Justification for the use of Ml as a "measure
of structure" for programs B and C is based on
two approaches; firstly a general analysis of
the ,:,ffects of programning to minimize Ml (see
section 3 above), and secondly a canparison
with subjective assessrrent of program quality.
The texts of all B(l) programs and C programs
were examined and the authors satisfied that
assigning a broad grade A-D based on ordering
according to Ml was reasonable. To support
this subjective judgerrent the code schemes of
several programs are given in Figures 3 and 4.

B I.tandard} B 18K) B IBKSI BI6M)
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(~, "

0 00

1 = "0,
1

"1
"

0,
"

\
1 :'1

" >, 1
"

,
"I ...

0 "~
"0 1
"0

~
1 :',
I

"':,
(!t,?!

\ '"r '.<
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FIGURE 4: Code schemes of programs in set B
and set C
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It is concluded that class (2) in contrast to
class (1) paid considerable attention to the
control structure of their programs - perhaps
in part because of tuition but nore likely
because they knew how their programs were to be
assessed. .

are very similar except that sare ccmnents,
variable names, staterrent nmnbers and a few
lines of code were different (one of the authors
acknowledged that he based his program on the
other). These similarities were not noticed
when the programs were hand marked.

4.4 The tables of results 5. CONCLUSIONS

(3) Gries, D., "What We Shou~d Teach in an
Introductory Programming Course ll

, Fourth
Symposium on canputer Science Education,
SIGCSE Bulletin, 6, (1974), p.81.

(2) Leavenworth, B.M. "control. Structures in
Programming Languages II I SIGPIAN Notices, 7,
(1972), p, 54.
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(1) Dijkstra, E. W., in "St-ructured ProgrCll11!17inrt,
Acadeni.c Press, (1972).

Useful and interesting canparisons between
oanparable programs can be made fran ampirical
rooasuranents of the texts. It is possible to
broadly grade programning exercises by precisely
specifying the problem and running trials to
check the rooasure selected. An analogy can be
drawn to setting and marking multiple choice
tests which normally require field trials. The
particular measure Ml selected in this study
reflects a methodology suitable for novices
programning in BASIC or Fortran, namely, avoid
ing unnecessary goto stat:anents, with loop
control by FOR (or 00) stat:anents. The mst
iropcrtant consequences of prograrrming to
minimize Ml is a conscious econany in the use of
control statanents and a nora systematic
organization of the program - a sound foundation
for structured programning. Adjustrrents to
parameter definition may be needed for other
programs in BASIC, and further refinements are
necessary to take account of different features
in Fortran.

S::uden
ident AT AU AV NIV AX AY CC CD CE CF CG CH CI CJ

=.ST 51 52 52 52 53 54 54 56 63 65 66 68 69 71
leva 0 9 4 4 4 5 6 5 40 3 7 11 5 5 6

1 29 30 32 32 32 31 26 16 40 39 50 35 36 39
2 13 12 16 16 16 8 23 0 20 19 5 19 19 19
306000900000997

7 7 7 7 7 9 7 7 9 7 10 8 7 7
35333432434559
111 111 1 2 1 1 2 111
23222220322336
01000100000112
00000000001000
6 3 6 6 6 3 10 7 9 6 7 8 8 3
01000101042001
00000010011110
6 4 6 6 6 5 10 7 9 10 9 8 8 4
00000002000000
43444579987882
9999991313131313131313

MIlT
FOR
depthO

" 1
2

SUB
IF
GOl'O
STOP
BR+
BRt
labels
Ml

A sorted table of results fran the text measure
mentis (excerpt in Table 4) is a useful reference
when reading and assessing a large batch of pro
grams. Unusual versions then oeccne conspicuous,
for example, programs in set B(1) using 11 and
14 FOR stat:anents. In addition, even though the
overall variation is remarkable, the pzoqrams
can be partly classified into similar groups.
This grouping is particularly noticeable for the
very simple Fortran program C (Table 3).

TABLE 4: S=ION OF TABLE OF RESULTS FOR
PROGRAM B (2)

=.ST: Total stat:anents
level 1: total statanents nested within 1 loop
depth 1: no. FOR statanents at level 1
SUB: use of subroutine
BR+: down directed branches
labels: different labels referenced

(4) McCracken, D., "Le There a Fortran in Your
Future?" , Datamation, 19, (1973), p. 236.

For program Bit was found that very similar
programs could be detected by examination of a
sorted table of results (see Table 4). While
quite different programs do produce alrrost the
same table entries for small values of Ml' (for
example, AV,NIV and AX in Table 4) ,it was found
that similar table entries for larger Ml
corresponded to very similar programs. Of eight
small groups of programs with similar table
entries and viiturally identical control scherres
in set B(2), three pairs were found to be closely
related when the program listings were examined.
For example, programs CH and CI in Table 4
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A MINICOMPUTER SYSTEM FOR DEBUGGING STUDENT DESIGNED LOGIC NETWORKS
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This paper describes a hardware-software system which has been used to assist in teaching. the design
and debugging of logic networks using standard integrated circuit chips. The system Converts the
atudent ' s circuit equations into NAND format and then aids the student in debugging the circuit
he has constructed. If a logical error is detected, it leads the student to its source and suggests
corrections. The process continues until the circuit is free of all errors. Details of the system
are provided along with an evaluation of its use in a design class.

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, much effort has been put into
the application of computers in the educational
field. The ultimate goal in this research area
is the development of a computer system which
will be intelligent enough to do the same job as
a human teacher can do or better. One advantage
of a Computer Assisted Instruction system (CAl)
is the ability to individualize instruction.
Each student can progress at his own pace. Hope
fully, with a CAl system the student will learn
more about the subject area in a shorter amount
of time.

Host of the CAl systems implemented so far teach
subject areas that are normally being taught in
a classroom environment. Some typical examples
are the generative CAl systems of Carbonell [1],
I'exler [2] and Koffman [3]. Carbonell's sys tern
teaches geography of South America, wexj.er 's
system teaches geography of Canada, and Koffman I s
system teaches basic concepts in Computer Science.
Very little work has been done in the area of
laboratory instruction. Neal and Heller [4] have
implemented a system which teaches students to
operate laboratory electronic instruments.

In the field of Computer Science, the students'
backgrounds are quite diverse. Hany of them come
from fields other than electrical engineering and
they have little or no knowledge of the use of
electronic laboratory equipment. However, most
of them have learned the basic design techniques
for digital circuitry.

It is quite difficult for someone with no knowl
edge of laboratory instrumentation to implement
a circuit design using standard integrated cir
cuits. A computer system has been designed and
implemented to help them in the construction,
debugging and testing of a digital circuit.

2. OVERVIEW OF CAILD SYSTEM

CAILD is a Computer Assisted Instruction system
for logic circuit debugging and testing. It is
implemented on a PDP-9 computer system. By using
the CAILD System, students are able to wire up
their Own logic network, debug it and test it
without any knowledge of the use of laboratory
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instruments. The CAILD s yet.em consists of a Stu
dent Logic circuit board, and interface network,
a moni toring network , a test probe, a Tektronix
4010 display terminal and all system software
that is responsible for the instruction of logic
circui t debugging and testing.

The student designs a circuit and prepares a
wiring diagram prior to the use of the system.
The student's circuit is wired on the Student
Logic Circuit Board. NAND gates and flip-flops
are provided on the cirucit board. The student
merely has to interconnect logic elements on the
circuit board to build the designed circuit. The
circuit board is then interfaced to the PDP-9 com
puter and the student inputs the circuit equations
into the computer.

A syntax checker checks for syntax errors made in
the equations and the NAND format conversion rou
tine converts them into NAND format since only
NAND gates are available on the circuit board.
The debugger in the system compares the output
of the physical circuit with the simulated out
put of the equations for each possible input
condition in order to verify whether the physical
circuit, in fact, realizes the given set of equa
tions. If they do not agzee , the system will
guide the student through the whole debugging
process until all sources of error are found and
corrected.

After debugging the cd rcuf.t , a test mode is en
tered. Under this mode the student is able to
specify the input conditions and present state
for a sequential logic circuit. If the circuit
is a combinational circuit, the student specifies
input conditions only. The system applies these
student specified conditions to the physical cir
cuit and returns the resulting output and next
state to the, student. By observing the output
and next state of the physical circuit, the stu
dent is able to determine whether the physical
circuit realizes the original design.

CAILD by itself is not a complete CAl system
since it does not teach how to design logic net
works. However, CAILD can be used in conjunction
with a CAl system in which students learn the
basic concepts of computer science. Certain con
cepts in this system are devoted to the design of
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combinational and sequential logic circuits. The
design problems are generated by this system.
The solution to the design problem results in a
set of equations which describe the circuit. At
this point the student can wire up the circuit
on the Student Logic Circuit Board. The circuit
will be debugged and tested under the guidance
of the CAILD system. Finally, the student will
obtain a working circuit for the original design
problem.

Students can build either combinational or se
quential circuits. There are two sets of four
flip-flops (JK and Delay) available, but only one
set can be used at a time. Hence, sequential
circuits with up to sixteen states can be de
signed.

There are two external input lines, 32 NAND gates
and twelve inverters. The outputs of either set
of flip-flops can also be used as external cir
cuit inputs for combinational circuits. This
allows the design of fairly sizeable combination
al circuits involving up to six input lines. The
number of outputs for combinational circuits is
limited only by the available logic elements.

3. GENERAL SYSTEM OPERATION

The general system operation of CAILD 'can be di
vided into four phases. They are the lexical
phase, the NAND format conversion phase, the de
bugging phase and the testing phase. The control
routine causes all of these operations to be per
formed in the proper sequence.

A. Lexical Phase

The lexical phase of the system is entered after
some initial interactions between the CAILD con
trol routine and the student. The lexical phase
of the system consists of a syntax error checker
and an internal code conversion routine. When
an equation is entered from the terminal, the
syntax. error checker will look for syntax errors
appearing in the equation. Extensive error mes
sages are provided for each error occurring in
the equation.

A finite-state automaton structure is used in the
implementation of the syntax error checker. Sym
bols in the equations are passed into this
structure for syntax error checking. Once it is
determined that there is no error in the equa
tions, the set of equations is stored in an in
put buffer. The internal code conversion rou
tine then converts the symbols in the equations
into a more efficient numerical code which will
be used for later processing [5].

B. NAND Format Conversion Phase

During the NAND format conversion phase, the in
put equations are converted from AND-OR format
into NAND format. Three types of equations are
to be considered in this phase of operation. The
first type is the equation that has only one

variable, such as: Zl=Xl or Z2=-Y2. The second
type is the equation that contains only one term,
such as: Z1~(Xl*-Y2) or Z2=(X2+Y1) where '*' is
the AND operator and '+' is the OR operator. The
third type is an equation of sum of product form.
An example would be Zl=(-Xl*Y1)+(Y2*-Y4).

For a single variable nothing will be changed
since it represents only a straight line connec
tion. An equation of one term is handled differ
ently for the AND operator and the OR operator.
For the AND operator, the who Le term has to be
inverted after the NAND operation. For the OR
operator, individual variables within the paren
thesis are inverted before the NAND opaxa tdon ,
For equations of sum of product form, the AND/OR
operators are converted directly into NAND oper
ators. Table 1 shows outputs from this phase of
operation.

c. Debugging Phase

All errors made during the construction of the
circuit will be detected and corrected in this
phase of operation. A test condition matrix will
be formed for testing the circuit. Each condition
in the testing matrix is applied to the actual
circuit and to a simulator for the circuit. The
output fro~ the actual circuit and the simulator

"are compared. If they agree, the next condition
in the matrix will be applied. If both outputs
disagree, the system will interact with the
user in an effort to locate the faults in the
circuit. At first, the system asks questions
concerning the physical locations of suspicious
points in the circuit. Then it will guide the
user to backtrace and examine the sta tus of
these points until a fault is located. When
the fault is corrected, the circuit will be
retested until no faults remain. Table 2 shows
a typical example of interaction between the
user and the system during this phase of oper
ation. Figure 1 illustrates the segment of
the circuit being tested.

D. Test Phase

During this phase of operation, the user can
specify input and state conditions for the cir
cuit. Actual outputs from the circuit are re
turned to the user in one of two forms according
to the type of circuit being constructed. For a
sequential logic circuit, the user specifies in
put conditions and the present state of the cir
cuit. The system will return the output con
ditions and next state of the circuit. For a
combinational logic circuit, the user specifies
only the input conditions and the output condi
tions will be returned to the user. In this
phase, the user can verify whether the circuit
realizes the original design. One could easily
make a mistake in deriving the set of equations
which supposedly realizes the truth tiab Le or tran
sition table of the circuit. Hence, the circuit
being constructed may still not be correct even
though no wiring errors remain. Table 3 shows
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some interac tions between the user and the sys
tem during this phase of operation.

4. SYSTEM DESIGN

CAILD is a hardware-software system. The hard
ware portion of the system provides all the facil
ities necessary for the user circuit construction,
debugging, and testing. The software portion of
the system is responsible for the instruction in
debugging techniques and circuit testing. The
system hardware consists of the CAILD interface
network, the CAILD monitoring network, the Stu
dent Logic Circuit Board and the test probe.
The CAILD system hardware is interfaced 'to a
PDP-9 computer which has 16K words of core stor
age, a disk of approximately 512K word storage
capacity, and A/D converter, a teletype and a
tektronix 4010 terminaL Figure 2 shows the
CAILD system hardware configuration.

The Student Logic Circuit Board is a circuit
board on which .three socket strips are mounted.
Different types of logic elements are fixed on
these socket strips. There are also two input
and two output connections on the Student Logic
Circuit Board. These connections are attached
directly to the general purpose I/O buffer in the
computer. Power and ground terminals are pro
vided on the logic board and they can be cormec t
ed to an external power -aupp Ly , The logic ele
ments on the board can be energized by wiring the
proper power and ground connections from the Ie
chip to the power and ground terminals on the
logic circuit board. A student designed circuit
can be built on the board by interconnecting the
logic elements on the socket strips. Figure 3
shows the Student Logic Circuit Board.

The CAILD monitoring network is a program con
trolled multiplexing network. It has 128 moni
toring points. The output of every logic e Le
ment of the circuit board is monitored. Under
program control, one could sample the output sta
tus of any given logic element on the circuit
board.

The CAILD interfacing network is a link between
the general purpose I/O buffer and the Student
Logic Circuit Board. The input conditions to be
applied are first placed in the I/O Bus along
with the address of the circuit point to be monf;
tored, the flip-flop type being used, and the
initial states of these flip-flops. Next, under
program control the flip-flops are preset to the
desired initial states and then a clock pulse is
applied that enables the flip-flops to change
state. Their new states and the monitored value
at the circuit output point are sent back to the
I/O Bus and the accumulator.

A set of I/O instructions is used to control the
information transfer between the computer and the
Student Logic Circuit Board. Table 4 shows the
I/O instruction set for the CAILD interfacing
network.

The test probe is a wire which is connected at
one end to the input of the A/D converter. The
test probe can be placed anywhere on the Student
Logic Circuit Board to sample circuit status con
ditions. A test probe handler is included in the
system to analyze the voltage range of any given
test point on the circuit board. Error messages
will be produced and displayed to the user through
the display terminal. The test probe is very
useful for detecting errors of improper powering
or grounding of a chip.

The input points to each chip cannot be monitored
directly. In order to verify that a given input
point is connected to the proper output point,
the student must physically move the test probe
to this input point. Naturally, quite a bit of
circuitry is saved by not making the input
points directly monitorable. A greater benefit
is the fact that. the student is required to par
ticipate in the debugging process if moving the
test probe enables the system to test the logical
value at a suspect input point. The actual de
bugging process will be discussed next.

5 . DEBUGGING ALGORITllH

This section describes a method to retrieve status
information, to locate any circuit faults, and to
determine the type of error made in the physical
circuit.

A monitoring network is included as part of the
CAILD hardware system. This network can monitor
the output value of all logic elements on the
circuit board. To choose the point whose logical
state is to be examined, the student only has to
type its corresponding circuit point label. The
system will activate the monitoring network and
retrieve the logical state at that point and send
it back to the computer for status comparison.

If the simulated output condition agrees with the
actual output condition of the equation under all
possible test conditions, no questions will be
asked about the location of lower level gates in
the circuit. However, when the output of the
circuit disagrees with the simulated output con
dition of the equation for a given test condition,
the student will be asked for the location of the
gates at the next lower level. The output of the
first gate in this level will then be compared
with the first simulated output condition. If
they disagree, the test will drop down one more
level. If they agree, the system will ask the
student to place the test probe on the input of
the next higher level gate which is supposedly
connected to the outpu t. just checked. A continu
ity test will be conducted to check whether a
wiring error has been made. If there is an error,
the student will be asked to correct it and his
equation will be retested. If, there is no wiring
error, this process will continue until all out
puts of this lower level of gates are checked.

If all these tests are passed, the assumption is
that either the higher level gate has failed or
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an improper ground or power connection exists for
the Ie which contains this higher level gate. A
message will be printed out asking the student to
place the test probe on the ground lead of the Jc ,
If the IC appears grounded properly, then the
student will be asked to place the test probe on
the power lead of the IC. If the power is out
side the proper power range (4.75V to 5.25V), the
student will be asked to adjust the supply volt
age. If the power is O.K., then either the gate
is bad or the output of this gate is connected
to the output of another gate which is stuck at
a constant logic value. In either case, the
user will be asked to correct the fault. Once
the fault is corrected, the same equation will be
retested.

The above discussion assumed that all of the
actual gate outputs at the next lower level cer-e
correct. If any of these outputs disagrees with
its simulated output condition, the test will
drop down one more level and the process will
continue as before.

The debugging phase continues until each of the
equations describing the circuit have been tested
and all circuit errors are eliminated. The stu
dent is then free to verify that his circuit is
not only error free but also performs the function
he originally intended it to.

The operations performed in the testing phase are
similar to that of the debugging phase. Instead
of taking each condition from the testing matrix,
it is requested from the student. This test con
dition is then applied to the circuit. For a
sequential logic circuit, the input, output,
present state, and next state conditions are re
trieved and printed out on the terminal. For a
combinational logic circuit, only the input and
output conditions of the actual circuit are
printed out. The output and the next state
condition- returned will allow the student to
verify his original design. The circuit realizes
the original circuit design when the student is
satisfied that the actual outputs and next state
conditions agree with the original transition
table or truth table of the circuit.

6. SYSTEM EVALUATION

CAILD has been used in an introductory computer
science course which teaches the design of digital
networks as well as programming a minicomputer.
There were twenty students in this class. Eleven
were electrical engineers; the rest were predom
inately mathematics majors. None of the students
had any prior exposure to digital design. The
electrical engineers were taking their first
electronics laboratory and would encounter experi
ments on digital logic design later on in the
semester. The majority of students were sopho
mores.

The students in this class were required to
design, construct, and debug both a combinational

and sequential circuit with the aid of CAILD.
The majority of students were able to successful
ly complete this task in about t hree and one-half
hours (Z 60 minutes design, Z 90 minutes wiring,
Z 60 minutes debugging and testing with CAILD).
Some of the circuits designed were full-adders,
code-converters, decimal counters, and shift
registers.

All but two of the non-electrical engineers found
this to be a very stimulating part of the course
as it gave them some hands-on experience applying
the concepts they had learned in class. Similar-"
Ly , all but two of the electrical engineers found
this to be a very helpful preparation for their
future project in the electronics laboratory.

The basic system is currently being expanded to
include additional subroutines which will enable
the student to make use of CAILD prior to actual
circuit construction. Students will be able to
verify that their equations accurately represent
the transition table or truth table they had in
mind. A wiring diagram will be printed out and
saved by CAILD for use during the debugging proc
ess.

In summary, we believe CAILD is an effective tool
for teaching the use of integrated circuit chips.
It also assists students how to locate faulty
components and detect wiring errors. It makes
their classroom work more meaningful as it provides
them with some actual design experience.

The application to digital network design is, of
course, most natural. However, the basic philoso
phy of CAILD could be used in the computerized
teaching of other laboratory courses.
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Table 1: Output from Nand Format Conversion phase

323

EQUATION BEFORE CONVERSION

Zl=Xl;
Zl=-Y3;
Jl=(Xl*-Y3) ;
K1=(X2of-Y4) ;
J2=(Xl*-Y3)+(X2*-Y4) ;

EQUATION AFTER CONVERSION

Zl=Xl;
Zl=-Y3
Jl=-(Xlt-Y3) ;
Kl=(-X2tY4) ;
J2= (Xlt-Y3)t (X2t-Y4) ;

where '*' is AND operator, '+' is OR operator, ,_I is complement operator

and I t' is Nand operator.

Table 2: Sample interaction between the user and the system during
debugging phase.

What is the output circuit point for variable Jl1
** Q5

Equation under test:
Jl=(-xi t-X2tY3) t(-XltX2t-Y3) t (Xlt-X2t-Y3) t (Xl tX2tY3);
DC? you wish to print out all test condtions?
(Y or N)

** N;
Simulated output condtion: 1
Actual circuit output condition: 0
Input conditions: Xl X2 Y3

100
What is the output circuit point for the following term:
(-xi--X2tY3)

** P22;
Simulated output condition: 1
Actual circuit output condition: 1
Input conditions: Xl X2 Y3

100
put the test probe on the input of the next higher level gate which
is connected to the output of (-Xlt-X2tY3)
Type al t mode when you are ready.

** (User puts the test probe at the test point and types alt mode)
Either you have a wiring error or an open circuit at the test point.
Please correct the fault. After the correction, type alt mode'
to return to the debugging phase.

** (User corrects the fault and types alt mode)
Equation under test:
Jl= r-xi t-X2tY3) t (-XltX2t-Y3) t (Xlt-X2t-Y3) t (XltX2tY3);
Do you wish to print out all the test conditions?
(Y or N)

** N;
Testing completed for one equation.
Please tell me the circuit point for Kl.

** 034;

Note: ** indicates the response from the user.
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Figure 1. Subsection under test

-X2

Y3

-Xl

For sequential logic cireui t:
Do you wish to test your circuit? (Y or N)

Table 3: Sample interaction between the user and
the system during the testing phase.

**Y;
Specify inputs: Xl X2

** II II
Specify present state: Y1 Y2 Y3

** II II 1

* Input conditions: xi X2
II II

Output conditions: Zl Z2
II 1

* Present state: Y1 Y2 Y3
II II 1

Next state: Y1 Y2 Y3
1 1 II

* The actual test conditions applied are dis
played.

** Indicates the reponse from the user.

Table 4: CAILD I/O Instruction Set

OP Code Mneumonic Instruction

703401 SKF Skip on flag
703402 RRQ Read buffer into AC
703404 LFA Load from AC
703424 PUL Provide one clock pulse
703444 PSS Preset student F/Fs
703501 ITE Interrupt enable
703502 LFD Load buffer from device
703521 ITO Interrupt disable
703522 CLB Clear buffer
703541 SFL Set flag
703542 CLF Clear flag
703561 CFF Clear F/Fs on student

circuit board

Figure. 3. Student Logic Circuit Board

Figure 2.. CAILD System Hardware Configuration
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AN INTERACTIVE SYSTEtl FOR THE INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS EVALUATION
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Abstmct - In this paper we describe an interactive system that a ims at the implementation of educatio
tional evaluation methodologies. It al Iows every teacher to learn,design and perform the most sophi.sti
cated evaluation techniques, without particular efforts. The system consents several functions organi
zed in five fields of app.l icat ions : a vi rtual subsystem corresponds to each category; they are: subsy
stem for teachers' tra irung , instructional process evaluation, feed-back class-room, scholastic and
vocational self-guidance, and educational system manap;ement.

INTRODUCTION

This work is a part of the research development
activities which are carried out at C.S.A.T.A.
in the field of the Instructional System Engi
neering and it concerns the problems related to
the evaluation of instructional processes.
This problem is particularly felt in Italy where
the actual lack of tradition in appl.ying quanti
tative methods to instructional process evalua
tion, originates from some misconception of the
value of the humanistic culture.
As a matter of fact this has led to opposition
against every application of objective tests and
even the most simple mathematical and statisti
cal techniques.
On the other hand the recent report lEA-CNR(Ref.
1) has clearly put in evidence, among others, the
importance of using evaluation techniques for
quanti tatively judging the instructional process
effectiveness and for comparing one with others.
The utilization of sophisticated techniques,use
ful for deeply analyzing the instructional pro
cess, requires the use of computer as a tool.
Moreover, if some experimental support has to be
given to the process analysis, beyond the limits
of a simple answer but Inc lud ing some more glo
bal parameters, the use of computer is again due
to its capacity of dealing Large amounts of data.

1. THE EVALUATION PROCESS

The real achievement of mass scholarizat ion is
equivalent to create an educational system not
only outstanding from the quantitative point
of view but, above all, to enable all the mem
bers of society to get their intellectual and
social formation.

(+) This work has been developed by A. Romano,
N. Abbattista, A.M. Annicchiarico, F. Esp£
s i to • M. Refice.
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Aim of the educational process can' t be the se
lection of the best interpreters as some propo
sed social models, but rather that of giving to
everybody the widest possibilities of education.
These new ai.ms require the adoption of a new s tra
tegy. The instructional systems e ng i ne e r i n g ap'
preach is actually a new way to look at the lear
ning-teaching problems: that is a new vision of
this process through the concurrency of scienti
fic guidelines together with methodological and
psycolog ical components.
For the instructional eval uat ion particularly, it
is important to define a function and to develo
pe a methodology which must be coerent with the
engineering vision of instructional problems. The
evaluation is no more a measure of individuals
but measurement of achievement of educational
program; no more a simple final moment of the in
structional process but a crucial point of educa
tional analysis and planning.
As a matter of fact the evaluation criteria are
still Inadeouate , quite often, witn respect to
the needs and the objectives of a democratic

school. Such a phenomenon may be changed giving
nrofess ional conpe tence (to the school operators
according to the new methodo logy) .

2. AN INTERACTIVE HULTIPURPOSE SYSTEM

The system presented here is meant to be an at
tempt of designing a multipurpose technological
tool in the field of educational evaluation.
Such a system is designed to give an answer to
different teachers' questions, during their eva
luation activity.
The potentiality of the system, however, is such
as to allow its immediate expansion towards other
aspects of learning-teaching process.
Some example of such expansions are the subsystem
described afterwards which concern the scholastic
and vocational self-guidance as well as the mana
gement of educational system.
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The complexity of the entire system implies rel~

tively long times for its implementation; for
this reason some of the described sub-systems a
re not yet completely implemented.
The modularity of its design, neverthless, insu
res an easy expansion of the system already rea
lized.
The global system, shown in fig. 1, has to be
viewed as a real modular system which enables
the user to conf'Iguratea ser i es of virtual sub
system, each of which oriented towards a spec i
f ic funct ion.
The functions which may be performed by the sy
stem up to now are the following:
-da ta collection and tests administration
- automatic tests correction
- automatic tests construction anc' fonnatting
- real time management of self-adaptive test
- real time administration of individual and/or

class feedback programs
- testing .and guidance for self evaluation
- testing and guidance for school and vocational

self-orienta tion
- bibliographical information retrieval system
- experimental laboratory for teachers' training
- real time instructional process control
- information system for educational institution

planning and management.
All these functions may be grouped in 5 catego
ries with respect to the user's purpose; accor
ding to this organi zazion 5 virtual sub-system

may be defined:
1 - Virtual sub-system for teacher's training
2 - Virtual sub-system for instructional process

analysis
.) - Virtual sub-system for class-room feed-back
4 - Virtual sub-system for school and vocational

self-orientation
- Virtual sub-system for educational inst i tu-

t ions management.
These sub-systems w.il I be described afterward .
Each sub-system is chosen through the interaction
of the user with a configurator clustering the
basic components which are sui table for the spe
cific needs.
From the software point of vie", this modular
structure is obtained dividing all the software
into pr imi tive modules; these take advantage of
some of the facilities offered by the already a
vailable software, such as IBM's product programs
Ins, CIV ]]J.
Most of the software is completely developed at
the CSATA but its technical details will not be
described in this report.

3. SUB-SYSTEM FOR TEACHERS' TRAINING

The sub-system, shown in fig. 2, is scheduled to
be used by the teachers who want to get some pra.':.
tice in the use of evaluation programs.
Thus it has to be considered as a laboratory upon
which the training activities of teaching staff
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must be founded.
Particularly this configuration allows the reali
zation of the subsequent functions:
a) to provide a guide to the construction of ob

j ective profit test;
b) to get some practice in the use of statistical

tools sui table for data analysis.
Concern ing with the first function, the teachers
are guided to tests construction and implementa
tion by means of a package specially designed for
this purpose. Particularly, the computer suggests
the logic steps that must be followed according
to the special selected kind of test, control
their execution, provides the editing. Moreover
the computer takes care of putting test in a spe
cial data base structure, in the format required
by the instructional software for the following
presentation to the students; it also supplies
the tests printing directly.
With regard to the second function the sub-system
makes the teachers able to deal data with stati
stical techniques and to study the results. The
data on which the teachers operate are either sco
res, cont.ained in the special data structure, ob~

tained by real effective measures, or results of
a suitable simulation program.
The system offers statistical tools peculiar to
instructional problems: '
a) scores distribution analysis

b) central tendency and variance analysis
c) correlation analysis
d) factorial analysis.
The resul ts are pointed out by tables and/or plots.

4. SlJB-SYSTHl FOR INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS
EVALUATION

In the system of fig. 3 the teachers play the ro
le of analysts of a particular didactic process.
The opportunity of utilizing such a system is con
nee ted wi th a quantification of events concerning
the educational process and subsequently with the
use of objective evaluation tests.
Therefore, the automatic correction of tests be
cause possible: moreover the results of statisti
cal analysis present an acceptable degree of si
gnificativeness, that justifies the complex mathe
matical techniques we utilize. 
Two different treatments correspond to two diffe
rent kinds of tests:
a) C lase-room tests: these are construcred by the

teacher who manages the teaching course and
they are necessary for a check and a measure
of the learning. They have always the form of
pre-test and post-test so that a differential
measure is possible.
However , the tests constructed by the teachers
present the problem of validation. This problem
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FIGURE 3 - Sub-system for the analysis of an instructional process.

can be solved checking the tests on a suitable re
ference sample and it needs:

I) Item analysis (difficulty and selectivity d.<e.
gree)

II) Test effectiveness analysis
III) Calculation of test reliability degree.

b) Aptitude tests, constructed by specialists:
they are given to the students just once, gene
rally at the beginning of the course, and they
present the advantage of being already calibra
ted on representative samples. -

An instructional process can be analyzed at
two different levels of complexity:
pescriptive level
The teacher can verify, at this stage:

I) The achievement of the prefixed instructio
nal objectives

II) The validity of established pre-requisites
III) The influence of hypothized aptitudes on the

achievement
IV) The representativeness of the considered sam

pte (only in the experimental case).

Global level

At this level, the analysis is quantitatively per
formed utilizing a model (Ref.3) that, according
to a systemic approach, considers the instructio
nal process as a black-box. In such a way, by means
of techniques of factorial analysis, we measure the
effectiveness of the educational action, ignoring
its internal structure.

The mathematical-statistical routines allow the
user all the analysis before mentioned in the p~

ragranh about the teachers-train ing ,
1110 data structure is realized in such a way that
the user can access the single unit of informa
tion. Therefore He've designed a particular data
s tructure composed by three files: a "student fi
Ie ' containinp; all the private data and the 50-

cial-econornic parameters of the students an "item
file" supporting all the answers, grouped per te
sts, given by the class to the items, the correc
tion mask and the test name.
The third file, a "test file", collects all the
information about tests, such as the name of each
test, the aim it tries to ach ieve , its item num
ber, the number of the students to which it has
been supplied, the item subject and the items co.!:.
rect ion-marks ,
The connection among the files is guaranteed by
suitable links allowing the access to the data.
The particular kind of data structu}ga&e use al
lows to collect data about tests from the studen
ts ' tenninals in any moment, using suitable ran
dom techniques in pro viding items to avoid ·the
students lend mutual aid, since this would cause
an incorrect interpretation of the results.

s. SUBSYSTB1 FOR FEEDBACK CLASS-RCQ1

One of the instructional strategies already aknow
ledged as effective for achieving the instructio-::
nal objectives, is the use of frequent verifica-
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FIGURE 4 - Sub-system for the feed-back class-room.

tion procedures to check up the progress of the
teaching performance and to adopt the appropriate
compensatory strategies (feed-back).
In order to effectively use such a strategy it is
however necessary that achievement testing is pe!:
formed quickly to adopt the appropriate correc
tions in time ..
The steps that must be followed in a traditional
evaluation process:

- administration of tests
- correction of tests
- evaluation of results

require generally a Lone time and a particular ef
fort by the teachers .. so that such checks cannot;
be very frequent. These difficulties may be par
tially overcome adopting a technique like the
"feed-back class-room" (Ref. 2). Here each stu
dent utilizes a simple key-board (usually of 4 or
5 bottons) to answer to the multiple-choice que
stions oresented by the teacher. The answers of

the class are collected and shown in a sui table
from to the teacher through a Tektronix 4013 gr~

phical terminal to send all the botton signals to
the computer.
Such a tenninal also shows, by tables, histograms
and plots the results of simple statistical analr
sis realized in real-time by the computer.

6. SUBSYS1Hl FOR SELF EVALUATION AND GUIDANCE
AND VOCATIONAL ORIENlATION

The computer effective action consist in indivi
dualizing the instructional process, taking care
of each student and adapting its behaviour to i~

dividual needs. Such a chance is also taken in
the case of the individual evaluation. By the u
se of branching-tes t techniques, the system can
choose the level of difficulty according to the
characteristics of every student who thus follow'
an evaluation procedure, along an "individual
path".
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FIGURE 5 - Sub-system for vocational and scholastic self-guidance.
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Such a system is particularly useful when Iog i
stic difficul ties exist to contact educational i"
sti tutions or qualified teachers. The evaluation
process concerns general achievement as were as
aptitudes measurements.
In the last case the purpose of the system may be
v iewed as two fold: for scholastic and vocational
orientation.

7. SUB-SYSTel FOR THE MANAGe·IENT AND PLANNING
OF EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

The necessity of a data-bank for management and
planning purpose is already out of any doubt. On
the other hand, there still exist some uncertain
ty about considering educational activities from
the pure economical point of view and adopting in
such a filed the same techniques as in the others.
However we think that any technioue may be useful
as far as the user looks at them as tools.
We have conceived our system exactly along this
guide-lines. It must be used by school admirii s tra
tors and operators, as local authorities at a de
cisional level: it is an information system, able
to present and aggregate data concerning the st.":
tes of educational institutions. The system shown
in fig. 6 is structured in such a way that it is
possible to obtain any level of detail, by means
of suitable aggregation procedures.

8. CONCLUSIONS

We believe that the problems about the evalua
tion of Iearnina-t.eaching process, and in general
about the educational activities, must be dealt
wi th in a more systematic way and must take ad
vantage of technological tools. So we tried to
develop an integrated multi-purpose system ori e.".
ted towards the achievement of the followinp, goals:
- mtegrat ion of functions
- rationalization of procedures
- automatization of operations
- decreasing p,lobal costs of the whole process.
The availability of such a system we must remark
is not of limiting the role of the human being,
teachers as well as students or managers, but re
ther of reoualifyinp, their functions. As far as
possible cierical activities are limited and the
possibility of analyzing the process is given to
the students at a level of detail and complexity
otherwise impossible.
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STUDENT SCIENTIFIC AND PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITY

IN THE BRANCH OF COMPUTING SCIENCE AT TECHNICAL UNIVERSITIES

J. Blatny
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Department of Computers
Technical University in Brno
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Well organized and supervised student scientific and professional activity
is one of the best ways for developing creative abilities of students and
for preparation of students for practice. In the paper some experience of
the student scientific and professional activity in the branch of computing
science at the Technical University in Brno is presented.

The characteristic feature of a univer
sity-bred specialist should be a crea
tive approach to the problems presented
by practice. That is why the develop
me.nt. of creative capacities of students
is one of the main tasks of university
education.

In the process of normal tuition the
students remain mostly inactive; they do
not participate in the creation and for
mulation of problems nor are they com
pelled to think over the methods of sol
ving them. They are expected to study
the assigned subject matter and to mas
ter the prescribed habits. Only in the
conclusion of the studies, working at
the thesis, they must treat independent
ly a wider complex of problems, make use
of the acquired knowledge and deepen it
systematically. It turns out that even
students with excellent study results
often do not know how to formulate clear
and logical conclusions in their own
theses, that they do not know how to
grasp the essence of the problem to sol
ve nor are they able to tie up efficient
cooperation with colleagues working in
an affined thematic sphere.

In the course of study it is therefore
necessary to provide the students with
the possibility of acquiring more sys
tematically practical experienc~ from
individually assigned tasks that should
be solved independently. The students
start so to create their system of work
and learn how to organize work. In addi
tion to this, the attained concrete re
sults bring them satisfaction from work
and stimulate them to further deepening
their theoretical knowledge.

The requirement of independent creative
thinking and of team cooperation is of
utmost importance in the field of com
puter science. The experts of this
branch meet lots of new problems in
their daily practice. In an epoch when
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the quantity of installations rapidly
grows, graduates in computer science
come to newly established computing
centp.rs where they usually meet only a
few experienced collaborators. Just in
these new collectives the tasks require
a creative approach and team cooperation
of researchers. It is therefore indispens
able for the students to have a possi
bility to acquire the mentioned proper
ties in the course of their studies.

The simplest, spontaneous improvement of
professional and scientific level of
students is their own interest and work
in the sphere which, for some reason,
is attractive for them. Anyhow, as they
have not sufficient experience, this
form is mostly not very effective and
does not conduce optimum results. That
is why it becomes necessary to organize
the student scientific and professional
activity, to provide for expert leader
ship of works and to create preconditions
for the most effective utilization of the
work of students.

A traditional way to organize the work
of students is to engage them as auxi
liary scientific assistants in which
case they cooperate to fulfil the pro
fessional and pedagogical tasks of the
department. Each auxiliary scientific
assistant is usually allocated to one
member of the department who secures his
professional training and growth.

The auxiliary scientific assistants~

even when provided with the best leader
ship they can have, work very often in
dividually and do not learn how to work
in a team. That is why also other forms
of student scientific and professional
activities are being looked for.

As the optimum way we believe in engag
ing students in wider scientific groups
consisting even of students of different
study years or even different study
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branches. It turns out that it is rather
advantageous when students of. different
study years work in one group because the
younger students penetrate step by step
into the problems, take over the exper
ience of older colleagues and the group
can continue its activity even when some
of its members finish their studies. The
expert ieader of the group is a member of
the department who sees that students
work in problems adequate to their level
and cares also for their professional
growth. Very important is a correct
selection of the problem. to be solved by
the group. The most convenient is a pro
blem related to the tasks that should be
solved by the department. The students
then know that their work is of a prac
tical importance and the group is a more
or less equivalent partner to the other
members of the collective of researchers.
The students get acquainted also with
creation of time and economic plans of
the task which is also of great impor
tance for their further practice. To il
lustrate the case, we shall mention some
tasks in the solution of which at the
department of computers student scientific
groups participate:
- solution of partial problems in design
ing operational systems of computers,
- design and realization of the inter
face peripheral units (display unit, te
letype and the like) and a computer
- converter of standard interface of
multiplex channel of one type of computer
to the standard of another type of com
puter and so on ..

In direct cooperation with industry sev
eral student scientific groups have
been engaged in the construction of pro
gram equipment of a hybrid computer sys
tem. In addition to this, some student
scientific groups had the possibility to
cooperate in system research tasks, such
as development of modern computers and
methods of modelling and simulating of
cybernetic problems with computers.
Several student scientific groups worked
at the design of an electronic calcula
tor and different modifications of tech
nical equipment of digital and analogue
computers.

During their work in the group, the stu
dents get familiarized with their grad
uated cooperators, they learn to know
the problems of the department and ac
quire a new relation to their branch and
to the study. Often even after graduat
ing, the ex/members of student scientific
groups continue cooperating with the
department and so establish an important
link between the university and practice.

By developing creative capacities and
habits for team cooperation, the student
acquires the indispensable prerequisites
for expert work. In addition to this,
it is necessary for him to know how to
plan his work so as to finish it within
the given term; he must be able to give
an account of his work and defend it in
discussion before a scientific public.

For this reason faculties organize every
year student scientific competitions in
which student scientific groups as well
as individual students can take part.
The faculty round of the competition
culminates with a student scientific
conference. In separate professional
sections the competitors read accounts
(extending from ten to fifteen minutes)
on their work and answer questions in
the subsequent discussion. With respect
to the considerable interest of students,
the competition is carried out in three
independent sections 1. digital compu
ters, 2. analogue and hybrid computers
and 3. simulation.

The submitted competition work and the
presentation of the competitors is eval
uated in each section by a board of ex
perts (jury) appointed by the dean of the
faculty from the staff of teachers and
expert workers of the faculty and from
the practice. Each section evaluates
three best works which are also awarded
financial prizes and pass to the nation
al competition round. In the organiza
tion of the national student scientific
conference the electrotechnical facul
ties in CSSR take their turns. In the
national round, the juries are composed
of representatives of all the partici
patingfaculties. The student scientific
conferences are useful not only for
students who have here a possibility to
give account on their work but also for
other students, interested experts from
practice and, above all, for teachers.

The extent and professional level of the
best student papers, especially in the
higher study years, considerably exceeds
the average of current diploma theses.
The terms of these works very often
overpass the sphere of problems dealt
with at school in the framework of the
obligatory studies.

For illustration we give some themes of
the best papers in the section Computer
science in the last three years at our
faculty:

1972
- Optimum layout program (school years
II and III).
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-.Design of a FORTRAN translator (s.y.
IV)
- Treatment of non-numerical information
by a macroprocessor (V)
- Some problems of structural synthesis
of final automata (V)
- Assynchronous control network (IV)

1973
- Transla~or of syntax - dictionary ty
pe (IV and V)
- Construction of continuous simulation
system (V)
- Conception of a SIMSCRIPT con.pila
tor (V)
- Serial multiplier (III)
- Analyser of Boolean equations (III and
IV)
- Investigation of stability of systems
of linear differential equations with
constant coefficients (IV)

1974
- Design of a special descriptive lan
guage (V)
- Introduction of dynamic structure in
to the ALGOL ADT language (III)
- Design of hybrid subprograms (V)
- Methods of representation of rare mat-
rices (III and IV)
- Perspective methods of solution of
transcendental equations in computers
(III and IV)
- Statistical tests of analogue compu
ter with a digital computer (V)
- Design methods of logical systems (IV)
- Cyclic codes (III)
- Simulation model of traffic control at
crossroads (III, IV)
- Digital voltmeter (II and III)
- Fixed function converters with thermal
compensation (IV and V)

From the list we can see that the soft
ware themes prevail over the hardware
ones. This is in accordance with the
possibilities of students to assert them
selves in"practice where most graduates
work in application of computers.

Where the list of the best papers contains
works of some students of lower study
years the latter passed the subject
"Fundamentals of computers and program
ming" already at the secondary school.
These students assert themselves very
well in the student scientific and pro
fessional activity. Already at second
ary school they acquire a good idea about
computers and their use. Whereas stu
dents who meet computers for the first
time only at the university and in the
first years merely orient themselves
and look for a narrow sphere of their
inte~est, the students who have mastered

the subject Fundamentals of computers
and programming already at the secondary
school look for possibilities of inde
pendent creative work in the branch
IlComputer science II just from the begin
ning of their study at the faculty.

The present-day experience with the level
of students and with their possibilities
to assert themselves in practice confirm
that a very efficient way to the develop
ment of creative capacities of students
is to catch the interest of students for
the branch already at the secondary
school, to develop this interest at the
university - not only in the framework
of obligatory tuition but also by means
of organized and well coached student
scientific and professional actiVity.
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COMPATIBILITY OF STUDENTS FROM DIFFERENT DISCIPLINES AND SEMESTERS

Lawrence J. Naz Lack

Department of Computing & Information Science
Universitv of Guelph

Guelph, Ontario Canada

The philosophy behind an introductory computer programminq course usually is either to offer many
courses, one for each discipline, or to offer one course for everyone. This paper discusses a
course which follows the latter approach and is taught to approximately 50% of all the students
in the university. By proper course construction, it has been found that there is no need to have
separate courses for different disciplines as there is almost no correlation between a student I s
discipline or semester and his effectiveness in the course.

INTRODUCTION

A knowledge of computers is cuLck Ly becominq
considered to be important to the developmental
experience, there have been essentially two
different approaches. One approach has been
to offer a general service course for all
s'tuderrt e , The other approach has been to
offer specialized courses for each area and/or
department in the university, Le., computing
for the arts, computing for engineers, etc.

There are several reasons for the establishment
of the more specialized approach to course
content. Some of them are as follows:

(1) Traditionally, computer courses are first
taught on a campus by either the math depart
ment of the college of engineering. Courses
t auqht; by math based departments tend to use
terminology (i.e. matrix, vector), homework
problems and texts whLch are not readily com
prehended and/or are feared by the non-math
student. Also, inherently mathematical pro
blems often are not interestina to a non-math
student because of a lack of immediately
apparent relevancy.

(2) It is sometimes believed that a course
specifically tauqht for a given discipline
would be able to use examples more relevant to
that discipline and thus make the sub] ect more
interesting.

(3) It has long been thouqht that even if an
interesting jargon free approach .couLd be
developed, that the arts student could not
successfully compete against an engineering
math or science atiudent; .

COURSE STRUCTURE AND DESCRIPTION OF STUDENTS

Students

At the University of Guelph, only one introd
uctory computer course was taught. This course
was taught to about 50% of the full time, under
graduate students at the university during the
course of their academic careers. About 65% of
the students taking the course were derived
from the engineering, math and science academic
program.

Those taking the course range from first sem
ester to graduate students, with the majority
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of the students being in one of the first four
semesters of what is normally a six semester
program. (Because the Province of Ontario has
a grade 13 in high school, our first year
students are approximately equivalent to an
American second year student. A six semester
deqree is called a Bachelors degree, while an
eight semester degree is called an Honours
degree.) ~

Our school operates on tri-semesters w.i.t.h the
result that a semester one student may begin in
any of the fall, to/inter or summer semesters.
Two semesters make up one academic year.

THE COURSE STRUCTURE

Because the arrival of a major service computer
is relatively new at the University of Guelph
(five years), the course content has not had
sufficient opportunity to become rigid and
specified by the past; i.e. historical academic
control of university comput.Lnc . (The Univer
sity was incorporated in 1964).

What has evolved is a course relatively free
from jargon. For example, instead of saying
"matrix" the wo.rd "t.abLe" is used. Also,
instead of "vector II , the words "r-ow" or "column"
are used. This use of terminology is extremely
important. Many students are truly terrified
of math and the use of mathematical jargon
paralyses them. Additionally, problems are
usually stated in a humorous non-mathematical
manner.

The course language is FORTRAN IV (using the
WATFIV compiler). Turnaround on the student
operated terminal is usually less than one.
minute.

The course grade is developed as follows:

Ouickies 10%
Assignments 35%
Midterm Exam (best of two hour exams) 25%
Final Exam 30%

The quickies are short tests given once a week on
current lecture material. The best 10 of 13 are
used. These questions are normally on a pro
gramming problem (see Appendix for examples).
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There are 13-16 programming assignments a sem
ester, increasing in complexity as .the semester
progresses. Each assignment is of equal weight
so as to encourage consistency. A strong effort
is made to make the later, ahd thus more com
plicated assignments either non-mathematical or
to disguise the math involved (see the Appendix
for examples).

Evaluation at the university is on a scale of 0
to 100. A conversion from this scale to the 0
to 4 scale is shown in Table 1.

Grade
Mark 0-4 F-A

0-49 0 F
50-59 1 D
60-69 2 C
70-79 3 B
80-100 4 A

Table 1. Conversion between eve Lua t bon
schemes.

CORRELATIONS

Questions

Several questions naturally arise when a widely
mixed (program, semester) class is taught.
They are:

(1) Do the people in one academic program do
better than those in another academic program?
For example, do the engineers perform signif
icantly better than the home economists?

(2) Does it matter what semester the student is
in? For example, do the semester 8 people do
better than the semester 2 people?

(3) When considering the major evaluation
components of the course (quizes, assignments
midterm exam, final exam) is there a sign
ificant correlation between type of student and
performance in a given course component?

(4) Is there a significant correlation between
how a student does in one portion of the course
and another?

(5) When examining the components used in
course evaluation, which component (s) is the
most relevant to the final course evaluation?
(Note: this last case is examining a cor
relation between dependent variables which
means that the results are increasingly
questionable in proportion to the dependency.
Nonetheless, such results can be interesting.)

Results

The course was taught following this format to
approximately 3,000 students over six trimesters
(September, 1972 to August, 1974). Approximately
20-25% of the students usually drop out before
the end of the semester. About 7% of those
receiving a semester grade receive a grade that
is adjusted due to special factors (illness,

missed final exam, etc.). Both of these groups
have been excluded from the following calcul
ations. In addition, the results from the first
of the six semesters is no longer avaliable in
a detailed, machine readable form. Consequently,
the following z eauLt s were calculated for 1,350
students taking this course from January, 1973
to August, 1974 (5 trimesters) .

The evaluations of the course and course com
ponents were not grouped into the A,B,C,O,F
pattern. Therefore, the Chi squared test was .
not performed and instead a Pearson correlation
was performed.

Table 2 contains the means and standard dev
iations for the cases examined.

VARIABLE MEAN MAXIMUM STD DEV

QUIZES 6.4119 10 2.4435
ASSIGNMENTS 28.6294 35 5.8222
MIDTERM EXAM 16.5044 25 4.4840
F1NAL EXAM 17.6886 30 7.0487
SEMESTER GRADE 70.8126 100 15.8106

Table 2. Averages, Means, Nax imums , Standard
Deviations for alII, 350 cases.

Table 3 displays the correlations that will
enable us to answer the questions that were
posed in the previous section. To determine if
there was a disguised subset that would produce
significantly d Lf f exent; subsets (a 5% variation
being considered a significant level of dif
ference), the data was divided into several
subsets, the sets compared (where appropriate)
to each other and to the case displayed in
Table 3. The divisions were arts studentsl
science students, various groupings of semester
in school (semester 1 vs all other semesters,
etc.), and year 1 (semester I and semester 2)
vs year 2 vs year 3 vs year 4.

The only case that produced much of a variation
from Table 3 was the year by year aubqxoupLnq
comparison. Table 4 displays the result cif
this grouping. The cases of significant
variance are those of correlations between
course components. These variances trend to be
those of a decLd.nLnq correlation between course
elements. This would seem to imply that the
longer a student is in school, the less even
his application of study is to an introductory
computer course.
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QurZES ASSIGN1".E~:TS MIDTER...,. FI~i\L Sf.v.ESTER ACADEMIC SE:tESTER
EXA:ol EXil.t'1 GRADE PROGRAM IiI SCHOOL

QiJI3ES 1.0000 0.50811 0.5765 0.6302 0.7593 0.0711 0.0846

lI.SS1(:mmNTS 0.5084 1.0DOO 0.4:;'23 0.5500 0.7884 0.0308 0.0705

r·:IDT!::R:~
0.5785 0.4123 1. 0000 0.6017 0.8001 0.0458 0.1786E>:t,,:.:

FIi'UIL
0.6302 0.5500 0.6817 1.0000 0.8879 0.0091 0.1471EXl\i·j

SEJ.lESTER
0.7593 0.7884 0.8001 0.8979 1.0000 0.0419 0.1605Gi-:J\DI:

A':A~!':;.nC
0.0711 0.0308 0.0458 0.0091 0.0419 1.0000 -0.2438P!\.CGRJill,

SE:·1ESTE:R
0.0846 0.0705 0.1785 0.1471 0.1605 -0.2438 1.000aIN SCHOOL

Table 3. Pearson correlation coefficients for the complete 1350 case study.
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Year
Variable""'-. 1

Quizes Assi nments Mid term Exam

Quizes 1. 1. 1. 1. 0.5267 0.4584 0.5633 0.3385 0.5849 0.5893 0 5747 0 3111 '

As s Lqnrnent;s 0.5267 0.4584 0.5033 0.3385 1 1. 1. 1. 0.3265 0.2467 0~2711 0~12321
Hidterm 0.58490.24670.5747 0.3111 0.J~65 0.2467 0.2711 0.1232 1. ILl.

Exam • I I

Final 0.5692 0.566~ 0.5618 0.5373 0.5214 0.51010.51660.43250.6154 0.5591 0.4847 0.5085\
Exam

se~~.:~:r 0.76150.74680.7596 0.6937 0.7642 0.7450 0.7836 0.7542 0.7616 0.7194 0.67790.4254

Academic 0.08820.00630.1042.0.18680.0230 -fl.0430-Q.0411 0.1618 0.1319-0.0493 0.1548-0.2506 I
?rogram

Table 4a. Correlations subdivided by academic year.

Final Exam Semester Grade Academic Program

" Year
var-LabLe ." 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

Quizes O. 56~2 0.5661 0.5618 0.5373 0.7615 0.7468 0.7596 0.6937 0.0882 0.0063 0.1042 -0 .1868

Assignments 0.5214 0.5101 0.5166 0.4325 0.7642 C.7450 0.7836 0.7542 0.0230 -0.0430 -0.0411 0.1618

i>lidt.errn
0.6154 0.5591 0.4847 0.5085 0.7616 0.7194 0.6779 0.4254 0.1319 0.0493 0.1548 -0.2506Exam

Final
l. l. l. l. 10.8880 0.8890 0.8683 O. B050 0.0478 0.0284 0.0607 0.0815Exam

Senester 0.8880 0.8890 0.8683 0.8050 i , l. l. l. 0.0802 -0.0175 0.0677 O.OOC':;
cccde

Acedema c
0.0478 0.0284 0.0607 0.0815 0.0802 0.0284 0.0667 0.0005 l. l. l. l.Progra.m

Table 4b. Correlations subdivided by academic year.
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ANALYSIS AND H1PLICATIONS

Academic Discipline and Performance

Probably the most significant result is that in
our course there exists no sianificant cor
relation between academic discipline and achieve
ment in an introductory computer science course.
This is a direct refutation of an assumption
that many people have regarding capabilities
for learning in the computer science areaIi.e.
that a student I 5 academic program is a good
predictor of success in computer science.

This implies that if a course is constructed and
presented properly, there is no reason to seg
regate students from various academic programs
due to concerns based on learning ability.

Semester in School and Performance

It is therefore possible to conclude that it is
not necessary to construct separate courses for
differinq disciplines and semester in school
because of unequal capability of performance
concerns. Additionally, it is felt that proper
problem selection combined with a non-math
jargon approach can eliminate any need to
establish special courses according to academic
program.

APPENDIX

The following are examples of quickies
(regularly scheduled 5 minute tests) and
assignments (one or more a week) that were
given. An assignment or quickie was normally
worth 9 points. Assignments or quickies are
not repeated in semesters subsequent to their
initial appearance.

(b) Given the following WATFIV program what
values will be assigned to I and J?

OuLckLe #2

(a) In the followinsr \~ATFIV statement, what
does the number 5 tell the computer to do.

READ(5,131)I,J

The correlations found between semester in
school and performance were very low. This
clearly indicates that in a properly constructed
course that there is no reason to worry more
about those beginning their university
experience than about those who are well along
v...ith their academic careers. They all seem to
succeed or fail in much the same manner. The
only observed possible variation is that the
more experienced students seem to work. with less
consistency, especially in the fourth academic
year.

Student Type and Course Component Performance

The correlations between academic program and
semester in school are all negligible. This
tells us that it does not matter what program
or semester a student is from in respect to
the student's ability to perform in a given
course.

4 pts.

$JOB WATFIV 02410237
131 FORMAT(5X,I2,3X,I3)

READ(5,131)I,J
STOP
END

$ENTRY
12345678901234567890

5 pts.

0uickie #5

(WATFIV job card)
WATFIV program

(WATFIV entry card)
(data card)

Between Course Components

It was shoe...n that there is a fairly high
correlation between how well a student does in
one evaluation component of the course and
another evaluation component. This is not
particularly surprising.

SU~lMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

At the University of Guelph there has been a
single significant introductory computer science
course. Approximately 50% or the university"s
full time undergraduate students have taken in
the course of their academic career, this course.
Sectioning and enrollment has generally been
done without regard to academic program or
semester in school.

An examination of the past two years' results
was performed utilizing the records of l, 350
students. Negligible correlations were found
between both academic program and semester in
school when posed against the students I grades
(both final and by grade component) .

Given the following program, what numbers are
printed out?

1=0
DO 14 N=1O,14,2
1=1+3
IF (LGT .N) GOTO 14

5 IF (LNE .N) GOTO 4
6 WRITE(6,100)I,N

100 FORMAT(lX,I2,,2X,I3)
GOTO 14

4 IF(N.LE.I)GOTO 6
14 CONTINUE

STOP
END
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Quickie #12

Given the following program, what is the final
value of L(2)?

$JOB WATFIV 02410237
LOGICAL F,L
DIMENSION 1(6) ,L(2) ,A(6)
F(A,B,C,D,E)=( (A.GT.B) .OR. (A.GT.C» .AND.

1 «C.LT.D) .OR. (D.LT.E» .OR.
2 «A.NE.B) .AND. (C.NE.D»

DO 3N=1,5,2
A(N)=N*2
A(N+l)=(N*4)/3
CONTINUE
L(2)=F(A(2) ,A(3) ,A(6) ,A(l) ,A(4»
STOP
END

Problem #4

Three degenerate pirates are deposited on a for
saken Pacific island by the rest of the crew of
the Albatross.

On this island there is one monkey and a large
group of coconut trees. The pirates quickly
enslave the monkey and force her to gather all
the coconuts on the island. The monkey is then
tied to a nearby tree.

During the evening, Squint (one of the pirates)
gets up, divides the pile of coconuts into thirds.
Squint then hides one third. It turned out that
there was an extra coconut. Squint throws this
to the monkey and then piles the remainder
together again.

Later, Ralph wakes up. He then divides the. pile
into thirds with one left over. He then throws
the extra to the monkey and hides one third for
himself. He then reassembles the pile.

Much later, Scar gets up. He then divides the
pile into thirds. Again, there is one left over.
Scar feeds this to the monkey. Scar then hides
one third and puts the somewhat shrunken pile
back together.

In the morning, the pirates wake up and together
divide the pile into thirds. There is one left
over. The extra is fed to the monkey, Xavier.
Each pirate then takes one of the thirds and adds
it to his cache I.

Assuming that tbere were at least 74 coconuts to
start with, what is the minimum

(a) Total number of coconuts to start.
(b) Total number of coconuts in

1. Quint I s cache I

2. Ralph I s cache I

3. Searls cache'
4. xavier's cache I

Problem #8

You, the last bright shining hope of the good and

true elements of peoplekind, have intercepted a
message from that arch enemy of truth and beauty,
Boris Boddenoff. The message goes as follows:

JDIU4FIK6FDI2W+IU4BDIW2I4I3+W3/+ IRWW2IDR4DIJBI) *
I2W6+D//BDRI*/4+IJIU4FIDR/I (JA (jZIJBFD/4ZIW2IDR/
I (JA (j+SIDR4DIJIX4 *IA+J33X/ZIWBIDR/H/ / (JB7I3/4D
I4BZIF4UI) *I2J+FDIXWC/ID633/ZIl*I4Il+6D/I4B7W+4M
I) /+A*IWBIDR4DIl6A (IURWIl6DD/ZI) /I2+W) IWB/IUW+XZ
IDWI4BWDR/+M

Somehow, you, even with your lightning quick mind
and perception, cannot understand or even read
the message. However, luckily for the fate of
the good, you hold in your hands (at pleasantly
selected locations) the incredibly corrupting
and corrupted Natasha. Natasha, who dresses
only in black, was the intended recipient of
Boris's heinous message. Natasha will not open
her mouth to speak, but, fotunately, the fol
lowing is tattooed onto her posterior:

~
*IQIIIMls

This is clearly the secret message code. The
code works by changing every IIA" in the original
message to a "4 f1

, every IIBtI in the original
message to a "L'", etc.

Your task is to decode the mes's aqe . Your print
out must include both the original coded message
and the final decoded message. You must read
the message to be decoded into the computer from
cards. Your decoded message may not have a
blank between every letter.

As usual, you are required to submit a fully
documented program (comment cards, flowchart).
Again, as usual, should your program fail to
work, you will receive no credit for the problem
and peoplekind will be enslaved.

The program is to have an underlined title as
follows:

followed by the decoded message. Your results
must appear on a page separate from the program
listing.

BONUS points (if the program scores 9 otherwise)

Note: No~ messages allowed.

Program done in statements less than

13 1 bonus point
12 2 bonus points
11 3 bonus points

An additional bonus of 1 point will be awarded
to the first person with a working program of
any length who correctly identifies the source
of the secret message.
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Problem #15

Worth 9 points

L. J. Mazlack M2A

*****2. Print the names of the dead as they die.
(worth 4 points)

Dr. Fu Man Chu, the insidious, diabolic leader of
the ravaging hordes of darkness, has been capt
ured by an all star consortium of the forces of
good, truth, justice and the CANADIAN way. Dr.
Chu was captured in the deepest heart of pigmy
infested Africa. An electric collar has been
placed around the suavely villainous knobby
neck. If this collar is actuated, 20, 173,
654.3217 heroically pulsating volts will
immediately fry Pu , Each member of the forces
of good, truth, justice and CANADIAN way holds
a remote control actuating device. Properly
and justly used, anyone of these devices will
heroically pulsate the" evil doctor. Thus, for
the yellow fiend to escape, he must subtly
destroy each and everyone of the 13 opposed to
h Lm. (Note: 13 is not a particularly fortuitous
nwnber for hezoes , )

As our story opens, our heroes and their
prisoner have met an extremely large group of
smeaky black devil pigmj es . They are asked to
join in a local native cer-emony. Rather than
cause an international incident, they agree.
They are placed on 14 number stools which are in
turn placed in a circle.

The assignment of stools to heroes and villain
is as follows:

HINT: Have two main parts to the p roqxam, The
first part starting the rotation with stool 1.
Find the surviving stool. Calculate THE EVIL
ONEIS choice of a starting place by: starting
place = (14 - eurvdvdnq stool number) + l.
Then redo the death cycle, printing out the
dying.

BONUS (2 pts.): Provide some identifying
information about all the heroes given.

1. Dudley DoRight
2. Billy Batson
3~ Rocky Squirrel
4. Dick Grayson
5. Bullwinkel
6. Bruce Ward
7. Lord Graystoke

8. Mary Marve 1
9. Captain Midnight
10. Kato
11. Red Ryder
12. Sergeant Preston
13. Samuel Spade
14. Dr. Fu Man Chu

The ceremony goes as follows. The head pygmy
goes into his hut, brings a cup of liquid out and
hands it to the i occupant of a stool. Occupant
i then drinks it. The head pygmy then goes back
into the hut, refills the cup and gives it to
the i .... l occupant of a stool to drink, etc.
Upon completing the stool numbered 14, he goes on
to stool 1. If a stool occupant ever ceases to
be functional (1. e. is dead), the next viable
person drinks 'the cup. Simple, isn't it?

But, Dr. Chu knows that every 17 th cup is
poisoned. (Dr. Fu Chu is a scholar.) What is
more, Dr. Fu Man Chu,being the only non-white on
a stool, has the privilege of indicating which
man will start the series of 17 cups.

In addition, the natives will allow the last
viable stool sitter to depart. Dr. Chu , being a
tiny bit selfish, would like to walk away alive.
(The other 13 get to walk away dead?) The
question, therefore, is: Which stool will THE
EVIL ONE tell the chief pygmy to start with?????

*****1. Print the starting stool number
(worth 5 points)
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Apr-es avoir decrit Le fonctionnsment des Instituts Universitaires de Techno1ogie et leur situa
tion au sein de l'Universite. l' auteur abords Les-prob l ernea speedf'Lquas des departements d I rn
formatique : objectifs. progranvne des etudes. methodes pedegogIques , moyens mds en oeuvre,
debouches et davenir des etudiants.

repondre aux aspirations de Le jeunesse d'au
jourdt'hui at aux exfgencee de la societe moder-
ne ••• " ainsi debutait Le rapport soumettant au
premier m1nistre Ie decret n" 66-27 du 7 janvier
1966 portant creation d'Instltuts Universitaires
de Technologie (I,U.T.)

Avant de parler des problemas apec t fiques des de
partements d'Informatique des I.U. T., abordons
l'I.U.T. prapramant dit et les pr-obl emea communs
a cs type dt eneef.gnemerrt ,

Dans differents pays industriaUses, depuis deja
quelques ennees , s' est fait sentlr un besoin de
repenser Le sys teme educe t f f en place, afin d'a
juster d'une part l'anseignement auxbesoins ecc
nomiques de la societe actuelle et d'autre part
offrir un debouche aux t3tudiants recherchant un
enseignement mains conceptual at plus. concr-at ,

Un des premiers r-eeut t ete a. ete la creation d'un
enseignement superieur court a finalite profes
sdonne Ll e , Clest ainsi qu'aux U.S.A. existent les
"Community College", au Canadales C.E.G.E.P. qui
ont pour ori'ginalite qu'a la differan,ce des U.S.A.
at de la France. taus las etudiants passant obli
gatoirsment par ces etablissements dvor-dant et.don ,
Au Venezuela existe un systeme sducatif calque sur
Ie modele franc;:ais IoU. T. et au Bresil viennent
d' etrs tnsteur-ee des caul's d" enssignement superieur
de courtes dcr-eee , dans plusieurs universitas pi
rotss, En Europe. en Repub l Ique Fedrale Alleman
de, existe une voie courts de trois ans qui con
dui t au titre d I Ingenieur gradut3 par opposition
au titre d'Ingeniaur dip16me que 1 'on obtient par
la voie longue.

Sur ce dernier exemple, on volt deja un des pro
blemes qui va 58 poser au sujet du titre, de
L"equivalence at de la reconnaissance de. ce titre
d'un pays a l'autre. Nous reviendrons sur ce sujet
dans la conclusion.

Reppe Iona qu'an France avaient au lieu deux expe
riences de formation de techniciens supt3rieurs.
L' une assuree dans les lycees techniques sous
forme de classas dont Ie structure etait pratique
ment identique a celIe d'un lycee, aboutissant a
1a de1ivrance d ' un Brevet da Technician Superieur
(8. ToS.)
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L'autre assuree dans les Universites aboutissant
. au Diplome d'Etudes Super-f eur-ea Techniques (DEST)

Ces experiences ont eta tres importantes et ant eu
Ie merite de poser Is problema a 1 'echelon national
en montrant la difficulte de faire naitre un en
seignement superieur technique aussi bien dans l e
cadre d'un Lyces Que dans Ie cadre d'une f acu l t e
des sciences dans la structure et les traditions
qui etaient les 's i.ennes , d' au la necess t te d' un
etablissement autonome.

1. LES IoU. To

L'institution des IoU. T. correspond done a la ne
ceeat.ta de satisfaire eux besoins de l' eccncrni e
concernant I' encadrement technique dans taus les
secteurs econornfque s du pays. L I ensaignement do! t
donc avoir un cer-ect sr-e concret dont l'issue nor
male est 1 'entree dans la vie active apr-as 1 'ob
tention du Diploma Universitaire de Tachno Logfe
W.U. T.)

Mais etent donne 1a r-epLddt e d'evolution des
sciences at des techniques a 1 'haure actuelle. i1
faut que 1es hommes formes puissant s I adapter
continue11ement vo t re ss reconvertir par una for
mation permanents. Ce qui implique aux syatemes
educatifs de satisfaira aux deux trnper-at Lf s con
tradictoires :

- Un enseignement specialise pour faire un tech
nicien s' tneer-ent rapldement dans la vie active
et un enseignement de culture generale large per
mettant ~ 'evolution at Ie recyc1ap,e ul t er-deu r ,
etant bien antendu que cette fonnation ne devrait
durer que deux ens ,

Concevoir un tel programme dans 1 'abso!u n'est
deja pas facile. mais 1 'implanter dans une. unf 
versite traditionnelle one pouvait gt r-e possible
qu I a condition de cr-eer- des structures speedfiques
nouvelles.

C'ast ainsi que les IoU.T. sont des etablissements
d'enseignement superieur crees primitivement sous
la forme d'instituts d'universite (cecr-et du 7.01.
1966) puis transformes en Unites d'En$e~~ement et
de Recherche (par decret du, 20.01.1969).
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2. SITUATION DE L'IoU.I. DANS L'UNIVERSITE

Rappelons que depuis 1968 Lea universitas sont
autonomes at dfvasees en unites 'd 'enseignement et
de recherche (U.E.R.l, sous l'autorite d'un Pre
sident at dt un conseil d ' uni v8r s i t e e l u comprenant
des representants des differants corps y travail
lant : enseIgnent a, charcheurs, technicians. ad
ministratifs, etudiants.

Chaque U. E. R. a son tour est pIacee sous 1a res
ponsebl I Lt e d'un Ddr-ecteur- slu at de differants
conseils : conse!l d'U.E.R. comprenant egalement
des r-epr-esantant s des differentes categories de
personnels : enseignants. char'cheur-s , technicians.
administrati f s , etudiants; conse!l pedagogique.
conseil scient! f Lqua, etc •••

l'I.U.T. stant una U.E.R. parmi les autres au sein
de l'Universite a una structure idsntique. avec
cependant Ie particularite suivante : 1'1. U. T. est
una U.E.R. a "derogation". En eff'e t , pu Lsque l'on
voulait promouvoir una pedagogie nouvelle dans
I" ensaignement superieur. il fallai t donner des
structures nouvelles. lui donner des moyens finan
ciers (hommes at materiels) necessaires at enfin
Ie doter de lois specifiques lui permettant de
deroger aux lois generales en cour-e dans l'uni
versite traditionnelle.

LII.U,T., en tant qu 'unlte d'anseignement at de
recherche est administree par un consail et diri
gse par un directeur. Mais 1a composition de ce
conseil obeit a des lois particu11eres (d I doit
compcr-t er- panni ees 39 membres un tiers de per
sonnalites exter-Leur-as , Ie president du conseil
etant l'une d'elles. d'autre part Is directeur
est nomme par Ie ministre sur proposition du con
seil, et non eLu par ce conse1l. Le directeur a
un serv1ce administratif pour assurer la gestion
de I' ensemble des deper-tement e : comptabilite.
aco Ier-t te , etc •••

3. L'U.E.R. IoU.T.

Nous ne nous standrons pas sur 1 f eventail des
differentes spec1alites enseignees dans les IoU. T.
mais rappelons simplement 11 ides direct rice qui
est: "d'offr1r aux etudiants quelques choix sim
ples, entre quelques voies larges, et ne Ies epa
cialiseI' qU'apres une periods permettant de 1es
connaitre et de Ies informer".

Lars de la creation d'une special its, il est prevu
(decret du 22 juin 1967) la mise en place d'une
Commission P'edagogique Nationale (C.P.N.) compre
nant des Enseignants (d' lUT, de Maitrises. d' eco
les d'ingen1eurs) et des industriels (employeurs
et employes). Cette C.P.N. a pour mission de pre
ciser les progranmes et de Ie fairs evoluer d' an
nee en annee en fonc:tion des resultats et de
I' evolution scientifique.

Le Oepartement

Alors que Iss commissions pedagogiques nationales
definissaient les programmes, 11 a ete indispen-

sable de c:reer un systeme qui assure Ie couplage
entre 1 'aspect qualitatif donnant l'autorisation
d'snseigner tells discipline et l'aspec:t quanti
tatif'definissant les moyens pour donner l' ensei
gnement a un nombre dtetudiants determine. Ce sys
tems est Ie Oepartement qui c:onstitue l'unite
operationnel!e de-I' I.U. I.

Un departement pour une special1te determinee peut
eccuet t Hr- au maximum 150 etudiants par an soit
300 etudiants pour les deux ene , Ce c:hoix du nom
bra d'etudiants par an resulte d'un compromis entre
re neces sd t e d'avoir un petit nombre d'etudiants'
afin que les enseignants puissent les connaitre et
Lea sutvr-a Hens leurs etudes et que l'equipe d'en
seignants soit suffisanment importante afin de
rassembler Ie maximum de specialistes devant etre
enseIgnarrt s , sans que pour autant Ie taux d'enc:a
drament soit par trap superieur a celui an vigueur
dans Ie reste de l'enseignement superieur. d'une
part et d'autre part l'imperatif econurndque d'evi
ter des constructions trop oeer-euees (grands
amphitheatres par exemp1e)_

Le deparhment est dirige par un "chef de depar
tement" qui assure la coordination des enseigne
ments et a un role d'animateur tent eupr-e s des
ensaignants que des etudderrt s , et effectue egale
ment son service d I snseignement dans Le departe
ment J il depend directement du directeur de
l'IoU.I.

La chef de deper-tement est eesdet e d'un adjoint
et d'un directeur des etudes.

L' equips d' enseignants comprend des enseignants du
Superieur : Professeurs au Maitres de conferences.
Maitres assistants, Assistants. des enseignants du
secondaire et des enseignants iSBUS des milieux
professionnals.

Chaque departement a. a l'image de I' IoU. T•• un
conseil elu compose dss representants des diffe
rentes categories d'enseignants. des personnels
techniques et administratifs, des professionnels
et un nombre egal d tetudiants.

Un IoU. I. type comprend theoriquement 4 deper-t e
ments (en fait ce nombre varia de 2 a 13) rele
vant des deux grands secteurs de l' economie, La
secteur secondaire at Ie secteur tertiaire.

La nombre des etudiants admis dans chaque depar
tement est fixe chaque annee par Ie jury d'admis
sion preside par Ie Recteur de l'Academie. Ce
jury reunit des representants a la fois de l'LU.T.
et des milieux professionnels concernss. II pro
pose apr~s examen des dossiers 1 'admission des
candidats. repondant aux criteres eXiges selon les
specialites. Pour tous les departements. Is bacca
1aureat au un titre equivalent est demanda.
Neanmoins, dans uneperspective de promotion so
cials, une voie. d'acces par examsn a eta prevue
pour les candidats. ne possedant pas les titres
requis et 10%, des places disponibles doivent etre
gardees .pour'ce .type de recrutement. La niveau et
Ie progranmB'des epreuves s'apparentent a ceux des
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classes terminales. Les refuses au baccalaureat
ns peuvent S8 presenter avant 4 ans a ce mode
de r-ecr-u tement.

4. LES OEPARTEMENTS 0' INFORMATIQUE

L I obj ec t t f des deper-temerrt s d I infonnatiquB est de
former en deux ans de scalarit€! epr-es Ie bacca
laur-eat des analystes-prograrnmeurs pouvant 5' in
serer rapidement dans I' entreprise epr-e s I lobten

tion de leur O. U.T.

Las titulaires du D.U. T. dolvent avail" suffisam
ment de connaissances theoriquBs pour pouvoir
collaborer efficacemant avec les Lngenf eur-e at
pour evo Iuer- vers la qualification d' analysts
d'applicatlon. O'autre part, stant donne la di
versite de la science :l.nformatique, 11 n t eat pas
souhe i t ab l e de preciser d'une maniere stricte Ie
profil des D.U. T. Informatique. Au cont re Lr-e, CBS

dip15mes daivent avoir une formation qui leur
permette de s'adapter a CBS diverses fonctions.

L' enseignement doit repondre aux trois criteres
suivants :

- Haute technicite dans Ie domains de 11 informa
tique
- Bonne connaissance des met ter-es donnant I 'oc
casion d I appl ications informatique
- Complement de culture generale et preparation
a la fonnation permanente.

5. LE PROGRAMME O'ENSEIGNEMENT
(annexe)

Le programme a ete divise en quatre "centres
d' interets". Ce decoupeg e permet de definir Ie
type d ' etudes developpees dans Le departement.
Toutefois, ca'decoupage n'a pas un cer-ect sr-e
strict at ne doit pas creer de cloisons stanches
entre ces centres.

Des relations nombreuses existent entre eux et
1 'organisation nedegog Iqua des deper-t ament a dait
en tenir compte. corrscrmement; a la legislation
sur les IoU. T., 1 'organisation pedagogique est du
ressort de chaque deper-t ament at un amenagement
pouvant atteindre 20% de l' horaire total peut
etre decide par ceux-ct , af1n de pouvoir s t edep
ter Bventuellement a des considerations locales.
Aucune repartition des met dares n'est effectuee.
entre la 1ere et la zeme ennae , cheque deper-t e
ment decide de cette repartition dans son orga
nisetion p~dagogique.

Le technic1en titulaire d'un O.U. T. doit avoir de
bonnes connef.s sences sur la structure des ordina
teurs at avoir la pratique de. differents langages:
assembleurs ~ et langages evo Iues , "Cobol, Fortran".
0' aut res langagas peuvent etre studies an fonc
tion d' adaptation locale : "Basic, GAP, PL/1" etc.
Le langage de gestion "Cobol tt doit etre particu
lierement approfondi par sa pratique sur de nom
breux examples tires de l'enseignement de gest10n
ou prolongaant 1 'enseignement de 1 'analyse. Les
langages scient!fiques sont I' occasion de passage

sur ordlnateur d'applications tirees de l'ensei
gnement des mat hemat Lquas , Une autre partie impor
tants du prograrrme est l' analyse de gestion infor
:natique. Cet enseignement doit donner l'acquisl
tion de 1 'stat d'esprit et du comportement neces
saire pour assurer les fonctions d I analyste J cet
enseignement repose sur Ie traitement d I exemples
et dt etudee de cas de gestion.

L I enseignement de -Le gestion doit avoir un aspect
technique sur les grandes fonctions de gestion des
divers organismes. L' enseignement du troisieme
centre d ' interet mathematlque et ate t f at Lque doft
en plus de l'inltiation a l'esprlt Iogdoue , amaner
a une meilleure comprehension informatique.

Le quatrieme centre d I interet comprend 1 J etude de
l'anglais dont il est inutile de preciser l'utili
te I3n informatique et les techniques d J expression
eerites at orales, en effet 11 est indispensable
qu t un technician superieur appel€! a cccupar des
postes de responsabilite soit a merna de s I exprimer
et de rediger un texte en franc;:ais.

La part culture generals touche cheque centre d'ln
teret. Cet enseignement qui ne sera peut etre pas
immediatement utilise prepare les futurs diplomes
a un approfondissemant ulterieur de leurs connais
aeneas afin de s'adapter au mieux et eventuellement
progresser par 1a formation pennanente.

La formation des techniciens D.U. T. demande une
bonne connaissanca des ordinateurs et une bonne
pratique des langages. Les applications de gestion
exigent que les etudiants aient de nombreux pas
sages de gro s programmes de gestion.

La connaissance "plus approfondie de systemes
d I applications de gestion defichiers et de ban
que de donnees rend souhaitable l' eccee a un or
d!nateur moyen ou meme a un gros ordf.neteur-,

o I autre part Ie developpement des mini -ordinateurs
demands que les etudiants alent un contact di-
rect avec l' ordinateur afin de s I initier au pupf.
trage. aux systemes d'exploitation ainsi qu t eu
temps reel.

II apparalt donc que les departements d'infonna
tique doivent evcd r , dans leur locaux, un ordina
teur moyen de gestioh du type r-encont re dans les
services informatique des entreprises (type IRIS
45 elll et un mini-ordinateur- permettant Ie pu
pitrage direct, 1a mise en place d'studes de cas
"systems" ainsi qu' un ou plusieurs langages con
versationnels en temps partag~ [type MITRA 15 err
ou T1600 TEl. Il apparait enfin souhaitable d'a
voir eccea a un gros ordinateur pour 1es pr-ob.la
mes de banque de donnees par exemple [type IRISBOI.

Un horaire global est dBfini per centre d'intBret.
il est divise en cours ayant lieu devant la tota
li te de la promotion. en t ravaux dirig~s comple
tent Ie cours magistral et en t ravaux pratiques.
Dans ces deux derniers cas, 1 'effectif des groupes
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est de douze at udfent s ,

La eco Ier-tee est fixes a 64 semadrias effectives
sur deux ans. Un stage de deux mois est prevu en
dauxdeme ennee , 11 rests done 56 semaines pour
r-eper-t Lr- le9 1 780 heures d'enseignements.

S. Castan M2A

De plus. 11 exists una cohesion entre les di ffe
rentes aqufpea nationales due a des reunions regu
Ider-es des chefs de deper-ternerrt s deux fois par an
alternativernent dans les vingt departements de
France permettant de faire Le point sur les d1 ffe
rents pr-ob l emes ccemuns ,

6. LE D.U. T.

L'arrete du 26 juin 1967 prevoit que Ie Diplome
Universitaire de Technologie est delivre en fin
de scalarite aux etudiants qui ant fait leurs
preuves tout au long de leur scolarite. II n I y a
pas d'examen special en fin de sco l er-Lt e ; Le jury
compose d'enseignants du deper-t ement at de per
sonnalites exeer-feur-es examine I'ensemble du tra
vail effectu8 par I' etudiant depud s son entree 1I
l'IoU.T.

En juillet 1974,les 20 deparrtemerrta d'Infemtique
des IoU.T. avaient de livre 5 000 D.U.T. Informa
tique. Actuellement, Ie flux annual est de I'ordI's
de 1 500 D.U. T.

7. CONCLUSION

Malgre Quelques enquatas menses par differ-ants
nrgeru smes , 11 est encore trop tot pour tirer des
conclusions definitives sur Lvexper-Lance IoU. T.
On peut neanmoins essayar de regardar s1 les ob
ject1fs vises ant ete attaints et que La sont les
principaux ecuef.Le qui guettent 1 '.operation.

Un des premiers objactifs des IoU. T. est la for
mation d' un technicien superieur de haute t echn r
c1 te pouvant s' Inser-er- at s' adapter r-epfdement
dans la vie profassionnel1e. Dans La domaine de
l'informat1que. on peut constater que Lea o.U.T.
5' r neer-eot facilement. eueat bien dans les Petites
et Moyennes Entreprises {P.M.E.} que dans les
grandes entrepr1ses au les emplois sont t r-es hie
r-arctu eea, aussi bien dans les societes .de servi
ce. que chez les construc::teurs d vor-dfnet eur-s ,
5 t adaptant tra5 rapidement aux diverses 51 tuations
qu' offre La monde de l' informatique. En quelques
ennees Ie "p r-oduf t " D.U. T. infonnatique a fait una
per-cea indeniabla sur Le marc he du travail.

Cette percee sur Le marcbe du travail nous amana
a naus pencher sur la pedagogie dite nouvelle uti
lisee. En fait. cette pedagogie se rapproche da
vantage de celIe en caUl's dans les ecoles d'inge
nfeurs que celIe des facultes traditionnelles. Le
travail en groupe de douze sous la direction d' un
enseignant est certainement benefique ; mais un
des points les plus importants est certainement
la cohesion d' une equipe d' enseignants qe dt,ffe
rentes origines, superieur. secondaire. profes
slonna!. ayant un saul objectif "faire marcher
Ie d~partement" et pour cela. en plus des taches
d I enseignement proprement di tes. s' occupant ef
fectivement des relations avec Ie monds rrofes
slonel, tant pour trouver des debouches aux etu
dlants que sa tenir au courant de I' evolution de
1 t infonnatique dans Ie monde du travail pour faire
"coller" son enseignement a la realit~.

Un bureau el u de quatre membres· assure un travail
de centralisation et de liaison entre les depar
t emerrt s , la C.P.N. et Ie Ministers de 1 'Education
Nationals.

Si Ie nombr-e , la que l Lt e et la diversite des ens~i
gnsments constituent un element favorable. il est
en outre un facteur non negligeable qui permet
d'expliquer Ie succas de cetts formation. clast
Le que l Lt e du r-acr-u t ament; , En effe t , Le r-ecr-ute
ment s'effectue !';UI' dossier at il est assorti d'un
"numerus clausus' c'est ainsi quIa Toulouse en 1974.
nous avions aou dossiers pour 120 places. De nom
br-euaes raisons peuvent expliquer cat afflux :
bsaucoup de jeunes bacheliers, par de s fr- d'une
formation mains abstraite, veulent acceder r-epa
dement a una activite professionnelle du niveau
cadre moyen, d1autres. bien que visant un enaed 
gnamant long. guides par un sentiment de secur-f 
sat ion desirent s'assurar un metier, avant de
poursuivre des etudes ulterieuresaux r-eau L'te t s
incertains. Nous pouvons noter en outre qu'11 aern
blerait que Ie milieu snedo-p ro seas Lonnel dont sont
issus les etudiants des I.U. T. paralt gt r-e plus
modeste que celui des etud1ants des facul t es t re
ditionnel1es, ce qui .luat t fde. par ailleurs leur
desir d'obtenir Le ddp Ifnne dans les de I e Le les
plus brefs.

La mobilite du travail est dans Le monds actuel
une necessite. Cette rnotd l Lt e , dans les ermeee a
ventr-, devra se faire sur Ie plan europeen. Sa
pose donc Le or-obj eme de L' equivalence des diplo
mes et des ti t r-es •

nevr-e -u-on s'aligner sur un nombre d-ennees d'stu
des Ldant Ioues , ce qui n'aurait de signification
que si Ie niveau de depart etait Ie meme! ..•

Devr-a-L'-on trouver un titre du genre Ingenieur
technicien ou t.echnoLogue , par opposition au titre
d'Ingenieur diplEime correspondant a cinq annees
d' etudes apr-ea Ie baccalaureat?

Pour terminer. signalons la possibilite. apres
trois annees d I experience professionnelle, d 'ob
tenir Ie dip lome d' Ingenieur diplome en un an
d' etude a temps plein dans la dite ecole, apres
une mise a niveau (eventuellement en caul's du
soil') d'une duree de six. a dix-huit.mois.

Le D.U.T •.. dip19JJlea finalite professionn.elle
permet donc d' acceder soit aux etudes longues
Maltrise d'Informatique, D.E.A., Ooctorat de
3ems cycle. Mattrise d' Informatique appliquee
a la Gestion, Ecole d'Ingenieurs {admis en 1ere
annes sur titre} pour les meilleurs d'entre eux
apras avis du Directeur de ~'I.U.T. et d'une com
mission d' examsn des candid·atures. soit au diplo
me d' Ingenieur diploma apres une experience pro
fessionilells.
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ANNEXES

Cours Travaux Travaux
(groupe 0iriges Pratlques
de 150) (groupe (sur machine)

de 12) (groupe de 12)

1- TECHNIQUES DE
L'INFORMATION

a. Analyse 50 75 75
b. Prograrrmation 150 125 125
c. Technologie 70 60
d. Organisation

Scientifique 10 20

2. GESTION DE
L' ENTREPRISE

a. Economie
General. 30 20

b. Economie
d I Entreprise 25 25

c. Technique
de Gestion 60 60

d. Organisation
des Entreprises 20 40

3. FORMATION
MATHEMATIQUE

a. Mathematiques 120 120
b. Probabilites et

Statistiques 70 70

4. METHODES DE
COMMUNICATION

a. Communication -
Oynamique de
Groupe 180

b. langue
anglaise 180

TOTAL 605 915 260
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B.Sc. IN COMPUTER SCIENCE - 10 YEARS EXPERIENCE

G. M. BULL U.K.

Department of Computer Science
The Hatfield Polytechnic

P.O Box 109
Hatfield
Herts UK

The B.Sc in Computer Science at Hatfield Polytechnic was the first such degree approved
by the Council for National Academic Awards in 1965 and as such is one of the longest
running degrees in Computer Science. Since 1965 it has undergone a number of revisions
as our experience and the discipline evolved. The current version of the scheme differs
considerably from past versions in a number of ways but primarily in the amount of student
choice. Consistent throughout the 10 years has been our strong belief in the two six
month periods of practical training in industry and the major project in the final year.

1 • INTRODUCTION

A brief outline of the curriculum is given in
figure 2 , indicating the number of hours per
week devoted to each subject in the four years.

1st yr 2nd yr 3rd yr 4th yr
30 wks 20 wks 20 wks 30 wks

The first version of the B. Sc scheme .Ln Computer
Science was mainly the work of two people - both
mathematicians by background; The course was
run by the Department of Mathematics and had a
strong mathematical flavour. This scheme was
the first such degree to be approved by the
Council for National Academic Awards (CNAA) in
June 1965 and the first students were admitted
in September 1965. Subsequent revisions book
place in 1966 - the addi tion of a non-honours
degree and a Higher National Diploma, 1970 -
the first major revision, 1972 - a minor change
in the route to a non-honours degree, and 1974
the second major revision. During this time
many other changes took place and various
factors influenced the scheme. Among the c:hangas
can be listed the setting up of a Computer
Science Department separate from the Mathematics
Department, the growth from 3'members of acad
emic staff in 1964 to 28 in 1974. and the
acquisi tion of a major time-sharing computer
system in 1970. The major influences have been
the ACM rmdergraduate curriculum published in
1968, the development of computer science as an
academic discipline and the changes in tech
nology.

2. 1965 SCHEME

The first scheme approved by the CNAA was a
four year IIthin eandvtch" Honours Degree with a
total of three academic years and one industrial
year". The industrial year consisted of two
separate six month periods. The pattern of the
scheme is shown in figure 1 and has remained
the same to the current day.

Mathematics *
Probabili ty &
Statistics

Programming

Programming
Languages

Theory of
Automata

Data Processing

Accounting &
Ind.Management

Electricity &
Electronics

Analog Computing

Logic Design

Information
T:r:anmission

Complete Systems

Option Subj ect

English &
Report Writing

Studies in
Humanities

6

3

6

2

4

2

2

6

3

3

3

2

* Mathematics includes algebra and logic, analysis
and numerical analysis, mathematical programniing
and optimisation.

figure 2.

Sept Sept

C - College

Sept Sept

I - Industry
figure 1.
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Totals 23 21 21 13
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General Analysis of the Curriculum of the
Honours Course

1st 2nd 3rd 4th
yr. yr. yr yr.

Programming Systems 6t 6 5 2
Computer Systems 2 2 2 2
Data Processing Systems

Analysis & Design 3 2
Computational Methods 3
Analogue & Hybrid

Computing 3
Mathematics 3 2 3
Probability & Statistic 2 2 2
English and Report Writing 1t
Sociology of Automation 2 2
Business and Industrial

Management 2
Options 6

TOTALS 23 19 19 13

5.

Another change was the increase in the amormt of
choice available for the student. Under the 1970
regulations almost half the final year was made
up of choice subjects (from wi thin a list of
subjects on offer each year), and the Project
which gave the student wide scope in the choice
of topic. Finally, there was a reduction in
the overall student contact hours.

Figure 3.

In the Final year the student will, in addition,
spend an estimated time of 6 hours per week on
a Special Project.

In 1972 the CNAA revised their regulations
regarding Ordinary Degrees. The scheme was
revised to take advantage of those changes by
allowing the separation between Honours and
Ordinary to be delayed for some students until
just prior to the final year. This revision was
done with only minor changes to the 1970 regula
tions. However, the scheme was reviewed at this
time since changes were to be made and as a
resultit was decided to undertake from 1972
onwards a detailed, and critical analysis of the
existing scheme with a view to producing. a
revised set of regulations in 1973 or 1974. In
the event they were not completed until 1974.
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In the final year each student did a project
which was estimated to occupy him/her for 6 hours
per week. The hours indicated in figure 2 were
split approximately equally in'each subjsct
between lectures and practicals/tutorials.

The examinations at the end of the joint first
year were used to separate the Honours from the
Ordinary Degree students. We also attempted at
this point to find those unlikely to obtain a
degree at all. To cater for this last group of
students we set up a Higher National Diploma
in Mathematics, Statistics and Computing so that
those who failed to gain a place on the second
year of either degree scheme would be able to
continue s tudy to obtain a nationally recognised
qualification.

In 1966 the CNAA approved an Ordinary Degree in
Computer Science which was common with the
Honours in the first yeax and then, although
retaining the same structure, differed in the
academic sections of the remaining three years.
The courses studied were similar on the two
schemes but the treatment of topics was less
deep on the ordinary scheme and some of the
advanced topics were not covered. .

3. 1966 ORDINARY DEGREE AND HIGRER NATIONAL
DIPLOMA

The CNAA usually insists on a resubmission of
courses for approval every five years. The 1970
resubmission, which is outlined in figure 3, was
influenced by the ACM curriculum 168. One of
the factors effecting the design of the course
was the installation of a third generation time
sharing system to replace our ageing second
generation equipment. Secondly, the Oompuber-
Science Department had' been separated from
Mathematics since 1968 and this prompted a
critical look at the mathematics courses. In
particular the Computational Methods courses
were integrated with the supporting mathematics
to good effect.. The major change shows in the
number of hours devoted to what was considered
to be the core of Computer Science, Programming
Systems and Computer Systems. A
set of courses was constructed in these two
subjects to run right through the scheme.

4. 1970 REVISIONS

6. MODULARISATION

Concurrent with the work on revising the 1972
regulations, the polytechnic set up a working
party to look into the modularisation of
schemes of study. One of the major benefits
which was claimed for modular courses, and wi th
which the scheme designers agreed, was that it
provided a mechanism which facilitated student
choice.
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There are many forms of modular courses but
briefly the Hatfield Scheme has the following
characteristics.

It is this dynamic aspect which makes curriculum
planning in Computer Science so challenging.

The modular system at Hatfield is a comprehen
sive system around which schemes of study may
be designed. The above description does not
do it justice but gives a flavour sufficient
for this paper.

The compulsory courses which we believe to be
the core of a relevant and applicable under
graduate programme in Computer Science at the
present time are given below. As time goes by
there will undoubbed'Iy be modifications to the
scheme, perhaps enlarging or changing the core,
including more options and deleting others.

A module is a measure of work and is defined to
be one sixth of' the work which a good Honours
student can cope with in one semester (14 teach
ing weeks + 3 vacation weeks). Each student may
adjust his study rate to between 4 and 6 modules
per semester. An Ordinary Degree requires at
least 24 modules and an Honours Degree at least
30 modules. A course is defined to be a coherent
uni t of study and may be from 1 to 4 modules in
size. One of the features of the common modular
structure at Hatfield is that in every .semester
there is always one module's worth of' stUdy
which must be left to student choice and all
courses wi thin the polytechnic (for which the
student has the prerequisites) are in theory
open to him.

In designing a modular scheme one is not con
strained to have a single, fixed route for
students to follow as in the earlier past
regulationa. Moreover, since there might be
many routes through the scheme a student, under
guidance, should be able to choose his,/her own
path. Once this was accepted, it became clear
that with a large number of possible combina
tions of courses it would be impractical to
specify in advance every route. Moreover, it
would be equally impractical to specify every
unacceptable route. This led to the considera
tion as to which part of all routes should be
common (and therefore compulsory). The method
of approach was to consider each section of the
scheme and ask ourselves the question: "Wollld
we be unhappy if students left Hatfield
Polyteclmic "Wi th a degree in Computer Science
not knowing thiS?" If the answer was lI ye s "
then it was included in the compulsory section.
In all other cases the section was made optional.
Another decision which was reached after
considerable discussion and analysis was to
remove Advanced Level Mathematics as an entrance
requirement. Thus a further step was taken
along the path away from our initial strong
mathematical beginnings. The course still
contains Ina thematical topics, but rather less
than before.

COMPULSORY COURSES8.

Mathematics

Set algebra; boolean algebra; induction;
permutations and combinations; notation of
graph theory; concept of a mathematical model;
introduction to statistics; irltroduction to
probability.

Computer Applications

History of computers and computing; problems
and problem solving; the complete system as a
solution to a problem; social implications;
case studies.

Data Structures

Inherent structure wi thin data - hierarchic and
associative relationships; storage allocation;
device d.ependance ; external and internal
representation; manipulation of structures;
classes of data structures; applications.

Systems Analysis and Design with Commercial
Programming

Introduction to data processing; systems approach;
life history of a computer based system; struc
ture of the profession; standards; design of
the computer sub-system - objectives, system
characteristics, file design, program suite
designs and specification; commercial
programming .

Computer Systems Organisation 1

Overview of, a computer; coding of information;
binary arithmetic; detailed study of a simple
computer - programming and architecture;
peripherals; assembly language programming
techniques; system software - assemblers,
loaders, compilers and operating systems.

Programming and Programming Languages

AlgorithIns and programs; program structure;
debugging and verification of programs;
elementary data structures ; documentation;
programming aids; survey of languages.

Communication (Languages)

Information sequencing; reasoned argument;
structure of reports; exam question teclmiques;
interviewing; media for presentation.

Computer Systems Organisation 2

Assemblers and loaders; compilers; utility
programs; operating systems; computer
organisation.

1974 REVISIONS7.
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Social Implications of Automation and Computer
isation

Society in modern Eri tain; the computer
industry; privacy and the individual; applica
tions of automation.

In order to ensure that a compled scheme such
as this runs smoothly, accurate and up-to-date
infomation on student progress, course changes,
timetable limitations, and the implications
of certain choices and combinations of courses
must be available to students and tutors alike.
An on-line information and enquiry system has
been implemented to this end.

With the introduction of increased choice into
the scheme, one must be prepared to invest a
good deal of resources in support of a
programme advice service. As a basis for this,
each student has a personal tutor who, apart
from being generally responsible for his/her
well-being, provides advice on choice of studies
and, where appropriate, limits the student's
studies. .Dhe tutors signature is required on a
students proposed programme before being
ratified.

In summary we have devoted our energies over
the past 10 years to:

Thus a software simulated .machine is not used,
rather a number of identical real machines
These computers are also used for practical
experiments in data transmission and computer
networks.

a) Monitoring of the scheme with a view to
constant improvements consistent with
continui ty and the maintenance of standards.

Two types of equipment are used to support the
teaching on the hardware side. Firstly, a
flexible system of modules which allows a
student to design and build such things as a
device control unit, a simple processor or a
complete computer. These modules, which work
at the register transfer level, require no
electronic skill. They are backed up by a
computer assisted design package. Secondly,
mini computers are used together with a range
of peripherals to study interfacing problems.
The hardware and software problems are -studied
side by side.

In teaching operating systems we felt the need
to introduce practical work. To thi~ end a
system is being designed and built to allow
students to write software in a modular way to
experiment in operating systems design and
construction. A dedicated system is r-equd red
as complete control of the machine if? required.

COUNSELLING

EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS10.

9·

In urdertaking a major review -of the scheme we
also made a detailed analysis of the equipment
required to teach such a scheme. Clearly any
Computer Science scheme requires a fairly major,
general purpose comput.er system. We strongly
believe that a time-sharing system offers the
best solution. Thus almost all general
programming practical work is carried out at
a terminal by our students.

b) Provision of appropriate equipment to teach
Computer Science. This embraces both the
central computer system and its relevant
educational software and specialist
laboratory equipment.

c) Building up a Department with a wide spread
of interests and expertise.

However, there are many aspects of the course
which require other facilities than those
prov.Lded by a central computer system. To this
end a number of items of equipment have been
acquired to support the teaching equipment.

In the 10 years of this scheme we have
produced 184 graduates, installed a large
timesharing system, moved towards equiping
laboratories and grown to 28 members of
teaching staff.

The basis of the course Computer Systems
Organisation 1 is the study of a very simple
computer. Its internal structure is atrud.Led ,
at the data highway level, and to this end
students control it through programs written in
a simple assembler. The control of simple
peripherals is also studied and programs are
wri tten to control such devices. The overall
aim of the course is to study the low level
interaction between hardware and software.
We believe that it is important that each
student uses a real machine with real periIhemls
to carry out practicals.
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The Role of Informatics in a Science Curriculum for NonsGience Majors

Leland R. Miller
Assistant Professor

John D. Hoolley
Assistant Professor

Computer Science Department
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 U.S.A.

The role of informatics in integrating the sciences in a curriculum for non
science majors is presented. Students were first taught to write computer
programs in the language Basic so that they could use the computer through
out a ten week course of study. Topics that were taught and, examples on how
the computer was used are also presented. By means of individual projects
it was found that students can explore a theme in more depth than in conven
tional courses. It was also found that students in this program had better
performance than students in conventional courses.

1. INTRODUCTION

Bowling Green State University establish
ed a series of Cluster Colleges whereby
an undergradate student could complete
portions of his nonmajor baccalaureate
requirements in a shortened but con
centrated period. One such cluster
college was in science. Upon comletion
of an intensive ten week study in the
sciences a nonscience major could fulfill
his science requirements.

Students in the Science Cluster College
were first exposed to computer program
ming so that the computer could be used
throughout the ten week period. It was
found that informatics helped to inte
grate the sciences in that it was the
one discipline that was used by all other
disciplines. Since students were con
centrating. only in the sciences they were
able to study advanced topics that are
normally reserved for senior majors.

2. DESCRIPTION OF BO"~ING GREEN STATE
UNIVERSITY

There are approximately 15,000 under
graduate students enrolled at Bowling
Green State University. The undergradu
ate program is subdivided into four col
leges--Arts and Sciences, Education,
Business, and Health and Community Ser
vices--offering a total of eleven bacca
laureate degrees. All of these degrees
require several introductory science
courses.

3. SCIENCE CLUSTER COLLEGE

The Science Cluster College was first
initiated in the Spring of 1973. It

1 The Science Cluster College was partial
ly supported by the Carnegie Corporation.
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was offered for the second time in the
Spring of 1974. Approximately 70 stu
dents representing a variety of non
scientific disciplines participated in
each cluster. They were instructed by
six faculty members from the areas of
Biology, Chemistry, Computer Science,
Geology, Physics, and Philosophy of
Science.

In the first week students devoted their
entire time to learning the programming
language Basic C3]. Topics covered in
cluded: loops, arrays, input/output,
strings, machine representation of data,
translators, and data transmission.
Students constructed programs and then
~an them on the University's time-shar
~ng system. Each student wrote and exe
cuted four to five programs during the
first week.

3.1. Survey Courses

During the next five weeks students con
centrated in the areas of Physics, Chem
istry, Biology, and Geology focusing on
the theme of energy. The.topics covered
are given in Table 1. The computer was
used in each of these areas to help ex
plain several physical concepts. As an
example, students wrote and executed a
program which simulated the firing of a
rocket. The simulation took into con
sideration that the weight of the rocket
was decreasing during rocket burn, due
to the consumption of fuel. The program
printed out the distance, velocity, and
acceleration over small intervals of
time. From this simulation students
were able to obtain a thorough under
standing of the relationships between
distance, velocity, acceleration. force,
and mass.
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Geology Geological Proc~ssess,

Continental Drift, Fossil
Fuels, Evolution.

Chemistry Atomic Theory, Modern
Atomic Concepts and the
Perioaic Table, Formation
of Molecules, Mechanism
of Chemical Reactions,
Acids, Bases and Neutrali
zation.

Biology Free Energy, Entropy and
the Second Law of Thermo
dynamics, Living Systems
and Energy Information
in Living Systems, Adapta
tion and Evolution, Eco
systems.

able to concentrate in one particular
area and become involved in topics not
normally taught to nonscience majors.
Some representative projects are given
in Table 2. "

A linear programming
model was developed to
determine what field
crops should be raised to
maximize the number of
people that can be fed
and still satisfy man's .
daily requirements. The
simplex method was pro
grammed to solve the pro
blem.

Techniques of computer
aided instruction were
used in programming a
system to teach basic
physics concepts in in
troductory physics clas
ses.

linear
programming

CAl

Matter and Energy, Motion
and Force, Work and Energy,
Energy Transfer.

Physics

TABLE 2 COMPUTER SCIENCE PROJECTS

3.3. Science S"eniinar

During the entire Cluster College stu
dents participated in a special science

A simulation of the heat
transfer for a nuclear
reactor in a lake was
programmed.

A set of heuristics, to
gether with a random gen
erator were used to com
pose music.

A program to simulate the
game of Yahtzee was con
structed.

A regression analysis
program was written to
make weather predictions.

A hypothetical computer
with a push down stack
was designed. A program
to emulate this computer
was then implemented.

simulation

hypothetical
computer

computerized
music

regression
analysis

heat
transfer

Students worked independently on their
projects except for daily consulting
with their instructor.

TABLE 1 SURVEY TOPICS

A computer program was written by each
student to perform calculations for a
Biology experiment. The experiment was
to teBt the hypothesis if the sex of a
baby is hereditary. Students were given
the data collected by Geissler [2J which
contained the distribution of boys and
girls in families of 12 children. This
information was given for 6115 families.
The students wrote a program to evaluate
the formula

which gives the probability of a family
of 12 having b boys where p is the pro
bability of a baby being a boy. C(12,b)
is the number of combinations of 12
things taken b at a time. This formula
assumes that the sex of an infant is de
termined randomly and is not hereditary.
The value of C(12,b) was obtained by
developing Pascal's triangle to 12 rows.
By comparing the values of the formula
for b = 0 through 12 with the data col
lected by Geissler, the students were
able to verify the hypothesis that the
sex of a baby is hereditary.

3.2. Science Projects

The remaining four weeks of the Cluster
College was spent in individual projects.
Each student selected one area of study
and worked full time on a project in his
area. There were 15 students who chose
a project in the area of computer sci
ence. During this time students were
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[3J Kemeny, John and Kurtz ,.Thomas, "The
Dartmouth Time-Sharing Computer sys:
tem", June (1967).

seminar. This was conducted by a pro
fessor in the Philosophy Department.
Emphasis was placed on the creative
aspects of scientific activities in
cluding the nature of scientific know
ledge, inductive and deductive logic,
and a historical analysis of concepts of
space and time.

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

According to written student evaluations
of the Science Cluster College, the ma
jority of the students were favorably
impressed with the experiment and re
commended that this become a permanent
option in the curriculum. Pretesting
and posttesting of Science Cluster Col
lege students and a control group taking
the conventional courses, indicated a
significant achievement amoung the Sci
ence Cluster College students [lJ.

Students were given the basic concepts
of science and at the same time were
able to concentrate their efforts in one
area to obtain a more in depth under
standing of topics not normally taught
to nonscience majors. When the Science
Cluster College was offered the first
time, computer programming was not intro
duced in the first week and hence the
other disciplines were not able to make
use of the computer. By offering compu
ter programming in the first week of the
following Science Cluster College, it
was found that informatics helped to
integrate the different science disci
plines. By writing and executing pro
grams in the language of Basic, students
had an appreciation of the capabilities
and limitations of a computer. Since
the students were involved in several
disciplines, they saw how informatics
could be used in a wide range of appli
cations.

After completing the Science Cluster
College, students had also eliminated
whatever "fear" they might have had
about computers. It is interesting to
note that although the objective of this
curriculum was to teach science to non
science majors, a number of students
shifted their majors to the sciences.
In particular, of the 140 students who
participated in the Science Cluster
College, six students changed their
majors to Computer Science.

Experience with the Science Cluster
College supports the recommendation
given at the 1970 IFIP World Conference
on Computer Education [4J in that stu"
dents in all disciplines should be ex
posed to the study of informatics and
have access to a computer.

[lJ

[2J

[4J
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L'INFDRMATIOUE DANS UN LYCEE POLYVALE~n

G. JDUANDIN S. NDZELDF
Pr-of'e s s eur-s au Lyce e Polyvalent de CREIL

INSTITUT NATIONAL DE RECHERCHE ET DE DOCUMENTATION PEOAGOGIOUES

Section Informatique et Enseignement

29, rue d' Ulm 75230 PARIS CEDEX 05 FRANCE

Ceci est l' expose du t erro Ignege d' une equf pe conduisant une experience d'introduction de l' infor
matique dans un Lyc ee polyvalent.
Apr-as un bref historique, neue pr-asentons comment l' informatique a ete f nt egr-ee dans 1 'enseignement
de toutes Iss disciplines : par I' acquisi tion d' une base de connaissances commune a tous les e Levea ,
I' utilisation de programmes ecr-t ts par les membres de I' equtpe et I' extension de I' initiation des
co l l egues ,
Des exemp Les mont rent ensuft a, comment nous concevons I.' integration de l' informatique dans des dis
ciplines scientifiques et techniques.

1 - PRESENTr,TIDN DE L' EXPERIEI'CE

1.1. Situation de l' experience.
La per-t t cu Ler-Lt.e de notre experience et la diver
site de nos activites tient au cer-ect e re merna de
l' abeb Id s aemarrt polyvalent qui est Le notre e t
dans lequel se cotoient des eleves de l' enseigne
ment secondaire tradi t Lonne I , des e Leves de Ly
cee technique de presque toutes les socct al t t e s
(en tenant compte des classes aconorntques du
Iycee voisin eesocte a 1 'experience), des e Leve s
de college d ' enseignement technique, des e t u
diants des classes de techniciens super-t eur-s .
Pour nous , Le champ des applications possibles
de l' Lnf'cr'me't Lqua concer-ns presque toutes Lea
activites humaines de ce niveau at son trrrnens i t e
meme nous a impose la double f Lne Lfte sutvente :
. introduction de Ie metbcdo l og i e de l 'informa-
t t que a travers l' enseignement des diverses dis
ciplines.
. initiation des eleves pour leur f a i r-e acqoer-t r
une cer-tot r,e connaissance de l' outil informati
que en vue de son utilisation dans toutes Les
disciplines y compris les dt s c tp l t nes t echno l o
giques. Nous entendons par outi 1 informatique
les techniques de l'informatique et les techni
ques d ' utilisation de l' ordinateur.

1.2. Notre·plan de travail
La premiere ennee de presence de l' ordinateur
dans l' eteb Lt aeement , notre action s ' est por-tae
essentiellement sur les points suivants

- Sensibili~er et initier Ie plus grand nombre
possible de co I Ieguea ,
DtembLee il noue a semble qu'une experience d ' in
troduction de l' informatique dans l' enseignement
ne pouvai t r-eueef.r- que si un grand nombre de
pr-oee s seur-s etait concerns. C' est pour-quod des
la premiere ennee nous nous sammes attaches en
priori te a former La plus grand nombre possible
de co l Leguas de meru sr-e a cr-eer- une equj pe d'in
farmatique ePet cece , Lndependerrmen t des pr-ob l e
mes que cela peut poser. Pres de la moi tie de
de ces cu l Iegues ant ete senatbf j t eas directe
ment au cours des trois seances hebdomadaire de
formation diversifiee que nous avions organisees.
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A leur tour ces co l l egue s ont cont r-Lbue a eten
dr-e cette sensibilisation et a cr-eer- un climat
favorable au der-ou Lemen t de I' experience. Cer
tains d'entre eux.,. Dlus~tives, ant tout de sui
te decouvert des pOssibilites d1application dans
leur discipline et ont depeasa La stade de la
sensibilisation pour atteindre celui de la con
naissance du maniement de l' outil informatique.

- Ecrire des programmes de service pour pr-epe
r-er- pour les ennees suivantes l' utilisation effi
cace de la machine. Par exemple

b f b Li ot heque rnathemat Lque
t rai ternent de fi chiers
programme d I impression e t de correction de
programme.
methode PERT

L' experience no us a rnont re deja que I 'existence
de tels programmes capable de rour-nr.r- a nos col
Legue s et a nos e l eve s un autil efficace les moti
vait fortement pour qu'ils s'initient a I'infor
matique at ecr-Lven t eux-memes d I out r-es programmes.

- r'lener des actions ponctuelles d' ini tiation dans
diverses classes du lycee de rnenfer-e a degager
les methodes pertegogIquas que nous pourrons uti
Li s er- les ennaes suivantes en essayant de oer-ce
voir les difficul 'tee eseerrt i ej i es r-encont r-ees
par les eleves en fonction de leur age et du type
de formation qu'ils r-ecodvent par ailleurs.

- Ecrire des programmes ou des ensembles de pro
grammes a caractere pedegcgLque ,' utilisables par
les e j sves presque sans formation aI' informati
que, dont les buts sont divers :

- eppor-t er- une aide aI' enseignement des
disciplines

- eme l t or-er- les motivations des eleves pour
ces disciplines en Lea pr-eaent.ent; avec de nou
veaux rnoyens

- servir d' introduction a une etude de L' Lrr
formatique

- interesser les collegues aI' experience en
leur fournissant un outil pedagogique.
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- Nos conclusions
II ncus est apparu rapidement qu'ir:ttroduire 1'85
pr-Lt informatique n'est possible que 51 Les e Le
ves sont c epeb Ie s . eux-mamaa d "ecr-t r-e des program
mes et de les fairs execu ter-, La rigueur imposes
par la machine exige une plus grande rigueur de
la pansea at cej Je-ct ne vient en cs domains
qu' epr-ss la pratique de l' experience per-sonne l l e ,
L'informatique est avant tout un Dutil dont il
faut e oquer-t r- la maitrise avant de pnuvol r- bene-
ficial' des bienfaits de la formation qu'elle a
necass t tee. Apr-as seulement. Les avantages S8

manifestant pour l' informatique at pour les dis
ciplines- qui utilisent l' outi 1 Lnso rrne t Lque ,

II naus est epper-u ege Lement que 51 t ' informati
que devai t pane t r-er- en pr-oeondeur- dans notre
anseLgnamen t , ce ne aer-e i t pas uniquement a tra
vers des ec t Ivd te s facultatives. mat e qu t e l l a
cevef t conce r-ner- tous j es eleves d' une merna clas
se , de -recon que dans toutes Lea disciplines.
tous les pr-oees seur-s puissent utiliser I' outil
informatique en s' appuyant sur une formation
minima Ie commune.

- Organisation de Ia formation de base commune
Pour assur-er- a I' expe r-i enca une certaine conti
nut te , Ie niveau choisi a ete la aeconde , Les
e Levea de eeconoe sont des nouveaux dans I'sta
blissement et iis y resteront au mains trois ens ,
peut-etre cinq s' ils poursuivent leurs etudes
dans les classes de technicians super-Leur-s ,
Ainsi taus les aIeve s de 'tar-e ennae du cycle
secondaire et technique s ' initient a Lt LnPo r-ma-
t Lque par demi-classe a raison d 'une heure par
quinzaine inscrite a leur emp Lod du temps. oe qui
ne constitue pas une surcharge de travail. Elle
est es sur-ee par 14 prafesseurs differents. de
toutes les disciplines. dans Le cadre de leur
decher-ge de service eccor-oee au titre du Lycee
experimental.

- L I integration de l'informatique dans· I' ensei
gnement.
II n' est pas pr'evu pour l'instant que les seances
d'informatique inscrites a l'emploi du temps se
poursuivent en 2e et 3e annee de formation. Mais
l' informatique continuera d' apparal tre. dans tou':'
tes Ies disciplines. au fur et a mesure des be
soins. Ells sera veritablement integree a I' en
seignement l sans toutefois necessiter des seances
supplementaires d'initiation ou de perfectionne
ment. comme cela corrvnence a se faire :
- en 2e et 3e annees pour les techniciens en phy
sique (physique des. vibrations) et les techni
ciens en controle et regulation (etude de boucles
de regulation)
- en 48 et 5e annees pour ·185 techniciens et/ou
techniciennes superieurs en s lectrotechnique
et assistance d'ingsnieurs (exploitation et simu
lation d' experiences et de mesures). de bureau
d'Etudes (resistance des materiaux et calculs
d' avant projet) I de la forge et de I' estampage
(valorisation et etablissement de garrrnes de
fabrication) •

- Necassite de Ia p·oursuite de 1 'initiation at de
la formation des co Ll agues •
Un tel pr-o j e t suppose que t.oujour-e plus de co l te
gues participent a I' experience et sotent capa
bles de mender- 1 J outi 1 Lnforrnet.Loue . Aussi avons
neue mis a leur dd spus Lt Lcn, pour la zeme annee r

- Une formation eppr-oPondt e , assez theor-fque
a I'informatique : (2 heures hebdomadaires)

- Une initiation et formation r-epdde (2 heures
par sernatne pendant un trimestre snvt r-on l

- Des seances d I aide a ia mise au point de
programmes Ctoute I'annee) , durant lesquelles Les
co Ll.egues "sont assures de trouver au centre de
calcul quelqu' un ayant deja une certaine expe
rience en informtique et susceptible de les
aider.

2 - L' INFDRMATIQUE ET L' ENSEIGNEMENT DES
DISCIPLINES SCIENTIFIQUES ET TECHNIQUES

2.1. Reflexion sur I' enseignement de caS ct ecr
plines
Dans toutes les classes de I' enseignement secon
daire Pr-enced s exists un dece l ege entre les ensei
gnements de physique et de rnatneme t Lques , En phy
sique i 1 est scuven t indispensab Le d' uti liser des
notions rnet beme t Lque s qui n' ant pas encore e t e
abcr-dee s par l es e l eves au ne sent pas encore
bien ess tmt Iees . II s'en suit que Ia p Iuper-t du
temps. les e l eve s ne retiennent d' une Ie90n de
physique que les difficultes de l'appareil metbe
met Lque utilise dans Ie trai tement de cetts ques
tion. Les e teves cons Lde r-er-on t comme etant simple
un pr-cb I erne aboutissant a une equation du premier
deg r-e e t comma omro l Lque un pr-ob l eme aboutissant
a une equation du quet r-t eme degr-e • L' at ab j t sae
ment d ' un modele risque de se faire non en, fonc
tion d'une etude physique mais en vue de n'utili
s e r- que les connaissances rnet.hdme t Lque s actuelles
des SIeves. Nous avons panse que Lt empIo i par Ies
eLeve s de programmes ecr-t ts par les professeurs
permettai t de mieux si tuer- la place des methene-
t t qoes dansla resolution d'une question de phy
sique et de degege r- ctat r-ement La demarche du
physicien et du technicien:
examen de Is r-eat t te , edification d'un modele ex
p j tcet f r , traitements mathematiques sur Ie modele
et confrontation des resultats obtenus a la rea
lite. avec eventuellement retour au modele et
modification.

Pour les eleves Ie fai t d' evoluer presque toujours
a la limite de leurs connaissances mathematiques
entraine Ie plus souvent la meconnaissance de
cette demarche en quatre points. avec la confusion
modele-realite et Ia non comprehension des appro
ximations souvent faites par Ie physicienet Ie
technicien. En exagerant, Ia physique et la tech
nique deviennent un domaine d I application de
"recettes de cuisine tl sues par coeur et qu'ils
faut ressortir au bon moment. Dans les exemples
que nous avons choisis Ie niveau mathematique
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utilise depes se certainement Las connaissances
d'un e Leve de second cycle. Lt Ln teg r-at f.on d'un
ordinateur dans l' enseignement de la physique et
des techniques avec I" emp Io t 'per- l' eIeve de pro
grammes r-ed.Lges par les pr-oee saaur-s lui perme t
de ne plus e t r-e obnuba Ie par la cornp Lexd t e des
traitements mebhernat Ioue s , et de bien degege r- La
demarche de pensea en passant un temps convena
ble sur la definition du modele (I' analyse du
problems exigeant une formulation claire de ce
modele). De plus Le temps gagne sur Ie t r-at tement
rnethernat f.qua permet au cours de manipulations
d'envisager la confrontation du modele a la rea
lite.

II reseor-t de cet expose qu 'i1 y a un gain de
temps pour l' enseignement de la physique; il res
te a pr-ec'i ser- notre attitude vis a vis des metba
matiques. Pour Ie moment les co Ll egue s mathema
ticiens doivent certainement at r-e genes par la
place faite dans nos programmes aux met hema t Lque s .
La methernat t oue est pour les physiciens et les
techniciens un outil qu'il n'est pas generrt pour
eux d I automatiser Sur calculateur en lui r-adon
nant un role de service ; mais la metherne t t qua
est eus s t une discipline autonome que nos e l eves
ont a e tuctte r- en tant que tel Ie , II ne faudraitpas
t.cmbe r- d I une er-r-sur- (Les metbeme t lquas gouver-aant
la physique) dans l ' autre (Le physique et la tech
nique redut s ent les met.hemat Lque s a de simples
gadgets d' cr-df.nateur-s ) •

2.2. Exemp les d' uti ligation de l 'informatique
dans les disciplines

- Utilisation d I ensembles de programmes ecr-t ts
par Le pr-o-res seur- pour aider a La comprehension
d I une discipline.

- Exemple en statique
1 - Dbjectifs
Faire resoudr"e aux e l eves de nombreux pr-ob l ame s
de s t e t Iqua, en leur faisant prendre conscience
que les lois de la mecanique s ' appliquent a des
ays t emes materiels Lao Les et en les obligeant a
une analyse t r-es rigoureuse du pr-ob Ierne. sans
qu'ils puissent par intuition s eu ter- des e t epes
fondamentales :

- analyse physique. des ays t emea materiels
t so Ies , des liaisons, des actions rneceru ques ,

- analyse du p r-ob Leme : que l s sont les ele
ments connus, <que Ls sont les elements inconnus.
quel sera- Ie cheminement vers la solution.

2 - Principe et description sorrrnaire du systeme ::
Les donnees du probleme. c' est-a-dire les actions
mecaniques sont classees en fonction des elements
connus au non. de faQon a faci 11 ter leur entree
en machine .

La resolution des pr-ob Iemes est rr-ect i cnnee en
el emen ta-ne resolution, qui sont autant de mode
Ie s correspondant a I' application d I un principe
au d' un tneor-eme , les memes que r-encont r-ereaen t
Lea eIeves dans une resolution classique du pro
b Lerne,

A chacun de ces elements correspond un programme
L' execution sequent t e l l e des programmes dans
Lt cr-dr-e fourni par l'analyse de l t e Leve conduit.
si 11analyse est cor-r-ecte , au resultat -c.cnar
che •

3 - Conclusion
Notre but n I a pas ete d I automatiser la resolu
tion des pr-ob jemes de statique puisque 11 analyse
est r-eaer-vee aux eleves. II a ete de leur four
nir un moyen de porter toute leur attention sur
I' analyse de pr-ob Iernea plus concr-e t s , plus nom
b r-eux et plus complexes.

- Example en ChLmi.e .
Nous avons e cr-Lt; un programme d t e t ude de t t t r-ege r
I' objectifest la prevision et la comprehension
des p r-ot cco Ie s de titrage ac Ldo-bes Ique . II s'agit
de suivre l t evo lut aon du pH d-une solution acide
Lr-espe c t Lvernen t de base) p Lacee dans l e vase a
reaction en fonction du volume de base Lr-espec-
t f vernent; ec I de l verse a la burette avec confron
tation aux re su I tats exper-Imen teu x obtenus au
pt-l-rne t r-e ,

Le modele de solution Lonf.que utilise est ce I u.i
de la theor-te de Br-bns ted ; pour l e moment Le
programme se limite a I' approximation des coef
ficients dect t vt t e egeux a l t un Lt.e et parme t de
de t e rrni.ne r- I e pH pour des volumes verses choisis
par 1 r e Leve de f econ ponctuelle au avec t ncr-e
mentation. Un tableau de ce Lcu Ls est dr-eeae et
La courbe de titrage vt sue l taee sur Lt ecr-en d'une
console g r-aph Lque . Le programme determine les
oenoes de pH autour de cheque equivalence pour
une precision de titrage choisie par l'eleve. Une
fichier d I r.ndt cet.eur-s co Iores est e Ior-s consul te
eu tome t Lquemen t et Le nom des indicateurs conve
nables est affiche pour chaque equivalence. II
est pr-evu une variante au l' e Ieve propose un
indicateur de son cho t x controle par I' or-cane-
t eur-,

Dans l'examen traditionnel de cette question on
utilise des approximations de calcul numer-t que
qui sont plus ou mains justi r tees . II est alors
impossible de determiner la provenance des
ecarts avec l ' experience. L' emploi du programme
pennet de s' affranchir des resolutions numeriques
tlasardeuses. les ecarts previsions/experiences
ne pouvant etre rejetes sur des approximations
mathematiques ; i1 est possible de mieux degager
Ie modele et de controler sa validite ; de faire
apprecier les va leurs lues dans les tab les de
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cons t antes , de discuter la qua l t t e de", r-esu l te t s
e.cper-Lruen t e ux . La vt sue l i set ton graphique permet
de rendre -rend rte r-e Le notion de pH a des eleves
n'ayant pas encore mat t r-t se la calcul logarithmi
que.

Naus pr-evoyons d t Lnt r-odud r-e la notion d'activite
et de r-ee Id aer- une simulation de I' electrode de
var-r-e pour mieux faire apprecier la confiance
que l'on peut accorder aux mesur-e s faites au
moyen d I un pH-mZtre.

- Exemple en rneoentque appliquee
L'mt&gration de l'mforrratiquea I' enseignement
n 1 est possiole que s f les e Ieves ant r-ecu la
formation de base necesaet r-e •

A propos d ' une l econ de resistance des mate
riaux sur les notions d'effort normal. d'effort
trenchant er de moment de flexion a propos des
poutres droites .on remplacera j e s habituels e xer-r
c tces par l e recherche d' un organigramme et
I' ecr-r ture d ' un pr-ogr-arrme permettant de deter
miner ces grandeurs. dans taus les cas d'appli
cat ions de charges.

La recherche de l'organigramme est faite Le
plus souvent en COITDTIUn, et des equf pea se r-e
partissent Le travail de programmation, de mise
au point et de verification des or-cgr-errmes •

Pour d' aut res questions, plus techniques (cal-
cu l s d ' engrenages, choi x de clavettes, d' arb res
etc ... J la recherche de l'organigrarnme et rt ecr-r
ture du pr-ogr-errme aorrt conf'd ee s a des equtpes de
deux e l eve s qui en font la mise au point.

Qu'il s'agisse dt un cas au d'un autre, les pro
grammes ainsi cr-ees sont conserves e t consti
tuent autant d'outils que les el sves peuvent
exploiter.

Avantages pour la discipline
La temps passe a cette recherche et a la mise
au point de CBS programmes est plus grand que
celui qu t c n passe a la recherche des exer-c tces
t r-adt t i onne l s , mais Le niveau de comprehension
des e Lsves est bien plus grand et Lea notions
Fondemen t e Les veri tablement assimi lees. "

L'etat d'esprit dans lequel l'apprentissage
s I effectue s ' en t r-ouve modi fie. Les el eves de
viennent plus r-ecep t t-rs a la partie theor-Lque
du courS dont ils savent desormais que la com
prehension est indispensable a I' etablissement
de l' organigramme. De ce fait, tis sont plus ac
tifs en classe. ils ·savent egalement qu'en ecri
vant CBS prograrrmes ils ne font pas un travail
inutile, qui ne soit qu'un exercice d'§:cale
mais qu'ils se constituent un outil qu'ils
utiliserant.

Avantages pour l' informatique
En rnecen Lque appliquee, Le cbof x d' elements nor
meId ee s (pieces au dimensions) tient une place
Irnpor-tant.e , la consultation de fichiers est capi
tale. Ainsi 1 'ordinateur appara:i.t aux eteves , non
seulement ccrrme un out i 1 de ce I cu I mais aussi
comme l'outil puissant de traitement de l'inforrra
tion, capable d'apporter une aide dans un chod x ,
L' ecr-a t ur-e de ces programmes peut , no us semble
t-iL constituer une veritable formation en in
formatique.

CONCLUSION
Notre experience est encore trop r-acen t a pour
que nous puissions t t rer- des conclusions defini
t t ves . L'ordinateur n'est Lns t e l Le que depuis
decembr-e 1973 et la generalisation de l'initia
tion a taus les e Iave s de seconde du Lycee n I a
cebute qu I a la r-ent.r-ee 1974. Nous n' avons vouj u
presenter qu I un t emot gnege et s eu Leman t les as
pects e s aerrt'Le Ls de l' action qui est manee au
Lyc ee polyvalent experimental de eRElL, a tra
vers nos experiences personnelles. II est evident
que maintenant no us ecrrrnes plus nombr-eux et que
bien d t eu't r-es actions dans d'autres disciplines
auraient merite d'etre per-tees a votre connafa
sance. Mais au bout d'un an il est possible de
t t rer- certaines conclusions. Nous pouvons dire
que pour nous :

· I' enseignement de l'informatique ne saurai t se
ccncevod r- sans de nombr-eus ea applications sur
machine, et les bienfaits de cet enseignement
quent a la formation ne peuvent se sentir qu I a
pres une assez lente impregnation e t une parti
cipation active des eleves. eo us forme d'analyse
de pr-ob Lemes e t d I ecr-t ture de programmes qu' i 1s
Par-ent execut er-,

· La configuration actuelle de I' ordinateur et
Le langage L.S.E. conviennent bien pour Le p Lu
part des epp lications d' enseignement general.

· Dans les disciplines techniques et scienti fi
ques des extensions de sy s t eme permettraient de
satisfa-ire un besoin reel de visualisation gra
phique et de trai ter des applications en temps
reel Lcontr-ot e de processus, commande de
rrachines-outils etc ... ).

· II nous semble que l'enseignement de l'infor
mat t que doi t s I Lnt egr-er- aI' enseignement des di
verses" disciplines. Seu Le la per-Lode d ' ini t tat t on,
que neue pla90ns en 1ere annee necessite quelques
seances particulieres d I ini tiation a des notions
indispensables. L j enthousiame manifeste par les
jeunes sleves au cours de leur initiation. l'in
ter~t montre par les techniciens superieurs, nous
encouragent a poursui vre dans cette voie.
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ORBIT: A HINI-ENVIRONMENT FOR EXPLORING ORBITAL MECHANICS

Andrea A. diSessa

Division for Study and Research in Education
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge, Massachuset ts, U. S.A.

A d cs cr i p t i on of a versatile computer system for student exploration of orbital
mechanics is given. The system is based on a new conceptual approach to the
sub j e c t .

1. Perspective:

One can identify in the history of the use of
computers in education two paradigmatic, rather
antithetical views or images of the computer.
To some extent these have served a's models for
computer use in general, but I think it partic
ul arLy appropriate to use them to categorize
computer education projects.

The first image arises from the' computer's abili
ty to store and retrieve vast quantities of
information. The earliest experiments in the
use of machines in education were fo l Lowed with
computers used in the same manner, as scrolls to
record more or less traditional expositions of
educational material. In this "s t orebouse" mold I

the computer plays a basically passive role. In
the best of cases the active personality of the
computer would be a Ll.owed to serve as a sort of
clever bookmark to check up from time to time on
a s t uden t t s progress by asking simple questions,
and, according. to the responses, to guide the
student to appropriate sections of the text. In
other cases the text would merely be a collection
of exercises, and computer feedback to the stu
dent would be lion the spot" grading of student
responses.

The other image arises just as naturally f t-om
the computers more active nature; it is the image
of an entirely unaeLfwf.Ll.ed hut capable servant
who will respond quickly and precisely to any
instructions (provided they are in the proper
form). This structured but essentially content
free archtype matches well with computer use in
scientific research. The basic "hardware plus
computer language" a Ll.ot...s students to implement
their know.Ledge . They can for example check
mathematical concepts and methods ~ integrate
differential equations and in general allow the
computer servant to "do the dirty work. II

Both of these views of the computer in education
are valuable and have their places. but in them
selves they also have certain intrinsic disad
vantages. The "computer as storehouse" to be
sure can teach a body of knowledge as a book can,
but it is basically a one-dimensional approach.
The student is presented with concepts and facts
ina series: he is told how to understand things
and participates actively only within prescribed
and usually quite narrow boundaries. He is
relatively constrained in such important areas
as concept formation and cannot even decide in
any substantive way what is interesting to him
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and what is not.

On the other hand while the "compu t e r as servant"
allows a great deal of freedom and room for ini
tiative, it offers no guidance. It does not
teach per se and is entirely dependent on external
sources for content.

To be sure I have laid out a pair of straw men,
but they can serve a purpose in motivating a
s ynt hes Ls . I wouLd propose the image of the com
puter as pr ov fd Lng as completely as possible an
entire. highly interactive environment. In the
sarrie way that a baby learns about the world very
quickly and thoroughtly just by pushing and
pulling on things, tasting, t...atching, feeling,
trying out motions, ' ...e wouLd like a student to
learn physics or mathematics. He should have
freedom to explore in many directions and modes,
but that freedom should be channeled strongly by
an insistent and sensible reality. The computer
wouLd not be just a tool but a small wor-Ld of
true and false things, subtle and obvious things,
but above all a ·..ro r Ld wi t h well defined reactions
to the student's explorations.

The LOGO project at H.LT. has to a large extent
been developed in this image of the computer.
Students can not only talk easily to the computer
via a versatile yet simple language, but by using
the language they can drive mechanical turtles
around the floor. d rew on a display screen or
even make music. Interaction is immediate, and
one quickly learns that turtles can I t run through
objects (they must be guided a roundl ) , that a
"square" with 91 degree angles simply is not a
squar-e (but has its own very attractive proper
ties!). LOGO so far, however, has not had any
physics content per se.

This paper is about an attempt to create a compu
ter mini-environment for physics, in particular
for planetary orbits. It is meant to tie in
with and be enhanced by the rest of the "LOGO
environment. II

From the onset certain criteria for such an envi
ronment are evident.

1) It must be a rich environment providing lots
of things to do and try.

2) It must be accessible; difficulty in manipu
lation cannot overshadow the results of actions
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3) It should allow several levels of conceptua
lization if possible, to accompany and guide a
student on his path from novice to expert. In
particular it is very valuable to have a simple
heuristic level of understanding to suggest and
facilitate explorations which will hopefully
lead to more and more precise understanding. In
the light of these and related considerations I
think it is clear that a major part of the effort
to generate such an environment must center
around developing a suitable structuring of its
"contents. II

The approach to orbital mechanics which provides
the structure for this particular mini-environ
ment was not developed explicitly for it but
emerged from a more general search for better
ways to organize and present physics on an ele
mentary level. It was hoped that by carefully
reworking old (and, perhaps, developing new)
assumptions, concepts and pedagogical methods a
more intuitive, less formal but sufficiently
powerful theory of orbits could be developed.
What emerged, we think, was a rich structure
with particularly useful intuitive and heuristic
"handLea" of just the sort needed in a computer
mini-environment. Before actually describing
the ORBIT system I will present a quick descrip
tion of the most important concepts and heuris
tics in this new structuring of orbital mecha
nics which is the real core of the ORBIT system.

II. Velocity Space:

particular place in velocity space, namely at
the tip of its current velocity vector.

Specializing to the case of uniform circular
motion, all velocity vectors have the same
length, and the corresponding .veLoc Lt y space
path is also therefore a circle. l.,re can ask the
natural question, what is the speed of motion of
the particle in velocity space? Such speed of
motion is by definition, acceleration. The par
ticle moves around the circumference of the .
velocity circle, 2liY, in the time for one revo
lution. That time period, T, is the same for
one revolution around the position space path
name Ly T =~. Hence we arrive at the conclu
sion

By using ),the concept of velocity space the for
mula 0.= ~ is a trivia·l consequence of the defi
nition of acceleration and needs no more calcu
lus than the primitive concept of a velocity.

Though velocity space is a useful construct in
mechanics in general, it is particularly useful
for orbits· because of the remarkable fact that
gravitational orbits ~ always circles in velo
city space. To restate, if you take the veloci
ty vectors from all points on any particular
orbit and put their tails down at 0, the tips of
the velocity vectors will be on a circle!

Figure II-I. Orbit and Velocity Space

Force acts to change the velocity of objects; it
does not directly affect their position. This
crucial fact is lost in the everyday world of
small velocities, large forces and lots of
friction where the distinction between changing
velocity and position is quite blurred. The
layman is used to pushing objects in the direc
tion he wants them 'to move without thinking about
the intermediate changes in the velocity. There
are situations where everyday intuition breaks
down. A gyroscope, for example, does not turn
in the direction you push it. In the world of
orbiting planets the .Lnt ud t Lon of pushing in the
direction you want to go fails entirely (except
when the forces are very large compared to
gravity). For that reason it is appropriate to
look at orbits (and gyroscopes) in velocity
space i.e. look at the velocity vector.

Orbit with velocity
vector

Collec ted velocities
lie on a circle

Before turning to the particulars of the appli
ca·tion of the concept of velocity space to
orbits, let me define the concept and illustrate
its general utility with a simple example. Con
sider first a particle moving along some arbi
trary path. To concentrate on the velocity as
pect of the motion let us collect together all
the different velocity vectors and attach their
tails to a common reference point, call it O.
The set ' of points at the tips of those vectors
we call the velocity space path. At each point
in time we can say that the particle is " a t" a

The proof of this fact again does not need cal
culus, but I will forego proofs here.

This simplicity is a great incentive to use
velocity space when manipulating orbits. Notice
that for the particular orbit drawn above, the
center of the ve Loc Lt y circle is not 0 unlike
our previous example of uniform circular motion.
The center of the circle does not move as the
planet moves simply because the circie is deter
mined by the whole orbit, not any part of it.
So if we denote by z the vector with tail at 0
and tip at the center of the circle, we have
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defined a constant of the orbit. Now for conve
ni~nce we will define u to be the particular
radius of the circle which points to the current
velocity. In other words z + u = v. z is re
markable in that it is a constant, u is remark
able in that it is a constant, U is remarkable
because it happens that it is always perpendicu
lar to the radius from sun to the planet! Of
course the length of u doesn I t change while run
ning around an orbit since u Ls always a radius
of the velocity space circle. (As u , v and z are
understood to be vectors, I have and will omit
vector symbols.)

2 I

Fig. 11-2 Velocity Space

To summarize:

Fig. 11-3. The Relation of z and Orbital
Orientation

Notice in particular that a circular orbit has
no maximum velocity so z can 1 t point in any di
rection at all, Z = O!

APPLICATION: Start in a circular orbit. Now
when the planet is at the top of its orbit give
the planet an upward kick. What happens?

FALSE INTUITION: Well, you push up. so the pla
net should "go" up.

l.v=z+u

2. z is a constant of any given orbit

3. u has constant length throughout an orbit and
is always perpendicular to the earth-sun line.

z and the length of u are very useful parameters
to watch when one starts changing orbits by
applying forces other than gravity. In particu
lar since z is a velocity, force acts directly
on it. In general (though not always) the z vec
tor goes in the direction of the force or kick
(discrete change in velocity) applied to the pla
net. That fact can be used to 2reat heuristic
advantage in orbital mechanics.

oU becomes?

Fig II-4. A Radial Kick

o
To implement the power of velocity space. we need
some way to read information about the orbit di
rectly from z , That can be done easily. though.
Notice that the maximum velocity in any orbit is
given when z and u are lined up: Thus z points
in the direction of maximum speed. Furthermore
since u is always perpendicular to the sun-planet
radius. the position of the planet relative to
the sun at its maximum speed is perpendicular to
z , Incidentally the point of maximum velocity is
also the point of minimum radius. The maximum r
(sun-planet radius) is attained at minimum velo
city. L. e. when z and u are opposed and therefore
also at another r perpendicular to z ,

VELOCITY SPACE HEURISTIC: Force changes velo
city not position so it' 5 the z vector, a velo
city, which gets pushed upward.

Consequently the orbit must change as below:

• 7.=0 Io~c.om~s r z

(5 b~col'llas d
Fig. 11-5. Radial Kick Creates a z



There is another fact which can serve very well
as a guide in manipulating orbits. For this pur
pose tole remove z from 0 and attach it to the pla
net as it moves around the sun. The reader may
wdsh to convince himself that when z points to
the interior of the circle of radius r (currently
distance from the sun) the pLane t "s radius is
decreasing, and conversely when z points to the
exterior, the planet is going away from the sun.
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This last is what actually happens.
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tG This is LOGO's universal stop command.

Fig. 111-3. SHOWVEL displays u, z and v.

SHOlro Displays the planets' velocity vector.

Fig. 111-2. SHOW\' Displays the Velocity
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Fig. 111-1. SP Causes the Planet to Draw its
Orbit
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planet approaching sun planet going away from
sun

III. ORBIT

The ORBIT system basically provides a simulation
of the motion of a planet about a sun on a LOGO
display along with facilities for altering the
orbit by applying discrete kicks or a continuous
perturbing force under computer control or with
a "joystick." One can display the various velo
city space parameters, u, z or the velocity 'it
self. In addition provisions are made for run
ning any LOGO procedure simultaneously with the
simulation. For example one can run the system
procedure TARGET whLch simulates another planet
in a constant circular orbit and provides an ob
jective goal for orbital manipulations, namely
to intercept the target. This task provides an
interesting introduction to orbital mechanics in
the form of a game.

Fig. 11-6. Reading Radial Velocity from z.

To illustrate the use of the system, below is a
sample sequence of commands on the left and ex
planation on the right.

INIT 100 50

SP

INIT for 'initialize" sets up an
orbit with parameters lui = 100
Izl = 50. The initial z points
upward.

SP for "show planet" and G for
" go" are the basic action com
mands. G merely moves the planet
around its orbit, and SP does the
same but also leaves a trace of
the planet I spath.

START "SHOIWEL

SP

START causes any procedure to
be run simultaneously with the
simulation. In this case the
velocity diagram will accom
pany the planet around its
orbit.

Again start the simulation.
Samples of the velocity dia
grams which are then drawn are
shown below,
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Fig. 111-4. z = constant, u has constant length
perpendicular to radius. v ':'"" Z + u.

SP Tryout the new orbit. Notice the re-
sults are the same as predicted in the velocity
space sec t ion . .-.....-..... ~..".; --- '::.~..' ~ " ....... / \

• I.\

: I "* ~:
~ ".-,. ' ... ~ ./.. -- -.,~'/.. . .'... ...., .. , ... '

Fig. 111-7. New orbit elongated perpendicular to
kick per velocity space heuristic.

IN!T 100 a Initialize a circular orbit.
START [JOY SHOI,Z TARGET] START the procedures

JOY (joystick applies force
to planet) SHOWZ (displays z
and TARGET (another planet to
try to intercept) .

tG

SP

Stop again.

Try it out. START "SHOWVEL is
still in effect.

~., ..... ,... ' ... .. .
I. · y. .. .
.~

rc INIT 100 50 Stop and reinitialize the or
bit.

Fig. 111-5. z = 0, v = u.

rc KU 50 Stop (say at the top of the or
bit) and "kick upward' 50" t .e •
add a velocity of 50 in the up
ward direction. Notice the
creation of an upward pointing
z .

, ,

Figure 111-8. The Intercept Game

Now using z as a guide one can procede to manip
ulate the planet I s orbit to try to intercept the
target.

IV. ORBIT Projects

To give some idea of what can be done with ORBIT
on a larger timescale, I have col lee ted below a
list of sample projects that a student might
like to pursue:

A) On the simplest level one can just experiment
with various orbits and kicks trying to discover
some of the many generalities which relate u and
z to the shape and size of the orbit. In the
course of such experimentation one could expect
to uncover a number of useful guidelines which
could be successfully applied in the Ln t e rcep t

game.

Fig. 111-6. After a kick upward 50. (Previous
orbit now illustrated with a dotted
line.)

B) The intercept game itself provides a fine
variety of problems and an opportunity to apply
general knowledge about orbits. There are many
possible strategies, each with its own range of
circumstances for useful application. I have
chosen two examples below both of which use z
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as an instrument of navigation. Both also rely
on the useful heuristic that perturbing forces
act directly on z so that z is also the parame
ter one should concentrate on changing rather
than trying to think directly in terms of chang
ing the orbit.

Using circular orbits, Z = 0 as reference marks,
one can easily implement the following simple
"Long distance" strategy.

Increase or decrease r with either a radial or
tangential force. Then push against z to
"erase" it and get into a circular orbit slight
ly larger than the target IS. Finally just wait
for the target to catch up before resuming
attack.

If one keeps z small then the perturbing force
of the joystick can be used constantly to "steer'
z . Keeping in mind the fact mentioned at the
end of the velocity space section, that z can
easily be "read" to determine the radial compo
nent of velocity, one can just "d r tve" the pla
net through various radii to intercept the tar
get.

More advanced students may want to implement
intercept strategies into LOGO programs which
automatically accomplish all or some part of the
process. Another approach to the intercept
game would be to have students design and imple
ment in LOGO a complete set of instructions to
help a pilot in his attempts to intercept.

C) There exists, of course, an entire range of
systematic perturbations of planetary orbits
from tidal forces to oblate suns which can be
investigated with ORBIT system. One of the
simplest but most interesting of these has been
dubbed the solar wind. 3 It consists of a small
force of constant magnitude and direction
applied to the planet. From to/hat we have said
about velocity space one might guess immediately
that the wind "b Lows" the z vector rather than
any position space parameter. Consequently one
should see an increase in excentricity perpen
dicular to the wind just as in the case of the
radial kick mentioned earlier. Indeed that is
what happens, but it is by no means the full
story. The phenomenon of the solar wind alone
is more than enough for a student research pro
ject.

V. Conclusion:

To complete a sketch of the ORBIT system, there
remain a number a number of comments to be made.
Obviously a certain amount of preparatory teach
ing needs to be done before a student can uti
lize the ORBIT system. Depending on the pur
poses, this can be as little as a thumbnail
sketch of velocity space, to a thorough analytic
presentation of the fundamental's of orbital :...:.
mechanics. ORBIT is not meant to exclude or
supplant either of those options but to extend
either by allowing students to "experience II

orbital mechanics in 'a way which book or lecture
learning do not permit.

Embedding the ORBIT system into the LOGO compu
ter language has the minor drawback that in or
der to get started ,a student not already fami
liar with the basics of LOGO must temporarily
divert some attention from the physics. On the
other hand, the freedom and openendednes s which
is achieved by having available a complete com
puter language seem indispensible to the aims of
this project. Because of the simplicity of LOGO
I do not think the price for versatility is too
high. In a larger perspective I think it is
also important to balance of this minor drawback
against all the other potential gains a student
can make using the rest of the LOGO environment
in addition to the ORBIT setup.

It bears stressing that the openendedness of
ORBIT is to be viewed in the conceptual sense as
well as in the sense of computational versatili
ty. For example, though velocity space and the
z vector in particular are useful constructs for
orbit manipulation, they are not at all optimal
for keeping track of the time dependent rela
tions involved in an interception strategy. For
that reason one can hope to encourage the gener
ation of other concepts or constructs more
appropriate for particular problems encountered
in using the ORBIT system. Examples of these
supplementary concepts and constructs are not
hard to come by and include such familiar ones
as energy along with others which, like z , are
useful yet entirely unfamiliar.

Finally the role of the teacher is still crucial
to the majority of students who will need help
inventing, planning and executing projects on
the ORBIT system. ORBIT does not make the com
plexities and subtleties of effective scientific
exploration self-evident. It does, I hope,. pro
vide a better opportunity to exercise developing
intuition and knowledge than a teacher alone '
can.
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Ap,pendix: Abridged List of ORBIT Commands

MAIN COMMANDS:

1. IN!T -- (initialize) Sets up an orbit. Takes
Takes 2 inputs which are the length
of the u vector and length of the z
vector. E. g. INIT 100 50

2. SETUP, GAME -- SETUP initializes a circular
orbit, and GAME starts simulation of
planet, target and makes the joystick
apply force on the planet. When you
intercept the target, GAME tells how
long it took you. GAME can be
stopped with tG (see below) and then
restarted by retyping GAME.

3. G -- (go) Starts motion in all cases except
GAME.

4. SP -- (show planet) Starts motion and leaves
a t race of the orbit.

5. tG -- G and SP can be stopped at any time
with tG (control G). This is the
LOGO universal stop command.

ORBIT MANIPULATION:
(kick commands)

1. KU, KD, KR, KL --(Kick;up, down, right, left).
These commands take one input and
change velocity by adding that input
to the velocity in the direction
specified. Ec g . KU 50, adds a velo
city of 50 units in the upward direc
tion.

2. KTAN, KRAD -- (Kick; tangential, radial).
Same as above only change velocity
in a direction perpendicular to
(KTAN) or along (KRAD) the <ad ius
from sun to planet.

All kick commands above also show the current u ,
z and v (velocity diagram).

3. KICK -- The " primitive"kick command. It
takes 2 inputs, the x and y compo
nents of the velocity to be added to
the current velocity, e.g. KICK 5.0
3.5.

DISPLAYING COMMANDS:

1. SHOWV, SIIOWZ, SHOW, SROWVEL -- These com
mands show the velocity, z , u , or all
three, respectively.

2. E -- Displays the energy of the planet as a
vector pointing vertically out of
the sun.

3. AM -- Displays the angular momentum of the
planet as a vector pointing horizon
tally out of the sun.

INTERPOLATION COMMANDS:

ORBIT can interpolate any LOGO procedure into
the simulation sequence. When running in this
mode, the extra procedure (or list of procedures)
is run once each time the planet is moved.

1. START -- This command starts the interpolate
mode. It takes 1 input which speci
fies the procedure or list of proce
dures to interpolated. E. g. START
"TARGET or START [TARGET JOY SHOWZ].
The usual G or SP starts the actual
motion.

2. HALT -- Stops interpolation of all procedures.

3. JOY -- Causes the joystick to apply a pertur
bing force to the planet.

4. TARGET -- Displays a circular target in a
circular orbit. The object of its
use is to intercept the target or
come into an identical orbit by
applying kick commands or JOY to the
planet.

5. WIND -- This applies a constant force on the
planet in the x direction (right).

6. Other commands -- All the SHOW commands, kick
commands or any procedure you write
yourself can be inserted using START.

AUXILIARY COMMANDS:

1. REVERSE -- Changes the direction of time Le.
reverses simulation.

2. CHANGESPEED -- Takes one. input which spec i
fies the speed of simulation, 1.0 is
nominal.

3. SAVE and. -- SAVE stores away ..the current
orbital position. The.. command
restores the position whenever you
wish to return to it.

Footnotes and References

1. A rather complete presentation of the appli
cation of velocity space to planetary orbits is
contained in. Abelson, diSessa and Rudolph, Velo
~ Space and the Geometry ~ Planetary Orbits,
Am. J. of Phys. in press.

2. Since u is also a velocity one might be temp
ted to force as pushing u around rather than z.
But u is too firmly attached to the planet's
position since it must point perpendicular to the
planet's radius from the sun.

3. A. Luehrmann, Am. J. of Phys , , Vol. 42/5, May,
1974.
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TEACHING OF ALGORITHMIC AND HEURISTIC PROBLEH SOLVING METHODS BY COMPUTER-ASSISTED-INSTRUCTION*

L. de Leeuw

Ps ycho l og i c a l Research Laboratory
Free University

Amsterdam, The Netherlands

The effects of teaching pupils algorithmic and heuristic problem-solving methods are compared,
and the possible interaction with problem class size is studied. The influence of different
aptitudes on these "treatments" is also determined (aptitude-treatment interaction). The
problems to be taught are taken from the areas of deductive r e as orri.ng (j udg i ng syllogisms as
to logical validity) and inductive reasoning (extrapolation of number sequences). The unique
possibilities of the computer in this kind of education, in which a "responsive environment"
is essential to learning, are explored. The necessity for deve Lop i ng gener a l control-programs
(t e acb Lng logics) is indicated', the basic structure of our t e ach i ng logics is explained and
the functioning of the control-program in computer assisted teaching is illustrated by
practical examples. Finally, the results of the t ry-out of the programs are discussed.
Addi tional informat ion is given at the video demons tr ati on which s hows pup i Is wor-ki ng wi th
the discussed programs.

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, I wou Ld like to show what a unique
aid the computer can be in teaching pup i Is how
to solve problems or - stated differently and
in a little more ambitious way - in teaching
pupils li~ to think.

If we wi s h to teach pupi Is how to think, .then
this thinking proce"ss must be controlled. Control
should primarily take place on the basis of
intermediate results of the thinking process
which could be right steps on the way to the
solution, partially or completely uns uc ce s s fu L
solution attempts, requests for help, mistakes
of a certain kind, and so forth.

The German psychologist Selz has stated that the
problem solving process develops according to
fixed schemes. In other words, the subj ect mus t
have a schematic anticipation of the solution.
This scheme indicates the global succession of
steps whi ch the thinking subject must make, L.e .
the solution method to be used.

An important question is whe t.he r it is possible
to teach people to master solving certain prob
lem categories (classes of problems) by teaching
them the problem solving method to be used. If
we can then subsequently determine whether or
not there is improvement in performance in
related problem areas - to be detected by means
of a number of transfer tests consisting of
problems which are to a decreasing extent related
to the material learned - then it can be
determined to what extent it is possible to
teach people how to think.
Selz and his students (1935) have done research
in this area, and have attained striking results.

The Russian psychologist L.N. Landa (1969) has
achieved good results by teaching pupils, in
particular in the area of grammar, to work
accordinp to a fixed cognitive scheme, an
algorithm. The pupils learned the correct opera
tion sequence by systematic training, and in
this Hay reached a correct categorization in
most cases. This was done by correcting them
each time they performed incorrect operations or
made vr ong decisions. Without this structuring
by means of the learning program, they were not
able to structure by themselves the complicated
grammatical rules whi ch apply for a certain gram"
matical categorization in an efficient series of
operations and decisions. In terms of Ni Ll e r ,
Galanter and Pribram (1960), they had to learn
to master the TOTE system. -
This can be illustrated wi t h the algorithm, the
TOTE system, for the determination of the ending
of the participe passe in French. For this, a
rather complicated series of rules applies,
whi ch lends itself well to representation in an
algorithm (overhead sheet). This kind of tasks
are not really of a problem-solving nature.

2. RESEARCH ISSUES

A first question which must be an swe r ed if we
wish to train pupils in real problem-solving is'
should we teach the pupils the algorithm concern
ed, i . e. teach them to perform all steps accord
i ngt t o a fixed pattern, a fixed sequence; or
should ve let them think for themselves, and
teach them to use heuristics when they reach an
impasse? This is a question concerning the
specificity of the problem solving method to be
taught. The algorithmic and the heuristic methods
can be defined as follows. The method in which
the steps have a fixed structure, and in which

* This research proj ecr is part of a project made possible by a grant from the "Foundation of Educa
tional Research" (Stichting voor Onderzoek van het Onderwij s ) from the Netherlands.
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the solution - provided this scheme is correctly
followed .. is guarant eed , is known .as an algo
rithmic solution method. This can be distinguish
ed from the heuristic solution method, in which
the solution guarante"e is missing. The pupil
must learn to ask sensible questions, and, if
he r e eches an impasse, to provide himself with
hints.
'I'he'<mai.n question then concerns the issue of the
solution methods to be learned: when we wish to
teach pupils how to solve problems, must we
teach them to work according to an algorithmic
or a heuristic method? The answer to this
question is related to the size of the class of
problems for which solution methods are to be
taught. When the problem class becomes more
heterogeneous, t he algorithm may become so
complicated that it cannot be learned or is
rapidly forgotten, so that in this case a
heuristic method probably has more (permanent)
effect. The oppos i t e may be true for a more
limited, homogeneous problem class (interaction
of specificity and class size). Also, the effect
on the post-test (consisting, of problems of the
learned type) may be different from the effect
on the various transfer tests. A rigid method,
such as the algorithm, may even lead to negative
transfer. It should also be determined whether
or not personality variables (aptitudes) inter
act with the type of method (aptitude-treatment
interaction) .
These issues are being studied for two areas of
cognition:
A. Deductive reasoning: judging syllogisms as to

logical validity.
subjects: 10th & 11th
grade.

B. Inductive reasoning: extrapolation of number
sequences v i th different
kinds of regularity.
subjects: 5th-6th grade.

For both topics, there are two different class
sizes. For e xarnpLe I class size I of A cons is t s
solely of syllogisms with universal premisses;
class size II consists of syllogisms with both
universal and particular premisses.
The analysis of variance design has two main
factors (specificity of method (algorithmic or
heuristic) and class size) with each having two
levels: a total of four different treatments.
The following persona lity variab les (apti tudes)
considered in the analysis: field denendency ,
debLl.LtatLng anx'i euv , specific ability measures.
The effects ar-e mea~~red on a number ~f depend
ent var i ab Les (post-test plus different kinds
of transfer tests). This requires a multivariate
multiple regression analysis.

3. STRUCTURE OF THE CAl PROGRAMS

I would now like to show how indispensible a
computer with its peripherals is when we wish
to teach pupils to solve these kinds of prob
lems. The best example is the syllogism program.
Initially, it was the intention to present the
learning programs only by means of a random
access image projector (TM-I024-ESL), i v e ,

branched programmed instruction. During the
program construction, it became apparent that
such an approach - even though it could be
realized - has its limitations. The pupils have
to learn to judge the conclusions as to logical
validity. They mus-t; learn to represent the
syllogism by Euler-circles and Venn diagrams.
The most effective way is to let them draw these
circ Ies • In a branched progr ammed instruction,
in which a choice mus t always be made out of
given answer alternatives, in this case out of
alternative drawings, this is not possible.
Moreover, certainly in the case of the a Igor i th
mic program which is based on the mastery learn
ing principle, it is desirable to let a pupil
proceed to a next phase of the program after a
certain criterion has been attained in a
preceding phase. Working with criteria is not
possible in a branched programmed instruction.
ui th the computer configuration available to us
(PDP-8 + Teletype + CRT + joystick + on-line
TM 1024) we could overcome these limitations,
and also realize a number of new possibilities.
With the joy-stick, the pupils can draw circles
on the scope and they can thus be a c tive , not
limited merely to recognition. Also, it is
possible to proceed to a next phase in the
learning program only when the previous one has
been mastered to a certain criterion. Further,
an adequate and specific feedback is possible
because the response history can be taken into
account. In the heuristic programs, the
oppor t un i ty also exists for the pupil to ask for
help, and, on the basis of his response history
ancr-the number of times help has been previously
requested, hints are given in the direction of
the solution.
The "number-rs equences " programs appeared to be
very difficult and certainly not optimally
suited to programming in the off-line version.
No definite off-line version was made of them,
and a CAl approach was used instead.
I will no t give t\!'. elaborate description of the
form (structure) of the algorithmic programs.
Beishuizen's paper (1975) deals with the
structure of the algorithmic syllogisms program.
Suffice it to say that these are based on the
mastery learning principle. On each level, the
pupil can proceed only after a certain criterion
has been reached. The program is divided into
subalgorithms or subroutines which the pupil
must master completely in order finally to be
ab Le to mas tel' the compLe t e algori t hm,

Concerning the structure of both heuris ti c
teaching programs and. the common basic structure:
why a fixed basic structure of the control pro
gram? The rationale for this is that if there is
no standard structure of the learning program,
then for each new problem presented for solution
to the pupil, control-procedures must be develop
ed anew. By constructing a standard control pro
gram (a series of decision rules to do what when,
translated into computer statements), much time
can be saved. The terms "teaching logic" or
"Lehralgoritme" are often used. A standard
structure consists of the decision rules on the
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5 15 30
+10 +15
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As soon as the main or help problem has been
presented, the lis t of prob Lem-specLfd c expected
answers (number that could be typed by the pupil

The help problem (presented after the second
request for help) consists of typing the number
that should come in the place of the dots. The
two subsequences are given as help.

An illustration may be found in Fig. 1, in which
the teaching logic of the heuristic program
"extrapolation of number sequences II

shown. The main problem is presented as follows:
"I have a sequence of numbers in mind with a
certain regularity. I will tell you the first
three numbers of my sequence. Then, by making a
sens i.bLe guess, you should try to discover which
number in my sequence should come in the open
place".

Evaluation on the basis of external criteria,
i.e. the determination of the differential
effect of the various program versions and
aptitudes on post- and transfer tests is taking
place in 1974/75. The results are to be presented

and for which there is preconstructed a (specific)
feedback message by the program-author) is read
into core by the general controlling program.
The expected answers are of three kinds:
I. plausible (sensible) answers
2. incorrect answers
3. the correct answer.
With the feedback on the plausible answers, the
pupil is informed that he has given a sensible
answer, but: "The sequence I have in mind has a
different regularity; try it ag a i n",
With the feedback on certain incorrect answers,
an explanation is given as to~ this answer is
wrong. If the pupil asks for help, the prompt
given is as often as possible related to a
plausible answer given previously. A priority
sequence for this has been determined. For the
problem above, the computer first determines
whether or not 40 has in the response-history
been given as an answer. If not, then whether 50
has been given as an answer, and so forth.
The reason for this priority sequence is that one
plausible answer lies more in the line of the
correct answer than another. Thus the number 40
indicates that the pupil has considered an
alternating regularity. The correct answer (90)
is also based on an alternating regularity, but
then in multiplication. The hint to be given can
be direct ly related to this. As soon as help has
been asked for the second time, the sub(help)
problem is presented to the pupil. The structure
of this help sequence is analogous to that of
the main problem. As soon as this sub-problem
has been solved, the pup i I returns to the main
problem (see Fig. 1). It will be clear that
giving such specific feedback, in which the
answers already given in the solution process
and even the priorities within these answers
must be taken into account, is only possible by
means of computer-assisted-instruction.
The programs are written in adapted FORTRAN. One
of d'r , Df.rkzwager t s papers (1975) wi.LL deal with
the system-software necessary to deal with a
variety of instructional programs.

4. EVALUATION

All of the programs are in the try-out phase. Up
to this time (september, 1974), evaluation has
only occurred on the basis of internal criteria,
i. e. the error percentage, the types of errors,
the response pattern of the pupils, and so forth.
On this basis, the following can be reported:
- the pupils experience the programs as interest

ing and motivating.
- there are large differences in the pace of

working through the programs.
there is a relationship' between the response
pattern and the aptitude of the pupils,
particularly for the heuristic programs.
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basis of which the pupil, depending on his
reactions (not only the directly preceding one,
but also the response history), is directed
through the program. The problem in the creation
of such a standard structure (teaching logic) is
that it must not be at the cost of the didactic
quality of the program. This would be the case
if the feedback that the pupil receives were to
become less specific, less directly related to
the answer he has given, i.e. the error in
thinking he has made. Point of departure of the
heuristic programs is that, as much as possible,
the pupil must find and execute the steps to
wards the solution himself, this in contrast
with the algorithmic programs. This implies that
if a pupil arrives at an impasse, there should
be the opportunity to ask for help by depressing
a "he Lp" key. This help should not be Lmued La
tely to give the pupi 1 the cormt answer.
Giving the correct answer should be done only as
a last resort, L.e . when after cumulative
prompting, there is still no solution.
Between giving the first prompt and finally
perhaps giving the correct answer, there are
hints which are continually stronger in
indicating the solution. As soon as the pupil
asks for he Lp , he is given the firs t hint from
the so-called help sequence. On the basis of
this hint, he can make a new attempt to solve
the problem. If he nonetheless makes mistakes,
or cannot proceed, a stronger hint can follow
after he has again depressed the "help" button.
It may be didactically desirable to confront the
pupil with a sub(help)-problern of the problem
concerned when a certain point in the help
sequence has been reached (a comparable
structure can be found in the PLATO project
(1968». trhen the pupil has succeeded in solving
this sub-problem, he can then return to the main
problem, wh~re he may possibly f Lnd the solution.

An example:
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at the congress.
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COMPUTER-AIDED INSTRUCTION FOR TEACHING INTEGRATED TASK PERFORMANCE

J. W. Rigney
Director

Behavioral Technology Laboratories
University of Southern California

Los Angeles, California, u.S .A.

A type of CAl for developing fluency in performing -j ob tasks is being applied to teaching
heuristic troubleshooting of small systems, prescriptive troubleshooting of large systems, and
real-time tactical operations. The distinguishing characteristics of this form of CAl and
the instructional strategy that is used are described. Samples of results demonstrating its
effectiveness are presented.

DIFFERENT KINDS OF CAl

Of the numerous ways to use computers in inter
actions with students to create and to control
learning experiences, the way most often used
evolved from programmed instruction. In this
approach, organization of the material to be
learned, and anticipation of computer and stu
dent responses in the interaction, falls on the
person who prepares the course before instruc
tion commences. Hundreds of frames must be
written and tried out on students, following a
procedure not different from the prescriptions
from programmed-instruction days regarding how
to construct "good" frames.

Other varieties of CAl have been described by
Carbonne L (1972), Feurtzig (1971), and Utta1
(1968). In some of these, the investigator has
been concerned with finding ways of using more
of the potential of computers. After all, they
are very high speed processors, capable of exe
cuting thousands or hundreds of thousands of
instructions in a fraction of a second, or stor
ing millions of units of information, and
accessing any selected group of units in milli
seconds. They can sort, select, t rans fo rm,
concatenate, substitute, replace, search, up
date, decode, or do any of dozens of other
operations between the time a student enters
data through a terminal and the time an "immedi
ate" response is required.

The long-term objective at this laboratory has
been to find ways to utilize more of the inher
ent power in the digital computer for creating
and for controlling conditions for learning
that would be impossible by any other means.
The computer's unique role in education and
training is to do things that could not other
wise be done at all and that immensely enhance
the effectiveness of learning environments. It
is toward this end that we have produced the
programs described here.

The research described is sponsored by the
Personnel and Training Systems Branch, Office
of Naval Research, the Naval Training Equipment
Center, and the Advanced Research Projects
Agency.
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We do not believe that the evolution of CAl
from programmed instruction is not fruitful.
CAl is in very early stages of development.
It is in these early stages, we do believe,
that many different approaches should be devel
oped and tried out.

The principal characteristics of performance
structure oriented (PSO) csr are:

1. The computer programs contain the majority
of the logic for creating the dialogue with the
student. There is no "CAI language" in the
sense of Coursewriter, Planit, etc. There are
no long sequences of programmed instruction
frames to write. Instead, comparatively short
list-structures are prepared from analysis of
equipment and tasks.

2. The computer programs contain general logic.
The addition of the data base makes a combina
tion that is specific to a particular equipment
or a particular task structure.

3. The interaction with a student is unique to
that student. The interaction is generated by
reference to continuously updated histories of
that student's responses and of task and equip
ment states.

4. This brand of CAl is intended to give stu
dents the opportunity to practice job-related
tasks to achieve a high level of task integra
tion and fluency of performance.

THE INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGY

The basic problem for computer-aided instruction
is to utilize effectively the very limited
human informa tion process ing input channe I by
organizing the ins truction into an optimal
sequence for each individual student. CAl must
use external digital (language) and analog
(pictures) representational systems to present
the stream of 'instruction to an organism that
uses internal digital and analog representation
al systems to create representations of the
external world. Information must come into
these internal systems through the narrow
channel of selective attention and limited capa
city of short term memory. This input
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information cues relational processes that com
pare it to semantic structures in long term
memory and that answer fundamental questions of
threat, meaning, and responding. The point is
that this input stimulates active processing in
the context of an existing representation of
the external world.

The context, richness, and accuracy of this
existing representation wd l L vary from student
to student, although certain primitive features
must be common to all humanity, and there must
be greater commonalities in it among individuals
of the same cultural coho r t , Nevertheless, in
dividual variations in processing abilities and
in knowledge are observed in any group of two
or more people.

The current conception of how knowledge is or
ganized in long term memory is tha tit is a re
lational network, composed of nodes and rela
tional connections among nodes. The development
of knowledge structures in long term memory is
conceived of as a result of hierarchically
structured processes, beginning with very simple
stimulus-response learning and building up to
complex, rule-governed learning and problem
solving. In these terms, the basic problem of
CAl becomes one of stimulating these structur
ing processes to bu'i Ld, at an optimum rate,
knowledge structures in long term memory that
wt.Ll. sus tain the des ired performance (s) in the
student after he has learned.

Since the relationships b e twee n the serial input
of information and these structuring processes
are poorly known, the design of optimal instruc
tional sequences is in a primitive state. How
ever, all instructional strategies have two fun
damental levels of interaction be tween student
and CAl system to wor k with: mt.c ro Lnt.e re c t Lons ,
which mus t be sens itive to the characteris tics
of the information-processing input channel,
and macro Lnt e ra ct tons , which must be sensitive
to the parameters of learning and forgetting in
sofar as they are known in the individual and
the population. Various empirical methods for
dealing with these considerations have been
deve loped. Externa 1 knowledge structures are
"broken down" and converted to serial forms
which are scheduled in an instructional sequence
for a student. The approaches used to manage
the instructional sequence are called instruc
tional strategies.

Two major types of instructional strategies are
multiple-strand and vertical iteration. In the
multiple-strand strategy, e s g , in Atkinson's
(1974) reading program, different basic skills
are identified and exercises to teach each are
organized into a strand for each. These strands
then are alternated in the instructional
sequence unde r the control of models of learn
ing and forgetting parameters and process con
trol logic. In the vertical. iteration strategy,
it is assumed that the student already knows
something about the knowledge structures under-

lying the performance to be taught, and that it
is necessary for the student to learn about the
organization of skills required for this perfor
mance. The student is allowed to try performing
at the top, or integrated level to learn how to
program himself to call up and to use skills and
knowledge in the proper sequence. The student
also is given instruction at lower levels in
the know'ledge and skill h Ie re.r.chy , as required
to bring him up to satisfactory fluency at these
Ieve Is. As he develops accuracy in performing
skills, his selective attention is freed to be
employed a t the integra ted performance level un
til there has been sufficient practice-for
accuracy to enable transition to practice for
fluency. This ins tructiona 1 s tra t egy may be
controlled by trials-to-criterion logic.

This instructional strategy is being used in
situations in which the main training require
ment is to give students intensive practice in
performing tasks characteristic of their jobs
in military training environments. A minicom
puter-based, self-standing CAl system wt tb inter
active graphics terminal, slide projector, and
digital voice-synthesizer is used. Floppy disk
drives provide economt ca lon-line storage and
unlimited off-line storage.

Three different applications of this type of CAl,
called performance-structure oriented, or PSO
CAr, are described briefly below.

EXAHPLES OF APPLICATIONS OF PSO CAl

Heuris tic Troubleshooting

A research program is underway at the Behavioral
Technology Laboratories to develop CAl systems
as substitutes for the actual equipment now used
to give technicians practice in troubleshooting.
Of the variety of reasons for doing this, cost
of the ac cua I equf.pmen t is becoming paramount.
For troubleshooting simpler electronic and' elec
tromechanical systems, the technician uses
heuristic procedures that he learns under the
gu Ldance of general principles. As applied to
this problem, PSO CAl simulates the man-machine
interface with interactive computer graphics
whLch allow the student to make front panel con
trol settings with a light pen and to collect
symptom information from front-panel indicators.
It also simulates the task structures associated
wi th troubleshooting and tracks each student 1 s
progress during a troubleshooting problem. The
heuris tic nature of the process is preserved by
letting the student make any front panel test
he chooses, in any order. The system gives the
student drills in how to make these tests if he
requires them. Summaries of this information
are printed out by a hard-copy printer at the
end of a session.

Since PSO CAl generates the instructional se
quence from simple lists of equipment and task
features, it is relatively easy to prepare
cour-ses for troubleshooting a variety of devices.
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Currently, two courses are running on the system,
one for a radio transceiver and one for a radar
repea ter. (Rigney, 1972)

Prescriptive Troubleshooting

The complexity of electronic equipment used in
major weapon systems is of an order that prohi
bits use of heuristic approaches with tempor
ary personnel in the military. There is not
enough time to give technicians complete under
standing of how a system functions or of how it
malfunctions. Instead, built-in-test circuitry
is used to perform closed loop tests on subsys
tems, under program control. Results of these
tests are displayed to a "BIT operator" who
must learn to 'interpret the displays and to
follow detailed prescriptions for manual main
tenance actions.

PSO CAl is being applied in this context to
give the technician prac tice in opera ting the
built-in-test subsystem, and to give him an
understanding of how this subsystem functions
in relation to the rest of the weapon. system.
Again, interactive computer graphics are being
used to simulate the man-machine interface, in
this instance, the instrument panel of the rear
cockpit of an interceptor.

Computer graphics also are being used to des
cribe, in interactive block d Lag rams , the
closed-loop tests that constitute the built-in
test sequences. The student is required to
work exercises based on these block diagrams, to
achieve an understanding of how the BIT subsys
tem functions, and then to practice operating
the BIT subsystem and interpreting its displays.
Errors of interpretation automatically send the
student back to the interactive block diagrams
to remedy this weakness in his knowledge.

As the student develops fluency in these skills,
the CAl system will transition him to perform
ing manual maintenance prescriptions after in
terpreting BIT displays.

Real-Time Tactical Procedures

Operators of weapon systems frequently must
function in real-time. This is true of the
radar intercept officer (RIO), the back-sea t
driver in a two-place interceptor. PSO CAl has
been applied to giving. the RIO practice in per
forming the basic procedures required in air-to-
air intercepts. (Rigney, 1974)

These procedures can be divided roughly into
mental computations of values of angles in
intercept geometry (Figure 1) and steering
commands given to the interceptor pilot, to put
the aircraft into pos ition for a particular
kind of attack.

In this application, computer graphics consis
ted of standard displays, e s g ; , a radar B-scan,
and special instructional displays; a

geographic "picture" to supplement the relative
"p Lc tu re" of the n-scan, and a table of com
puted values and latencies to compute them.
The RIO was provided, with function keys on the
keyboard of the graphics terminal to allow him
to enter values he had computed, and to control
the headings of the interceptor by initiating
and stopping standard turns.

OWN AIRCRAFT
COURSE

TA,,,,,
\

\ I
\ CB I

'QIn
\ I,

FIGURE 1. Air-Intercept Geometry: AO = Angle
Off, CB = Collision Bearing, DD = Displacement
Distance, TA = Target Aspect, BHR = Bogey
Heading Reciprocal, BB = Bogey Bearing, CC
Collision Course, MUA = Make Up Angle, DTG =
Degrees to Go.

All students were given preliminary practice-to
accuracy in computing values of angles in inter
cept geometry. Trials-to-criterion logic tran
sitioned each student from this front-loading
section in the instructional strategy Lnt;o prac
tice in "flying" the interceptor to make two
types of missile attacks. If the student did
not achieve satisfactory scores, the logic re
qu Lred him to repeat a problem in a "free-fly
mode" in which all the computations were done
for him, leaving only the task of commanding the
headings of the interceptor.
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EXAMPLES OF RESULTS

A general objective of PSO CAl is to develop
fluency in performing job tasks. According to
concepts described by Kay (1970) and LaBerge
(1974), when a person becomes fluent in perfor
ming a task, his selective attention is freed
for monitoring the concurrent performance of
other tasks, in this way allowing the integra
tion of several skills to pr-oduce higher-level
performance. One good measure of fluency is
response latency. The following table presents
means and standard deviations of response laten
cies for performing mental computations of
values of six intercept geometry variables, for
the first and last blocks of trials adminis
tered by the RIO trainer to two different co
hort samples of students.

The very large reductions in variability of per
formance in both tables is an important prac
tical consequence of this training. Reducing
the range of proficiency in a population re
sults in a more p redfc teb l e and, therefore,
more reliable output.

CONCLUSIONS

The CAI-system-in-a-terminal concept, evaluated
here with off-the-shelf components, is an
attractive approach where training must be, done
in remote env Lronments ; e c g , aboard ships or in
submarines or at isolated bases. The state-of
the-art in electronics is such that highly
portable, self-contained CAl systems could now
be designed and manufactured that would have
all the memory, CPU, display and interfacing
capacity needed to support any type of CAl
desired.

COHORT
SAMPLE

FIRST LAST FIRST/
BLOCK BLOCK LAST RATIO

The concept of performance-s tructure oriented
CAl is viable. This was demonstrated on two
different cohort samples in field environments.
Additiona 1 demons trations are in progress.

29 RIO Students M
(1973) SO

60 RIO Students M
(1974) SO

67.9
46.4

67.9
49.0

25.8
10.0

29.5
15.2

2.6
4.6

2.3
3.2
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Alger

Invited Author

Lo r sque j 'ai ete invite a faire une communication devant les emi.nent s specLa l i s t es que vous eces ,
et dont La majeure partie vient de pays qui 1aissent r res loin derriere eux 1 'Algerie dans Le
domaine de l'emploi et de la maitrise des techniques informatiques, j "avoue que rna premiere
reaction a ete celIe de donner une r eponse negative. En ef fe t , je me suis pose la question de
savoir ce que j e pouvais bien appo r t e r a ceux qui depuis longtemps baignent dans une technique
que nous abo rdons a peine chez nous . Neanmo i ns , connaissant l'interet que vous a t t ache z a toute
experience aussi modeste so i t-re l Ie , j 'ai pens e qu l en p r esentant ce qui se fait dans mon pays en
matiere de formation en informatique, j e pouvais vous donner un apercu de la mani.ere avec laquelle
un pays en voie de deve Lcppemant; tente d ' assimiler cette technique. Apres avoir decr i t t-ap Ldemen t
Le contexte dans lequel se situe notre action de formation, nous evoque rons les principes sur
lesquelles elle s' appuie e t les moyens mis en oeuvre, avant de presenter les r-es ul ua t s auxquels
nous sommes parvenus et les perspectives d ' aven i r .

I - L' ENVIRONNEHENT

A peine sortie de la nuit co Lon i.a Le , 1 'Algerie
s'est t rouvee conf r'on t ee a d'innombrables
p rob Lemes . II fallait Lmmed i a t ement; lutter
contre Le sous -deveLoppeeent , la sous-
adminis tration, I' ana Lphabe t i sme , etc ... Tout
e t a i t a faire a la fois et vite dans un pays
aevas te par plus de sept annee s de guerre et un
exode massif de tous ceux qui de t ena i.en t

j us que-t La les r'ouages de 1 'economie, et de
1 'administration. La b a t a i Ll.e pour Le
deve l.oppement; s t es t done engagde . A la phase de
r edemar r age de I' e conomi e et de remise en route
de l'activite administrative, a suecede La
phase de construction proprement d i t e .
S'inscrivant dans Ie cadre de plans nationaux,
de grands p ro j e t s d l i.nve s t i s aemen t; ont ete
lances. Pa r a Ll e Lemen t la restructuration des
rouages de l,'etat a ete ent atnee et un
gigantesque effo.rt de formation a ete fourni.
Tres vi-t e Le pays s ' est beur te a un prob Ierne
de tail Ie : Le manque de cadres s uscep r i b l.e s
de soutenir cette action.

La neces s i tf de faire appel a 1 "Ln fo rma t.Lque
est alors appar ue , Dlune part la coexistence
de methodes a rchafque s de gestion et
d'administration a cote des moyens de production
faisant appel a des technologies de pointe,
semblai t diffici lement concevab l e • D1 autre
part, i1 fallait evi te r que des faches
administratives absorbent trop de cadres alors
qu'ils font cruellement dfifaut; dans les secteurs
productifs ou. ils sont plus u t i Les ,

C'est a i ns L que des 1969, Le gouvernernent a
decide de deve Iopper Le recours a I' emploi
de llordinateur. II a ete cree un Commissariat
National s t ' Informatique charge de concevoir
une po1itique nationale en informatique et de
concrd l e r son execution et un Centre d 'Etudes
e t; de Recherches en Informatique charge de
former des special is ces .
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A cette epoque un certain nombre d "ord i na t eur s
e ce Lenr en service en Algerie. Mais une enque te
rea Li s ee aup r es des organismes qui en e t a i en t
pourvu faisai t facilement apparaitre qu I ils
e t a i.en t sous-remp Loyea et mal u t i Li.s e s , .

Lt ana l ys e de cet e t a t de fait rnontrait qul i.L ne
servait a rien d ' avoir recours aux ordinateurs
si les hommes auxquelsils e t a i ent censes
rendre service ne savaient pas en tirer profit
et si les s pec i a l i s t e s devant les fai re
fonctionner n t ex i s t a i.en t pas en nombre
et en qua L'i t e s uf f i s ant s , Par ailleurs, les
effets nege t i f s de I' action comrner c i a Le des
cons t ruc t eu r s qui, j usque-la, profi taient de
L' ignorance dans laquelle se trouvaient les
responsables en matiere d I Lnfo rma t i.que , etai t
mise en evidence.

II devenait urgent de doter Le pays de moyens
humains lui pe rme t t an t de maitriser cette
technique, afin d ' en tirer les meilleurs
avan t age s tout en se gardant de la domination
des cons t ruc t eur s , II fallait done adopter
une politique de formation en informatique
et djigage r les moyens neces sai.res a sa
realisation.

Certains principes et objectifs on t , des Le
debut, ete ar re res •

II - PRINCIPES ET OBJECTIFS

Quatre types de formations ont ete retenus, ils
vi sent
- a dispenser une culture informatique au plus

grand nombre possib Le de ci toyens ,
- a initier les cadres a l'informatique,
- a former en nombre s uf f i.aan t; les sp Sc i a Li s te s

de tous niveaux et de tous pro f LLs ,
- a assurer la mise a jour des connaissances des

speci.a Li.s t e s et des u t i.Li.s a t.eur s ,
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a) Une culture informatique pour tous
L' option prise par Ie gouvernement de
ge.neraliser 1 'emploi de l'ordinateur dans les
ent r ep r Lse s et les administrations n I a l La i t
pas tnanque r d I avoir des incidences au n i.ve au
de chaque ci t oyen ,
Son incursion dans notre vie quo t i d i enne allait
neces s i t er de donner au plus grand nombre
possible de citoyens les elements de
conna i s sance indispensables. Cet te cu I ture
informatique devrait permettre a. c hac un de
comprendre de marri are sommaire commen t
sfetablissent les relations entre Ll homme e t

1a machine.

EIIe serait d i spens ee si possible des 1 'ecole
p r ima i re . I'ou t e fo i s , en raison du manque
d I ense Lgnan t s , ce t te cu l ture e s t a diffuser dans
une premiere phase au niveau de 1 "ens e i gneme n t

secondaire s eu Lemen t ,

Le s e l eve s qui ne peuven t; poursuivre leurs
etudes supe r i eure s et qui entrent dans la vie
active do Lven t etre sens i b i Li s es a L' i nfo r-
ma t Lque a ce s t ade avant leur depart de llecole.
Prec i sons cependan t qu'il ne s'agit pas de
former des spec i a l i s t e s a ce n i ve au . Un
b accajaurea r informatique n' est pas envisage. II
faut seulement donner a ce ux qui s e ron t des
cadres moyens de nos entreprises et de. nos
administrations les connaissances suffisantes
pour comprendre l e pourquoi et l e comment de
l'informatique, afin de collaborer avec (au
tout au mains de ne pas s I opposer a I' action)
des s pec i a Li s t e s de 1 'informatique. II faut
aussi permettre a ceux qui poursuivent leurs
etudes super i eure s de s' orien ter en connaissance
de cause vers les carrieres informatiques.

tta i s ce t t e culture devient insuffisante des
qu'il s 'agit des cadres supe r i eurs de La nation.
II est nece s s a i re , en ce qui les conce rne ,
d' aller un peu plus loin dans I' ini tiation aux
techniques i nfo rma t i.que s .

b) Une initiation a l'informatique pour les
futurs cadres utilisateurs

Cette initiation doit viser au mains trois
objectifs :
I. Permettre aux futurs cadres supe r i eurs de
connaitre taus 1es avantages que I' on peut
tirer de I' emploi de I' ordinateur e t t ou t e s
les limites, Ies contraintes et les s uj e t i.ons
Lnher en t e s a 11emploi de cette machine. lIs
seront ainsi en mesure de savoir quand et
comment avoir recours aux ensembles
iHec"troniques sans tomber dans Ie mythe des
machines qui font des miracles. lIs sauront
mieux presenter leurs problemes aux
specialistes de l' informatique qui de leur cote
ne se considereront plus, des lors que lion
parle leur langage et que lIon a une idee de
leur technique, comme des etres a part dont la
science est infaillible.
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2. Pe rme t t r e un dfive l oppement; rapide e t me tho
di que de I' i n fo rma t i.que . En e f f e t , conna i s s an t

les po s s Lbi l i t sis ~"2 1 'ordinateur, Le s cadres
seront emeries a faire appel a ses services ;
'in fo rme s de s e e contraintes et de ses limi tes
ils accepteront plus a i s Smen t les changements
qu' i I impose tant sur les s truc cures que sur
I es methodes de t r-ava i 1; r-as sure s i Is n' en
au ron t plus peur ainsi que du s pec i a l i.s t e qui
1 "acccmpagne • De ce fait, ils ne constitueront
plus une b a r r i e r e ps ycho Log i.que a la diffusion
de I' i nfo rma t i que . L' experience a mon t r e que si
des echecs on t ete errregd s t r Ss et que les
ordinateurs aon t s ous-eu t i l i.s es , c'est en grande
partie a cause de 11 ignorance des cadres en La
matiere. Cette initiation des cadres permet de
pr-gpare r Le terrain d I ac cue i I de L'<rrd i na t e ur
et Le bon usage des machines, tant du point
de vue de leur r-ent ab i.Li t e que de celui de la
nature des travaux qui leur son t conf i es .

3. Donner a une ce r t a i ne ca t Sgo r i e d "uci l i.s a
teurs la pos s i b i I i t e de recourir aux services
d l un o rd i na t eur , sans j t Lnt e rmed i a Lre d'infor
ma t i c i ens . C'est ainsi par exemple que des
chercheurs peuvent avoir a ec r.I t-e eux-memes
Ies programmes necess ai res a La resolution
de leurs p rob Lemes . II leur faudra done avo i r ,
au p r ea Lab l e , acquis quelques conna i s s ance s
en p rogr ammat i cn . II en est de meme pour les
i ng en i eu r s qui doivent Err e en mesure d 'utiliser
Ll o r d i.n a t e ur- comme i Ls utilisent la r eg I e a
c a Lcu L.

Ce peut er r e ega I ement; Le cas de medec i.ns au de
juristes de s i reux d "u t i.Li s e r des terminaux leur
pe rme t t an t d t avo i r ac ces a des b anque s de
donnees au a des fichiers s pec i f i ques , etc ..•

Ce t t e formation comp l emen r a i r e ne fera pas
d "e ux des .in fo rma t i c i ens , Ll.s seront des
utilisateurs directs de Lt o rdd na reur- mais ils
deme uren t dans leur spec i a Li r e d'origine,
l'informaticien ayarrt au besoin e t ud i e e t r eso lu
pour eux les p rob I ernes techniques leur pe rme t t ant
pr-ec i s ement de s e passer de lui.

En matiere d'initiation des cadres a L'<in fo rma-'
t i que , l e role de 1 'umvere i te est determinant.
C I est de L'Dni ve i-s i ce e t des Grandes Ecoles que
sortent Ies futurs cadres super i eur-s qui
de t Lennen t; Le pouvoir de decision au s e i n des
administrations e t des entreprises; ce sont eux
qui,par consequent, dans l'exercice de leurs
responsabili tes auront a faire appel a
llordinateur, dans la mesure ou ils sont
convaincus de son uti lite et inforrnes des
avantages qulils peuvent en tirer. On se rend
compte des lors de ltimportance de llattitude
de l'Universite et des Grandes Ecoles face a
la diffusion des connaissances en informatique.
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A c e t Egard , i1 faut admettre qu'aucun
e tudd an t ne peu t co ns i.de r e r ses etudes
super i eure s e chevee s 5 'iI n I a re~u une
initiation en i nforma t Lque , ,Clest dire que
I' enseignement de l' informatique do i t figurer
non seulement dans les progranunes des
matbema t i.c i ens , des physiciens, des chimistes
mais aussi dans ceux des econorni s te s , des
juris tes, des ges tionnaires, des mfidec i ns ,
des geographes ,

c ' es t pourquoi, i 1 a ete j uge necee s a'i re et
urgent de prendre des mesures utiles pour
l'introduction de l'informatique dans tous les
progranrrnes d 1 enseignement de nos f acu I t es et
de nos grandes eco Les ,

De la meme f acon que Le deveLoppement; de
l'informatique dans notre pays ne peut s'envi
sager si 12 maj eure partie de nos cadres n I est
pas conva i.ncue de son u t i L'i t e et n' est pas
p r-epa ree pour s' en s e rv.i r , On ne peut;
concevoir la diffusion de I' emploi de
I' ordinateur sans les professionnels de
Ll i nforrnat Lque . Aussi f au t-t i I attacher une

grande Lmpo r t ance a La formation de ces
s pec i a Li s t.as et de f i.n i r avec so i ns les
connaissances a leur transmettre e t les
methodes de travail a. leur donner.

c) line formation pour specialistes de l'infor-
matigue

Cette action doit viser la formation des spe
cialistes dans tous les aspects des techniques
i nfo rrna t i ques .

Le s i.n fo rma t i.c i.ens peuvent en effet e t re
classes en plusieurs niveaux suivant leur
degre de connaissances e t suivant les taches
a. accomplir. Le recours aux techniques
informatiques exige La presence de sp ec i a Li s t e s
de t ous les niveaux. De plus, la formation
a dispenser doi t etre suffisamment homcgene
pour livrer aux services informatiques des
equ i pe s de spec La l.Ls t e s ayan t; des methodes de
travail, sinon tout a. fait i.denti.que s , du moins
assez proches pour etre compatibles avec les
Lmpe r a t i.f s de normalisation, de s t andar d i.s a t i on
et de t'en t ab i L'i t e ,

Par a i l Leurs , les domaines d'applications possi
bles e t an t; t r es nombreux, i1 convient de
former non seulement des spec i a Li.s t e s or i.ent es
ver s la science informatique propr emen t; dite
(Langage , compilation, conception des t s ys t emes
d ' exploitation, structures des machines,
etc ••• ), mais aussi des informaticiens i.ni t i.es
a certaines autres techniques qu' i.Ls auront
a mettre en oeuvre. 11 s'agit,par exemp Le , des
techniques d ' organisation, de gestion et de
recherche ope ra t Iorme l l e qui s on t en rapport
etroit avec f'informatique.

1 "ouve r t ure des informaticiens a certaines
t echn i que s de leurs clients ut i.Li s a t eu r s doit
pe rme t t r e de ct-ee r La collaboration, e t de
faciliter Le dialogue aouha i t ab Le entre les
spec i a l i s t e s des d i.f f ere nt.e s branches d 'activi
t e s et les i n fo rma t i c i ens ,

Ces derniers son t; formes en Algerie dans un
e t ab Li s s emen t cree apec i a Lement; a cet effet
Le C. E. R. I. qui a ouve r t ses por tes en
novernbre 1969. C' es tune ecole qui re l.eve
jusqu'ici du Secretariat d'Etat au Plan,
et non du Ni n i s t e r e charge de 1 'enseignement
superieur.

Nous verrons un peu plus loin l'organisation des
etudes au C.E.R.1. Auparavant nous evoque rons
les rnoyens mis en oeuvre pour concr e t i.s e r Les
ob j ec t i f s e t les grandes idees que nous venons
de presenter.

III - LES MOYENS nts EN OEUVRE

Ti rant l e s consequences de sa decision, Le
Gouvernement Algerien a a f f ec t e d t i mpor-tant e s
r e s sources a la promotion de L'<info rma t i que .

C'est ainsi par exemple, que la subvention de
fonctionnement acco r dde au CNI e t au C.E.R.1.
pour I' annee 1975 s' el eve a 11 500 000 (I) DA,
so i. t pres de 13 mi.11 ions de francs f r anqa'i s ,
75% de ce t t e subvention va a La formation.
Taus les eleves du C.E.R.T. pe rqo i ven t un
p r-e-is a l a i r e mensuel de 520 DA. Ll s s'engagent
en contre-partie a servir dans une service
i nfo rma t i.que pendant une du ree minimum de 7 ans
ap r as leur sortie de I' ecole.

Sur Ie plan materiel, Le C.E.R.1. s t e s t vu dote
des l e debut, d l un o r d i na t eu r de 3e generation.
La configuration actuelle comporte : une
memoi r e centrale de 112 K mots 32 bits, 4
de r ou Leu r s de bande s , 3 disques de 50 millions
d ' oc te ts ch acun , un Lee teur de cartes, un
pe r fo r a t eu r de cartes, une imprimante, 13
teletypes, un ecr.an de visualisation. Trois
t e rmi naux Lou r ds lui sont connec t e s et sont
utilises a des fins de formation et de
recherche a I' exter i eur du C. E. R. 1.

Par a i.Ll.eur s , enseignants et e1eves on t

eg a Lernen t; la pos s i b i l.Lt e d'utiliser ll ordina
teur du Centre National de Traitement de
Ll Lnfo rma t i on dans l'enceinte du C.E.R.1.

(1) I DA = 1,22 FF
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D'autres et ab l i esement s d i sposen t au sont en
voie d 'etre equ ipes d' ensembles e Lec t ron i que s
c I es t Le cas des Universi tes d I Alger, d "Or-an
et de Constantine, de I' ecole Poly technique, de
I' ecole Nationale d I Ingeni.eurs e t Techniciens
d I Algerie (ENITA), de l'Institut National de
La P'roduc t i.v i t e Economi.que et du Deve Lcppemen t

(INPED) et de 1 "Ins t Ltuc de Meteorologie.

Par a i Ll.eur-s , la demande croissante de spec i e
listes en Informatique a amene Le Gouvernement
a decider l'extension du C.E.R.I. qui a
benefici€ d ' un progranune de cone true tions
nouvelles d "un montant de 25 000 000 DA.
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Comma on peu t Le ccns t ata r j La cooperation a
certes pe rmi s e t pe rrne t encore a l' Algerie de
deve Ioppe r un ens e Lgnemen t en Lnfo rma t i que , mais
j e pens e qu'elle peu t faire beaucoup mi.e ux .
C' es t a i.ns i, que Les r enta t i ves £ai tes pour
recruter des ense i gnan t s de haut niveau pour
des pe r i.odes de longue dut-ee (2 ans ou plus)
ant ete va i.ne s . Je regrette be aucoup pour rna
part que les auro rd t es e t les un ivers i ea i res
des pays avances ne s t i nce res sen r pas plus aux
experiences e t aux efforts realises par les
pays en vo i e de deve Ioppement; pour l'assimila
tion des techniques Lnfo rma t i.ques .

5i les probHimes' financiers e t materiels ont
t rouve as sea facilement leurs so Iuc Ions , Le
recrutement des enseignants a donne lieu et
continue de presenter quelques difficul tes .
II a fallu et il faut encore faire preuve de
beaucoup d ' imagination et depenser be aucoup
d' ene rg Ie pour rassembler un corps ense i gnan r
quantitativement e t qua Li t at Lvemen t s uf f Ls ant; .
Pour t rcuve r ses ense i gnan t s , Le C.E.R.I. fait
appel :

a) tout d I abord a des na t Lonaux lorsqu 'iI
s I en t rouve de d i spon i b Ie s . C I e s t ainsi par
exemp Le que les cour-s de Na t hema t i.que s e t de
Statistiques sont assures dans une large
mesure par des Al.ge r i ens , gene r'a Lernen t des
enseignants de 1 "univers i ce ,
b) Ensuite a la Cooperation Technique. La
majeure partie du corps ens e Lgnan t permanent
du C.E.R.I. est rec.rutee dans ce cadre. On peu t
y trouver des coope rant s de toutes nationali t ds
(Italien, Belges, B'r i t ann i.que s e t surtout
Pranca i s ) . II faut no t e r toutefois que s i.
quantitativement La demande a pu etre
satisfaite, sur Le plan de la qua l Ltf be aucoup
res te a faire. En ef f e t , les elements qui
vi.ennent au C.E.R. I. au titre de la Cooperation
son t souvent des j eunes qui sortent a pe i ne des
uni.vers i ces -aans experience professionnelle ou
pedagogi.que . Ll.s e xe rce nt la plupart du temps
dans Le cadre d 'un service civil auquel les
oblige la legislation de leur pays et leur
se jou'r est trap court pour etre t r es
profitable. lIs parterrt au moment ou ils
commencent a acquerir l'experience. Le corps
enseignant est de ce fait en perpetuel renouvel
lement et d'un niveau de .competence relative
ment peu eleve.

Pour pallier ce dernier inconvenient, il est
fai t appel a certains professeurs d' universi tes
qui viennent au G. E. R. I. dans Ie cadre de
missions de tres courte duree (quelques jours)
dispenser des enseignements specialises.

Mais ce type d t intervention a souvent peu
d'impact sur les eleves, faute de suivi dans
leur travail, et a cause de la discontinuite
des cours.

ces derniers ont vite s a i s L les avantage s qu fils
peuven t tirer d tune action massive de formation
en Lnforma t Lque . D' une part, ils n I auraient
plus a former comme auparavant de spec i a l i s t es
pour leurs clients,ce qui leur permet de
ree l i ser des economies; d 'autre part, c 'est un
mar che p rome t t eur qui s 'ouvre a eux ,

Ils ont; done d "emb Iee appo r rf leur concour s
au G.E.R.r. Notre s ouc i, d'equilibre e t de
neuc ra l i ce a llegard de chacun d'eux, nous a
conduit a as s oc i e r a notre action tous ceux
qui se sont i rapLan t es en Algerie quel que soi t
l'equipement du centre. Il s'agissait
ega Lemen t d' evi ter de tomber so us la domina t Lon
d l un cons t ruc ceur , et d'eviter de donner a nos
e Leve s une vision des chases o r i.en t ee vers tel
ou tel type de materiel.

Notons tout de rneme que les constructeurs conr L
nuent de dispenser une formation Lnfo rma t i.que
dans leurs propres centres. Mais elle est rela
t i.vemen t Li.mi t de e t conce rne surtout 1a
formation spec i f i.que Li ee a certaines machines
et Le personnel d I execution.

Comma vous devea vous en douter la d i.ve r s i t e du
corps enseignant du G.E.R.I., sa mob i Li t e et
sa dispersion ne s on t pas sans poser quelques
p rob Lemes d'organisation et de coordination.

G' es t neanmo i ns de ce t te f acon que no us avons
pu obtenir Les quelques resut cate auxque Ls no us
somme arrives et que nous allons vous presenter
maintenant.

IV - RESULTATS OBTENUS

a) en matiere de sensibilisation a l'inforrnati
que, rien n'est encore realise pour les eleves
des etablissements primaires et secondaires.
Seules quelques visites de centres de ca1cul
ont ete organisees.

b) l'initiation des etudiants a l'Universite a
demarre. Des cours d' informatique ant ete
prevus dans les programmes des enseignements
scientifiques et economiques.
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Par cantre les medec i ns , les juristes, les
human i s t e s , ne sui.ven t aucun enseignement
informa t Lque ,

c) certains .Instituts et Gr andes Ecoles "cnt;
organise des cours d I informatique pour "leurs
e l eves . CLcons L'Eco Le Poly technique dcnt les
iHeves i.ngen i eurs r eco i.vent une formation
relativement pous s ee , 1 tINPED et 1 'ENITA.
Dans les aut res e t ab I'i s s emen t s , tels que
l'Institut National Agronomique, L'Bco l e
Super i eur-e du Commerce, l' Institut de
Technologie du Commerce, l'Ecole des 'I'r avaux
Publics, l'Institut de 'I'echno Log i e des
Finances et de 1a Compt.ab i.Li t S et It Institut
de Planification, des cours d'initiat"ion ont
ete dispenses aux eleves avec Le concours du
C.E.R.I.

d) pour ce qui est des cadres en fonction dans
les entreprises e t les administrations, un
gros effort d ' information et de formation a
ete realise essentiellement par Le Commissariat
National a Ll Enf ortna t i.que . De nombreux
s emi naf res de durde variable ant ete organises.
Un nombre important de hauts respons ab l e s
ont s u i.v i ces sdmi.na i res .

En resume, sur Le plan de La sensibilisation
et de L'<i.ni t i.a t i.on a Ll i n fo rma t i.que , bien qu'un
important' travail soit deja realise, de gro s
efforts doivent etre fournis pour toucher
l'ensemb1e des etudiants a l'universite e t;

dans les Sco Ies d I enseignement superieur.

e) en ce qui conce rne la formation des
spec.i a l i s t es , des r esul t e t s significatifs on t

ete ob t enus , Avant de donner des chiffres,
i1 me pe ra'i t utile de decr i.re l'organisation
des etudes 'au C.E.R.I.

Organisation ae la formation au C. E. R. 1.

1) Niveaux de formation e t mode de selection.

L' acc es au Centre se fait par concours e t

s'adresse aux j eune.s gens et jeunes filles
ayant acheve leurs etudes secondaf re s . Les
methodes de s"e1ection sont relativement
seve res et comportent des epr-auvas ec r i t e s e t;

des tests psycho techniques d' apti tude.

Dans Le s ys t erae mis en place en 1969, les
eIeves du C. E. R. 1. e t ai.enr , une fois admis,
amends successivement et s I i1s en etaient
capab Les a chacun .dea niveaux ci-dessous
et dans les de La i.a suivants :

- une annde pour les programmeurs
- deux armee s pour les analys tes programmeurs
- quatre annaes pour les i.ngen'ieur-s auxque LLes
s'ajoutait une armee de stage pratique.

Les dd p Ldmes e t a i.en t; obtenus dans cet ordre .
Toutefois, certains e l eve s , dont les r esu l t a cs
et ai.ene j uges insuffisants, ne pouvaient
poursuivre leurs etudes de man i.e're continue
e t; parvenir sans interruption au niveau
i ngeni.eur . Ceux qui s' arre ee i.enc apres une
annee de formation, e t a i en ti af fe c t es , s'ils
obtenaient Le d i p fSme de programmeur , aup res
d' un service informatique pour y exercer leur
metier.

0 1 autres, s ' i 15 n I e t ai.en t pas admi.s en 3e annee
quittaient Le centre au bout de La d euxi.eme
annee avec Le di.p Ldme d t ana l ys t e programmeur.
Ll.s avaient cependant les uns et les autres la
pos s ib i I i t e de reintegrer Le C.E.R.I. ap r as une
ennee de travail au moins e t 5' ils subissaient
avec succes les ep reuva s d "un examen special
organise a leur intention.

En operant de cette f acon , Le C.E.R.1. avait
pour but de livrer aux administrations et aux
entreprises, des equi.pes comprenant toute la
gamme de spec LaI i s t es , du p rogr arnmeur a
1 "Lngen i.eu r , formes dans un meme mouLe,
suivant les memes methodes.

De plus, il voulait evi ee r de perdre l'investis
sement realise dans La formation de ceux qui
n' ava i.en t pas La po ss i.b i Li t e d' aller au terme
du cycle Lngeni eur , tout en rnet t ant; en oeuvre
un s ys t eme s e Lec t i.f garantissant la quaLi t e
des d i.p l.Stnes .

Toutefois, ce s ys t erne de formation p revoyant
des sorties, avec dip lames , en I ere annee et
en 2e annee a pose de gros prob Iemes
d' organisa tion pedagog i.que .

Par ail1eurs, i1 a ete difficile a faire
admettre sur Le plan ps ycho Log i.que , Les eleves
so r t an t en deuxi.erne annee et surtout en I ere
annee se sentent frustes et cons Ide ren t leur
sortie a. ce niveau comme un echec mdme 5' ils
ob t i.ennen t; Le d i.p Lcrne co r-respondan t ,
115 font preuve dans leur emploi, surtout au
debut, d Li.ns t.ab i.Li t e e t de peu d'enthousias-
me.
Certains ont repris d ' autres etudes a
lluniversite. Les empLoyeur s aussi ne leur onr
pas mand fe s t e tout 1 'interet qu t L'l s meritent.

Nous avona done ete amanes a abandonner ce
s ys t drne depuis octobre 1974, pour instituer
des conccurs et des programmes dis tincts pour
chacun des trois niveaux : programmeurs,
analys tes et i.ngeni.eu r s ,
Nous eaperons obtenir de la sorte de meilleurs
r esut te cs et une plus grande satisfaction
chez les eleves et chez les empLoyeur s .

Voyons dans Le detail Le contenu des programmes
de 1 t ancienne formule.
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2) Programmes en premiere annee

L'objectifdominant er a i t 1a formation des
sp.i.t i a l i s t e s en programma t i on , On v i s a i t s en
outre, a dece Ler les iHeves ayant des ap t i tudes
pour passer a I' annee super i eu re . Le s
programmes comportaient :
- I' enseignement des Langage s de programma tion:
COBOL, FORTRAN, ASSEMBLEUR
- un cours de technologie des ordinateurs
- des cours de me-thodologie de programmation
- un cours de mat hema t i.que s et de statistiques
.... enfin un cours sur I' economi e et 1a gestion
des ent rep r i se s et sur les institutions
adminis tratives .

Un tel programme deva i t pe rme t t re a l'iHeve
sortant a 1a fin de La premiere annee de
5 I i nt eg r e r f ac i Lemen t au milieu dans lequel i1
a Ll ai t; travailler, qu ' i1 5 I agisse d tune
administration ou d ' une en t re pr i s e , qu ' i1
s "ag i s se d t un e t ab Li s s emen t a vocation
scientifique ou d 'un etablissement a vocation
de gestion et ce quel que soit Le type
de machine utilise.

En deux i eme annee :

La s econde annee e t a i t une annee ch arni.ere . Le s
progrannnes v i s a i en t trois objectifs :
a) donner aux eleves sortant a ce ni.veau
les conna i s s ance s ndce s s a i res en vue de I' auto
matisation d ' applications p rfia Lab l emen t
def i n i es par l'ingenieur;
b) donner a ces memes et eves certaines
conna i.s s anc e s en ge s t Lcn afio de leur
permettre de d i a Logue r avec j e s ge s r i onna i r e s
pour Les que Ls i1s allaient t r ave i l l e r .
c) prepa re r les e I eve s pouvan t accede r en 3e
annee a choisir entre les options qui
s'offraient a eux et a suivre les enseignements
co r r e s pondan t s ,
Le programme de 2e annee e t a i t de ce fait r e La-'
tivement comp Lexe , i1 comp rena i t :
- l'etude d'un s ys t ame d'exploitation
- un cou r s sur la technologie des o rd i na t eu r s
- un ensemble de cours sur les methodes
d I analyse
- un cours d'organisation
- un cours de mat heme t i que s et de statistiques
- un cours de comp t ab i Li t e
- un cours de finances pub l.Lque s

Au niveau de la t ro i s Leme annee :

A partir de ce n i veau , les e l eve s avaient
a choisir entre deux options. Ces options
visaient a former des Lngen i eur s ayant des
conna.i s s ances techniques approfondies en infor
matique et des Lngen i aur s capables d ' introduire
avec I' o rd i na t eu r les structures et les
methodes de travail les plus mode r ne s ,

L.Bouras M2D

Le s options prevue s au C.E.R.I. e t a i en t , compte
tenu des besoins du pays, dans un premier
temps: l'option organisation et 1 'option
sys t erne •

Les enseignements de l'option s ys t eme s on t; les
suivants :
- concepts gene r aux des s ys t emes
- etude de I' architecture d ' un sys t eme p ar t i.cu-
lier
- theori e des Langages et compilation
- structure des machines
- ma t hema t i que s e t s t a t i s t i.que s
- elements de recherche ope r a t i.onne I Le

Le s enseignements de l'option organisation e t

analyse sont cons r i tues par des cours de :
- ma thema t i ques et statistiques
- recherche ope r a t Lonne Ll e
- ec oncmi.e gene r a l e
- techniques de ge s t i.on des en t r ep r i s e s
- me t hodo Log i e d I analyse : (LCS - Corig - MAS)
- def i n i tion de configuration de machines
- concepts gene raux des ays t.emes
- gestion de fichiers e t banq ue s de donnees
- etude d ' un Lang age de simulation

En 4e annee

Pour l'option organisation et analyse, i L est
pr evu des cours :
- d 'organisation et methodes
- de droit (conr r-a t s )
- de comp t ab i l i t e na t i ona Le e t de planification
- de cheor i e des sys t ernes

Le s enseignements de ]'option s ys t ame s e
rapportent au x ma t i er-e s suivantes :

r e s e aux d' ordina t eu r
techniques conve r s a t i onne I l e s

- programmation s t ruc t u ree
- presentation du s ys t eme "gemeaux"
- mesu re de performances des ays t emes
- etude d "u n Lang age de simulation

Le s eIeves des deux options ont a r e a Li.s e r
au cours du de ux i eme semestre de 11annee
s co l a i re (2) line etude pratique (p ro j e t ) .

La cinqui erne annee e a t cons acz-ee en ti erement
au stage pratique en en t r ep r i se , Le s e Leve s
r ed i gen t un memoi r e qui est s ou t enu de'van t un
jury compose de prof es s eurs venant en majeure
partie d Lun i.ve r s i t es e t r ang ares notamment
Paris e t Grenoble.

(2) L'<annee sco1aire au C.E.R.I. est de 10 mois
et d errri don t 2 mois de stage ob LLga t o i re en
ent r ep r-i se .
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Les enseignements pr evus dans 1a nouvelle
organisation mise en place depu i s octobre 1974
sont sensiblement identiques a ceux enumexes
c L'-de s su s , Seule leur repartition change. Ll s

seront adap t es evidemrnent a I' evolution des
techniques Lnforma t i ques ,
Pour ce qui est des resultats, Le eERI aura
forme depuis sa creation

197 progranuneurs
- 122 analys tes

55 Lngerri eur-s

soit un total de 374 informaticiens. Actuelle
ment 350 e l eves sont en formation au C.E.R.I.

On peut ajouter a ce nombre une centaine
d l i.nforma t i.c Lens qui ont SU1V1 des stages de
recyclage de cour t e du ree ,

Ce b i.Lan , certes insuffisant par rapport a ux

beeo i.ns du pays, nous permet tout de meme
de voir l'avenir avec une ce r t a i ne sereni te .

v - PERSPECTIVES D' AVENIR

L' experience acquise en matiere de formation
en informatique et la d i sponi.b i l i t d d'informa
ticiens en nombre de plus en plus grand von t

nouspermettre d 'amplifier et de diversifier
n.otre acti:on, notamment par:

- l'introduction de l' i nfo rma t i que dans les
programmes d' enseignement des Lyc ee s
- Le deve Lcppemen t de la promotion de l'infor-
-mat Lque dans les etabl issements d ' enseignement
superieur.
- 1a multiplication des stages d'initiation
destines aux cadres des entreprises e t des
adminis tra t i ons .
~ I' augmen t'a t i.on des effectifs des promotions
admises au concours d I entree au C. E. R. I. pour
faire face aux besoins g r and i.s s an t s du pays
- l'organisation de stages de recyclages plus
nombreux pour pe rme t t r e aux informaticiens de
me t t r e a jour leurs conna i s s ance s et de suivre
i ' evolution des techniques.
- la creation d ' enseignements nouveaux
notamment en matiere de technologie des
ordinateurs pour assurer 1a maintenance des
machines et pour p rjipa're r notre pays a aborder
e.ventueliement les aspects industriels de
i ' Lnfo rma t Lque . '
- la mise en place de structures de recherche
en vue de doter Le pays des compe t ence s suscep
t Ib Le s de r esoud re les p rob Lemes auxque1s se
trouveraient confrcnt ee s nos administrations
et nos entreprises, et perme t t ant; aux organismes
de formation de disposer d I enseignants de
haut; niveau •

Ace su je r , on peut noter que l'algerianisation
du corps enseignant, deja cornmencee , va s'inten
s i f i e r . En effet, ch aque annee s c e r t a Lns diplomes
du C.E.R.I. sont a Ef ec t e s a des taches
d I enae i.gnemen t ,

VI - CONCLUSION

Toute cette action a pour but de doter L'Al.ge r i a
des moyens lui pe rme t t an t de ma'itriser les
techniques informatiques et de tirer Le meilleur
profi t de l' emploi des ord i na t eurs .

Elle vise egal.ernen t a evi ter de voir se creuse r
dans Le dornai.ne de l'informatique, un grand
fos s e entre notre pays et ceux qui ant deja
integre ce t t e nouvelle technique dans leurs
strategies et leurs po l i t i que s ,

Ap r as avoir cree les condi tions et les moyens
de son deve Loppemen t en informatique, L'Al ge r i e
en t end dans ce domaine deve Iopper ses relations
internationales. D'un cote, pour former ses
cher cheu r s et ses p ro fe s seurs , e l l e a besoin
du concours des pays avances; de I 'autre, e l l e
peut offrir a des et ud i an t s en provenance de
pays en voie de deve Loppernen t , no t amment; des
pays afr i c a i ns , la pos s i b i Li te de poursuivre
des etudes en informatique dans un environne
ment et un contexte tres p r oches de ceux de leur
pays d I or i.g i ne .

En accueillant des informaticiens de renom et
des eleves de toutes na r Lona l Lt e s , Le C.E.R.I.
peut deven i r un foyer de cooperation interna
t i.ona Le en matiere d I informatique.

La politique a l ge r i enne de formation en infor
ma t i.que ne manque pas d I ambi t i.on . Elle prepare
l e pays au "choc informatique". Les efforts
consentis e t; les r ds o Lt at s obtenus jusqu'ici
laissent penser que les objectifs poursuivis
peuvent etre a t t e i n t s .

Notre souhait est que les pays avances et les
organisa t i.on s interna tionales s' Lnt e re.s sen t
a notre experience et lui appo r t e nt; Le meilleur
s ou t Len possible.
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A' five year program in the application of computers in Amerindian education is described and analyzed.
Taking Computer Assisted Learning as an example, a presentation is given of the requirements of the
working group, the special equipment, and the testing procedures. Results indicate that the main
obstacle to the application of informatics in Amerindian education is the encoding of information in
occidental forms. The methodology of informatics must be complemented by a philosophy of the machine
or metatechnic capable of handling the paradigms of this domain. Suggested sources of this comple
mentary theory and plans for future research are included.

1. INTRODUCTION

The work to be reported here refers to a five
year program to explore the possible applica
tions of the methodology of informatics in
Amerindian education. The program accepted as
a basic assumption that the exploration should
involve people still participating as much as
possible in the original hunter and gatherer
style of life. The exploration was to take the
form of demonstrations which to date have been
in the nature of presentations to native
leaders and teachers and were designed to serve
as a basis for decisions involving the possible
value of further development. In the two
field' tests and in the laboratory experiments,
the research team were not so much looking for
applications as trying to discover the con
ditions under which still unspecified applica
tions might be legitimated from the native
viewpoint.

The exploration of the conditions under which
informatics might be of value to native com
munities need not have been restricted to one
aspect of computer and information science.
Among the promising areas is the field of
retrieval technology which has not yet been an
active part of our efforts. Up to this point,
the main area of application has been Computer
Assisted Learning (C.A. L.). We think many of
the principles and problems which are encounter
ed in C.A.L. are to be found in retrieval and
other applications. In any event we shall
attempt in this paper to outline the broad
principles as we see them of the application of
informatics to native North American culture
using C.A.L. as an example.

2 • INITIAL EXPERIMENTS

Since 1967, work in C.A.L. has been promoted at
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the University of tres cern Ontario by a group of
faculty members from the Computer Science
Department, the Faculty of Education) and the
Department of International Education. This
group is one of the participating teams in the
National Research Council's attempt to develop
a common Computer Assis ted Learning language
and a physically connected network of cooperat
ing research centers. The early emphasis of
the group at Western was primarily devoted to
drill and practice exercises complementing
courses in informatics and as the development
aspects of courses in C.A.L. systems.

Interest in cross-cultural studies came about
largely as a result of the work which had gone
on in parallel in the Althouse College of
Education under the Chairmanship of Arthur Blue.
Dr. Blue was interested in bringing to bear the
power of information technology on the largely
unorganized sources of native information. A
working group consisting of Bryan Loucks, Sid
North, Don Simpson, Doug MackenZie and others
developed an innovative program in intercultur
al education which was subsequently implemented
in the Resource Center and serves as an impor
tant element in the CUSO orientation. The
program essentially allows a student to perform
keyword searches of documents from a variety of
cultures and thus leads in a quite natural
manner, to reflection on comparative cultural
patterns and values.

An important aspect of this use of informatics
was the possibility of discovering methods more
appropriate to native thought and culture. This
supports the widespread demand for major
changes in education particularly where non
Western traditions are concerned. The ferment
of these ideas and the highly successful first
CUSO orientations was a factor in the attempt to
explore the application of informatics to other
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areas in native education. In particular it was
an important factor in the decision to experi
ment with C.A.L. in a native community.

The first experiment took place in the summer of
1970. It consisted essentially in connecting
the PDP-IO computer at the 'University of Western
Ontario in London, Ontario to a terminal at
Inuvik, N.W.T. in the Arc t t c Circle. The ter
minal site vas chosen as a remote location
where native students were available and where
native language and customs were strong. As
the proposal to the Department of Communications
and the Mackenzie Institute stated, lithe experi
ment was designed for Eskimo and Indian children
in the higher grades of primary school or in
secondary school. Courses could range from
simple questions in arithmetic to sophisticated
sequences related to knowLedge about computers".
Some attention was given to the design of
co ut-s ework considered appropriate in a northern
context. The lessons were written or adapted
by Valerie Maguire, a Computer Science student
who operated the terminal at Inuvik and had the
responsibility of organizing the classes. Des
pite the difficulties which existed at that time
in the transmission lines in the Mackenzie Delta
the experiment vas technically a success. The
young students who participated were pleased
\vi th the program and the NackenzLe Ins ti tute,
under the direction of Richard Hill, hoped to see
the continuation of the program.

Despite this successful result, the project
failed almost entirely to meet the initial ob
jectives. \:ve were surprised to find that very
Eew native students participated in the course
although it was intended primarily for them.
This result was very important for subsequent
investigations. He realized that the technical
feasibility, which had been a major concern,
was not the major obstacle to native participa
tion. It became clear that the Inuvik experi
ment was premature from the point of view of
native involvement. Niss Haguire was using the
C.A.L. lessons whLch had already been stored in
the computer in London, Ontario or which she
wrote as needed using ideas from lessons de
signed for non-native students in Southern
Ontario. To native observers, she was in effect
merely demonstrating the use of a keyboard ter
minal to the school age students who took the
lessons. The lack of acceptance of the program
was due to the fact that there had been no
native involvement at the preparatory stage,
little at the testing stage, and none in the
analysis of the experiment.

In an attempt to rectify the lack of native
involvement, a laboratory program was begun in
which native teachers were involved during the
summer months. Since native conununication is
primarily oral and graphic, and the acceptance
of the roman alphabet is far from universal, the

lessons were prepared on a specially designed
terminal which emphasized native language and
style in spoken questions and graphical dis
plays. A first short lesson in Ojibway was
prepared in a three week period in the summer
of 1971 by Hrs • G. Fox of Manitoulin Island.
A working program did not result from this but
the work contributed to the successful comple
tion of a lesson produced in the following
sununer by Joyce Pitawanakwat with the assist
ance of Dan Kushnir.

By the end of the summer 1972, the writing of
C.A.L. sequences in native language was
feasible but there had not been a field test.
This came about finally in the summer of 1973
in Yellowknife. The group consisted of Phoebe
Nahanni, Cecelia Smith and Florence Erasmus of
the Tree of Peace and David Kidd of the Computer
Science Department. The Yellowknife test was
interesting from two points of view in that a
program was developed from the beginning and
on schedule in the North by a team of people
consisting of native educators and a computer
science professional, and this program, as
developed, b rough t about high interest and
awareness on the part of the native teachers.
The entire project took place in the period
July 15th - September 15th, 1973. The lessons
were produced in Dogr fb , an Athapascan language
similar to Navaho.

Formal testing of the course wdth selected
Yellowknife residents, both native and non
native, was carried out in September 1973.
Most of the participants had heard or were
familiar wt th the sound of Dogrib (as compared
with Slavey). They belonged to three groups
depending on whether they: a) spoke Dogrib,
b) understood but could not speak Dogrib, and
c) understood and spoke Dogrib. Questionnaires
distributed to these students showed that the
lessons -were acceptable as drill and practice
exercises. There was general agreement that a
course to teach Dogrib could be developed to
include these and similar C.A.L. lessons.

3. EQUIPMENT

The computer used in this experiment was a
Digital Equipment Corporation PDP-IO located at
the University of tre s t e rn Ontario in London,
Ontario. This is a general purpose timesharing
computer, capable of operating sixty independent
jobs simultaneously. Programs written on the
computer may be written in any of the standard
computer languages, or special languages devel
oped and used for specific purposes. Among the
special languages is ETL, a coursewriter langu
age with convenient testing features developed
in connection wf th C.A.L. research.
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In order to accommodate the experiments in
native education, the ETL system 'vas expanded to
fit the requirements of a predominantly audio
visual system. The peripheral hardvare was
intentionally modular. He chose not to use one
of the terminals then coming on the market,
partly so that we could use as much as possible
off-the-shelf components which could be repair
ed in the available repair shops, partly because
we wished to maintain flexibility so as not to
have to set t Le too soon on components. In the
form in which it was field-tested, the teminal
consisted of a specially designed character
recognition box, teletype, tape-recorder, slide
proj ector, command uni t and head phones, all
connected to an acoustic coupler and telephone
line to the PDP-10.

Presentation of visual images was accomplished
by a Kodak Ektographic Slide Projector, Model
F. Under computer control, this projector may
select one of 80 or 100 slides stored in its
carousel, with an average travel time of approx
imately two seconds for each slide traversed
enroute to the destination. The system is not
as slow as the worst case would indicate, since
lessons tend to use slides in groups rather than
randomly. Also, the software system was de
signed to allow slides to be moved wi th the lamp
off so that a long traverse may be made while a
taped message is playing, or while the student
is performing some action. Duplication of
slides was also used as a means of reducing the
time required to display a particular photo
graph. The audio component is a Sony TC8S0
chosen for its general durability, ease of
service and ability to stop upon sensing metal
lic foil on the tape. The metallic foil is used
to block off pre-recorded messages, which the
computer may select and play to the student.

The controlling device at the computer terminal
is the TUCK character recognizer, a device
built to specification by the TUCK Data Conununi
cations Corporation. All characters transmitted
to or received from the PDP-IO computer pass
through the circuitry of the TUCK Character Re
cognizer. When the device recognizes one of the
36 characters specified as control characters,
it sends a 100 milliwatt pulse along the ap
propriate one of 36 sense lines" each line asso
ciated with a unique control character, and '
connected to the computer and the teletype. In
addition to sensing characters generated by the
teletype on the computer, the TUCK Character
Recognizer can also generate a particular char
acter on its own. Thus the TUCK Character Re
cognizer acts as the controller for the various
devices at the terminal.

This entire system is under the control of a
command language named LISLOK which was added
as an extencLon to ETL. This command language,
under the control of the lesson written by the

teacher, can issue commands to move the slides
or tapes a single block forward or backward.
Aside from the fact that information is pre
sented in oral and graphic form, the course
follows standard coursewriting techniques. The
student responds to spoken questions by purely
manual response, either by pressing a key on
the terminal or by activating a specially de
signed COlor-coded swi tch.

The main defect of the equipment is that it is
too s Low, Although it worked reasonably well
in the demonstrating phase of the project ~ it
is to be replaced by improved devices in future
tests. Unfor t unate l y , there is nothing avai
lable as yet which is totally satisfactory.
Our experiments are expected to be a stimulus
for development of more sui table components.

4. TECHNOLOGY AND CULTURE

If He are to avoid the blind application of the
methodology of informatics to Amerindian educa
tion, we must take care to study the relation
between that methodology and non-Western cult
ure. \.]hat in the first instance is meant "by the
methodology of informatics? \.Je might agree to
define it in a general way as algorithms and
data structures, that is as operators effecting
transformations in data and data structures
ranging from the level of binary bit to that of
the most complicated list structures. When He
s tate the elements of informatics in this
manner, we see that the native person does not
ordinarily meet the computer on these terms.
A demonstration of a computer terminal to a
native group is liable to emphasize superficial
properties whd ch are already heavily loaded
with cultural overtones foreign to the native
spirit. Thus the true nature of informatics
is occluded by the color, shape and alphabetic
symbols of the keyboard or the mechanical be
havior and sound of the print chain. This
superficial appearance completely detracts from
the underlying informatic elements whdch we
have reason to believe are independent of
culture. The difficulties encountered in the
use of a standard terminal are an indicator of
the much more serious impasse in the inter
actions between cultures. The failure of our
initial demonstrations led us to realize that
the terminal was only one aspect of a high
cultural barrier. This might be expressed in
the statement that instead of the elements of
informatics the native person encounters the
operational mode of Western science and the
symbols of the phonetic alphabet. Obviously,
if the methodology of informatics is to serve
as- a link between cultures it must first re
move the obstacles which make it appear to be
an entirely occidental instrument.
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Presumably it is possible to rewrite informatics
in a native language leaving out the occidental
overtones. When it is realized that there is a
deeply rooted binarism in Amerindian culture,
it seems that this attempt would start from an
acceptable basis. This binarism is already
present in tribal structures and in the encoding
of information in wampum and in ceremonial
representations. It is also strongly present in
the categories accepted by native grammar. The
idea of pursuing this is of great interest - it
adds strength to the suggestion which Margaret
Mead makes of choosing an Amerindian or other
nonalphabeticized language as a universal mode

. of communication. Since an attempt of this
kind must be developed in a cooperative program
by computer scientists and native teachers, it
must rely on valid principles of cross-cultural
interaction. This led us to take an interest
in the study of languages in a very broad sense.
We found that we needed to have knowledge, not
only of structural linguistics but of the his
tory of writing which Derrida (1967) wishes to
expand into a science of writing or grammatolo
gy. The comparative study of styles of writing
and of the cultural source of these styles
reveals aspects of cross-cultural exchange
which are not included in the saussurian con
ception. In this respect, we suggest that the
conference devoted to a study of writing and
the psychology of peoples, convened by the
Centre International de Synthese serves as a
very valuable text (ChaLus (1963». The re
lationship between writing and informatics is
only briefly discussed at the end of the con
ference but the concept of an underlying in for
matic structure is implicitly stated by one of
the speakers (p , 349) and is in no way contra
dicted by the conference theme. Derrida is also
conscious of the importance of informatics in
the context of ethnic exchanges. In his opin
ion (ibid. p . 19) the program of cybernetics is
itself a form of writing. A valuable aspect of
Derrida's book is the force with which it pre
sents the ethnocentric bias of occidental logic
and structuralist thought.

The examinations of culture from the viewpoint
of the technology of writing goes only part of
the way towards an investigation of the effect
of technology on culture. Writing is instru
mental in nature; it provides communication, as
Innis (1951), and McLuhan (1964) assert, with
a certain bias. And it is in itself only the
comp Lemen t; of speech which is the primary mode
of communication. If we had no other reference
than this bias we would merely go from the
narrowness of an ethnic perspective to the
limitations of a technical milieu. The infor
matician is thus faced vis a vis native culture
with the same allegation that he faces in his
own which says that it is the machine rather
than man which is determining the course of
change.

Infonnatics provides, or at least so some of us
believe, a technology whdch can serve as ele
mental support for cross-cultural interaction.
We can demonstrate in a small tolay that an improv
ement in cultural exchange is feasible and we
can begin to improve existing techniques so that
they may be more appropriately used in non
Western societies. But we are a considerable
distance away from a metalanguage or ruet a t ech-'
nic in terms of which these issues may be
treated. One of the most hopeful signs in this
direction is the rediscovery of the work in
France of Jacques Lafitte (1972) founder of
mech ano.Logy , The thesis of Lafitte, that man
mus t be aware of the nature of machines in terms
of their genesis and succession appears to be
of considerable value in bringing about a re
evaluation of the nature and presence of ma
chines (see Hart (1972»). The critical approach
to this domain of ideas as developed by Simon
don (1958) provides the beginnings of a language
for the discussion of the dynamic presence of
the machine in non-Western societies.

If we can summarize the results of these studies
insofar as they relate to cross-cultural work,
we may say that they do not contradict the idea
of an informatics which would support non
Western languages and culture. In our opinion,
there is support for further study and some
indications of the route to follow.

5. FUTURE WORK

We have reached the point in our investigations
where we have all but completed the preliminary
demonstration phase. Our intention is to
proceed with the establishment of 'a prototype
system in the North connected by telecommunica
tion to a computer network in the South. In the
prototype phase we plan a small timeshare system
capable of local processor and timesharing
functions. The initial working group stationed
in the North will consist of native educators
and computer science graduates. During this
phase the main effort will be devoted to feasi
bili ty studies, courseware writing and testing
of lessons. At the same time, a program is to
be started in cross-cultural education which
will have the goal, among other things, of
leading to the independence of native people in
the field of informatics. Our laboratory at
Western will continue to experiment with suit
able peripherals and network systems. Continu
ing investigation is anticipated in connection
with touch sensitive panels, improved visual
and audio systems. The Labor-atory vwt.Lk also
promote the study of the metatechnic which it is
hoped will eventually provide a language for
discussion of informatics in the cross-
cultural domain.
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Insofar as network aspects are concerned we are
focussing attention on the use of a satellite
for the North-South connection. An opportunity
for investigating this method has been provided
by the C.T.S'., an experimental satellite joint
ly operated by the United States and Canada and
to be orbited in late 1975. A time slot has
been allocated to our project towards the end
of the two years duration of the satellite, by
which point we hope that the prototype system
will have been fully tested and in operation.
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COMPUTER-ORIENTED MATHEMATICS FOR A DEVELOPING COUNTRY
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This paper considers how a computer-oriented mathematics curriculum might be
introduced into a developing country whose resources mi~ht be limited and
whose students might not be as well prepared as students from industrialized
countries. A specific case study is presented of an institution in a devel
oping country which introduced a computer-oriented mathematics curriculum
in conjunction with the government's social action program and the local in
dustry. The performance of computer-oriented mathematics students versus the
traditional students is quantitatively evaluated.

1. INTRODUCTION

Education in developin~ countries has al
ways tended to follow the patterns of ed
ucation of the former colonial masters.
This is particularly true in the case of
mathematics where colleoes and universi
ties in the provincial capitals usually
follow a sophisticated mathematics cur
riculum which has little relevance to the
"masses" and which contributes little, if
at all, to the overall development effort
of the country.

Many developing countries whose popula
tions are soaring and whose food supply
is perennially insufficient produce an
annual crop of research oriented mathe
maticians. This, in itself, is by no
means harmful· However, research mathe
matics does require a "research atmos
phere," i.~. colleagues, communication
facilities, library facilities and per
haps some hardware. These things are
usually lacking in a developing country.
As a result the annual crop of research
oriented mathematicians is divided into
three groups:

la! Those {usually the "cream of the
crop"} who become part of the
tragic "brain drain" which af
flicts so many developing coun
tries.

lbl Those who go into non-related
jobs in industry, or

Ic! Those who go into to teaching to
train more research oriented
mathematicians who then either:

la) Become part of the "brain
drain"

Ib! Go into non-related jobs
Ic) Go into teaching to train

more mathematicians who:
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la) "Brain drain"
Ib) Non-related jobs
Icl Teach, who then:

(al

Ibl
Ie!

,
This infinite sequence does little to
contribute towards national development.

We have asked ourselves what "kind" of
mathematics is required for a developin~
country without compromising the integ
rity of the mathematician. This paper
documents the efforts of one institution
in one developin~ country seeking an an
swer to this question in one area of
mathematics.

2. THE HOST COUNTRY

Since the "host country" for this proj
ect is the Republic of the Philippines a
few words of background material might
be in order·

The Philippines is an archipelago of
7,187 islands stretchin~ for nearly 2000
kilometers off the southern coast of
mainland Asia. As a developing country,
the Philippines is raced by a number of
serious problems. Agricultural produc
tion has been insufficient to meet the
existing and growing demands of the
country, in spite of the fact that 85%·
of the population depends on agri~ulture

for their livelihood. Industrialization
has not developed sufficiently to provide
a firm economic base, nor to effectively
utilize the best human and natural re
sources of the country. Moreover, the
industry which has developed is concen
trated in only a few areas·
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Educationally the Philippines presents a
paradoxical picture. Four hundred years
of exposure to the "elitist" education of
the Spanish colonizers followed by fifty
years of exposure to the American concept
of universal education produced an edu
cational system which boasts of a school
house in every barrio; one of the highest
literacy rates in all of Asia; and for
which the per capita enrolment in higher
education is second only to the United
States {followed by Israel, Australia,
Japan and Sweden; Source: UNESCO Sta
tistical Yearbook, 1968}.

This paradox, i.e. educational alignment
with the developed countries and economic
alignment with the developing countries,
has produced a poor match between the
"output" of the educational system and
the "input" for industrial development.
The infinite sequence discussed in 11.
is most visible in the Philippines.

become more sophisticated, we can expect
that computer trained ~raduates will be
in ever increasin~ demand; even a cursory
knowledge of computer techniques will be
a valuable asset· The current, and ex
pected, sharp decline in the cost of
hardware can only accelerate this phenom
enon. Hence, in the interest of National
Development it seemed necessary to intro
duce students to "the computer" as part
of the standard curriculum.

Finally, in a country for which seventy
five percent of the population subsists
at the marginal level and for which near
ly all of the young people from the upper
classes attend college, some sort of so
cial involvement on the part of college
students is essential. Accomplishin~

this as part of the computer-oriented
mathematics curriculum would further en
hance the value of this curriculum for
National Development.

~, THE CURRICULUM

which covered the fundamentals of single

The standard mathematics curriculum for
technically oriented students at De La
Salle College consisted of four math
ematics courses, each lasting one sem
ester and each worth five credit hours.
The four courses were'

Algebra/Trigonometry
Calculus I
Calculus II
Calculus III

Semester I
Semester II
Semester III
Semester IV

The experimental curriculum was divided
into three areas: a mathematics area
which included the technical materials
per se, a National Development area in
conjunction with local industry and a
social involvement area in cooperation
with the government's Youth Civic Act
ion Program {YCAP}.

~.1. The Mathematics Area

In summary then, the computer-oriented
mathematics cur~iculum at De La Salle
College was envisioned to lie in the in
tersection of the areas of (1) effective
learning, (2) National Development, and
(3) social involvement, as illustrateq
below:

An experimental pro~ram in computer-ori
ented mathematics was introduced at De La
Salle College, Manila, durin~ the academ
ic years 1973-7~ and 197~-75 to attempt
to improve the "match" between academic
output and developmental needs in three
ways·

First and foremost it was felt that some
drastic measures had to be taken to im
prove the "survival" of students in the
mathematics program. In general, stu
dents come to college with a poor back
ground in basic mathematical skills.
Often, students are graduates of
provincial high schools where little
mathematics is taught. Students needed
to learn mathematics more effectively and
it was felt that integrating basic com
puter programming into the Freshman math
ematics curriculum would help develop the
psychological scheme necessary for effec
tive mathematics learning. {/~. below
gives some examples of how this can be
accomplished.}

3. COMPUTER-ORIENTED MATHEMATICS

Second, the Philippines, which is only in
the beginning stages of industrialization,
could swing towards "hard" industry, with
their incumbent pollution and environmen
tal problems or towards "soft" industry
for which the educational and sociologi
cal conditions of the country are better
suited. Since there is already a large
demand for "computer trained" people in
local industry it seemed wise to begin to
produce graduates who are capable of as
suming positions in this needed area.
Furthermore, as the economic problems of
developing countries become more compli
cated and computer simulation techniques
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and multi-dimensional calculus with the
necessary prerequisite algebra, trigonom
etry and analytic geometry. A one semes
ter "computer fundamentals" course was
a corequisite for the second and third
semesters-

In the experimental curriculum, the same
four semesters were used to cover the
same material, but the number of units
per course was increased to six. The
extra unit counting as a "computer lab
oratory" for the "computer-oriented" lec
ture.

In developing the experimental curriculum
it was felt that the curriculum must be
truly "computer-oriented," not merely the
addition of computer related topics to
the conventional curriculum. This was
to enable the students to become better
problem solvers, an aim consistent with
our National Development goals. More
than just pragmatic considerations, we
believe that "perhaps the greatest value
to be gained from the study of mathemat
ics is the ability to solve problems," to
quote George P6lya (91. Furthermore,
human beings being basically "goal direct~

ed organisms"' (91, this would make math
ematics "fun."

When we say "problem solvers" we do not
mean to restrict ourselves only to the
class of trivial problems which the stu
dent might encounter in a basic mathemat
ics course; we are trying to establish a
"way of life" for the student. Quoting
another well known mathematics educator,
George -Forsythe, "The most valuable ac
quisitions in a scientific or technical
education are the general-purpose mental
tools which remain serviceable for a
lifetime. I rate natural language and
mathematics as the most important of
these tools, and computer science as a
third" (bl.

In formulating the experimental curricu
lum arguments were not presented against
"computer science" but rather whether a
mathematics course was the "right place".
for the introduction of such material.
Quoting Rosser {8}, "If a mathematics
course not only teaches technical profi
ciency in the computer use of algorithms,
but also teaches mathematical techniques
which can enable the student to use the
algorithms more effectively {or even dis
pense with them on occasion}, but most of
all gets the student in the habit of
using these mathematical techniques reg
ularly, then without question this is the
best place for the student to learn the
algorithms."

In addition to the "oriented" aspect, the
experimental curriculum uses the computer
as a learning tool, quite independent.
from the computer related topics. The
most distinguished American mathematicia~,

Garrett Birkhoff, has said, regarding the
use of the computer in basic mathematics
courses: "To my mind, the use of computers
is analogous to the use of logarithm ta
bles, tables of inteorals, carefully
drawn graphs of the trigonometric func
tions, or carefully drawn figures of the
conic sections. Far from muddying the
limpid waters of clear mathematical think
ing, they ma~e them more transparent by
filtering out most of the messy drudgery
which would otherwise accompany the work
ing out of specific illustrations." (11

In brief then, the mathematics area of the
experimental curriculum aims at integrat
ing problem solvina techniques into the
basic curriculum, using the computer and
to use the computer as a learning tool·
The basic topics in the experimental cUr
riculum are:

I. Classical Looic
In this topic we introduce the
student to the "mathematical way
of thinking." Flow charting is
introduced-as a way of makino .
procedures "precise."

II. Classical Set Theory
Using the "classical logic" of
the previous section we introduce
the concept of a set. Flow chart
ing leads naturally into writing
simple programs which compute sets
of numbers.

At the end of this section the
student should have a good under
standing of abstract sets, as il
lustrated by sets of numbers and
should be able to write a simple
program to tabulate a set such as
the set {2,4,b, •• ·}·

III. Number Systems
Using the logic and set theory of
the first two sections the Natural
Number System is defined as a set
of sets, e.g. 1 = {,}, 2 = {l,$},
etc. Binary operations of + and
x are defined on this set by cer
tain rules.

This is the most difficult topic
to date for the students. The
computer is now used as a learning
tool by utilizing some short pro
grams to demonstrate what is meant
by closure, commutativity, etc·
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Students can now "code" an equa
tion such as 3X - 10 = 5 into a
computer program and determine
its solution by trial and error.

If the above equation were
changed to 3X - 10 = ~, then a
solution could not be found with
in the set of Natural Numbers.
This motivates us to look for a
number system which could provide
a solution for equations like 3X
- 10 =~. The student appreci
ateS that quest for a new number
system begins with the problem of
determining solutions for equa
tions; his work with some simple
equation programs leads to this
appreciation.

With this practical problem as
motivation, some formal defini~

tions are given for the Integer
Number System as was the case
with the Natural Numbers.

When the student sees that other
equations, such as 3X = 1, can
not be solved within the Inteqers
motivation is provided for the
"discovery" of the Rational Num
ber System. In another use of
the computer as a learning tool
the student demonstrates that
every rational number has a re
peating decimal expansion. The
question is asked "if we con~

struct a decimal expansion which
does not repeat, what kind of a
number would that be?" and this
is shown to be equivalent to ask
ing for solutions to equations
such as X' = 2. Hence, the Real
Number System is born.

Finally, attempting to solve eq
uations such as X' = -1 leads us
to the Complex Number System and
the student learns how to work
with complex numbers in the com
puter by dealino with pairs of
real numbers.

At this point the student has a
good deal of familiarity with the
basic number systems, from a
practical point-of-view and is
able to write a variety of simple
computer programs. We close this
topic by introducing the student
to such concepts as "binary oper
ation," ~roup," "ring," "field,"
etc· as generalizations of the
operations and number systems
which they are already familiar
with. Using the computer as a
learning tool the student con-
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structs tables for arbitrary bi
nary operations, writes a prooram
for "clock addition" and "clock
multiplication" and for other num
ber systems which might not be
commutative or associative~

IV. Functions
With the established concept of
set and a familiarity with the
various number systems the stu
dent can establish a relationship
between one set of numbers 'and an
other set of numbers by means of a
"rule" or "formula." The use of
the computer enables the student
to explore such relationships in
much greater depth and much more
quickly than would otherwise be
possible.

Simple relationships such as the
pitch/length relationship for a
quitar {p = 12 LOG,(2~/l)} or the
distance/time relationship for a
falling body {d = lqt'} may be
computer plotted and examined in
much qreater detail than could
be do~e by "hand plotting~" When
the trioonometric functions and
their i~verses are introduced as
special kinds of "rules and for
mulaS" the computer is used to
demonstrate how these functions
behave.

The computers real worth is shown
when students beqin to combine
functions by means of "operation~

such as addition, multiplication
or composition. The student can
easily qraph a function such as

fix) = LOG(ASIN(2x' + 3x - 7)!
• x

and learn that there are some val
ues for which fIx! cannot be com
puted and that there are restrict
ions on what values fix! may have.
Hence the concepts of domain and
ranqe of a function is establish
ed·

The introduction of the tradi~'

tional "ordered pairs" definition
of a function is then merely a
generalization of concepts firruy
established in the mind of the
student and hence is more readily
accepted.

V. Limits
Now that students realize that
there are points at which func
tions may not be defined we ask
them to consider the function
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Um~ = 1
e+o a

f{a} = SI~ a

which they readily accept as not
being defined for a = O. Using
the computer the student finds
that fla! can be made as close
to 1 as he likes by making a suf
ficiently small. The student ap
preciates that a can never be e
qual to zero and fla} can never
assume the value one. We then
write

which has a good deal of intui
tive feeling for the student.
When we present then the tradi
tional 6-E definition of the
limit students are able to assim
ilate it as a oeneralization of
their intuitive definition.

The study of limits is one area
in which the computer-oriented
approach is particularly suc
cessful·

VI. Differential Calculus
As with limits, the opportuni
ties for computer applications in
differential calculus are numer
ous. Determininq the equation
for a secant line through two
points on the graph of a function
and then using the computer to
"see" what happens when the
points become "very close" is
a natural way to introduce the
concept of the derivative of a
function.

For example, long before we prov
ed that DaSIN a = COS a students
had derived this relationship by
point-by-point differentiation of
the Sine function and graphing
the results using a computer plot
ting program.

VII. Integral Calculus
The conventional technique of
slicinq the "area under the
curve"-into rectangular strips
is used to introduce the definite
integral. Using trapezoidal and
parabolic strips leads to other
integration techniques and is a
motivation for discussing errors
inherent in the computing process.

A second approach to determining
the "area under the curve" by
means to random points in the
plane {i.e. Monte-Carlo tech
niques} leads to a discussion of

various topics in probability and
statistics.

VIII. Other Topics
The above topics are completed
during the first year of the ex
perimental curriculum. The second
year of the experimental curricu
lum goes into multi-dimensional
calculus and various topics in
advanced calculus. Most of these
topics are generalizations or ex
tensions of what was covered dur
ing the first year.

For example, partial derivatives
are now computed as limits of
two-dimensional functions and
their interpretation in three
dimensions is more general, but
the numerical techniques are a
common factor which the student
recognizes as an extension of his
earlier work.

Infinite series is another ideal
application for the computer-ori
ented curriculum. Plotting the
individual terms of a Fourier
Series expansion for a function
and seeing how they "sum up" to
the given function is a most re
warding experience for the stu'
dent.

4.2 The National Development Area

At the conclusion of the first year of the
experimental curriculum, students were
skilled enough in basic computer program
ming to assume positions in industry. In
cooperation with a number of computer in
stal1ations,:arrang~mentswere made to
field students as "trainees" in these COm
puter centers·

As of this writing only one training per
iod has taken place, but the initial re~

suIts have been most encouraging. Stu
dents find the experience a valuable com
pliment to their classroom work and those
in industry are encouraged to find that
students are beinq trained in the field
of computer science.

4.3 The Social Involvement Area

Computers can play an important role in
National Development and can involve stu
dents in work related to "the masses."
This was done by establishing a program
in conjunction with the National Computer
Center and the Youth civic Action Program
of the Department of Education and Culture
wherein students volunteer for six week
assignments with an aqency of the National
Computer Center. .
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18%-ile
25%-ile
70%-il e

Students have worked in the computer cen
ters of, for example, the Department of
Agriculture and Natural Resources, the
Bureau of Internal Revenue, the Armed
Forces of the Philippines Logistics Cen
ter and other computer centers where com
puters are used for social development.

5· RESULTS

Subjectively the student response was
most rewarding. As had been experienced
in schools abroad, students showed hiqh
motivation and 'nearly all students f~lt
that the computer aided them in better
understanding the concepts involved in
Calculus. {3h {11}.

Objectively we were in a quandary as to
what type of testing instrument might be
utilized. Certainly the second and third
aspects of the curriculum could not be
evaluated by any testing instrument -
their effects, if any, would take years
to measure and would have to be measured
on a National scale.

If we subscribe to the "behavioral objec
tives" philosophy to evaluate purely the
mathematical ability of the students then
we would have to establish an absolute
standard by which to judge the perform
ance of the students {5}. We were not
prepared to do that as we were more in
terested in how the students under the
experimental curriculum compared with the
the students under the standard curric
ulum.

We selected as our testing instrument the
"standardized~ CALCULUS test published
by Educational Testing Service {Princeton,
New Jersey, USA}. Since the number of
students under the experimental curric
ulum was quite small, each student was
tested. Obtaining testing subjects from
the standard curriculum was a different
matter since participation was on a pure
ly voluntary basis. Therefore samples
are not random and statistical techniques
could not be applied to the results. In
general, however, students who volunteer
ed from the standard curriculum were the
better students who felt that they would
like to measure their performance on such
a standardized test.

The results, stated in the form of %-ile
of the average score obtained, were as
follows:

TWO SEMESTERS OF STANDARD:
FOUR SEMESTERS OF STANDARD:
TWO SEMESTERS OF EXPERIMENTAL:

That is, students who completed two sem
esters of the experimental curriculum
performed, on the average, above 70% of

the American students used as the "contrm
group" for the standardized test.

6· CONl;LUSION

As we said, this is but one small effort
by one institution in one developing coun
try. Never-the-less we feel that we have
demonstrated, at least on a small scale,
that there is a place for "computer-ori
ented" mathematics in a developing country
and that it can make sionificant improve
ments in·both the performance of students
and the relevance of mathematics to the
prohlems faced by a developing country.
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The general economic, technological and social conditions of a developing country (Mexico) are
analyzed in order to obtain a framework from which an orientation for education in informatics
can be drawn. Some suggestions are given in regard to the minimum philosophical orientations 
that should be established for education in informatic and for the usage of equipment.

ECONOMIC, TECHNOLOGICAL & EDUCATIONAL SITUA
TION.

Mexico has had an internal peace since 1930 and
has surprised the world with its political and
monetary stability. This situation is remark
able because the other Latin American countries
have lived in quite different circumstances. At
a first glance one could think that Mexico has
such a fast rate of progress that could place it
as a developed country in a few years. But reality
is, unfortunately, different.

Even though some of the conditions mentioned
above are true, they have been of benefit only
for a very limited sector of the population.

On the other hand, it has been argued that the
industrialization process followed so far has
been successful; that is shown in the d ecr eas e of
imports. However , this process has been carried
out wi t h every kind of foreign aid: financing
with bonds, foreign aid, select immigration, ac
quisition of foreign experts, special training
programs abroad, etc ..••-(Weisskopf, 1969)

This model of development has not solved the pro
blem set by the previous models, because substitu
tion of imports was the only result; this does
not mean that we are less dependent of the inter
national economy, but that the nature of depen
dency has been changed. (Sunkel, 1969)

Foreign capital plays an important role in our
economy; direct foreign investments account for
56.1% of private investment in the 500 biggest
companies of Mexico .. This investment is concen
trated in the manufacturing industry and in co
mmerce, being subsidized indirectly by the govern
rnent, in benefit of the classes with higher
purchasing power. (Ceceffa 1974).

Mexico, as the res t of the Latin American coun
tries, entered the industrial revolution as a
supplier of raw materials for the industrialized
countries; the government has been trying to chan
ge this state of affairs in the last years. "In
spite of de Li.ber at;e statal action, the nature
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and orientation of the industrial development
processes were modeled at the end by internal
structural conditiona inherited from the pre
vious period, and also by the international
environment in which it took p I ace". At the be
ginning of t he industrial expansion in Mexico.
the technological capability was almost nill and
this motived the government to begin the indus
trialization of the country with an incipient
industry of substitution of some low technology
consumer goods imports. (lJeisskopf, 1969)

Our dependence has been reinforced due to exter
nal pressures; the attitude adopted by the we a L'
thy groups and the lack of production of capi
tal goods. At the present moment lye are living in
a great technological dependency that has fos
tered serious economic was t e s because the coun
try does not have an adequate organization in
order to take advantage of acquired technologies.
We must emphasize that imported technologies are
more capital intensive and labor saving than
would be desirable in our country, being orient
ed t oward s the production of consumer goods for
a limited sector of the population and not to
solve the basic problems of the country.

The foreign dependency is catalyzed in the edu
cational activities; this is shown in the curri
cula, the foreign training of directives and an
academic orientation which does not recognize
the realities of the country.

In Mexico, the distribution of income is extreme
ly inadequate; it has been shown that for' 1963
the Gini factor is 0.53, while in countries like
England, Sweden and the United States is approx
imately 0.4 for the same period.
The privileged 5% of the population receives
28.8 %. (Weisskopf, 1969), of the national in
come; this shows a structure of classes in
which power is concentrated in- a small group
of "e l Lt;e".
Such position allows the selected classes to
orient their consumer attitudes in an imitation
of the rich countries, (Sunkel, 1969). The ine
quality in the distribution of wealth is increa
sing continuously since control of the production
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factors is concentrated in a minority which is
not interesed in promoting radical. changes in
the production s t.ruc t urc ,

\.Je must also point out that the educational sys
tem has great deficiencies which directly or in
directly reinforce what has been said.

In relation to the above, it can be mentio-
ned that a high degree of schooling in exist
ence alienates the subjects of education from
reality ( Ilich, 1974 }; the orientation of edu
cation towards the values of the dominant classes;
the" de facto" limited access to education; the
qualitative deficiencies of the systems, etc, is
reflected in Mexico in a situation in which du
ring 1963 75 % of the teachers were located in
urban areas and 7 % of the students in rural areas
completed their primary education ( Latap:i:,1964)_

The result is that the educational system repre
sent a reinforcement to the class structure and
to the inequality of distribution of possibilities
and resources, allowing a relatively little so
cial permability since it is "used by great ccrpo"
rations as a method of personnel selection. If
this is seen from the r esurr.cr ed access to edu
cation point of view,it can lead to the conclu
sion that the educational system helps the pri
vileged classes to mantain their power , ( Domin
guez, 1969).

In Mexico the functional illiteracy is close to
60 % ( Camino, 1972 ) and in spite of the efforts
to reduce this figure, it has been quite stable
due to the serious demographic pressures derived
from the ignorance of the less educated popula-
tion. This vicious circle is partially the cau
se of the country I S low technological capabili ty
which is not in accordance with its social deve
lopment needs. Another important effect, derived
from the consumer society characteristics, which
tends to be accentuated, is the growth, in recent
years, of the demand for commercial studies and
of professions apparently more economically
attractive, and the corresponding reduction of
the demand of studies of a technical nature.
(Latap f , 1964).

I t must also be said that the secondary and hi
gher education system, is inadequate and obsolete
( Dominguez, 1969 ) being in addition similar
to the industrial countries without provision
to adapt it to the local conditions and needs.

The lack of opportunities for technical and pro
fessional training, the high rate of demographic
growth and the impossibility to generate work
for the potencial workers, has resul ted in a gro
wing unemployment and sub-employment. Unemploy
ment and sub-employment have been strongly rein
forced with the mechanization of industrial, ad
mistrative and agricultural processes, and wt tb
the massive irunigration to urban centers from
rural areas. This has established a strong pre
ssure to establish low prices for labor, which
is a fundamental factor in the inequa1 distribu-

tion of we a I the

A GENERAL OVERVIE\, OF COMPUTERS IN MEXICO

With this picture in mind, it is important to
judge the role o E. informatics in social develop
ment. The cybernetic machine, by its nature..cer
tainly has possibilities to effect the reali
zation of important changes in labor relationships
but these changes will only be possible if socio
poli tical conditions allow.

Computers in Mexico have had an important' growth
and popularity in recent years; in 1971 there we
re 361 computers installed (Basave, 1972 ; Gon
zalez, 1973) ;at the beginning of 1973 there were
573 (Barquin, 1974 ) ;in the middle of 1974 the
number of machines installed is close to 700,of
which 500 belong to the private sector and 200
to the public sector ( Mora, 1974 ) (see figure 1).
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FIGURE 1

Although the growth has been fast, it is, by
no means, comparable to the growth achieved by
other countr Les I specially in absolute figures
and not in par-centage) , In 1970 the United Sta
tes had 70,000 computers ( Barqufn , 1974) ;France
had at the end of 1972 aproximately 6,000 ( R P C
1973 ). This comparison may seem l.tIlfavorable to
our country, but the sad aspect is the way in
which the field has evolved and mostly, the future
outlook that is foreseen at this moment if the
tendencies do not change.
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Nfne ty percent of the computers installed in Mexi

co are rented and add up to an annual fee of
approximately 625 million pesos (50 million do
llars) (Mora, 1974). This is a higher amount
than the annual budget of the majority of the
state governments in Mexico; it represents for
our country a very strong loss of currency. This
reinforces our economic dependence.

If the amount paid could be recovered in some
way, the above aspect would not be a problem,but
reality is quite different. The private sector
uses computers in applications for substitution
of manual record and print ..out of document s
in 98 % of the cases ( Basave, 1972 ). This form
of use reinforces indirectly the great rate of
unemployment and sub-employment which we suffer)
furthermore, the expenditure is not recoverable.
The public sector also uses the cybernetic machi
ne focused on processes oriented towards clerical
work reduction ( Gonzalez, 197 3); we should point
out, however, that some installations have been
used for research and development of techniques
to allow an increase of production and work o
pportunities, and support government planning.
However, the results are not yet so important
as to reduce significantly the total problem.

Technology for application and use of these ma
chines is developed in the manufacturing coun
tries and transferred to our country through su
ppliers, increasing in this way the technological
dependence having fostered the development of
abilities oriented only to solve managerial con 
trol problems of the privileged sectors, thus
reinforcing the existing situation. Using the
wrong computing techniques supports the fact that,
control of the productive system tends to require
less unskilled labor and more skilled persone l ,
Given the inequality of opportunities for the
population to be trained, ( arising from the une>
quality of distribution of wealth), only those
who belong to weal thier social classes wdLl. ha-
ve possibilities to work in computer centers. In
this way the use and control of the cybernetic
machine is insured to remain in the hands of the
most powerful sector.

The educational system in this field adds to the
problem. At the moment the majority of techni
cians are trained by the supplier's educ atri.onaI
centers. This propitiates on one hand that edu
cation covers techniques already developed and
foreign to our reality, and on .the other, (althou
gh less important for the general problem), it
gives a partial and limited view of the field,
focusing on the specific machine of the supplier.
Universities and technical schools, also, have
been oriented towards the existing techniques and
their application, having had very little tech
nological creations and innovations adequate to
our social reality. Nevertheless, some voret.e s
in this regard have developed and have started
to produce results in some of these tnsnt tuttons ,

The problem in the future however seems to be se
rious. By 1980 forecasts are that 1900 computers

will be working in Mexico; if we assume an ave

rage of ten persons to handle each center ( Mu
rray, 1974), it's easy to see the need for 19,000
technicians in the next 5 years. Due to the low
capacity of universities and independent educa
tional centers which are just sufficient to train
20 'YD of the expected demand, it is difficult to
foresee in a short term the elimination of the
big influence of the suppliers in this field.

ANALYSIS OF POSSIBILITIES

In order to cope with the present situation, we
have considered those aspects which we found
most relevant in this moment: the orientation of
training in informatics towards well defined de
velopment goals, the approach in the applications
of the equipment, the educational mechanisms, the
most adequate technology and the most important
collateral aspect.

Regarding the first aspect, there are three po
ssible orientations ( Mora, 1973 ). The techno
cratic tendency which evaluates social develop
ment in function of technical growth; the con
servative position, whd.ch attributes to the scien
tific and technological development the problems
of mankind, and the progressive point of view
which sets the value of technological development
as a function of its possibilities for a real so
cial and human development. \ve consider that the
deficiencies of the first two positions are too
serious to consider them as alternatives, thus,
the orientation that should be given to education
in informatics should be of a progressive charac
ter; that is, we should strive to use this techno
logy as a supporting element of the development
of all countries; at the service of its people.
Hith regard to the approach in the application
of equipment, there have been two possibilities
pointed out above:
~- Use of the computer facilities mostly for pro
blems in register and document printing and
b. - The applications should be oriented coward s
the improvement of the production system and re
gional planning. Some studies show that the first
alternative is highly inadequate, especially
for poor countries. \<le beLt.eve that an orientati
toward the production processes offers encouragLrg
hopes which are worth while to explore. It should
be pointed out that this alternative is a challen
ge to our countries 'because it requires to de
velop our own technology and the approach to se
lect the problems to be solved. He must foresee
a resistance for this by the private sector which
is accustomed to simply copy the patterns of the
developed countries and which tends to sub-optimi
ze at the enterprise level.

The present educational mechanisms are, in its ma
jority, inadequate and insufficient because, as
it was shown previously, they are essentially in
the hands of transnational companies, which, ob
viously, have no interest to develop research o
riented to the country I 5 basic needs, nor to adapt
their s t andar-Laed technology to local needs. The
solution which seems feasible is the strengthening
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and the development of centers independent

of the equipment manufacturers and, given the
present conditions of the poor countries, the
State is the only organism capable of such a
task.

In regard to the most adequate technology for
poor countries, we believe that big computers
have a potential in restricted application areas,
specially in government planning and prograrmning
activities. However, for the majority of the pro
ductive units, the most adequate systems are
small computers and teleprocessing terminals.
This is justified in the case of Mexico where
98 % of the industries are medium or small and
would not have financial nor technical possibili
ties to handle big equipment, this is in addi
tion that their applications would hardly keep
a powerful system busy. I t must be emphasized 
that the real utility of these systems will de
pend on the use given to them, since as was poin
ted out earlier, the use of computers at the pre
sent time is not for the benefit of the country.

If usage characteristics of small computers and
terminals are analysed, we see that the required
degree of technification to operate these equip
ment s is lower than for the bigger ones. This
is very important for countries limited in the
quantity of skilled persons avai.Lab Le sas is the
case in poor countries. Therefore we believe
that the emphasis in big systems should be redu
ced and oriented ecwards more convenient sys
tems such as small computers and terminals.

~"e consider the most important collateral aspects
to be related to local design and fabrication
of computers. It may seem utopian to think of
the manufacture of computers in poor countries.
However, in a long range plan this is a-z-eal, po
ssibiLi.ty.From the market point of view, there
exists a considerable potential ( at Laas t in
the less underdeveloped countries) to use swall
systems. From the technological point of view.
development pr og r ammes could be s t ar t'ed using. in
the first stages 1- one I s own design and imported
components which will permit the gradual at r ai.n
ment of the nece sar-y infrastructure for further
integration. Therefore, we believe that there
should be provisions for the production of com
puters in poor countries or in groups of neigh
bouring countries with similar problems using
a minimwn of imported technology and royalties.
This could allow significant reductions in curren
cy loss for rent; reduce the influence of the
trasnational companies which supply the equip
men t ; and plan the possibility of developing
one I s own technology oriented to the real pro
blems of every country.

We finnly believe that if these minimal condi
tions are not given, education in informatics
will follow the present structure of dependence.
Therefore any effort to develop educational pro
grammes without consideration to the above will
not be relevant for the solution of the problems
in the third world countries.
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For several years now, at Philips in Eindhoven, The Netherlands, a course has
been given in didactics to give practical and effective training to specialists
who act as part-time teachers, giving lessons and lectures on their own subjects.
This course of 11 days, spread over 8 weeks, has a marked effect on the didactic
quality of the teaching given by these part-time instructors. The present pape-r
gives an analysis of the contents and methods of this course.

In industry a whole series of problems
relating to the training of personnel has
arisen and is still growing. The origin of
these problems lies in the fact that now 
more than in the past - industry must keep
up with the application of recently discove
red techniques and newly won knowledge.
This is especially true in the world of
automation where experts must frequently
spend 10 - 15% of their time in explanatory
work, the guidance of new projects and the
training of personnel. For these purposes
one cannot make use of didactically
experienced professional teachers because
they simply have no knowledge of the new
material. The only possibility is that the
experts who are associated with the new
material must themselves undertake the
teaching of the new techniques, new ways of
thinking, working methods and knowledge to
those group~ who have to work with them.

The number of people involved in teaching as
part of their work is therefore continually
growing. Many experts - at all levels - have
therefore become part-time instructors. Is
the problem outlined above thereby solved?
Quantitatively it is, but certainly not
qualitatively. The allocation of many ex
perts as part-time teachers can solve the
training problem with regard to the quantity
of information transfer but not with regard
to its effectiveness.

This qualitative deficiency was recognized
at an early stage at Philips and culminated
in the question: "ls it possible to train
the part-time teacher so that he is didacti
cally comparable with a professional teacher?
And can that be done in a course of only 2
or 3 weeks duration?"

On accepting this challenge, the answer should
be sought in the direction of a course with
the accent on practical training, i.e. prac
tical exercises to master the essentials of
effective teaching. A course containing only
th08e parts of didactic theory that are of
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primary importance to the teacher and can be
directly applied. One of the basic elements
in the COurse should therefore be to give an
answer to the question: "How must I use in
practice what I have learnt in the course?"

A course that satisfies these criteria makes
it possible for the trainee to achieve in a
short time a performance comparable with
that of a professional instructor. The trai
nee has then learnt where his attention must
be.concentrated and how to put over the ma
terial in practice.

Since the initation in 1969 of the plans for
such a course for part-time teachers in the
area of automation, we have learnt how to
satisfy the above-mentioned criteria. The re
sult was the course PRINS, Principles of In
struction. The design of this course was
based on an analysis of the problems expe
rienced by part-time teachers. This analysis
is given in some detail in Section 1 below.
The results of this analysis indicate the
general form that the course should take.
This is given in Section 2. Finally in Sec
tion 3 we give a description of the course
PRINS.

1. The problem as seen by the part-time
teacher.

What is the situation of the expert who is
called on to give instruction? He has not
been educated for such a task and he has no
experience, or very little. Left to himself
he will resort to remembered situations. He
asks himself: how did it go at school and at
the University? He remembers the teacher as a
source of knowledge, as expounder, as speaker
before the class, at the blackboard. Even if
he models himself on the best teachers he has
known, he sees only the exposed top of the
iceberg, viz. the teaching performance in
front of the clas8. Still hidden to him is
the teacher's lesson plan of which the actual
teaching is only a part. Only a part because
the actual learning process takes place
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primarily during the working out of the mate
rial by way of problems, exercises etc. The
new part-time teacher who has experienced
these activities as a scholar is not consci
ous of the fact that they have to be initia
ted, guided and tutored by the teacher. These
other tasks of the teacher all too often re
main hidden. The ideas of the new teacher
about the teaching pr~cess are limited to the
question "\1hat should I do?" He regards his
purpose as achieved if he has "told a good
story".

These thoughts contain three basic errors.
The central question is not ""/hat must!. do?"
but "What must they learn?lI A second error is
that he tends to forget that what interests
him as a specialist in his own field and in
his daily tasks is not the most important
thing; what matters is: rtWhat do they have to
know at their level in order to effectively
carry Qut their work~l A third misconception
is that he is not concious of the fact that
learning requires more than just listening:
it requires interpretation. He should ask him
self: "What can I offer my pupils to help
them in assimilating the new knowledge and
techniques?1I

This rather flimsy basis for his role as a
teacher may be further undermined by perhaps
a feeling of nervousness. This may be the
case if he has little or no experience of
teaching. Owing to this lack of experience he
may not see the various traps that lie open
before him. Some less pleasant incident that
then occurs, sharpens his sense of uncertain
ty. He has the feeling that what he is doing
is not quite right yet he cannot put his fin
ger on the actual source of the trouble and
therefore he cannot find the remedy.

The new part-time teacher then often behaves
as if his only problem was to remove the un
certainty of his being accepted by his pupils
as an expert. Another example of uncertainty
concerns the question of correctly estimating
the time required to cover the material of
the lesson. This and other examples show that
lack of experience forms a large part of the
~roblem experienced by the part-time teacher.

2. Criteria for a practical course for part
time teachers.

From the preceding discussion it is evident
that a practical course should certainly try
to give the trainee a certain awareness and
also enable him to acquire practical expe
rience.

The problem of awareness centres on the rea
lization that his task as teacher must be de
rived from the question: "What must my pupils
do in order to learn the material"t in other
words: "What should they know and what should
they be able to doll; .furthermore, IIWhat are

they going to do with the material in prac
tice". This leads to the realization that
~ they have to learn in the lessons is most
ly the elementary certainties that are the
basis of the subject under tuition. It leads
further to the realization that learning is
a process that demands creation of the proper
atmosphere and a process that has to be gui
ded.

In addition to acqu1r1ng this awareness, the
course should give the part-time teacher as
much systematized and evaluated experience as
he would otherwise get only after a long pe
riod of uninstructed teaching. This experience
refers not only the preparation of the lesson
- the didactic analysis - but also the actual
process of giving the lesson - the didactic
treatment.

In general, therefore t the course should be
so designed that the part-time teacher learns
that the application of what he learnt to his
own teaching task brings about a real impro
vement.

From these general remarks it is clear what
the aims of such a course have to be, what
the content should be and how it should be
planned.

The aims may be described, then t as follows:
After following the course, the part-time
instructor should be able to apply a process
of lesson preparation to the lesson which he
himself will give, whereby he conciously
applies didactic principles. He can thus
guide a well-planned lesson skilfully.

The content of the course to be derived from
these aims should therefore comprise, sub
stantially: elementary principles of didac
tics; the why and wherefore of the procedure
of lesson preparation; the why and wherefore
of the didactic act; standards of judgement
for the correct evaluation of one's own les
son preparation and of the actual lesson
given.

In many courses the error is made that it is
left to the trainee themselves to make the
translation from the material learned in the
course to its application in their own teach
ing practice. This error should not be made
in a course for part-time teachers. Instead,
the part-time teacher should be given the op
portunity to apply what he has learnt in a
lesson or lessons which he must give himself;
this act of translating into practice should
be built into the course for part-time teach
ers together with the act of evaluation.
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WEEK 4. 2 days Each part-time teacher gives
a lesson ,lasting 20 minutes.
This is discussed with the
group by way of a video re
cording.

~. Technique

WEEK 5. 2 days - Stage 2. Defining the mode of
teaching/learning and planning
the assimilation activities;
making the plan of a lesso~.

WEEK 6. 1 day - Homework: the part-time
teacher makes a lesson plan
for a lesson to be given by
himself.

3. The course PRINS
(Principles of Instruction)

The course PRINS, which was designed in 1969
and which has since been further developed,
meets the above-sketched criteria in both
plan and method. The effectiveness of the
course can be attributed to the fact that it
tackles the central problem of the part-time
teacher. The course was developed by Wim van
der Klooster of the Central Educational Con
sultancy Bureau.of N.V. Philips together
with Gerard M.W. van Noppen of I.S.A. Train
ing Dept.

Substantially, the course comprises three
elements

1. Didactic analysis - Theory and practice
of the preparation of lessons.

2. Application of lesson preparation to
the trainees' own teaching practice.

3. Didactic technique - Practice by
giving lessons to fellow-trainees.

The course covers eleven days. The plan of
the course reflects a systematic treatment
of lesson preparation. The PRINS participants
learn this systematic approach. The procedure
may be set out substantially as shown in
Fig. 1.

The course is spread out over 8 weeks. This
has been done in order to give the trainees
plenty of time to prepare aims and lesson
plans adapted to their own teaching practice.
It has also been done to give trainees the
time to undergo the necessary change of
thinking: the newly acquired ideas then have
a chance to Il s i nk in". Also the didactic ac
tion can be given attention in two rounds.
The reactions experienced by trainees from
video recordings of their lessons given in
the first round can then be assimilated. In
this way they can work under guidance towards
an essential improvement of their technique
in the second round. The first round is
characterized by an atmosphere of selfcriti
cism and uncertainty; the second round is
characterized by a feel,ing of III can do that
t oo ",

The organization of the course is as follows:

ROUND 1. Targets

\VEEK 1. 2 days - Stage 1. The analysis of the
instruction task. Preparation
of a specification of targets,
a summary of aims, determi
nation of content.

WEEK 2. 1 day - Homework: the trainee part
time teacher makes a target
specification for a lesson.

WEEK 3. t day - Discussion of "homework".

Lesson

,

Fig. 1

Analysis of teaching
task
Analysis of entry
level

Definition of aims
Determination of
content

Planning of the mode
of learning
(including the
assimilation)

Plan of lessons

Preparation of
lesson material

LeEson material

Instruction

Evaluation
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WEEK 7. t day Discussion of the "homework"
of stage 2.

WEEK 8. 2 days - (See week 4).

In the evaluation of each trainee's perfor
mance, the accent shifts as the PRINS course
proceeds from the PRINS teacher as the judge
and critic to his fellow trainees. This re
fers to the evaluation of the lesson prepara
tion in weeks 3 and 7 and also for the evalu
ation of the didactic performance in weeks 4
and 8. In this way the part-time teacher gra
dually acquires a competence after the PRINS
course to act as a useful sounding board to
his fellow teachers and of course to jUdge
his own performance and to improve it.

In connection with the evaluation of didactic
technique, the performance is judged with re
gard to three components:

- the structure and plan of the lesson
(=the teaching mode and the strategy)~

- the presentation, the use of audio-visual
techniques.

- the interaction between the teacher and his
pupils (fellow trainees) (= feedback
mechanisms).

4. Results

The course is not cheap. Eleven working days
have to be allotted to it. In view of the in
tensive coaching, two instructors are neces
sary for an average of 10 trainees. The high
costs appear to be amply justified by the ef
fectiveness that is achieved. Most new trai
nees enrol on the recommendation of old trai
nees. A factor that undoubted plays a role
here is that the course is not limited to the
narrow area of teaching alone but gives prac
tical training in a broad area of communica
tion skills such as the holding of lectures
and talks and<the preparation and writing of
reports.

5. A variant of PRINS

In the above we have described how the PRINS
course is directed to the part-time teacher
as an individual. In present-day industrial
education there is however another great
problem: how to ensure that the oontributions
of different teachers in a single course (yet
to be planned) can be made to match and fit>
in with each other. A solution to this pro
blem ie for the whole team of teachers of the
planned course to take part together in the
PRINS course. The organization of the PRINS
course is then modified: when, for example,
stage 1 (target definition, determination of
content) is completed, an extra stage is in
serted, viz. a comparison of the various tar
get specifications and their mutual adjustment.
Only then does the course pass on to the
theory and exercises of stage 2, the prepara-

tion of lesson plans which, again, are compa
red and subjected to mutual adjustments.
Clearly more than one day's "homework" is
then necessary. The result is an optimum in
tegration of the various sUbjects and· a high
er efficiency since each part-time teacher
then has a chance to consider more exactly
his instructional task.

6. New developments

From the video recordings that have been made
from the inception of the course we regularly
extract material to use as examples. On exa
mining this material we cannot escape the im
pression that it would be very well possible
to typefy the new part-time teacher. Such a
classification is useful because it opens the
possibility ,of designing instruction and ex
ercises more precisely adapted to personal
qualities and capabilities.

Experience with the course PRINS has shown
that it is possible to bring about a real im
provement in the quality of industrial cour
ee s taught by part-time instructors.
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This paper discusses the importance of individualized vocational training from
prehistoric communities to today~s ~information society~. An overview is pre
sented of early problems with CBE and the fact that major improvements have been
made since then. A statement is made of the six basic premises of the Control
Data philosophy regarding CBE usage. This is followed by observations regarding
the four major elements of vocational training which make it particularly well
suited for the use of CBE. The authors then discuss CBE usage within the CDC
Customer Engineers~ training program, where studies indicate that in certain areas
hands-on experience had relatively little to do with the psychomotor domain, but
rather seemed to be an element affecting student attitude, motivation, and con
fidence.

CORNERSTONE OF CIVILIZATION

In prehistoric times, education consisted
of continuous training on °How to ExistO
with lessons on the basics of hunting and
preparing food. The individual life span
was directly proportional to the qua1i ty
of that training. This vocational train
ing for existence was simple and direct
with one person tea ch i ng one s tuden t -
the father teaching the son to hunt and
make simple tools; the mother teaching
the daughter to cook. This one-to-one
teacher/student individualized inter
action was the principal means of pro
viding that critical training.

Today, the importance of quality voca
tional education programs is recognized
as essential to any nation~s industriali
zation process. It has also been found
that the builders, installers, operators
and fixers of things and systems are in
tegral building blocks in the foundation
of our new °information societyo.

But, for a 11 the importance of voca tiona·l
education, it seems to have been rather
lightly treated by most researchers in
individualized learning technology pro
grams. Perhaps this is because the re
searchers, in most cases, are of the aca
demic community and thus may think first
and foremost about improving education in
the academic sense. The published papers
seem to support this possibility. What
ever the reason for this image, it seems
not to apply to several major training
organizations including Control Data.

CONCERNS TODAY

The demand for training in vocations
which reflect today's world has mush
roomed. This demand has grown as a re
sult of several inherent factors--oar
tially as a result of the development and
spread of mass training, partially from
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the explosion of information in recent
decades, and partially as man~s inherent
and insatiable thirst for more knowledge.
Institutions are barely able to keep pace
with these constantly accelerating train
ing needs. The struggle to meet this
challenge has brought many problems and
concerns to 1 i gh t.

For example, the concept of equal train
ing opportunity--equal in this instance
meaning the availability of the same
quality of training for everyone regard
less of geographic location or socia/eco
nomic level--has created a certain medio
crity and compromise of training stan
dards. Instructors faced with ever
increasing numbers of students in the
classroom, shops, and labs all having
varied interests and abilities, are un
able to adequately work with each indivi
dual. Forced to design and pace instruc
tion to correspond to the abi 1 i ties of
the average student, the instructor must
often restrict subject matter to the ba
sics. Few instructors have enQugh time to
amply prepare tor their classes and per
form their administrative tasks, let
alone prepare special instruction for the
gifted s tude n t or for the slower student.

Colleges and universities offer little
trade training; the master craftsmen to
train the increasing number of needed ap
prentices have virtually disappeared·.
Training, in most cases, consists of a
few weeks of formal classroom instruction
followed by extensive on the job experi
ence- This is expensive, not only in
terms of initial dollars for material and
personnel, but also because the trainee
learns through practice and mistakes--and
mistakes can be costly.

As one tries to cope with and alleviate
the weaknesses in the vocational training
available today, the financial obstacles
seem overwhelming- The straining of fi-
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nancial resources for formal as well as
industrial and other institutional train
ing is perhaps the greatest concern in
education today. The costs involved in
building, equipping, and maintaining
school structures are exorbitant, and in
structional materials, which many times
must be duplicated throughout an entire
educational system, are rising rapidly.

The accelerating need in all vocations is
for alternate, individual learning meth
ods to meet today's increasing education
al demands. These methods must be stimu
lating and effective, reasonably priced,
easily accessible, uode t ab l a- and avail
able to all students. The need for
information, in all areas of modern life:
formal education, industrial and scienti
fic areas, the humanities, and even
in leisure time activities, is greater
today than ever before. The need for
distribution of vast amounts of accurate
information on a timely basis to large
numbers of people in diverse vocation
areas and large geographic areas is over
whelming.

After much deliberation and investiga
tion, Control Data chose to implement
computer based education in an effort to
solve these concerns and needs which
could no longer be tolerated. Particu
larly in the area of vocational training,
there are elements that strongly suggest
the use of CBE--{1} The open scheduling
environment, {2} the need for remedial
adult education, {3} laboratory simula
tions, and {4} exploding technology. Be
fore discussing these elements, let's
take a cursory look at CBE, its histori
cal ills, and Control Data philosophy.

COMPUTER BASED EDUCATION

The technological advance with, perhaps,
the greatest potential for the future of
individualized training and its large
scale economic distribution has been the
introduction of the computer and the de
velopment of what is now known as compu~

ter Based Education--more commonly re
ferred to as CBE· The term, QComputer
Based Education Q refers to any use of
the computer in the teaching/learning
process. The two main functiona 1 uses
of CBE are: {1} as a manager of the in
structional process, and {2} as a direct
interactive instructional device- Func
tion one primarily includes testing,
diagnosing, prescribing, and record
keeping. Function two {which is the
primary concern of this paper} includes
presenting and interacting with the stu
dent with CBE instructional materials
developed by subject area specialists.

The use of compu ti ng te ch no logy in voca
tional education is, of course, not a new
idea. Computers have been used extensi
vely in problem solving, the study of
computer science, in various laboratories,
and in facilities and personnel adminis
tration, but broad scale use in instruc
tional programs has been limited.

In the 1960's, attempts were made to uti
lize computers directly in the instruc
tional process· Those early systems were
faced with several critical problems in
cluding cost, user interface problems,
author language difficul ty, limi ted capa
bility, and a Qcure-all-education-illsQ

myth. These problems, combined wi th in
adequate training for users led to mis
use and a resultant credibility gap.
Even with all of these problems in the
1960's, certain dedicated people recog
nized the potential of CBE for any learn
ing environment.

COMPUTER BASED EDUCATION IN 1975

The problems of the 1960's have not been
completely eliminated but giant strides
have been taken. At least one CBE system
exists today that allows the sharing of
the system cost among the several hundred
users of the system. M This CBE capabil
ity is also available on a "service basis;
therefore, the system does not have to
be acquired.

User interface difficulties have been
minimized. Inexperienced non-computer
personnel feel fairly comfortable working
with the system after only one session.
Tha t is because of the easy to fo 110w
directives, the system"'s attentiveness,
and extremely fast response time fea
cur-es .

An author language has been developed so
that a novice in computing can author
useful lessons during a one-half day
workshop. The language consists of Eng
lish words which are virtually self
explanatory, e·g., if an author wants to
write the phrase, QAutomotive Mechanics Q

on the display screen for the trainee,
he would input the following: Qwrite
Automotive Mechanics Q• To indicate to
the CBE system a correct student answer
and an anticipated wrong answer, the
author would input respectively, Qanswer
the correct answer Q and Qwrong the ant
icipated wrong answerQa

A dynamic learning environment is avail
able through the use of interactive
multi-media terminals based on advanced

M The PLATO CBE system at Control Da ta
which utjlizes a CDC CYBER series compu
ter.
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p1asma techn010gy supported by a 1arge
sca1e computer faci1ity and utilizing
standard television and phone line trans
mission-

Presentation capabi1ities inc1ude fu1l
color pictures {rear projection of micro
fiche images}~ alphanumerics~ special
characters, animation, graphics and draw-

I ing- Input features include an electro
nic keyboard with special function keys
{e.g., -BACK-, HELP, and LAB}, and a
touch-sensitive 1ight beam pane1 {touch
ing a finger to the pane1 causes a res
ponse from the system}. The termina 1s
have a1so interfaced with other devices,
e-g., a hard copy printer and an audio
re~ponse device_

The CBE software was designed for the
efficient uti1ization of the above hard
ware features for use in an individual
ized learning environment. As a result,
CBE 1esson authors can now provide stu
dents with a1ternate modes of individua
lized instruction including simulation,
tutoria1, dia10g, dri11 and practice,
problem-solving, gaming and combinations
of these modes.

In addition to offering individua1ized
CBE instruction to the student this
flexibi1ity shou1d increase the probab
i1ity for increased individua1 student
attention by the instructor.

CONTROL DATA PHILOSOPHY

Corrtr-o I Data recognized ear1y that in an
area so complex as individualized in
struction and in a system so immense as
CDC's interna1 and externa1 training pro
grams, rapid change would not be possi
b1e, perhaps not even desirab1e. There
fore, we adopted six basic premises in
our educational activities_

One: Unders tand tha t CBE is no t the
9cure-all 9 for educational problems and
that we have much to learn about the
effectivity and efficiency of CBE.

Two: Strive to imp1ement (BE only as a
part of a comprehensive education pro
gram tha tis so s truc turecl tha t the va
rious multi-media curriculum components
are logically related.

Three: Plan only long-term programs and
discourage fragmented efforts designed to
rea1ize short-term benefits.

Four: On every occasion, where practi
cal, seek opportunities for cooperative
efforts. This applies to joint projects
with other educationa1 institutions,
with other firms and with governments.

We have sought to avoid limiting our co
operative efforts to u.S. based organiza
tions -

Five: Where feasible, use it in house
first. Whatever the educational endeavo~

we have found through experience, that
our progress tends to para Tl e lour com
mi tment then to be our own best customer
for education systems.

Six: Set up an extensive CBE training
service for authors and students, both
external and internal, through seminars
and workshops, on-line training lessons,
and inter-terminal communications with
various (BE and other course content
specialists.

CBE VOCATIONAL TRAINING ELEMENTS

Now that we've had the overview of CBE,
we will discuss the basic e1ements of
the vnr.ational training environment which
makes it particularly receptive to the
use of a CBE capability, such as PLATO.
Those e1ements are again: open schedul
ing, remedial adult education, hands-on
simu1ations, and exploding technology.

Many vocational schools have completely
open scheduling. An instructor is
1 ikely to have a student in the fina1
phases of a course, a beginner, and sev
eral in-between at the same time. The
effect of CBE in this situation can be
drama ti c, wi th its abi1 i ty to offer
complete individua1ized instruction to
students with diverse backgrounds, and
free the teacher from the almost impos
sib1e task of lecturing to al1. He may
now spend the time in creatively assist
ing students in their hands-on psycho
motor training, leaving the cognitive
and orienta tion duties to CBE.

Most vocational schools must supply
remedial training in reading and arith
metic for students whose age and social
maturity make them self-conscious con
cerning their backgrounds. The impar
tia1 approach of (BE and its capability
of quickly singling out the specific
areas needing attention make CBE idea1
for handling this task. This is the
most critical point of success or failure
for the student who has this problem,
and the stimulation of the dynamic per
sonalized response offered by CBE gives
it decided advantages over other self
paced media in overcoming the student's
well enforced fear of failure. .

The abi1 i ty of CBE to simu la te 1abora
tory experiments has extensive value in
the vocational training enterprise. It
can comp1ete1y replace the laboratory in
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those areaS where a thorough but only a
theoretical knowledge is required. How
ever, its greater value lies in its capa
bility of orienting and familiarizing the
student in the hands-on skills he even
tually will master before exposing him
to the machinery itself, which is often
dangerous and always expensive. Mis
takes on CBE are routine and enrich the
learning experience, whereas many mis
takes made on industrial equipment during
the learning process can be costly or
even disastrous. It appears then that
the use of CBE simulation eliminates the
necessity of pacing the initial phases
of the course at an extremely slow rate
in the interest of safety, and greatly
improves the efficiency of the learning
process.

There is no case where the urgency of
moving new technology into the training
area is more intense than the vocational
schools. Not only does industry demand
graduates trained in the la test tech
niques, but these teChniques change at an
alarming rate. At the same time, the
rate of infusion of new technology into
the schools is necessarily slow because
of the lim; ted supply of up-to-date
technicians moving into the teaching pro
fession and equally limited training op
portunities for veteran teachers in the
new art. CBE can playa vital role in
alleviating the problem by making CBE
courses generated by any knowledgeable
individuals immediately available to all
instructors with access to the CBE sy
stem. The instructors would then take
the course to supplement their own
class prepara tri on .

There is no publication delay with CBE
courses- Whereas, with other media, it
is many months after fina 1 edi ting be
fore general distribution can be pro
vided, a CBE course can be made im
mediately available to all remote in
structiona 1 loca tions tha t are a part of
the CBE system.

CDC CUSTOMER ENGINEERING PROGRAM

An example of a CBE application in a
vocational setting is found in the Cus
tomer Engineering organization of Con
trol Data. This example reflects at
least three of the vocational training
elements which make it receptive to
CBE: {1} open scheduling, {2} simu
lations, and {3} exploding technology.
This example also serves to underscore
Control Data's philosophy of Qin-house
firstQ.

Within the Customer Engineering opera
tions, all of the required elements

seemed to be in place. A relatively
large but not unmanageable number of stu
dents had to be trained each year {ap
proximately 300-400 per year}. The tar
get population was well defined and quite
controllable. Potential displaceable
costs were well known and of significant
proportions. The same training for simi
lar groups had been conducted in a con
ventional mode for many years, and the
efficiencies were defined at an accept
able level of confidence, and finally,
the graduates, being the company's own
employees, could be properly evaluated
in terms of actual on-the-job perfor
mance.

As in most vocational trai~ing, hands-on
experiences using the actual equipments
later to be maintained by the graduate
had been demonstrated to be a vital part
of the learning activities of customer
engineers- Even so, our studies had
convinced us that the hands-on experience
had relatively little to do with the
psychomo tor doma in, bu t ra ther seemed to
be an element affecting student atti
tude, motivation, and confidence-
Though difficult to prove, it appears
plausible that in this particular case,
at least the hands-on experience might
well have most impact in the affective
domain.

We do not contend that these same re
lationships would exist in, for example,
training machine tool oper-e tor-s . It is
probable in that case that manual dex
terity plays a more significant role.
Even so, in this particular case, the
preponderance of required learning ap
pears to be in the cognitive domain, a
pattern quite similar to what other
studies {see note 2} have indicated in
academic-type programs.

Based on this comparison, our hypothesis
was that for at least this particular
case, no special considerations had to
be given to the fact that this was a
vocational training program as opposed
to an academic program.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, then, we see that his
torically, we have gone 3600 back to
a one-an-one educational experience
but on an infinitely more sophisticated
level, using today's technology.

This educational method, called Computer
Based Education, while offering tremen
dous possibilities in many educational
areas, most significantly offers a °new
100k Q at the original form of education,
i.e., vocational training.
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This paper sununarises the policies and practices adopted for the education, training and
career development of personnel engaged in automatic data processing (ADP) for administrative
purposes in the UK Civil Service. In particular it deals with the part played by the Civil
Service College in implementing policies. Current and future developments are described. The
presentation will deal more fully with the major aspects of the paper.

There are about 700,000 people in the Civil
Service of whom about 200, 000 are manual
workers and skilled craftsmen in ordnance
factories, naval dockyards, research labora
tories, military bases and similar establish
ments. The remaining 500 ,000 are clerks;
executives, administrators, scientists, and
professional staff. The work of the Civil
Service is handled by about 20 major depart
ments plus many smaller bodies.

Cumulative capital investment in hardware =
£90,000,000

I. INTRODUCTION

Manpower used:

Management

Systems and Programming

Operations

Data preparation

600

4,500

2,500

5,500

2. AD~IINISTRATIVE DATA PROCESSING IN TilE
CIVIL SERVICE Total 13,100

2.1 Areas of Work

There are three distinct areas of Hark in whi ch
computers may playa role:

In terms of resources used, (a) is the smallest,
(b) and (c) are probably about equal ,

It is estimated that in 1975 there wi l l be about
180" Computer' configurations employed in
administrative'data processing.

(a) Pre-legislation processes (for example,
statistical information and forecasting
techniques used in policy-making
leading to new laws, statutory
regulations, Government directives, etc)

First installation

First generation of systems. Used
for pay, statistics, accounting
and stock control. Batch
processing. Emergence of mul ti
programming and use of high
level languages towards end of
the period.

Started planning the use of
computers for ADP

Second generation. Emergence of
management information systems;
on-line systems; substantial
re-organisation of departmerrt a I
work; simulations and models.
Domination of centralised
systems.

1953

195B

2.3 The evolution of systems

1965- 1975

Therefore about 2% of the total Civil Service
is direct 1y engaged on ADP work and there is
one computer configuration for every 4,000
civil servants. The typical computer
configuration is large (by UK standards).

1958-1965

The nature of ADP in the Civil Service has
developed over the years as follows:

Internal management systems (for example,
payment of salaries; stock control;
management information; etc) .

Resources used

(c)

2.2

(b) Post-legislation executive work and
provision of services (for example,
administration of VAT, Income Tax, etc;
payment of social benefits; weather
forecasting; statistical information
etc;)

411
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1975- Third generation. Functional
integration; data banks;
distributed systems.

Coupled with the evolution of specialisms we
have witnessed':a'movement t owards- professionalism
in the .UK:,-, s t.Imu Iszed. b..y the' crea.tion and
development .ofv tfre British Computer Society.

2.4 The evolution of manpower
2.5 The training task

During the past 20 years we have seen ADP
generalists evalve into specialists and the
'user' gradually assume a greater interest in
the development and implementation of systems.

The manpower falls into two main areas:

(a) to ensure that about 13,000 people are
ad'equately trained to perform the
duties associated with the management,
development, implementation and
operation of computer systems

(a) the host system

(b) the computer system

(b) to ensure that (an unknown number of)
user managers and staff in the host
systems are adequately educated and
trained for their tasks.

In the host system there are:

(a) providers of data
3. THE ORGANISATION OF THE CIVIL SERVICE

AND ITS IMPACT ON ADP TRAINING

(b) recipients of information

(c) managers and staff with an interest in
the efficiency) justification,
security, etc of the host system.

The education and training of these people was
badly neglected in the first and second
generation systems. Only recently have
significant roles been identified for host
system managers and staff in the design,
development and implementation of systems.

In the computer system we can now identify the
following maj or specialisms:

(a) management

(b) systems

(c) software

Government is in the hands of a Cabinet of
Ministers presided over by the Prime Minister.
Generally a Minister is in charge of a depart
ment which has a functional responsibility for
a defined area of government's work (examples,
Department of Health and Social Securi ty ;
Department of Employment; Ministry of Defence).

Under the Prime Minister there is the Civil
Service Department (CSD) which is responsible
for the organisation and management of the
entire Civil Service. The civil servant in
charge of CSD is also Head of the Civil Service.

Hence one can visualise the Civil Service as a
federal organisation with the CSD at the centre
linked to departments (each with considerable
delegated powers).

3.1 CSD's functions

These comprise:
(a) to control

(a) Management - Proj ect management;
operations management;
conununication sys terns
management; data-base
administration; informa
tion management.

(b) to guide

(c) to provide services

In the field of ADP these can be illustrated by
the fallowing:

Provision of services such as

- evaluation of hardware and software
- c.ontxacting for hardware and

software'

Guidance on the best use of computers
(Methodologies, languages, techniques,
systems design, applications, etc)

Control of all expenditure throughout
~ire Civil Service on the
procurement of hardware and software

(a)

(b)

(c)

- design and production of
systems software
(Lnc Iudirig communication
software); application
software; data-base
management software.

- Systems analysis and
information analysis j

systems design.

Systems

Software

(b)

(c)
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- computing faci Iities (bureau
operations; facili ties for
sof'tware development on ICL 2900
Range)

-. training

To perform these functions CSD uses the Central
Computer Agency (CCA) and the Civil Service
College (CSC) which are both part of CSD.

3.2 CCA responsibility

The eeA is responsib Ie for the efficient use of
computers in the Civil Service. All CSDI 5

functions (see 3.1 above) relative to government
ADP are vested, in the eeA except that so far as
ADP training is concerned -the eeA is responsible
only for trairiing policies. The implementation
of training policies is in the hands of
departments arid the Civil Service College.
:I'he management of ApPp,roJects' and computer
"i.ris.tallations rests firmly in departmental
hands.

3.3 Departmental responsibility for
ADP training

The CeA does not dictate what training and
education shall be done nor does it specifically
say who should provide it. Policy statements
are issued and departments are largely left to
work out their own implementations.

3.4 The role of the CSC

The College is part of CSD and works closely
wi th eCA in deciding what training courses to
run. But departments are not compelled to use
esc. This means that CSC has to compete with
all other UK training facilities - both inside
government and o.utside (conunercial organisa
tions, computer manufacturers, technical
colleges, polytechnics, universi ties) .

The esc must make best use of its resources; to
help it do so three criteria have been adopted
to decide what courses should be mounted. They

.are that the course:

College.' Several other large departments
provide their own appreciation courses for
host-system personnel and some of these depart
ments run their own progranuning courses. Almost
all departments organise their own job training
for host-system personnel affected by an ADP
system.

The bulk of ADP training is provi.ded by the
CSC, computer manufacturers, computer
consul t ant s , the National Computing Centre
(NCC), educational establishments, etc operating
in a relatively free market. So the use made
of CSC by departments is largely dependent upon
its reputation, relevance of courses to
training requirements and availability of
places. The esc courses are Tfree' to depart
ments - the entire cost of the esc is carried
centrally. The cost of any external course
used by a department is paid for by the
department.

4. THREE ~lAJOR CSD DECISIONS AFFECTING
ADP TRAINING

4.1 Functional specialism of ADP \V'Ork

In 1974 it was decided that \....ork on JillP was a
I functional specialism' within the general
administration group of civil servants. In
other words ADP people are not regarded as a
separate occupational group---cas are economists,
statisticians, e t.c) , Instead they are drawn
from the general executive/administrative
grades in the Civil Service, but it is
recognised that the work calls for special
training.. ADP people are given the option of
spending their career in ADP or of alternating
between ADP and general management and other
duties.

4.2 Vocational and professional
qualifications

At the same time CSD recognised that vocational
and professional qualifications were desirable
goals for government ADP personnel. The ones
recognised as relevant were those awarded by
such institutions as:

(a)

(b)

(c)

meets a unique Civil Service need;

pioneers a new'training requirement;

sets a standard against which external
courses can be assessed.

City and Guilds of' London Iris t i tut;e (CGLI)

National Computing Centre (NCC)

British Computer Society (BCS)

3.5 The use made by departments of the CSC

This varies widely... Only one depar-tment,
(the Ministry of Defence, the largest
department in the Civil Service) has
ieri.ously-t'ded to satisfy the. bulk of
i ~~ !JWl ADF training. needs based upon the
pat-cern established in the Civil Service

It was felt that success in the application of
computers to the work of government would best
be achieved through the encouragement of a
broad professional education at an advanced
level.
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WHO DOES WHAT IN ADP TRAINING FOR TIlE PROVIDERS OF TRAINING
THE CIVIL SERVICE

MAJOR --------4) ~lINOR

LEVEL 4

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 2

LEVEL I

ADP TRAINING
REQUI REMENTS

LEVEL I

esc IDepartments

LEVEL 2

Manufacturers ICorrunercial schools IDepartments
~ Technical Colleges Po l yt echn i cs

LEVEL 3

Nanufactur-ez-s IConsul t ant s IPoIytechn i cs
CSC Departments

LEVEL 4

Universities IPolytechnics ICSC IDepartments

NOTE: Civil Service College is engaged in
training and education at all levels.

The pyramid (not to scale) represents the
relative numbers to be trained at each level.

The levels of the pyramid relate to vocational
and professional qualifications as fo l Lows :

Departments , on the whole, do not do a great
deal of ADP training above the introductory
level (Ministry of Defence is virtually the only
department engaged in intermedi ate and advanced
training) .

1.

2.

3.

4.

Introductory

Basic

Intermediate

Advanced

no qualifications awarded

qualifications awarded by

(I) City and Guilds of
London Insti tut e 
for programmers

(2) National Computing
Centre - for systems
analysts

qualification awarded by
the National Computing
Centre for systems
analysts

Licentiate of the British
Computer Society and
Member of the British
Computer Society

Manufacturers playa big part in basic and
intermediate levels of training.

Universities and polytechnics dominate the
advanced training field.

6. ADP TRAINING IN THE CIVIL SERVICE
COLLEGE

6.1 Basic assumptions

The training provided by the Civil Service
College is based on the fo Ll owi ng requirements
and assumptions;

(1) that the training wi l I assist the
acquisi tion of vocational and
professional ADP qualifications;

(2) that an examination of current and
future proj ect s shows that there is a
need for highly-trained specialists;

(3) that the trends in hardware and software
costs suggest that increasing attention
will be paid to methodologies,
techniques, etc which reduce the cost of
application and s ys t ems software;

(4) that the roles of host-system manage
ment and staff (ie the 'users I) are
increasing in importance in the develop
ment of systems and management of
proj ect s ,
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6.2 The training framework

Every esc course can be located in the following
matrix

The latter is examined at a
leve I approximating to an
honours degree.

6.3 Example of the training now available
for systems analysts in the Civil Service
College

The aim is that; training at one level will
contribute towards the next level as we Ll as
prepare a student to do a particular job.

l~ , Systems Software Management
Level

Introductory

Basic

Intermediate

Advanced

Introductory

Basic

Intermediate

~:

ADP Preliminary Course
(2 weeks)

This is followed by 3 months
attachment to a project.

Basic Systems Analysis
Cours e (6 weeks)

This leads to the NCC Basic
Certificate in Systems Analysis.

(The CSC pass rate is
approximately 94% compared
with 83% for the rest of the
UK.)

This level of training will be
taken 1-2 years after the basic
training.

The Higher Certificate Course
(4 weeks residential) prepares
students for the NCC Higher
Certificate in Systems Analysis.
(The CSC pass rate is
approximately 70%; civil .
servants account for most of
the candidates at the present
time.)

This level is in two parts:

BCS Part examination

BCS Part II examination

BCS Part I: This comprises a
compulsory general section and
two operational sections from
eight. The eight optional
sections are:

A Fundamentals of Computer
Technology

B Progranuning

C Data Processing

D Analysis and Design of
Information Processing
Systems

E Computational Methods

Analogue and Hybrid
Techniques

G Systems Progranuning

H Computer Operation

Most systems analyst's will
select options C and D.
Possession of the NCC Higher
Certificate gives exemption
from Option 0, therefore the
student is concerned only with
the Genera 1 Section and Option
C.

The BCS Part I (General)
Course (4 weeks plus private
study over 6 months) prepares
students for the general
section.

The student I s basic training,
experience and private study
prepare him for Option C.

Passing the examination
prepares a student to become
a Licentiate of the British
Compute r Society.

6.4 Example of the way the Civil Service
College seeks to help to cut Sortware
costs

esc in collaboration with the CCA and a software
consul t ant are promoting the adoption of a
standard program" design methodology.

This is a methodology based on the analysis of
data structures. It is believed that it will
help to reduce the costs of software production,
and maintenance.
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Training is provided by esc to meet particular
needs and takes the form of:

Presentation of the technique (1 day)

Teaching of the technique (1 week)

Consultation and assistance with
implementation (variable)

The program structure is defined in a meta
language and work on a pre-processor has begun.

The implication of the methodology for system
design are being investigated.

6.5 Example of the way the Civil Service
College meets the needs of System
Software specialists

At the intermediate level the CSC provide the
following courses:

Fundamental of Systems Programming (2 weeks)

This course introduces experienced
application programmers to the design and
programming of operating system software.

Communication Systems Software (I week)

An extension of the former course to
consider the software requirements of the
communications part of on-line systems.

6.6 Example of the way the Civil Service
College meets unique Civil Service needs

At the intermediate level the CSC provide:

Proj ect Management (2 weeks)

The course is designed to teach managers
the methodology of proj ect development
recommended by the CCA.

The students are taught mandatory techniques
(eg discounted cash flow costing for
justification purposes) and recommended
techniques (eg PERT for proj ect control).

They are introduced to organisational
theory and the theories and p ract i ces
relevant to personnel management of ADP
staff.

About 2 days are spent on a computer
processed exercise simulating the control
of systems analysts and programmers in the
implementation of 3 systems. The students
design and use documentation for the
planning and control of the work to be done.

6.7 Example of the way the Civil Service
College stimulates demand based on an
assessment of the need

It is the CSC belief - backed by CCA - that the
service must have well-educated professional
ADP personnel to lead advanced proj ect.s •

The CSC has entered into a contract with a
university to mount an advanced course of long
duration (one academic year) leading to a
Diploma in:Systems Analysis. The first such
course was held in 1973-74 and resulted in
100% success.

The CSC is also collaborating with another
university in the possible implementation of
the lFlP (lAG) syllabus for Information
Systems Design.

The CSC is collaborating with the British
Computer Society in the development of a
syllabus for a first degree in data processing
that will meet the needs of personnel wishing
to Nark in administrative and commercial data
processing.

6.8 Statistics of ADP training in the Civil
Service College:
September 1974 - August 1975

Full-time teaching staff = 23 supplemented by
arrangements made with universi ties,
polytechnics and consul tants .

....he staff structure and allocations of
.espons Ib Ll i ty are as fo110Ns:

(a) Head of ADP Training

(b) Course Director and
4 lecturers: Introductory and

Basic Systems (part)

(c) Course Director and Introductory and
5 lecturers: Basic Software

(d) Course Director and Intermed.i at e. Systems
3 lecturers: (part) ; .General

advanced level
training; Project
Management

(e) Course Director: Intermediate and
Advanced Software

(f) Course Director and EnterfnedLate Systems
5 lecturers: C.omp~i:e·r Operations

Maira,gement (part);
Basic Systems (part)

The training done by (b)-(e) is non-residential;
all the training by (f) is on a residential
basis.
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Number of students in
year =

At Introductory level

At Basic level

At Intermediate level

At Advanced level

Automaticdataprocessing training in the United Kingdom CivilService

Percentage

the
1580 100

850 54

370 23

325 21

35

Percentage

417

Approxima t e number of
course teaching hours =10770

At Introductory level - 900

At Basic level 4090

At Intermediate level 1480

At Advanced level 4300

100

38

14

40

7. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

\~i thin the next ten years we expect the
following operational characteristics:

Extinction of 1m.... level 1anguages

Formalisation of program design

Increased automation of program production

Greater formalisation of system design

Continued presence of large centralised
systems

Data-base systems well established

Large number of free-standing "mi.rri>
computers 1

Hierarchical networks of minis and
larger processors

Some topological networks

In the educational area we will have degrees
in data processing fully satisfying the basic
vocational and professional ADP requirements.

The ADP training requirements will then
concentrate on:

Management - proj ec't , systems J software and
operations

Specialist needs - security J communications J

performance. evaluation

Pioneering new concepts J techniques etc

Increased involvement of 'host-system'
personnel
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IBW s EUROPEAN EXPERIENCES HITH ADVANCED CONPUTER EDUCATION

Dr. T.J. Lincoln
European Systems Research Institute

IBM Education Centre-Europe
La Hulpe - Belgium

In addition to specialized product and application t r aarn.ng , IBM provides its senior
technical professionals wi t h advanced education in formal computer science. Since 1967
the centre within IBM World Trade for this purpose has been the European Systems Research
Institute (ESRI). ESRI offers a unique 12 week intensive course designed to fill the
gaps in the knowledge of highly educated computer specialists. This paper describes the
ESRI course, gives examples of the areas found necessary to cover, discusses the use
made of computers in the education process and surmnarizes the key features of the evolved
approach.

J. INTRODUCTION

IBM as a corporation recognizes that thorough
and continuing education for its staff is an
essential ingredient for success. Accordingly,
a heavy investment is placed into the provision
of appropriate education at all levels. This is
of ccurse particularly true of technical educa
tion about computers. The majority of technical
training is performed within individual coun
tries which can flexibly respond to local needs.
However there is a need to supplement this trai
ning with advanced education and it is more
appropriate that this is done on an international
basis so as to be able to provide the best
available facilities and staff.
Advanced specific product or application trai
ning wLth i n IBM is usually given by international
industry or scientific centres which offer occa
sional short courses in areas of immediate
interest. More general advanced technical edu
cation is provided by a System Research Institu
te of which there is one in the United States
and one in Europe. This paper describes the
experiences of the European Systems Research
Institute (ESRI).

2. ESRI NISSION

ESRI was founded in 1967 and originally based
in Geneva. Its mission is to provide to IBM
professionals a graduate level study programme
in the disciplines related to the design and
use of computer based systems.

Within this mission two objectives are identi
fied:

- to contribute to the effectiveness and
career development of both students and
fa cu l ty

- to contribute to the general knowledge of
informa tion science

To fulfill the first objective ESRI provides a
12 week course, held three times a year, which
covers a comprehensive range of computer science
disciplines. The course was designed for senior
IBM System Engineers of which typically 80/90
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will attend a 12 week class.
The second objective is provided for by provi
ding time and resources for facul ty research
interests and by encouraging ESRI students to
devote time to short research projects.

Because the needs of this level of student can
not be predefined, emphasis is placed on the
range of subjects covered and on the freedom
with wh i ch students can select the topics on
which they will concentrate. Students are en
couraged to use the opportunity to explore unfa
miliar fields by a policy of deliberately not
eva 1ua ting student I s performance or providing
any form of feedback to a student I s manager.

Also considered important is the c r e a tion of an
international atmosphere both wi t h regard to the
students and the facul ty members. It wa s deci
ded the institute would not contain permanent
staff members but that highly experienced pro
fessionals, with typically 10 years IBM expe
rience, would be assigned for periods of 2-3
years from their home countries. This it has
been found is the maximum time a person can
stand back from the main line of operations
wi thout becoming ou t r-of-tda t e .

3. STUDENT HIX

Attendance on an ESRI course is specifically
restricted to the more senior and experienced
IBH technical professionals. After attending
such a course students can expect to be placed
in technically challenging situations where they
are fully able to use their advanced skills.
Thus ESRI attendance is regarded as a high mark
of achievement amongst system engineers and once
here they are generally highly motivated to make
the bes t use of the opportunity.
To date ESRI students have originated from 23
different countries with the highest percentage
coming from Germany (30%) followed by France
(19%) and the U.K. (14%). Other countries in
clude Japan, Australia and South America.
Because of the wide variety of nationalities,
English is the accepted common language and all
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FIG. I. ESRI

SYSTEMS DESIGN AND ANALYSIS
Computer Systems Analysis
Systems Performance Maps
Modelling and Measurements

Aids for On-Line Systems
Modelling Techniques for

On-Line Computer, Systems
Simulation
Advanced Simulation
CSS/II Workshop
CSS IV/HOST Workshop
Introduction to I.S.
IMS - Introduction
Data Base Principles
Data Base Techniques
Information Retrieval
Data Security
Software Engineering
Programming Proj ect Management
1.S. Installation Management
INS Design Tool s
Data Base Query Workshop
IMS - Workshop
Principles of T.P.
TP Network Design
Information Theory
Systems Reliability Analysis
Consulting skills
The Effective Individual
SYSTEMS ARCHITECTURE
Computer Technology
Basic Computer Organization
Computer Organization Techniques
Advanced Computer Organization
History of Computing Machines
Programming Languages, Compi lers

and Interpreters
PL/I Workshop
APL Language
APL Prograrmning
ALGOL 68
Interactive Computing
Resource Allocation in

Interactive Systems
SIMPL/I Workshop
SYSTEMS DISCIPLINES
Differential and Integral Calculus 2
Introduction to Probability 2

Theory and Statistics
Probability and Statistics
Applications of Statistics
Intro. to Matrix Algebra with

Applications in Business
and Economics

Introduction to Linear Programming -
Introduction to Economics 2
Financial Management I I
Financial Management II
Corporate Strategy
Marketing Management
Decision Analysis
User Computing Economics
Business Modelling Management
Economic Mode11 ing
Introduction to Formal Logic

Over a period of time the courses offered at
ESRI vary according to the feedback from indi
vidual countries and students and the special
ization of the faculty members.
Basically however approximately 55/60 individual
courses are offered which fa 11 into three areas:

A list of typical course titles under these hea
dings wi th the number of 1 1/2 hour sessions/
week for each of the 3 terms is given in fig. I.
Systems Design and Analysis cover methods and
techniques pertinent in particular to the de
sign of large scale real time systems and data
base, data communications systems. Systems
Architecture courses attempt to provide the
student with an understanding of the fundamen
tals of computer hardware, software and
languages. Systems Disciplines cover a broad
range of courses found necessary to supplement
the' technical knowledge of ESRI students. These
courses fall into two topics, mathematical meth
ods and business studies (in particular finance
and economics).

4. COURSE MIX

A. System Design and Analysis (45% of all
courses)

B. Systems Architecture (25%)
C. Systems Disciplines (30%)

lectures are given in English in which students
are expected to be proficient. An analysis of
the backgrounds of the students shows that all
functions in which technical knowledge is at a
premium are represented. As expected the majo
rity of students come from the Data Processing
Division with significant numbers coming from
the development laboratories and customer
engineering. A typical ESRI student will be
34 years old, will have been in IBM for
7 1/2 years and will have a university 'level
education probably in a technical subject.
This prafi Le represents the consensus view
of. the level of maturity and education back
ground necessary to obtain the full benefit
of advanced computer education. In a class of
80/90 students there would be typically 4/5
women.
Attendance on an ESRI course is dependent on a
recommendation from a prospective students'
manager, on the completion of a detailed ques
tionnaire about a student I s technica 1 experi
ence and on the student taking a comprehensive
mathematical test. Only very few candidates
have been considered totally unqualified for
ESRI, reflecting the competitive selection
process in the home country prior to taking the
test. The mark obtained in the mathematics
test determines whether or not a student will
be asked to attend a 5 day mathematical update
held immediately prior to each ESRI course.
We expect 30% of students will attend the
mat.hema t Lca L update. Once at ESRI, students
are allocated to a faculty member who acts as
an advisor on course selection, administration
problems, personal matters, etc.
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Students are free to choose from the entire
range of courses and time conflicts are mini
mized with this in mind, although students are
expected to meet the individual course require
ment criteria so as to be able to gain full
value from a ccendance ,

Although all courses are independent and self
contained, some topics are treated at different
levels by several courses, in which cases care.
is taken to ensure compatibility of approach
rfius minimizing redundancy.
Fig.2 shows the interrelation of the courses
currently offered in the Infonnation Systems/
Data Base Systems area.

FIG. 2,
ESRI INFORMATION SYSTEMS - DATA BASE SYSTEMS COURSES

ESRI does not dictate the work load which stu
dents should maintain. This is left entirely
to the students discretion, however it is advi
sed that a reasonable load is 9-11 lectures/
week. This is because of the additional work
associated with each lecture {e v g , working with
the computer, checking references, so lving
problems etc) which averages an additional
2hrs/lecture. Such however is the motivation
of some students that attendance of up to 18
lectures/week, implying a work load of 60/80
hrs/week, is not uncommon.

The pattern of- course attendance is essential
feed-back for future planning. It also provides
an interesting perspective on the educational
background of our students.
For example, a recent analysis showed that:

- 72% of the class attended one of the
introductory data base courses whi Le
84% attended one of the more advanced
data base course.

- 78% attended a hardware organization
course.

- 70% attended one of the mathematics
courses.

- 92% attended an introductory economics
or financial management course.

- 72% attended a course designed to improve
individual effectiveness in conrrnunication
or decision making.

Such analyses, together with other feedback
are continua lly leading to the development of
new or existing courses. For example the high
level of interest in information/data base sys
tems and the rapidly changing nature of the
SUbject, lead ESRI in 1975 to offer intensive
(2 wks) courses specifically in this area for
students who had already attended a general
ESRI course and who were now working actively
in this field.

S. COURSE REQUIREMENTS AND FEEDBACK

Every education establishment faces the problem
of ensuring that the courses it offers reflect
the current problems of the outside world.
This is particularly important with education
related to computers because the field is chan
ging very rapidly. ESRI tries to ensure that
its curriculum is appropriate in the follm~ing
way:

A. Approximately every two years, a OMission
Review Board" meets to review. ESRI ob j e c-'
tives, broad areas covered, headcoun t , etc.
The members of this board are the senior
management of IBM Europe Data Processing
functions and their prime Objective is to
ensure that ESRI is integrated with the
rest of IBH European computer education.

B. Every year, there is a 3-4 day "Curriculum
Review Board" meeting which contains repre
sentatives of the major technical groups
within all European countries. This board
examines the current ESRI courses together
with the' appropriate country and student
evaluations while applying known market
trends and requirements. To assist the
board, the faculty members frequently make
short presentations about their subject
areas. The outcome of this meeting will be
a set of formal recommendations about
course changes in terms of content,
orientation, duration etc.

C. At the completion of each course, students
are requested to complete a detailed evalua
tion of the course content, presentation etc.
In addition, home countries are requested to
undertake a complete debriefing of each stu
dent a short time after he returns home. The
resul ts of such debriefings are returned to
ESRI for evaluation.
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D. After each ESRI 12 week course, there is a
one day f acu I ty meeting in whi ch the course
is discussed, student evaluations considered
and suggestions for future changes debated.

6. USE OF COMPUTERS

Information Systems
(IMS, GIS, etc)
Prograrrrrning Techniques/
Software engineering
Simulation
(GPSS, CSS, SIMPL/I)

40% of all jobs

28%

22%

FIG. 3, TERMINALUTILIZATION - CLASS 17

7. STUDENT PROJECTS

Fig.3 shows the high terminal usage achieved
immediately from the beginning of term 1 as APL
and ATMS are introduced, gradually falling off
as students become familiar with the systems
but still maintaining a reasonable load until
nearly the end of the 3rd term.

In addition, extensive use is made of an inter
active business game (FANE) to give students a
better understanding of business decision ma
king.
Naturally detailed statistics of computer usage
are kept so that the facilities may be improved
or made more convenient for students use. An
example of one such statistic is shown in fig.3
which shows the total daily student terminal
connect time through a typical ESRI class.
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Accordingly the IBM Education Centre of Europe
(see section 8) contains extensive computer
facilities and no restrictions of any sort are
placed on the students use of these facilities.
The configuration is based on a 370-158 with
1.5 Mega Bytes of main memory backed up by 1200
Mega Bytes of disk storage. Students normally
interact with the computer via terminals and
for this purpose there are 75 terminals located
throughout the building of which 22 are VDU's
equi.ped with light pens. In addition, there is
an IBM 3750 data collection computer, used for
a wide variety of tasks throughout the location.
The systems are continuously available to ESRI
students and staff from 8: 30 a.m. until mid
night with the possibility of students running
an overnight service if required. Th i s compu
ting power is of course used for all require
ments of the centre, howeve-r approximately 60%
over the year will be used by ESRI staff and
students.
General services of the centre require 22%.
't-.lhile a wide variety of programming languages
are available, experience has shown that stu
dents greatly prefer to use PL/I. Naturally the
utilization of the computer varies from class
to class depending on the mix of students and
the courses being attended.

As a guide however we have found that the aver
age number of batch jobs entered per student
throughout the ESRI class varies between 40-75.
This is supplemented by staff and systems
programmers use of the machine resul t i.ng in an
effective utilization per student of 90-100
batch jobs per class. The interactive use of
the computer is mainly confined to APL and ATMS
(a text editing Language) with a document search
system STAIRS often being used by the library
and students. The mean terminal connect time
per student over an ESRI class has remained
fairly constant at 48 hours of APL and 17 hrs
of ATS. Thus each ESRI student will spend on
average over I hour/day at the terminal in
conversional mode.

At ESRI, the staff endeavour to use computers
to their maximum effect in the education pro
cess. We believe that involvement with the
computer, preferably on an interactive basis,
is an essential part of an advanced course.

We have found that APL is a powerful, easy to
learn language which is in many ways ideally
suited to our students requirements.
An analysis of the courses which makes heaviest
use of computer facilities shows that there are
three groups which stand out above others:

An ESRI course encourages freedom of choice and
self expression. In line with this philosophy
we offer students the possibility of studying
an area in which they have particular interest
as an extended project. Approximately 10% of
the students take this opportunity and work
under the guidance of a facul ty member for an
aver-age 60/70 hours over a period of 2 months.
Ali students are offered a number of project
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possibilities in which the staff are interested,
but in practice 70% of those students working
on a project prefer to adopt their own area of
study. As would be expected, experience has
shown that students benefit considerably from
the involvement gained by working on a project
thus demonstrating that even when time is short
and pressure from other areas is considerable,
learning by direct involvement brings consider
able benefits. Clearly the areas on which
students work are very varied but an idea of
the nature of a project is given by the follo
wing illustrations:

- A study in process control systems
- Methods to forecast the availabil-

ity of funds for investments in an
insurance company

- Simulation of a sub-way
- Horphophonemic analysis of the

French language
- Preparing for satellite graphic

computing

Such proj ects resul t in a report which is for
mally evaluated by ESRI faculty members - and
others if appropriate - and a few reports have
been accepted for external publication.

8. EDUCATION CENTRE-EUROPE

Recently (mid 1974) ESRI moved from Geneva to
become part of an international education centre
based at La Hulpe, south of Brussels. This
centre, which can be described as an education
village, is located in 85 hectares of forest
and has residential capacity for more than 320
participants at one time.

The purpose of the centre is to provide the lat
est comprehensive education facilities to the
advanced educa t i.on groups previous ly sca ttered
through Europe. Currently the six education
schools which are resident at the centre are:

European Systems Research Institute
Advanced Narke t Lng Institute
International Customer Executive
Program
Executive Development
Customer Engineering Management
Training
International Finance, Planning and
Adrninistra tion Educa tion

Apart from sharing the benefit of the computer,
classroom, library, hotel and recreational fa
cilities, the main advantage to ESRI students of
the move to the new Education Centre is the
opportunity to mix freely with students of other
schools. Thus advanced technical education is
supplemented by a broader business education
encouraged by the free communication between
people of widely differing experience and back
grounds. This cross-fertilization was the
essential reason why a common education centre
was created and it is interesting that in doing

this IBM has adopted the principles of education
long defended by universities throughout the
world.

9. SUMHARY

I have described the salient features of IBM's
European approach to advanced computer education.
It is successful in the sense that demand ex
ceeds places available and that feedback is
generally very positive.

The key features of the approach are:

1. Students are taken completely out of their
normal environment for an extended period
of time.

2. Students are placed into a University type
environment with the emphasis on freedom
of choice, flexibility and lack of
restrictions.

3. Students are encouraged to explore new
avenues of learning by deliberately not
attempting to evaluate performance and by
offering the opportunity to work on
in-depth projects.

4. Every a ttempt is made to provide the s t u
dents with the most effective library,

t compu t e r and classroom facilities and there
are no restrictions made on the use of
these facilities.

5. Great attention is given to ensuring that
the content of the courses are up-to-date
and reflect real current problems.

6. An environment is provided in which stu
dents from all disciplines meet, discuss
and learn from each other.
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APTITUDE TESTING FOR EMPLOYMENT IN COMPUTER JOBS

G. Penney
Head of DP Organisation and Careers

The National Computing Centre Limited
Quay House, Quay Street,

Manchester, England

Computer programmer aptitude tests are widely used, in relation to all kinds
of computer job. They are accepted on trust, in the absence of any better
selection tool. This paper refers to two studies which showed significant
correlation between aspects of systems analysis or programming and scores in
standard psychometric tests. It then considers what else needs doing, and
describes a collaborative study planned to take place in 1975/76, to compare
results of tests taken during final undergraduate year with subsequent success
in tasks performed in industry or commerce.

1. INTRODUCTION 2. REQUIRED CONDITIONS

Applying a cut-off score imposes the
further condition that:

Taking these in turn:

(a) Computer programming aptitude tests
are used for applicants of all
cultural and intellectual back
grounds: no test can be
appropriate to all.

(b) No test score norms are available.

For a test being used as a selection
tool, the following conditions need to
be fulfilled:

(a) The test is appropriate to the
population being tested.

(b) Test score norms are availablc for
that population.

(c) The job has been fully defined.

(d) The test is valid for that job.

(e) The test is reliable i.e. if
administered a second time to the
same person with a time interval
between, the result will be the
same.

Aptitude testing is far from being an
exact science. In attempting to relate
test results with prediction of
success in a range of tasks, it is one
stage further removed from exactitude
than psychometric tests generally, and
the results of these are subject to so
many not totally controllable variables
that the results have to be interpreted
with extreme caution. The national
bodies concerned with such tests - for
the UK this is the British Psycho
logical Society - require documented
validation, and require also that
anyone administering a test or
interpreting the results be either a
qualified psychologist or have under
gone an approved training course.

Many employers of computer staff use a
single 'programmer aptitude test',
usually supplied by a computer
manufacturer. The same test is used
for programmers, systems analysts and,
in many organisations, operators. In·
contrast to the stringent requirements
of the relevant professional bodies,
these tests are issued with no
evidence of validation or any other
supporting data; they are administered
by untrained people in uncontrolled
condi tions and 'interpreted' by the
application of a simple cut-off
score.
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(f) The limits of accuracy of the test
be +/- zero.
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(c) As Weinberg l points out, Computer
programming consists or many
d.fferent groups of tasks in
different organisations. Then
consider the different sets of
tasks grouped within systems
analysis or computer operating.
Each job, in each organisation,
needs separate definition.

(d) There is no published evidence to
con~ect high score in a programmer
apt.tude test with high perfor
mance in a programming environ
ment.

(e) There is no published evidence.

(f) This is absurd. It pre-supposes
totally controlled conditions and
the absence of any personal
physical/emotional intervening
factors. No test for which data
has been published pretends to
this degree of accuracy.

3. THE NIIP/NCC STUDIES

Disturbed at this misuse of tests, and
at the shortfall in numbers of able
programmers and systems analysts the
National Computing Centre (NCC) in 1969
commissioned the National Institute of
Industrial Psychology (NIIP) to carry
out a study into the use and value of
psychometric test~ in the selection of
systems analysts. This was followed,
in 1971, by a parallel study in the
se~ection of computer programmers,}
th.s latter study being jointly
sponsored by NCC and the Civil Service
Department.

3.1 The method

First, the job was studied and broken
into the main types of task. Super
visors were then asked to rank all
their systems analysts (or programmers)
'n order of ability in the individual
types of task. From each team, (of
analysts or programmers) a pair was
chosen, matched as nearly as possible
for educational attainments and length
of experience, but ranked differently
by their supervisor for performance in
the task. A number of different
psychometric tests were then admin
istered to the matched pairs, and the
results on individual tests compared
with the position given to each
member of the pair in the supervisor's
ranking.

3.2 Significant correlations

Significant correlations appeared
between results on individual tests and
individual types of task, and between
results on individual tests and overall
performance.

3.3 Results of immediate practical
~

Since the number of pairs in each study
was only of the order of 30, there is a
need for substantiation of the results
by a larger scale study. However one
co:r:clusion of immediate importanc~
ar.ses from the fact that the person
ranked higher for performance on one
type of task was not necessarily ranked
higher on other types of task or on
overall performance. This emphasises
the rarity of the complete all rounder
~nd therefo~e the wisdom of looking
for a recru.t whose abilities are
complementary to those of the existing
members of the team. Another
immediately useful finding of the
systems analyst study was that,
although only 30% of the sample had
been to university, the average level
of intelligence, as measured by the
tests, was equivalent to the UK
graduate population, leading to the
conclusIon that any manager who confines
to graduates his search for systems
analysts is missing many potentially
useful people.

q. TRAINING FOR SELECTORS

Based on the results obtained in these
studies, NCC has set up a course to
provide to people with the task of
selecting data processing staff the
necessary knowledge to be able to
select and administer appropriate tests
and to interpret the test results other
than by the simple pass/fail. Similar
courses have been available previously
but not covering the range of tests '
shown by the two studies to be appli
cable to analysts and programmers.

5. FURTHER STUDY REQUIRED

5.1 Identifying types of task

Because any data processing job is made
up of a number of different types of
task, and because these tasks are
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g-rouped differently in different
computer installations, the idea of a
battery of tests for systems analysts
and a battery of tests for programmers
is almost as simplistic as the idea of
a single aptitude test. What is
needed is a definition of the various
tasks, regardless of the way they are
grouped, and the identification of each
type of task with a particular test or
type of test. An NCC study (proceeding
at the time of preparation of this
pape-r) 'Study Into Trends in DP Jobs,
Organisation, Manpower Needs, Training
and Careers', will provide the basis of
task definitions.

5.2 Identifying tasks with tests

The number of separate mental abilities
which can be usefully distinguished is
not very large. It seems to follow
that some of the abilities required for
one or other job in data processing are
equally relevant to many other (non
data processing) jobs. Therefore,
while an extended study could be
confined to the relationship between
test results and data processing tasks,
it would seem to be of greater value to
the community to mount the next study
on a broader front.

6. A COLLABORATIVE PROJECT

At the time of preparing this paper,
NCe is participating in discussions with
a number of employers (including IBM
and ICLI and representatives of .
university appointments boards and
other professional and industrial
bodies, with a view to setting up a
new study.

6.1 Undergraduate testing

During the last few years, many of the
larger UK employers have used several
different tests on all undergraduate
applicants. In the proposed study it
is intended to follow up the careers
of the graduates, comparing the types
of task they have been performing and
their success in these tasks, with
their results on the individual tests
taken during their final term at
university, several years before.

6.2 Special relevance to computer staff

It is probable that a larger number of
the recently engaged graduates in

industry and commerce work at some time
in a data processing job than in any
other single type of job. Therefore, if
the study is successful, while the
results will be of value to all
employers of graduates, (as well as to
the graduates themselves for career
guidance) they will be of special value
to selectors of data processing staff.

7. A NATIONAL TESTING SERVICE?

One of the factors leading to the set
ting-up of this new study was that
selectors, and final year undergraduates,
waste a lot of time, with overlappping
sets of tests being administered to tbe
same set of students by different
employprs. It would be economical, and
less subject to selection errors
occurring through people 'learning' a
test, if the most generally useful tests
were set once to each student.

7.1 The end of pass/fail?

If tests and tasks were correctly
matched, there would be no question of
pass/fail ~xcept for someone who really
was unsuitable for all the known
industrial and commercial jobs); it
would be a question, rather, of people
choosing to apply to given employers,
for given jobs, for the positive reason
that they were likely to succeed in
those jobs, rather than because the job,
or the employer, enjoyed a special
prestige at tIle time.

7.2 Safeguard for personal freedom

One of the principles that the
advocates of the study have clearly
stated is that the test results should
be the property of the person being
tested, to be disclosed to a prospec
tive employer only at the wish of that
person.

7.3 Education in a new light

To graduates entering academic jobs,
the possession of a degree, and class of
degree, are likely to remain important.
To the industrial or commercial employer,
having a test profile which matches a
job profile seems much more relevant.
Is it naive to think that, once this
situation was established, the under
graduate could be oriented more towards
becoming educated than towards the
examination machine?
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7.4 Not only graduates

Based on the finding in the NIIP study
on selection of systems analysts,
(3.3 above) that the average intelli
gence level of the systems analysts in
the sample was equal to the average of
the UK graduate population even though
30% of the sample had been to Univer
sity, it seems reasonable to suppose
that the results will have application
over a wider popul~tion than simply
graduates.

7.5 What will be left for slectors to
i21

If a national testing service became
a reality, selectors would still have
the responsibility for interpreting
the applicant's test results, in the
light of other information. Test
results can add significantly to such
other information, but nothing that has
been said in this paper should be
r~garded as conflicting with the
opening sentence. Aptitude testing is
far from being an exact science and is
likely to remain so. It is a tool
which can improve the chances of
correct selection, and perhaps help to
improve self knowledge - and therefore
self-selection - on the part of the
individual.

8. CONCLUSION

In the NIIP/NCC rgport on systems
analyst selection , the authors, both
professional psychologists and one an
ex-computer programmer, wrote:

'Some programmer aptitude tests
are basically intelligence tests
and as such may have some relevance
to the selection of systems
analysts. Other tests, also
marketed as programmer aptitude
tests, have been devised without
regard to accepted procedures for
constructing psychological tests.
Some lack evidence of being a
reliable measure of anything at
all, and there is insufficient
evidence that they predict success
ful performance in the work of
programming let alone systems
analysis. '

And yet, year after year, such tests go
on their random way, possibly doing no
more than bolstering up selectors'
confidence in their own selection
procedures without regard to any harm

G. Penney M2E

they may do to the career or self
image of the applicants. And still
there is a shortage of able programmers
and systems analysts.

At last, we are' wi t hf.n sight of a way of
improving on this lamentable situation.
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Although graphics-type tutorial computer-assisted instruction (CAl) has received considerable attention
in chemistry education, it is being used at relatively few schools and hence is not being used by very
many students. On the other hand, non-tutorial computer applications which are more economically
feasible for most institutions are very promising pedagogically. A variety of such non-tutorial methods,
and the strategies for their effective instructional' use, will be presented and discussed in terms of
specific chemdceL examples.

The computer has had a very dramatic effect on
the f LeLd of chemistry, impacting not only the
ease of data reduction for the many quantitative
aspects of the science, but also the very way in
which chemists perform experiments .and the manner
in which chemistry is taught. Thus the computer
has' a "dual subject matter-instructional meddum"
role in chemistry. The current paper will,
however, concern itself only with selected
aspects of instructional computer usage and not
with topics such as comput er-e Lnatrument; inter .....
facing in which the computer is an integral part
of the chemist's experimental apparatus.

The computer-based instruc tional methods whdc h
are being used for the teaching of chemistry can
be divided into three major categories as shown
in Table 1. The categories are: computer
assisted instruction (CAl), computer...evaluated
instruction (CEVIN), and non-interactive (o r
non-tutorial) computer applications (NICA).
According to this classification scheme the
designation CAl explicitly requires that the
machine function as a surrogate teacher, per f orme
ing at least in part the traditional roles of
the instructor; 1. e., logically developing new
concepts or drilling students on applications and
problems. It is thus apparent that CAl is of
necessity quite complex. The program for a given
tutorial CAl lesson must be structured so as to
anticipate a wide variety of possible erroneous
student responses. Also, a well.-.designed CAl
Leason will contain an intricate, complex array
of branches which will cleverly lead the
student back to the correct answer, yet allow him
the intellectual satisfaction of at least in part
discovering for himself the correct answer or
methodology.

These criteria for effective CAl in turn i.rupose
serious demands on both the hardware and software
systems being used to implement the CAl modules.
If the programs are to challenge the student, :yet
allow him some intellectual growth in th.e pro
cess, then he will probably be spending a
moderate amount of time (perhaps 30 minutes or
more) at the terminal for each lesson. This
means that a large number of terminals will be
required, plus a time....sharing system capable of
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handling a moderate number of simultaneous users.
An excellent example of a proven CAl system in
chemistry is the PLATO network at the University
of Illinois as described by Smith Ill].

Another factor limiting CAl usage is the lack of
available, transportable programs. A reasonable
number of CAl modules have been written for
chemistry, but the majority are in "local" pro
gramming languages whose use is largely restrict
ed t o a particular computing system. Exceptions
are the FORTRAN CAl programs described by Crain
17J and Lata 19:J which show definite promise of
solving this transportability problem.

As a result of these technological and economic
restrictions which hamper CAl, most colleges and
universities seeking to become involved with
compu t ereaIded instruction turn instead to non
interactive computer applications (NICA). In
this non.... tutorial mode, students utilize
computers to treat dana and/or information accord
ing to the usual input-output cycle via either
batch processing or remote teletype terminals.
The computer does not ins truc t per se nor does it
offer commentary on the validity of the results
obtained or the data input to the program. As
opposed to CAl, there is no real dialogue between
student and computer in NICA,· and the program
ming does not involve the extensive remedial and
corrective br-anchdng demanded for effective CAl.
Furthermore, since there is no dialogue, it is
not .necessary in NICA to anticipate within the
programming logic the various wrong answers tha t
students might give in response to specific
questions. It should be emphasized, however,
that the NICA category does not exclude aj.L
computationally interactive computer usage.
Instead, NICA includes all interactive forms of
computer utilization provided tha t they are not
"pedagogically-interactive". Hence, according to
the present def fnd.t Lou , NICA encompasses on-line,
interactive computer usage provided that there is
no machine validation of student input or no
machine-directed development of a new concept.

The Baade features of the Eastern Michigan Uni
versity plan for effective computer-based chemis
try instruction without the use of tutorial CAl
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are as follows (previously reviewed by this
author [1])

1. Teach programming languages (FORTRAN, BASIC)
and computer-related mechanical skills (key
punch machine, teletype), in the freshman
year in general chemistry. A problem-orient
ed approach to teaching programming languages
is used; i.e.) the rules of a given language
are developed by ana Lyz Lng ' available pro
grams.

2. Incorporate NICA into a wide variety of
courses, both of the lecture-only type and
those with scheduled laboratory sessions
(see Table 2 for a summary of the courses
involved) .

3. Provide access to a departmental library of
computer programs COIDFlete with a self
explanatory user description for each
program and a keyword index to all available
programs.

4. Provide capable assistance in the form of the
Graduate Assistant for Computer Programming
and Applications, whose duties have been
described previously by this author .[2J.

Somewhat unique and of particular pedagogical
significance is the classroom computer
utilization in lec ture courses. This answers
what has been a general misconception of many
departments in attempting to incorporate compu
ter usage into their instructional program;
namely, placing too much emphasis on the use of
the computer solely for laboratory data z educ-e
tion.

Providing instruction in programming languages
and requiring programming projects is a very
effective instructional technique in lecture
courses ranging from first-year general chemis
try (this author 13]) to senior-graduate level
courses such as advanced inorganic (this author
14]). In particular, it can be cited that
students gain an in-depth mastery of the theory
of any topic for which they write a program.
Also, by requir.ing that the students write an
accompanying description of each of their pro"..
grams and make the programs available for use by
their fellow students, these assignments serve to
get the students more involved in the dns t ruc-.
tional process. In an advanced (senior-graduate
level) course programmdng assignments can also
serve the additional purposes of requiring an
intensive analysis of the theoretical background
of a given topic, encouraging the use of the
modern research literature and indirectly
covering topics not actually discussed in lecture.

For those institutions having tdme-csbared
computing capability but limited numbers of
available terminals, it is possible to progress
to a slightly more sophisticated form of NICA
which is best described as "pseudo CAl)!.
"Pseudo CAl" as recently described by this author

I5J differs from true computer-assisted instruc
tion in that the validity of student responses to
machine-posed questions is not checked. In this
way the programming is far less complex and the
average time per student at the terminal is much
lower. Obviously, the associated costs are also
much lower, and fewer terminals are required.
This "pseudo CAlli approach thus seems to remedy
several of the major problems of CAl, namely its
relatively high cost and the nec ejas Lt y of having
a large number of available terminals. In addi
tion, "pseudo CAlli programs can be easily written
in standard programming languages such as BASIC
and FORTRAN, thereby' enhancing their transport
ability from one machine to another. Fur thermor e,
not only are they more transportable than the
majority of conventional CAl programs because of
programming language, but their transportability
is further enchanced by the fact that the pro
grams have rather limited core requirements and
are thus suitable for small computing systems.
A final factor in their enchanced transport
ability is that there is apt to be less of a
problem with philosophical differences of opinion
among instructors regarding "imbedded pedagogy".
Many CAl lessons, by virtue of their tutorial
nature, strongly reflect the author's instruc
tional strategies in developing a concept or
elucidating the technique for solving a given
problem. Other instruc tors t as secondary users
of such CAl lessons, are frequently not in
agreement with the enclosed pedagogy, even if the
program is technically valid throughout. "Paeudo
CAlf' is less reflective of the program author's
teaching strategy and hence less subject to this
restraint to transportability.

The fundamental strategy employed in designing an
effective "pseudo CAlf! program involves several
critical factors. The program must: provide for
flexibility in terms of student choice of the
chemical system and parameters to be evaluated;
provide' the necessary loops to allow for
repetitive, sequential calculations so that
trends and correlations may be observed; provide
if possible for several alternative mathematical
approaches to a calculation, perhaps differing
only in terms of their exactness in solving the
problem; pxovdde for optional display upon
request of intermediate mathematical steps; and,
include comment statements which alert the
student to selected meaningful (or questionable)
data. The basic philosophy underlying "pseudo
CAl" is to provide, via the power of the computer,
a framework whereby the student can discover on
his own certain important principles or correla
tions. The emphasis is on parameter selection
and problem analysis rather than on specific
replies to given questions. Nevertheless, the
programs are structured in question and answer
format so as to systematically lead the student
through the necessary data which is required to
solve the problem in question. As mentioned
previously, however, there is no safeguard to
protect against the student erroneously entering
a wrong number; e.g., the wrong ionization
constant for a weak acid in program PHHAC
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(Figure 1) or a wrong van der Haals constant in
the gas law program (Figure 2). If the student t 5

usage of the program is properly structured, then
such an error will be detected later when certain
requested observations or correlations do not
turn out as expec ted.

In program PHHAC, a student may select any weak
aqueous acid he wishes and calculate the pH by
four different methods, over a selected, Lncre-.
mental concentration range. In addition, the
program supplies appropriate comments and
references to assist him in a further analysis of
the chemical and mathematical basis of the
calculations.

Although this "pseudo CAl" appr-oach does not
provdde for the. on-going tutorial dialog which is
featured in actual CAl, it is a technique which
is more within the technical and economic reach
of most chemistry departments. Furthermore,
whereas CAl lessons tend to be highly specific
in terms of their content and degree of sophis
tication, the inherent flexibility of "pseudo
CAlli programs make them more suitable for use in
several courses. For example, program PHHAC
could be used both in general chemistry and
quantitative analysis with the only difference
being the scope of the data analysis which is
demanded of the student. Thus, this program
could be used by the same student in two dLf f ere

ent courses in successive semesters, providing
an obvious continuity to the instructional use
of computers.

Another exciting, emerging non-tutorial use of
the computer for chemistry education is "on-
line classroom computing" (this author 16J),.
This technique has not been extensively used,
primarily because of technological problems
associated with presenting the results in a
visual form suitable for large audiences. How-.
ever, the development of a commercially-available
low-cost adapter for instantaneous video proj ec -.
tion of teletype output has made on-Lt.ne comput ...
ing a more practical classroom technique. By
having a room equipped with only a telephone and
suLt ab Ly-csdaed television sets an instructor can
now routinely supplement his lectures with the
results of on-line computing. A summary of the
various possible hardware configurations for on-·
line classroom computing is given in Table 3.
It would seem, however, that the method employ-ing
the video adapter is definitely superior to, as
well as being much more convenient than, the use
of either a television camera or overhead proj ec e

tor as the transmitting link into the viewing
medium. Utilizing a TV camera effectively
requires that the instructor have a technical
assistant present during his Lee ture and essen.,...
tially converts the cLassroora into a television
studio which distracts somewhat from the desired
educational environment. Having the teletype
output 'pr f.nt ed directly on plastic transparency
material which -is then projected onto an opaque
screen via the use of a standard overhead pro-.
jector is also technically feasible and

commercially available in the form of a tele
printer projector but the clarity of the output
for mass viewing does not compare favorably with
the video technique.

The video adapter currently under discussion is
compact, measuring 3 x 6 x 12 inches, and is
equipped with the appropriate cables for easy
input connection to a model 33 teletype and out
put connection into a video receiver. This
commercially available device is low-cost and
comes equipped with a switch which permits the
user to disable the teletype and merely get the
video output without accompanying hard copy.
The principal advantage of this capability is
that the teletype is silent and the Lee turer need
not speak over the background of mechanical
noise. The disadvantage, of course, is that
there is no permanent record of the results. The
adapter comes in several models, but the one
currently being used for chemistry instruction
at Eastern Michigan University is capable of
displaying 8 vertical lines of output, each 32
charac ters in length. This has· prov Ided
excellent viewing in a classroom with approxi
mately 100 seats and 4 ceiling-mounted 25-inch
television sets.

Ped-agogically, the advantages of on-line class
room computing are that it:

1. Provides for rapid, accura te calculations
and neat, orderly display of the results.

2. Permits the use of sophisticated, accurate
mathematical methods rather than the approx
imations often used for converrlence ,

3. Introduces the students to computer programs
which can subsequently be used for outside
assignments.

4. Provides a focus for active classroom
discussion; i.e., via a multimedia, three-way
instructor.,...student"'computer interaction.

5. Brings a dynamic, modern "Lnatrument " into
the classroom.

The effective use of this technique demands that
it not be used too often, that the applications
are careful.Ly selected, that a rapid response
t Ime-ebardug system be used, and that the stu
dents have access to the same programs outside
of class.

Two examples of programs used for this classroom
method are shown in Figures 3 and 4. F-igure 3
is merely another version of the aforementioned
program PHHAC. The output format is reduced so
as to make it compatible with the viewing area
provided on the television sets. This example
of one program being used both for on-line
classroom demonstration and for "pseudo CAlli out
side the classroom serves to demonstrate clearly
how various computer-based instructional techni
ques can be integrated within a given course or
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throughout the curriculum.

In conclusion, it should be stressed that these
non-tutorial methods as reported have been used
extensively in the chemistry curriculum at
Eastern Michigan University, and the results have
been gratifying in many instances. Data reduc
tion programs have eliminated some of the drud
gery of doing calculations, simulation programs
have served to expand course. content , and the
well-planned use of on-line classroom computing
has promoted excellent classroom discussions.
Overall, however, the computer has not yet
served to reshape the educational design, the
technical content, and the testing methods of
chemistry courses in as many ways and to the
extent that should be possible. Although not
specifically discussed in this paper, ccne tder-.
able progress has been made in the area of CEVIN,
particularly on the use of compu t eregener-at ed
repeatable exams (CGRE). as described by· ~10ore

[10J and Johnson .[8J. Future progress in all
areas of instructional computing as applied to'
chemistry education will be determined largely
by the ability of instructors to integrate the
computer with the many and varied subdisciplines
within chemistry. When studying possible app.Ld e

cations of the computer to chemistry teaching,
it should always be remembered that the appar ent;«
1y high potent ial which the computer exhibits
for educational reform is based on its "subject
matter-instruc tional medium duality. II When
viewed as an "instrument", the computer is indeed
unique in that it not only is a significant item
within the body of knowledge related to chemf.s-.
try, but it also can be used in the adjunct role
of either surrogate teacher (CAl) or teaching
medium for the study of chemistry.
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S&mp1e Output frolll t.he "p6cudo CAl" ptosr4lll 011 Weak Acid Ionization (PHHAC)

• llOW CAN AN ACIDIC SOLlJTION HAVS A PH LARGER
THAN 7.001 TO ACCOUNTFOR TIlE IONIZATION OF WATER
St'ODY PAGES 252-263 IN IONIC 'REACTIONS AND EQUILIBRIA
BY OKE!!.ROBBINS JR.

'1m
2.875
3.382
3.901
4.464
5.145
6.018
6.793
6.978
6.998

sac
2.875
3.382
3.901
4.464
5.145
6.018
6.793
6.978
6.998

,..
2.875
3.382
3.901
4.464
5.145
6.022
7.002·
8.0Q(}1l
9.000·

FOR TV TYPE TV
FOR TELE'ITPE nPE TTY 1TTY
DO YOU WANTA DESCRIPTION OF' THIS PROGRAM, nPE YES OR NO rres
mrs PROGRAM CALCULATES tHE PH OF A \lUX ACID
BY FOl1R DIFF'EREH'r KETHODS. CA IS tHE INITIAL
CONCENIRATION OF ACID. tHE IiBI'HODS ARE:
KE'l1IOD A - PHA - B+ CONe. IS THE SQUARE ROOT
OF (KA)(CA).
KEt'HOD 8 - PIUl - H+ CONe. IS FOUND 8Y SOLVING TIlE
QUADRATIC {1l+)""'2 + (KA) (H+) - (KA) (CA) .. O.
KEI'IlOD C - Pl!C - TIlE IONIZATION OF WATER IS ACCOUNTED
FOR ANDTIlE H+ CONe. IS FOUND BY SOLVING A THIRD ORDER
POLYNOMIAL BY tHE NEWI'OlHtAPHSON HEl'IlOD.
HET1l0D D - PHD - srsusa TO METHOD C, BUT AN ITERATION
PROClDURE IS USED 'to. SOLVE FOR TIlE H+ CONe.
NAMEOF ACID 1ACETIC ACID
ItA OF ACETIC ACID IS 1l.8S-05
INITIAL COM;:Eti1'RATION1.1
HlTLTtl'LYING FACTOR. EACH CONCENTRATION~LL
8E HULTIPLIED 8Y THIS FACTOR. 1.1
FINAL CONCENTRATION11.0S-10
COM::Elml.ATION OF ACID PaA

1.00S-01 2.872
1.00E-02 3.312
l,OOE-03 ,3.872
1.00£-04 4.372
l.00R-05 4.872
1.00E-06 5.372
l.ooE-07 5.872.
l.OOE-OB .6.372.
1.OOS-09 6.872'"
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Figure 2
Sample Output from the

"p seudo CAlli Program on Gas Laws

Figure 4
Sample Output from Program ISOMER as
used for On-Line Classroom Comput ing

Figure 3
Sample Output from Program. PHHAC as used

for On-Line Classroom Computing

THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE
NUMBER AND TYPE OF STRUCTURAL
ISOMERS FOR MONOFUNCTIONAL
ALCOHOLS UP TO 22 CARBON ATOMS.
IF USING TV DISPLAY, TYPE 0,
IF NOT, TYPE 1. .
1 0

TYPE NUMBER OF C ATOMS
1 4
C 4 ALCOHOLS HAVE

4. STRUCTURAL ISO-
MERS: 2.-PRIMARY,

1. -SECONDARY,
1. -TERTIARY.

DONEl KEY O. MORE ALCOHOLS?
TYPE NUMBER OF C ATOMS
1 8
C 8 ALCOHOLS HAVE

89. STRUCTURAL ISO-
MERS; 39. -PRIHARY ,

33. -SECONDARY,
17 .~TERTIARY •

DONE? KEY O. MORE ALCOHOLS?
TYPE NUMBER OF C ATOMS
? 16
C 16 ALCOHOLS HAVE

124906. STRUCTURAL ISO-
MERS; 48865 .-PRIMARY,

49060.~SECONDARY,
26981.-TERTIARY.

DONEl KEY O. MORE ALCOHOLS?
TYPE NUMBER OF C ATOHS
1 22
C 22 ALCOHOLS HAVE

38649152. STRUCTURAL ISO-
l'lERS; 14715813. -PRIMARY,

15256263. -SECONDARY,
8677074 .-TERTIARY.

DONE? KEY O. HORE ALCOHOLSl
TYPE NUMBER OF C ATOHS

GAS

ENTER VALUE OF GAS LAW
CONSTANT (R)
1 .0821
NAME OF GAS
? CL2
VAN DER WAALS CONSTANTS
A AND B FOR CL2 ARE
16.49,0.05622
ENTER TEMPERATURE, NUMBER
OF MOLES, STARTING HESSURE
INCREMENT OF PRESSURE
AND MAXIMUM PRESSURE
? 260,1,2,5,40
DO YOU WANT TO ILLUSTRATE THE
ITERATION TECHNIQUE, TYPE
YES OR NO
? YES
ITERATION 1 VOLUME 10.4336
ITERATION 2 VOLUME 10.4203
ITERATION 3 VOLUME 10.4195
ITERATION 4 VOLUME 10.4195
P = 2.00 IDEAL V = 10.6730
VAN DER WAALS V = 10.4195
DO YOU WANT TO CONTINUE
1 YES

IDEAL VAN DER WAALS
V V
10.6730 10.4195

3.0494 2.7788
1.7788 1.4846
1.2556 .9238

.9703 .5247

.7906 .0737

.6671 .0736

.5769 .0735

P
2.00
7.00
12.00
17.00
22.00
27.00
32.00
37.00
NAME OF
? STOP

FOR TV TYPE TV
FOR TELETYPE TYPE TTY lTV
NAME OF ACID lACETIC ACID
KA OF ACETIC ACID IS 11.8E-05
INITIAL CONCENTRATION 1.1
HULTIPLYING FACTOR ?1
FINAL CONCENTRATION 11.0E-10

CONC. PHA PHB PHC
1.00E-01 2.872 2.875 2.875
1.00E-02 3.372 3.382 3.382
1.00E-03 3.872 3.901 3.901
1.00E-04 4.372 4.464 4.464
1.00E-05 4.872 5.145 5.145
1.00E-06 5.372 6.022 6.018

TO CONTINUE TYPE C ?C
1.00E-07 5.872 7.002 6.793
1.00E-08 6.372 8.000 6.978
1. 00E-09 6.872 9.000 6.998

IF YOU WANT TO CONTINUE
TYPE YES lYES
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~!

CLASSIFICATIONS FOR INSTRUCTIONAL COHPUTER~

Is there a continuing, on-line student-computer dialog in which the machine is
asking the student questions and subsequently checking his responses, and/or
is the machine directing the logical development of a new concept? In other
words, is the communication pedagogically interactive or tutorial in nature?

YES·

j
This entire branch is sometimes called
..£omputer-!ugmented b.earning (CAL)

includes computer-generated
reoeatable exams (CGRE)

CANNED AND STUDENT-WRITIEN PROGRAMS

Is the principal role of the computer
in the development and grading of
course assignments and examinations?

NO~-------------------_!'-------~YES
I

The principal role of .che computer must then be
to assist in problem solving, to expand the
course content via simulation, to provide student
programming experience, or to merely expose the
student to the various ways in which the computer
can be utilized in ChemistrT

!ion-!nteI:active Q.0mputer APplications (NICA)

includes on-line classroom computing
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TABLE 2

NICA IN CHEMISTRY COURSES AT EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

Canned or
Student
Written Examples of Student

~ Processing Programs Types of Programs Involvement

131 General Chemistry" batch and both gas law calculations; optional
(no lab) terminal stoichiometry problems;

electron configurations
of atoms and ions

180 General Chemistry batch and both processing titration data required
Laboratory terminal and kinetic data; least

squares analysis of data

281 Quantitative batch and both processing gravimetric and required
Analysis (lab) termin"l volumetric analysis data;

statistical treatment of
results; simulation of
titration data

432 Advanced Inorganic batch both derivation of term optional
Chemistry (no lab) symbols; calculation

of 1atdce energies;
boron hydride formulas;
calculation of bond ionicity

452 Biochemistry batch canned processing chromatography optional
Laboratory and spectral data

462 Physical Chemistry batch and both analysis of vibrational required
Laboratory terminal electronic spectra; x-ray

diffraction powder data;
gas kinetics

481 Instrumental baccb both processing titration and required
Analysis (lab) radioactivity data;

computer interfacing

490 Chemical Literature batch canned information retrieval required
(no lab) and searching procedures

496 Special Topics batch canned simula tion and interpreta- optional
(e.g., Magnetic tioo of NMR spectra
Resonance) (no lab)

530 X-ray Crystallo- batch and both reducing powder film daeaj required
graphy (lab) terminal indexing powder patternsj

fourier analysis of 'single
crystal intensity data;
simulation of powder pattern
data

596 Computer Applica- batch and both primarily numerical required
tions in Chemistry terminal methods of analysis

(no lab)
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OUTSIDE
CLASSROOM 0(

R. W. Collins

TABLE 3

POSSIBLE CONFIGURATIONS FOR ON-LINE CLASSROOM COMPUTING

M3A

HARDWARE
TRANSMITTING

LINK
VIEWING
MEDIUM

Video Adapter
,-+---------1-1 Keyboard
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INFORMATICS AND NEW CONCEPTS IN CHEMISTRY

J.E. DUBOIS D. LAURENT
Professors

University of Paris VII
Paris, France

Our aim is to describe the major outlines of a course of study which, by analyzing actual and
concrete problems in chemistry (chemical dynamics, machine handling of chemical information,
computer-aided design) makes certain general methods in informatics more apparent and enables
us to rethink basic problems in a new light.

I. INTRODUCTION Thus, the mathematical model

~(I1=-{IJp~N

can be associated with the A ~ B monomolecular
reaction.

Changes in concentration of the A compound can be
determined by simulation without really having to
carry out the reaction, and conclusions on the
properties of the real phenomenon can be drawn.

It is possible to simulate evolving chemical
phenomena by numerical analysis methods (numeri
cal integration of a differential system) or by
statistical methods (Monte Carlo method). Appli
cation of this latter method is interes ting
because it is based on the analogy between the
kinetic model and the probabilistic model result
ing from the random selection of numbers from a
table. Let us refer back to the example of the
monomolecular reaction and consider a table of
1000 elements (numbered from 0 to 999) which are
all equal to I. A number between 0 and 999 is
generated at random: let n be this number. If
the rank n tab Le element is a 111 11

, it is repla
ced by a "0", and if it is a "0 11 nothing is
changed. Let P be the probability that a
random selection leads to a given number (here
P = J/000). After N selections, the amount of
"t t s" remaining in the table is expressed by
[t] ; if at this stage liN selections are carried
out, the corresponding diminution of "I" in this
tab le is Id n. Thus

(2)

(I)dA=_kA
dt

~=-Ptll
~N

or

2. CHEMICAL DYNAMICS

We hope to -make this twofold advantage qui te
clear by analyzing, in this brief account, three
of the themes covered in the course : dynamics
of chemical systems, machine handling of chemi
cal information and computer-aided design.

2) using concrete problems familiar to chemis try
students to bring out extremely general in
formatic methods and procedures (graph theory,
data ana Lys i s , pattern recogni tion techniques,
numerical analys is, information storage and
retrieval) .

This course is avai lab Le to students nearing the
end of the physical chemistry master's degree
and is called the "C4 of Chemical Informatics".
It is doubly interesting in

I) presenting students with important problems
in tradi tional chemis try in an enti rely new
light and wi thout resorting to over-simp Li.fy
ing hypotheses ;

This article proposes to describe the main out
lines of and underlying thought behind a course
organized since 1970 by the University of Paris
VII for the purpose of introducing the methodo
logy of Informatics info the teaching of chemis
try.

Chemical dynamics covers all techniques and me
thods related to the study of evolving chemical
phenomena, be it a question of simulating a reac
tion or identifying its parameters or for optimiz
ing it .. Through Informatics, these problems in all
their generali ty can be p'res entied to the student
wi thout recoursing to simp lifying hypotheses.

2. I. Reaction simulation

Reaction s LmuLatri.on signifies determining the
evolution of products. and intervening reactants
from knowledge of the -ki.neti c model, of initial
concentrations and rate cons tants.

Equation (2) is formally equivalent to the rate
equa tion (I)

437
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There is thus an analogy between the kinetic and
the probabilistic model, which is expressed by
the change of variable deduced from equations
(I) and (2) :

which relates the ureal time", t , of the reac
tion to the number of selections, N. At a gi
ven moment the value of the A compound concen
tration is deduced from the number of "1'Js"
remaining in the table. Thus, from a very simple
intangible model adapted to computer processing
it is possible to envisage simulation of complex
cherni cal processes (J. J. MANOCK - 1973).

Students are thereby initiated into the concrete
use of the Monte Carlo method which can be
applied to a great many other fields (sampling,
numerical analysis, computer programming, ... ) .

2.2. Identification

Identification of a kinetic system involves
determining its rate cons tants on the basis of
knowledge of the evolution of certain compounds
over a period of time. This is a comp Iex problem
whose solution could formerly be treated only for
simple r e ac t i ons by graphical rner.hod s , Two types
of methods, depending on whether or not the evo
lution of the compounds is expressed analytical
ly, are presented :

The evolution of the compounds is expressed ana
lytically. By the least-squares method the theo
retical solution is adapted to the experimental
data: as in an A ~ B first-order reaction if
the ini tial concentration (a) of the A compound
is unknown and if x is the disappearance over a
period of time of this same compound then :

It is possible to simultaneously determine the
initial concentration (a) and the rate constant
(k) by an adjustment in the least-squares Sense.

Evolution is not expressed analytically. One
takes a set {k} of approximate rate constants;
then one linearizes either the solution (direct
integration method) or the differential system
(quasi-linearization method). The increase {e k}
is calculated so that the sum of the squares of
the gaps between experimental and calculated
values is minimal and the process is repeated
unti 1 the {ek} ratios are less than an e thres
hold assigned beforehand.

Knowledge of these very general methods which
extend beyond the field of chemistry allows stu
dents to rigorously analyse the kinetics of a
chemical reaction, to select the minimum set of
compounds necessary for determining kinetic pa
rameters.

2.3. Optimization

Optimization of a chemical system signifies act
ing on one of the system parameters (temperature
for example) in order to minimize or maximize a
given cri t e r i a (cos t , yield, s e Iec t i vi ty)
(E.S. LEE - 1968). An optimal temperature pro
file can thus be determined in a tubular reactor.
In other vords , find a law of temperature evolu
tion (T) over a period of time (t), T = '¥{t) so
that if the kinetic model is for example defined
by :

then the concentration of the B compound should be
a maximum at the final time. Informatics allows
one to solve this problem by traditional mathe
matical methods (variation calculus) or by more
recent methods (dynamic programming).

Here again, through problems of a chemical na
ture, students are introduced to more general
methods which can be applied to other fields (in
particular economics and management).

3. MACHINE HANDLING OF CHEMICAL INFORMATION

The originality of machine handling of chemical
information lies in the fact that it simul t ane
ously processes textual information (i.e. linear
ly expressed) and structural information of a
topological nature. It poses thereby two basic
problems :

I) unique and unambiguous registration of chemi
cal structures (by way of example,S. 106 com
pounds are inventoried at present and 5000
new compounds are published each week)

2) the search for compounds wi.th a given sub
structure (sub-structure search).

A presentation of the methods by which these two
problems are solved, aside from their intrinsic
importance, also familiarizes students wi th very
general methods and procedures such as the graph
theory, non-numerical data processing, data
access and data structure problems as well "as
commurri cat i on and graphic handling problems. In
this particular course, four basic problems are
treated :

3. I. Modeling

Analysis of chemical objects (structure or reac
tion) fami 1iarizes students wi th the graph con
cept and allows them to extend this to the chro
matic graph concept. A chromatic graph is one
whose nodes and edges are symbolically differen
tiated by a color, colors being indexed in a
chromatic reference table (in chemistry, the
Mendelieff table and the table of chemical bond
types) (J.E. DUBOIS - 1974).
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3.3. Sub-structure search

A chemical sub-structure is a partial chromatic
sub-graph wi rh , on occasion, fuzzy si t es , i. e.
an undetermined chromatism. Recognizing the
exis tence of a particular sub-s tructure (query)
within a structure is a chromatic graph homomor
phism problem. This is complex since there is no
coherence be tween the structure order and the
sub-structure order.

G'X

I1~OH

17CHZ

/"

20~J"
o,:~ ~Ao 0

12CH3 G~
Flo I170 CHZr

15 13 5 ~~ONHI

14 7 ~A.a.; 115
09 N~O

: Homomorphism problem
Order on structure and sub-s tructure

Figure

The ELCO is the smallest elementary module order
ed as a who~e ; i t ha~ two layers of nodes Ai
and Bij' ThIS module 1S recursively propagated
over the entire environment of the chromatic
graph. This gives us a labelled chromatic graph
from which a unilinear descriptor representing
the structure is derived. The presentation and
realization of such an algorithm familiarizes
students with computer processing of complex
graphs (up to ZOO nodes).

This is a very broad concept which enables us to
present students with situations very different
from those in chemistry yet formally equivalent.
For example, modeling an aerial photograph by
means of a chromatic graph whose chromatic table
specifies the different possible primitives as
ve l l, as the type of relation.

In order to solve the first problem, one must be
able to detect the identity, i.e., the isomor
phism of two graphs, so as to know if a given
structure is already included in a structural
file. Through analysis of the limits of direct
algorithms, by set reduction for instance
(E.H. SUSSENGUTH - 1965), the need to linearly
order a chromatic graph and to derive from this
linear order an unique and unambiguous represen
tation becomes apparent. The problem of detect
fng isomorphism is thus reduced to a linear
matching of the two representations. t.J'ith this
in mind students are introduced to and led to
work out the DARe generation (J.E. DUBOIS -
1966, 1973) automata. This automata involves
associating a label Ai or Bij, called linear
order label, with all the nodes of the graph.

Figure L : DARe generation automata

3.2. Unique form and order on a chromatic graph

This label reflects both the order of the nodes
and the dis t ance from each one to the focus. The
generation automata launches a focalization pro
cedure which .pe rmi ts the choice of an unique
unambiguous orgin or focus ; a concentric orga
nization procedure which organizes the nodes
according to their distance from the focus; and
procedure for p rop agat Lng an environment which
is limited concentric and ordered (ELCO).

Analysis of traditional algorithms together with
the requirements imposed by machine handling of
chemical information necessi tate the use of the
screen concept. A screen is a structural motif
generated directly from the code describing the
chromatic graph. In order to accelerate searches,
screens associated with the query sub-structure
are generated in the same way as are screens
associated with the corpus structures when creat
i ng the corpus.
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If the query screens do not match the compound
screens, the compound is not 'relevant to the
query ; if the screens match there is a presump
tion of relevancy and the. results can be further
refined by using direct homomorphism detection
procedures. Different types of screens
(J.E. DUBOIS - 1973) are analyzed: general
screens such as cyclic -nuc IeL, canonical screens
derived directly from the code, specific screens
related to the features of the corpus itself.
Students are thus familiarized wi th various
screen generation algori thms based on general
algorithms) such as the search for a fundamental
set of rings in a graph. Qualitative performan
ces (recall and precision) of a screen sys tern
depend on the nature of the screens and of the'
canonical screens in particular. Quantitative
performances (response time) are directly rela
ted to the method used for structuring data.
Analysis of the different structuring methods
according to data base size (from 103 to 2.106
structures) enables this concrete problem to
serve as a starting point from which the diffe
rent basic data structures (linear and linked
list, inverted list, tree) can be presented and
more complex structures, such as multilists can
be introduced. Students thus acquire knowledge
of directly utilizable methods and techniques
for conceiving very diversified Ln fo rmat.Lon sys
tems.

3.4. Communica tion

The chemist's ordinary language is in fact a
true graphic one where atoms are the letters,
structures the words, and reactions the senten
ces. In machine handling of chemical information,
the user mus t be able to communicate wi th the
system in this ordinary language. Analysis of
possible solutions for this problem enables us
to present students with methods and techniques
involved in graphic systems and, moreover to
underline the important and privileged role of
chemis try in computer graphics. Analys is of
structure input, Le. automatic generation of
the machine oriented code from the structural
diagram provides an opportunity for describing
the main types of input devices : graphic tablet,
CRT, optical reader, as well as devices Which,
a I though developped wi thin the framework of che
mis try, are of more general interes t , such as
the chemical typewriter and the "topocoder"
(figure 3). The output problem, i , e , the problem
of structural diagram (20) or pattern generation
(3D) from a topological code, is an excellent
example of geomeurd c pattern (2D or 3D) genera
tion and leads to processing fundamental pro
blems in computer graphics, such as perspective
calculation, elimination of hidden lines, geome
tric transformations, clipping.

Figure 3 : Display of a chemical pattern (3D)
(Tetratertiobutyl ketone)

Analysis of this problem is of wide interes t in
teaching because it illustrates the general chain
of CRT display :

representation -+ DATA structure
-+ display file -+ picture

Since, in chemistry the problem is not to repre
sent a particular object, no matter how complex
but to be able to visualize all the objects in a
set (5.10 6 existing compounds) a general program
which accepts the compounds I topological code as
its only input is necessary. This problem is ana
lyzed in workshop courses with the DARe topolo
gical code as a basic.

4. COHPUTER AIDED DESIGN

All design conception proceeds through a series
of elementary stages which make use of inductive
steps while elaborating hypotheses and of deduc
tive steps for prevision and comparison of re
sults with actual data. Informatics enables us
to carry out all the deductive steps and to
approach the inductive steps heuristically. Che
mistry is an excellent field for the implemen
tation of such methods, not only because of che
mical scientific and industrial interest in these
problems (s tructure identification, defini tion
of a synthesis pathway, correlation search), but
also because, as we saw in the preceding para
graph, the concepts used can be represented by a
graph and thus displayed gr aphi.ceLl.y and pro
cessed interactively within the framework of the
computer aided design procedure. The three pro
blems just mentioned (identification, synthesis,
correlation) are presented to the students. Their
analysis allows the students to learn general
pattern recognition and heuristic prograrraning me
thods , while enabling the teacher to present cer
tain classical aspects of chemistry in a new
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light.

4. I. Structure identification

Informatics and new concepts in chemistry

Aided synthesis aims at using the computer on
the level of the first two stages.
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The identification problem presents itself thus:
from the knowledge of n comportment parameters
associated with an unknown compound, the struc
ture of the compound must be assigned as well as
possible. These n parameters can result either
from a single measurement, such as the analyti
cal parameters (abscissa and peak intensity) de
rived from a mass spectrum, or from n distinct
measurements, such as a compound represented by
its boiling and melting points. The unknown com
pound shown by its n comportment is represented
by a point in an n-dimensional space.

Alkanes

Alkenes

Cycloalkanes

Alkylbenzene

Boiling poW

II II IClus ter : co~pounds of
Cluster the same f ami.Ly and

; belonging to the same
Procedure isomeric class

In actual practice, to find the most efficient
way of preparing a given target product (T) from
one or several available products, the chemist
envisages a series of reactions leading to the
T product.

While establishing the chromatic graph associa
ted with the structure of the target product,
the chemist perceives, as sub-structures of this
representation, some compounds that he knows how
to assemb Le ,

Compounds thus derived by this analysis can be
either immediately available or serve as synthe
sis intermediates. The number of access paths
leading to the T product is an increasing func
tion of its complexity; besides not all these
paths will be realizable.

An interactive process mus-t be used where the
chemist intervenes at each level of the synthesis
tree in order to s creen the proposed intermedia
tes : he retains only those which he deems most
relevant according to his knowledge. Two chemists
aiming at the same target compound and working
wi th the same program might thus find two diffe
rent paths.

In order to select the best path on the synthesis
tree, the edges must also be valuated with reac
tional comportment parameters such as reaction
heats or yields so as to avail oneself of the
classical optimization procedures. A critical
analysis of the main accomplishments in this
field, in particular the LHASA (E.J. COREY 
1972). SYNCHEM (H. GELERNTER - 1971), CICLOPS
(P. GILLESPIE - 1971) and DARC/SYNOPSIS
(J. E. DUBOIS - 1969) programs, is presented to
the students.

Figure 4 : Multidimensional chemical comportment
and clus terd ng ,

If we suppose that in this space there are
poin ts associated wi th compounds whose structure
is known, it is then possible, through analogy,
to identify the· compound or at least to deter
mine its essential structural characteristics by
locating it in a well-defined class in this
hyperspace (A. ARANDA - 1969). Structural class
es can be determined by the statistical methods
of pattern recognition: linear and non-linear
discrimination as welle as the different clus tee
ing methods (R.O. DUDA - 1973).

4.2. Computer aided synthesis

Solving an organic synthesis involves three dis
tinct but .no t; Lndependen t steps : formulating a,
synthesis strategy, i ;e • enumerating the possi
ble access paths to the product, selecui.ng a
particular path, and actual carry i ng out of the
synthesis.

4.3. Computer aided correlation

A correlation search involves establishing, from
acquired knowledge of a sample of objects (chemi
cal structures, reactions), a general law on the
behavior of this set. This problem is currently
of capital importance in chemistry, because it
enables us to rationally orient synthesis work
towards presumptively interesting compounds and
to estimate properties activities and reactivi
ties without having to first carry out experi
ments. This las t point is crucial, considering
the enormous gap between measurement possibili
ties and the richness of the chemical corpus.

In order to establish a correlation, it is ne
cessary to select a model characterized by a set
of parameters and then to identify those para
meters which best account for the experimental
data. The DARC/PELCO methodology '(J.E-. DUBOIS 
1973) studied since it makes it possible. t~_ con
sider interactively diversified and multl.dl.men
s ional combinations of topological and chromatic
parameters which have become apparent during the
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ordered generation of a chromatic graph. This
methad leads us to define an op t i.ma I or key po
pulation. I t uses an heuristic strategy which
gradually reveals the set of sites determining
the studied comportment. -A discrete contribution
of the global information is then assigned to
each s i teo An adjustment is carried out by an
automatic procedure whIch determines and takes
charge of interactions between certain sites.
Thus thanks to this method, if one knows the
pharmacological action of compounds making up
a key population, one can then identify the
most active compound and effect its synthesis,
should the compound not yet exist.

5. CONCLUSION

In conclusion the teaching so dispensed allows
one both :

- to complete students 'formation by analysis of
important problems in dynamic, synthesis and
carre la tion

- to make them discover through these problems
methods and techniques of the informatics.

This double aspect exp and s their scientific
background and makes easier their adaptation to
the working life.
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COMPUTER SIMULATION OF EXPERIMENTS IN UNIVERSITY PHYSICS TEACHING

Siegmund Brandt
Abteilung fur Physik der Gesamthochschule Siegen
and
Hermann Schneider
Institut fur Hochenergiephysik der UniversiUit Heidelberg

A short review is given of the "interactive physics-course" project developed at the universities
of Heidelberg and Siegen. It is the aim of this course to visualize those physics laws and pheno
mena by computer simulation for which lecture hall or laboratory experiments are difficult or im
possible of perform.

The course is designed to be attended by a class of students working on display terminals. Great
care is taken to design the simulation and the display part of the program as flexible as
possible. Several examples of simulation are presented and future extensions of the method
are di-scussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Many phenomena in modern physics require condi
tions that cannot be maintained easily in lecture
hall experiments or laboratory courses for be
ginners. Examples are relativistic movement of
particles in electromagnetic fields or celestial
mechanics. On the other hand mos t; of the laws are
well known theoretically and therefore such ex
periments can be easily simulated by computer
and the results can be displayed in graphical
form, thereby giving the student much more infor
mation on the experiment at one time than couLd
be obtained by succesive measurement of some
quantities. Disturbing effects which are always
present in real experiments, eg. friction, resi
dual gas, finite resistance of insulation, etc.
can be totally excluded but also "switched on"
at will.

The graphic display of the simulated experiment
can be performed in arbitrary space - and time
scale and also in fictious spaces spanned for
instance by "momentum or potential coordinates.
The form of display is chosen by the student who
is performing a dialog with the computer system
allowing a rapid repetition of the experiment
under altered conditions. In this way phenomena
can be studied in a very broad range, e.g.motion
in the relativistic and non rela tivd s t Lc case,
with and without friction.

It is intended that in addition to the classical
lectures and laboratory courses students attend
the interactive physics course 4 hours per week
for one or two semesters. Of course it is not
possible to present the whole of physics in one
simulation program. However it is very desirable
to have few very general programs so that the
student is not hindered in the variation of his
experiments by restricted flexibility of the
program. One such program that comprises the
classical and relativistic mechanics of mass
points and rigid bodies is discussed in the next
sections.

2. THE PROGRAM "PARTICLES AND FIE,LDS

The program comput.e s traj ectories of up to ten
mass points (we call them particles) which inter-
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act with each other and with external fields and
displays them graphically (e vqc on a CRT display).
The trajectories are obtained by numerical inte
gration of the equations of motion once the ini
tial conditions and the laws of the acting forces
are given. The force on each particle that can
carry mass, electric and magnetic (monopole)
charge is the sum of gravitational, electric and
magnetic force originating from external fields
and from the other particles. In addition the
particles can be coupled by harmonic I spr Lnq )
forces or rigid connections and can suffer a ve
loci ty depending (frictional) force.

The information which defines an experiment is
structured as a matrix of numbers which can be
already present on tape or disc or be input or
modd f Led at the terminal. It consists of initial
conditions, infonnation on external fields, in
formation on the mode of display and some parame
ters specifying whe t.her classical or relativistic
mechanics is to be used etc. All input is in nu
merical form. The user needs no knowledge of pro
gramming since the equations of motion are set up
by the program.

Very valuable is the possibility to dr-aw families
of curves. One or all input parameters can be
varied to obtain such families. After regular
time intervals time marks are d r awn onto the
trajectories giving an indication of the velocity.
Various possibilities are given for the projec
tion of the traj ectories from 3-dimensional coor
dinate space or 6-dimensional phase space onto the
2-dimensional picture plane. We mention only cen
tral proj ection (with the possibility to produce
stereo-pairs of pictures), parallel and axonome
t.r'Lc projection, represention in spherical and
cylindrical coordinates. The trajectories can
also be viewed in the system of a moving observer
using Lorentz- or Galilei-transformation.

The dialog is technically very simple .. It has
always the form: input of data - output of re
sults in graphical form. The student interprets
the result and is lead to a new question which he
poses by modifying the data. As starting point
and guiding line a collection of proven examples
is provided. Interesting questions worked out by
the students enlarge this collection continuously.
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Fig. L Motion in 1/R2 fields: (a) classical motion without friction, (b) classical motion with fric
tion, (e) relativistisc motion, (d) motion of light quantum in fields of different strengths.

A dd a.Loq in verbal form is not foreseen. The cho
sen form of dialog gives a maximum of freedom to
the user and corresponds to the working method
of scientific research:design of experiments
and interpretation of results.

3. EXAMPLES

3.1 I/R2-field

Although well known from text boolts the motion in
a central gravitational field still offers many
possibilities for interactive simulation. Fig.1 a
shows trajectories of particles with different

initial velocities perpendicular to the initial
connection line between particles and center. One
ooseeee hyperbolic, parabolic, elliptic and cir
cular orbits. Further questions the student might
ask are:
- Is there a dependence of the orbit on the par

ticles mass for equal velocities?
- What is the form of orbits- for l/Rn fields?
- What are the changes for extended centers

of gravity?
- What happens if the force is repelling (scatter

ing) ?
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If there is a frictional force the trajectory
spirals towards the center while the velocity in
creases (fig.lb). If relativistic instead of
Newt.on Lan mechanics' is used particles can be
dragged into the center. Fig.Ie shows the tra
jectories of massive particles. The constant of
gravi ty was chosen such that the force is equal
to IF I = 1/R2. Initial distance is R

o
= 1 ~ The

velocity v was varied in the range O.4c< v <c
(c = velocity of light). The motion of light
quanta (rest mass m = 0) instead of massive
particles is displa?ed in fig .ld. The different
trajectories correspond to variation of the
strength a. of the field IF I = a/R2 in the range
0.5 <·a < 1.5. One observes that starting from
a gi;en 'Strength even light quanta are absorbed
into the center ("black hole") if the distance
falls below a certain limit (Schwarzschild
radius) .

3.2 Self ionization of a "classical helitun atom".

Two particles of like charge ('electrons") are in
the central field of a locally fixed particle of
opposite charge. Their initial locations are
symmetric to the center but the veloci ties are
slightly different. After some time one of the
electrons leaves the center while the other one
drops to an orbit nearer to the center (f1g.2).

I
I

/

Fig.2. Motion of 2 negative charges in the
field of a fixed positive charge.

The following questions arise:
- Can classical atoms with more than one electron

be stable?
- How does the self ionizing mechanism work in

detail?

- Can there be stability if the field is not pro
duced by a point charge but by a space charge?

3.3 Three-body-problem

Al though there is no closed solution to this pro
blem with the computer it can be easily tackled.

Fig.3. Trajectories of 3 masses under their
mutual gravitational field.

Fig.3 shows the movement of 3 masses in the ratio
16:4:1 which are initially located on a line. The
initial velocities perpendicular to this line and
in the paper plane were chosen such that the to
tal momentum vanishes and that the center of
mass of the two lighter particles describes a
circle about the center of mass of the system.
Questions of the student might be:
- What is the reason for Waves, loops and pivots

in the "moon's" trajectory
- Under what conditions the "moon I s" trajectory

is stable around the "e a rth 11 and when can it go
over to the "sun"?

- Are the trajectories changed qualitatively if
the movement is not restricted to a plane?

3.4 Motion of particles in orthogonal electric
and magnetic fields

4

Particles of mass m, .xelo~itx v a~d c~a~ge q are
subject to the force F = F +F = qE+q(vxBc)
if they are exp~sed to an ~le~tric field E and a
magneti~ fiel§ B. The motion is particulary sim
ple if E and B are pexpend.LcuLaz , In fig.1 the
traject~ries are shown in the x-y plane. E is in
y- and B in z-direction. The particles start Ln
the center left of the picture. Their initial
velocity is in (positive or negative) x-direction
and has different absolute values for the dif
ferent traj ectories. The motion in fig. 4a can
be understood as follows. Let us concentrate
first on the trajectory which extends farthest to
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. eLd •• ,., mot.Lon Ln
d maqne t.Lc fJ.. ca ty v=E/B,

1 electric an erver with velo r (GaHle>. Le in orthogona by a moving obs mova nq observe LtiLaL con-s of a charged ~:~t~~ (a) but as ~ee7d) as (c) seen (~f :s (e) but wdtih an''',',''0",,,:,:.,,,",,s , a-s mechanLos , '/'0';; trrarrs f'ozme t.Lon , tih ,/,.,.'c Lass Lca La t.Lvds t.Lc sing Loren (f) but w>
(c) rnot.Lon ~n ~e (e) as (d) but u, s system, (g) as
tranSformat1.~~r~c in the observerdi tions symm
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the left. The particle starts on the x-axis wat.h
a high velocity in the negative x-rd Lr ec t.Lon , If
there were only a magnetic field it would des-
cribe a circle of fixed radius. However along
its pa~h it is still accelerated by the electric
field E which has a component parallel to the
particle motion. Therefore the veloei ty changes:
the path is not a circle. At the highest J;0int in
y the particle starts moving against the E field.
It is decelerated and finally reaches the x-axis
with the initial velocity in the negative x-di
rection. It starts a new loop. Particles of dif
ferent absolute values of the velocity perform
different loops but they all reach the x-ext s
again at the same point and the same time. A par
ticle of the special~).veloci~y lvj = IvBI = EelS
is force-free since F = - F . It therefore moves
wi th constant ve Loc i, t9 alongmthe x-axis.

since the motion shows an over-all drift in the
x -dd r ect Lon and a cyclic movement one could test
the hypothesis wether it is a superposition of a
constant velocity motion and a circular motion.
The test is easily done by observing in a system
which moves with constant velocity v in x-di-
r ec t.Lon . The result is shown in fig.~b which in
deed displays circles of different radius. One
sees that by a simple transformation the effect
of the electric field can be eliminated. Going
over from c Lu s s Lce L to relativistic mechanics
one obtains figs. 4c and 4d which were computed
for initial velocities in the range -0.98c<v<
O.98c and for E/8=0. 9. The motion is cyclic but
of unequal period in the laboratory system. In
the observer I s system instead of circles ellipses
are obtained. This is the effect of Lorentz con
traction, wh Lch can thus be vizualized by the
program. If the Lorentz transformation is used
to transform the laboratory to the observer I s
system rather than the Galilei transformation the
traj ectories become circular again (fig. 4e) •
The picture is still unsymmetric because in the
observer I s system the range of initial condition
is unsymmetric. This can be cured by specifying
the ini tial conditions in the observer's system
(fig. 4.:1;). The time (being the integration va
riable) was not Lorentz transformed. Its trans
formation would not result in a change of the
trajectories I form but only the spacing of time
marks. We have now achieved by a Lorentz trans
formation to eliminate again the effect of the
electric field. Also the magnetic field can be
e Li.mdnet.ed by a Lorentz transformation contrary
to the non-relativistic case. An example is given
in fig. 4':f for B/E = 0.9. (We have used the con
vention c = 1.) One observes the parabolic tra
jectories typical of the motion in homogeneous
electric (or gravitational) fields.

The example gives a broad view on relativistic
motion and transformation properties of fields,
which can still be extended by other examples.
By interactive s LmuLat.Lon the student can develop
a feeling for these phenomena which he does not
have from everyday experience nor (unfortunately)
from experiments.

3.5 Electron· in the earth2. ~9netic ~e~

The program does not only allow homogeneous or
central external fields. There are various other
(also time dependent) field types available. One
is the magnetic dipole field, the type of field
which surrounds the earth.

Fig. S. Trajectory of an electron trapped in the
earth I s magnetic field

Fig. S shows the traj ectory of an electron in
such a field. One can see how an electron can
be trapped between converging field lines, a
phenomenon that gives rise to the van Allan ra
diation belts observed around the earth. In fig.
S in addition to the trajectories the field lines
are drawn. The crosses mark equal potential in
tervals and, if connected between neighbouring
field Ld nes , span potential surfaces. The tech
nique of drawing field lines by computer is des
cribed elsewhere {1}

3.6 The use of ahstract spaces

So far we have only discussed plots of trajec
tories in coordinate space. Of course also other
quantities than coordinates can be plotted.
Fig.6a shows the field lines for a superposition
of a homogeneous field and a central field in a
plane. If as a third coordinate the potential is
plotted over every point of the plane one ob
tains a three-dimensional surface. A perspective
view of this surface is shown in fig.6b. The
motion of two particles (without friction' and
with very strong friction, respectively) is also
displayed. Fig. 6b can serve as a mechanical ana
logon for the field (the particles can be
thought of as little balls rolling on a surface
of a wooden object). The pole of the potential
is seen to be a sharp peak extending to infinity.

4. THE STATUS OF THE PRo.JECT

The program was initially developed on a large
computer (IBM 360/65) without interactive faci
li ties. In this version it works with punched
card input and Calcomp plotter output. Current
ly the program is implemented on dedicated time
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Fig.6.Field lines (a) and potential (b) for the
superposition of a homogeneous and a 1/R2

field. Trajectories of 2 particles are
shown that move with and without friction,
respectively

sharing system (PDP 11/45) which in its final
configuration will have several display termi
nals (Tektronix TEK 4010) as well as possibili
ties for permanent graphic output (Tektronix
hardcopy - unit, Calcomp plotter). Different
experiments can be simulated at t.he same time
from the different terminals. At a later stage
the inclusion of analog input devices for ex
periment definition is foreseen.

The main task is the development of further si
mulation programs. While the program "particles
and fields" solves ordinary differential equa
tions, partial differential equations would open
the fields of diffusion and heat conduction, of
classical and quantum mechanical waves. On the
latter subject impressive work has been done al
ready {4-S}. However it does not yet have the
desired generality. Other subjects could be
s t.at.Ls t.Lce L mechanics or scattering in one or
multidimensional lattices.

Of course the method of interactive simulation
is in no ways limited to physics nor to univer
sity teaching. Other sciences like mathematics
(especially the theory of functions, geometry
or statistics) or chemistry (structure of mo Lu
cuLes , or chrystrals) might employ similar tech
niques and conventions. With limitations the
method might be used in colleges and schools,
especially in view of the rapidly falling prices
for small computer systems.
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AN INTRODUCTORY COMPUTER-PROGRAMMING COURSE AND
SOME OF ITS EFFECTS ON THE TEACHING OF MATHEMATICS
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S-341 00 Ljungby
Sweden

Rolf Nilsson

The main problem in this study was to investigate the results of the introduction of
computer-programming into the tenth-grade mathematics course. How does the work
with flow-charts, algorithms and computers affect the numerical ability of the students
and their attitudes towards mathematics? The mean gain on a repeated numerical test
and the result on an attitude test were significantly higher for the computer-group than
for the control group. These positive effects were particularly pronounced for students
with low school marks in mathematics.

1. BACKGROUND

Sunnerboskolan, Ljungby, is a small high school with
about 500 students, aged 16-18. In 1970 a planning and
outlining group for the introduction of computers' in edu
cation was constituted. Certainly this team which now
consists of the authors of this paper encountered many
probiems. Should the students have knowledge of com
puter programming or should they only use canned
programs? Which hardware and which software were
available? Which subject should be the starting point?
How to organize teacher training?

1. 1. Original goals

An experimental study with the following goals was
started:

(i) To give the students an understanding of what com
puters are and what they can and cannot do. By using
computers the magic and fears induced by terms like
"superbrains", frequently met in the newspapers, is
removed. Technical details and computer terminology
should be reduced to a minimum.

(ii) To develop the students' problem-solving ability
by working with algorithms and flow-charts. A strong
emphasis should be put on the process of analyzing a
problem. The computer will make it possible to
choose "real life" problems and bes ides give valu
able feedback and motivation for the work.

(iii) To give the students enough programming skills
for carrying out simple algorithms on the computer.
A short programming course (15-20 hours) in BASIC
is given in the tenth grade by the mathematics teach
er. OnlyBASIC-instructions common to most avail
able systems should be included. A critical attitude
towards the results produced by the computer should
be stressed.
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(iv) To give as many teachers and subjects as possible
access to the computing facilities. Using a computer is
a way of thinking and will require much time and much
practical exper-ience,

(v) To follow up how the use of computers affects the
students' numerical ability and their attitudes towards
mathematics.

1. 2. Hardware and software

Since our start-up with computers in 1970 we have
studied three kinds of hardware facilities:
(i) Programmable calculator.
(ii) Terminal connected to a big computer by the tele

phone network.
(iii) Minicomputer.

Most computational problems in our courses could be
solved on a programmable calculator, but we found the
machine language rather time-consuming, especially
when debugging. As every machine has a specific
language, you can only exchange programs with those
who are working with exactly the same type of machine.

Utilizing the services of time-sharing companies had of
course many advantages, such as very short running
times, great on-line storage capacity and libraries of
programs. However, for economical reasons we could
not use this way to reach our goals. Having a rather
long distance to the computer-utility our telephone
costs together with one year's rent were nearly the
same as the cost of buying a small minicomputer.

So we turned to minicomputers with simple high-level
languages, such as BASIC. We started with the well
known PDP-8 and two teletypes. Then we changed to
Alfa LSI -2 and we are now building up the system shown
below.
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A minicomputer has proved to be very useful for our
kind of work. It is always available and the running
costs are practically none. It can handle almost
every program you need at high school level and by
connecting several teletypes you can allow many
students to operate the computer simultaneously.

What kind of software has been used? Besides tbe
simple programs, written by the students, indi
vidually or in groups, during problem-solving
exercises we have used programs for laboratory
work and demonstrations. These programs are
often prepared by the teachers themselves. There
is a demand from most teachers for a large pool of
good programs and suitable exercises for purposes
of demonstration. We have just started building up
a minicomputerlibrary of programs in BASIC.
Organized co-operation between schools will per-.
haps solve this important problem.

2. THE STUDY

During the 1972/73 school year a research study
concerning goal (v) was undertaken in the tenth
grade mathematics course by Bjork (1). A short re
view of this study is given below.

2.1. Formulating the problems

How wiII the introductory computer-programming
course affect
(i) the stud ents' numerical ability
(ii) the students' attitudes towards mathematics?

2.2. Design

Due to practical conditions a random sample was im
possible to obtain. The study consisted of ten classes.
For analyzmg collected data an experimental group 
comparison group design was used.

Experimental classes. About 110 students from science,
technical, social and economics classes in the tenth
grade of Sunnerboskolan, Ljungby. These students got
an introductory computer-programming course accord-
ing to the goals stated above. .

Control classes. An approximately equalgroup con
sisting of about 110 students from corresponding class
ea and from a school of the same size and structure as
Sunnerboskolan. These students only got the conven
tional mathematics course, which contains no com
puter-programming at all.
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2.3. Instrumentation

An introductory computer-programming courseand the teachingof mathematics

2.4. Results
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In order to answer the questions stated, the following
data were collected from both groups:
(i) School marks from the ninth-grade and the tenth

grade mathematics course.
(ii) Scores from a repeated 70-item numericai test.
(iii) Results on a 28-item, five-point Likert-type

attitude scale "What about math?".

Pre-study data. To convince ourselves of the original
comparability of the groups the two pre-study vari
ables were analyzed. Table 1 and 2 give a comparison
between the computer-group and the control group be
fore the experiment.

Table 1 School marks in mathematics in the ninth grade. (In Sweden a scale of marks from
1 to 5 is used. 5 denotes the highest mark. )

Number Mean Variance F-ratio P (<1 =O. 20) ;;'2

All classes
Computer-group 114 3.39 0.86

0.86 p> 0.20 0.00
Control group 114 3.50 0.85

Science and technical classes
Computer-group 67 3.57 0.86

0.30 p> 0.20 0.00
Control group 83 3.65 0.86

Social and economics classes
Computer-group 47 3.15 0.78

0.01 p> 0.20 0.00
Control group 31 3.13 0.65

Table 2 Numerical pretest

Number Mean Variance F-ratio P (<1 =O. 20) ;;'2

All classes
Computer-group 114 43.9 204.0

0.67 p> 0.20 0.00
Control group 108 42.4 193.3

Science and teclmical classes
Computer-group 70 47.0 216.2

0.67 p> 0.20 0.00
Control group 81 45.1 173.2

Social and economics classes
Computer-group 44 39.1 150.6

2.56 P < 0.20 0.20
Control group 27 34.2 170.5

Posttest data. The pretest score on the numerical method will perhaps not be quite fair to the com-
test was subtracted from the posttest score for each puter-group, as they scored somewhat higher on the
individual, resulting in a difference score. This pretest.
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Table 3 Numerical test. Analysis of the difference score

Number Mean Variance Fe-r-atto P (0 ~ O.05) ;:'2

M3B

All classes
Computer-group 102 12.1
Control group 93 9.1

Science and technical classes
Computer-group 59 10.5
Control group 68 9.7

Social and economics classes
Computer-group 43 14.3
Control group 25 7.4

Mark 1 + 2 in math in grade nine
Computer-group 17 14.8
Control group 13 5.2

Mark 3 in math in grade nine
Computer-group 29 14.7
Control group 24 8.6

Mark 4 + 5 in math in grade nine
Computer-group 52 9.8
Control group 54 10.1

From table 3 we can see that the computer-group has
improved significantly better in numerical ability than
the control group. It is very interesting to note that
the greatest effect has been obtained for students with

59.8
8.36 P < 0.05 0.04

47.3

61. 8
0.48 p > 0.05 0.00

41. 7

50.3
13.53 P < 0.05 0.16

61. 2

66.7
13.07 P < 0.05 0,29

32.3

51. 3
8.38 P < 0.05 0.12

65.4

49.1
0.08 p > 0.05 0.00

41. 5

low school marks in mathematics. The magnitude of
the effect has been estimated with Hays' ;:'2-index (2).
;;'2~0.10 is considered to be a high effect and w~O. 03
a low effect.

~ Attitude scale "What about math ?"

Number Mean Variance F-ratio P (0 ~ 0.05) '~2

All classes
Computer-group 102 105.3 212.2

7.59 P < 0.05 0.03
Control group 99 100.1 150.9

Science and teclmical classes
Computer-group 65 109.6 186.7

11.00 P < 0.05 0.07
Control group 70 102.6 111.1

Social and economics classes
Computer-group 37 97.9 174.3

1. 35 p> 0.05 0.01
Control group 29 94.0 199.3

Mark 1 + 2 in math in grade ten
Computer-group 30 101. 1 220.9

6.05 P < 0.05 0.08
Control group 29 92.7 125.2

Mark 3 in math in grade ten
Computer-group 40 107.3 220.9

4.03 P < 0.05 0.04
Control group 39 101. 1 152.0

Mark 4 + 5 in math in grade ten
Computer-group 32 106.9 182.2

0.14 p> 0.05 0.00
Control group 31 105.8 95.4
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The computer-group has a significantly more positive
attitude towards mathematics than the control group.'
The difference between the two groups is greater for
students with low school marks in mathematics. This
effect was particularly noticable on items related to
the usefulness of mathematics of the following type:

In "everyday life" you have no use for mathematics.
At the math-lessons you learn nothing of practical
value.

3. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

This study has shown that the computer can be intro
duced into the high schoo1 in a way that
(i) will give a better numerical ability
(ii) will give more positive attitudes towards mathe

matics
(iii) particularly students with low school marks in

mathematics will benefit from the course.

Of course it is very difficult to generalize these re
sults. There are many sources of error in a study of
this kind. Could the teacher effect be neglected? Was
the sample used representative for the population of
all students in the tenth grade? Could the attitude
measurements - even if they were performed half a
year after the main study - have been affected by the
attention created by the project?

Can really work with algorithms, flow-charts and
program-writing increase the numerical ability? Even
if this work requires the solution of many test-pro
blems by hand, we believe that the obtained positive
effects upon the numerical abiltty mainly are related
to a corresponding increase in motivation. Using the

computer as a problem -solving tool gives the students
a strong motivation for learning to carry out an alge
braic and numerical computation fast and correctly.

Finally we want to remark that this project which was
originally started in 1970 with the computer as a
problem-solving tool has developed in many direct
ions. Our introductory computer-programming
course has been an excellent entry point for more
sofisticated ways of using and treating the computer
in many other subjects. We can mention the computer
as a simulator and the social effects of the computer
ized society. Even for adult education our model has
proved to be successful. Increasing capabilities of
the available computers and increasing knowledge and
experience of the teachers will gradually broaden and
deepen the goals for computer science in education.

Two new computer-projects, one in mathematics and
social studies in the ninth grade and one in science,
economics, business and technical classes in the
eleventh grade, based on the results of the study re
viewed in this paper are performed in Sundsvall and
Ljungby resp. during the 1974/75 school year. These
two projects are supported by the Swedish Board of
Education.

4. REFERENCES

(1) Bjork, L.- E., Pedagogisk-psykologiska problem,
Report no. 246, (in Swedish), School of Education,
Malmo, (1974).
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Rinehart & Winston, New York, (1963), p. 324 and
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Dans 1 'experience qui suit, un espace vectoriel de dimension trois est s i.muLe sur ordina
t eu r , Les iHeves sont alors places en situation de decouverte. Par de ver i t ab Les manipu
lations rnathema t Lque s et 11 exercice de leur intuition, i Ls peuvent appr ehender de nouvel
les structures. L' e xemp Le a ete choisi de I aeon a pouvoir, en particulier, les initier
aux notions de
- sous-espaces vectoriels de dimensions un , deux
- bases
p l.utSt qu'une formalisation abstraite, un travail concre t deve Lcppan t l'esprit de stra
tegie.
Les decouvertes j alonnent des etapes qui son t; accornpagnees d ' une cons truction app rcpr i ee
du cours .

I. ORDINATEUR ET PEDAGOG IE

On r-ep roche habituellement a 11 enseignement tra
d i t i.onne I des macbema r i ques son abstraction et
son e Li t Lsme , Des essais ont ete t en t es pour y
r emedf e r , En particulier, 1 'enseignement program
me, essentiellement par un con t r'Bl e de connais-
s ence s , pe rme t a chaque eleve d I et r e ac t i.f ; par
cont.re , i1 ne fait pas appel a L' intuition et
change peu Le ca r ac t e r e abstrait des ma t.hema t i r

ques • Ne 1aissant done pas de plaee a la decou
verte, il semble mal ad ap t e a leur ense i gnemen t .

En ce qui concerne l' informatique, o f f r e-t t r-e Ll e
des solutions ?
1a methode la plus r epandue consiste en I' appren
tissage d 'un langage qui neces s Lte i nevi tablement
Le recours a Lt anal ys e , donc a l'algorithrnique.
En fait, ceci revient a a j ou t e r- uue matiere sup
p Lemenra'i re a des programmes deja charges.
DI autre part, les eleves qui bene f i.c Lent Le plus
efficaeement de ce t r e methode sont les "mei 1Leur's ",
ceux dont 11 assimilation rapide laisse plus de
temps d Laporri.b Le , i1 appara'i t alors une accen
tuation de La tendance e Li.tLque ,

Cependanti , si Z'informatique nrappox-te pas di-reo-:
tement aux eZeves des soZutions satiefai.eantee,
el.l:e est utile au profeeeeur dans La mesure OU
el.Le l t enqaqe d utri.l-ieer l.t ordinateur corrune outri l:
pedagogique.
En effet, iZ nous a Me possible dr escperimenter
une methode qui
- exerce l-'e],eve d: des marripul.at.ione mathematri»

ques"
- devel.oppe son intuition"
- lui permet: de deoouur-i» dans sa totalite une
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structure compl.exe,
- lui offr>e la possibilite d/ about.i»,
- Z'oblige egalement d: agir en reepeetant: sa

oolontie et en lui accordant: un maximum d'auto
nomie,

De plus, nous avons fai t en sorte que La methode
soit applicable par d ' autres profe.sseurs non
i.n i t i.fis a I' i.n fo rma t i.que . Ce La perrnet un tra
vail d "equi.pe a Lt Lnt e r Ieur du I yc ee , II serait
bien regrettable que Le professeur informaticien
reste i so j e,parce qulil utilise des moyens repu
tes i naccess LbIes .

2. DE LA THEORIE A LA PRATlQUE

L' experience a commence en 73/74 avec des eleves
de 16 ans en moyenne , de deux classes de seeonde,
sur un programme "limite" a 6,7 K mots M.15.
Les re eul.raes obtenus, It interet rnan i f es t e nous
ont encourages a augmenter la "taille du program
me" et aelargir Le champ d I experience a trois
classes en 74/75. Crest de la premiere dont il
est question dans eette presentation.

Cette experience se deroule de la marri.er e sui
vante :
- Une revision de 1a structure de corps commuta

tif.
Une presentation d t espaces vectoriels particu
liers Sur R.

- Trois seances associant chacune un passage "su"r
ordinateur a une redaction collective du ccurs ,
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2.0. PriHiminaires

g : (a, 8, y)t-+ 6

S est l'isomorphisme qui, a Lt ord re Iexi.cogra
phd que de (7/37)3 as soc i e 1 'ordre a Lphab e t i.que
de ALPHA.

La revision de La structure de corps commutatif
est T' ob je t d t un exercice sur (2/32, +, *).

Lorsqu'on aborde l a notion d'espace vec cor i.eI
sur lR, les e.leves voient et ne voient que des
exemples classiques ne conduisant a aucune for
malisation : fonctions affines, po Lyndmes , vee
teurs du plan affine, R x R. L'ensemble qui va
ihre l'objet de leur etude sur Mitra 15 leur est
alors p r es en t e

ALPHA = {<;>; A ; B Z)

i I est code par 1a bijection de (2/32)3
sur ALPHA

aux moyens materiels de la conversation avec
1 'ordinateur peuven t se consacrer exclusivement
a 1a manipulation qu'ils ont commencee • C'est ce
moment qui a ete choisi pour at t aque r la I ere
phase d'initiation.

L'ordinateur leur demande de choisir un vec t eu r ,
different de I' element neutre (w). Ll.s affichent
a la console les vecteurs engend r es par ce1ui-ci.
Lt e ns emb Le ainsi determine est forme de W , du
vec t eu r cho i s i , de son s yme t r i.que . A partir d t un
cad rage programme, .i Ls construisent les table's
d ' addition et de multiplication e xte r ne sur'
71/371, de cet ensemble.

On leur propose d ' analyser la structure qu' i Is
ont sous les yeux , la notion de s t ab i Li re e t an t
soua- j acen t e ,
Places devant une nouvelle structure, on leur en
donne l e nom (d ro i te vec t o r i.e Ll e ) et on veri fie
qu'ils l'ont app rehendee ccr r e c t emen t .

En leur faisant construire toutes les au t r e s
droites vectorielles de ALPHA. on fait en s o r t e
qu ' i Is ne puissent de r ou Ler l e programme a la
sui te de reponses donnees au has a rd .

g(a
l

, 8
1

, Yj)

g(a
2

, 8
2,

Y
2)

si on pose t:.,

6
2

A E 71 /3 7i

au munit ALPHA de deux lois de f i.n i e s par
Jeme seance: Decouverte de la notion de

s ous-r e s pace vec tor i.e 1 de
dimension 2

* 8 ; A * y)

2. I. Passages sur ordinateur

Jere seance: Travail sur La 10i d'addition
interne e t sur 1a loi e xte r ne

- Obj ec t i f s pedagog i ques •
Con t t'BLe des ccnna i s s ances acqu i ses lors de la
presentation des exemp Les , familiarisation des
e Leve s avec I a machine, apprentissage de la
redaction de leur fiche de cours .

- De rou Lement; •
Les e Leves e f f ec t uen t les operations, ap re s
avoir choisi leurs elements. Ll.s peuvent;
s t exe r ce r autant qu t i Ls Le des Lr-en t . Leurs
reponse s sont con t rb Iee s • Ll.s commencent un
rapport qui, ap r e s correction, leur servira
lors des seances suivantes.

2eme seance: Decouverte de La notion de
sous--espace vectoriel de
dimension 1

- Objectifs pedagog i ques ,
Initiation a 1a notion de droite vectorielle,
a un processus de generation, preparation du
ccurs .

- Der ou Lement ,
Lea eIeves deb a'r r asaes des contingences 1 i ees

- Obj ec t i f s pedagog i.ques .
'In i, tiation aux notions de dependance e t i ndepen-
dance l Lnea i r e , de s t ab i.Li t e d t un plan vec t o r i e l
par combinaison l i nea i r e , de base.

- Der ou Lemen t ,

La methode d i.f fe r e de 1a o r e ceden t e en ce sens
que tous les ca Lcu Ls fastidieux de t ou t e s Les
combinaisons l i.ne a i r ea de deux vec t eu r s , sont
proposes par la machine a la suite de I' afficha
ge de 2 vecteurs par I' eIeve .
II a ete conse i Ll.e a nos eIeves de choisir ces
2 vec t eurs de la man i e r e suivante
- tous 1es deux egaux a i)

- un des deux vecteurs ega1 a w
- deux vecteurs egaux mais dis tincts de t.J
- deux vec teur s dis tincts, d i.f f e r en t s de .w et

appartenant a la meme droite vectorielle
- deux vec ceur s dis tincts n t appa r t enanr; pas a la

meme droite vectorielle.

Ll.s manipulent a i nsi, tous les cas de dependance
e t d I .independance Hnea i r e . Ll s ob tiennent I" es
pace vectoriel {w}. une droite vec to r i e l l e , un
plan vec tor i e l • Dans chaque cas, des connnentaires
appropr Les leur sont donnes
Par exemple : - fai.re Le comptage du nombre de
f o i.s ou. appara'i t l' element neu t r e dans l.e sous
espace engendrf par les 2 vecteurs choisis ;

- cho i s i r deux nouveaux vecteurs
Lndependan t s dans un plan vectoriel afin de leur
faire r eat i se r qu I ils ruan i pu Len t; deux bases d ' un
meme sous-espace vec.tor i e L.
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2.2. De l' ordinateur a 18 salle de classe

Le cah i e r de cours peut enfin se presenter comme
suit

A chaque seance de travail, sur console visuelle,
les eLave s sont par deux. Ll.s peuvent agir conme
ils If entendent : choisir leurs elements de cal
cu l , prendre Ie temps de riHlechir a leur rfiporr-
s e • Ll.s ont done les moyens d I agir dans une ce r-

t a i ne autonomie.
Ll.s e t ab Li s sen t un memoi.r e dans Leque L son t con
signes les r ds u Lt a t s et sont r ed i.gee s les demons
trations neces s a Lre s , Ce me-moire est co r r i ge en
classe. Chaque couple d I eH~:ves ame Li.o r e sa re
daction et chacun garde un exemplaire qui servira
de support au cours et de document de travail pour
1a seance suivante.

page de gauche

Travail concret :

Res u Lt a t s i.mpo r t an t s de
I' experimentation sur
Ni t r a 15.

page de droi te

Travail theorique :

Deve Lcppemen t des points
de la page de gauche
sous leur forme habi-
t ue Tl e ,

A tout instant, chacun dispose d'une Lndepend anca
totale par rapport a l'ensemble de la c Las s e .
Pour ses r eponses , l'adolescent nt a plus a etre
emba r r as s e par La presence des "autres",
Mais place dans l'attitude d'un chercheur, il ne
doit pas se retrouver i s o l e , face a un appare i l ,

- O'une part, c'est en travaillant dans un domai-
ne familier que I' el.eve doit apprehende r Les
no tions i nconnue.s .

- 0' autre part, avant d fexperimenter 1 f idee qu Iii
s t en fait, il est s ouha i t ab Le qu'il puisse en
discuter avec un camarade de San cho i.x , C' est
une des raisons du travail par groupes de deux.

- Enfin, en cas d "echec dii s o i t a de mauvaises
initiatives, soit a des divergences entre les
deux camarades, Le professeur rendu plus dis
ponib Le peut i nt.e r ven i r ,

CeLa doit ev i t e r ces trap nombreux cas d 'eleves
qui s or t e n t de classe sans avoir compris Le
cours .
Ains i, les chances d I app r ehende r rigoureusement
les nouvelles no t i ons et de pa r f a i r e leur rai
sonnement e t an t; t r e s sensiblement amd l i o rees ,
Lt o rd Lnateur apparait comma un outil ped agog i.que
dont L' aide est prfic i.eu s e .

Aucune notion n ' e t ane demonc ree sur machine, on
est amene a passer de la notion de demonstration
par Le calcul a ce Ll,e de demonstration abstraite.
Par exemple, il y a 729 dgal Lt es a e t ab Li r par
calcul machine pour demon t r e r que I' addition est
commutative dans ALPHA; la demonstration abstrai
t e se fait en quelques I'i gnes .
Ofautres notions e t an c l'objet d'une demonstra
tion a la suite de La manipulation, celles-ci ne
sont pas refaites dans Le cas general. Par exem
pIe: la s t ab i.Li.t e d'un plan vectoriel par com
binaison t i neai re e t an t demont ree en page de
gauche, seul Ie tbeoreme correspondant es t enonce
en page de droite.

3. CONCLUSION

Le va-e r-v'ient ques t i on-j-epons e , met l'eleve dans
l'obligation d'etre actif. II est impossible de
de rou Ier un module sans donner toutes les bonnes
r eponse s ,
Tandis que dans un cours c Las s i.que , il peu t Stre
noye par Le groupe e t res ter dans I' anonymat , re
p lie sur lui-meme avec des idees fausses, I' eIeve
se trouve confron t e individuellement au prob Ieme
pose. II lui es t impossible d ' e luder les reponses •

L'interet des e Leve s nous a paru constant durant
toute Lt expe r i ence , il n'a ete df que temporai
rement a Lt aspec t gadget de l'ordinateur ; r ap i r

dement. ils ont ete pr eoc cupe s par leur manipu
lation avec une rare concentration d t es pr i t .

C'est pourquoi, en 74/75, Le programme se pr o Lorr
ge par l ' e t ade des intersections de s ous-re s paces
vectoriels, des bases de ALPHA au niveau de la
classe de seconde , les applications line-aires et
Ie caleul matrieiel au niveau de 1a elasse de
premiere.

4. REFERENCE

M. GLAYHANN "Exempl:e de ooncretieation.. vecto
riel et applications l.ineaivee"

Bulletin APMEP n " 284

5. EXTRAITS D' UN LISTING D' EXECUTION
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" CHEMINEl<ENT SUIVI EN CAS DE REUSSITE "

NOTION DE SOUS-ESPACE VECTORIEL
*******************************
CHOISISSEZ UN VECTEUR DISTINCT DE
COMPLETEZ LES EGALITES SUIVANTES

0", I @

101 = I
2. I = R

FORMEZ LA TABLE D'ADDITION DANS ( @ R J

! + ! @ ! I ! R !
*---*---*---*---*
! @ ! @ ! I ! R !
*---*---*---*---*
! I ! I ! R ! @ !
*---*---*---*---*
! R ! R ! @ ! I !
*---*---*---*---*

PRECISEZ LA STRUCTURE DE e ( @ ; I ; R J, + )

FOl?.MEZ LA TABLE DE MULTIPLICATION EXTERNE DE ( @

! • ! @ ! I ! R !
*---*---*---*---*
! 0 ! @ ! @ ! @ !

*---*---*---*-~-*

! 1 ! @ ! I ! R !
*- - - *- - - *- - - *- - - *
! 2 ! @ ! R ! I !
*- - - *- - - *- - - *- - - *

R J

M3B

PRECISEZ LA STRUCTURE DE ( @ ; I ; R J MUNI DE LA LOI D'ADDITION
ET DE LA LOI EXTERNE
ON NOTE DVel) L'ENSEMBLE AINSI STRUCTURE
ON LE DESIGNE SOUS LE NOM DE DROITE VECTORIELLE ENGENOREE PAR I

LA DROITE VECTORIELLE DveR) EST-ELLE DISTINCTE DE DVeI) ?: NON

FORMEZ TOUTES LES DROITES VECTORIELLES DE ALPHA
COMPLETEZ EN AFFICHANT LE VECTEUR GENERATEUR PUIS LES VECTEURS
QU'IL ENGENDRE , COMME DANS CET EXEMPLE ,

nv: J) = ( @ ; I ; R J

N'OUBLIEZ PAS DE LE REECRIRE

DVeA) ( @ A B J
DVeC) r C @ F J
DVeD) ( @ H D J
DveE) ( E G @ J
DVeJ) ( @ J T J
DV<K) ( @ K S J
DV<L) r @ L X J
DV<I) t @ I R J
DV<M) ( @ M Z J
DV<G) DROITE VECTORIELLE DEJA TROUVEE
DVeN) r @ ; N ; Y J
DVeO) r @ ; o ; U J

AVEZ VOUS TROUVE TOUTES LES DROITES VECTORIELLES NON
DVep) ( @ ; P ; W J

AVEZ VOUS TROUVE TOUTES LES DROITES VECTORIELLES NON
DVeQ) r @ ; Q ; V J

AVEZ VOUS TROUVE TOUTES LES DROITES VECTORIELLES ~UI
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NOTION DE SOUS-ESPACE VECTORIEL l SUITE

*******************************

CHOISISSEZ 2 VECTEURS DE ALPHA : @ ET P

0 @ + 0 P @

0 @ + 1 P P
0 @ 2 P W
1 @ + 0 P @

1 @ 1 P P
1 @ + 2 P W
2 @ + 0 P @

2 @ + 1 P P
2 @ + 2 P W

LES VECTEURS CALCULES FORMENT L' ENSEMBLE
DE TOUTES LES COMBINAISONS LINEAl RES DE @ ET DE P

DANS CE CAS UN DES DEUX VECTEURS SEULEMENT EST * DE @

C'EST UNE DROITE VECTORIELLE QUI A ETE ENGENDREE PAR @ ET P

CHOISISSEZ 2 VECTEURS DISTINCTS DE @ : I ET R
0 I + 0 R @

0 I 1 R R
0 I + 2 R I
1 I + 0 R I
I I + 1 R @

I I + 2 R R
2 I + 0 R R
2 I + 1 R I
2 ·1 + 2 R @

LES VECTEURS CALCULES FORMENT L'ENSEMBLE
DE TOUTES LES COMBINAISONS LINEAIRES DE I ET DE R

EXISTE-T'IL DES COMBINAISONS LINEAIRES A COEFFIENTS
NON TOUS NULS EGALES A @ : OUI
COMBIEN Y EN A T'IL ? : 2

I ET R SONT DITS LINEAIREMENT DEPENDANTS
CHOISISSEZ 2 VECTEURS N'APPARTENANT PAS A UNE MEME DROITE VECTORIELLE

I ET W
o I + 0 W @

o I + 1 W W
o I + 2 II P
1 I + 0 II I
1 I + 1 W E
I I 2 W Y
2 I + 0 W R
2 1+1 W N
2 I + 2 II G

LES VECTEURS CALCULES FORMENT L' ENSEMBLE
DE TOUTES LES COMBINAISONS LINEAIRES DE I ET DE II

CET ENSEMBLE EST UN PLAN VECTORIEL ON LE NOTE PVOlII)

COMBIEN Y A T'IL DE COMBINAISONS LINEAIRES EGALES A @

459
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LA SEULE COMBINAISON LINEAIRE DE I ET DEW EGALE A @

EST CELLE DONT LES COEFFICIENTS SONT TaUS .NULS

ON DIT ALORS QUE I ET W SONT LINEAIREMENT INDEPENDANTS

CHOISISSEZ DANS PV(IJW) 2 VECTEURS INDEPENDANTS : E ET G

DV(E) = DV(G)

CHOISISSEZ DANS PV(I;W) 2 VECTEURS INDEPENDANTS E ET N
a E 0 N @

a E + 1 N N
0 E 2 N Y
I E + a N E
1 E + 1 N P
I E + 2 N R
2 E + a N G
2 E + 1 N I
2 E + 2 N W

LE PLAN VECTORIEL PV(E;N) EST-IL DISTINCT DE PV(IJW) NON

(E;N) ET (I;"') SONT DES COUPLES DE VECTEURS INDEPENDANTS
ILS ENGENDRENT LE MEME PLAN VECTOR I EL
CE SONT 2 BASES DE PV(I;W)

TERMINE

M3B
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TEACHING COMPUTATIONAL MATHEMATICS WITHOUT ACCESS TO COMPUTER FACILITIES

Chow Yoong-Ming
Senior Lecturer

Lee Peng-Yee
Senior Lecturer

Department of Mathematics
Nanyang University

Upper Jurong Road, Singapore 22

Computational Mathematics should be taught starting at primary school level. A brief report on the
present situation of the teaching of these courses in South East Asia is given. Programmes are sug
gested for primary and secondary school levels. At university level teachers of these courses are
recommended to have closer links with computer centres and to use more computer facilities.
Schools and universities are urged to provide mor-e portable and desk calculators. Steps for the
promotion of such courses are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

By computational mathematics, I mean here the
computational aspects of those branches of mathema
tics such as statistics I mathematical prograrnmtng ,
combinatorics and in particular numerical analysis.
By computer facilities, I mean the electronic digital
computer with programming facilities, and in some
way also include the use of electronic desk calculators
with built-in functions. Often in the regions of
developing countries, we are faced with the problem
of the decision whether we should teach such courses
without being able to provide sufficient or if any at all
of computer facilities. In this paper Dr. Lee and I
present our reports I comments and suggestions to
this topic. We shall first discuss why the subject
should be taught even at primary school levels with or
without the facilities. Then follows a report on the
present situation in South East Asia using Singapore
as an example. This includes what is done in the
universities (Age group 18 and above ), the secondary
schools ( Age group 12-18 ), and the primary schools
( 6_12). Next we present some comments and
recommendations including the programme for teach
ing such courses in the schools, and the steps to
achieve such a program, and what hopes we have in
such an achievement. In our comments, we may
raise certain queries, which will have to be answered
before any progress can be made.

2. WHY SHOULD WE TEACH
COMPUTATIONAL MATHEMATICS
AND AT WHAT LEVEL?

The answer to the first part of the question is
obvious but not so for the second part. There are at
least two reasons for teaching computational mathe
matics. The importance of numerical answers to
problems in "technical field as well as social sciences
cannot be denied. Problems in engineering worlds
require numerical answers, otherwise bridges
cannot be built, dams cannot be constructed,
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aeroplanes cannot fly in the air. Algebraic equations,
functional equations, in particular partial differentia I
equations have to be solved numerically, where exact
solutions are only possible as rare exceptions rather
than the rule. Many techniques such as the Finite
Element Method started by the engineers and now
being developed by the mathematicians enable problems
unsolvable previously, to be solved with the help of
large computers. In social sciences too. almost
every organization, commericalor government in
South East Asia (if not of the world) is expected to
provide statistics, such as sales figures,the annual
gross national productivity, the trade figures, etc.
Actual numbers have to be produced. Then we have
forecasting for the sake of planning for future deve
lopment. It is common for each country to for cast
the need of future personnel such as doctors, teachers
and engineers. It is necessary to provide as reason
able numerical answers as possible. In the commercial
world for example it is not uncommon in an optimiza
tion problem, we have to solve 100 equations with
100 unknowns. The existence of the solution is not
sufficient. Numerical values have to be obtained and
within a reasonably short time so as to have practical
applications. Thus the importance of obtaining such
answers cannot be overestimated. But without access
to computer facilities, is it practical to proceed?
Frankly yes! We think the need is there, by starting
to teach the course, we create the awareness for the
need of the facilities. However, we shall come back
to this later.

Introduction of numerical analysis will rectify the
lack of computation in modern mathematics. Although
Numerical Analysis has been a classical subject, the
power of this can only be appreciated in this century
because of the advent of computers. Hence computa
tional mathematics is truly modern. Here we are
interested in more than the existence and the unique
ness of a solution. The present so called modern
mathematics is often criticized for the lack of
practical value and computations. Often the existence
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and uniqueness of a solution is proved without giving
an algorithm for obtaining the actual answer. To the
mathematicians, it is a perfectly satisfactory state of
affair in that a numerical answer is of no use. But to
the applied mathematicians answers have to be provid
ed. In computational mathematics, efficient algori
thms are produced to be followed by actual computation
and checking. It is entirely of a different flavour from
the modern mathematics as known to us in South East
Asia.

As to at what level should this be taught, it is our
contention that it should start and already is so up to
a certain point at the primary school level. In the
early years, the four rules of arithmetic form part of
a computational course. Somehow the computational
part gets less in the secondary schools. In the
developing countries I a tertiary education is often
considered as a luxury. The school leavers are the
ones who have to work and are daily faced with num-e
.ber s, perhaps. Hence we feel that emphasis should be
given to increase the computational aspects of
mathematics at the secondary school level. We shall
give some suggestions for primary and secondary
level programmes for such a course later on.

3. REPORT ON THE PRESENT
SUUA TION IN SOUTH EAST ASIA

At the university level, a number of universities
teach numerical analysis in the mathematics depart ...
ments, Statistics is taught both in Economics and
Mathematics department or Statistics department
itself. Operational Research is taught mainly in
Mathematics department and/or in Industrial
Engineering departments. In developed countries,
the Computer Centre often has many numerical
analysts working on the staff. Teachingof such
courses are often closely associated with the
Computer Centre. Effective teaching involves
practical work. But it is not so in most regions in
South East Asia. Many of these courses are taught
without access to computer facilities as of choice.
Most universities have small computers say IBM1130
while commerioal firms and government departments
have larger ones. Hence it may be rather strange
that the facilities are not used. We can only perhaps
speak for ourselves. The installation of the computer
may be quite recent, so we are used to teaching
without the facilities. Because of lethargy we may
choose to continue as before. Secondly not used to
such facilities mathematicians teaching the courses
often find the computational part distasteful, a bore
and rather tedious. There are so many beautiful
mathematical theorems in Statistics,in Numerical
Analysis to teach, and the actual computations are
often treated as secondary and left out. Hence the
link between the Computer Centre and the departments

teaching such subjects are often weak. In some of the
countries, the situation is better, others not so.
Statistics are often taught with exercises of merely
a handful of numbers say 5 to 10, so that the calcu
lations can be worked out by hand ( not even by a desk
calculator). The students taking these courses do
not actually appreciate the real situation e. g. once
some univer sity research scientist demanded a
statistical analysis on only three readings obtained
experimentally. Most of the Computer Centres
provide service courses on programming languages
and also help with the administrative duties. There
is not much effort in linking the practical work with
the teaching of mathematics courses.

At the secondary school level, in the G. C. E. A
level examination (i. e. Matriculation examination
for entrance to the university), both Statistics and
Numerical Methods are options offered for Mathema
tics papers. In the last few years because of the
needs of the society and awareness of its importance,
Statistics are Widely taken up although not up to the
extent that is sufficient in the opinion of a leading
Singapore educationist Dr. Ruth Wong. As for
numerical methods, being optional and less glamorous
I regret to say that only now, one or two out of more
than 100 secondary schools in Singapore are trying
to provide the course for students. One obvious
reason is the time-consuming mathematical opera
tions, and the use of the mathematical tables are not
quite adequate. But portable calculators are getting
less expensive every day, this sttuatton should
improve. In primary schools arithmetic operations
still form the greater part of the course, although
concepts of modern mathematics are being brought
in. However. flow charts are not taught, and
emphasis on approximations seem to be lacking.

'1. SUGGESTIONS

Here we shall give our suggestions for

(1) a programme for primary schools,

(2) a programme for secondary school,

(3) improvement in method of teaching at university
level.

At the same time we bring up one or two problems.

(1) At the primary school level, we feel two con
cepts should be introduced, or if already introduced
to be emphasized. The first is the concept of
approximate answers. Children should be taught to
give and accept approximate answers. This is
taught but not emphasized in real life, answers are
more often approximate than exact. For instance,
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I have students even at university level, complaining
that the computer giving them an answer of 1. 9999999
instead of 2. 0, or in computers! evaluation of N! there
is a loss of significant figures. The next and more
important concept is to develop logical thinking by way
of flow chart. Thts can never be taught too early. Even
at early ages, children love to work out puzz les e. g.
joining numbered dots to form a picture, find the way
out of a picture maze. Flow charts can be introduced
at primary level in a very elementary manner. At
upper primary levels, there are the puzzles such as
determining a short weight loaf out of a number using
the least number of weighings; how a man, a goose, a
fox and a bag of corn can cross a river using a small
boat etc. These concepts help children to think logi
cally and plan the solution of their problems, which is
the first step towards programming for computers or
organizing activities. Because of this lack of training,
we find even at university level, a number of students
given a problem they know how to solve but do not
know how to program it for solution by the machine,
e. g. writing a Fortran program to find the first N
primes. To put it down in a logical manner does not
appear to come easy to many students.

(2) At the secondary level, we do not wish to discuss
too much the curriculum on statistics as it is
already quite well accepted. For numerical methods,
the following topics are suggested.

(a) Flow charts, more advanced ideas should be intro
duced such as loops, logical decisions I termination of
an iteration process, the refining of a problem, the
combination of a number of flowcbarts into one large
one such that various operations which need not be
carried out in sequence may be processed at the same
time.

(b) Errors, significant figures, how to estimate errors
in computations, in measurements, and how to combine
errors of various terms, estimate the error ina func
tion of several variables which contain errors. The
last is particularly important as is often requtred in
school laboratory experiments. The difficulty in obtain
ing acceptable error estimates is only appreciated if one
.has to teach a physics laboratory class of students, who
-mcrooften than not, just produce the difference between
the measured value and what they believe to be the true
value from a book of constants to be the error in their
experiment. They cannot then obtain the error of an
experiment if the answer is not given to them.

(c) Difference table and linear interpolation, because
of the wide use of mathematical tables, this topic
should be taught and students should realize there is
an error in reading in between the lines of the tabular
values. The definitions of differences and maybe dif
ference operators are needed leading to the numerical

solution of differential equations at university level.

(d) Solution of Algebraic equations and linear systems
of algebraic equations, emphasizing the iterative method
of solution. The concept of convergence and error
estimation should also be discussed. Preliminary ideas
of the fixed point theorem may be introduced.

(e) Numerical Integration.

Secondary school students in our part of the world have
rarely any access to computer facilities such as a computer
centre. The Singapore science centre will acquire one
for the use of our students in Singapore very soon.
There are Some difficulties I can foresee. The cost
of maintenance and the responsibility of running such a
centre may be more than the government wishes to bear.
The students may misuse the facilities. We have some
such experiences even in our university Computer
Centre. Thus for students to be given access to
computers, they have to be properly educated not only
in the academic sense. In any case, it is not practical
for the students to solve all problems using a computer
centre as the schools are widely distributed all over
the place. The more practical facilities will be the
portable and desk calculators. The cost of these have
gone down tremendously. In Singapore we can get one
palm size calculator, Japanese made, with 13 built-in
functions and 1 memory for less than $150/-U.S. This
is getting near the ability of schools to finance the
purchase of large number of the calculators to be used.
However, many teachers and educationists still frown
on the use of the calculators fearing that students will
lose the ability to do arithmetic. But then logarithm
tables are given to facilitate multiplications, and no
one complain about not being able to multiply any more.
We feel, whatever is the correct method, the use of the
calculators in schools is coming regardless of what we
do. It is like asking a man to walk to work when a bus
is available. He knows walking is good exercise, but
time is very precious, and a ride is far more attractive.
In parttcular , with the calculators, students working on
statistics problems save so much more time and make
much less mistakes. Instead of working on say
samples of 10 numbers, we can set problems on sam
ples of 30, 50 or even 100 numbers, and giving more
realistic statistical answers. Other Similar courses
are given in one form or another in some universities
in South East Asia. However we suggest strongly that
teachers of these courses should make a special effort
in emphasiZing on the computationa I aspects of such
courses, and forge stronger links with the Computer
Centre. For weekly assignments, desk or pocket
calculators should be available. Students should be
encouraged to work on larger projects using the
Computer Centre facilities for term papers.
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(3) At the university level, the trend is to have com
puting incorporated in all branches of mathematics.
Thus in calculus, the teaching of limits can be accom
panied by actually computing the terms, e. g. the
exponent e may be obtained numerically up to certain
accuracy by actually computing increasing number of
terms of an infinite series I in combinatorics and
graph theory the solutions may be generated through
use of computers. The details of such curriculum
have been very well given by recommendations from
the Committee of the Undergraduate Program in
Mathematics (C.U. P. M) of Mathematical Association
of America. These reports are obtainable without
charge. The ones more relevant to our subject are :

(a) Recommendations on Undergraduate Mathematics
Courses Involving Computing, October, 1972.

(b) Recommendations for an Undergraduate Program
in Computational Mathematics, a report of the Panel
on Computing, May, 1971.

(c) Applied Mathematics in the Undergraduate
Curriculum, January, 1972.

In. our own university, we teach a first course in
numerical analysis under the title of Computing
Method I for the second year students, to be followed
by a more advanced course Computing Method II
concentrating on approximation theory and solution of
ordinary and partial differential equations in tbe
third year.

5. HOW TO ACHIEVE THE PROGRAMMES
SUGGESTED

Curriculum development is a continuous process. To
achieve our objects we have to go step by step namely

(a) We need to generate an awareness. The need of
computational mathematics is still not Widely recog
nized. We are trying our best in Singapore and to a
certain extent in this region to publicise this need and
to win some interest. Because of the availability of
less expensive calculators, this interest is gaining.

(b) Next we need to have the equipment I, e. the cal
culators, the technicians namely teachers, trained to
teach and organize proper practical classes. The
training part will need expert guidance from developed
countries. We need reference materials and well
planned exercises. At present most exercises can be
solved ( and meant to be solved) without much
computations. Fortunately the A_level examination
already offers this option, we need not make a special
effort in getting such an option provided for the
students.

(c) Finally we have to convince the schools to adopt
the programme. Students always have too much to
learn. In developing countries, curriculum tend to
lag behind. The reputation of a school is usually based
upon the performance of their students in some public
examinations. If the students are doing well in tradi
tional courses, why should the school introduce new
courses. However, we are glad to say that there are
some brave ones. The teaching of computational
mathematics cannot be denied. Although we lag
behind and "move" slowly, we are still moving
forward. The earlier we realize the importance of
this course the faster the steps we shall be taking.
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Computer-assisted instruction during the decade of the 60 1 s was characterized by a number
of limiting factors: insufficiently power-rut, computers and terminals, restriction to a few
rigid "ueachfng strategies", and the splitting of resources among too many projects below
critical size.

During the present decade, CAl has undergone a remarkable change, due to a fair extent to
two large-scale projects, PLATO and TICCIT, vhdch differ in significant respects from earlier
approaches to CAl. Some key aspects of this large-scale experiment involving PLATO and
TICCrT are discussed, and some tentative conclusions, based on limited experience vTith
actual instruction, are drawn.

As an example of the use of such large systems, an autonabed instructional system developed
on PLATO for teaching computer science is discussed.

1. TlW VIEWS OF COMPUTER-ASSISTED INSTRUCTION

wor-d has COme down from the Dean
That, by use of the teaching machine,

Young Oedipus Rex
Could have learnt about sex

vIi thout ever bothering the Queen.

(Published in the Alumni Revie'.; of Hamilton
College in honor of alumnus B. F. Skinner,
Class of 1926, who has become the most f'amcus
proponent of teaching machines.)

One can distinguish three stages in the process
by whfch a new discovery affects society.

"In the first stage, we use a new discovery to
do something we already do, but better. He
think of an overhead projector in place of a
blackboard, a time-sharing system in place of a
teacher in a tutorial or Socratic mode, a video
tape in place of a lecturer, a telephone in place
of direct voice, and a computer in place of a
skilled classroom administrator.

All important discoveries go through two stages
beyond this first one. The second stage is when
we employ the di scovery to do something new in a
new way; the third is when we modify our life
pattern to take the discovery into account. I
will not pretend to be able to foresee the third
stage, but I think I can predict a piece of the
second.

A computer can simulate a phenomenon, then
present to the student the result of the
simulation and allow him to study the phenomenon
by changing its characteristics.

... perhaps the most moving and impressive show
I have seen is a simulation of the universe, and
it is still in roy eyes. A random population of
uniform bodies obeying Newton I s Law was injected
in a simulated space. Then in a few seconds,
right in front of me, the moving bodies in
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apparently random motion ac qul red shape. It
was thrilling to see spiral, nebular, globular
galaxies appear in completely unexpected fashion.
I did not truly realize that the shape of the
rmiverse was defined in its gross morphology by
Newton I s law a lone. U

(Eugene G. Fubini in "Comput er-s , conununications,
and the pub l i c interest", edited by M.
Greenberger, The Johns Hopkins Press, Baltimore,
1971, pp. 131-132.)

The quotations above characteri ze t'10 conflicting
vi.evs of CAl (computer-assisted instruction)
commonly held today.

The limerick is a spoof on the exaggerated
expectations being voiced periodically since
the early sixties, when the first generation of
CAl systems gave the dormant field of "teaching
machi.ne s" a new direction. The second quotation
expresses an optimistic expectation that this
new form of educational technology bears great
possibili ties, but we are only beginning to
guess what these are. The passage also suggests
an explanation for the fact that computers have
not yet had a great impact on instruction: it
is because bonds of tradition and lack of
imagination have kept us from using them in
proper ways.

A critic can readily dismiss Fubini' s view as
optimism unsupported by facts. Experience with
CAl is sufficiently recent and inconclusive that
the history of this field can be interpreted
equally well as a promising start on the problem
of finding the right way to exploit a powerful
new medium, or, at the other extreme, as a
sequence of failures, each failure followed by
a change of position and redefinition of the
problem by those unwilling to draw the
inevitable conclusions.

I will not attempt to settle the dispute between
the optimistic and the pessimistic views
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expr-e ssed above. In my opinion CAl can neither
be justified nor rejected on the basis of
achievements to date. The best one can do is
to look at some representative activities in
this field, past and present; to try to under
stand the reasons for the achievements and the
failures; and then to form an opinion, based on
partial evidence, as to whether or not computers
1vill playa significant role in education. And
if so, what role they wi.Ll. play, to what extent,
and how soon thi s might happen.

I share the optimistic point of view about CAl,
and in this paper will present some reasons for
it. I wish to emphasize that the term "CAr" will
be interpreted in a broad sense: in principle,
any way in which a computer can assist
InStruction will be considered a part of this
field; in practice, I will limit my discussion
to the interactive use of computers, primarily
because I see this as the most interesting, and
somewhat controversial, mode of use. Perhaps
the term used in the title, "Lnt.er-a ctrfve systems
for educat.fon", is a better descriptor for the
topic discussed in this paper. If so, it might
come to replace such abbreviations as CAl, CAL,
CMI, whdch are often interpreted in a narrow
sense (several visitors to whom I have shown
our instructional system ACSES have told me "but
you are not doing CAl! II).

2 . STAGES IN THE DEVELOPMENT 0F CAl

Tho se who cannot remember the past
are condemned to repeat it.

Santayana

History is a matter of fact as well as inter
pretation. It is the latter, the particular
1vay we look at history, that determines what, we
learn from past experience, and. hence how the
past influences our approach to the t.ask of
shaping the future. Giving a selective (and
possibly SUbjective) account of some of the main
stages in the development of CAl is the best v,ay
to explain my 'vLevs about current and future
interactive systems for education.

2.1 Ideas that shaped early CAl

The intellectual envirornnent which gave rise to
the first generation of CAl systems in the early
60 I S was strongly influenced by the programmed
instruction movement, e.g. Skinner (1954). CAl
was seen by many as a direct continuation of the
mechanical teaching devices, Pressey (1926),
wi. th the processing and decision-making ability
of computers finally providing the flexibility
whose lack had denied success to the mechanical
realizations.

The dominant mood of optimism among many workers
in CAl was rationalized by arguments along the
fo l.Iowi.ng lines: 1) education is a labor
intensive activity, 2) technology applied to
other labor-intensive areas in the past has
increased cost-effectiveness drastically,

3) iVith programmed instruction as a teaching
strategy and computers as a delivery device, a
technology of instruction has finally arrived,
and hence, 1~) CAl wi Ll, drastically improve
education in the near future. It Improve 11 had
three aspects: 1) more effective instruction
(learn better and faster), 2) cheaper
instruction, and 3) overcome the shortage of
teachers.

The argument 1'TaS sufficiently alluring that it
drew all kinds of scientific, technological,
and commercial interests into the field of CAl.
As prominent examples from this early stage of
CAT let me mention the Stanford project,
particularly the arithmetic drill-and-practice
program, Suppes (1968), and the IBM 1500 CAl
system. More information about CAl activities
during this period can be found in Atkinson
(1969) .

2.2 Reassessing the situation

Reality did not live up to expectations. By
1970 a number of facts and conclusions that
dampened the early optimism and indicated that
a reorientation vas necessary Here gaining
acceptance:

1) CAT had not caught on as a means of routine
instruction; on the contrary, a number of
CAl research projects of subcritical size
v'ere discontinued.

2) Progr-ammed instruction and drill wer-e not a
universal technology of instruction, but
had rather limited domains of applicability.

3) Restriction to a few fixed teaching
strategies appeared to be unreasonable.
Programmed instruction and drill in
particular, Hi th their rigid control of
the dialog by the program, should yield to
(or at least not exclude) modes where the
user controls the dialog, such as inquiry
and simula tion.

4) CAl was still significantly more expensive
than conventional instruction.

5) The goal of 11I'iting portabie courseware in
order to amortize the cost of lesson
preparation among more users was not wi thin
sight.

6) The computer resources (terminal, processor,
sof'twer-e ) required to implement an effective
instructional dialog had generally been
underestimated. In particular, line
oriented terminals appeared to be insuffi
cient for many subject matters; a graphics
display emerged as a necessity.

7) Resources had been diluted into too many
projects of insufficient size; CAl research
and development should be carried out by
sizable groups of system designers and authors.
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Not everybody could be expected to agree with
all of these points, but I believe these points
express fairly we'Ll, the collected wi sdom that
wor-ker-s in the field think they have learned
from the early CAl experiments. In section 3
I w'i.L'L discuss some current CAl projects, and we
will see that each one of them has chosen to
respond to some of the points mentioned above.
There is a great diversity among leading current
CAl projects, but they all share a concern to get
away from the failings of early CAl, each in its
own ''lay. Before doing so, however, I wish to
touch upon an area whLch started aut as a direct
antagonist to CAl, but is currently in a state
of coexistence wi.th it. The two are destined
to merge into the general field of interactive
systems for education.

2.3 Computers, problem solving, and general
education

During the mid-sixties; concurrently with the
early CAl wave and undoubtedly spurned by a
missionary drive to enlighten the CAl enthusiasts,
another movement to bring computers into educa
tion gained visibility. Its main premise was
that a computer is such a great tool and toy that
its greatest educational impact will materialize
only if students are given full control over it,
that is, are programming it to solve problems of
their own choice. .

The most widely known representative of this
movement is the LOGO project started by
H. Feurzeig and S. Papert (1970). Perhaps
the most eloquent statement of the position that
the main role of computers in ·instruction is as a
subject to be taught rather than as a medium for
presentation of instructional material 101aS made
by Luehman (1972) in a paper with the provocative
title 11Should the computer teach the student, or
vice-versa 1".

This rhetorical question implies a decision
1"hich, fortunately, need not be made. The
attitude that One need not make a sharp
distinction between the use of computers as an
instructional device and as a tool for problem
solving is gaining ground. The SOLO project at
the University of Pittsburgh, Dwyer (1972), has
long combined a rldual mode" (the student inter
acts with a teaching program designed to guide
him by the hand) with a 11solo mode" (he uses
the computer on his own, that is, interacts only
wi th software available to any computer user) .
When "t.eachang machf.ne" and "prob'l.em solving
tool" are vtcwed as dual mode and" solo mode,
respectively, it becomes clear that the
distinction is one of degree, not of principle.
The antagonism of the "prob'Lem-eoIvLng"
exponents towards CAl can only be understood
historically; as a reaction against the trivial
use of computers as "electronic page turners".
If one accepts the statement that the student
should interact with the computer in whatever
way is most pleasant, interesting, and conducive
to learning, then it is evident that anything

from drill to unsupervised programming can be
a reasonable use of computers in education.

3. THE DIVERSITY OF CURRENT CAl PROJECTS

If you don It know wher-e you are going,
any road will take you there.

While there vas wddespr-eed agreement in the
early 70 I s that CAl had to undergo SOme major
changes (see section 2.2) in order to succeed,
there was considerable diversity of opinion
about what changes should be done at all, or
were most urgent. At the risk of over
simplification, I present the follovling summary
of opinions held by workers of different back
grounds.
Administrators: consolidate CAl research in a

few large projects, develop portable CAl
systems.

Educational experimenters: drop traditional
CAl, teach the use of computers as problem
solving tools.

Educational theoreticians: drop teaching
strategies which Use strong program control,
emphasize learner control.

Engineers: develop better hardwar-e , in
particular tenninals.

Progrannners: drop traditional CAl languages,
use or develop author languages that are
close to general-purpose high-level
progranuning languages.

All 0 f these vtews are represented in the wide
spectrum of today t s CAJ projects. In 1971 the
u. S. National Science Foundation committed
itself to support two CAl projects on a large
scale: PLATO at the University of Illinois,
and TICCIT at the ~lI,],RE Corporation. Both of
these projects utilize har-dwar-e vhfch is
significantly better than what. was available
in the 60 I s, particularly the terminals. The
fact that opinions differ on exactly wha t the
most sui table har-dwar-e configuration for CAl is,
is much less significant than the common
recognition that insuf.ficient hardware Has one
of the drawbacks of early CAl. The two projects
differ completely, however-, in their attitude
towards the preparation of instructional
material.

\fuile TICCIT is proud of the unifom style of
its couz-sevare, based on a theory of instruction
and generated according to a systematic process,
Bunderson (1972), PLATO is equally proud of the
"Darwinian approach II most of its authors take
towards lesson writing: try everything you can
think of, and if you keep your eyes open and
are prepared to t.hrow away unsuccessful material,
the good stuff will survive. I expect that
TICCIT will generate courseware of uniform
quality, and I know that PLATO has some
excellent lessons along with a fair amount of
poor material. Given that 'ole are at a very
early state of development of the art of lesson
writing, I prefer the latter situation.
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NSF also supports on a smaller scale the
continued development of PLANIT, Feingold (1'167),
with the goal of establishing a hardware
independent CAr system, and a user community
to exchange instructional material. The major
dr-awback of this approach is that, when lessons
are 1vritten" ,·Tithout knowing what type of
terminal is available, one can assume only that
it accepts one line at a time, of unspecified
length. This rules out any use of pictures, and
the mechanics of interaction are often awkwar-d.
Another drawback, possibly temporary, is that
most time-sharing systems available today do not
acconnnodate efficiently nor effectively the job
mix characteristic of CAT: many short jobs
requiring almost instant response. But the
first drawback is the decisive one, and because
of it I do not expect that hardware-independent
CAl systems will become successful in the
foreseeable future.

Emphasizing stand-alone small computers, the
Learning Research group at the Xerox Palo Alto
Research Center is developing the Smalltalk
system. Included in this system are tools f'or
music synthesis and animation, painting and
drawing, the storage and retrieval of document
information, and problem solving. It is an
experimental system designed to provide a powerful
and personal programming environment to children
as well as to adults. The hardware includes a
graphics display screen, typewriter keyboard,
musical keyboards, and various devices for
pointing at and controlling objects on the screen.

CAl projects in other countries exhibit a
similar diversity of characteristics as do the
ones in the US. In Germany for example, where
CAr is currently very active, a large CAl
system is in routine use in Heidelberg wher-e
all courseware is wr-Ltrten in APL. At the
Universi ty of Karlsruhe, Schmitt has developed
a hardwar-e-d.ndependerrt CAl system, LEKTOR, whLch
features a modern high-level programming
language; and Bode has implemented a learner
controlled information system, LEGIS. Several
other systems use more traditional CAl systems
and languages.

4. WHAT DOES THIS ALL HAVE TO DO WITH EDUCATION?

The first problem one has to face when attempting
to understand a rapidly changing, heterogeneous
movement such as CAl, and to predict its future
development, is to clarify the issue as to whaf
will be seen as a continuation of the current
movement, and what will be classified as
belonging to some other SUbject. Depending on
whether a certain change is seen as evolution or
revolution, a movement may blossom or die merely
as a matter of definition. If one's conception
of CAl is too restrictive, one Hill probably
come to the conclusion that the field is dying
or already dead, or, at best', that it is a
specialized technique whose importance has been
grossly exaggerated, but is really applicable
only to a narrow domain of instructional
activi ties.

Let us look at some of the major phases of this
movement, whose history we have traced briefly.
It began to assume an identity when the first
mechanical teaching machines wer-e designed; it
spanned the programmed instruction area, with
its emphasis on "active response", "immediate
feedback", "knowLedge of results"; it gave rise
to some of the first time-sharing systems in
operation; and it is now beginning to include
communication networks of sizable proportion.
The conception presented here is that the main
characteristic conunon to all of these phasesi's
that they are dealing with devices for inter
active use in education. Nothing more, nothing
less.

All other aspects appear to have been less
persistent. There is a period when learning
theory is emphasized, and the field is an
appropriate testing ground for psychological
theories and research. There are the moments
when educational issues come to the fore, such
as educational objectives, or evaluation. There
are the trends to use computers as tools for
problem solving, and as graphic connnunication
media.

All of these aspects are present, none should be
al.Loved to dominate. l,Vhenever one of' these
aspects was pursued to the exclusion of all
others, the movement appears to have spawned off
a branch that Hi thered away .

If one accepts the point of view that He are
dealing wi th all aspects of interactive systems
for education, rather than w'i t.h a particular
subset thereof that fits preconceived constraints,
then I find it not too difficult to guess what,
the near i'uture wiLl, hold in store, say the next
10 years. Two points stand out:

a rapid spread of sophisticated interactive
systems in schools of all kinds, businesses,
and later homes, to be used for education,
infonnation services, and increasingly,
entertainment
lesson material that is prepared wi.tihouf any
particular ideaology, theory, or self-imposed
constraints, according to the motto "anything
goes that you can dream up and program" ..

If these two guesses are accepted as working
hypothesis, then one can deduce almost with
certainty that this field of interactive systems
ror- education will have the following character
istics over the next decade:

computers with fancy terminals 'Will be seen
more and more as communications media which
offer powerful possibilities not available in
conventional media) such as newspapers, books)
radio, te levi sion, films. Hence this field
will.develop its own profession or craft, of
authors, producers or whatever they "till be
called.
it will be a very fertile ground for applica
tion of advanced computer science techniques,
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-such as those developed in artificial intel
ligence research, computer graphics, informa
tion systems, and data base management systems.

It is most unlikely that over the next decade,
this field will develop in scholarly, theoretical
directions, as it has for a brief period in the
past. Its potential connnercial importance '\vill
push for rapid development; the attraction of
experimenting with new modes of presentation
previously unavailable will lead to emphasis on
clever gadgetry and ad hoc techniques.

Ultimately, the field of interactive systems v,ill
probably assume an identity of its own, and
applications to different areas such as education,
entertainment, management, or anything else, may
be considered to be only variations on the same
theme.

The question in the title of this section was not
intended to be rhetorical, but rather to raise a
fundamental issue. \ofuiLe the question may have
no objective answer, everybody irrvolved in the
field of CAl should answer it to his own satis
faction, because his attitude 'towar-ds this issue
wLLl, profoundly influence his view of and approach
to CAL

My own answer is: No more and no less than
books, blackboards, films, and other media have
to do vri th education. Hhat is really at stake
is that He have to develop a craft of vr-Lt.jng
interactive programs for connnunication of all
kinds.

5. A CASE STUDY: AN AUTOMATED INSTRUCTIONAL
SYSTEM FOR Cm-lPUTER SCIENCE

Four years ago I started planning the design of
a sizable automated instructional system, as a
result of a number of serendipitous coincidences.
One of these was that the PLATO-IV system, then
in the design and construction stage, promised to
become a very interesting interactive system (it
has lived up to this promise). Another main
reason was the rapid growth in the enrollment in
our introductory progrannning courses (it is now
at about 2000 students per semester), which forced
us to teach these courses in large lecture
sections -- an envirorunent that is not conducive
to learn a skill which requires active partici
pation. The hope to improve the quality of these
courses by providing a unique system where the
student can learn on his own, and actively
practice anything he has learned anytime he
wishes, gave the final impetus for the start of
this proj ect.

A ground rule for the design was to look at every
aspect of an introductory progrannning course-,-
instructional or administrative, and, without any
preconceived ideas about what should be assigned
to a computer and what should not, try to auto
mate everything in any way that looked feasible;
with the expectation that actual use would later
show which tasks had been successfully automated,
and the nnsuccessf'ul ones wou.Ld simply wither
away.

After three years of implementation, '-lith an
effort in excess of twenty man-years whd.ch
produced approxjma'teLy a million words of COde,
our system ACSES (Automated Computer Science
Education System) is no", experiencing its first
large-scale use. In the spring semester of 1975,
about 650 students are spending 2 hours per week
at a PLATO tenninal as part of a 3-hours-per
week programming course. Experiments with
smaller numbers of- students over the past year
and a half had given us no conclusive data for
comparing the performance of students off and on
PLATO -- and I don 1 t expect any conclusive
findings in the near future. Plain observation,
however, makes it clear that a majority of the
students like the experience of working on
PLATO -- this was true even of our first exper
imental groups who had helped us debug our system
(they were not volunteers). The high degree of
student satisfaction gives us the confidence that
our system is doing something right, but it "is
too early to pass judgment on it.

ACSES is not a course in the conventional sense,
does not imrolve any curriculum development, and
does not have any educational philosophy of how
one should or should not teach. It is the
equivalent of a library and a laboratory,
designed to turn a PLATO terminal into a rich
environment wher-e you have at your fingertips
many useful things for learning about computers
and progranuning.

The structure of ACSES can best be explained by
grouping its many parts into five major
components.

1) The library of lessons contains over 100
relatively self-contained instructional
modules on such topics as conventional
progrannning languages (PL/l, Fortran, Basic,
Cobol, APL), programming concepts (such as
Loops, blockstructure, recur's ton, etc.)
explained without reference to. any particular
progrannning language, and computer applica
tions to various areas (business data
processing, munerical and statistical
computation, simulation). Different lessons
use entirely different styles of presentation
and teaching strategies. Authors frequently
try to use animated graphics to display the
behavior over time of a model whdch the
student can manipulate. Fundamental concepts
of progr-emml.ng are often introduced via a
mini language which has been carefully
designed to highlight that one idea without
extraneous topics; in this case the lesson
will contain an interpreter so that the
student can write and run short programs.
Such lessons coexist 'ri. th games, drills,
tutorials. We encourage authors to be
creative and uncorrventdonaL in designing a
lesson, and the only thing we attempt to
standardize is the function of certain keys
that allow the user to move around lessons in
a nniform way.
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2) 'l'he progrannning laboratory, designed by T.R.
Wilcox (1975), is an interactive system for
program entry, editing, execution and
debugging. It is a table-driven system
adaptable to any conventional high-level
language, and has been implemented so far for
subsets of PL/l, Fortran, and Cobol sui table
for a first progrannning course. Particular
attention "'8S given to error diagnostics and
debugging features, Davis et. al. (1975).
During program entry and editing a syntax
check is made for every character typed in,
vlith increasingly specific error messages
available at the press of a key. For the
analysis of runtime errors the student may
engage in a dialog in which the system traces
the flow of control baclcver'ds , asking the
student questions about the validity of
certain values ,-,hich might have caused the
error.

3) The guide is an advising system vhdch
converses in simple English sentences about
the following topics:
- instructional material available in the

library (what it is about, how lessons are
related to each other, etc.)

- what the student is supposed to do on the
system (if he is registered in one of our
courses)

- what, the student has done so far
- how di fferent computing concepts are

related to each other, and wher-e they
belong in a classification of the subject
matter.

The gu'lde has been implemented by J. Pradels
(1.974) and D. Eland.

1!-) The exam system, currently still under
development, is intended to automatically
generate problems according to an instructor's
specification, to grade the student I s
solution, and administer the exam (data
collection and security aspects). A part of
it whi.ch uses the progranuning laboratory to
interactively grade programs "11'itten by
students is complete, Barta (1975).

5) The conununications system allows sbudent s,
instructors, and the management of ACSES to
converse to each other on-line from terminal
to terminal, or to leave messages. This
fac'lli ty uses the fact that PLATO terminals
can communicate with each other.

A few special projects deserve separate mention.
Among the lessons there are a few whdch might be
called automatic tutors. These are artificial
intelligence-type programs 'vhich have a specific
domain of knowLedge and attempt to follow the
student's thought process as he writes a program,
giving hints and corrections. One, written by
Mateti, is concerned l'1ith programs for sorting;
another with PL/l programs for symbolic
differentiation, Danielson (1975).

As one might expect from a group of computer
scientists, we are also experimenting "lith a

high-level author language, KAIL, designed and
implemented by D. Embley and H. Hansen. A f'ew
lessons have been written in KAIL, but all the
rest· of ACSES is written in Tutor, the standard
language available on PLA'l'O. Tutor was de s'i.gned
by P. 'I'enc aar-, and is described in Sher-wood (1974).

6. CONCLUS ION

The design and implementation of ACSES has been
a valuable experience in interactive systems,
particularly ,vi th respect to the problem of
designing effective dialogs be tween man and
machine. In no application other than education
would this problem have been of such central
importance: because the student cannot be as surned
to be a trained operator, 'the mechanics of con
ducting the dialog must be easy; in order to
retain the student's attention for long periods,
the dialog must be interesting and pleasant; to
assure that he learns, the dialog must be somewhat,
demanding. How do you satisfy all of these
requirements?

\olhen I prepared myseLf' for this project by r-eadd ng
much of the Ii terature on CAl, and some on
educational technology in general, I found very
L'lttle that was of direct use for designing an
automated instructional sy sbem . I came to the
conclusion that there is no systematic body of
knowledge "Ihich is of relevance to such a task.
I am afraid that 'th Ls paper does not change this
si tuation at all. The advice I might give to
someone intent on buildi ng a computer-based
instructional system could be sununed up in a rew
phrases: get the best terminals you can pay for,
good programmers, try everything out in actual
instruction as soon as possible, and f'o l.Low your
nose.
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COSTING COM!'UTER AIDED INSTRUCTION

John E. Austin
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Seemingly simple ccs t categories of comput e r aided instruction can become difficult to apply
in actual use in real institutions. The "true " costs include factors frequently not con-
s Lde red when a CAl system is planned. Experience on the PLATO and TICCIT projects provides
evidence of this difficulty. This paper details some of these factors and proposes some of
the potential cost analysis approaches that can be taken.

1. INTRODUCTION

The traditional goals expressed by developers of
computer-aided instruction systems (see Alpert
[1], Carnegie [3], Hammond [4], [5] and MITRE [6])
are those of reducing the cost of instruction to
less than U.S. $1.00 per student contact hour, of
increasing the effectiveness of the learning
situation through greater learner control and
prompt reinforcement, and of improving the
productivity of the teaching institution by
enlarging the teacher/student ratio without
losing individual contact. The premise is that
a computer-based teaching system provides a
tireless instructor that is capable of serving a
large number of students for many hours a day
dealing with both the 'redundant aspects of drill
and practice and the unique requirements of
individuals with infinite patience. Although
the initial capital investment is very high, it
is argued that the actual cost per student
becomes quite low when spread over large numbers
and a period of several years.

The four cost categories usuaj.Ly examined are:

Hardware (computer main frame, storage, peri
pheral devfces , communications, display
terminals, e tc . )

Software (operating system, compilers, communi
cation programs, delivery programs, graphic
programs, etc.)

Courseware (instructional content programs,
microfiche, video tapes, audio messages, etc.)

Implementation (computer operations, educational
administration, student counseling and
guidance)

The experience of evaluators of the PLATO system
developed at the University of Illinois and the
TICCIT system developed jointly by the MITRE
Corpor-atLcn and Brigham Young University has
shown that these four originally simp Le cos t
categories can become complex over time and
reappear in quite disparate forms in the context
of a real school or college. This paper details
some of these factors as recorded by evaluators
of these proj ects during the developmental
stages and propcees some of the ,potential cost
analysis approaches that can be taken.
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2. COST CATEGORIES AND PROBLEMS

When one examines the four cos t categories
described above at the time of the initiation of
the project they look quite neat and easy to
evaluate. Later on many of the original
assumptions may have changed. In the interest
of maintaining the faith of the education
community there is, however, a strong tendency
to retain the originally optimistic cost
projections. In each category experience
suggests that low initial estimates may be
difficult to achieve in practise for very
unders tandable reasons.

2.1. Hardware

The PLATO hardware system consists of a large
central computer linked to plasma panel display
terminals by means of communication interfaces
and time multiplexed communication channels.
The original configuration contemplated 4000
terminals on-line for each system (see Alpert
[1]) . Because of the large number of users in
volved it was predicted that the cost of
delivering instruction on PLATO would be US
$0.34-0.68, the difference being attributable to
possible volume cost reductions for terminals.
However, since those projections were made in
1970, the PLATO developers have reduced their
plans to 1000 terminals per system for the
foreseeable future. In handling communications
to distant sites there has been a variety of
methods used, frequently ordinary voice grade
telephone lines, suggesting that the economies
of multiplexed channels have been more the
exception than the rule.

The TICCIT hardware system consists of a pair of
minicomputers hardwired to 128 modified color
video terminals all located within a short
distance. Again, the developer's original
estimate for delivering instructions was US
$0.35 (see Hammond [5]). During the period of
two years that the TIccrT hardware was under
development there were uncontrollable increases
in component prices and some design changes. By
and large, however, the hardware concept of
TrCClT has remained fairly consistent with its
original goals. Whether the low cost of
delivery can be achieved will depend on the
system's ability to drive all 128 terminals
under conditions of full time student use.
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2.2. Software

A significant aspect of the PLATO ays t.em l s soft
ware is that it is the beneficiary of three
previous generations of development. The
computer manufacturer's operating system has been
wedded to the specially developed system, TUTOR,
which provides both a "language and an operating
environment. From a user's perspective PLATO and
TUTOR have been in a con tinuous s tate of change
wi th systems progranuners having priori ty. The
value of enhancements has had to be weighed
against the problems of disruption for courseware
developers. Because the software process has
gone on for a number of years, the cost analyst
of instruction on PLATO IV must decide how much
of the previous investment to include in the
current product.

The TICCIT software group also took portions of
the computer manufacturer's operating sys tern and
created many new subsystems for processing
graphics, courseware input, student answers, a
student advisor and the like. Because of the
variety of system outputs and the small computer
memory available these tasks became much more
complex than was originally envisioned.
Completion of the system software took almost two
years longer than was scheduled. This delay,
coupled with redefinitions of certain .aspects of
the courseware, meant that the implementation of
TICCIT ins truc tion was delayed and took place
with only a limited opportunity to pretest the
courseware. I t also added to the cos t of
development. The TICCIT software experience re
emphasizes the problems of trying to develop the
delivery sys tern simul taneously wi th the course
ware to be delivered.

2.3. Courseware

The cos t of courseware has been the mos t
difficult area of cost evaluation in computer
aided instruction as Simonsen [7] has pointed
out. In the case of the PLATO system it is well
nigh impossible to do a strict accounting because
the task of developing teaching materials is, in
general, left to the instructor. In some
instances the instructor may be working as an
individual dealing with a single course in a
single school. In others, instructors may work
in teams with a large set of schools and courses
as users. There is no one strategy for PLATO.
The TUTOR language was designed to have the
widest possible utility in terms of subject
areas and teaching styLe , The plasma panel
terminal is equally felici tous in displaying
digitized graphics and alphanumeric information.
The terminal also has a rear-screen microfiche
projection system and an audio output system. In
calculating courseware costs for PLATO one must
decide how much of an instructor's time is .s pen t;

learning to use the system, how much time is
spent in off-line planning of the courseware, how
much is spent in putting it on the system,
testing it, revising it and so forth. How can
one compute the learning curve to determine when

the instructor has achieved an optimal pace of
couxeewaxe development? How can one compare the
cost of preparing a simple drill and practise
using only alphanumeric information with the cost
of preparing a complex interactive decision-tree
type of instruction that uses digitized pictures
as well as microfiche displays and audio output?
The only possible. answer to the question of how
much it costs to develop PLATO courseware is,
"I t depends."

Quite the reverse is true of TICCIT courseware.
At Brigham Young University there are teams of
specialists including Ins tructional Psychologists,
Subj ect Matter Experts, Design 'I'echnf.cdans ,
Packaging Specialists and Progranuners working as
a production unit using a carefully thought-out
learner-based instructional strategy to prepare
courses. These courses will be "factory in
stalled" so-to-speak, and will be used in the
colleges, wi th no local modification. Precise
cost accounting is easy to do since the entire
pr.ocess .Ls well-known and closely monitored.
The courseware is well documented and consistent
in quality. However, in developing this learner
based strategy and the factory production model
there were considerable "knowLedge gaps" that
had to be .overcome whic;.h, together with the
slippages in the systems software schedule,
caused long delays in the development process.
Again, this raises the question: Should these
costs and overruns he used in determining the
cost of implementing TICCIT instruction or should
they be treated as a one-time "sunk" cost that
would never occur again, and therefore be left
out of the calculation?

2.4. Implementation

This cos t area includes many of the ques tions
raised by Anastasio [2] in his consideration of
factors inhibiting the use of computers in
instruction.

PLATO, from the us er ' s point of view, is like a
utility in that all computer and systems pro
gramming operations are managed at a central
facility and both the school and the instructor
see only the terminal. The cost of operations
can thus be spread over many funding sources.
Like- a utility the central facility is responsible
for providing a service that is consistent,
dependable and satisfying. The user is trading
lesser control over service quality for greater
opportunity to concentrate on instruction. The
amount and kind of local educational adminis
tration, including terminal scheduling, in
structional support, special regis tration and
student record keeping, student counseling and
the like will vary with the ·institution. It
should he·pointed out that some institutions are
using PLATO to teach entire courses, thus re
placing other instructional costs. Some use
PLATO for supplementary instruction, thus adding
to. exis ting cos ts .

Because TICCIT is designed to he used in one
location all implementation costs must be borne
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by that location. This involves an operations
staff, hardware and software maintenance, and
proctors in addition to instructors for students
to consult as well as other aspects of
educational adminis tration cd ted above. The
extent to which a TICelT system can replace
teachers is determined by the philosophy of the
school using it. Evidence to date suggests that
few of the costs will be replacement costs in
the elementary, secondary or college setting.
In the case of corporations or military
organizations where teaching specific skills may
involve very expensive technical environments,
TICelT could indeed reduce instructional costs
considerably.

Another minor but intriguing element in the cost
of implementing computer aided instruction is
the prospect of students completing courses at
their own individual rate outside of the regular
term or semester schedule. Since most publicly
supported institutions in the United States are
funded on the basis of enrollments by calender
unit, the question arises as to how to count
early or late completions outside of these
regular periods.

3. THE CAl COST EQUATION

How should the computer aided ins truction cos t
equation be written? Some of the considerations
are: Should all of the development costs for
hardware, software and courseware be included?
Or should only productdon and implementation
costs be considered? In the first case the
result will probably produce the highes t number
because the development cost can be the most
significant in the entire program. In the
second case it can be argued that development is
a one-time process that is expensive but will
not be repeated, and therefore should be con
sidered as a "sunk" cost investment. This
suggests that only the costs of replicating the
system should be used. Either way, is the total
to be divided by the number of potential student
contact hours when the system is fully
operational (as was done by both Alpert [1] and
MITRE [6]) or by the number of actual student
contact hours during implementation?

And, again, one might ask is the student contact
hour the best und t of measurement for evaluation?
This seems to have been the most c ommonLy used
unit in recent years, but is it, in fact, the
way school and college administrators view their
budgets? Another measure might be the total
cost- of the CAl program for an entire school
year. In this way, CAl could be compared wi th
the costs of a library ~ of science laboratories
or an athletic program or building maintenance,
thus establishing the institution t s educational
priorities on something other than an hourly
basLe ;

My own v-iew is that with developmental projects
like PLATO and TICCIT that initial cost analyses
should be done in two ways: the fi~st using all

development, production and implementation costs
divided by the hours of actual use during the
first two years. This would give a high hourly
figure but would fairly show how much utility
the entire investment had in that limited
period. It is natural for ambitious designers
to hope that their system will be used for many
years by many institutions, 'but since that does
not always happen, it helps to know what you
actually got for what you paid.

The second analysis should be done by firs t
separating the cos ts of developing hardware,
software and courseware up to the point of pro
duction of finished products. Then the costs of
production and full implementation including the
educational administration costs, should be
divided by the hours of actual use in the first
two years. This would give a clearer picture of
the costs of replicating that CAl program in
another similar setting.

If computer aided instruction is absorbed into
the instructional process in coming years to the
point vher e it is taken for gr an t ed , much as we
take chalk boards for granted, I would then
augges t; the overall budge t approach. This would
treat the technology as a vehicle, just as
buildings and books are vehicles, to carry
students along toward a larger learning goal.

4. CONCLUSION

There are better reasons for developing computer
aided instruction systems than saving money (see
Carnegie [3]). Early claims of being able to
provide instruction for less than US $1.00 may
be difficult to substantiate in practise because
the costs of development will probably be greater
than anticipated and the level of utilization
less. A system dedicated to CAl is more diffi
cult to bring successfully to the market than
other computer-based systems. Not only must the
hardware and the software be developed and
t es t.ed , but the courseware must be combined with
them in such a way as to achieve a thoroughly
dependable and effective "teachdng" system, not
just a "computLng" system. The question as to
what cost is appropriate for a school could be
answered by comparing it with the costs per user
of a library, a laboratory or an audiovisual
department. As with everything else, whether
the price is right depends on what you want and
how you want to pay for it.
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The use of network models to describe curriculum structure is an important develop
ment in computer-assisted instruction (CAl). The curriculum infonnation network
enables the instructional program to "know" the subject matter it purports to teach,
and to model the student Is progress in a meaningful way -- along the lines of his
developing skills. To do so, the curriculum structure implied in the branching
decisions of a typical CAl course must be made explicit. A method is discussed for
describing the structure of a cur-rf.cujum, and for applying this infonnation toward
meaningful individualization of instruction, as illustrated by the BASIC Instruc
tional Program developed at Stanford.

1. INTRODUCTION

In a CAl course, the instructional program makes
decisions affecting the s tuderrt t s progress
through the curriculwn. Typically these deci
sions are based on the student t s history of
success on one or more previous curriculwn
elements. The pedagogical implications of these
"branches 11 are programmed into the CAl course by
the instructor, and represent his implicit
notions of the interrelations of the elements of
the curriculum. ( IIIf he can It solve this prob
lem, he should do a few remedial exercises.
Otherwise, he can continue into the next unit. 11)
However, if the instructional program knew ex
plici tly the skills to be developed by the
course, and kept track of each of the skills
involved in the problem encountered by the
s tuderrt , it could do a better job of isolating
his difficulties and selecting subsequent prob
lems aimed at his particular strengths and
weaknesses.

We describe the curriculum as a set of goals,
ordered by a tree hierarchy. In a subject that
deals primarily with the f'ormu Lat.Lon and solu
tion of problems, as opposed to the absorption
of factual infonnation, a curriculum goal is to
be interpreted as the mastery of a partiCUlar
problem-solving technique specific to the subject
matter. The desired end result, then, is the
achievement of one or more top-level goals, each
of which depends on one or more prerequisite
goals. Each goal will be described in the pro
gram in tenns of the acquisition of a set of
skills, and the problems, or curriculum elements "
are described in -te rms of the skills that must be
applied to solve them. A skill may be developed
in more than one goal, and will most certainly be
used in seve ral problems.

2. A STRUCTURED CURRICULUM

The BASIC Instructional Program (mp) is an in
troductory CAI course that teaches the BASIC
programming language (Barr, 19'"(4). Xts curric
ulum goals, then, involve the mastery of certain
progranuning techniques. The teclmiques we have
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chosen include: simple output, using hand-made
loops, using subroutines, etc. In BlP we have
chosen for the purposes of our current research
a very simple case of the full tree structure for
goals. The techniques are linked in a linear
order, each having but one "prerequisite, II based
on dependence and increasing program complexity.
Other structures are attractive, but our current
research deals primarily with the individualized
presentation of problems, once the nature, con
stituents and interdependence of the techniques
have been established.

The techniques are interpreted as sets of skills,
which are very specific curriculum elements like
"printing a literal s t.z-Lng" or "using a counter
variable in a 10op.·11 The skills are not them
selves hierarchically ordered. The programming
problems, or "tasks, IT then, are described in
tenns of the skills they use, and are selected on
the basis of this description, relative to the
student's history of competence on each skill.
Figure 1 shows a simplified portion of the cur
riculum network, and demonstrates the relation
ship among the tasks, skills, and techniques.

Essential among the curriculum elements that
describe each task are its text, its skills, and
its model solution. These elements, we feel, are
also fundamental to the description of problems
in many technical curriculums, and are broadly
applicable in areas unrelated to instruction in
p rogrammfng , The optional elements in the task
description are also useful categories in ot.he r
subject areas, with modification specifically
suited to the given curriculum.

3. WORKING ON A TASK

When a student enters the course he finds himself
in task "GREENFLAG, II which requires a two line
program solution. The problem, as he is told, Le
worked out in great detail in the BIP student
manual. Thus the trauma of being told to "write
a program that .•• IT in his first session is alle
viated by following the model dialogue, in which
many typical mistakes a:re illustrated, yet his
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FIGURE I. APortion of the Curriculum Network

hands-on programming experience begins immedi
ately.

Computer programming, like most other technical
subjects , is better learned through experience
rather than through direct instruction, espe
cially if that experience can be paced at a speed
suited to the individual student. Throughout the
BIP course, the primary emphasis is placed on the
solution of problems presented in the tasks.
Unlike many CAl courses, Bl P does not present a
sequence of instructional statements followed by
questions. Instead, a problem is described and
the student is expected to write his own BASIC
program to solve it. As he develops his BASIC
program for each task, the student is directed
to appropriate sections of the student manual

for full explanations of BASIC statements, pro
gramming structures, etc. He is also encouraged
to use the numerous student-oriented features,
such as an interactive debugging facility and
various "help" options.

Figure 2 shows all the curriculum elements, in
cluding the skills, that describe each task. The
text states the requirements of the task to the
student, and suggests any prerequisite reading in
the !lIP student manual. The hints (if any) pre
sent additional infonnation at the student I s
request, and subt.aaks isolate a part of the
"main" problem as a smaller pr-og rammfng problem
which he is to solve, helping him reduce the main
task to separately soluble parts. The skills are
the specific progranuning elements required in the
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FIGURE 2. Elements That Describe a Task
solution. The model solution is a BASIC program
that solves the problem presented in the task,
and is accessible to the student if he cannot
reach his own solution. The model also contains
coded test input data that is used to compare the
results produced by the student's program against
those of the model. The "mus-t- f'oLl.ow" tasks (if
any] will follOiv the main task automatically, and
requl re extensions of the student I s original
solution. The "r-equd red operators" are BASIC
statements that must be included in the student's
program before he is allowed to progress out of
the current task; the "disabled operators II are
BASIC statements that, for pedagogical reasons,
are not to be used in his solution program.

The sequence of events that occur as the student
works on a task is shown in Figure 3. vhen he
has finished the task by successfully running his
program, the student proceeds by requesting
"MORE ..11 His progress is evaluated after each
task. In the "Pos-t Task Interview" he is asked
to indicate whether or not he needs more work on
the skills required by the task, which are listed
separately for him.

As soon as the student completes GREENFLAG,
therefore, the instructional program knows some
thing about his own estimation of his abilities.
In addi t t on , for all future tasks his solution
is evaluated (by means of comparing its output
wi th that of the model solution run on the same
test data) and the results are stored with each
skill required by the task. The program then
has two measures of the student's progress in
each skill -- his self-evaluation and its own
comparison-test results.

I,. INDIVIDUALIZED TASK SELECTION

After completing a task (he may of course leave
a task vIithout completing it) the student is free
either to request another, or to vork on some
programming project of his own. The algori-thm bJ~

wh'Lch BIP selects a next task, if the student
requests it, is shown in Figure 4. The selecticn
process begins with the lowest (least complex)
teclmique. All the skills in that technique are
put into a set called MAY, which will become the
set of skills that the next task "may" use.

The program then examines the student's history
on each of the skills associated vIi th the tech
nique, to see if it needs further work. Any such
"no-t yet mastered" skills are put into the MUST
set. Eventually the program will seek to find a
task that uses some of these "mus-t" skills.

If no such skills are found (indicating that the
s t.uderrt has mastered all the skills at that
teclmique level), the search process moves 'up by
one technique, adding all its skills to the MAY
set, then seeking MUST skills again. Once a
MUST set is generated, the search tenninates,
and all of the tasks are examined. Those con
sidered as a possible next task for the student
must a) requt re at least one of the MUST skills,
and b) require no skills outside of the MAY set.
Finally, the task in this group that requires
the largest number of MUST skills is presented as
the next task. Thus, in the simplified scheme
shown in Figure 1, assuming that the student had
not yet met. the criterion on the skills shown,
the first task to be presented would be HORSE,
because its skill lies in the earliest technique"
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and would constitute the first MUST set. Task
LETNUMBER would be presented next, since its
skills come from the next higher teclmique;
STRINGIN would be presented last of these three.

An interesting curricultun development possibility
emerges here. If BIP has selected the MUST and'
MAY' sets, but cannot find a task that meets the
above requirements, then it has found a "hole ll

in the curriculum. After sending a message to
the course authors describing the nature of the
missing task (Le., the MUST and MAY skills),
the task selection procedure examines the next
higher -tecbnt.que , It generates new, expanded
MUST and MAY sets, and searches for an appro
priate task. Again, if none is found, a new
search begins, based on larger MUST and MAY sets.
The only situation in which this process finally
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fails to select a task occurs when the student has
covered all of the curriculum.

5. CONCLUSION

This 'Work is clearly related to research in using
an infonnation network specifying the curriculu.m
structure whose purpose is not merely to select
tasks, but also to generate them. This is not a
new technique; early CAT programs cleverly spec
ified the nature of the exercises, so that, for
example, the numbers to be added in an arithmetic
drill were randomly generated. By combining
cur-r'LcuLum structure and simple natural language
grammars, furthennore, CAl programs can generate
questions like "What is the capital of Argen
tina?" (Carbonell & Collins, 1973; Wexler, 1970)
or even programming problems (Kot'tman , 1973).
Since the problem is generated, the s oj.ut.Lon is
generated as well. The content of generated
problems is, however, quite skeletal, especially
for the purposes of a technical, problem-oriented
aub.je c't ,

In fact, there is little expectation of gener
ating a challenging and engrossing curriculum
like EIP's. This is the author's domain. He
must supply well-written problems, their solu
tions, and the skills and techniques he uses to
characterize the curriculum. Often that is a
difficult and enlightening unde r-t akfng , for even
the most expert of subject matter experts.

Computer-assisted instruction has long promised
- to present an individualized sequence of cur

riculum material, but in many cases this has
meant only that "fast II students are allowed to
detour around blocks of curriculum, or that
" 510,",11 students are given sets of rernedial exer
cises. By describing the curriculum in tenns of
the skills on which the student should demon
strate competence, and by selecting tasks on the
basis of individual achievement and/or diffi-
cu Lt.Les , ve hope to provide each student with
progranuning tasks that are both challenging and
instructive. Furthennore, the structure used in
BIP can be applied to many other SUbject areas
(such as statistics, algebra, or readf.ng) that
involve identifiable skills and that require the
student to apply those skills in different con
texts and combinations.
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INTRODUCTION

The instructional use of computer simulations in
the elementary and secondary school classroom has
increased considerably in recent years. Despite
this increase a well-defined rationale for the
instructional use of computer simulations has not
yet been clearly defined. Without such a ration
ale, decisions regarding the development and use
of computer simulations are very difficult to
make.

Our interest .m developing computer simulations
for use in the elementary and secondary school
classroom has led us to attempt to simulate a
cognitive developmental rationale for the instr
uctional use of computer simulations. Our goal
is to develop a set of guidelines on how and why
computer simulations should be used for instruc
tion as a function of the cognitive level of the
students. This paper describes our first steps
toward this goal.

A DEFINITION OF LEARNING

Learning may be defined as the construction of
internal models of the learner' s environment.
These models are the learner's knowledge. They
are representations of the environment as perceiv
ed by the learner. The learner's environment
includes both the external and internal environ
ments. The external environment is the environ
ment outside the learner. The internal environ
ment is the environment inside the learner.
Models of the learner's internal environment
include the learner's perception of what he is
doing when he learns.

Since the learner's perception of what he is doing
when he learns shapes his ability to construct
models of both the internal and external environ
ment, it is an extremely important element in the
process of cognitive growth.

THREE FORMS OF INSTRUCTION

Olson and Bruner (1974) suggest that there are
three basic forms of instruction: direct exper
ience, observational learning, and symbolic
systems. The three forms are defined by the
roles performed by learners and instructors.
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In direct experience, the learner learns by doing.
He interacts with the environment in order to
construct internal models of the environment.
The role of the instructor is to see that the
environment is presented in such a way that the
learner will be able to construct his models
efficiently and safely. An example is a labora
tory experiment. The learner interacts with an
environment by manipUlating independent variables
and observing dependent variables. His internal
models are based on the relation between his
manipulations and observations.

In observational learning, the learner learns by
matching. He observes a demonstration in which
the instructor obtains direct experience with the
environment. The learner implicitly matches the
behavior of the instructor, thus obtaining vicar
ious direct experience. His internal models are
based on the relation between his vicarious mani
pulations and observations. An example is a
classroom demonstr<;ition of an experiment.

In learning through symbolic systems, the role of
the learner is to learn by being told. The role
of the instructor is to do the telling by present
ing a description of the environment coded in some
symbolic system, usually a natural language. The
obvious example is a lecture.

THE RELATION OF COMPUTER SIMULATION TO THE FORMS
OF INSTRUCTION

There are two ways to look at the instructional
uses of computer simulation. These two ways are
distinguished by the component of the computer
simulation seen as being instructional: the
message or the medium.

Message: The message of a computer simulation is
a model of some part of the environment. The
model environment substitutes for and represents
the real environment. Focusing on the message
component of the computer simulation leads to the
common rationale for the instructional use of
computer simulation, ec g , , Braun (1972). Accord
ing to this rationale, the computer simulation is
useful in providing direct experience with an
environment in situations where direct experience
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with the real environment is difficult or impos
sible to obtain, e.g., due to the absence of
necessary equipment, inability to control vari
ables, potential danger, or noise which obscures
the phenomenon of interest. Like any environment,
the computer simulation could also be used in
observational Lear-n ing-, (e.g., by observing a
demonstration in which an instructor obtains
direct experience with the simulation) or with
symbolic systems (e. g. by having the simulated
environment described in a lecture). It makes
Li ttle sense to describe a simulated environment
rather than the real environment except in intro
ductory remarks intended to help the learner
obtain direct experience with the simulated
environment.

When attention is focused on the message compo
nent of the computer simulation, a computer
simulation is not much different from a man
simulation. 1 Indeed, message-oriented rationales
for man simulations, e.g., Raser (1969) and
Taylor and Walford (1972) are virtually identical
to the Braun (1972) rationale for computer
simulations.

Medium: According to McLuhan (1964), different
media are based on different symbol systems and
different symbol systems code the environment in
different Hays. The different coding is the bias
of the medium: the medium represents the aspects
of the environment easily coded in the symbol
system associated with the medium. The print
medium, for example, is associated with written
language as a symbol system. Written language
according to McLuhan (1964), is biased toward an
analytical, fragmented representation of reality
with the fragments being connected in a strict
linear sequence. This is contrasted with the
computer simulation (in simulation mode) which is
biased toward a synthetic, interconnected repre
sentation of the environment: The environment is
represented as a systematic process.

The symbol system of the computer, the system
responsible for the computer's bias toward repre
senting the environment as a process, is the
computational procedure. The computational pro
cedure is expressed as a computer program for use
by a computer and as a flow diagram for use by a
human.

The instructional effects of the computer simula
tion medium are linked to the second and third
form of instruction listed by Olson and Bruner
(1974): observational learning and symbolic
systems. These effects are the subject of the
next section.

I A "man simulation" is any simulation in which
the learner is part of the simulated environment.
This includes "all man s imu Ia't Lona'", e. g., SIMSOC
(Gamson , 1972) and "man-machine simulations", e.g.
some uses of the Huntington II program, MARKET.

A discussion of the instructional effects of the
computer simulation as a medium clearly implies
that a computer simulation is instructionally
different from a man simulation. Although it can
be argued that a man simulation also uses the
procedure as a symbol system, there is one impor
tant difference: the procedure in a computer
simulation is well-defined and easily accessible,
while the procedure in a man simulation is ill
def'Lned and largely inaccessible. The procedure
of the man simulation is ill-defined because it
is at least partly defined by the separate men
performing the separate operations of the process.
Each man defines the procedure by which he oper
ates (subject to the constraints of general rules)
and probably redefines his procedure several
times during the run of the simulation. Each man
in the system is, therefore, ignorant of the pro
cedures by which the other men perform operations
and possibly may be ignorant of his own pr-oce
dures as well. Since the procedures of a man
simulation are not available to all the learners,
these procedures are ill-defined and invisible.
In contrast, the procedures of the computer simu
lation must be Hell-defined if the computer simu
lation is to work -- the computer cannot define
its own procedures as it goes along. Because the
procedures of the computer simulation are well
defined they are also accessible -- they can be
seen by the learner.

THE INSTRUCTIONAL EFFECTS
OF THE COMPUTER SIMULATION, HEDIUM

There are two general instructional effects of
the computer simulation medium: The acquisition
of new model-construction skills and the adoption
of the computational procedure as a general form
for internal models.

THE ACQUISITION
OF NEW HODEL-CONSTRUCTION SKILLS

Olson and Bruner (Olson 1970; Olson and Bruner
1974) define intelligence as skill in a medium.
Skill in a medium means knowing how to extract
and utilize the information in a medium to con
struct internal models of the environment. Just
as the information extraction skills required
for decoding a' sentence are, different from those
required for interpreting a picture, so m,ust the
skills required for extracting information from
the procedural symbolic system of the computer be
different from those required for extracting
information from sentences and pictures. Iri ex
tracting and utilizing information from the
computer then, a learner is acquiring skill in a
new medium and, therefore, 'new model construc
tion skills.
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THE ADOPTION OF THE COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE
AS A FORM FOR INTERNAL MODELS

Any medium is biased toward representing a par
ticular aspect of the environment. The computer
simulation medi··m is biased toward showing the
environment as a systematic process. Hence a
computer simulation may lead the learner to build
internal models of the environment as a systema
tic process. This may be true not only for the
particular environment represented by a particu
lar computer simulation, but for all environments.

One of the environments the learner may represent
with procedural internal models is his internal
environment. The learner observes a computer
simulation perform some information processing
task and attempts to match the simulation in con
structing his internal models of his own informa
tion processing. The phrase "metch the simula
tion" can be interpreted in two ways: in a
strong sense, the learner attempts to match the
procedure of a particUlar computer simulation.
Thus, in observing the General Problem Solver
(GPS) of Newell and Simon (1963) solve a problem
in symbolic logic, the learner would attempt to
match the GPS procedure as an internal model of
his own problem-solving behavior, i.e., he would
represent his behavior as recursively-connected
TRANSFORM, REDUCE, and APPLY subroutines. In
the weak sense, the learner attempts to match
only the general (procedural) aspects of the
computer simulation.

In observing GPS, he would attempt to match the
computer simulation only to the extent that his
internal models of his internal environment are
cast as procedures; he would not attempt to match
the procedure itself.

THE RELATION OF COMPUTER SIMULATION
AND COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT

The relation of instructional computer simula
tions and cognitive development is one of recip
rocal influence: the cognitive level of the
learner influences the usefulness of an instruc
tional computer simulation influences the cogni
tive level of the learner. These two kinds of
influence are associated with the message and
media components, respectively, of the computer
simulation.

THE INFLUENCE OF COGNITIVE LEVEL
ON THE USEFULNESS OF A SIMULATION

The cognitive level of the learner influences
the computer simulation by determining whether
the learner will be able to assimilate the
message of the computer simulation, i. e., whether
the learner will be able to construct an effect
ive and stable model of the external environment
through direct .experience with the simulation.
According to piaget I s theory of cognitive devel
opment, a learner will be able to construct

effective and stable internal models during the
period of formal operations (beginning at about
the age of 11 years).2 Before this time, in the
period of concrete operations (from about 7 to
about 11 years) the learner is incapable of cons
tructing effective and stable models from direct
experience because he cen'ter-s his attention on a
limited aspect, usually a single variable of the
concrete situation (the perceptually-present
environment). Because of this, he cannot con
ceive of all possible relations of independent
and dependent variables and, therefore, cannot
systematically investigate all possible relations
(design an experiment). Even if he Here able to
design an experiment, the learner in the period
of concrete operations would not be able to draw
proper conclusions from the results of the exper
iment. His conclusions tend to be biased by his
expectations, causing him to ignore evidence
which disconfirms his expectations. 3

THE INFLUENCE OF THE COMPUTER SIl1ULATION
ON COGNITIVE LEVEL

As noted above, learners in the period of con
crete operations (ages 7 to 11) center their
attention on a single perceptually-present vari
able and are unable to draw proper conclusions
from an experiment when the evidence disconfirms
an expectation. According to PLaget , these two
problems are related: because the learner cen
ters on only one thing at a time, he cannot
simultaneously attend to his expectations and the
results of an experiment, and because of this, he
cannot differentiate the two. For the concrete
operational learner, then, there is no distinc
tion between expectations and the results of an
experiment. Rather than reject expectations
because they are contradicted by experimental
results, the learner may reject results because
they are contradicted by expectations.

This phenomenon, the inability to distinguish
between expectations and experimental results,
is produced by the egocentrism of the concrete
operational learner. Egocentrism refers gener
ally to the learner's inability to differentiate

All of the ages specified in this paper
should be treated as approximations.

This characterization of the concrete-opera
tional learner is somewhat overstated. The per
iod of concrete operations displays a horizontal
decalage. Learners become able to decenter their
attention (attend to more than one variable) and
to draw proper conclusions from an experiment at
the beginning of the period, but the ability is
task-dependent: the ability appears in conser
vation of mass tasks at the age of 6 or 7, but
the same ability does not appear until the age of
11 or 12 for conservation of volume tasks. The
characterization is thus accurate only from a
task- independent point of view. The ability
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between himself and the environment. When
applied to the concrete operational learner,
the term refers more specifically to a lack of
differentiation between the learner's thoughts
(expectations) and his perceptions of the exter
nal environment.

This lack of differentiation has consequences in
addition to a tendency to reject experimental
results rather than expectations. Recall that
learning was defined as the construction of
models of two environments: the external environ
ment and the internal environment. The egocen
trism of the concrete operational learner makes
him unable to distinguish between these two
environments, a distinction which must be drawn
if the learner is to construct models of his
learning process. If the learner cannot con
ceptualize his thinking as a distinct entity, he
cannot construct models of his thinking. To put
it more simply, the learner must be aware of his
thinking if he is to think about his thinking.
This thinking about thinking makes possible the
construction process, an activity which, as men
tioned above, enables the learner to revise and
elaborate all of his internal models. Egocen
trism is, therefore, a major obstacle to cogni
tive growth.

According to Pdeget , the egocentrism of the
period of concrete operations is overcome through
the increasing ability of the learner to focus on
more than two things at once and through social
interaction with other learners. The effective
ness of decerrter-Ing attention as a mechanism for
eliminating egocentrism is based on the learner I s
resulting ability to simultaneously attend to his
thought and to the environment and, therefore,
to differentiate the two. The effectiveness of
social interaction is based on the arguments and
differences of opinion that the learner may have
wi th other learners. These arguments and dif
ferences of opinion show the learner that the
thought of other learners is different from his.
Since the thought of other learners is, from the
learner's point of view, a part of the external
environment, the learner is also being shown that
the ex'ter'naL environment is different from his
internal environment.

In addition to helping a learner overcome his
egocentrism, social interaction provides
demonstrations to be matched for observational
learning. Once the learner realizes that his
internal environment is different from his ex
ternal environment the learner can begin to cons
truct and revise internal models of his learning
process. Other learners encountered in social
interaction provide demonstrations of model
construction which may be matched by the learner
in constructing and revising his models. In an
argument over a difference of opinion, for

3 becomes a task-independent at the beginning of
the period of formal operations.

example, other learners may seek to justify their
positions by displaying the reasoning which led
them to these positions. The learner, in observ
ing this display, may attempt to match it.

The computer becomes effective as an agent of
cognitive development by playing the role of
another learner in social interaction. This is a
new kind of social interaction: The interact ibn
of a learner and a computer. Like another learn
er, the computer can .display its "r-eason Lng" in
performing some information processing t ask , The
learner, in observing this reasoning, may be
shown that there is a kind of reasoning different
from his own (thus helping him overcome his ego
centrism) and that the displayed reasoning might
be matched in constructing his own models of
model construction. The reasoning of the compu
ter is, of course, in the form of a procedure.
The learner, therefore, may attempt to match the
procedure, either in the strong sense, or more
likely, in the weak sense, in constructing and
revising his model. The revision of internal
models based on procedures is, in the jargon of
computer science, debugging the procedures.
Papert and Minsky 01insky 1970) suggest that the
procedure is a good internal model precisely
because it lends itself to being debugged.
Papert has shown the utility of providing proce
dures as demonstrations to be matched in his use
of programable turtles to teach mathematics to
elementary school (concrete operational) children
(e.g., Papert 1972).

It may be instructive to contrast the present
view of the effect of the computer on the devel
opment of cognitive processes with that of
Tikhomirov (1974). Tikhomirov, working within
the framework of Vigotsky I s (1958) theory of
cognitive development, suggests that the computer,
like language, is a tool which amplifies and thus
transforms human cognition through the mediation
of cognitive processes. The computer, by per
forming formalized (algorithmic) executive func
tions such as data storage and retrieval, frees
man to concentrate on the unformalized (intui
tive) aspects of human cognition. Hhen man is
free to concentrate on these unformalized aspects,
there is a functional change in his cognitive
processes. Tikhomirov believes that, unlike
language, the mediation provided by the computer
is only external. Language initially mediates
behavior externally, (as verbal instructions
given by one person to another) but in the course
of cognitive development it is internalized to
become the basis of thought and thus mediates
behavior internally (as verbal instructions given
by a person to himself). In contrast, the
computer is assumed never to be internalized as a
mediator, its transforming effect being due sole
ly to it freeing man to spend more time doing
what his existing internal mediator (language)
allows him to do. The position taken in this
paper is that the computer can be an internal
mediator as well as an external mediator: the
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computer certainly is effective as an external
mediator, but it may also be true that the
learner can internalize the symbol system of the
computer (the computational 'procedure) as an
alternative .to language as an internal-mediator.

CONCLUSION
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TIlEORY OF LEARNING AND TECHNICAL TEACHING DEVICES

N.F. Talysina
(the USSR, Moscow University)

The design of" technical teaching devices is very much dependent on the theory of the
learning process which one is using in a particular course. This paper discuses the
different criteria needed in order to take account of either a behavioural or phased
fonnation learning theory as investigated by research worker in the USSR.

The introduction of technical teaching devices into
the teaching process is a natural consequence of the
scientific and technological revolution. Automat
ion of teaching is going up rapidly. However, the
effectiveness of this process depends not on quan
tity of the technical devices which we use, but
on quality of the models of teaching process which
are taken as the basis when technical devices are
designed and introduced. Most often the establish
ed system of instruction comes out as such a model.
Nevertheless, it is known that it falls short of
modern scientific data on the teaching process. On
that ground the long-tenn elaboration of technical
devices should be oriented to the models of the
teaching process, which are at the command of
modem psycologoly and pedagogical science.

The elaboration and introduction of technical
devices demand that a preliminary choice of three
models should be made: a) the model of the aims
of instruction, b) the model of the teaching sub
ject, c) the model of the learning process. We
think that the aims of instruction should be pre
sented as the systems of the typical tasks, which
are to be solved by the specialists, who have stud
ied a certain subject.

The conception of the content of specialisation
models by way of the indicated systems of typical
tasks which the specialist should be able to
accomplish makes it possible to deal exhaustively
with the problem of developing rational methods of
practical and intellectual work, to which enough
attention is not always paid.

The independent discovery of methods for the ap
plication of acquired knOWledge to the accomplish
ment of practical work frequently presents diffi
culties, not only to those who have only just begun
to work, but at times even to experienced specia
lists. Programming of rational methods of work,
in its tum, dictates requirements on the choice
of the model of the teaching subject.

In particular, in the USSR the researches on the
structure of the teaching of subj ects which Professor
P. Y. Galperin and associates began 20 years ago,
has proved that the existing structure of the
greater part of the subject is adequate to the
tasks of the formation of generalized ways of
thought. At the same time, this is the only way
out since the whole amount of store of knowledge
should be taken into consideration: instead of
storing a large quantity of ready knowledge, it
would be better to retain a method allowing the
independent reproduction of a whole system of
individual phenomena. To this purpose all the

structural elements composing any individual phe
nomenon of the subject (or sphere) concerned must
be separated, i .e , the invariant of the system
must be ascertained, and the individual phenomena
of the system which form its component parts must
be presented as components of the invariant. In that
case it is not necessary to study all the components
of a given field, but it is possible to confine stu
dies to only some of them, yet not under the aspect
of their own specific features,. but under the aspect
of the essential thing of which they are component
parts. A method must be revealed from separate
individual components of disclosing the essential,
allowing an insight into the way in which these
components and any others fit into the whole of a
given system.

Experimental work for the detennination of the system
structural method of arranging subject matter for
instruction was conducted by Soviet psychologists
more than IS years ago. Since that time conclusive
scientific evidence has been collected to show that
this way of transfonning the structure of subject
matter for instruction gives an opportunity to cut
down the amount of material to be learnt considerably
without reducing the volume of information received
and,above all,considerably to raise the standard of
the quality of instruction. The students will,in par
ticular, be in a position not only to conduct analyses
independently or to present individual phenomena known
in the respective field,but to create new varieties of
them.

Thus, 1. P. Kaloshina demonstrated that in the study
of metal cutting machines at machine construction
institutes and technical schools it was not neces
sary to study each individual machine. Applying
the principles of the system-structural approach,
she ascertained the invariant of the system in
cluding the form of the details processed, the
cutting instrument and the kinematics of the ma
chine. The appropriation of the method by the stu
dents at several machines and the indication of
three features of the system departing from the
given form of the machine parts, allowed the stu
dents not only to understand and describe all the
essential varieties of machines, but even to pro
pose new variants. 1/

Similarly the researches of M.Y. Mikulinski showed
that learning the correct punctuation of the Rus
sian language did not require the learning of over
100 rules and the application of each of them,
since these rules were individual components of
three function which were served by the punctuation
marks: the function of linking (words or sentences);
the function of separation (of words or sentences)
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and the function of dividing up words or senten
ces. Teaching the students how to recognise and
differentiate between these functions allowed a
sharp reduction in the time required for learning
punctuation habits and a considerably higher stan
dard of knowledge in punctuation, without the need
to learn all the different detail rules of punc
tuation. 2/

This approach to teaching is in conformity with
the conditions of the scientific and technical
revolution, assuring that the future specialist
will be capable of independent orientation in the
new developments of his selected sphere of work,
providing conditions for creative work and allowing
the recognition of development trends in his field
of activity .

However, the formation of generalized ways of ac
tivity which are oriented on invariant components
in the teaching subject is possible only when the
learning process is organized according to the
nature and law of this process. That is why the
choice of the model of the learning process is
necessary.

In psychology there is no unanimous approach to
the understanding of the learning process and its
laws of development.

At the present time several theories on learning
have come up in psychology which have a fundamen
tally different approach to the problem. Natural
ly each of these theories advances its principles
concerning programmed learning and the standards
and functions of technical learning devices.
Among the most constructive and yet reflecting
fundamentally differing methodical approaches to
the learning process among these theories are, on
the one hand the behavioristic theory, on the other
hand the theory of phased fonnation of mental
activity, advanced about 20 years ago in Soviet
psychology by Prof. P.Y. Galperin. .

According to the former theory, the teaching
programme and the machines operating it should ef
fect: controls only under one aspect: the correct
ness of the final answer; content, form and other
aspects of cognitive activity leading to the given
answer are not controlled.

According to the latter theory, in the first pha
ses it demands control of the accomplished cogni
t ive actions, of their form (implementation, ex
pression, mental comprehension), the degree of
generalisation etc.

Fundamentally different demands are made by the
two theories also in regard to the channel of
direct communication. The behavioristic theory
does not differentiate between qualitatively dis
tinct phases of the learning process (fundamental
transitions states), therefore the programmes
established on its principles have a verbal cha
racter and the technical devices are only expected
to assure the possibility of varying speeds of
input of the material and in some, of varying
degrees of difficulty.

According to the theory of phased formation of
mental activity, there are five phases in the lear
ning process (five transition stages). Naturally,
learning programmes will logically be contructed
in conformi ty with these phases and the first
phases include tasks demanding material or mate
rialised action by the student, accomplishments
or having material objectives, or expressed by the
student in the form of schemes, drawings etc. In
this case the learning programme and technical
devices should not only .assure the input of mate
rial in the indicated form, but also assure the
accomplishment of the programmed cognitive activi
ties by the students in a materialised form.

In the following phase the fulfilment of the pro
gramme should be accomplished in speech expression,
the work being done not by individuals, but in pairs
or small groups. In this connection there is the
problem of oral input into the machine, the effec
tive application of the machine as "Conservation
partner" J and other aspects.

The technical devices should furthermore: assure
the timely transition of the learning process from
one phase to the next. A similar situation pre
vails in the sphere of corrections: the two theo
ries make fundamentally different demands on the
teclmical devices also in this connection.

Even this brief survey will show that the elabora
tion of learning and control devices must be
preceded by a selection of psychological and peda
gogical model s of the teaching process which will
determine the concrete system of psychological
and pedagogical demands in regard to the machine
to be constructed: the system of control para
meters, their nature J the necessary frequence of
control, etc. Of course, at present the elabora
tion of teclmical learning devices can not yet
take into account all these aspects. This fact does
not by any means reduce the importance of the
theory; on the contrary J it even underlines it.
In fact the ascertainment of the psychological and
educational demands which cannot be complied with
will allow the definition, firstly, of the aspects
of teaching which can be automated at present and
those which cannot. Secondly, this system of de
mands gives the opportunity for the scientific
substantiation of the future research work on
technical teaching devices.

Speaking of the importance of theory it should be
underlined also that wi thout' the selection of a
theory of teaching it is not possible to investigate
the comparative effectiveness of technical devices.
The most effective devices of teaching and control
can only be recognised if one model of teaching is
applied throughout the whole studying process.
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A Computer-Aided Learning (CAL) project based on the development of
courseware and systems by several cooperating agencies began in Canada
in 1968. Research agencies at two governmental levels and more than
a dozen community colleges are providing teacher-authored courseware
designed to meet real needs. Generative techniques, taylored ·testing
and individualized instruction with a range of optional learner control
are featured in the courseware. The structure of the cooperative
effort as well as its support systems is discussed.

A cooperative Computer-Aided Learning (CAL)
project, involving research agencies at two levels
of government and eleven community colleges was
begun in Ontario in 1968. In Canada, education
is the responsibility of the province, and within
Ontario, school boards, colleges and universities
are fairly au tonomou s , A cooperative project was
the only way to support the financial and man
power requirements when no single governmental
body had the mandate or economic means to sup
port a large scale CAL developmental effort. The
payoff from this cooperative venture has been
faster acceptance and diffusion of CAL than
would have been possible had cooperation not been
required.

The main design goals of the project are:

1) To produce course materials which meet real
needs across as many educational institutions as
possible withou t dilu ting the cou rseware effec
tiveness and efficiency. Broad needs are met by
program modul.ar-It.y and provision of optional
fully programmed, teacher selected or learner
control of courseware operation.

2) To move swifUy and withou t undue disruption
of service from research and development (R & D)
to a production mode of operation. The transition
from R&D compu tel" u seage, which is free, to
the production phase with users paying for the
service, requires a system which is economically
feasible.

3) To emphasise eli sseminati on throu gh communi
cations terminals or independent CAL delivery
systems.

The participants in this cooperative development
are: The National Research Council of Canada
(NRC), The Ontario Institute for Studies in
Education (OISE), and 11 Colleges of Applied
Arts and Technology in Ontario.
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NRC is a scientific research agency of the fed
eral government charged with developing and im
plementing scientific research programs for
national benefit, in cooperation with government,
industry and university sectors of the com
munity. In 1967. the Radio and Electrical Engi
neering Division of NRC undertook a broad pro
gram of research and development in CAL (Brahan,
197 3a). A major part of this program is the
operation of a central. research facility, incor
porating a medium scale time-shared computer,
used by educators at remote locations in the
cooperative development and evaluation of CAL
systems. Currently, eight organizations
throu ghou t Canada are participating: directly in
the NRC project.

The OISE is an educational research and develop
ment institution for the Province of Ontario. It
also is the Graduate Department of Educational
Theory of the University of Toronto. OISE was
the first to go on-line to the NRC facility.

By 1974, 13 colleges in Ontario, Quebec, and
Manitoba, as well as four Ontario boards of edu
cation were utilizing the developments and most
were also involved in the development of
additional courseware. In Ontario, three large
computer systems operate in a production CAL
mode in addition to the original CAL R&D net
work established between the OISE and the NRC.

The curriculum materials available or currently
being developed include cou rseware for: pre
requisite college mathematics (Olivier, 1913),
mathematics of finance, technology mathematics,
electronics, chemistry, accounting, nursing, and
basic communication skills. Most of the course
ware is oriented towards post-secondary insti
tutions and is designed to replace a substantial
portion of a one semester course. Average com
pletion time for a CAL course is about twen.ty
five hours as opposed to forty hours without
CAL.
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PHILOSOPHY OF DEVELOPMENT

Several concepts have served as guides during
this development, and continue to characterize
the project. Among them are individualized
instruction, a unique role of the computer,
attention to user needs, and the way in which
teachers are recruited to the project.

Individualized instruction.

This was seen as the only way to provide effec
tive instruction with the desired efficiency.
The first course to be developed, a prerequisite
college mathematics course,' illustrates the pro
blem: in addition to a low general level-of stu
dent competence in the subject, the variety of
differences among individuals on the sldlls com
prising a course is striking. In remedial mathe
matics the requirements for individualized diag
nostic and instructional systems are more dra
matic than might be obtained in other instruc
tional areas. There is also a strong hierarchy
of concepts. Although the first curriculum
chosen for CAL thus took full advantage of indi
vidualized instruction, similar benefits should
appear in other subjects as well.

Unique role of the compu tel".

Effective use of CAL implies that the role of the
compu tel" be delineated precisely. There must be
characteristics of the instru.ctional materials,
either inherent in the concept structure of the
subject matter Or required by the teaching
method and/or presentation style, which make the
use of the compu tel" mandatory.

St.uden t manipulation of parameters in a simu
lation, or the use of generative algorithms to
produce examples of concepts to be mastered by
the studen t , are examples of effective use of a
computer. Almost all of the courseware produced
by this project has employed generative tech
niques to produce examples, test items or
drills. This approach leads to acou rate docu men
tation, saves teacher time in the preparation of
materials, enhances the likelihood of concept
generalization by the student and reduces the
amount of storage required to execute the
courseware.

The real time decision-making capability of the
compu tel" should also be u sed by the cou rseware
if a computer is to be justified. If the subject
matter has some inherent conceptual structure,
this structure should be placed in the courseware
as the basis for rou ting decisions. Using the
concept heirarchy as a data base separate from
the cou rseware, rather than incorporating this
information in the programs through explicit "If O
TOs", eases the process of revision which must
inevitably occur.

A form of tailored testing which determines the
length of a test can reduce the average number of

test items and thus the time spent on each stu
. dent by 50 percen t on the average, providi ng
greater thr-ou ghpu t of students. In addition, the
students benefit by not spending as much time
providing more data (answers to test questions)
than the system needs to make a decision. The
system tests for a student's mastery or non
mastery against pre-specified quantitative
criteria. Since the process is inferential, the
acceptable error limits on testing the mastery
and non-mastery hy potheses can also be prespec
ified. The courseware can respecify tb e four
error limit values for each objective. Since the
solu tion for the two· critical. values requires the
evaluation of two linear equations involving log
arithmic ratios, it would be difficult, if not
impossible, to make similar decisions withou t a
compu tel".

The compu tel" can be valuable in the pr-ovi sxon of
learning aids such as compu tation and information
retrieval. This requires that teachers accept, at
least partially, the concept of learner control,
which may be viewed as a structural way of asking
questions of the computer.

User needs.

Another area of emphasis of this project is the
sensitivity to needs of the users--teachers and
students. Teachers who work closely with a group
of students representing the target population
for a CAL course are the most knowledgeable
abou t the ldnds of skills needed by the students.
The organizational structures of a CAL project
must facilitate communication among the various
groups associated with CAL development and its

subsequent day-to-day use. Rapid feedback is
often given as one benefit to a student taking
CAL, but unfortunately the teacher often re
ceives no information from the oompu tel' and
begins to feel isolated and removed from this
important segment of teaching. This project is
organized so that courseware developers, tea
chers, students, and systems personnel receive
information from the compu tel" sy stem as well as
from each other.

.Teacher training and recruitment.

Fortunately there is no conscriptive course
au thor service. While it may sound exaggerated,
there is a real danger that a school's adminis
tration will noti fy a teacher that he has been
"drafted" to produce materials for CAL. There
have been several. instances in Ontario where this
has. almost happened before the philosophical
approach of this project had been ex plained to the
schooL'e administrative staff. Probably nothing
cou Id do more damage to a cooperative venture
than conscripted au t.hor-a , Sensitivities abou t
invading the teacher's private domain with a tech
nology which is not understood are so strong
that selling of CAL often does not work. Of
course, certain teachers will be enthusiastic
about the approach, but this extreme enthusiasm
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can often cause a reactive group who refuse even
to consider the possibility of CAL.

The most effective approach has been to allow
teachers from another college to speak abou t CAL
applications at. regional curriculum meetings.
Interest generated t hrou gh this peer contact is
more likely to result in diffusion of CAL users
than if an expert attempts to conduct workshops
and demonstrations when no foundation has been
provided by other teachers. There is almost a
"generation gap" between .t eaoher-s and CAL pro
fessionals. By carefully and slowly laying the
groundwork and by not promising more from CAL
than can be expected, a rapport and trusting rela
tionship between OISE staff and college per
sonnel has developed. This careful fou ndation
has fostered widespread acceptance for CAL which
could have been on emotional rather than rational
grounds. All that is asked is that a college try
the CAL system on a small scale (one terminal)
for a period of three to four months. OISE staff
helps the college in the design of an experiment
which will indicate the usefulness of -CAL to that
school. In all cases, ex pansion of CAL usage
occu rred after the trial period. Algonq u i.n Col
lege, Ottawa, and Seneca College, Toronto, are
extreme examples. In four years these colleges
have progressed from two terminals to over thirty
and have acquired large computer systems for
their own CAL facility. In addition, they also
provide CAL service for other colleges.

PROJECT ORGANIZATION

The cooperative nature of the project leads to a
natural separation of responsibility among the
three levels of participating organizations.

The NRC.

Two aspects of the NRC involvement in the project
should be noted. The first is that the involve
ment is concerned with the technological aspects,
that is the development of special purpose hard
ware, systems programming, and systems stan
dards. Development of curriculum materials is
the responsibility of the cooperating educational
or-gamza td ons ; The second point is that the NRC
involvement is limited to the R&D aspects. The
NRC facility is not used to provide an ongoing
educational service. Development work is, how
ever, carried out on the NRC facility in support
of production facilities.

The OISE.

The emphasis at the OISE is on the production of
courseware and system software. The OISE, there
fore, provides training in the production and use
of CAL. It implements CAL systems software and
courseware production systems and provides
training in their use. The OISE also serves as a
common meeting place for all curriculum com
mittees and provides a research officer to fac
ilitate operations. Assistance is also supplied

with the design and evaluation of experiments
conducted by the colleges.

The community college.

Each cooperating college provides released time
for those teachers working .on the development of
CAL materials. Each school pays for the computer
time used for. production, currently $100 " $200
per month per terminal, to the college providing
the service. Also, each school pays for the ter
minals and data communications charges.

Structure of course development teams.

A neans Policy Group composed of one dean or
academic vice-president from each of the parti
cipating colleges and one member from the OISE
make decisions abou t what cou r-ses should be pro
duced by the project. The decisions are based
upon the needs of the colleges, the potential
value to Ontario education in terms of the volume
of students who could benefit, and the value of
using a CAL approach. The deans are eventually
responsible for committing college resources, and
theOISE acts as their agent in finding additional
financial support for development wo~k.

A. Project Committee is composed of teachers from
all the schools participating on a given curricu
lum. These teachers work with a research officer
from OISE to design all teachingllearning acti
vities. The research officer finds a format for
specifying course materials which is useable by
the committee. This format rarely bears any re
semblance to the actual computer coding of the
courseware. Athough course authors receive a
few hours of training in the course au t.hor-Ing
language, they rarely make direct use of this
knowledge except to keep in mind some of the dis
play, response and response judging restrictions
of the CAL system.

Since the programs must be useful across the
province and the Project Committee may be very
large, an Editorial Board reviews and approves all
Project Committee work. The Editorial Board is
composed of one curriculum expert from each par
ticipating school. The smaller group also pro
vides a unified appearance to the cur-r-LcuLum
presentation. When the Editorial Board approves
the courseware specification, the OISE Instruc
tional Programming Group codes it •. After debug
ging at OISE, it is installed on the NRC com
pu tel", Where the teachers make editorial changes
and then begin field testing the materials with a
small number of students. This method "allows the
teachers, who are also course au thors, to have
more immediate contact with the target population
of students than might otherwi se be possible.
This contact provides the teachers with data use
ful for revising their original. draft of the
course material. In addition, the student data is
logged and their performance is analyzed and
reported by the sy stem.
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TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENTS

The basis for much of the project was laid early
in 1968 by the development at OISE of a CAL lan
guage named CAN" (Ensor, 1968). The original
implementation, on a GE timesharing service,
resembled Coursewriter I withou t the inherent
branching logic, preferring to make the 10&9.c of
the program ex plieit .. Ex pansions and modi. fica
tions to give free format and additional com
mands fou oct to be useful in the CAL area 5 of
interest were soon added to the language when it
was implemented for an inhouse timesharing PDP-9
(Chu rchill, 197 1; ali vi er, 1972) •

With the commencement of the cooperative pro
ject, it was possible to implement CAN on the
NRC computer, a DECsystem 10 (Olivier, 1973).
Due to the goal of transferability of CAL sys
tems from one computer to another, the imple
mentation was in FORTRAN, as a single user
sy stem.

NRC undertook the development of a support
package, OPSYS (Br-ahan , 1973b), which provides
multi-user access to the interpreter. OPSYS is,
in effect, a specialized time- sharing sy stem
which runs as a single job under the general pur
pose monitor of the PDP-10. In addition to
scheduling access to the interpreter, OPSYS pro
vides for maintaining student an~ system
records, allowing for continuity for the student
from one session to the nex t ,

Through OPSYS, multiple users can share a common
communication channel and a single compu tel" port.
Communication is message oriented and is handled
using a store and forward technique. Error
checking and correction (by retransmission) have
been incorporated in the PDP-l 0 monitor to sup
port communication between the OPSYS program
(and similar program s) and li ne-concen trator com
puters. Apart from this feature, however, the
design of OPSYS is not dependent on special moni
tor features and the program runs as any other
user job within the monitor.

Auxiliary programs have been developed at NRC
and OISE to register students, update course
materials, spool performance data, provide file
backup, and analyse student performance and sys
tem use.

The distance between the NRC in Ottawa and the
cooperating colleges resulted in the need for a
communications network. A small, under-utilized
compu tel" system at OISE was converted to per
form a line concsn t.rat or- function, allowing the
terminals in the Toronto area to share a single
line to Ottawa, more than 300 km away (Dinni
well, 1972). Algonquin College, in Ottawa, also
acq uired a line concen trator for reasons of the
efficiencies mentioned above. Other concentrators
will soon be added to reduce the data communi
cations cost to the colleges in the geo
graphically di sper-s ed network.

Implemen tations of CAN have pr-cji ferated throu gh
Ontario with the gr-owj ng need for production sys
tems. OISE has written production CAN systems
for the Burroughs B-6700 and the DECsystem 10.
These compu ters are located strategically in com
munity colleges to serve particular areas.

As of fall, 1974, the majority of users are
attached either directly to the B-6700 at Seneca
College in Toronto, or. to one of its line concen
trators. If a student wants to access Course
ware not on the production machine,. he is
switched to the NRC computer by means of pro
gramming in the B- 67 00 J which acts as a pseu do
line concentrator when requested. High speed
data communications thus link the Seneca and NRC
computers as well as linking each mainframe with
its line concentrators.

With the new generation of CAN interpreter for
production purposes, the transportability of
sy stems was reassessed. The implementation of
the systems in higher level languages had led to
ex tensive use of machine-language sub rou ti nes.
The more recent implementations have employed a
mixture of programs written completely in higher
level Langu age s which interface with the actual
interpreter through an intermediate notation. The
interpreter system is 'specific to the particular
machine being used. ThUS, the CAN source lan
guage is preprocessed to produce an intermediate
language that can be interpreted by a variety of
processors on variou s machines. The preprocessor
is written in ALGOL. The performance data is
written by the interpreter in a form from which
the COBOL report programs can produce their out
put.

Al~onquin College has now acquired its own DEC
system 10 and now both Algonquin and the Uni
versity of Western Ontario are u sing a prepro
cessor version of the interpreter. All of the
high-level programs developed for the B-6700 are
used directly bu t the interpreter is specific to
these machines.

The transportability of the original ~ORTRAN

coded CAN interpreter was tested in an imple
mentation for the IBM-370 at McGill Univer
sity. This involved a fair amount of rewrite of
the input/output 'system. Execution efficiency
and modularity of the sy stem argue for the
approach adopted for the B-6700 implementation,
at least for production purposes.

~.

Terminal hardware has been the responsibility of
the individual user colleges, with guidance
available from NRC and OISE.

Looking toward fu ture CAL applications, NflC has
pursued the design of specialized student ter
minals. Specific terminal componen t.s which are
being Lnve atd ga t ed and developed include the
following:
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--A touch sensitive, transparent overlay for
student pointing responses, using ultrasonic SUr

face waves on glass. This is currently being
produced commercially under licence.

--A random access audio disk, providing access to
any of 1000 audio messages in one second or
less.

--A speech synthesizer, using a commercially
available unit to investigate phoneme-coded
speech en t.er-ed from a key board. A program in
early stages of development translates English
text into phoneme codes automatically.

--A terminal development facility. Based on a
minicompu tel" controller, terminal characteristics
are defined by software. The current configura
tdon incorporates variable character sets, char
acter size control, vector generation, and aux
iliary device control. The current display
devices are a pl a sma panel with 512x512 dot
resolution and a TV-compatible storage display.
Random access slide projection is also available.

--An experimental multimedia student terminal
incorporati ng a key board-di splay unit, random
access slide projector with touch sensitive screen
and a random access audio unit. The latter is
either the one described above or a reel-to-reel
au dio recorder. A unit which is functionally
equivalent to this terminal is being produced
commercially.

Modularity of terminal design has been given
major emphasis in the development work. Not all
CAL applications require au dt o , graphics, slides
and other auxiliary devices. The system and con
trol protocol allow for term'inals of variou s rn
omp1.exities to be intermixed as required. To
permit the addition of a specialized component to
a conven ti onal termi nal, a control u nit has been
built which intercepts header words and di rects
the message to the special device or the terminal
display unit as appropriate. The unit also
includes provision for a special inpu t device in
addition to the keyboard of the terminal. This
unit has been used to operate devices such as the
speech synthesizer and a music box in conjunction
with conventional video display terminals.

A hardware capability is also present at OlSE and
response to individual project needs has been pos
sible. An ex ample is a slide projector controller
to supplement the visual display for certain cur
ricula. A continuing problem is the desire for
relatively simple graphics capability in a ter
minal at a reasonable cost. A design currently
under review shows some promise.

In the mean time, both OISE and NRC have
attempted to' serve as information sources abou t
terminals and the current state of technology. In
the end, however, it is the individual college
that selects its own terminal equipment.

FORMATIVE EVALUATION

There are several areas of interest to CAL
development teams and college administrators.
While development teams need a large amount of
information to revise the many aspects of CAL
applications during the f'or-m a tt ve stages, admin
istrators are interested only in a summative
analysis. More emphasis is justly given to find
ings Which have been replicated in different
schools.

The direct costs for the CAL service can be
easily obtai ned with assistance from the OISE.
The results demonstrating higher achievement
levels or no difference for CAL students com
pleting the course in abou t half the time as
students working with traditional. teaching
methods are available. Bu t there are so many
differences between CAL and traditional teaching
methods that it almost seems fruitless to make
the compa r-Lson, More value can be obtained from
putting resources into eval u a td ona which provide
information about specific weaknesses of a given
course rather than making gross comparisons to a
tradi tional approach.

Courseware evaluation.

The formative evaluation data is obtained from a
performance analysis system that accepts data
logged during studen t-cou rseware interactions.
Written in COBOL, it sorts and manipulates the
data into a usable form and produces the fol
lowing series of reports:

--A Class Statu s report giving the location, time
spent and units taken for a group of s t u den t s ,
and a profile of each student's activity. Other
than this report, the courseware performance
reports reflect the characteristics of the
ins t ru c ti onal rnaterial .

--An Analysis by Objectives report provides
pass- fail sta tistics on the criterion tests
associated with each objective. Three major sec
tions for each objective are presented in tabular
form. The first block relates to the performance
of stUdents on the diagnostic pretests. The
second block relates to the objective posttest
performance. Becau se the majority of the
courseware is hierarchical and certain mastery
assumptions of lower level skills may be made, a
third block of information reports on the validity
of these assumptions.

--A Response Analysis program looks at the type
and frequency of par-td cu lar- response types when
given on pretests and postests. The results are
tabulated for each objective and include response
latency.

--An Unanticipated Response program lists stu
den t s" responses which are not recognized by any
of the response judging algorithms, along with
the corresponding problem presented (becau se of
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the generative nature of the courseware). Aboll t
10% of the student responses are unrecognized.

-A Hierarchy Trace program shows the now of
students by constructing digraphs for validation
of hierarchical assumptions. The trace is shown
from the time students enter a skeletal or key
sldll until the students pass the objective. The
routings and volumes of students going through
all prerequisite units are shown and allow unne
cessary and/or di fficult prereq uisites to be
modi ned.

CAL sy stem performance.

System performance data such as response time,
overlay rates, and CPU time is collected. Even
for a highly generative curriculum like the
Prerequisite College Mathematics program the
Burroughs 8-6700 processor is used only about 2
percent of the student connect time. Early tests
would indicate the new DECsystem 10 imple
mentations utilize only 0.67% of the processor
per student. The line concentrator computer at
the OlSE, a DEC TSS/8, collects all activity on
the 40 lines connected to it and produces reports
on all statistics associated with the data com
munications terminals.

Costs.

The development of courseware and systems is an
ex pensive, proposition. It is eli fficult for this
project to derive a cost for the courseware and
systems separately. The NRC has given free com
pu t er time (estimated value of about $200,000
in 1973) as well as system programming (about 3
man-years since 1968). The OlSE has probably
spent more in direct costs than any other single
agency -- about $120,000 annually since 1970
for salaries, travel, supplies and data communi
cations. Each college has provided direct costs
for their travel, rental of terminals and data
communications equipment. Indirectly, each col
lege has borne the teacher salaries for time
spent on development.

In September the OlSE received a grant from the
Ontario Ministry of Colleges and Universities for
courseware development. A large portion of the
grant is being returned to the colleges to offset
the expense of hiring additional staff to r-eplace
the regular teachers who are working on course
ware development.

Currently we are trying to find support for the
developmen t of a dynamically microprogramabl.e
minicompu ter CAL system. Simulation studies
have indicated that a dedicated CAL system can be
developed that would be capable of servicing
150-300 terminals for abou t $1000 per terminal
capital expenditure for compu ting eq ui pmen t ,
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